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g?}Q )Y ~L? “Hú?BQ? D(~?B(“~D)(“á B?á“s 
~D)(Q “Q HDQQ?XD(“~?H ”K ~L? ’B?QQ “(H B“HD) 
()~ )(áK ;)(Y^Q?Q ~L? ’^”áD;a ”^~ “~ ~DX?Q 
“áQ) ;“^Q?Q “ XDáH LKQ~?BD“* WLDQ DQ ’“B~D;s 
^á“BáK ()~“”á? D( g)B~L íX?BD;“ }LD;La 
“á~L)^ñL D~ ’“B~D;D’“~?H D( ~L? á“Q~ ~}) })BáH 
}“BQa ?Q;“’?H “;~^“á H?Q~B^;~D)( )Y D~Q L)X?s 
á“(H* WL? 3^B)’?“( ’)’^á“;? L“Q X?X)BK 
)Y ~L? ”D~~?B ?'’?BD?(;?Q )Y ~L? á“Q~ ;)(YáD;~ 
~) HB“} ^’)( D( X“ND(ñ ’B?’“B“~D)(Q Y)B “ 
’)QQD”á? (?} X“G)B ;)(YáD;~* w( ;)(Q?‘^?(;?a 
D~ DQ á?QQ D(;áD(?H ~) “ ;)(H^;~ }LD;L D( 
?YY?;~ ;)(Q~D~^~?Q ’“(D;*

b(? )Y ~L? ;)XX)( “(H K?~ (“~^B“á ‘^?s 
BD?Q DQa &ÍL?B? QL“áá }? ñ) ~) “ú)DH “ ’)Qs
QD”á? “~)XD; ”)X”D(ñ$¡ w( ~L? YDBQ~ ’á“;?a 
~L?B? DQ () “QQ^B“(;? “Q ~) }L?B? “( ?(?XK 
}Dáá Q~BDN?* WL? X)B? ’B)”“”á? “ ~“Bñ?~ “’s 
’?“BQa X“K ’?BL“’Q ”? ~L? B?“Q)( }LK D~ 
})^áH jQ& ”? Q?á?;~?H ”K ~L? ?(?XK* -DáDs 
~“BK Q~B“~?ñKÑ “Q }?áá “Q á)ñD;Ñ D(HD;“~?Q 
~L“~ “ (“~D)( }Dáá H) D~Q ^~X)Q~ ~) Q“Y?ñ^“BH 
?QQ?(~D“á D(H^Q~BD?Qa á“Bñ? ’)B~ Y“;DáD~D?Qa “(H 
~L? áDN?* w~ DQ D( Q^;L ’á“;?Q ~L“~ D~ }Dáá ;)(s
;<(~B“~? D~Q Q~B)(ñ?Q~a ;)^(~?B “DB Y)B;< “(H 
D~Q (?~ )Y B“H“B }“B(D(ñ ’)Q~Q* w(“QX^;L “Q 
“~ ~L? ”?ñD((D(ñ )Y “ ;)(YáD;~ ~L? é9IqIxéA 
A<A) Aj& DQ ’“B“X)^(~ D( ñ“D(D(ñ “( “Hs 
ú“(~“ñ? “(H D( H?X)B“áD6D(ñ ~L? )’’)QD~D)(a 
~L? ?(?XK }Dáá ’B)”“”áK Q~BDN? }L?B? á?“Q~ 
?'’?;~?H*

9á??D(ñ ~) X)^(~“D(Q “(H H?Q?B~Q D( ~L? 
D(~?BD)B )Y “ ;)^(~BKa “Q Q)X? ’?BQ)(Q }L) 
“B? X)~Dú“~?H ”K }“B ’“(D; “B? ()} H)D(ña 
DQ ()~ “Q ñ))H G^HñX?(~ “Q D~ X“K Q??X* 
íHXD~~?HáKa “( ?(?XK }Dáá ()~ }“Q~? ?'s 
’?(QDú? X“~<BD?á “(H ’?BQ)((?á )( ”)X”D(ñ 
Q?XDH?Q)á“~? “B?“Q* WL? ’?BQ)(Q }L) L“ú? 
B?~B?“~?H ~) Q^;L B?ñD)(Q }Dááa D( ~L? ?ú?(~ 
)Y “;~^“á ;)(YáD;~a ”? Y“;?H ”K )~L?B ;DB;^Xs
Q~“(;?Q ()~ X^;L á?QQ H?ú“Q~“~D(ñ ~L“( ~L? 
”)X”D(ñ* v^;L B?X!~? “B?“Q }D~LD(a Y)B 
?'“X’á?a ~L? j(D~?H v~“~?Qa H) ()~ ’B)úDH? 
“X’D? Y))H Q^’’áK* jQ^“ááK Y))H “(H )~L?B 
?QQ?(~D“áQ X^Q~ ”? ~B“(Q’)B~?H ~) ~L?X ”K 
X?“(Q !Y B“DáB)“HQa )B ”K ú“(Q )B ~B^;NQ

YB)X ’B)H^;? ;?(~?BQ* í( “;~^“á D(ú“QD!( 
)B Q?BD)^Q ”)X”D(ñ )Y X“G)B ;D~D?Q })^áH 
DXX?HD“~?áK HDQB^’~ “áá ()BX“á ~B“(Q’)B~ )Y 
~L?Q? ñ))HQ* íú“Dá“”á? Y“;DáD~D?Q })^áH ”? 
;)(;?(~B“~?H ~) Q?Bú? ~L? Q~BD;N?( “B?“Qa ~) 
’B)úDH? X?HD;“á “(H XDáD~“BK Q^’’áD?Q* WL^Q 
~L)Q? &D( LDHD(ñ¡ })^áH ”? Y)B;?H ~) á?“ ú? 
~L?DB B?~B?“~Q Y)B (??H?H ;)XX)HD~D?Q* w( 
“HHD~D)(a DX’)Q?H B“~D)(D(ñ })^áH X“N? D~ 
DX’)QQD”á? Y)B ~L?X ~) “;;^X^á“~? “( “Hs 
ú“(;? )B Q^YYD;D?(~ “X)^(~ )Y Q^’’áD?Q H^BD(ñ 
~L? “;~^“á ?X?Bñ?(;K*

U?D(ñ Y^B~L?B B?“áDQ~D;a }LD;L X?“(Q “( 
“(“áKQDQ )Y “ ’B)”“”á? ;)^BQ? )Y ?ú?(~Q D( 
Q^;L “( ?X?Bñ?(;Ka ~L)Q? }L) L“H Q)^ñL~ 
B?Y^ñ? })^áH ”? ;)X’?áá?H ~) á?“ú? ~L?DB B?s 
~B?“~ ”K 7)ú?B(X?(~ )BH?B* -?( “(H })X?( 
}L) “B? “”á?s”)HD?H })^áH ”? ;)XX“(H?Ha 
“áX)Q~ B?ñ“BHá?QQ )Y “ñ?a ~) ’“B~D;D’“~? D( 
Q)X? ;“’“;D~K ~) “QQDQ~ D( Q~BD;N?( “B?“Q* 
Í)X?( })^áH ”? HB“Y~?H ~) L)Q’D~“á H^~Ka 
()~}D~LQ~“(HD(ñ “(K á“;N )Y ~B“D(D(ñ* -?( 
})^áH ”? )”áDñ?H ~) ;á?“B “}“K áD~~?B “(H 
?'~D(ñ^DQL YDB?Qa “Q }?áá “Q ~) B?X)ú? ~L)Q? 
}L) “B? Q~BD;N?( “(H L?á’á?QQ*

b”úD)^QáKa () ’)B~D)( )Y ~L? ’)’^á“;? DQ 
ñ)D(ñ ~) ”? ’?BXD~~?Ha D( ~L? ?ú?(~ )Y ~L? 
;DB;^XQ~“(;?Q )Y “( “;~^“á YDñL~ Y)B Q^BúDú“áa 
~) QLDBN D~Q X)B“á H^~K* WL? Y“;~ ~L“~ Q)X? 
X“K L“ú? Yá?H ~) “ B?Y^ñ? ”?Y)B? ~L? ;)(s
YáD;~ ”?ñ“( })^áH X“N? )Y ~L?X () ?';?’s 
~D)(Q* WL)Q? }L) B?Y^Q? ~) B?’)B~ Y)B H^~Ka 
)B ~L“~ D~ })^áH ”? HDQ;á)Q?H á“~?B L“H ()~ 
H)(? Q)a })^áH ”? ;)(QDH?B?H H?B?áD;~ D( ~L?DB 
B?Q’)(QD”DáD~K* WL?K })^áH ”? Q^”G?;~ ~) 
Q?ú?B? ’?(“á~D?Q )Y DX’BDQ)(X?(~^ xá jQ& 
;QIéAs

g) D(~?ááDñ?(~ ’?BQ)( }“(~Q “ Í)BáH Í “B 
www* g?D~L?B QDH? )Y ~L? Y“;~D)(Q Y“ú)BQ Q^;L 
“ ’á“(* w~ DQ )”úD)^QáK ~)) ?'~B?X?áK H“(s 
ñ?B)^Q* b( ~L? )~L?B L“(Ha ~L? ?á?X?(~Q )Y 
’B?QQ^B? }LD;L “B? ”^DáHD(ñ ^’ X“K ñ?~ ”?s
K)(H ~L? ’)D(~ )Y ;)(~B)á “(H ’B?;D’D~“~? 
Q^;L “ }“B* y?ñ“BHá?QQ )Y }L) })^áH ”? 
~L? XDáD~“BK úD;~)Ba L? })^áH Q~Dáá ”? ~L? 
á)Q?B* A?ú“Q~“~D)( “(H ;L“)Q })^áH ~L}“B~ 
“áá ~L? Q^;;?QQ ~L“~ )(? XDñL~ L)’? })^áH
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?X?Bñ? YB)X Q^;L “ úD;~)BK* w~ DQ “’’“B?(~a 
~L?(a ~L“~ ?“;L L^X“( ”?D(ñ }L) &”xjñé “(H 
}L) L“Q ~L? )’’)B~^(D~K )Y ;)(ú?B~D(ñ LDQ 
~L)^ñL~Q D(~) “;~D)(Q }Dáá ~BK ~) ;)(Q~B“D( 
}“B* w~ DQ D(;^X”?(~ ^’)( LDX ~) B?X“D( 
“Q “( “;~Dú? “(H D(~?ñB“á ’“B~ )Y LDQ ’B?Q?(~ 
Q);D?~Ka jQ& &Q óLój—Qj x&s

k)áD~D;D“(Q H)}( ~LB)^ñL ~L? ;?(~^BD?Q 
L“ú? ”??( ()~“”áK X)B? ;)(;?B(?H “”)^~ 
~L?DB ’)áD~D;“á “X”D~D)(Q ~L“( ~L?DB ’^”áD; 
;L“Bñ?a (“X?áKa ~L? }?áY“B? )Y ~L? (“~D)( 
}LD;L ~L?K B?’B?Q?(~* ÍL“~ ~L?K )Y~?( ’B)s 
Y?QQ ~) ”? &”A LAé&a )(áK B?Yá?;~Q “( “~~?X’~ 
~) Q~“”DáD6? ~L?DB )}( ’“B~Ka D~Q ’)áD;D?Qa “(H 
~L?DB ’“B~D;^á“B D(~?B?Q~Q* g?ú?B~L?á?QQa Q^;L 
’)áD~D;D“(Q “B? D()BHD(“~?áK Q?(QD~Dú? ~) ~L? 
}DQL?Q )Y ~L?DB ;)(Q~D~^?(~QÑ~L? ú)~?BQ* 
v)X?~DX?Q Q^;L Q?(QD~DúD~K B?Q^á~Q D( “ ”?(?s 
Y2~ Y)B ~L? ’?)’á? “(H Y)B ~L? Q~“~?a “(H )~L?B 
~DX?Q D~ H)?Q ()~* >DQ~)BK DQ B?’á?~? }D~L 
D(;DH?(;?Q ~) D(HD;“~? ~L“~ ~L? X“QQ?Q L“ú? 
)Y~?( ”??( }B)(ñ D( ~L?DB H?X“(HQ* U^~ 
’)áD~D;D“(Q Y)B ~L?DB )}( }?áY“B? ;)(~D(^< ~) 
N??’ ~L?DB ;)áá?;~Dú? ?“BQ “~~^(?H ~) ~L? ’^”s
áD; H?X“(HQ* w~ DQa ~L?B?Y)B?a (?;?QQ“BK Y)B 
K)^ ~) B?X“D( }L?B? K)^ ;“( ú)D;?a LN Ló<t 
<Q&a )B ”K Q)X? )~L?B X<HD^Xa “( )’D(D)( 
}LD;L ;“( D(Yá^?(;? K)^B ’)áD~D;“á B?’B?Q?(s 
~“~Dú? ~) ’^BQ^? “ Q“(? “(H G^Q~ ;)^BQ? D( 
LDQ á?ñDQá“ ~D ú? Y^(;~D)(Q*

m?~ ^Q “QQ^X? ~L“~ ~L? X“G)B ’)B~D)( )Y 
~L? ;DúDáD“( ’)’^á“;? )Y “ (“~D)( })^áH ”? 
Q^Q;?’~D”á? ~) }“B LKQ~?BD“ “(H ~L“~ D~ ;)^áH 
“(H })^áH B?~B?“~ YB)X D(H^Q~BD?Q “(H YB)X 
Y))Ha ~B“(Q’)B~a “(H )~L?B ?QQ?(~D“á ;?(~?BQ 
)Y “;~DúD~K* WLDQ })^áH B?Q^á~ D( “ jó&xQjó< 
x)qQ&AjBAs g) “H?‘^“~? H?Y?(Q? ;)^áH ~L?( 
”? ’á“((?H )B ?'?;^~?H* -)Q~ X)H?B“ }8BQ 
“B? ~?;L()á)ñD;“áa }LD;L X?“(Q ~L“~ ”?LDDDH 
?“;L ;)X”“~“(~ !B Q)áHD?B ~L?B? X^Q~ ”? 
X“(K ;DúDáD“( })BN?BQ* íáá ~L)Q? })BN?BQ 
H) ()~ (?;?QQ“BDáK (??H ~) })BN D( “BX“X?(~ 
’á“(~Q )B ~) X“N? ~L? X“;LD(?BK )Y }“B* 
T)^B ú?BK G)”a ~L? )(? K)^ L“ú? “á}“KQ 
”??( })BND(ñ “~a D( “áá ’B)”“”DáD~K D( ~L? 
?ú?(~ )Y }“B })^áH HDB?;~áK )B D(HDB?;~áK ”? 
DX’)B~“(~ ~) K)^B (“~D)(* W) Yá?? ~) ~L? 
X)^(~“D(Q )B ~) ~L? H?Q?B~Q DQ ~) “QQ^X? ~L“~ 
D( Q)X? }“K ~L? H?Y?(Q? )Y }L“~ K)^ ()} 
;L?BDQL })^áH ”? ;“BBD?H )( “(H ~L“~ “~ “ 
á“~?B ~DX? K)^ ;)^áH B?~^B( ~) B?Q^X? K)^B 
’B?úD)^Q }“K )Y áDúD(ñ* v^;L B?“Q)(D(ñ DQ 
Y)ááK* !& xé —AéAI&xQj  YB)X K)^B H^~K “Q “( 
D(~?ñB“á ’“B~ )Y Q);D?~K* w~ })^áH )(áK B?Q^á~

D( ?'’?HD~D(ñ ~L? B“úDQLD(ñ )Y K)^B (“~D)(* 
w~ })^áH ;)(Q~D~^~? “ ñ^“B“(~?? )Y ~L? ?'s 
~D(ñ^DQLD(ñ )Y “áá ’)~?(~D“áD~D?Q )Y “ B?~^B( 
~) ()BX“á;K D( ~L? Y^~^B?*

WL?B? “B? ~L)Q? }L) XDñL~ B?’áKa &í(H 
)Y }L“~ “QQDQ~“(;? ;)^áH w ”? ~) XK Y?áá)} 
;D~D6?(Q DY w }?B? Q^HH?(áK NDáá?H ”K B?X“D(s 
D(ñ D( ~L? “B?“ )Y “ ’B)”“”á? ”)X” “~~“;N$¡ 
T)^B B?X“D(D(ñ ~) L?á’ qIAqóIA áQI BQj&xjt 
?AjBxAé “Q HDB?;~?H ”K ñ)ú?B(X?(~“á “^~L)BDs 
~D?Q Y)B?Q~“ááQ ~L? ’)QQD”DáD~K )Y “( )’?( 
;)(YáD;~* w~ “~ á?“Q~ H?á“KQ D~* í( ?(?XKa 
“Q ’“B~ )Y D~Q ’QK;L)á)ñD;“á }“BY“B?a ~BD?Q 
?ú?BK }“K }D~LD( D~Q X?“(Q ~) H?X)B“áD6? ~L? 
;DúDáD“( ’)’^á“;?* vDñ(Q )Y ’“(D; “(H “ B?s
~B?“~ )Y ~L? ’?)’á? “B? ?úDH?(;? ~) ~L? ?(?XK 
)Y D(~?X“á }?“N(?QQ* WL?K ;)(Q~D~^~? ~L? 
QDñ(“á Y)B “~~“;N* w( ~L? ?ú?(~ )Y “;~^“á }“Bs
Y“B? K)^ XDñL~ á)Q? K)^B áDY? ”K B?X“D(D(ñ 
D( “ á“Bñ? X?~B)’)áD~“( )B ?QQ?(~D“á “B?“* 
WL“~ DQ “ (?;?QQ“BK ;“á;^á“~?H BDQN }LD;L 
K)^ ~“N? “Q “ ;D~D6?( D( ’?BY)BXD(ñ K)^B 
H^~K D( ~BKD(ñ ~) ’B?ú?(~ }“BÑ )B D( ~L? 
H?Y?(Q? “ñ“D(Q~ “~~“;N*

WL?Q? B?X“BNQ “B? ()~ D(~?(H?H ~) ”? 
;L“^úD(DQ~D;a ~L“~ DQa “( “’’?“á ~) ”áD(H ’“s 
~BD)~DQX* y“~L?Ba ~L?K Q??N ~) Q?~ Y)B~L ~L? 
?'’?HD?(~ ~LD(ñQ ~) H) ^(H?B ~L? ’B?Q?(~ 
~B?(H )Y ?ú?(~Q* m?~ ^Q ()~ ”? Q) Q?áYs 
BDñL~?)^Q D( )^B ~LD(ND(ñ “Q ~) ’B?Q^X? ~L“~ 
~L? ?ú?(~Q )Y ~L? H“K “B? ()~ )^B ’?BQ)(“á 
B?Q’)(QD”DáD~K )B H)D(ñ* wY }?a ~L? ’?)’á?Q 
)Y ~L? })BáHa “B? )( ~L? ú?Bñ? )Y “()~L?B 
})BáH }“Ba “ ;)(QDH?B“”á? ’)B~D)( )Y ~L? 
Y“^á~ Y)B ~L“~ DQ )^BQ “Q D(HDúDH^8DQ* b^B 
D(HDQ;BDXD(“~? })BáH ~“BDYYQa )^B )Y~?( L^s 
XDáD“~D(ñ DXXDñB“~D)( B?Q~BD;~D)(Qa )^B ?;)s
()XD; “(H ’)áD~D;“á ;)“áD~D)(Qa )^B ñ?(?B“á 
D(HDYY?B<(;? ~) ~L? ’B)”á?XQ )Y )~L?B ’?)’á?Qa 
)^B YB?‘^?(~ B?áDñD)^Q ”Dñ)~BKa )^B )Y~?( Y“áQ? 
Q?(Q? )Y (“~D)(“á Q^’B?X“;K L“Q ;!(~BD”^~?H 
~) ~L? QD~^“~D)( ~L“~ ’B?ú“DáQ* b^B H?QDB? ~) 
L“ú? “YYá^?(;?a X)(?Ka “(H ’?BQ)(“á ’)}?B 
”?Y)B? ’BD(;D’D?a ~) L“ú? ;)XY)B~ ”?Y)B? 
Q?;^BD~Ka “(H ú“(D~K ”?Y)B? ^(H?BQ~“(HD(ña 
L“ú? ?(;)^B“ñ?H ~L)Q? “Hú?BQ? H?ú?á)’X?(~Q 
}LD;L L“ú? B?Q^á~?H D( X“(K ‘^“B~?BQ D( 
~L? á“Q~ ~LB?? H?;“H?Q*

Í? ”)“Q~ ~L“~ }? “B? “ H?X);B“;K* ÍL“~ 
L“ú? }? H)(? }D~L )^B BDñL~Q )Y YB??H)X )Y 
~L)^ñL~ “(H “;~D)( D( Y^B~L?BD(ñ )~L?B ~L“( 
)^B (“~D)(“á “(H ’?BQ)(“á “YY“DBQ$ ÍL“~ L“ú? 
}? H)(? D( ~L? á“Q~ ~LDB~K K?“BQ ~) L?á’ 
DX’B)ú? ~L? ñ?(?B“á ’?“;?~DX? ;)(HD~D)(Q
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)Y ~L? })BáH$ Í? L“ú? “áá)}?H “ ~DñL~?B 
Y?(;? ~) ”? ”^Dá~ “B)^(H )^B DXX?HD“~? 
D(~?B?Q~Qa }LD;L }? ;“áD )^B (“~D)(“á 
”)^(H“BD?Qa “(H }? L“ú? ;)X? ~) ~LD(N 
~L“~ G^Q~ ~L“~ }LD;L áD?Q }D~LD( ~L“~ Y?(;? 
DQ )^B })BáH* v^HH?(áK }? L“ú? á?“B(?H ~L“~ 
}L?( “ YDB? B“ñ?Q D~ H)?Q ()~ “á}“KQ Q~)’ 
“~ ~L? Y?(;?a ”^~ Q’B?“HQ ) ú?B D~* >“H }? 
;)(;?B(?H )^BQ?áú?Q X)B? }D~L &”A &I9A 
;QI<— a B?“áD6D(ñ L)} X^;L }?a “Q “ ’?)’á? 
“(H “Q “ (“~D)(a H?’?(H?H ^’)( D~ ?;)()Xs 
D;“ááK “(H ’)áD~D;“ááK Y)B )^B Q?;^BD~Ka Q)X? 
)Y ~L? H“(ñ?BQ ()} ;)(YB)(~D(ñ ^Q ;)^áH 
L“ú? ”??( XD~Dñ“~?H*

WL? ^(D~K }LD;L }? YB“(~D;“ááK Q??N ~) 
“;;)X’áDQL “~ ~LDQ ~DX? “X)(ñ ~L? (“~D)(Q 
Q) “Q ~) Q~Dáá ~L? ~DH“á }“ú?a }LD;L XDñL~ 
?(ñ^áY ^Qa ;)^áH L“ú? ”??( Q?BD)^QáK ;)(s 
QDH?B?H ’B?úD)^QáK* WL?(a ~L?B? XDñL~ ()~ 
L“ú? ”??( “ ~DH“á }“ú?* W) L“ú? “;;)Xs 
’áDQL?H ~LDQ D( K?“BQ ’“Q~ })^áH L“ú? X?“(~ 
Q)X? Q“;BDYD;? )Y ~L? Q)ú?B?Dñ(~K )Y )^B B?s
Q’?;~Dú? (“~D)(Q* w~ })^áH ’?BL“’Q L“ú? 
X?“(~a “Q }?ááa ~L? á?QQ?(D(ñ )Y ~L)Q? Q~“(Hs 
“BHQ )Y áDúD(ñ }LD;L Q)X? )Y ^Q “B? ?(G)KD(ñ* 
g)~ L“úD(ñ H)(? ~L?Q? ~LD(ñQa ~L?B? DQ ()} 
~L? H“(ñ?B )Y ”?D(ñ ;)X’?áá?H ~) }“BH )YY 
“ ;)X’á?~? á)QQ )Y Q)ú?B?Dñ(~K “(H “ ;)(s 
~D(^“á B?H^;~D)( )Y )^B Q~“(H“BHQ )Y áDúD(ñ 
Y)B D(H?~?BXD(“~? ~DX?*

-KQ~D;“ááKa ~L? ?ú?(~Q )Y ~L? H“K “B? )^B 
D(HDúDH^“á “BX“a ”?;“^Q? )Y )^B D(HDúDH^“á 
D(HDYY?B?(;? “(H )Y~?( ~L)^ñL~á?QQ(?QQ* W) 
B?~B?“~ ()} DQ )(áK ~) ;)X’)^(H ~L? á?QQ)( 
}LD;L }? X^Q~ á?“B(* WLDQ DQ )^B ?B“ )Y ~L? 
})BáH* w~ DQ )^BQ ~) I9xj )B ~) Ix?”&s

9B“~?B(“ááKa
yímk> -* m3Í wva 

wX’?B“~)B*

zPqÜP0 z’HO$ UD 0”P VU$’qÜxq’YO$

WL? Y)áá)}D(ñ DQ “ ~B“(Qá“~D)( YB)X ~L? 
X)(~LáK ”^áá?~D( DQQ^?H ”K ~L? 7B“(H m)Hñ? 
)Y ~L? y)QD;B^;D“( bBH?B rí-by.da D( 7?Bs 
X“(K* WL? ~D~á? )Y ~L? ”^áá?~D(a D( m“~D(a DQ 
p9K vQéóA yI9Bxéa áD~?B“ááK ~B“(Qá“~?Ha &mDñL~ 
)Y ~L? y)QK .B)QQ*¡ Í ? ~LD(N ~L? X“~?BD“á 
DQ X)Q~ “’’B)’BD“~? ~) “’’?“B ”?Y)B? ~LDQ 
9)B^X*

V n V
WL?B? “B? QD'~??( QDñ(Q ”K }LD;L “ X?Xs

”?B )Y ~L? y)QD;B^;D“(Q ;“( ”? B?;)ñ(D6?H* 
>? }L) L“Q )(áK “ Y?} )Y ~L?Q? QDñ(Q DQ ()~

“ X?X”?B )Y “ ú?BK LDñL H?ñB??a ”?;“^Q? 
~L? ~B^? y)QD;B^;D“( L“Q “áá )Y ~L?X*
o* P ”A vQéxBI9Bxój xé qó&xAj&s

>DQ YDBQ~ “(H X)Q~ DX’)B~“(~ úD;~)BK DQ 
~L? ;)(‘^?Q~ )Y LDQ )}( Q?áY* w~ DQ “ úD;~)BK 
)ú?B ~L? &mD)(a¡ }L) L“Q })^(H?H ”D~~?BáK 
“ Y?} )Y ~L? ”?Q~ y)QD;B^;D“( Y)áá)}?BQ* >? 
;“(()~ ”? )ú?B;)X? ”K “ }DáH “(H ~L)^ñL~s 
á?QQ “~~“;Na ”^~ X^Q~ ”? )ú?B;)X? ”K k“s 
~D?(;? “(H v~B?(ñ~L* WL? ~B^? y)QD;B^;D“( 
~BD?Q ~) )ú?B;)X? LDQ ?(?XD?Q ~LB)^ñL ND(Hs 
(?QQa “(H ~L)Q? }L) L“~? LDXa ~LB)^ñL ñDY~Q* 
>? L?“’Q () ;^BQ?Qa ”^~ ~L? YD?BK ;)“áQ )Y 
m) ú? ^’)( ~L?DB L?“HQ* >? H)?Q ()~ ’^BQ^? 
LDQ ?(?XD?Q }D~L “ Q})BH )B }D~L B)HQa ”^~ 
á?~Q ~L? ú?~;L ñB)} }D~L ~L? ;)B(a ^(~Dá ”)~L 
“B? BD’? “(H “B? Q?’“B“~?H ”K g“~^B?*
ns P ”A vQéxBI9Bxój xé ñxj—s

>? (?ú?B “’’?“BQ HDQX“á )B X?á“(;L)áK )B 
}D~L “ Q^BáK )B Q“B;“Q~D; Y“;?* >? ~B?“~Q 
?ú?BK)(? ND(HáK “(H ;)^B~?)^QáKa “(H DQ “ás
}“KQ B?“HK ~) L?á’ )~L?BQ* íá~L)^ñL L? DQ 
HDYY?B?(~ YB)X ~L? X“G)BD~K )Y )~L?B L^X“(Qa 
L? ~BD?Q ~) “H“’~ LDXQ?áY ~) ~L?DB L“”D~Qa 
Y)BXQa “(H (??HQ “Q Y“B “Q LDQ HDñ(D~K ’?Bs 
XD~Q* >? DQa ~L?B?Y)B?a Q);D“”á? “(H ’á?“Q“(~a 
“(H N()}Q L)} ~) ;)(ú?BQ? }D~L BD;L )B ’))B 
“áDN?, L? ;“BBD?Q LDXQ?áY D( “ X“((?B Q) 
“Q ~) }D( ~L? ?Q~??X “X)(ñ “áá ;á“QQ?Q )Y 
Q);D?~Ka Y)B L? L“Q ;)(‘^?B?H ~L? U?“B )Y 
rI^áñ“BD~Kd*
l* P ”A vQéxBI9Bxój ñjQ;é jQ AjWNs

U?Y)B? L? DQ “;;?’~?H D(~) ~L? bBH?Ba L?
X^Q~ ’“QQ “ Q?ú?B? ~?Q~a &~) Q?ú?B ~L? L?“H 
)Y ~L? Q(“N?¡Ñ “ ú?BK HDYDD;^á~ ~“QNa Y)B ~L? 
Q(“N? DQ ;B“Y~K “(H LDH?Q D~Q?áY ?“QDáK D( “ 
;!B(?B* WL? ~B^? y)QD;B^;D“( DQ “á}“KQ Q“~s 
DQYD?H }D~L LDQ á)~ “(H N()}Q ~L“~ D~ DQ “Q L? 
H?Q?Bú?Q* WL? “Hú“(~“ñ?Q “(H BD;L?Q }LD;L 
)~L?BQ ?(G)K ~B)^”á? LDX ()~a ”?;“^Q? L? 
“á}“KQ }DQL?Q Y)B ~L? ”?Q~* >? N()}Q ~L“~ 
L? QL“áá B?;?Dú? ?ú?BK~LD(ñ }LD;L L? H?s 
Q?Bú?Qa “(H D~ ”)~L?BQ LDX ()~ DY Q)X? )~L?B 
L^X“( L“Q X)B? ~L“( L?* >? H)?Q ()~ ?'s 
’?;~ “(K Y“ú)BQa ”^~ Q’?(HQ LDQ ”?(?ú)á?(;? 
“(H ñ))H }Dáá }D~L)^~ “(K ’“B~D“áD~K*
M s P ” A  vQéxBI9Bxój ”Ió?é jQ&s

>? N()}Q ~L“~ ~L? L^X“( DQ ()~LD(ñ ”^~ “ 
~))á D( 7)H♦Q L“(Ha “(H ~L“~ L? ;“(()~ “;s
;)X’áDQL “(K~LD(ñ ^Q?Y^á ~LB)^ñL LDQ )}( 
}Dááa “(H ~L“~ ~L? á“~~?B DQ )(áK ~L? L^X“(áK 
Q’)Dá?H Í Dáá )Y 7)H* W) 7bA L? ñDú?Q “áá 
L)()Ba “(H ~) ~L“~ }LD;L DQ X)B~“áa “áá 
;?(Q^B?* >? L“Q () ^(”BDHá?H L“Q~? ~) “;s
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;)X’áDQL “ ~LD(ña ”^~ L? }“D~Q ^(~Dá ~L? 
-“Q~?B }L) B?QDH?Q )ú?B LDX “(H D( LDX 
ñDú?Q ~L? )BH?B* >? ;)(QDH?BQ }?áá ~L? ~LD(ñQ 
L? Q’?“NQ “”)^~ “(H )XD~Q ^(L)áK })BHQ*
h* P ”A vQéxBI9Bxój xé jQ& x—<As

UK ~LDQ L? ’B)ú?Q ~L“~ ~L?B? DQ Q)X?~LD(ñ 
~B^? D( LDXa “(H L? DQ ()~ “Q “ ”“ñ ”á)}( 
^’ }D~L }D(H* í’’á“^Q? “(H ;?(Q^B? á?“ú? 
LDX ^(~)^;L?Ha “(H áD~~á? H)?Q L? Y??á Q“H 
DY L? DQ ”?D(ñ ;)(~B“HD;~?H “(H Q;)B(?H* >? 
áDú?Q D( LDQ D((?B Q?áYa “(H B?G)D;?Q D( ~L? 
U?“^~K )Y LDQ D((?B })BáHa ”^~ L? H)?Q ()~ 
á)(ñ ~) QL)} LDQ ’)QQ?QQD)( )B ~) ”B“ñ “”)^~ 
“(K Q’DBD~^“á ñDY~Q }LD;L L? XDñL~ L“ú? 
“;‘^DB?H* WL? ñB?“~?B LDQ ñDY~Qa ~L? ñB?“~?B 
LDQ X)H?Q~Ka “(H ~L? ñB?“~?B DQ LDQ }Dáá ~) 
)”?K ~L? m“}*
P* P ”A vQéxBI9Bxój xé jQ& AKBAééxWAs

>? ~BD?Q “~ “áá ~DX?Q ~) Y^áYDáá LDQ H^~Ka 
“(H ~) “;~ “;;)BHD(ñ ~) ~L? )BH?BQ )Y ~L? 
m“}* >? DQ ()~ Q}?’~ “}“K ”K ?'~?B(“á 
~LD(ñQ 5)B ”K ;?B?X)(D?Q* WL? m“} DQ }BD~s 
~?( D( LDQ L?“B~, ;)(Q?‘^?(~áK L? X“Q~?BQ “áá 
~L)^ñL~Q “(H “;~Q* >DQ HDñ(D~K áD?Q ()~ D( 
LDQ )^~?B “’’?“B“(;?a ”^~ D( LDQ B?“á Q?áYa 
}LD;L D( ;)X’“BDQ)( DQ áDN? “ B))~ )^~ )Y 
}LD;L Q’BD(ñ “áá “;~D)(Q* WL? D((?B U?“^~K 
)Y LDQ D((?B Q?áY B?Yá?;~Q ^’)( LDQ )^~?B Q?áY 
“(H Q~“X’Q “áá LDQ H??HQ }D~L D~Q v?“á* WL? 
mDñL~ )Y LDQ D((?B Q?áY ;“( ”? H?~?;~?H D( 
LDQ ?K?Q ”K )(? }L) DQ ?'’?BD?(;?H, D~ DQ ~L? 
XDBB)B )Y ~L? &7)HáK IDQD)(¡ }D~LD(*
*s P ”A vQéxBI9Bxój xé jQ& ó)Lx&xQ9és

g)~LD(ñ B?~“BHQ ~L? H?ú?á)’X?(~ “(H ?'s
~?(QD!( )Y ~L? v)^á X)B? ~L“( “ (“BB)} 
úDQD!( “(H “ Q?áYDQL ;L“B“;~?Ba Q^;L “Q Q??Ns 
D(ñ ’B?Y?BX?(~a HDQ~D(;~D)(a D(Yá^?(;?a ?~;* 
WL? ~B^? y)QD;B^;D“( “á}“KQ ;)(;?XQ LDXs
Q?áY X)B? “”)^~ ~L? }?áás”?D(ñ )Y )~L?BQ 
~L“( )Y LDQ )}(* >? L“Q () Q?;B?~ )B )”s
Q~2(“~? D(~?B?Q~ ;)(;?B(D(ñ ’B)~?;~D)( )B H)s
D(ñ ñ))H* >? Q??NQ ~) H) ñ))H “~ “áá ~DX?Qa 
“(H (?ú?B XDQQ?Q “( )’’)B~^(D~K }L?( D~ 
’B?Q?(~Q D~Q?áY ~)}“BH ~L“~ ;“^Q?*
i* P ”A vQéxBI9Bxój xé jQ& AKBx&óL<As

w~ DQ ;á?“B ~L“~ “ L^X“( }L) })BNQ Y)B 
~L? ’B)YD~ )Y ~L? X“G)BD~K DQ L“~?H ”K Q^;La 
}L)Q? ’?BQ)(“á “Hú“(~“ñ?Q H) ()~ ñ“D( ~L?B?s 
”Ka ”?;“^Q? Q?áYDQL(?QQ DQ ~L? )’’)QD~? )Y “ 
X“ñ(“(DX)^Q L?“B~a “(H ~L? ;á“DXQ )Y ~L? 
Y?} “B? ()~ “á}“KQ D( ~L? D(~?B?Q~Q )Y ~L? 
}L)á?* WL?B?Y)B?a ~L? y)QD;B^;D“( ú?BK )Y~?( 
B?;?Dú?Q B?QDQ~“(;? YB)X (“BB)}sXD(H?H “(H 
QL)B~QDñL~?H ’?)’á?, ”K Qá“(H?B?BQ L? DQ D(s

Q^á~?H* >DQ X)~Dú?Q “B? ”?D(ñ HDQ~)B~?H* WL? 
Dñ()B“(~ G^Hñ? LDX Y“áQ?áK* w(  ~L? ?K?Q )Y 
~L? &v^’?B w(~?áá?;~^“á¡ L? ”?;)X?Q BDHD;^s 
á)^Q, L? DQ B?úDá?H ”K ~L? G?Q~?B* íáá Q^;L 
);;^BB?(;?Q ;“(()~ ?';D~? ~L? XD(H )Y “ ~B^? 
y)QD;B^;D“(a “(H “Q áD~~á? ;“( ~L?K HDQ~^B” 
~L? 7)HáK >“BX)(K )Y LDQ v)^áa ”?;“^Q? LDQ 
9“D~L B?Q~Q D( ~L? B?;)ñ(D~D)( “(H ~L? ÍDQs 
H)X )Y WB^~L D( LDX* WL? )’’)QD~D)( )Y 
~L)^Q“(HQ )Y ^(N()}D(ñ ’?)’á? }Dáá ()~ H?~?B 
LDX YB)X “;~D)(Q )Y ñ))H(?QQ “(H ()”á?(?QQa 
?ú?( DY Q^;L “;~D)(Q QL)^áH ”? ~L? B?Q^á~ )Y 
~L? á)QQ )Y LDQ )}( 9)B~^(? “(H mDY?* í;s 
;^Q~)X?H “(H ;“’“”á? ~) ’^~ LDQ úDQD!( ^’)( 
~L? 7)HáKa L? ;“(()~ ”? ’^áá?H ”“;N YB)X 
~L? Dáá^QD)(Q )Y X“~?BD“áD~Ka ”^~ L“(ñQ )( ~) 
~L? 3~?B(“á WB^~L* v^BB)^(H?H ”K QD;NáK 
D(Yá^?(;?Qa }L)Q? ú)D;?Q L? L?“BQa L? DQ ()~ 
HDQ~^B”?H )B D(Yá^?(;?H ”K ~L? ()DQ? “(H 
“á“BX )Y ~L? “(DX“áQ* >? áDú?Q D( ~L? ;)Xs 
’“(K )Y ()”á? ”?D(ñQa }L) “~ )(? ~DX? }?B? 
“áQ) L^X“(a ”^~ }?B? ~B“(QYDñ^B?H “(H “B? 
)^~ )Y ~L? B?“;L )Y á)} “(H ;)XX)( XD(HQ*
J* P ”A vQéxBI9Bxój —QAé jQ& &”xjñ AWx< Q á

Q&”AIés
WL)Q? }L) ~LD(N ?úDá )Y )~L?BQa Q?? )(áK 

~L?DB “’’“B?(~ ?úDá B?Yá?;~?H D( )~L?BQ* WL? 
y)QD;B^;D“( DQ “á}“KQ B?“HK ~) “;;?’~ “áá ~L“~ 
}LD;L DQ B?;)ñ(D6?H ~) ”? ñ))H* v^YY?BD(ñ DQ 
~L? úDB~^? ~LB)^ñL }LD;L ~L? y)QD;B^;D“( DQ 
?';?’~D)(“ááK HDQ~D(ñ^DQL?H “(H B?;)ñ(D6?H* 
wY “ X“~~?B “’’?“BQ “X”Dñ^)^Qa L? }Dáá }D~Ls 
L)áH LDQ G^HñX?(~ )Y D~ ^(~Dá L? L“Q ?'“XD(?H 
D~Q (“~^B?, ”^~ ()~ ^(~Dá LDQ G^HñX?(~ DQ 
;^~ )YYa L? DQ D(;áD(?H ~)e L“ú? “ Y“ú)B“”á? 
)’D(D)( B“~L?B ~L“( ^(Y“ú)B“”á?*
oc* P ”A vQéxBI9Bxój <AWAé vx?”&AQ9éjAéés

>? (?ú?B Q??NQ ~) G^Hñ? ~L? XDQ~“N?Q )Y
)~L?BQ )B ~) “’’?“B }DQ? ”K ~L? ;?(Q^B? )Y 
)~L?BQ♦ D(YDBXD~D?Q* >? á)ú?Q ()~ ~L? Y)ááD?Q 
“(H ñ)QQD’ )Y L^X“(Q “(H ’“KQ ~L?X () 
X)B? “~~?(~D)( ~L“( L? })^áH ~) ~L? ”^66 
)Y “ YáK )B ~L? á?“’Q )Y “ X)(N?K* >? YD(HQ 
() ’á?“Q^B? D( B?’B)“;LD(ñ )B D( ”?D(ñ ’B?Qs
?(~ D( “Bñ^X?(~Qa Q^;L “Q ’?BQ)(“á )B ’)áD~Ds 
;“á HDQ’^~?Q* >? Q??NQ ()~ ~L? ;^((D(ñ(?QQ 
)Y ~L? Y)' 5)B ~L? LK’);BDQK )Y ~L? ;B);)HDá? 
5)B ~L? B)””?BáDN? ñB??H )Y ~L? })áY, L? DQ 
()~ L“’’K ”K ~L? Q~DBBD(ñ ^’ )Y HDB~* >DQ 
()”DáD~K )Y ;L“B“;~?B áDY~Q LDX ~) “ Q’L?B? 
LDñL “”)ú? Q^;L ú“(D~D?Q “(H “”Q^BHD~D?Q* >? 
á)ú?Q ~L? ;)X’“(K )Y ~L)Q? }L) á)ú? ~L? 
WB^~L “(H “B? Q^BB)^(H?H ”K ~L? k?“;? “(H 
>“BX)(K )Y ~L? v’DBD~*
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oo* P ”A vQéxBI9Bxój <QWAé &”A PI9&”s
g) H?úDá DQ })BQ? ~L“( Y“áQD~K “(H Qá“(H?B* 

wñ()B“(;? DQ Q)X?~LD(ñ )Y () ?'DQ~?(;?a ”^~ 
Y“áQD~K DQ ~L? Q^”Q~“(;? )Y ?úDá* WL? Qá“(H?B?B 
B?G)D;?Q }L?( L? L“Q Y)^(H Q)X?~LD(ñ )( 
}LD;L L? ;“( ”^DáH LDQ áD?Q Q) ~L?K X“K ñB)} 
~) X)^(~“D()^Q ’B)’)B~D)(Q* WL? )’’)QD~? 
)Y ~LDQ DQ ~L? WB^~L* vL? DQ “ ”?“X )Y mDñL~ 
)^~ )Y ~L? ?~?X“á Í?áá )Y 7))H }L) L“Q 
~L? ’)}?B ~) ;L“(ñ? ~L? L^X“( D(~) “ 7)HáK 
”?D(ñ* WL?B?Y)B?a ~L? y)QD;B^;D“( (?ú?B Q??NQ 
“(K )~L?B mDñL~ ?';?’~ ~L? mDñL~ )Y WB^~L, 
“(H ~LDQ mDñL~ L? H)?Q ()~ ?(G)K “á)(?a ”^~ 
D( ~L? ;)X’“(K )Y “áá ~L? ñ))H }L) L“ú? 
Y)^(H Y^áYDááX?(~ ~LB)^ñL LDQ 7)HáK -“G?Q~Ka 
}L?~L?B ~L?K áDú? ^’)( ~LDQ ?“B~L )B D( “ 
Q’DBD~^“á Q~“~?* í(H “”)ú? “ááa L? ?(G)KQ D~ 
D( ~L? ’B?Q?(;? )Y ~L? ’?BQ?;^~?Ha ~L? H?s 
’B?QQ?H “(H ~L? Dñ()B“(~a }L) }Dááa ~) ”? 
Q^B?a ”? YB??H ”K ~L? WB^~L*
oC* P ”A vQéxBI9Bxój ñjB;é &Q LA éx<Aj&s

WL)Q? }L) “B? Y“áQ?a á)ú? ()~ ~L? WB^~L*
ÍL)?ú?B DQ Y))áDQL á)ú?Q ()~ ÍDQH)X* WL? 
y)QD;B^;D“( ’B?Y?BQ ~L? ;)X’“(K )Y ~L)Q? 
}L) N()} ~L? ú“á^< )Y WB^~L D( ’B?Y?B?(;? 
~) ~L)Q? }L) ~B“X’á? D~ ^(H?X?“~L ~L?DB 
Y??~* >? N??’Q LDQ ÍDQH)X á);N?H D( LDQ 
L?“B~a Y)B D( vDá?(;? áD?Q k)}?B* >DQ vDá?(;? 
?(HQ )(áK ~L?(a }L?( ~L? D(ñ ”DHQ LDX ~) 
Q’?“N, Y)B ~L?( D~ DQ ()~ L? }L) Q’?“NQa ”^~ 
WB^~L Q’?“NQ ~LB)^ñL LDX*
ol* P ”A vQéxBI9Bxój LA<xAWAé &”ó& ; ”xB” ”A  

ñjQ;és
>? ”?áD?ú?Q D( ~L? DXX)B~“áD~K )Y ~L? 

?~?B(“á m“}a “(H ~L“~ ?ú?BK ;“^Q? L“Q D~Q 
?YY?;~* >? N()}Q ~L“~ WL? WB^~L ;“(()~ áD?a 
“(H ~L“~ ~L? ’B)XDQ?Q X“H? ”K ~L? D(ñ }Dáá 
”? Y^áYDáá?H DY L? }Dáá ()~ D(~?BY?B?* WL?B?s
Y)B?a L? DQ ^(“’’B)“;L“”á? ”K Y?“B )B H)^”~a 
“(H Q?~Q “”Q)á^~? 9“D~L ^’)( ~L? 7)HáK kBD(s
;D’D? )Y WB^~La }LD;L L“Q ;)X? ~) áDY? “(H 
B?“áD6“~D)( D( LDQ L?“B~*
oM* P ”A hóx&” Q á &”A vQéxBI9Bxój xé é&IQj?s

v’DBD~^“á 9“D~L DQ “ Q^B? ’B))Ya }LD;L ’B)s
;??HQ )^~ )Y ~L? N()}á?Hñ? )Y ~L? m“}a ~L“~ 
~L)Q? ~B^~LQ B?;)ñ(D6?H ~LB)^ñL ”?áD?Y }Dáá 
ñB)} “(H ”? Y^áYDáá?H, D~ DQ ~L? N()}á?Hñ? 
)Y ~L? L?“B~ “(H }L)ááK HDYY?B?(~ YB)X ~L? 
D(~?áá?;~^“á Q’?;^á“~D)( )Y ~L? ”B“D(* >DQ 
9“D~L B?Q~Q )( ~L? B);N )Y DXX?HD“~? ’?B;?’s 
~D)( “(H ;“(()~ ”? QL“~~?B?H* >? N()}Q ~L“~ 
D( ?ú?BK~LD(ña () X“~~?B )Y }L“~ ?úDá “’s 
’?“B“(;?a ~L?B? DQ ;x&”xj  “ ñ))H Q??Ha “(H 
L? L)’?Q ~L“~ D( ~L? ;)^BQ? )Y H?ú?á)’X?(~

~LDQ Q??H }Dáá ñB)} “(H }Dáá ”? ;L“(ñ?H D(~) 
7))H*
oh* P ”A vQéxBI9Bxój BójjQ& LA é9L—9A— LN  

?IxAás
>? N()}Q ~L“~ () mDñL~ DQ }D~L)^~ “ 

QL“H)}a () ?úDá }D~L)^~ Q)X?~LD(ñ ñ))Ha “(H 
~L“~ Q~B?(ñ~L ñB)}Q ~LB)^ñL B?QDQ~“(;? )(áK* 
íY~?B L? L“Q )(;? B?;)ñ(D6?H ~L? ’B?Q?(;? )Y 
~L? 7)HáK kBD(;D’D? D( “áá ~LD(ñQa ?'~?B(“á 
;L“(ñ?Q L“ú? () ñB?“~ DX’)B~“(;? “(H H?s 
Q?Bú? () ñB?“~ ;)(QDH?B“ ~D)(* >DQ “DX DQ ~) 
L)áH Y“Q~ ~) LDQ Q’DBD~^“á ’)QQ?QQD)(a “(H (!~ 
~) á)Q? ~L? ;B)}( }LD;L L? L“Q })( D( ~L? 
Q~B^ññá? )Y mDY?*
oP* P ”A vQéxBI9Bxój ó<;óNé IA)'xjé ó  

) A) LAI Q á ”xé ,I—AIs
4“X?Q ’á“K () ñB?“~ B)á?, ~L? kBD(;D’D? 

}LD;L ’B)G?;~Q )ú?B ~L? y)QD;B^;D“( DQ ~L? 
WB^~L* í(H L? }L) N()}Q ~L? WB^~L “(H 
X“N?Q D~ ’B“;~D;“á D( LDQ áDY? DQ “ X?X”?B 
)Y ~L? bBH?Ba )ú?B }L)X B^á?Q ~L? WB^~L* 
wY “áá 5“X?Q }?B? ?';L“(ñ?H “(H “áá á“(s 
ñ^“ñ?Q “á~?B?Ha ~L? WB^~L })^áH B?X“D( ~L? 
Q“X?a “(H L? }L) á)ú?Q ~L? WB^~L QL“áá áDú?a 
~L)^ñL “áá B“;?Q ’?BDQL*

A V s  PWL?Q? “B? ~L? QD'~??( QDñ(Q )Y WB^áL )Y 
~L? ~B^? y)QD;B^;D“(a }LD;L }?B? .)QXD;“ááK 
B?ú?“á?H ~) “ ’DáñBDX* ÍD~LD( ~L? L?“B~ )Y 
~L? ’DáñBDX }“Q á?Y~ “ YD?BK ;)“á }LD;L ()} 
”^B(Q “(H ñá)}Q ’?BX“(?(~áK D( m)ú? Y)B ~L? 
ñ?(?B“á &UB)~L?BL))H )Y -“(ND(H*¡

v) X)~? D~ ”?*

í .L“((?á )Y v)^á 3'’B?QQD)(

Í? “B? YB?‘^?(~áK “QN?H }LK “( D(HDúDHs
^“á ”?;)X?Q “ y)QD;B^;D“(* w  ”?áD?ú? ~L“~ 
?ú?BK y)QD;B^;D“( }Dáá “ñB?? }D~L ~L? )’D(s 
D)( ~L“~ ~L? á)(ñ?B L? Q?BD)^QáK Q~^HD?Q ~L? 
y)QD;B^;D“( ~?“;LD(ñQa ~L? á?QQ ;“’“”á? L? 
YD(HQ LDXQ?áY ~) ’^~ D(~) })BHQ ~L? “(Q}?B 
~) ~LDQ ‘^?Q~D)(* 9)B )(? ~LD(ña ~L? D(HDúDHs
^“á YD(HQ ~L“~ LDQ “(Q}?B X“K Q)^(H ?ñ)~DQs 
~D;“áa “(H L? N()}Q ~L“~ ?'~B?X? ?ñ)DQX DQ 
;)(~B“BK ~) Q)X? )Y ~L? Y^(H“X?(~“á ’BD(s
;D’D?Q ~L“~ L“ú? ”??( ~“^ñL~ LDX* í;~^“ááKa 
“( ?'“XD(“~D)( )Y ~L? ’L“Q?Q )Y y)QD;B^;D“( 
~?“;LD(ñQ ~L“~ L“ú? ~) H) }D~L L^X“( ’QKs 
;L)á)ñK ;“^Q?Q ^Q ~) B?“áD6? ~L“~ X“(a }D~Ls 
)^~ Q~B?QQD(ñ “ Q?(Q? )Y ?ñ)~DQXa X“K B?“áD6? 
~L“~ )(? )Y ~L? X)Q~ DX’)B~“(~ Y“;~)BQ D( 
?'DQ~?(;? DQ ~L? Q~^HK )Y Q?áY* w~ DQ ~LDQ H?QDB? 
~) ”?~~?B ^(H?BQ~“(H )^B )}( ”?D(ñ ~L“~ 
á?“HQ ^Q ~) D(ú?Q~2ñ“~? ”?K)(H ~L? X?B?
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Q^’?BYD;D“á áDXD~Q )Y N()}á?Hñ?* í H?QDB? ~) 
N()} ~L? (“~^B? )Y )^B )}( ”?D(ña “(Ha “Q 
“ B?Q^á~a D~Q ’á“;? D( ~L? .)QXD; Q;L?X?a DQ 
’B)”“”áK “ ”“QD; ’^B’)Q? Y)B }LD;L }? ~“N? 
^’ “(K Q?BD)^Q Q~^HKa “(H DQ á)ñD;“ááK “ ”“QDQ 
”K }LD;L “( ^Bñ? Y)B Q^’?BYD;D“á N()}á?Hñ? 
DQ HDQ~D(ñ^DQL?H YB)X ~L? ~B“D~Q ~L“~ X“N? ^’ 
“ ~B^? Q~^H?(~*

y)QD;B^;D“( ’QK;L)á)ñK DQ ~L“~ ’L“Q? )Y 
~L? ~?“;LD(ñQ ~L“~ ”?“BQ HDB?;~áK ^’)( ~L? 
Y^(;~D)( )Y ~L? L^X“( XD(H “(H ~L? ”?s
L“úD)B )Y ~L? L^X“( ”?D(ñ* kQK;L)á)ñD;“ááK 
Q’?“ND(ña y)QD;B^;D“(DQX DQ “~ “áá ~DX?Q D( 
“áá D~Q ú“BD)^Q ’L“Q?Q )Y ’LDá)Q)’LK HDB?;~D(ñ 
~L? D(HDúDH^“á ~)}“BH ñB)}~La ^(H?BQ~“(HD(ña 
“(H ’B)’?B “HG^Q~X?(~ ~) LDXQ?áY “(H ~) 
)~L?B L^X“( ”?D(ñQ* WL? Q?áYÑ ~L“~ DQa ~L? 
&w ¡ )B ~L? “}“B?(?QQ )Y ”?D(ñ ~L“~ DQ Q?áYs 
;?(~?B?H D( “áá )Y ^QÑDQ }L“~ }? B?Y?B ~) 
“Q ;)(Q;D)^Q(?QQ* .)(Q;D)^Q(?QQ DQ “ HDYYD;^á~ 
X“~~?B ~) Q~^HKa QD(;? D~ DQ D(~“(ñD”á?* w~ 
;“(()~ ”? ’B)ú?H ~) ?'DQ~ D( “( ?X’DBD;“á 
Q?(Q?* kLKQD)á)ñD;“ááKa }? ;“( Q~^HK )^B 
”)HK “(H ~L? Y^(;~D)( )Y D~Q ú“BD)^Q ’“B~Qa 
”^~ ’QK;L)á)ñD;“ááKa }? B?Y?B ~) )^B X?(~“á 
’B);?QQ?Q ’BDX“BDáK “Q }? )^BQ?áú?Q )”Q?Bú? 
~L?X* Í LDá? X“(K X)H?B( ’L“Q?Q )Y ’QKs
;L)á)ñK “~~?X’~ ~) ñDú? ~L?DB }L)á? “~~?(s 
~D)( )”G?;~Dú?áK ~) ~L? ”?L“úD)B )Y )~L?BQa 
D~ DQ ~LB)^ñL ~L? ’B);?QQ )Y D(~B)Q’?;~D)( )B 
á))ND(ñ D(~) )^B )}( ;)(Q;D)^Q Q~“~?Q ~L“~ 
}? “BBDú? “~ “(K H?ñB?? )Y }DQH)X ;)(;?B(s 
D(ñ ~LDQ ~LD(ñ }LD;L DQ &w ¡ )B Q?áY*

w~ DQ ()~ “ ~B“D~ )Y ?ñ)DQX ~) ’á“;? Q) X^;L 
?X’L“QDQ )( Q?áY* íáá ~L“~ }? N()} DQ 
~LB)^ñL Q?áY* 9)B ?'“X’á?a }L?( }? á))N 
“~ “(K~LD(ñ )B ”?L)áH ~L? ?'~?B(“á })BáH 
~LB)^ñL ~L? ’LKQD;“á Q?(Q?Qa }? H) D~ ~LB)^ñL 
~L? ?'’?BD?(;?a ~L? N()}á?Hñ?a “(H ~L? ’“~s 
~?B(Q )Y )^B )}( Q?áY* w~ DQ ()~ “( ^(^Q^“á 
Y“;~ ~L“~ D(HDúDH^8DQ B?’)B~ HDYY?B?(~áK YB)X 
)~L?BQ ~L? Q“X? ;DB;^XQ~“(;?Q QDX^á~“(?)^Qs 
áK }D~(?QQ?H* w~ DQ ”?;“^Q? }? “^~)X“~D;“ááK 
D(~?B’B?~ “áá ~LD(ñQ D( ~?BXQ )Y )^B )}( 
Q?áú?Q ~L“~ }? DXX?HD“~?áK B?Q’)(H ~) ~L? 
Q“X? QD~^“~D)( HDYY?B?(~áK YB)X Q)X?)(? ?áQ?* 
WL? Q?áY “(H D~Q Y^(H“X?(~“á ;L“B“;~?Ba D~Q 
~)~“á ?'’?BD?(;?a D~Q X?X)BD?Qa D~Q “DXQa D~Q 
’^B’)Q?Q “B? áDN? ;)á)B?H ñá“QQ?Q ~) )^B ’?Bs
;?’~D)(* 3ú?BK~LD(ñ DQa D( “ Q?(Q?a YDá~?B?H 
~LB)^ñL ~L?Q? ú“BD)^Q ~B“D~Q )B ’B);?QQ?Q )Y 
;)(Q;D)^Q(?QQa “(H YD(“ááK D~ ;)X?Q D(~) Y);^Q 
D(~) )^B ;)(Q;D)^Q(?QQ D( ~?BXQ )Y “áá ~L? ?Ys
Y?;~Q ~L“~ X“K ”? ’B)H^;?H ”K Q?áY*

wY }? B?Y?B ~) ~L? WLDBH A?ñB?? ~?“;LD(ñQa 
}? YD(H ~L“~ ;)(Q;D)^Q(?QQ DQ H?YD(?H “Q “( 
“~~BD”^~? )Y ~L? Q)^á* WLDQ X“N?Q ^Q B?“áD6? 
~L“~ D( ~?BXQ )Y ~LDQ H?YD(D~D)( ~L? ;)(Q;D)^Qs
(?QQ ~L“~ DQ ñDú?( ^Q “~ ”DB~La “(H }LD;L DQ 
”^Dá~ ^’ }D~LD( ^Q ~) ”? ~L? ”“QD; Y“;~)B D( 
HDQ~D(ñ^DQLD(ñ )^B D(HDúDH^“á ”?D(ñ YB)X ~L“~ 
)Y “(K )~L?Ba DQ X)B? ~L“( ~L? “;;^X^á“~D)( 
)Y N()}á?Hñ? “(H ?'’?BD?(;?* .)(Q;D)^Q(?QQ 
DQ “áQ)a “Q “( “~~BD”^~? )Y ~L? Q)^áa ~L? X)Q~ 
HDB?;~ X“(DY?Q~“~D)( )Y ~L? ’QK;LD; )B DXs 
X“~?BD“á })BáH )Y }LD;L }? ;“( ”? “}“B?* 
3ú?BK~LD(ñ ?áQ? ~L“~ }? L“ú?a ?D~L?B D(~Ds 
X“~?áK )B D( )^B DXX?HD“~? ’LKQD;“á ?(úDs
B)(X?(~a DQ “ ’“B~ )Y ~L? X“~?BD“á ;)(Q~B^;~D)( 
)Y ~L? ?“B~L* WL?Q? ~LD(ñQ “B? (?;?QQ“BDáK 
~L? ”“QDQ ”K }LD;L }? G^Hñ? ~L? ;)X’)QD~D)( 
)Y ~L? })BáH “(H ~L? ^(Dú?BQ?* WL?K “B? ~L? 
~LD(ñQ }D~L }LD;L }? “B? Y)B;?H ~) H?“á B?s
’?“ ~?HáK ~LB)^ñL)^~ )^B áDú?Q*

w~ DQ “áQ) ~“^ñL~ D( ~L? DH?“áDQ~D; Q;L))áQ )Y 
~L)^ñL~ ~L“~ ~L? YD(“á ú“á]?Qa ~L? YD(“á B?“áDs 
~D?Q B?QDH? D( ~L? DXX“~?BD“áa ~L? ’QK;LD;a )B 
~L? Q’DBD~^“á })BáHa H?’?(HD(ñ ^’)( }LD;L 
~?BX X“K Q^D~ ^Q ”?Q~* WL? )(áK “}“B?(?QQ 
}? L“ú? )Y ~L? ?'DQ~?(;? )Y Q^;L “ LDñL?B 
’á“5? )Y ?'DQ~?(;? DQ ~LB)^ñL ;)(Q;D)^Q(?QQa 
”?;“^Q?a ~) B?’?“~ }L“~ }? L“ú? “áB?“HK 
Q“DH D( “ áD~~á? HDYY?B?(~ Y)BXa ;)(Q;D)^Q(?QQ 
DQ ~L? ’BDX“BK DXX“~?BD“á ?'DQ~?(~ )Y }LD;L 
}? ;“( ”? “}“B?*

v)^áa )Y ;)^BQ?a DQ “ X“(DY?Q~“~D)( )Y ~L? 
áDY? Y)B;<a }LD;La D( ~^B(a DQ “ ’“B~ )Y ~L? 
.)QXD; D~Q?áY )B ~L? 7)H Y)B;<* 9)B X?“(Q 
)Y Q~^HK “(H “(“áKQDQa }? ()BX“ááK ;)(QDH?B 
;)(Q;D)^Q(?QQ “Q X“(DY?Q~D(ñ D( ~}) ’L“Q?Qé 
)”G?;~Dú? “(H Q^”G?;~Dú?* ÍLDá? HDYY?B?(~ 
~?BXD()á)ñK X“K ”? ^Q?Ha ~L?Q? “B? ~L? ~?BXQ 
^Q^“ááK “’’áD?H ~) X“(DY?Q~“~D)(Q )Y ;)(s
Q;D)^Q(?QQ D( )^B y)QD;B^;D“( ~?BXD()á)ñK* 
WL? HDúDQD!( DQ ”“Q?H ^’)( ~L? ’L“Q? )Y ;)(s
Q;D)^Q(?QQ ~L“~ DQ DXX?HD“~?áK B?Q’)(QDú? ~) 
“(H H?’?(H?(~ ^’)( ~L? YDú? ’LKQD;“á Q?(Q?Q* 
w( )~L?B })BHQa }L“~ }? ’?B;?Dú? ~LB)^ñL 
)^B YDú? ’LKQD;“á Q?(Q?Q X“N?Q ^’ ~L? á“Bñ?Q~ 
;)X’)(?(~ )Y ~L? )”G?;~Dú? ’L“Q? )Y )^B ;)(s
Q;D)^Q(?QQ )B XD(H* WL? Q^”G?;~Dú? ’L“Q? )Y 
XD(H )B ;)(Q;D)^Q(?QQ ;)(~“D(Q )~L?B “~~BDs 
”^~?Q }LD;L }? }Dáá X?(~D)( á“~?B*

.)(Q;D)^Q(?QQa “Q “ }L)á?a D(;á^H?Q Q?(Q“s 
~D)(a B?“áD6“~D)(a “(H B?“Q)(* v?(Q“~D)( L“Q 
~) H) }D~L ~L? ’B);?QQ )Y ’?B;?DúD(ñ “(K~LD(ña 
)Ba ’^~~D(ñ D~ D( “()~L?B }“Ka }D~L ~L? ~B“(Qs 
á“~D(ñ )Y ?'DQ~?(;? D(~) ’?B;?’~D)(* y?“áD6“s
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~D)( L“Q ~) H) }D~L ~L? “”DáD~K ~) ;á“QQDYK 
)B ^~DáD6? ~L“~ }LD;L }? ’?B;?Dú?* WLDQ DQ 
;á)Q?áK B?á“~?H ~) L“”D~, }L?(a Y)B ?'“X’á?a 
}? ’?B;?Dú? “ ;L“DB }? B?“áD6? “áX)Q~ “^~)s 
X“~D;“ááK ~L? ’^B’)Q? )Y ~L? ;L“DB* y?“Q)( 
DQ ~L? “”DáD~K )Y ~L? XD(H ~) ;))BHD(“~? “(H 
^~DáD6? ~L? ú“BD)^Q ’?B;?’~D)(Q ~L“~ B?“;L 
~L? XD(H ~LB)^ñL ú“BD)^Q ;L“((?áQ “(H “~ 
HDYY?B?(~ ~DX?Q* ÍD~L)^~ B?“Q)(a )^B XD(H 
})^áH X?B?áK ”? áDN? “ ñDñ“(~D; YDáD(ñ QKQ~?X 
D( }LD;L ;?B~“D( Y“;~Q })^áH ?'DQ~ ”^~ ;)^áH 
(?ú?B ”? ^Q?H “Q “ ^(D~* .)(Q;D)^Q(?QQ ”?s 
;)X?Q HK(“XD; “(H ~L?B?Y)B? ^Q?Y^á ~LB)^ñL 
DX“ñD(“~D)(a “Q’DB“~D)(a “(H D(Q’DB“~D)(* WLDQ 
HK(“XD; ’B);?QQ DQ ?'’á“D(?H ‘^D~? ~L)B)^ñLs 
áK D( )^B WLDBH A?ñB?? ~?“;LD(ñQ*

Í ? L“ú? “áB?“HK B?Y?BB?H ~) ~L? “~~BD”^~?Q 
)Y XD(H D~Q?áY* WL? )”G?;~Dú? XD(H L“Q ~) 
H) ’BDX“BDáK }D~L Q?(Q“~D)(a ’?B;?’~D)(a B?s 
;“ááa “(H B?“Q)(* WL?Q?a }D~L ~L? ?';?’~D)( 
)Y B?;“ááa }? L“ú? “áB?“HK B?Y?BB?H ~) D( 
Q)X? H?~“Dá* y?;“áá DQ “ ~B“D~ )Y ~L? XD(H 
~L“~ X“N?Q ’)QQD”á? ~L? Y^(;~D)(D(ñ )Y ~L? 
B?“Q)(D(ñ ’B);?QQ* w( )~L?B })BHQa “ ’?Bs
;?’~D)( ~)H“K X“K ”? B?á“~?H ~) “ ’?B;?’s
~D)( )Y ~)X)BB)} ~LB)^ñL ~L? ’B);?QQ )Y B?“s 
Q)(a ”^~ })^áH ()~ ”? ’)QQD”á? DY ~L? XD(H 
;)^áH ()~ B?;“áá ~L? ’?B;?’~D)( )Y K?Q~?BH“K*

WL? )”G?;~Dú? XD(H DQ “”á?a ~LB)^ñL D~Q 
B?“Q)(D(ñ ’B);?QQ?Qa ~) ^~DáD6? ~) ~L? ”?Q~ “Hs 
ú“(~“ñ? ~L? Q?(Q“~D)(Q “(H ’?B;?’~D)(Q ~L“~ 
;)X’)Q? D~Q ;)(~?(~Q “~ “(K ~DX?* Í? Q)X?s 
~DX?Q úDQ^“áD6? ~L? Q^”G?;~Dú? XD(H “Q ”?D(ñ 
)( “ á)}?B á?ú?á )B “Q ?'DQ~D(ñ ”“;N )Y ~L? 
)”G?;~Dú? XD(H* w~ DQ ~L? Q~)B?L)^Q? )Y X?Xs 
)BK }L?B? ~L? B?;)BHQ )Y “áá )^B áDú?Q “B? 
}BD~~?( Y)B ’?BX“(?(~ N??’D(ñ* w~ DQ ~L? 
’)D(~ )Y ~L? QD'~L Q?(Q? )B D(~^D~D)(a ~L? 
X?“(Q ”K }LD;L }? “B? “”á? ~) B?á“~? )^Bs
Q?áú?Q ~) ~L? Y)B;?Q ~L“~ X“N? ^Q ?'DQ~a )B 
B?á“~? )^BQ?áú?Q ~) 7)H )B ~L? .)QXD;* w~ 
DQ ~L? ’)D(~ )Y ;)(~“;~ }LD;L ~L? XKQ~D; 
Q~BDú?Q ~) H?ú?á)’ D( )BH?B ~) B?á“~? LDXQ?áY 
~) 7)H*

9B)X ~L? Q~“(H’)D(~ )Y B?“Q)(a ~L? Q^”s
G?;~Dú? XD(H DQ á?QQ “X?(“”á? ~L“( DQ ~L? 
)”G?;~Dú?* WL? ’B);?QQ )Y B?“Q)( B?Q~BD;~?H 
~) ~L? Q^”G?;~Dú? XD(Ha }LDá? }? Y^(;~D)( 
“Q ’LKQD;“á ”?D(ñQa DQ X?B?áK ~L“~ )Y H?H^;s 
~Dú? B?“Q)(D(ñÑ ~L? ’B);?QQ ”K }LD;L “(Ks
~LD(ñ DQ “;;?’~?H “Q “ ’B?XDQ? “(H B?“Q)(s
D(ñ ”?ñD(Q YB)X ~L“~ ’)D(~* WLDQ L“Q ú“á^< 
~) ~L? D(HDúDH^“áa ”?;“^Q? ~L? L^X“( ”?D(ñ 
})^áH ()~ ’LKQD)á)ñD;“ááK ?'DQ~ DY X“(K )Y 
~L? úD~“á )’?B“~D)(Q )Y ~L? ”)HK }?B? ()~

;)(~B)áá?H D(ú)á^(~“BDáK ~LB)^ñL ~LDQ ’L“Q? 
)Y ~L? Q^”G?;~Dú? XD(H* Í? HDñ?Q~ )^B Y))Ha 
}? Y);^Q )^B ?K?Qa )^B L?“B~”?“~Qa “(H X“(K 
)~L?B ’B);?QQ?Q ~“N? ’á“;? ^(H?B ~L? HDB?;s 
~D)( )Y ~L? XD(H ~L“~ áD?Q ”?á)} ~L? ;)(s
Q;D)^Q ~LB?QL)áH*

9^B~L?BX)B?a ~L? H?H^;~Dú? B?“Q)(D(ñ 
’B);?QQ )Y ~L? Q^”G?;~Dú? XD(H ”?;)X?Q “( 
DX’)B~“(~ Y“;~)B D( )^B áDú?Q ”?;“^Q? }? D(s 
Yá^?(;? )^B }L)á? ”?D(ñ ”K ~L? ?X’L“QDQ }? 
’^~ ^’)( ~L? D(Y)BX“~D)( ~L“~ }? ;)(Q;D)^Qs 
áK )B D(“Hú?B~?(~áK ’“QQ )( ~) ~L? Q^”G?;~Dú? 
XD(H* WL? D(HDúDH^“á }L) DQ ;)(Q~“(~áK ;)Xs 
’á“D(D(ña }L) DQ “á}“KQ H}?ááD(ñ )( ~L? 
“;L?Q “(H ’“D(Q D( LDQ ”)HKa )B YD(HD(ñ Y“^á~ 
}D~L “(K )Y D~Q Y^(;~D)(Qa DQ ?D~L?B D(~?(~D)(s 
“ááK )B ^(;)(Q;D)^QáK “DHD(ñ Q^;L (?ñ“~Dú? 
;)(HD~D)(Q D( LDQ ”?D(ña ”?;“^Q? ~L? Q^”G?;s
~Dú? XD(H “;;?’~Q ~L?Q? Q^ññ?Q~D)(Q “Q “;~^“ás
áK  ?'DQ~D(ñ “(H ~BD?Q ~) ;“BBK )( YB)X ~L?B?*

k)QD~Dú? ~LD(ND(ñ D( ~L? Y)BX )Y ;)(Q~B^;s 
~Dú? Q^ññ?Q~D)(Q ~) ~L? Q^”G?;~Dú? XD(H DQ “ 
Q“(? “(H á)ñD;“á ’B);?QQ ”K }LD;L }? ;“( 
;)(~BD”^~? ~) )^B L?“á~L “(H L“’’D(?QQ* WLDQ 
DQ Y“B X)B? Q^”~á? ~L“( X?B? “YYDBX“~D)(Q )B 
~L? B?’?~D~D)( )Y Y“;~Q )B Y“(;D?Q* íQ }? “B? 
~)áH D( )^B y)QD;B^;D“( ~?“;LD(ñQa D~ DQ ~L? 
Q^”~á? Q^ññ?Q~D)(Q ~) ~L? Q^”G?;~Dú? XD(Ha 
^Q?H “Q “ ”“QDQa ~L“~ ;B?“~? (?} áDY? “(H (?} 
úD~“áD~K ~LB)^ñL)^~ )^B ”?D(ñ* 3“;L D(HDúDHs
^“á ;?áá )Y )^B ’LKQD;“á ”)HK DQ “ úD~“á áDúD(ñ 
?(~D~K, ~)ñ?~L?B }D~L )~L?B QDXDá“B ?(~D~D?Qa 
~L?K ;)X’)Q? )^B ”)HK* 3“;L ;?áá L“Q “ H?s
ñB?? )Y ;)(Q;D)^Q(?QQa “(H DY }? ñDú? Q^”~á? 
Q^ññ?Q~D)(Q ’)QD~Dú?áK ~) ~L? ~)~“áD~K )Y )^B 
Q^”;)(Q;D)^Q(?QQa }? ~?(H ~)}“BH ~L? ;B?“~s 
D(ñ )Y L“BX)(Ka ’?“;?a “(H L“’’D(?QQ*Ñí

zU:P0”’OH CPú xOíPÜ 0”P zxO

9)B ~L? ~D~á? )Y ~LDQ “B~D;á? }? }Dáá ñDú? 
;B?HD~ ~) ~L? }DQH)X )Y v)á)X)(* -“(K 
K?“BQ “ñ) ~L? }BD~?B )Y fBB<Aéxóé&Aé ?'’B?QQ?H 
“ ú?BK Y^(H“X?(~“á Y“;~ ~L“~ ?ú?BK~LD(ñ ~L“~ 
L“Q ”??( “á}“KQ }Dáá ”?, ~L“~ D~ DQ ()~ ~L? 
})BáH ~L“~ ’B)H^;?Q (?} ~LD(ñQa ”^~ D~ DQ 
X“(♦Q XD(H Ó~L“~ H?ú?á)’Q* -“( B?“BB“(ñ?Qa 
B?)Bñ“(D6?Qa HDQ;)ú?BQa “(H DQ .B?“~Dú? D( LDQ 
^Q? )Y }L“~ L? L“Q “ú“Dá“”á?, ”^~a “;~^“ááKa 
?ú?BK~LD(ñ ~L“~ DQ “á}“KQ L“Q ”??(a “(H 
?ú?BK~LD(ñ ~L“~ }Dáá ”? DQ ()}*

m))ND(ñ ”“;N )ú?B “ ’?BD)H )Y X“(K K?“BQa 
}? }Dáá YD(H B?’?“~?HáK D(  LDQ~)BK “(H D( 
;^BB?(~ áD~?B“~^B? )Y HDYY?B?(~ ~DX?Q ~L“~ 
Q??XD(ñáK (?} ~LD(ñQ ;)XD(ñ D(~) ?'DQ~?(;?
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L“ú? ”??( ~L? B?Q^á~ )Y X“(♦Q HDQ;)ú?BK “(H 
“’’áD;“~D)(* W)H“K D( “ })BáH }L?B? ~L? 
;)D(D(ñ )Y (?} })BHQa ”)~L Y)B “Hú?B~DQD(ñ 
“Hú“(~“ñ? “(H Y)B ()ú?á~Ka DQ “( “;;?’~?H 
H“DáK );;^BB?(;? }? “B? Q)X?~DX?Q á?H ~) 
”?áD?ú? ~L“~ ~L? (?} })BH }LD;L “’’?“BQ 
^’)( “ ~^”? )Y ~))~L ’“Q~? )B ^’)( “ ”“B )Y 
“( )BHD(“BK ñ))H ñB“H? )Y Q)“’ B?“ááK X?“(Q 
~L“~ “( ^(^Q^“áa (?}a ’B?úD)^QáK ^(N()}( 
D(ñB?HD?(~ DQ ;)(~“D(?H }D~LD(* Í? })(H?B 
L)} ’?)’á? }?B? “”á? ~) ?“~ ”?Y)B? ~LDQ (?} 
D~?X }“Q X“H? “ú“Dá“”á?* >)} }?B? }? 
“”á? ~) ;á?“( )^B ~??~La B?Q~)B? ~L?DB Q’“BNá?a 
NDáá “áá ~L? ”“;~?BD“a “(H H) ?ú?BK~LD(ñ 
;á“DX?H ”K ~L? X“N?B )Y ~)H“K♦Q H?(~DYBD;? 
”?Y)B? B?;?(~ HDQ;)ú?BD?Q X“H? D~ ’)QQD”á?$

WL? ^Q? )Y Q^;L })BHQ DQ ()~ B?Q~BD;~?H 
~) ~L? YD?áH )Y X?B;L“(HDQD(ñ* w~ L“Q D(ú“H?H 
~L? YD?áH )Y ~L)^ñL~a ’QK;L)á)ñKa “(H ’LDá)Qs
)’LK* WL? á)(ñ LDQ~)BK )Y ~L? “;;^X^á“~D)( 
)Y N()}á?Hñ? ^’ ~) ~L? ’B?Q?(~ ~DX? DQ ?'s 
’á)D~?H }D~L “( DH?“ L?B? “(H “( DH?“ Q)X?s 
}L?B? ?áQ?a ’^~ ~)ñ?~L?B D( ~L? Y)BX )Y “ (?} 
~?BX* WL?Q? ~?BXQ “B? ^Q^“ááK ;)X”D(“~D)(Q 
)Y )~L?B })BHQ* WL?K D(;á^H? ’“B~Q )Y )~L?B 
}?áásN()}( })BHQ }LD;L Q)^(H LDñLáK ~?;Ls 
(D;“á “(H Q??X ~) B?Yá?;~ ñB?“~ N()}á?Hñ? 
“(H }DQH)X )( ~L? ’“B~ )Y ~L? ’?BQ)( }L) 
)BDñD(“~?Q )B ^Q?Q ~L? ~?BX* 3ú?BK ~DX? Q^;L 
})BHQ “B? ;)D(?H }? X“K ”? Q^B? ~L“~ ~L? 
D(HDúDH^“á }L) X“N?Q D~ “’’?“B ~L“~ ~L? 
~?BXQ “B? )BDñD(“á }Dáá ’B)”“”áK “Q;BD”? ~) 
~L?X “ X“Bú?á)^Q (?} HDQ;)ú?BK }LD;La D( 
~L? ?ú?(~^“á “(“áKQDQa X“K ~^X  )^~ ~) ”? 
() X)B? ~L“( “ L)Hñ?’)Hñ? )Y DH?“Q YB)X ~L? 
’LDá)Q)’LK )Y ká“~)a íBDQ~)~á?a UB^()a v’D()s 
6“a ;)X”D(?H }D~L “( ?'DQ~D(ñ Q;L))á )Y ’QKs
;L)á)ñKa ’á^Q ”?L“úD)BDQX “(H ’QK;L)s 
“(“áKQDQ*

wQ D~ ’)QQD”á? ~L“~ L^X“( (“~^B? L“Q ;)X? 
~) “ ’)D(~ }L?B? }? X^Q~ B?;?Dú? ?ú?BK~LD(ñ 
D( ’B?’“B?H ;“’Q^á?Q$ íB? }? H?ñ?(?B“~D(ñ 
D(~) “ B“;? )Y ’?)’á? }L) () á)(ñ?B L“ú? ~L? 
D(;?(~Dú? 5)B ~L? “”DáD~K ~) ?'“XD(? ~L? 
~LD(ND(ñ “(H “;~DúD~D?Q )Y )^B ’B?H?;?QQ)BQ 
“(H L)(?Q~áK ~) HB“} ^’)( ~L?Q? Q)^B;?Q Y)B 
~B^? ú“á]?Q “(H })B~Ls}LDá? “’’áD;“~D)(Q ~) 
X)H?B( áDúD(ñ$ í ’)QD~Dú? “(Q}?B ~) ~L?Q? 
‘^?Q~D)(Q })^áH ~B^áK ”? “ ’?QQDXDQ~D; úD?}s 
’)D(~* v^B?áK L^X“( “”DáD~K “(H ’)~?(~D“áDs 
~D?Q “B? “Q ñB?“~ ~)H“K “Q ~L?K ?ú?B }?B?a “(H 
~L? “’’áD;“~D)( )Y X“(♦Q X?(~“áa Q’DBD~^“áa 
“(H ’QK;LD; ’)}?B QL)^áH ”? ñB?“~?B ”?;“^Q? 
L? L“Q “ BD;L?B ’“Q~ )Y N()}á?Hñ? “(H ?'’?s
BD?(;? ^’)( }LD;L ~) HB“}*

w~ DQ }?áá ~L“~ }? ~LD(Na ~L?(a ~L“~ ~L? 
;L“áá?(ñ? ~) X)H?B( X“( áD?Q ()~ D( ;)X”D(s 
D(ñ ’B?úD)^Q N()}á?Hñ? ~) ”? ?'’á)D~?H ^(H?B 
~L? ñ^DQ? )Y “ (?} ~?BXa ”^~ B“~L?B ~) L)(s
?Q~áK “HXD~ )^B H?”~ ~) ~L? ’“Q~a ~) ~“N? ú“á^< 
}L?B? }? YD(H D~a “;N()}á?Hñ? D~Q Q)^B;? “(H 
^Q? D~* íáQ) }? QL)^áH ~BK D( “ QX“áá }“K 
~) “HH )^B ”D~ ~)}“BH “HG^Q~D(ñ ~L? N()}ás
?Hñ? ~L“~ DQ ~L? ;)XX)( ’)QQ?QQD)( )Y L^s
X“(D~K D( “ X“((?B ~L“~ }Dáá ”?~~?B YD~ D~Q?áY 
~) L^X“( áDY? D( )BH?B ~L“~ ~L? ?'DQ~?(;? )Y 
~L? D(HDúDH^“á L^X“( ”?D(ñ XDñL~ ”? L“’s 
’D?Ba X)B? Q^;;?QQY^áa “(H X)B? ;)(~?(2* í~ 
~L? Q“X? ~DX?a D~ })^áH ”? “ X“BN )Y }DQs
H)X ~) “á}“KQ ?'“XD(? }D~L ;“^~D)( “ Q)s 
á^~D)( ~) ~L? DááQ )Y L^X“(D~Ka ?D~L?B QD(ñáK 
)B ;)áá?;~Dú?áKa ~L“~ ’)Q?Q ^(H?B “ ;)D(?H 
})BH “Q “ Q~BD;~áK )BDñD(“á ~L)^ñL~ “(H “Q 
”?D(ñ &Q)X?~LD(ñ (?} ^(H?B ~L? Q^(*¡Ñ í

dU$:’q dUO$q’Ux$OP$$ YOí ,HP

í(H ()} “()~L?B y)QD;B^;D“( BDQ?Q ~) “Hs 
HB?QQ )^B 9)B^Xé &wY  .)QXD; ;)(Q;D)^Q(?QQ 
;)X?Q )(áK ~) ’?BQ)(Q )Y “ ;?B~“D( “ñ?a ~L“~ 
DQa “”)^~ ~L? “ñ? )Y ~LDB~Ks~})a ~L?( X^Q~ ~L? 
’?BQ)( }L) L“Q ~“N?( ^’ ~L? Q~^HK )Y XKQ~Ds 
;DQX á“~?B D( áDY? ;)(~?(~ LDXQ?áY }D~L “ 
á?QQ?B ñá)BKa “( D(;)X’á?~? L“áYs“~~“D(X?(~a 
)B H)?Q ~L? y)QD;B^;D“( ~B“D(D(ña ;)X”D(?H 
}D~L ?“B“?Q~ ?(H?“ú)Ba )ú?B;)X? ~LDQ “ñ? 
B?‘^DB?X?(~$ -^Q~ “( )áH?B ’?BQ)( }“D~ Y)B 
“ á“~?B D(;“B(“~D)( ~) “~~“D( .)QXD; ;)(s
Q;D)^Q(?QQ$¡

W) ”?ñD( }D~La á?~ ^Q Q^XX“BD6? )^B ^(s 
H?BQ~“(HD(ñ )Y yQé)xB BQjéBxQ9éjAéé* w~ DQ 
~L? D(~?ááDñ?(;? )B ;)(Q;D)^Q(?QQ )Y ~L? .)Qs
XD;* w~ DQ ~L? “áás’?Bú“HD(ñ ) xj—  }LD;L DQ 
~L? HDB?;~D(ñ “(H X“(DY?Q~D(ñ ’)}?B D( ~L? 
}L)á? ^(Dú?BQ?* WL? })BH 9jxWAIéA DQ ()~ 
~) ”? ^Q?H L?B? D( “ áDXD~?H “Q~B)()XD;“á 
Q?(Q? ~) X?“( )^B Q)á“B QKQ~?Xa ”^~ B“~L?B 
óLéQ<9&A LAxj?  ?ú?BK}L?B?* íáá ’L?()X?(“ 
”K }LD;L ú“BD)^Q X“(DY?Q~“~D)(Q );;^Ba 
}L?~L?B ’?B;?Dú?H ”K X“( )B ()~a “B? ~L? 
;)(Q?‘^?(;?Q )Y ~LDQ .)QXD; ;)(Q;D)^Q(?QQ* 
>)}?ú?Ba Q?’“B“~? ’L?()X?(“a “Q ?á?;~BD;D~Ka 
?á?;~B)X“ñ(?~D; B“HD“~D)(Qa áDñL~a Q)^(Ha “(H 
~L? áDN?a “B? ()~ D( ~L?XQ?áú?Q .)QXD; ;)(s
Q;D)^Q(?QQ* WL?K “B? ”^~ Y)BXQ }LD;L D~ “Qs 
Q^X?Q* W) ”?~~?B Dáá^Q~B“~? ~LDQa }? X“K 
Q“K ~L“~ “ QD(ñá? ~L)^ñL~ )B DH?“ }LD;L }? 
L“ú? DQ ()~ )^B }L)á? D(~?áá?;~D)( )B )^B 
D(~?ááDñ?(;?a ”^~ D~ xé B?’B?Q?(~“~Dú? )Y D~* 
9^B~L?Ba “ QD(ñá? ()~? DQ ()~ ~L? }L)á? X^s
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QD;“á Q;“á?a ”^~ D~ DQ )Y ~L? L“BX)(K )Y }LD;L 
~L? }L)á? Q;“á? DQ ;)X’)Q?H*

-“(♦Q (“~^B?a “Q }? ()BX“ááK ~LD(N )Y D~a 
}? H?;á“B? ~) ”? Y^(H“X?(~“ááK H^“áa X“~?s
BD“á “(H Q’DBD~^“á* w( Y^(;~D)( }? ;)(;?Dú? D~ 
“Q ~BD^(?, ~L“~ DQa ~L?B? “B? ~L? ’LKQD;“áa 
X?(~“áa “(H Q)^á ‘^“áD~D?Q* í;~^“ááKa ~L?Q? 
HDúDQD)(Q “B? ”^~ ’L“Q?Q )Y ~L? X“(DY?Q~“s 
~D)(Q “(H Y^(;~D)(Q )Y ~L? .)QXD; ;)(Q;D)^Qs
(?QQ }LD;La ~) )^B Q?(Q?Qa “B? ’?B;?Dú?H HDYs
Y?B?(~áK* WL? ’LKQD;“á QDH? DQ )Y “ á)}?B 
úD”B“~)BK (“~^B? }LD;L }? ’?B;?Dú? )(áK ”K 
)^B B?;?’~)B )B )”G?;~Dú? Q?(Q?Qa “Q QDñL~a 
L?“BD(ña Y??áD(ña ?~;*, }L?B?“Qa ~L? ’QK;LD; 
)B Q)^á ?QQ?(;? DQ )Y ”x?”AI QB&óWAé )Y úD”B“s 
~D)(* WLDQ ?QQ?(;? L“Q “ B?“áD~K )Y }LD;L 
}? ”?;)X? ;)(Q;D)^Q D( “ X“((?B HDYY?B?(~ 
YB)X ~L“~ )Y )^B ”)HK “(H ~L? X“~?BD“á 
})BáH* íQ “ B?Q^á~a }? ?BB)(?)^QáK ;)(;?Dú? 
~LDQ ’QK;LD; )B Q)^á ?QQ?(;? “Q HDQ~D(;~ YB)X 
)^B ”)HK* WL? Q)^á ?QQ?(;?a }D~L D~Q ?'“á~?H 
;)(Q;D)^Q(?QQa ;)(Q~D~^~?Q “ ñB?“~?B ;)X’á?s 
~D)( ~L“( H)?Q )^B X)B~“á )B ”B“D( ;)(Q;D)^Qs
(?QQ* w~ DQ X)B? ;)X’á?' D( ~L? Q?(Q? ~L“~ 
D~ DQ X)B? ^(Dú?BQ“á D( D~Q ’L?()X?(“a X)B? 
D(YD(D~? “(H ^(áDXD~?H D( D~Q ?'’B?QQD)(*

b”úD)^QáKa }L?( }? ”?;)X? ;)(Q;D)^Q )Y 
~L? Q)^á ?QQ?(;?a )Y ~L? ’QK;LD; QDH? )Y )^B 
(“~^B?a }? “B? ”?D(ñ ”B)^ñL~ X)B? HDB?;~áK 
D(~) “~~^(?X?(~ }D~L ~L? ; ”Q<A yQé)xB ~L“( 
DY }? ;)(YD(? )^B ’?B;?’~D)( ~) G^Q~ ñB)QQ 
X“~?BD“á )B ’LKQD;“á ~LD(ñQ* WL? éA<á )Y ~L? 
D(HDúDH^“á DQ ~L? X“(DY?Q~“~D)( )Y ~L? Q)^á 
?QQ?(;?a ~L? .)QXD; ;)(Q;D)^Q(?QQ }LD;L ’?Bs 
ú“H?Q ?ú?BK ;?áá )Y )^B ”?D(ñ* w~ DQ ~L“~ ;)(s
Q;D)^Q(?QQ }LD;L ñDú?Q ~L? ;?ááQ ()~ )(áK 
~L?DB ?'DQ~?(;? ”^~ ~L?DB ’“B~D;^á“B Y^(;~D)(* 
WLDQ ^(áDXD~?H ;)(Q;D)^Q(?QQ Q~BDú?Q ~) ^(s 
Y)áH D~Q?áY D( )^B ’LKQD;“á ”?D(ñ Q) “Q ~) L“ú? 
)^B }L)á? )Bñ“(DQX áDú? “(H “;~ ;)(Q;D)^QáK 
D( “;;)BH“(;? }D~L D~Q ~B“(Q;?(H?(~ DH?8DQ* 
Í ?a L)}?ú?Ba L“ú? ”B“D(Q “(H }Dááa D( “HHDs 
~D)(* Í ? ;“(a “(H )Y~?( H)a ”K )^B B?“Q)(s
D(ñ “(H ~L? “’’áD;“~D)( )Y )^B }Dááa )’’)Q? 
~L? ^Bñ?Q )Y ~L? .)QXD; ;)(Q;D)^Q(?QQ )B Q)^á 
D(Yá^?(;?Q B?QDHD(ñ D( ?“;L ;?áá )Y )^B ”?D(ñ* 
Í ? ;“(()~a )Y ;)^BQ?a ’B?ú?(~ ~LDQ .)QXD; 
;)(Q;D)^Q(?QQ YB)X ;“BBKD(ñ )^~ D~Q )BH?B )Y 
áDY?a “Q ”^DáHD(ñ ~DQQ^?Q “(H ”)(? “(H HDB?;~s 
D(ñ ~L? D(ú)á^(~“BK “;~D)(Q )Y )^B )Bñ“(Q* 
Í ? H)a L)}?ú?Ba )Y~?( B?Y^Q? ~) ;)X’áK }D~L 
~L)Q? D(~^D~Dú? DX’^áQ?Q )B &L^(;L?Q¡ }LD;L 
D~ D(Q~DááQ D( )^B )”G?;~Dú? ;)(Q;D)^Q(?QQ* 
WL?B?Y)B?a ~L? X“(DY?Q~“~D)( )Y Q?áYa ~L? qAIt
éQjó<x&NF }LD;L }? HDQ’á“Ka DQ )Y~?( Y“B YB)X

H?’D;~D(ñ ~L? Q’DBD~^“á )B HDúD(? ‘^“áD~D?Q )Y 
}LD;L ~L? .)QXD; ;)(Q;D)^Q(?QQ }D~LD( ^Q 
;)(QDQ~Q*

W) H?ú?á)’ ~B^? ’?BQ)(“áD~Ka ~) ?ú)áú? ~L? 
Q?áYa )(? X^Q~ ;)(Y)BX ~) ~L? .)QXD; ;)(s
Q;D)^Q(?QQa ~) ~L? D(~?ááDñ?(;? )Y ~L? .)QXD; 
}LD;L ’?BX?“~?Q LDQ ”?D(ñ* íQ )^B X)()s 
ñB“’LQ B?á“~?a ~L? Q?áYa ~L? ?ñ)a ~L? &wa¡ DQ 
()~ “( D(H?’?(H?(~ Y“;~)B* w~ X“K “’’?“B 
HDYY?B?(~ D( D~Q )”G?;~Dú? ;L“B“;~?BDQ~D;Qa ”^~ 
D~Q ”“Q? DQ B))~?H D( ~L? Q)^á )B .)QXD; ;)(s
Q;D)^Q(?QQ Yá)}D(ñ ~LB)^ñL ^Q* w~ DQa ~L?B?s
Y)B?a (?;?QQ“BK Y)B ^Q ~) ”?;)X? ;)(Q;D)^Q 
)Y ~L? ñB?“~?B ;)(Q;D)^Q(?QQ }LD;L áD?Q H??’ 
}D~LD( )^B ”?D(ñ “(H }LD;L DQ QjA }D~L ~L? 
.)QXD;* v^;L ;)(Q;D)^Q(?QQ )( )^B ’“B~ ;)(s
Q~D~^~?Q “( “}“B?(?QQ )Y ~L? .)QXD; “(H ~L“~ 
DQ }LK D~ DQ ;“áá?H ó&&óxjxj? yQé)xB BQjt
éBxQ9éjAéés WLDQ ?'’?BD?(;? DQ Y)áá)}?H ”K 
x<<9)xjó&xQj  }LD;L DQa QL“áá }? Q“Ka “( ?'s
“á~?H N()}á?Hñ?a “ ú“Q~ D(~^D~Dú? }DQH)X 
“áá?úD“~D(ñ H)^”~Q “(H Y?“BQ, D~ áDN?}DQ? D(s
Q~DááQ ~L“~ ;)(YDH?(;? }LD;L ?(ñ?(H?BQ ~B?s
X?(H)^Q ’?BQ)(“á ’)}?B*

WLDQ Dáá^XD(“~D)(a }LD;L DQ ~L? “’D;“á B?s
Q^á~ )Y .)QXD; ;)(Q;D)^Q(?QQa DQ ()~ G^Q~ ~L? 
B?ú?á“~D)( )Y “ ;)áá?;~D)( )Y Q~B“(ñ? )B ?')~D; 
’“B~D;^á“BQ* w~ DQ ()~ áDN? Q)X?)(?♦Q ñDúD(ñ 
^Q “ X“(^Q;BD’~ ;)(~“D(D(ñ ^(^Q^“á )B (?} 
Y“;~Q* w( )~L?B })BHQa D~ DQ ()~ “( ?X’DBD;“á 
N()}á?Hñ? D( ~L? Q?(Q? )Y })BHQ )B ~LD(ñQ 
QDXDá“B ~) }L“~ }? X“K )”G?;~Dú?áK ?'’?BDs
?(;?* w( Y“;~a ~L? })BH ñjQ; <A—?Aa D( ;)(s 
(?;~D)( }D~L .)QXD; ;)(Q;D)^Q(?QQa DQ B?“ááK 
“ XDQ()X?B* WL? Dáá^XD(“~D)( L“H D( ;)(s 
(?;~D)( }D~L ~L? ?'’?BD?(;? DQ ”?Q~ H?Q;BD”?H 
“Q 9j—AIé&ój—xj?s w~ DQ ~L? QK(~L?QDQ )Y )”s
G?;~Dú? ?'’?BD?(;?Qa “( )BH?BáK “BB“(ñ?X?(~ 
)Y }L“~ }? N()}a “( D(~^D~Dú? “’’B“DQ“á )Y 
)^B áDú?Q* w~ DQ “ Y^áá ;)X’B?L?(QD)( )Y )^B 
D(HDúDH^“á ?'DQ~?(;?*

m?~ ^Q ^Q? “ L)X?áK “(“á)ñK ~) Dáá^Q~B“~? 
~LDQ ’BD(;D’D?é k?BL“’Q K)^ B?X?X”?B ~L“~ 
H^BD(ñ K)^B Q;L))áQ H“KQ ~L?B? }“Q )(? Q^”s
G?;~ D( ’“B~D;^á“B }D~L }LD;L K)^ L“H HDYYDs 
;^á~K* w~ X“K L“ú? ”??( X“~L?X“~D;Qa 
á“(ñ^“ñ?a )B ñB“XX“B* v^’’)Q? D~ }“Q “ás
ñ?”B“* WL? B^á?Q “(H “'D)XQ }?B? á?“B(?H 
“Q Q?’“B“ ~? ?á?X?(~Qa ”^~ ~L?DB B?á“~D)(QLD’a 
G^Q~ L)} ~L?K Q?Bú?H ?“;L )~L?B “(H ~D?H ~L? 
}L)á? Q^”G?;~ ~)ñ?~L?Ba X“K ()~ L“ú? ”??( 
;á?“B* WL?(a ’?BL“’Q )(? H“Ka }LDá? ;)(s 
;?(~B“~D(ñ ^’)( “ ’B)”á?Xa áDN? “( D(~^D~Dú? 
Yá“QLa ~L? ^(D~K )Y “áá ~L?Q? B^á?Q Y?áá D(~) 
D~Q ’B)’?B )BH?BÑ }“Q ^(Y)áH?H ~) K)^* w~
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}“Q “ QK(~L?QDQ )Y ~L? Q?’“B“~? ”D~Q )Y N()}ás
?Hñ? }LD;L K)^ L“H L“H* w( )~L?B })BHQa 
K)^ L“H “( 9j—AIé&ój—xj? )Y “áá ~L? ’“B~D;s 
^á“BQ* v) D~ DQ }D~L .)QXD; ;)(Q;D)^Q(?QQ 
“(H D~Q B?á“~D)( ~) )^B )BHD(“BK X^(H“(? 
?'’?BD?(;?Q*

íQ ^(H?BQ~“(HD(ñ )”G?;~Dú?áK ”BD(ñQ “( D(s
~?áá?;~^“á Q“~DQY“;~D)(a Q) ~L? Dáá^XD(“~D)( )Y 
.)QXD; ;)(Q;D)^Q(?QQ ()~ )(áK H?ú?á)’Q ~L? 
Q?áYa “Hú“(;?Q D~ ~) “ ’á“5? )Y ñB?“~?B ’?Bs
Q)(“á “;LD?ú?X?(~a ”^~ D~ “áQ) ’B)úDH?Q “ 
~B“(Q;?(H?(~ Q“~DQY“;~D)(a X)B? ;)XX)(áK 
N()}( “Q qAóBA Q á )xj—s

WLDQ .)QXD; ;)(Q;D)^Q(?QQ H)?Q ()~ G^Q~ 
“B”D~B“BDáK H?Q;?(H ^’)( “( D(HDúDH^“á* w~ 
X^Q~ ”? “~~“D(?H* WLDQ “~~“D(X?(~ B?‘^DB?Q 
’B?’“B“~D)(a ;)(QDQ~D(ñ )Y ;)(;?(~B“~D)( “(H 
X?HD~“~D)(* b(? X^Q~ Q?BD)^QáK ñDú? ~L)^ñL~ 
~) ~L? Q)s;“áá?H XKQ~?BD?Q )Y LDQ ”?D(ñ “(H )Y 
áDY?a ~) ~L? (“~^B? )Y Q?áYa ~) ~L? .)QXD; “Q “ 
}L)á?* 9^B~L?Ba L? X^Q~ ’?BD)HD;“ááK }D~Ls 
HB“} D( ;)(Q;D)^Q(?QQ YB)X ~L? )”G?;~Dú? 
})BáH* >? X^Q~ D(~B)ú?B~ LDQ ;)(Q;D)^Q(?QQ 
Q) “Q ~) ”?;)X? Q?(QD~Dú? “(H B?Q’)(QDú? ~) 
~L? DX’^áQ?Qa ~L? H?áD;“~? úD”B“~D)(Qa ~L“~ 
Q~?X YB)X ~L? .)QXD; ;)(Q;D)^Q(?QQ )Y LDQ 
)}( ”?D(ñ* >? X^Q~ ~BK ~) Y??á “(H ~) ^(s 
H?BQ~“(H }L“~ DQ )BHD(“BDáK B?Y?BB?H ~) “Q 
~L? ?'’?BD?(;?Q )Y ~L? D((?B Q?áY “(H ~L? HD;s 
~“~?Q )Y ;)(Q;D?(;?*

ÍL?( H)?Q )(? “~~“D( .)QXD; ;)(Q;D)^Qs
(?QQ$ WL“~ DQ áDN? “QND(ña ÍL?( H)?Q )(? 
“~~“D( “ Q?(Q? )Y Q);D“á G^Q~D;? )B “ Q’DBD~ )Y 
D(~?B(“~D)(“áDQX$ WL?B? B?“ááK “B? () YD'?H 
’?BD)HQ Y)B “ ’)QD~Dú? “QQ^B“(;? )Y Dáá^XD(“s
~D)( “Q ~L?B? “B? Y)B )Bñ“(D; H?ú?á)’X?(~a 
Q^;L “Q ~L? “~~“D(D(ñ )Y ’^”?B~K* vD(;?a “Q 
}? L“ú? Q“DHa ’B?’“B“~D)( DQ ?QQ?(~D“á D( ~L? 
Y)BX )Y ;)(~?X’á“~D)(a B?Yá?;~D)(a “(H Q?BDs 
)^Q ;)(QDH?B“~D)( )Y ~L? ’LDá)Q)’LD; “(H 
X?~“’LKQD;“á ú“á]?Q )Y áDY?a .)QXD; ;)(s
Q;D)^Q(?QQ ñB“H^“ááK ;)X?Q “Q “ B?Q^á~ )Y 
Q^;L Q~DX^á^Q* w( )~L?B })BHQa D~ Y)áá)}Q 
YB)X Q^;L ’B“;~D;?Q* >)}?ú?Ba ~L?B? “B? 
;K;á?Q D( )^B ’LKQD;“á “(H ’QK;LD; H?ú?á)’s
X?(~ }LD;L X“N? ^Qa H^BD(ñ ~L)Q? ~DX?Qa 
X)B? B?Q’)(QDú? ~) ~L? B?;?’~D)( )Y x<<9) xjót
&xQjs WL?B? DQa “Q DQ ñ?(?B“ááK N()}(a “ 
’?BD)HD;D~K )Y L^X“( áDY? )B B“~L?B ~L?B? “B? 
BLK~LXD; ’?BD)HD; }“ú?Qa “Q Q~“~?H D( )^B 
X)()ñB“’LQ* WL?Q? ’?BD)HQ “B? ~L? ;)(Q?s
‘^?(;? )Y ~L? (“~^B“á ;L“(ñ?Q D( )^B ?(H)s 
;BD(? ñá“(HQ “(H ’QK;LD; ;?(~?BQ* WL?Q? 
’?BD)HQ “B? )Y Q?ú?( K?“BQ ?“;La Q~“B~D(ñ “~
fa oMa Coa lha MCa ?~;* íQ K)^ ñá“(;? “~ ~L?Q?

D(~?Bú“áQa K)^ }Dáá B?;“áá ~L? ;L“(ñ?Q D( K)^B 
’LKQD;“á )Bñ“(DQX “(H D~Q Y^(;~D)(Q ~L“~ );s 
;^BB?H D( ~L?Q? HDYY?B?(~ ’?BD)HQ* w(  “HHDs 
~D)(a “Q Y^B~L?B ~“^ñL~ D( )^B X)()ñB“’LQa 
~L?B? “B? L“BX)(D;Q )B ”?“~Qa “Q ~L?K “B? 
;“áá?H X^QD;“ááKa }L?( ;?B~“D( )Y ~L? ^(H^s 
á“~D)(Q )B }“ú?Q )Y ~L? ’?BD)HQ “B? ’“B~D;^s
á“BáK ?X’L“QD6?H* b(? )Y ~L?Q? ”?“~Q DQ ~L? 
(^X?B“á &”IAA a QKX”)áD6?H ”K ~L? ~BD“(ñá?, 
áQ9 I a ”K ~L? ;B)QQ, éAWAj a ”K ~L? BI9Y ójéó&ó: 
“(H jxjA a ”K ~L? ;DB;á?* w~ DQ N()}( ~L“~ ~L? 
&”xI— a áxá&”F  “(H éAWAj&”  ;K;á?Q )Y Q?ú?( “B< 
~L? ’?BD)HQ }L?( .)QXD; ;)(Q;D)^Q(?QQ )B 
’QK;LD; H?ú?á)’X?(~ DQ X)Q~ áDN?áK ~) );;^B, 
}L?B?“Qa ~L? Y)^B~La QD'~La “(H ?DñL~L ;K;á?Q 
)Y Q?ú?( “B? ^Q^“ááK X)B? H?YD(D~?áK B?á“~?H 
~) ’LKQD;“á ;L“(ñ?Q*

WL^Qa DY )(? L“Q ”?ñ^(a “B)^(H LDQ ~LDB~Ds 
?~L K?“Ba ~) X?HD~“~? X)B? ^’)( .)QXD; X“~s 
~?BQ “(H L“Q ()~ ñDú?( LDXQ?áY )ú?B ?(~DB?áK 
~) Q?(Q^“á áDY?a ~L?B? DQ “ ú?BK Q~B)(ñ ’B)”“s 
”DáD~K ~L“~ ~L? Dáá^XD(“~D)( )Y .)QXD; ;)(s
Q;D)^Q(?QQ }Dáá );;^B Y)B LDX “”)^~ ~L? 
~LDB~KsYDY~L K?“B* v^’’)Q? )(? L“Q (?ú?B 
ñDú?( “(K ~L)^ñL~ ~) ~L? ’QK;LD; QDH? )Y 
LDQ (“~^B? “(H L“Q (?ú?B H?ú)~?H LDXs
Q?áY ~) “(K XKQ~D;“á ’BD(;D’D?Q )B “(K 
’B?’“B“~D)( B?á“~?H ~) ~L?X ^(~Dá L? DQ 
Y)B~K K?“BQ )Y “ñ?* WL? (?'~ (“~^B“á ’?BD)Ha 
}L?( LDQ ;)(Q;D)^Q(?QQ }Dáá ”? ’“B~D;^á“BáK 
B?Q’)(QDú? ~) ~L? D((?B Q?áY “(H D~Q ;)(Q;D)^Qs
(?QQa })^áH ”? “’’B)'DX“~?áK Y)B~Ks(D(? 
K?“BQ )Y “ñ?* WL? X“G)BD~K )Y )^B X?X”?BQ 
L“ú? “YYDáD“~?H }D~L ~L? í*-*b*y*.* “Y~?B 
~L?K }?B? ~LDB~K K?“BQ )Y “ñ?* WL? X“G)BD~Ka 
“Q }?ááa L“ú? (?ú?B ’B?úD)^QáK L“H “(K QKQs 
~?X“~D; ~B“D(D(ñ D( ~L? ^Q? )Y ’QK;LD; ’)}?BQ 
“(H D( “~~“D(D(ñ .)QXD; ;)(Q;D)^Q(?QQ* k“~s 
?(~áKa ~L? X“G)BD~K )Y ~L?X ;“(()~ ?'’?;~ 
.)QXD; ;)(Q;D)^Q(?QQ ^(~Dá ~L? Q?ú?(~L ;K;á? 
)Y Q?ú?( K?“BQ )B ”?~}??( ~L“~ “(H ~L? (D(~L*

íQ L“Q “áQ) ”??( Q~“~?H D( )^B y)QD;B^;D“( 
~?“;LD(ñQa )(? H)?Q ()~ L“ú? ~) ”? “ y)QD;B^s
;D“( )B “ Q~^H?(~ )Y “(K )Y ~L? ~B“HD~D)(“á 
?Q)~?BD; QKQ~?XQ )Y XKQ~D;DQX ~) “~~“D( .)Qs
XD; ;)(Q;D)^Q(?QQ* >? ;“(a ”K D(HDúDH^“á 
?'’?BDX?(~“~D)( “(H X?HD~“~D)( “(H ”K ’?s
BD)HD; DQ)á“~D)( YB)X })BáHáK D(~?B?Q~Qa B?“;L 
;x&”xj  ~) ~L? .)QXD; XD(H “(H YD(H Dáá^s
XD(“~D)(* v)X? L“ú? H)(? Q) ”K “;;DH?(~a 
B?“ááK ()~ N()}D(ñ }L“~ L“H ~B“(Q’DB?H* 
v)X? y)QD;B^;D“(Q L“ú? ?'’?BD?(;?H .)QXD; 
;)(Q;D)^Q(?QQ ”?Y)B? “YYDáD“~D(ñ }D~L ~L? bBs
H?Ba ”^~ D~ }“Q )(áK “Y~?B “ Q~^HK )Y ~L? 
~?“;LD(ñQ ~L“~ ~L?K N(?} ~L? Y^áá DX’)B~“(;?
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)Y ~L? ?'’?BD?(;? ~L?K L“H L“H ?“BáK D( áDY?*
b(? DQ (?ú?B ~)) )2H ~) “~~“D( .)QXD; ;)(s

Q;D)^Q(?QQ* WL? (?'^Q }D~L ~L? .)QXD; 
XD(H )B ~L? D(~?ááDñ?(;? ”K }LD;L D~ DQ “;s 
‘^DB?H DQ D((“~? }D~LD( ?“;L ;?áá )Y )^B ”?D(ñ 
“~ “áá ~DX?Q ^(~Dá ~B“(QD~D)(* b(? X“K Q“K 
D~ DQ áDN?a Y)B “(“á)ñKa “ }?áá )Y ;))á D(úDñs 
)B“~D(ñ }“~?Ba “ú“Dá“”á? ~) “áá }L) Q??N ~) 
‘^?(;L ~L?DB ~LDBQ~* WL?B? “B? ~DX?Q D( 
?ú?BK)(?♦Q áDY? }L?( L? DQ B<QéAI ~) ~L“~ }?ááa 
”^~ (?ú?B “B? D~Q }“~?BQ H?(D?H LDXa DY LDQ 
’^B’)Q? DQ BDñL~*

WL?B? “B? H?ñB??Q )Y .)QXD; ;)(Q;D)^Q(?QQ 
)B ?á?ú“~D)(Q )Y ~L? ’á“(?Q )Y ~L? Q)^á* 3“;L 
’?BQ)( }L) H)?Q ?'’?BD?(;? .)QXD; ;)(s
Q;D)^Q(?QQ H)?Q a ()~ L“ú? ~L? Q“X? ^(Y)áHs 
X?(~* v)X? L“ú? “ ñB?“~?B ’B)Y^(HD~K )Y 
^(H?BQ~“(HD(ñ* íQ }? ?ú)áú? )^B Q)^ás 
’?BQ)(“áD~K “(H ”?;)X? X)B? “~~^(?H }D~L 
~L? .)QXD; XD(H }D~LD( ^Qa ~L? ñB?“~?B DQ )^B 
B?“áD6“~D)( )Y ?“;L )Y ~L)Q? ’?BD)HQ )Y “~s 
)(?sX?(~* íQ “ B?Q^á~a ~L?(a ~L?B? “B? 
’á“(?Q )Y .)QXD; ;)(Q;D)^Q(?QQ ~) }LD;L }? 
“Hú“(;? ’B)ñB?QQDú?áKa )(? ”?K)(H ~L? )~L?B* 
2~  DQ áDN? )(?♦Q ;áDX”D(ñ “ X)^(~“D(QDH?* 
Í D~L ?ú?BK ~L)^Q“(H Y??~ )Y “Q;?(~a DY ~L? 
“~X)Q’L?B? B?X“D(Q ;á?“Ba ~L? úDQ~“ DQ ñB?“~s
?Ba ~L? L)BD6)( X)B? ?'~?(H?H* v)a ~))a ?“;L 
?'’?BD?(;? )Y .)QXD; ;)(Q;D)^Q(?QQ ;“^Q?Q ^Q 
~) L“ú? “( ?(~DB?áK HDYY?B?(~ ’?BQ’?;~Dú? )Y 
)^B B?á“~D)( ~) ~L? })BáH )Y ~LD(ñQa “ Y“B 
H??’?B ^(H?BQ~“(HD(ñ )Y ~L?X* b^B ?ú“á^“s 
~D)( )Y áDY? DQ ;L“(ñ?H* Í? H) ()~ (??H ~) 
B?~DB? YB)X ~L? })BáH “(H ”?;)X? B?;á^Q?Qa 
”^~a )”G?;~Dú?áKa )(;? }? L“ú? “Hú“(;?H D( 
.)QXD; ;)(Q;D)^Q(?QQa }? “B? ’á“;?H D( “( 
?(~DB?áK HDYY?B?(~ Q’L?B? )Y ;)X’B?L?(QD)(*

WL?Q? ;L“(ñ?Q D( )^B ;)(Q;D)^Q(?QQ )Y L^s
X“( áDY? “(H D~Q ú“á]?Qa }LD;L ;)X? “Q “ 
B?Q^á~ )Y .)QXD; ;)(Q;D)^Q(?QQa “B? X)Q~ “”áK 
?'’B?QQ?H D( ~L? Y)áá)}D(ñ })BHQ ”K )^B á“~? 
wX’?B“~)Ba AB* >* v’?(;?B m?}DQa D( )(? )Y 
)^B X)()ñB“’LQé &íY~?B L? L“Q ’á“;?H LDQ 
Y))~ )( ~L? B?“á ’“~L )Y .)QXD; H?ú?á)’X?(~a 
L? YD(HQ ~L“~ LDQ Q~?’Q “B? á?“HD(ñ LDX ()~ 
~) ñB?“~?B )B X)B? ;)Q~áK X“~?BD“á ~LD(ñQ “(H 
;)(ú?(D?(;?Qa ”^~ B?“ááK “}“K YB)X ~L?X 
D(~) X)B? ’BDXD~Dú?a X)B? (“~^B“áa á?QQ ;)Q~áK 
“(H X)B? }L)á?Q)X? ’á“;?Q* >? YD(HQ ~L“~ 
~L? ~B??Q “(H QLB^””?BK )Y “( DQ)á“~?H X)^(s
~“D(QDH? ”?;)X? ~L? X)Q~ ”?“^~DY^á ñ“BH?(Q 
“(H ñB)ú?Q )Y “(K “HXDB?H ’“á“;? L? L“Q 
?ú?B Q??(* >? YD(HQ ~L“~ ~L? X)Q~ QDX’á? 
ñ“BX?(~ DQ X)B? ”?“^~DY^á ^’)( LDX “(H 
X)B? Q“~DQY“;~)BK ~) LDQ ’?BQ)(“á úD”B“~D)(Q

~L“( ~L? X)Q~ ?á“”!B“~? ñ)}( )B ;)Q~^X? )Y 
“(K ;)^B~* w(  ~LDQ }“Ka ~L?B?Y)B?a L? Q??NQ 
~L? X)B? QDX’á? “(H K?~ ~L? X)B? ”?“^~DY^á 
~LD(ñQ )Y áDY?*¡Ñ z

kOí’—’íxYé kíPYé’$:

g) )(? }L) L“Q Q?BD)^QáK ;)(QDH?B?H “(H 
Q^”Q;BD”?H ~) ~L? ’BD(;D’D?Q )Y DH?“áDQXa 
?D~L?B D( ’LDá)Q)’LK )B B?áDñD!(a L“Q Y“Dá?H 
“~ )(? ~DX? )B “()~L?B ~) “QN ~L? ‘^?Q~D)( 
“Q ~) }L?~L?B )B ()~ “(K)(? ;“( “~ “áá ~DX?Q 
^’L)áH ~L? ”“QD; ~?(?~Q )Y DH?“áDQXa }L)á?s 
L?“B~?HáK “(H L)(?Q~áK* WL? ”“QD; Q~B^;~^B? 
)Y DH?“áDQX L“Q “Q D~Q Y)^(H“~D)( ~L? “;s 
N()}á?HñX?(~ ~L“~ ~L? })B~Ls}LDá? ~LD(ñQ 
)Y ~L? ^(Dú?BQ? áD? )^~QDH? ~L? X“~?BD“á })BáH* 
WLDQ Y“;~ DQ }?áá N()}(* w~ DQ “áQ) }?áá 
N()}( ~L“~ X“(a ~LB)^ñL)^~ LDQ ?'’?BD?(;?a 
DQ ”B)^ñL~ ;)(Q~“(~áK D(~) “ ;D!Q? B?á“~D)(s 
QLD’ }D~L ~L? X“~?BD“á })BáH “(H ?“QDáK 
H?ú?á)’Q L“”D~Q )Y “;~D)( “(H ~L)^ñL~ }LD;L 
“B? ;)(Q?‘^?(~áK ~D?H D(~) )B }D~L X“~?BD“á 
~LD(ñQ* w~ DQ ~L?B?Y)B? ()~ “( ^(^Q^“á ;DBs 
;^XQ~“(;? ~L“~a }L?( “( D(HDúDH^“á Q^”s
Q;BD”?Q ~) ~L? ’BD(;D’D?Q “Q B?’B<Q?(~?H ”K 
DH?“áDQXa L? DQ Y“;D(ñ “ QD~^“~D)( }LD;L Q??XQ 
~) B?ú)áú? “”)^~ ~}) Y^(H“X?(~“á ’)D(~Qé 
LDQ H“Ks~)sH“K ;DB;^XQ~“(;? DQ H?’?(H?(~ ^’s
)( LDQ X“~?BD“á ?(úDB)(X?(~a ”^~ LDQ “Q’DB“s 
~D)(Q “B? B?á“~?H ~) “()~L?B ?(úDB)(X?(~Ñ  
~L“~ )Y ~L? DXX“~?BD“á )B ’QK;LD;*

WL?B? QL)^áH ”? () YBD;~D)( ”?~}??( ~L?Q? 
~}) Y)B;?Qa D(Q)Y“B “Q ~L?K }?B? )BDñD(“ááK 
H?QDñ(?H ~) ?'DQ~* W) ’^~ D~ )( “ Q)X?}L“~ 
Q’?;DYD; ”“QDQa }? XDñL~ Q“K ~L“~ 7)H H)?Q 
()~ HDQ~D(ñ^DQL ”?~}??( DH?“áDQX “(H X“s 
~?BD“áDQX* -“( L“Q X“H?a D( Y“;~a L“Q ;B?s 
“~?Ha ~L? ”“BBD?BQ ~L“~ ?'DQ~ ”?~}??( ~L? 
~})* WL?Q? L“ú? ”??( YB?‘^?(~áK ~L? B?Q^á~ 
)Y LDQ Q?áYDQL D(~?B?Q~Q ;)^’á?H }D~L ~L? H?s 
QDB? ~) “’’?“Q? )B Q“~DQYK ~L? ^Bñ?Q “(H H?s 
QDB?Q )Y LDQ ’LKQD;“á ”)HK*

g“~^B“ááK )(? )Y ~L? X)Q~ DX’)B~“(~ Y“;s 
~)BQ }LD;L X“( Y“;?Q )( ~LDQ ?“B~L DQ ~L“~ )Y 
)”~“D(D(ñ Y))H Y)B Q^Q~?(“(;?* WL? X)B? HDYs 
YD;^á~ D~ ”?;)X?Q ~) )”~“D( Y))Ha ~L? X)B? 
X“( L“Q ~) HDB?;~ LDQ ?YY)B~Q ~)}“BH )”~“D(s
D(ñ }L“~ L? ;“(* wY “( D(HDúDH^“á Y)^(H 
LDXQ?áY D( “ ’)QD~D)( }L?B? D( )BH?B ~) ?'DQ~ 
L? L“H ~) H?ú)~? ?ú?BK }“ND(ñ XD(^~? )Y 
~L? H“K HDB?;~áK ~) ~L? )”~“D(D(ñ )Y Y))H D( 
QX“áá ‘^“(~D~D?Q “~ “ ~DX?a }LD;L D( D~Q ~)~“ás 
D~K })^áH L“BHáK Q^Q~“D( LDXa D~ DQ ()~ HDYs 
YD;^á~ ~) ^(H?BQ~“(H }LK L? })^áH ”?;)X?
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“ B“HD;“á X“~?BD“áDQ~* >DQ }L)á? ~LD(ND(ñ 
^(H?B Q^;L ;DB;^XQ~“(;?Q })^áH ”? Q~BD;~áK 
B?á“~?H ~) ~L? )(? ~“QN “~ L“(H }LD;L );s 
;^’D?Q “áá LDQ ~DX?Ñ ~L“~ )Y Q“~DQYKD(ñ ~L? 
’LKQD;“á “’’?~D~? )Y L^(ñ?B* j(H?B Q^;L 
;DB;^XQ~“(;?Qa D~ DQ )”úD)^Q ~L“~ X“( })^áH 
()~ ’B)ñB?QQ ú?BK Y“B D( DH?“áDQ~D; ’LDá)Q)’LK 
)B D( ~L? “B~Q )B “(K )~L?B )Y ~L? D(~“(ñD”á?Q*

v^;L “ ;DB;^XQ~“(;? DQ ?'~B?X?a ”^~ D~ DQ 
;“BBD?H )^~ ?ú?( D( ~L? ?'DQ~?(;? )Y “( “”^(s 
H“(;? )Y Y))H D( ~L“~ X“( X“K H?ú?á)’ LDQ 
“’’?~D~? ~) ~L? ’)D(~ }L?B? QDX’á? Q^Q~?(“(;? 
H)?Q ()~ Q“~DQYK LDXa Q) L? DQ ;)(Q?‘^?(~áK 
HDB?;~D(ñ LDQ ?YY)B~Q ~)}“BH )”~“D(D(ñ HDYY?Bs
?(~ ~K’?Q )Y Y))Ha ;L)D;?sYá“ú)B?H Y))HQa )B 
X)B? )Y ~L? B“B? Y))HQa ^(~Dá ?ú?( “ BD;L 
X“( XDñL~ ”?;)X? “ X“~?BD“áDQ~ H^? ~) LDQ 
”?D(ñ }L)ááK ;)(;?B(?H }D~L }L“~ ~) ?“~* 
>? })^áH “;;^X^á“~? X)(?K X?B?áK Y)B ~L? 
’^B;L“Q? )Y ;?B~“D( Y))HQa “(H “áá LDQ ’B)’?Bs 
~K })^áH ”? ;)(QDH?B?H D( ~?BXQ )Y D~Q ;)(s
ú?BQD!( ~) ~L? H?áD;“;D?Q }LD;L L? L“H ~B“D(?H 
LDXQ?áY ~) Y??á }?B? (?;?QQ“BK* w( “ á?QQ 
B“HD;“á }“K }? “áá “B? ~D?H ~) ;?B~“D( X“s
~?BD“á Y“;~)BQ* w( )BH?B ~) L“ú? ~L? B?‘^DB?s 
X?(~Q )Y áDY? Y)B )^BQ?áú?Q “(H )^B Y“XDáD?Qa 
}? H?ú)~? X^;L )Y )^B ~DX? ~)}“BH ?“B(D(ñ 
“ ñ))H áDúD(ñ* Í ? X?“( ”K ~LDQ ’BDX“BDáK 
~L? “QQ^B“(;? )Y Y))H “(H QL?á~?B Y)B )^Bs
Q?áú?Qa ~) ~L? ”?Q~ )Y )^B “”DáD~K*

WL? ‘^?Q~D)( B?ñ“BHD(ñ ~L? L)(?Q~ D(~?Bs 
’B?~“~D)( )Y DH?“áDQX DQ “QN?H ”K Q)X? ’?)s
’á? }L) L“ú? ;)X? ~) ~L? ;)(;á^QD!( ~L“~ 
}? ;“(()~ ;)(~D(^< ~) ”? ;)(;?B(?H }D~L 
~L?Q? X“~?BD“á ~LD(ñQ )( )(? L“(H }LDá? 
L)áHD(ñ “( DH?“áDQ~D; ’LDá)Q)’LK )( ~L? )~L?B* 
WLDQ ~K’? )Y ~LD(ND(ñ DQ “( ?';^Q? B“~L?B 
~L“( “( ?'’á“(“~D)(* wY )(? YD(HQ D~ HDYYD;^á~ 
~) ~“N? LDXQ?áY “}“K YB)X ~L? X“~?BD“á 
~LD(ñQ )Y áDY? Y)B “ Q^YYD;D?(~ á?(ñ~L )Y ~DX? 
~) ñDú? Q)X? “~~?(~D)( ~) DH?8DQ “(H D(~“(ñDs
”á? ú“á]?Qa ~L<( D~ DQ X?B?áK “ X“~~?B )Y 
H?;DQD!( ”K Q^;L “( D(HDúDH^“á “Q ~) }L“~ 
;)(Q~D~^~?Q ~L? ñB?“~?Q~ ú“á^< Y)B LDX* wY Y))H 
“(H QL?á~?B “B? X)B? DX’)B~“(~ ~L“( ’?“;? 
)Y XD(Ha L“’’D(?QQa “(H “ ;á)Q?B B?á“~D)(s
QLD’ ~) ~L? .)QXD; á“}Qa ~L?( D~ DQ ~B^? ~L“~ 
Q^;L “( D(HDúDH^“á L“Q X“H? “ ;L)D;? “(H 
YD(HQ D(Q^YYD;D?(~ X)~Dú“~D)( ~) HDB?;~ LDXs
Q?áY ~) ~L? “;‘^DQD~D)( )Y ~L!Q? ~LD(ñQ }LD;L 
;“(()~ ”? X?“Q^B?H D( ~?BXQ )Y X“~?BD“á 
ú“á^<*

WL?B? DQa L)}?ú?Ba “()~L?B ’)D(~ )Y úD?}* 
j(Q?~~á?H X“~?BD“á ;)(HD~D)(Q YB?‘^?(~áK 
L“ú? “ ~?(H?(;K ~) ;L“áá?(ñ? DH?8DQ* Í?

L“ú? Q??( D( )^B áDY?~DX? ~L? B?;^BB?(;? )Y 
Q)X? })BáH ;BDQDQ D( )(? Y)BX )B “()~L?B* 
í~ Q^;L ~DX?Qa B?áDñD)(Q Yá)^BDQL ”?;“^Q? ’?)s
’á? ”?;)X? “}“B? ~L“~ ~L? X“~?BD“á ~LD(ñQ 
}LD;L ~L?K Y??á ~L?K (??H X“K ”? ?(H“(s 
ñ?B?H “(H ~L?K ~BK ~) YD(H Q)X?~LD(ñ ?áQ? 
~) ~“N? ~L? ’á“;? )Y ~L? ’)QQD”á? á)QQ ~L?K 
X“K Q^Q~“D( ”K ~L? á)QQ )Y X“~?BD“á ~LD(ñQ* 
w( )~L?B })BHQa DY }? “’’áK ~LDQ ~) “ LK’)s 
~L?~D;“á D(HDúDH^“áa ~LDQ D(HDúDH^“á XDñL~ 
’B“K Y)B ~L? YDBQ~ ~DX? D( LDQ áDY? ^’)( Q??s 
D(ñ LDQ L)^Q? )( YDB? “(H ”?K)(H Q“úD(ñ* 
v^;L “ ’?BQ)(a DY L? L“H ~L? ~?(H?(;K ~) 
’á“;? X“~?BD“á ú“á]?Q “”)ú? “áá ?áQ?a })^áH 
L“ú? ~“N?( ñB?“~ ’BDH? D( LDQ L)^Q?a D~Q 
Y^B(DQLD(ñQa “(H )~L?B ’)QQ?QQD)(Q }LD;L L? 
L“H D( ~L? L)^Q?* íQ á)(ñ “Q ~L)Q? ~LD(ñQ 
B?X“D(?H D(~“;~ “(H }?B? LDQ ’)QQ?QQD)(Qa 
áDY? })^áH L“ú? () ;L“áá?(ñ? YB)X “( DH?“ás
DQ~D; ’)D(~ )Y úD?}*

WLDQ Q“X? D(HDúDH^“áa L)}?ú?Ba DY Y“;?H 
”K ~L? ;BDQDQ ~L“~ })^áH ;)(Q~D~^~? ~L? á)QQ 
)Y ~L?Q? ~LD(ñQ “(H ”K ~L? B?“áD6“~D)( ~L“~ 
()~LD(ñ L? ;)^áH H) })^áH Q“ú? ~L?Xa XDñL~ 
~L?( )( DX’^áQ? ~BK ~LB)^ñL LDQ )}( B?“Q)(s
D(ñ ~) X“N? “( DXX?HD“~? B?’á“;?X?(~ )Y 
ú“á^<* w( )~L?B })BHQa ~L? ’LKQD;“á ~LD(ñQ 
}?B? ñ)(? )B ñ)D(ña “(H L?a D( Q~BDúD(ñ ~) 
)”~“D( “QQ^B“(;? )Y Q)X?~LD(ñ })B~L }LDá?a 
XDñL~ L“ú? “ ú?BK HDYYD;^á~ ~DX? ;)(úD(;D(ñ 
LDXQ?áY )Y ~LDQ á“~~?B ’B?XDQ?*

b( ~L? )~L?B ?'~B?X?a ~L?B? “B? ~L)Q? }L) 
Q~“~? ~L“~ “áá X“~?BD“á ~LD(ñQ QL)^áH ”? H?s 
(D?H* WL?K X“K BDñL~áK ;á“DX ~L“~ ~L? 
Q^’B?X? ú“á]?Q )Y ~L? ^(Dú?BQ? áD? D( ~L? 
Q’DBD~^“áa ’QK;LD;a )B DXX“~?BD“á })BáHa 
}LD;L?ú?B ~?BX ~L?K X“K ;L))Q? ~) ^Q?* 
U“Q?H ^’)( ~LDQ áD(? )Y B?“Q)(D(ña ~L?K ~L?( 
Q~“~? ~L“~ X)Q~ X“~?BD“á ~LD(ñQ L“ú? () ú“á^< 
}L“~Q)?ú?Ba “(H ~L?K X“K ?ú?( ñ) Q) Y“B 
“Q ~) D(;á^H? ~L?DB )}( ’LKQD;“á ”)HD?Q* WL?K 
~L?B?Y)B? XDñL~ “”“(H)( “áá X“~?BD“á ~LD(ñQa 
?ú?( Y)Bñ?~ ~L? (??H )Y Y))Ha H?(K ’B)’?B 
()^BDQLX?(~ “(H ~L?B“’?^~D; ~B?“~X?(~ ~) 
~L? ”)HKa ^’)( ~L? ”?áD?Y ~L“~ DH?8DQ “(H “ 
”?áD?Y D( ~L? ú“áDHD~K )Y “( DXX“~?BD“á })BáH 
}Dáá Q^Q~“D( ~L?X*

v)X?~DX?Q }? YD(H ?'“X’á?Q QDXDá“B ~) 
~LDQ )(? D( ;?B~“D( ?'~B?X? B?áDñD)^Q ’B“;s
~D;?Q )B D( Y)BXQ )Y ?'~B?X? X)(“Q~D;DQX 
}L?B?”K D(HDúDH^8DQ ()~ )(áK DQ)á“~? ~L?Xs 
Q?áú?Q YB)X ~L? B?Q~ )Y ~L? })BáHa ”^~ ?ú?( 
B?Q)B~ ~) ’LKQD;“á ’“D( “(H ’^(DQLX?(~* WL? 
~L?)BK DQ ~L“~ ~LDQ ’B);?H^B? XD(DXD6?Q ~L? 
DX’)B~“(;? )Y ~L? X“~?BD“á* Í ? ;“(()~ L?á’
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“HXDBD(ñ ?'~B?X? H?ú)~D)(a () X“~~?B L)} 
D~ X“K ”? ?úDH?(;?H, “(Ha “Q “ B?Q^á~a ~L?Q? 
?'~B?X?áK H?ú)~?H D(HDúDH^8DQ “B? Q)X?~DX?Q 
)ú?BB“~?H Y)B D(~?ááDñ?(;? “(H ñ))H G^HñX?(~*

w( ;)(QDH?BD(ñ ~L?Q? ~}) ?'~B?X?Qa ^Q^“ááK 
D~ XDñL~ Q??X ~L“~ Q)X?~LD(ñ ?áQ? L“Q ”??( 
Y)Bñ)~~?(* WL“~ ~LD(ñ DQ Q)X?~LD(ñ }LD;L }? 
YD(H DX’B?QQ?H ^’)( ^Q D( ~L? ú?BK ?“BáK 
á?QQ)(Q )Y ~L? y)QD;B^;D“( ~?“;LD(ñQ, D~ DQ “ 
’BD(;D’D? }LD;L QL)^áH ”? )”úD)^Q ?ú?( ~) “ 
;LDáH ”?Y)B? D~ DQ DX’B?QQ?H ^’)( ^Q D( ~LDQ 
Y)BX* WLDQ ’BD(;D’D? DQ ~L? á“} )Y H^“áD~K* 
WL? X)Q~ H?ú)~?H DH?“áDQ~ “;N()}á?Hñ?Q “ 
ñB?“~?Ba ”?~~?Ba “(H X)B? })B~Ls}LDá? B?“áX 
)Y ú“á]?Q )^~QDH? )Y ~L? ’LKQD;“á })BáHa ”^~ 
á)ñD; “(H ñ))H Q?(Q? ~?áá LDX ~L“~ L? “;~^“ááK 
DQ Q~Dáá “( ?'DQ~D(ñ ?(~D~K D( ~L? ’LKQD;“á 
})BáH* WL?B?Y)B?a QD(;? ~LB)^ñL)^~ LDQ~)BK 
}? ;“( YD(H Y?} ?'“X’á?Q )Y ;)X’á?~? L“’s 
’D(?QQa ;)(~?(~X?(~a “(H “;LD?ú?X?(~ “Q 
L“úD(ñ ”??( B?“;L?H ”K ?D~L?B ~L? ?'~B?X? 
X“~?BD“áDQ~ )B ~L? ?'~B?X? DH?“áDQ~a D~ XDñL~ 
”? á)ñD;“á Y)B ^Q ~) ;)(;á^H? ~L“~ 7)H )Bs 
H“D(?H X“( ~) ”? “}“B? )Y ”)~L )Y ~L?Q? 
})BáHQ* WLDQ DQ Dáá^Q~B“~?H D( X“(♦Q )}( ”?s
D(ñ* >DQ ”)HK DQ X“~?BD“á ”^~ ~L? áDY? Y)B;< 
D( D~ DQ DXX“~?BD“á* wY ~LDQ X“(DY?Q~“~D)( )Y 
X“( “Q “ áDúD(ñ ”?D(ñ DQ “ ’“B~ )Y (“~^B? 
“(H }? “B? ~B^áK Q)(Q )Y 7)Ha “Q X“(K B?s 
áDñD)(Q ~?áá ^Qa ~L?( Q^B?áK ~L“~ DQ ~L? .)QXD; 
N?K ~) ~L? QD~^“~D)(*

WLDQ Y“;~ D(~DX“~?áK Dáá^Q~B“~?Q ~L“~ X“s
~?BD“á “(H DXX“~?BD“áa XD(H “(H ”)HKa ~L? 
Q’DBD~^“á “(H ~L? X^(H“(?a ;“( “(H H) ?'DQ~ 
D( ’B)’?B L“BX)(D)^Q B?á“~D)(QLD’ }D~L ?“;L 
)~L?B* wY  }? “B? ~) ñ“D( L“’’D(?QQa ’?BQ)(“á 
’)}?Ba ^(H?BQ~“(HD(ña “(H L^X“( ;)X’“Qs 
QD)(a )^B YDBQ~ )”áDñ“~D)( DQ ~) B?á“~? )^BQ?áú?Q 
’B)’?BáK ~) )^B ~)~“á ?(úDB)(X?(~a }LD;L DQ 
()~ )(áK }D~L ~L? X“~?BD“á })BáHa ”^~ }D~L 
~L? Q’DBD~^“á )B DXX“~?BD“á })BáH* -“( L“Q 
B))X D( LDQ áDY? Y)B ”)~L “(H ;“( Q~^HKa ?'s
’?BD?(;?a “(H YD(H ”)~L ^Q?Y^á* WL? Y^(H“s
X?(~“á ‘^?Q~D)( )Y DH?“áDQXa ~) ~L? D(HDúDHs
^“áa B?Q)áú?Q D~Q?áY H)}( ~) “ ‘^?Q~D)( )Y YD(“á 
ú“á]?Q* WL? X“~?BD“á })BáH DQ ()~ D( D~Q?áY 
?úDá* w~ DQ )(áK Q?;)(H“BK* Í ? ;“( “;‘^DB? 
~L? X“~?BD“á ~LD(ñQ “Q á)(ñ “Q }? ;)(~B)á 
~L?X* wY }? “Q D(HDúDH^8DQ ”?;)X? X“Q~?BQ )Y 
)^BQ?áú?Qa }? }Dáá YDBQ~ ”?;)X? X“Q~?BQ )Y ~L? 
X“~?BD“á })BáH* A) ()~a L)}?ú?Ba ;)(Y^Q? 
X“Q~?BK “(H ’)QQ?QQD)(* -“Q~?BK )Y X“s
~?BD“á ~LD(ñQ X?“(Q B?á?ñ“~D(ñ ~L?X ~) ~L?DB 
’B)’?B ’á“;?a “(H ~LDQ ’B)’?B ’á“;? Q?Bú?Q 
D( )^B ~)~“á ñB)}~L “(H H?ú?á)’X?(~*

Í? ;“( “HXDB? ~L? ”?“^~K “(H ^~DáD~K 
)Y ~L? X“~?BD“á })BáHa ”^~ }? ;“( “áQ) “;s 
N()}á?Hñ? ~L“~ D~Q ?'DQ~?(;? DQ H^? ~) “ 
Y)B;< ()~ “ ’“B~ )Y ~L? X“~?BD“á })BáH D( D~Q 
^Q^“á Y)BX* Í ? ;“( ^Q? ~L? “”DáD~D?Q )Y )^B 
X“~?BD“á ”)HKa ”^~ “~ ~L? Q“X? ~DX? B?“áD6? 
~L“~ D~Q ~?BX )Y ^Q?Y^á(?QQ DQ áDXD~?H }LDá? 
}? “Q Q)^á ?(~D~D?Q ;“( Q~Dáá ?'DQ~* WL?B?Y)B?a 
}? ;“( )(áK ;)(;á^H? ~L“~ DY }? ú“á^< X)B? 
LDñLáK ~L? ~LD(ñQ ~L“~ ?(H^B?a B?ñ“BHá?QQ )Y 
X“(sX“H? “(H )~L?B X“~?BD“á ;L“(ñ?Qa }? 
;“( ’B)’?BáK HDB?;~ )^B áDú?Q “(H XD(DXD6? 
~L? DX’)B~“(;? )Y X“~?BD“á ~) ^Q* ÍD~L ~L?Q? 
~LD(ñQ D( XD(Ha D~ QL)^áH ”? “’’“B?(~ ~L“~ 
X“( ;“( áDú? “ ()BX“á áDY? “(H K?~ Q^”Q;BD”? 
~) LDñL DH?8DQ* >? ;“( ’á“;? LDQ ;)(YDH?(;?a 
~B^Q~a “(H B?“áD6“~D)( )Y ~L? LDñL?Q~ ú“á]?Q 
D( ~L? .)QXD; á“}Q “(H Q~Dáá ?'DQ~ “(H ”? 
Q);D“ááK “;;?’~“”á? D( ~L? })BáH }L?B? L? DQ 
áDúD(ñ* >? }Dáá “~ “áá ~DX?Qa DY LDQ DH?8DQ 
Q^Q~“D( LDXa ~BK ~) Dáá^Q~B“~? ~L?Q? DH?8DQ D( 
~L? X“~?BD“á })BáH ”K ?'?X’áDYKD(ñ ~L)Q? 
~B“D~Q )Y ;L“B“;~?B “(H X)B“áD~K }LD;L “B? 
;)(QDQ~?(~ }D~L ~L? LDñL?B DH?8DQ ~) }LD;L 
L? Q^”Q;BD”?Q*Ñ í

>??HD(ñ kQK;LD; wX’B?QQD)(Q

g)} “ Q)B)Ba “HHB?QQD(ñ )^B 9)B^Xa “QNQé 
&>)} X^;L “B? }? LD(H?B?H D( )^B ’QK;LD; 
ñB)}~L ”K ()~ L??HD(ñ )^B _L^(;L?Q♦$¡

Í ? ’B?Q^X? ~L“~ ~LDQ Q)B)B B?Y?BQ ~) ’QKs
;LD; DX’B?QQD)(Q )Ba “Q ~L?K “B? ;)XX)(áK 
;“áá?Ha ~L? D(~^D~Dú? D(;áD(“~D)(Q }LD;L }? “áá 
L“ú?* íáá D(~^D~Dú? D(;áD(“~D)(Qa “Q HDQ;^QQ?H 
?áQ?}L?B? D( )^B 9)B^Xa “B? ()~ (?;?QQ“BDáK 
)Y .)QXD; )BDñD(* í~ á?“Q~ “áá ~L“~ DQ “~~BD”^~s 
?H ~) D(~^D~D)( DQ ()~ )Y D~* kQK;L)á)ñD;“ááKa 
“( ?'’?BD?(;? X“Ka ~) ”)BB)} “ ~?BX YB)X 
(^;á?“B ’LKQD;Qa &;“^Q? “ ;L“D( B?“;~D)(¡ )Y 
DH?“Q }D~LD( )^B Q^”;)(Q;D)^Q XD(H* 9)B 
?'“X’á?a }? ’?B;?Dú? Q)X?~LD(ñ “(H ~L? ?'s
’?BD?(;? ”?;)X?Q “ Q^ññ?Q~D)( }D~L }LD;L 
“áá B?á“~?H DH?“Qa ~L? B?Q^á~ )Y Y)BX?B ?'s
’?BD?(;?Qa “B? “QQ);D“~?H* WLDQ ;)X”D(“~D)( 
)Y DH?“Q DQ ~L? ;)(Q?‘^?(;? )Y ~L? 9jBQjéBxQ9é 
;QIñxj? )Y )^B Q^”;)(Q;D)^Q XD(H* W) ^Q? 
“( “(“á)ñKa D~ DQ “Q ~L)^ñLa ^’)( Q??D(ñ “ 
(^X?B“á Q^;L “Q éAWAj a “áá )~L?B ’BDX“BK 
HDñD~Q }? L“ú? ?ú?B Q??( “B? ~L?( B?á?“Q?H 
YB)X X?X)BK* WL^Qa ^(;)(Q;D)^QáK )^B 
Q^”;)(Q;D)^Q XD(H ’^~Q ~L?Q? (^X?B8DQ D( 
~L?DB ’B)’?B )BH?B* w~ ’B?;?H?Q éAWAj }D~L 
“áá D(~?ñ?BQ ~L“~ ñ) ”?Y)B? D~a “Q )(?a ~})a 
~LB??a “(H Q) Y)B~La “(H ~L)Q? ~L“~ Y)áá)}
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D~a “Q ?DñL~ “(H (D(?* ÍL?( ~LDQ L“Q ”??( 
“;;)X’áDQL?Ha ~L? ;)X’á?~? ’“~~?B( )B “Bs 
B“(ñ?X?(~ DQ Q^HH?(áK ’B)G?;~?H D(~) )^B 
;)(Q;D)^Q XD(H “Q “ Yá“QL )B X?(~“á ’D;~^B?*

9B?‘^?(~áKa ~L?(a “Q “ B?Q^á~ )Y Q)X? ?'s
’?BD?(;? }LD;L }? L“ú?a )^B Q^”;)(Q;D)^Q 
XD(H DQ ’^~ ~) })BN* w~ ;)(~D(]?Q D~Q “;s
~DúD~D?Q )Y ;)BB?á“~D(ña X)HDYKD(ña “(“áK6D(ña 
“(H ~L? áDN?a D( ;)((?;~D)( }D~L ~L? B?á“~?H 
?'’?BD?(;?Q }D~L)^~ )^B ”?D(ñ )”G?;~Dú?áK 
“}“B? )Y ~L? ’B);?QQ ñ)D(ñ )(* ÍL?(a ~) ~L? 
Q^”G?;~Dú? XD(Ha ~L? &})BN¡ L“Q ”??( Q“~DQs 
Y“;~)BDáK ;)X’á?~?Ha ~L“~ DQa ~L? DH?“Q D(~?s 
ñB“~?H D( “ }“K }LD;La ~) D~a ;)(Q~D~^~? ~L? 
DH?“á “BB“(ñ?X?(~a ~L?( ~L? Q)á^~D)( DQ Q^Hs
H?(áK ~LB^Q~ “;B)QQ ~L? ~LB?QL)áH D(~) )^B 
)”G?;~Dú? XD(H* í~ ~L“~ ~DX? D~ “’’?“BQ 
“Q “ ;)X’á?' ”^~ ;)X’á?~? DH?“a Q??XD(ñ ~) 
;)X? )^~ )Y () }L?B?* íQ }? N()}a D~ “’s
’?“BQ Q) á)ñD;“á “(H ;)(úD(;D(ñ D( D~Q ;)ñ?(s 
;K ~L“~ }? ;“(()~ B?Y^~? D~* Í ? “B? D(;áD(?H 
~) ;“áD Q^;L ?'’?BD?(;?Q xj&9x&xWA á<óé”Aé a )B 
”9jB”Aéa )B éA<átAWx—Aj& &I9&”és b”úD)^QáKa 
L)}?ú?Ba Q^;L “B? ()~ ~B^? ’QK;LD; DXs 
’B?QQD)(Q*

í .)QXD; )B ’QK;LD; DX’B?QQD)( DQ X)B? 
D( ~L? Q?(Q? )Y “ YD(“á G^HñX?(~ )B “ H?;B?? 
^’)( “ ’B)”á?X }LD;L L“Q ”??( Q^”XD~~?H 
~) ~L? ’QK;LD; Q?áY* WL^Qa Y)B Y^B~L?B ?'s
“X’á?a }? X“K ”? ;)(YB)(~?H }D~L “ X)s 
X?(~)^Q ’B)”á?X* Í? B?Yá?;~ ^’)( D~ “~ 
ñB?“~ á?(ñ~L* Í? B“~D)(“áD6?* Í? }?DñL “áá 
~L? ’B)Q “(H ;)(Q ;)(;?B(?H* Í ? ;“(()~ 
“BBDú? “~ “ ;)(;á^QDú? H?;DQD!(* Í ? X“K 
~L?( Q??N ~L? “DH )Y ~L? .)QXD;* w( “ ;á?“B 
X“((?Ba “Q }? L“ú? ”??( D(Q~B^;~?H D( )^B 
y)QD;B^;D“( X)()ñB“’LQa }? úDQ^“áD6? ~L? 
?á?X?(~Q )Y ~L? X“~~?Ba ~L? H?~“DáQ )Y ~L? 
’B)”á?Xa )( ~L? Q;B??( )Y )^B ;)(Q;D)^Q(?QQ* 
Í? ~BK ~) ’?B;?Dú? D~ D( “áá D~Q B“XDYD;“~D)(Q* 
g?'~a }? QD(;?B?áK B?;D~? ~) )^BQ?áú?Q }L“~ 
}? L)’? }Dáá ”? ~L? Q)á^~D)(a Q?~~D(ñ Y)B~L 
“ YB“(N X)~Dú? Y)B }“(~D(ñ ~L“~ Q)á^~D)( ~) 
);;^B* WL? YD(“á “;~ DQ ~) HDQXDQQ YB)X )^B 
;)(Q;D)^Q )B )”G?;~Dú? XD(H ~L? ?(~DB? ’B)”s
á?X )B ‘^?Q~D)( D(ú)áú?H* Í? HDQXDQQ D~ G^Q~ 
“Q )(? })^áH ?B“Q? “ }BD~~?( ’B)”á?X YB)X 
“ Q;L))á Qá“~? )B “ ”á“;N”)“BH* WLDQ “;~a ~L?(a 
B?á?“Q?Q ~L? ~L)^ñL~a “Q “ ;)X’á?~? DH?“a ~) 
~L? Q^”;)(Q;D)^Q XD(Ha }LD;L DQ D( “~~^(?s 
X?(~ }D~L ~L? ’QK;LD; )B ^(Dú?BQ“á XD(H*

wY )^B X)~Dú? L“Q ”??( ’B)’?Ba ~L“~ DQa ()~ 
D( úD)á“~D)( )Y .)QXD; “(H (“~^B“á á“}Qa “(H 
DY }L“~ }? H?QDB? DQ “áQ) D( “;;)BH }D~L Q^;L 
á“}Qa }? X“K ?'’?;~ “ yQé)xB x)qIAééxQj  D(

B?’áK* w~ X“K ()~ ”? DXX?HD“~?, D~ X“K 
;)X? ~L? (?'~ X)B(D(ñ* w~ X“K ;)X? á“~?B 
H^BD(ñ ~L? H“K* w~ X“K ?ú?( ”? H?á“K?H Y)B 
~}) )B ~LB?? H“KQ* WLDQ DX’B?QQD)(a D( ?Ys
Y?;~a X“K ;)X? “Q “( )ú?B}L?áXD(ñ ^Bñ? ~) 
“;~ D( “ ;?B~“D( }“K D( ;)((?;~D)( }D~L ~L? 
X“~~?B )B ‘^?Q~D)(* w~ X“K Y“ú)B )(? )B ~L? 
)~L?B )Y ~}) “á~?B(“~?Q }LD;L }“Q ^(H?B 
;)(QDH?B“~D)(* íñ“D(a D~ X“K ”? ~L? ?Xs 
’L“~D; D(;áD(“~D)( ~) ;)X’á?~?áK “”“(H)( ~L? 
}L)á? ’B)G?;~a ~) () á)(ñ?B ;)(~<X’á“~? D~* 
WL?(a “ñ“D(a ~LDQ ’QK;LD; )B .)QXD; DX’B?Qs
QD)( X“K “QQ^X? ~L? Y)BX )Y “( ?(~DB?áK 
jA;  ’B);?H^B? )Y }LD;L K)^ X“K ()~ L“ú? 
~L)^ñL~* WL)^ñL D~ }Dáá “’’?“B ‘^D~? HDYY?Bs
?(~a Q~Dáá K)^ }Dáá B?“áD6? ~L“~ D~ DQ (?ú?B~L?s 
á?QQ B?á“~?H ~) ~L? ’B)”á?X }LD;L K)^ )BDñs 
D(“ááK Q^”XD~~?H ~) K)^B ’QK;LD; Q?áY* >)}s
?ú?Ba ~L? ’B)’)Q“á )Y ~L? .)QXD;a ?ú?( ~L)^ñL 
D~ DQ HDYY?B?(~ YB)X }L“~ K)^ ~L)^ñL~a }Dáá 
?';?á }L“~ K)^ L)’?H Y)B*

w~ X“K ”? “QN?Ha í(H }L“~ DQ ~L? HDYY?Bs 
?(;? ”?~}??( ~LDQ X?~L)H )Y ?(áDñL~?(X?(~ 
“(H ~L“~ )Y ~L? DX“ñD(?H D(~^D~Dú? ’B);?QQ 
}LD;L }? ’B?úD)^QáK ?'’á“D(?H$ w( ~L? 
Y)BX?B )B Q)s;“áá?H D(~^D~Dú? ’B);?QQa )(? 
X^Q~ L“ú? L“H ;?B~“D( “;~^“á ?'’?BD?(;?Q 
)ú?B “ á)(ñ ’?BD)H )Y ~DX?a }LD;La D( ~L?DB 
(“~^B?a “B? B?á“~?H ~) ~L? DXX?HD“~? ’B)”á?X 
~L“~ ;)(YB)(~Q ~L? D(HDúDH^“á* WL? Q^”;)(s
Q;D)^Qa ~L?(a ;)X”D(?Q ~L? ?á?X?(~Q )Y “áá ~L? 
?'’?BD?(;?Q }LD;L “B? B?á“~?H D(~) “ á)ñD;“á 
“(H ’B)’?B Q)á^~D)(a “Q }? L“ú? Q“DH* w~ 
~L?( B?á?“Q?Q ~L“~ “Q “ ;)X’á?~?H DH?“ D(~) 
~L? )”G?;~Dú? XD(H* ÍD~L ~L? ’QK;LD; DXs
’B?QQD)(a L)}?ú?Ba )(? X“K (?ú?B L“ú? L“H 
“(K ’B?úD)^Q ;)(~“;~ }D~L Q^;L ?'’?BD?(;?Q* 
WL? ’B)”á?X D( XD(H X“K ”? )BDñD(“áa “ 
YDBQ~ ;)(~“;~ }D~L Q^;L ?á?X?(~Q* w~ X“K 
;)(~“D( () DH?“Q }LD;La ”K Q^ññ?Q~D)(a ;)^2H 
”? B?“BB“(ñ?H D(~) “ Q)á^~D)( ”K ~L? Q^”G?;s
~Dú? XD(H* WL? ’QK;LD; Q?áYa (?ú?B~L?á?QQa 
Q?á?;~Q YB)X &”A B9IIAj& A<A) Aj&é )Y K)^B 
’B)”á?X )B ~L)^ñL~Q ~L)Q? }LD;L ~) D~ “B? 
X)Q~ B?á“~?H ~) (“~^B“á “(H .)QXD; á“}Q* 
WL?(a ”K D~Q ;)(YDBX“~D)( )Y ~L?Xa D~ ;“^Q?Q 
K)^ ~) B?“áD6? }L“~ DQ ~L? ”?Q~ ~LD(ñ ~) H) 
^(H?B ~L? ;DB;^XQ~“(;?Q*

W) ^Q? “()~L?B “(“á)ñK ~) L?á’ ;á“BDYK 
~LDQ ’)D(~a D~ DQ ?‘^Dú“á?(~ ~) K)^B ~“ND(ñ 
’D?;?Q )Y “ X?;L“(D;“á “’’“B“~^Q ~) “ X?s 
;L“(D;“á ?(ñD(??B Y)B LDX ~) “HúDQ? K)^ 
}LD;L ’“B~ })^áH ”? ~L? X)Q~ ?YY?;~Dú? D( 
D~Q )’?B“~D)(* T)^ N()} ~L“~ L? DQ á?“B(?H 
D( ~L? á“}Q )Y ’LKQD;Q “(H X?;L“(D;Q* íáQ)a
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K)^ N()} ~L“~ L? L“Q (?ú?B Q??( ~LDQ ’“Bs
~D;^á“B “’’“B“~^Q }LD;L K)^ “B? Q^”XD~~D(ñ 
~) LDX* g?ú?B~L?á?QQa LDQ ~B“D(D(ñ “(H ?'s
’?BD?(;? Q) ‘^“áDYK LDX ~L“~ LDQ G^HñX?(~ 
“Q ~) }LD;L DQ ~L? X)Q~ ^Q?Y^á ’D?;? )Y ?‘^D’s 
X?(~ ;“( ”? B?áD?H ^’)( DXX?HD“~?áK* v^;L 
DQ ~L? ND(H )Y G^HñX?(~ }LD;L “BDQ?Q YB)X 
~L? ’QK;LD; DX’B?QQD)(Q )B ~L? &L^(;L?Q¡ 
}LD;L }? L“ú?*

WL?B? “B? ~DX?Q }L?( ~L?Q? &L^(;L?Q¡ 
Yá“QL Q^HH?(áK D( )^B ;)(Q;D)^Q XD(HQ }D~L 
“áá ~L? ;)(úD(;D(ñ ?YYD;“;K )Y ~L?DB ;á“BD~K 
”^~ }D~L)^~ )^B L“úD(ñ D(~?(~D)(“ááK Q^”s 
XD~~?H “ ‘^?Q~D)( )B ’B)”á?X ~) ~L? ’QK;LD; 
Q?áY* v^;L ?'’?BD?(;?Q “B? D(H??H X)Q~ Q^Bs 
’BDQD(ñ* í~ Q^;L ~DX?Q }? L“ú? ’?BL“’Q ”??( 
Q^”;)(Q;D)^QáK á“”)BD(ñ }D~L Q)X? ’B)”á?X* 
WL?B? L“Q ”??( Q)X? ^(;?B~“D(~K )B ;)(s 
YáD;~ }LD;L L“Q ()~ K?~ ;)X? ~) ~L? Y)B? )Y 
)^B ;)(Q;D)^Q(?QQa ~L“~ DQa ~) )^B )”G?;~Dú? 
XD(H* w( )~L?B })BHQa ”?Y)B? }? ;“( })BBK 
“”)^~ D~ )B L“ú? ;BKQ~“ááD6?H D~ D(~) “ Y)BX 
}L?B? D~ ’?B’á?'?Q ^Qa ~L? ’QK;LD; Q?áY )B 
D((?B XD(H ’“QQ?Q G^HñX?(~ ^’)( ~LDQ “X)Bs 
’L)^Q ’B)”á?X* WL^Q D~ ;)X?Q )ú?B ~) )^B 
;)(Q;D)^Q(?QQa ~) )^B ~LD(ND(ñ XD(Ha “Q ' 
qQéx&xWA BQ) ) ój—  )B “Q “ Q^ññ?Q~D)( ~) H) 
~LDQ )B ~) H) ~L“~* wY }? )”Q?Bú? ~L? DX’B?Qs 
QD)( “(H “;~ ^’)( D~a }? D(ú“BD“”áK YD(H D~ 
”?(?YD;D“á* v^”Q?‘^?(~áKa ;DB;^XQ~“(;?Q ^Q^s
“ááK H?ú?á)’ ~L“~ ;“^Q? ^Q ~) B?“áD6? ~L“~ 
~L? ’QK;LD; DX’B?QQD)( )B &L^(;L¡ }“Q ~DX?s 
áKa ’?BL“’Q G^Q~ D( “Hú“(;? )Y }L“~ XDñL~ 
L“ú? ”??( “ Q?BD)^Q ;)X’áD;“~D)( D( )^B “Ys 
Y“DBQ* WL?( }? Q“K ~) )^BQ?áú?Qa >)} á^;NK 
w }“Q ~) L“ú? Y)áá)}?H ~L? &L^(;L¡ w L“H*

w~ DQ ”?;“^Q? ~L?B? “’’?“BQ “~ ~DX?Q ~) ”? 
() B?á?ú“(;K ”?~}??( ~L? ’QK;LD; DX’B?Qs
QD)( “(H ~L? ’B?Q?(~ Q~“~? )Y )^B “YY“DBQ ~L“~ 
}? B?Y^Q? ~) “”DH? ”K D~* WL? DX’B?QQD)( 
X“K ()~ Q??X ~) ”? á)ñD;“á* k?BL“’Q ~L?B? 
“’’?“BQ () B?“Q)( }LK }? QL)^áH “;~ “Q }? 
Y??á D(;áD(?H ~) ”K D~* Í? ’B);??H ~) B?“Q)( 
“}“K ~L? Q^ññ?Q~?H ;)^BQ? )Y “;~D)(* ÍL?( 
}? H) ~LDQa }? ?ú?(~^“ááK ;)X? ~) B?ñB?~ 
Q^;L “ H?;DQD!(*

WL? X)B? )(? Y)áá)}Q ~L?Q? ’QK;LD; DXs
’B?QQD)(Qa ~L? X)B? )(? Q~DX^á“~?Q “(H “;s 
;?á?B“~?Q )B N??’Q )’?( “(H “;~Dú? ~L? ;L“(s 
(?á ~) ~L? ’QK;LD; Q?áY* WL? B?Y^Q“á ~) “”DH? 
”K Q^;L DX’B?QQD)(Qa ~L? B?’B?QQD(ñ )Y ~L?Q? 
’QK;LD; D(;áD(“~D)(Q “(H ^Bñ?Qa ?ú?(~^“ááK 
})BNQ ~) )^B H?~BDX?(~* v)X? ’?BQ)(Q 
~LB)^ñL ;x<< ”^DáH “ Q^”G?;~Dú? B?QDQ~“(;? ~) 
Q^;L ’QK;LD; DX’B?QQD)(Q* WL?K Y)BX “ L“”D~

)Y )’’)QD(ñ Q^;L X)~Dú“~D)( }L?(?ú?B D~ );s
;^BQ* íQ “ B?Q^á~a ~L?K B?’B?QQa }D~LD( ~L? 
Q^”;)(Q;D)^Q XD(Ha ”K ~L? á“} )Y )’’)QD~D)( 
}LD;L ~L?K L“ú? ?Q~“”áDQL?Ha “áá ?YY)B~Q )Y 
~L? DX’B?QQD)( ~) B?“;L ~LB)^ñL* WL? ’QKs
;LD; ñ^DH“(;? )B D(;áD(“~D)( ”?;)X?Q á?QQ 
YB?‘^?(~a “(H D~Q D(~?(QD~Ka “Q }?ááa HDXD(s 
DQL?Q* wYa “~ “ á“~?B ~DX?a Q^;L “ ’?BQ)( 
YD(“ááK ”?;)X?Q “}“B? )Y ~L? ú“á^< )Y Q^;L 
ñ^DH“(;? “(H }DQL?Q ~) H?ú?á)’ ~L? Y“;^á~Ka 
L? YD(HQ D~ ?';?’~D)(“ááK HDYYD;^á~ ~) B?ñ?(s 
?B“~? ~L? )~L?B}DQ? (“~^B“á ’B);áDúD~K*

k?BQ)(Q }L) L“ú? ()~ Q~^HD?H XKQ~D;DQX 
“(H L?BX?~D;DQX )B B?á“~?H Q^”G?;~Q “B? ^(s 
“}“B? ~L“~ Q^;L DX’B?QQD)(Q “B? ó  jó&9Ió< 
á9jB&xQj  )Y )^B ”?D(ñQ* WL?B? DQ ()~LD(ñ 
Q^’?B(“~^B“á “”)^~ Q^;L Y^(;~D)(Q “(K X)B? 
~L“( “B? ~L? D(Q~D(;~Q “(H “}“B?(?QQ )Y Q?áY* 
w( ~L?DB Dñ()B“(;? )Y ~L? ’L?()X?()( ~L?K 
“B? “YB“DH ~) “HXD~ ?'’?BD?(;?Q }LD;L ~) 
~L?X Q??X Q~B“(ñ? )B ??BD?* g)~ ”?D(ñ “”á? 
~) ?'’á“D( ~L?Xa ~L?K ;)(QDH?B ~L?X “”()Bs
X“áa Q)X?~LD(ñ ~) ”? B?’B?QQ?H “(H ()~ “Hs 
XD~~?H* ()}D(ñ ~L“~ ~LDQ ’L?()X?()( DQ 
(“~^B“á “(H “ L^X“( L?BD~“ñ? ~) ”? ^Q?H 
Y)B )^B ”?(?YD~ DQ D( D~Q?áY )(? )Y ~L? HDQ~D(;s 
~Dú? “Hú“(~“ñ?Q )Y ~L? Q~^HK )Y &”A vQéxBI9t
Bxój q”x<QéQq”N *Ñ z

-^QD; )Y ~L? v’L?B?Q

í YB“~?B “HHB?QQD(ñ )^B 9)B^X “QNQa &>)} 
X“K )(? ~?áá ~L? HDYY?B?(;? ”?~}??( ~L? 
X^QD; )Y ~L? Q’L?B?Q “(H “ X?B? ’LKQD;“á 
HDQ~^B”“(;?a “Q “ BD(ñD(ñ )Y ~L? ?“BQ$¡

-^;L D( ’“Q~ ;?(~^BD?Q L“Q ”??( }BD~~?( 
D( ~L? ’)?~D;“á “(H XKQ~D;“á Q?(Q? }D~L B?s 
Q’?;~ ~) ~L? ~?BX &”A )9éxB Q á &”A éq”AIAés 
9B)X ~L? Q;D?(~DYD; ’)D(~ )Y úD?} D~ L“Q ”??( 
Q;)YY?H “~* >)}?ú?Ba ~L? ú?BK ’LB“Q? L“H D~Q 
)BDñD( D( Q;D?(~DYD; Q’?;^á“~D)( ”K )(? }L)X 
X“(K LDQ~)BD“(Q B?ñ“BH “Q ~L? &Y“~L?B )Y 
Q;D?(;?*¡ WL? ’LB“Q? DQ “~~BD”^~?H ~) kK~L“ñs
)B“Q “(H DQ B?á“~?H ~) LDQ HDQ;)ú?BK ~L“~ 
D(~?Bú“áQ )Y ~L? Q;“á? L“H “ QDX’á? (^X?BD;“á 
B?á“~D)(QLD’*

w( ~L? B?“áX )Y ’LDá)Q)’LKa kK~L“ñ)B“Qa 
”)B( )( ~L? áD~~á? DQá“(H )Y v“X)Q D( ~L? 
í?ñ?“( D( ~L? QD'~L ;?(~^BK U*7*a DQ “( ?(Dñs 
X“~D; YDñ^B?* >DQ ;)(~?X’)B“BD?Q }?B? HDs 
úDH?H D( ~L?DB )’D(D)( )Y LDX* >)}?ú?Ba “áá 
}?B? D(Yá^?(;?H ”K LDQ ~L)^ñL~* v)X? }?B? 
’B)Y^Q? D( ~L?DB ’“(?ñKBD;Q )Y LDQ Q“ñ“;D~K* 
b~L?BQa ?D~L?B ”?D(ñ QD(;?B? D( ~L?DB HDú?BQ?
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;)(;?’~D)(Qa )B Q??ND(ñ ~) ”?áD~~á? LDXa }?B? 
^((?;?QQ“BDáK ”D~~?B D( ~L?DB ;BD~D;DQXQ* 3ú?( 
~)H“K ~L?B? DQ “ HDYY?B?(;? )Y ?ú“á^“~D)( )Y 
LDX ~) ”? ()~?H* v)X? X)H?B( LDQ~)BD“(Qa 
~L)^ñL ()~ “;BDX)(D)^Q D( ~L?DB “;;)^(~Qa 
}Dááa }D~L B?á^;~“(;?a “HXD~ LDQ ;)(~BD”^~D)(Q 
~) ”)~L Q;D?(;? “(H ’LDá)Q)’LK* b~L?BQ ;)(s 
ú?BQ?áK L?B“áH LDX “Q “ ñ?(D^Qa “Q )(? á“Ks 
D(ñ H)}( ~L? Y)^(H“~D)(Q )Y Q;D?(;?a “Q }?áá 
“Q D(Yá^?(;D(ñ “áá 3^B)’?“( ?~LD;Q ()~ HDs 
B?;~áK D(L?BD~?H YB)X ~L? 3“Q~*

í(K D(~?ááDñ?(~ Q~^H?(~ )Y ~L? áDY? “(H 
})BN )Y kK~L“ñ)B“Qa “~ á?“Q~ ~L“~ “;;)^(~ 
}LD;L H?Q;?(HQ ~) ^Q ~)H“Ka }Dáá ’B);á“DX 
LDX “ X)Q~ Dáá^XD(?H D(HDúDH^“á* >? ;)Xs 
”D(?H }D~LD( )(? ’?BQ)( ~L? “~~5”^~?Q )Y “ 
XKQ~D;a ’LDá)Q)’L?Ba “(H Q;D?(~DQ~* y)QD;B^s 
;D“(Q “B? ’“B~D;^á“BáK ’B)^H ~) “YYDBX ~L“~ 
L? }“Q D(D~D“~?H D( ~L? XKQ~?BK Q;L))áQ )Y 
3ñK’~ YB)X }L?(;? ~L? bBH?B Q’B“(ñ* íQ 
“( D(D~D“~? “(H ) óé&AIa kK~L“ñ)B“Q ;)(~D(^?H 
~L? H);~BD(?Q }LD;L L? L“H á?“B(?H D( 
3ñK’~ D( ~L? ñB?“~ D(D~D“~)BK Q;L))á }LD;L 
L? ?Q~“”áDQL?H “~ .B)~)(* WL? y)QD;B^;D“( 
~?“;LD(ñQ ~)H“K “B? B))~?H D( H);~BD(?Q }LD;L 
L? ?'’)^(H?Ha ?ú?( ~L)^ñL ~L?K L“ú? ”??( 
?á“”)B“~?H ^’)( ”K ~L? ñB?“~ XD(HQ )Y ~L? 
bBH?B QD(;? ~L“~ ~DX?*

>DQ XKQ~D;“á H);~BD(?Q ;)(;?B(D(ñ ~L? (“s
~^B? )Y ~L? Q)^á “(H D~Q B?á8~D)( ~) ~L? ”)HK 
“B? “( D(~?ñB“á ’“B~ )Y ~L? XKQ~D;“á “(H );s 
;^á~ ~?“;LD(ñQ ñ?(?B“ááK ?'’)^(H?H ~)H“K* 
>DQ ?~LD;Qa LDQ B^á?Q )Y ”?L“úD)Ba ’“B~D;^á“BáK 
Y)B ~L? “~~“D(X?(~ )Y Q’DBD~^“á ;)(Q;D)^Q(?QQa 
“B? )Y~?( ~“^ñL~ ”K ~?“;L?BQ )Y ?Q)~?BD;DQX 
}D~L)^~ “ Y^áá B?;)ñ(D~D)( )Y ~L?DB )BDñD(* 
Í L“~ X“K ”? Q“DH ~) ”? LDQ Q;D?(~DYD; ;)(;?’s
~D)(Q “(H —xéBQWAIxAé ”?;“X? ~L? ”“QDQ Y)B 
X)Q~ )Y LDQ ?~LD;“áa XKQ~D;“áa “(H ’LDá)Q)’Ls 
D;“á ~?“;LD(ñQ*

kK~L“ñ)B“Q DQ ;B?HD~?H }D~L HDQ;)ú?BD(ñ ~L? 
X“~L?X“~D;“á B?á“~D)(QLD’ ”?~}??( ~L? ú“BDs
)^Q ()~?Q D( ~L? X^QD;“á Q;“á?* >? DQ Q“DH ~) 
L“ú? X?“Q^B?H ~L? á?(ñ~LQ )Y “ úD”B“~D(ñ 
Q~BD(ñ “(H Y)^(H ~L“~ ~L? B“~? H)^”á?H Y)B 
?“;L );~“ú?* w~ X“K ”? ~L“~ ~LDQ ’L?()X?()( 
}“Q HDQ;á)Q?H ~) LDX ”K ~L? á?“B(?H -?Xs 
’LD~? ’BD?Q~Q )Y 3ñK’~ }L?B? L? L“H Q)s 
G)^B(?H “(H }L?B? L? }“Q D(D~D“~?H D(~) 
&”A )Né&AIxAés g?ú?B~L?á?QQa ~LDQ N()}á?Hñ? 
ñB?“~áK DX’B?QQ?H LDX* >? ;)(;?Dú?H ~L“~ 
&~LD(ñQ “B? (^X”?BQ¡ÑD( )~L?B })BHQa ~L“~ 
?“;L B?“áD~Ka ?“;L ’“B~D;^á“B }LD;L }? HDQs
;?B“ DQ úD”B“~)BK D( (“~^B? “(H L“Q D~Q Q’?s 
;D“á (^X”?B )B B“~? )Y úD”B“~D)(Q* .)(Q?s

‘^?(~áKa DY )(? N()}Q ~L? úD”B“~)BK B“~? )Y 
~L? ?QQ?(;? )B ?(?BñK )Y “ ’“B~D;^á“Ba L? }Dáá 
~L?( ”? “”á? ~) ;)(~B)á D~Q Y)BX )Y ?'’B?Qs 
QD)(ÑG^Q~ “Q X)H?B( ’LKQD;Q DQ ?(H?“ú)BD(ñ 
~) H) ()}* 9^B~L?Ba ?“;L B?“áD~K )B ~LD(ñ 
})^áH L“ú? “ X“~L?X“~D;“á B?á“~D)(QLD’ )B 
’á“;? D( ~L? ñB?“~ ^(Dú?BQ“á Q;“á?* R^Q~ “Q 
~L?B? DQ “ L“BX)(K ”?~}??( ()~?Q D( “ X^s
QD;“á Q;“á?a kK~L“ñ)B“Q ;)(~?(H?H ~L“~ “áá 
L“ú? ~L?DB (^X?BD;“á )B L“BX)(D)^Q B?á“~D)(s
QLD’ D( ~L? .)QX)Q* >?B?a ~L?(a }“Q ~L? 
YDBQ~ ’)Q~^á“~D)( )Y “ ^(Dú?BQ? L“úD(ñ “( 
)BH?BáK “BB“(ñ?X?(~ }LD;L X“H? ’)QQD”á? 
“( D(‘^DBK YB)X “( ?X’DBD;“á )B Q;D?(~DYD; 
’)D(~ )Y úD?}*

kK~L“ñ)B“Q L“H D(~B)H^;?H “ ~L?)BK }LD;L 
D( ’“B~a D(Q)Y“B “Q ~L? ’L?()X?()( )Y Q)^(H 
DQ ;)(;?B(?Ha }“Q H?X)(Q~B“”á?* w~ }“Q “ 
á)ñD;“á ’B?XDQ?a ~L?B?Y)B?a ~) “Hú“(;? YB)X 
~L“~ D(~) ~L? B?“áX )Y )~L?B (“~^B“á ’L?s
()X?(“* >? “Hú);“~?H ~L? DH?“ ~L“~a DY LDñL 
“(H á)} ’D~;L?Q ;“( ”? ”B)^ñL~ ~)ñ?~L?B D( 
“ ’?BY?;~ “~~^(?X?(~a D~ }“Q (“~^B“á ~) Q^’s 
’)Q? ~L“~ “áá )”G?;~Q ;“( ”? QDXDá“BáK ~B?“~?H* 
WL? ~L?)BK )Y )’’)QD~?Q )B ;)(~B“B2?Qa Q^;L “Q 
L)~ “(H ;)DHa L“BH “(H Q)Y~a “Q ~L? ’BDX“BK 
;“^Q? )Y ;L“(ñ? D( ~L? Y)BXQ )Y ~LD(ñQa }“Q 
“( DH?“ ’B?ú“á?(~ D( kK~L“ñ)B“Q♦ ~DX?* W) 
LDX L“BX)(K X?“(~ “ ”“á“(;? )B ”á?(HD(ñ 
)Y ~L?Q? ;)(~B“B2?Q* 9)B “ Q~“”á? B?“áD~K )B 
^(Dú?BQ? ~L?B? })^áH L“ú? ~) ”? “ ”á?(HD(ñ 
)Y )’’)QD~?Q D( ’B)’)B~D)(Q }LD;L ;)^áH ”? 
(^X?BD;“ááK ?'’B?QQ?H* W) kK~L“ñ)B“Qa (^Xs
”?B }“Q &~L? N?K ~) ~L? ^(Dú?BQ?*¡ wY }? 
á?“B( ~L? (^X”?B “(H ’B)’)B~D)( )Y “áá B?s
“áD~Ka }? N()} ~L? Q?;B?~ )Y ~L? ^(Dú?BQ?* 
í()~L?B y)QD;B^;D“( ;?(~^BD?Q á“~?Ba R)L( 
A“á~)(a “áQ) ?XD(?(~ D( Q;D?(;?a D(~B)H^;?H “ 
QDXDá“B DH?“ )Y YD'?H ’B)’)B~D)(Q )Y ~L? ?á?s
X?(~Q D( ;L?XDQ~BK*

kK~L“ñ)B“Q “’’áD?H LDQ ;)(;?’~ ~) ~L? B?ás 
“~Dú? HDQ~“(;?Q )Y ~L? Q^(a X))(a “(H Q~“BQ* 
>? ”?áD?ú?H ~L“~ ~L?B? }“Q “ L“BX)(K )Y 
B?á“~D)(QLD’ ”?~}??( ~L?X ~L“~ ;)^áH ”? ?'s
’B?QQ?H (^X?BD;“ááK* w~ }“Q “ ~L?)BK }LD;L 
}“Q “áQ) ?'’)^(H?H D( X^;L X)B? B?;?(~ 
~DX?Qa ”^~ Q)X?}L“~ HDYY?B?(~áK* kK~L“ñ)B“Q 
~“^ñL~ ~L“~ DY ~L? Q^(a X))(a “(H Q~“BQ B?“ááK 
L“ú? úD”B“~)BK B“~?Q ;)BB?Q’)(HD(ñ ~) Q’?s
;DYD; );~“ú?Q D( ~L? ^(Dú?BQ“á Q;“á?a ~L?( ?“;L 
X^Q~ ñDú? )YY úD”B“~D)(Qa G^Q~ “Q ~L? Q~BD(ñQ 
)Y ~L? áKB? ñDú? )YY Q)^(HQ* w( )~L?B })BHQa 
DY ’á“(?~Q “B? úD”B“~)BKa ~L?K X^Q~ ’B)’“ñ“~? 
}“ú?Q }LD;L ;“( ”? HDQ;?B(?Ha G^Q~ “Q }L?(
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)(? ’á^;NQ ~L? Q~BD(ñQ )Y “ X^QD;“á D(Q~B^s 
X?(~*

í~ ~LDQ G^(;~D)( )Y LDQ ’LDá)Q)’LKa kKs
~L“ñ)B“Q }“Q XDQ^(H?BQ~))H ”K X“(Ka )B “~ 
á?“Q~ XDQD(~?B’B?~?H* >? HDH ()~ X?“( ~L“~ 
~LDQ Ij9éxB Q á &”A éq”AIAéF ~LDQ L“BX)(K )Y 
~L? ’á“(?~“BK ”)HD?Q D( X)~D)(a ;“( ”? “^HDs
”á? D( ~L? ’LKQD;“á Q?(Q?a G^Q~ “Q }? L?“B ~L? 
ú)D;? )Y “()~L?B* W) LDQ ;B?HD~a }? X“K Q“K 
~L“~ L? X?“(~ ~L“~ DY }? H) ()~ L?“B ~LDQ 
X^QD; )Y ~L? Q’L?B?Qa D~ DQ ”?;“^Q? }? “B? ()~ 
“~~^(?H ~) ~L?DB úD”B“~)BK B“~?Ñ~LDQ &L?“Bs 
D(ñ¡ }“Q ()~ ~) ”? ;)(;?Dú?H D( ~L? ’LKQD;“á 
)B )”G?;~Dú? Q?(Q?* >? Q~“~?H D( ?YY?;~ ~L“~ 
~L? éQ9< )Y X“( X^Q~ ”? ”B)^ñL~ D(~) “~~^(?s 
X?(~ }D~L ~L? LDñL?B ^(Dú?BQ“á L“BX)(K )Y 
~L? .)QXD; Y)B;?Q ”?Y)B? )(? ;)^áH L?“B 
~L?X* WL? })BH ”AóI X^Q~ ”? ^(H?BQ~))H 
~) X?“( HDQ;?B(X?(~ )~L?B ~L“( “^HD~)BK 
’?B;?’~D)(*

>? ~“^ñL~ LDQ HDQ;D’á?Q )Y .B)~)( ~L“~ ~L? 
ñB?“~?Q~ L“’’D(?QQ DQ ~) ”? Y)^(H D( ’á“;D(ñ 
)^BQ?áú?Q D( L“BX)(KÑ~L“~ DQa D( ’B)’?B 
B?á“~D)( ~) ~L? ^(Dú?BQ“á X)~D)( )Y “áá ~LD(ñQ* 
íá;X“?)( )Y .B)~)(a )(? )Y ~L? kK~L“ñ)B?s 
“(Qa B?á“~?Qa &íáá HDúD(? ~LD(ñQa ~L? X))(a 
~L? Q^(a ~L? Q~“BQa “(H ~L? }L)á? L?“ú?(Q 
“B? D( ;)(~D(^)^Q X)~D)(*¡ WL“~ D( D~Q?áY 
}“Q “ Q~“~?X?(~ }LD;L )’?(?H ~L? H))B ~) 
“ Q;D?(~DYD; D(ú?Q~Dñ“~D)( )Y ~L? ^(D~K )Y “áá 
B?“áD~K* kK~L“ñ)B“Q ’B)’)Q?H “ ;)XX)( 
’B)’?B~K )B ‘^“áD~K )Y “áá ~LD(ñQ*

W) kK~L“ñ)B“Qa )^B ~L)^ñL~Q “áQ) X^Q~ ”? 
D( L“BX)(K }D~L (“~^B“á Y)B;?Q “(H .)QXD; 
’BD(;D’D?Q* b^B ~L)^ñL~Q ;“( “Hú“(;? )B B?~s 
B)ñB?QQ D( ~L? ñB?“~ Q;“á? )Y }LD;L ?ú?BKs
~LD(ñ DQ “ ’“B~* v!;B“~?Qa D( ~L? R ”óA—Q a 
’B)”“”áK B?Y?BBD(ñ ~) kK~L“ñ)B“Q♦ DH?“Qa “ás 
á^H?Q ~) ~L? L“BX)(K )Y ~L? á?ú?áQ )Y ~L)^ñL~ 
}L?( L? Q“KQa &kLDá)Q)’LK DQ ~L? LDñL?Q~ 
X^QD;*¡

>?“á~La ~))a }“Q B?ñ“BH?H “Q ~L? ’B)’?B 
&9jxj? )Y ~L? ”)HK* w~ }“Q “YYDBX?H ~L“~ 
~L?B? X^Q~ ”? “ ;)(Q)(“(~ )Y ~L? )’’)QD~?Q 
D( ~L? ”)HKÑ ~L“~ DQa Q^;L X^Q~ ”? )Y BDñL~ 
’B)’)B~D)(Q DY L?“á~L DQ ~) ”? ’B?Q?Bú?H* ADQs 
?“Q? }“Q L?áH ~) ”? &“ HDQ’B)’)B~D)(“~? ?'s
’“(QD!( )Y )(? )B X)B? )Y ~L? ;)(~B“B2?Q*¡ 
y)QD;B^;D“(Q QL)^áH ;)X’“B? ~L?Q? Q~“~?s 
X?(~Q }D~L }L“~ }? B?Y?B ~) “Q ~L? ”óI)Qjxt 
9)  )Y ~L? ”)HK D( )^B ~L?B“’?^~D; )B L?“áD(ñ 
~?;L(D‘^?Q* WL)^ñL X)H?B(sH“K y)QD;B^s
;D“(Q ñ) Y“B ”?K)(H kK~L“ñ)B“Q D( ~L? Q~^HK 
)Y ~L? L^X“( ”)HK “(H D~Q Y^(;~D)(Qa (?ú?Bs 
~L?á?QQa LDQ DH?“ )Y L“BX)(K )Y ’B)’)B~D)(

B?X“D(Q }D~L y)QD;B^;D“(Q “ ”“QD; ;)(;?’s 
~D)(* >? Q“DH ~L“~ HDQ?“Q? DQ ~KB“((K* Í? 
D(~?B’B?~ ~L“~ ~) X?“( ~L“~ D~ DQ “ ;)(HD~D)( 
}LD;L DQ ~KB“((D;“á D( D~Q H)XD(“~D)( )Y “áá 
)Y ~L? ”)HK♦Q Y^(;~D)(Q* >?“á~La L? Q“DHa }“Q 
&~L? B?Dñ( )Y ?‘^“á á“}Q*¡ Í ? ;)(Q~B^? ~LDQ 
~) X?“( ~L“~ L?“á~L DQ “ ;)(;)BH )B “ñB??s 
X?(~ )Y ~L? (“~^B“á Y^(;~D)(Q )Y ~L? ”)HK*

-KQ~D;“ááKa ~LDQ X^QD; )Y ~L? Q’L?B?Q DQ ~L? 
B?Q^á~ )Y “ ’?BQ)(“á “~~^(?X?(~ }D~L ~L? 
.)QXD;* w~ DQ “ H?ñB?? )Y yQé)xB yQjéBxQ9ét
jAéés WL? Q?(Q“~D)(Q )(? L“Q )Y Q^;L L“Bs
X)(K }L?( D( ’?BY?;~ “~~^(?X?(~a “B? ()~ 
“á}“KQ ’?B;?Dú?H “Q “( “^HD~)BK Q?(Q“~D)(Ñ  
“Q Q)X?~LD(ñ “;~^“ááK L?“BH* WL?K H) ()~ 
“á}“KQ “QQ^X? ~L? Y)BX )Y ?'‘^DQD~? X^QD; 
)B “ X“ñ(DYD;?(~ ;)(;)BH )Y Q)^(H Q??XD(ñáK 
;)XD(ñ )^~ )Y ~L? D(YD(D~?* v^;L “( ?'’?BDs
?(;? X“K D(Q~?“H ”? ~“;~Dá?a “Q “( ?;Q~“QK )Y 
Y??áD(ñ )B “ ’B)Y)^(H ’?“;?* -)Q~ ;?B~“D(áKa 
“ BD(ñD(ñ )Y ~L? ?“BQa }LD;L DQ HDQ~B“;~D(ñ 
“(H }LD;L X“K );;^B }D~L)^~ “(K “~~^(?s
X?(~ )Y ~L? ;)(Q;D)^Q(?QQ }D~L ~L? D(YD(D~?a 
DQ ()~ ~) ”? ;)(Y^Q?H }D~L ~L? XKQ~D;“á 
L“BX)(K ~) }LD;L kK~L“ñ)B“Q B?Y?BQ ”K LDQ 
~?BX )9éxB Q á &”A éq”AIAés 9^B~L?Ba Q^;L 
L“BX)(Ka }L?( ?'’?BD?(;?Ha () X“~~?B L)} 
B?“áD6?Ha }L?~L?B Q)^(H )B Y??áD(ña DQ “áX)Q~ 
“á}“KQ “;;)X’“(D?H ”K ñB?“~ D(Q’DB“~D)( D( 
~L? Y)BX )Y X?(~“á x<<9)xjó&xQjs WL? ?'s
’?BD?(;? QL)^áH (?ú?B ”? ;)(Q~B^?H “Q “ 
Q~B“(ñ? Q)^(Ha L“úD(ñ D~Q á);^Q }D~LD( ~L? 
?“BQ* v^;L })^áH X)Q~ ;?B~“D(áK ”? ~“ND(ñ 
~L? kK~L“ñ)B?“( ’BD(;D’D? D( “ }L)ááK áD~?B“á 
Q?(Q?*Ñ z

- KQ~?BK )Y -DB“;á?Q

í YB“~?B ()} BDQ?Q “(H Q“KQa &b;;“QD)(“ááK 
}? L?“B )Y XDB“;^á)^Q ?ú?(~Q }LD;L L“ú? 
”??( Q~B?QQ?H ”K X“(K* bY ’“B~D;^á“B ;)(s
;?B( “B? XDB“;á?Q “QQ);D“~?H }D~L D(“(DX“~? 
)”G?;~Qa “Q ~L“~ )Y ~L? Q~“~^? )Y v~* í((? 
}LD;L DQ Q“DH ~) L“ú? QL?H ~?“BQ* ÍL“~ ?'s
’á“(“ ~D)( ;“( ”? ñDú?( Y)B ~L?Q?$ -DB“;á?Q 
;)(;?B(D(ñ ’?)’á? “(H L?“áD(ñ X“K ”? ^(s 
H?BQ~“(H“”á?a ”^~ }L“~ DQ ”“;N )Y XDB“;á?Q 
“(H Q^’?X“~^B“á ?ú?(~Q D(ú)áúD(ñ ~LD(ñQ$ 
.“( “ Q~“~^? “;~^“ááK QL?H ~?“BQa “Q ~L? (?}Qs
’“’?B “;;)^(~ B?á“~?H “(H “Q Q)X? ’?BQ)(Q 
;á“DX ~) L“ú? }D~(?QQ?H$¡

WL? Q^”G?;~ )Y XDB“;á?Q DQ “ HDYYD;^á~ )(? 
~) “’’B)“;La ”?;“^Q? ~L?B? DQ )(? á“Bñ? Q;L))á 
)Y ~L)^ñL~ }LD;L L“Q “ ”áD(H Y“D~L D( ~L?X* 
v^;L ’?BQ)(Q B?G?;~ ()~ )(áK “áá B“~D)(“á ?'s
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’á“(“~D)(Q “(H ’B))YQ ~) ~L? ;)(~B“BKa ”^~ 
~L?K “áQ) B?Y^Q? ~) ’“B~D;2’“~? D( “(K )’?( 
D(ú?Q~Dñ“ ~D)( )Y ~L? Q^”G?;~* WL?K ;)(QDH?B 
Q^;L D(‘^DBD?Q “Q ”?D(ñ Q“;BDá?ñD)^Q* k“~?(~áKa 
Q^;L ’?BQ)(Q “B? ()~ ;)(;?X?H }D~L ~L? 
;)(~?(~ )Y XDB“;á?Qa ”^~ B“~L?B }D~L ~L? ?Ys
Y?;~Q }LD;L ~L?K X“K L“ú? ^’)( ~L?X*

W) “;;?’~ ~L? DH?“ )Y XDB“;á?Q ’B?Q^’’)Q?Q 
;?B~“D( ’“B~D;^á“B úD?}Q )Y 7)H “(H (“~^B?* 
í XDB“;á?a DY “ B?“áD~K })^áH (?;?QQD~“~? ~L? 
“”)áD~D)( )Y (“~^B“á á“}* w~ })^áH B?‘^DB? 
~L“~ (“~^B“á á“}Q ”? Q^”G?;~ ~) ~L? “B”D~B“BK 
}LDX )Y Q)X? ’)}?Ba “Q “( D(~?ááDñ?(;? ~L“~ 
Q^’?BQ?H?Q ~L?X* v^;L “ ;)(;?’~D)( DQ ;)(s 
Q?‘^?(~áK ~L? ”?áD?Y D( é9qAIjó&9Ió<xé)s WLDQ 
Q^’?B(“~^B“á ’)}?B DQ ’B?Q^X?H ”K Q^;L ”?s 
áD?ú?BQ ~) ”? “ ND(H )Y ’L?()X?()( }LD;L 
~B“(Q;?(HQ (“~^B? “(H }LD;L ;“( ”? D(ú)N?H 
D( ’?;^áD“B }“KQ ~) H) ~L? ”DHHD(ñ )Y X?(a 
Q)B;?B?BQa )B ’BD?Q~Q* b( ~L? )~L?B L“(Ha ~L? 
Q^’?B(“~^B“á DQ )Y~?( ~L)^ñL~ ~) ;)(QDQ~ )Y 
“ ADúD(? Y2“~ )B ~L? ?'?B;DQ? )Y ~L? }Dáá )Y 
7)H*

b”úD)^QáKa DY D~ DQ ~L)^ñL~ ~L“~ (“~^B“á 
á“} DQ x) ) 9&óL<Aa ~L?( )(? ;)^áH ()~ ’)Qs 
QD”áK ?(~?B~“D( ~L? DH?“ )Y XDB“;á?Qa QD(;? 
~L?K “B? ;)(QDH?B?H “Q ?';?’~D)(Q ~) (“~^B“á 
á“}* Í L“~ ~L?( ñDú?Q BDQ? ~) ~L? DH?“ )Y 
?';?’~D)( D( (“~^B? )B XDB“;á?Q$ í XDB“;á? 
DQ “(K );;^BB?(;? }LD;L “’’?“BQ ~) ”? ;)(s
~B“BK ~) (“~^B? “(H Y)B }LD;L () (“~^B“á 
;“^Q? DQ ?úDH?(~* wXX?HD“~?áKa D( ;)((?;s 
~D)( }D~L Q^;L “ H?YD(D~D)(a ~L? Y“;~)B )Y 
?'’?BD?(;? “(H N()}á?Hñ? X^Q~ ”? ;)(QDHs
?B?H* wY X“( ;)^áH ”? BAI&óxj  ~L“~ LDQ ?'s
’?BD?(;? }D~L (“~^B? DQ “áásD(;á^QDú? “(H 
~L“~ LDQ N()}á?Hñ? )Y ~L? )’?B“~D)( )Y L?B 
á“}Q DQ ?'L“^Q~Dú?a ~L?( ~L“~ }LD;L })^áH 
()~ ;)(Y)BX ~) LDQ ?'’?BD?(;? )B N()}á?Hñ? 
})^áH ~B^áK ”? “ XDB“;á?* wYa L)}?ú?Ba ~L?B? 
DQ “(K ’)QQD”DáD~K ~L“~ ~L?B? “B? ’LKQD;“á )B 
(“~^B“á ;“^Q?Q }LD;L X“( H)?Q ()~ ’?B;?Dú? 
“(H }LD;L ;)^áH B?Q^á~ D( ~L? ’L?()X?()(a 
~L?( L? DQ ()~ G^Q~DYD?H D( B?Y?BBD(ñ ~) D~ “Q 
“ XDB“;á?*

WL)Q? }L) “B? Q~BD;~ ~L?DQ~Q “(H ”?áD?ú? D( 
“ ’?BQ)(“á ñ)H “B?a )Y ;)^BQ?a D(;áD(?H ~) 
“~~BD”^~? ~) “( “;~ )Y 7)H “(K D(?'’áD;“”á? 
’L?()X?()( }LD;L “’’?“BQ ~) ”? 8( ?';?’s
~D)( ~) (“~^B“á á“}* WL?K X?“( ”K ~LDQ ~L“~ 
~L? L“’’?(D(ñ }“Q H?~?BXD(?H “Q ~L? }DááY^á 
“;~ )Y “ HDúD(? )B Q^’?B(“~^B“á D(~?ááDñ?(;?* 
wY “ H?D~K })^áH “B”D~B“BDáK Q?~ “QDH? (“~^B“á 
á“} Y)B B?“Q)(Q ()~ X“H? ;)X’B?L?(QD”á? ~) 
X)B~“áQa ~L?( X“( DQ ’á“;?H }L)ááK “~ ~L?

X?B;K )Y “ HDúD(? ;“’BD;? )B }LDX* 9^B~L?Ba 
D~ })^áH ~L?( ()~ ”? })B~L ~L? ?YY)B~ Y)B 
X“( ~) D(ú?Q~Dñ“~? (“~^B“á ’L?()X?(“ “Q “ 
Q;D?(~DYD; D(‘^DBK ~) H?~?BXD(? ”“QD; ;“^Q?Qa 
Y)B Q^;L XDñL~ (?ú?B ”? Y)^(H* WL? ;“^Q?Q 
XDñL~ ?'DQ~ Q)á?áK D( ~L? ú)á^(~“BK “;~Q )Y 
7)H*

3'’?BD?(;? L“Q HDQ;á)Q?H ~L“~ X“(K D(;Ds 
H?(~Q ’B?úD)^QáK ”?áD?ú?H ~) ”? XDB“;á?Q 
}?B? ~L? B?Q^á~ )Y ’LKQD;“á ’L?()X?(“ }L)Q? 
;“^Q?Q }?B? ()~ N()}( “~ ~L? ~DX?* W) ~L? 
“(;D?(~ 3ñK’~D“(Qa ?Q’?;D“ááK ~) ~L? ’)’^á“;?a 
~L? }LDQ~áD(ñ Q)^(H ?XD~~?H ”K )(? )Y ~L? 
.)á)QQD )Y -?X()( “~ ?“;L Q^(BDQ? }“Q “ 
XDB“;á?* WL?K ;)^áH ()~ “~~BD”^~? ~) “(K 
(“~^B“á ;“^Q? ~L? éQ9j—a ~L? QLBDáá }LDQ~á?a 
}LD;L ~L? L^ñ? Q~)(? YDñ^B? ñ“ú? Y)B~L “Q 
~L? X)B(D(ñ Q^(B“KQ Y?áá ^’)( D~* WL? 
á?“B(?H ’BD?Q~L))H X“K L“ú? N()}( ~L? B?“á 
;“^Q?a ”^~ ?úDH?(~áK ~L?K ’B?Y?BB?H Y)B ~L? 
’?)’á? ~) ”?áD?ú? D~ ~) ”? “ XDB“;á?* -)H?B(s 
H“K ’LKQD;DQ~Q ?'’á“D( L)} D~ ’)QQD”áK XDñL~ 
L“ú? );;^BB?H* -)DQ~^B? }D~LD( ~L? Q~“~^?a 
?'’“(H?H ”K ~L? L?“~ )Y ~L? Q^( “(H Y)B;?H 
~LB)^ñL QX“áá “’?B~^B?Qa ;)^áH L“ú? ;“^Q?H 
“ QLBDáá }LDQ~á? ~) ”? ?XD~~?H* w( Y“;~a Y)B 
“ ’?BD)H )Y Q?ú?B“á }??NQ ?“;L K?“B ~L? 
”“Q?Q )Y ~L? .)á)QQD “B? D(^(H“~?H ”K ~L? 
Yá))H }“~?BQ )Y ~L? gDá?* v^;L }“~?BQ D( 
“(~D‘^D~K ^(H)^”~?HáK B)Q? ^’ }D~LD( ~L? 
’“QQ“ñ?Q )Y )(? )Y ~L? L^ñ? YDñ^B?Q )B ;“^Q?H 
X)DQ~^B? }D~LD( D~a }LD;L }“Q ?'’“(H?H ”K 
~L? L?“~ )Y ~L? Q^(*

íQ Y)B X)H?X XDB“;á?Qa Q^;L “Q ~L? ~?“BQ 
B?á“~?H ~) L“ú? ;)^BQ?H H)}( ~L? ;L??NQ )Y 
~L? Q~“~^? )Y v~* í((?a Q^;L “B? ’BD(;D’“ááK 
~L? B?Q^á~ )Y B?áDñD)^Q )”Q?QQD)(* WL? H)Xs 
D(“(~ H?ú)~D)( )Y ~L? B?áDñD)(DQ~a ;)X”D(?H 
}D~L Q^’?BQ~D~D)(a D(;áD(?Q LDX ~) ;)(;?Dú? 
)Y Q“;B?H )”G?;~Qa Q^;L “Q ~L? DX“ñ?Q )Y 
Q“D(~Qa “Q L“úD(ñ “ QKX’“~L?~D; “YYD(D~KÑ ~L“~ 
DQa Q)X? “;~^“á ;)((?;~D)( }D~L ~L?DB B?“á 
;)^(~?B’“B~Q* WLDQ “~~D~^H? DQ B?“ááK “ ND(H 
)Y ’BDXD~Dú? B?“Q)(D(ña }LD;L “X)^(~Q ~) “ 
”?áD?Y D( L)X?)’“~LD; )B éN) qó&”A&xB )ó?xBs 
wY ~L? D(HDúDH^“á ñ“6?Q ^’)( ~L? )”G?;~a LDQ 
DX“ñD(“~D)( ’)B~B“KQ ~L? áDñL~Qa QL“H)}Qa “(H 
)~L?B ;)(YDñ^B“~D)(Q “QQ);D“~?H }D~L D~ D( 
~?BXQ )Y ~L? ;L“B“;~?BDQ~D;Q )Y “ áDúD(ñ ”?D(ñ* 
í QL“H)} Y“ááD(ñ “;B)QQ ~L? Y“;? )Y ~L? YDñ^B? 
)B “ YáD;N?BD(ñ áDñL~ Dáá^XD(“~D(ñ D~ D( “ ;?Bs
~“D( }“Ka X“Ka ~) ~LDQ Q^Q;?’~D”á? XD(Ha 
“’’?“B “Q “( “;~^“á QXDá? )B “ X)ú?X?(~ 
)Y ~L? áD’Q D( Q’??;L* w~ DQ ~L?( )(áK )(? 
Q~?’ Y^B~L?B Y)B Q^;L “ H?ú)~?? ~) ”? “”á?
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~) ;)(;?Dú? ~L? “;~^“á })BHQ }LD;L L? ”?s 
áD?ú?Q }?B? Q’)N?(*

WL? Y“;~ ~L“~ )~L?B ?‘^“ááK H?ú)^~ ’?Bs
Q)(Qa }L) “B? L^(ñBK Y)B XDB“;á?Q “(H }L) 
“B? ;“áá?H ^’)( ~) }D~(?QQ “ Q)s;“áá?H XDB“;á?a 
’?B;?Dú? D~ QDXDá“BáKa DQ () ’B))Y ~L“~ D~ DQ 
Q^;L* v^;L “;;?’~“(;? DQ ?D~L?B H^? ~) ~L? 
?YY?;~ )Y ’LKQD;“á ;“^Q?Qa }LD;L ~L? ’?)’á? 
“Q “ ñB)^’ H) ()~ ^(H?BQ~“(Ha )B ”?;“^Q? 
)Y ~L?DB H?ú)~D)( “(H D()BHD(“~? Y“D~La ~L?K 
“B? Q^Q;?’~D”á? ~) ~L? Q“X? Q^ññ?Q~D)(*

w( ’“Q~ ;?(~^BD?Q ~L? .“~L)áD; ;á?BñK }?B? 
D(;áD(?H ~) ;)(YDBX “Q XDB“;á?Q “áX)Q~ “áá 
’L?()X?(“ }LD;L ~L? á“KX?( ”?áD?ú?H ~) ”? 
XDB“;á?Q* WLDQ }“Q H^? D( ’“B~ ~) ~L? Y“;~ 
~L“~ ~L?K }?B? () ”?~~?B D(Y)BX?H “Q ~) ~L? 
~B^? ;“^Q?Q ~L“( }?B? ~L? á“KX?(a “(H “áQ) 
~L“~ ~L?K ~L)^ñL~ D~ “HúDQ“”á? ~L“~ ~L? );s 
;^BB?(;?Q ”? ’^~ D( “ &”ó9)ó&9I?A ;“~?ñ)BK* 
Í D~L ~L? “ñ? )Y B“~D)(“áDQX “(H ~L? Q’B?“H 
)Y Q;D?(;?a ~L? ;á?BñK L“ú? ”??( X)B? ;“^s 
~D)^Q D( ~L?DB “YYDBXD(ñ ~L“~ ;?B~“D( ~LD(ñQ 
“B? XDB“;á?Q* WL?B? DQ ~)) X^;L ’)QQD”DáD~K 
~L“~ ó jó&9Ió< Bó9éA }Dáá ”? Q^”Q?‘^?(~áK 
B?ú?“á?H Y)B ~L? XDB“;á?*

WL? L)’? Y)B XDB“;á?Qa ~L? D(QDQ~?(;? )( 
~L? ’“B~ )Y X“(K ~L“~ Q^;L X^Q~ ?'DQ~a Q~?XQ 
()~ )(áK YB)X B?áDñD)^Q H)ñX“ “(H ”?áD?Ya 
”^~ YB)X ~L? L^X“( H?QDB? Y)B “;;?QQ ~) “ 
~B“(Q;?(H?(~“á ’)}?B* -?( “(H })X?( “B? 
“áá ~)) ;)(Q;D)^Q )Y ~L? Y^~DáD~K )Y áDY?a )Y 
~L? D(?úD~“”DáD~K ~L“~ XDQY)B~^(? X^Q~ ”?Y“áá 
“áá “~ Q)X? ~DX?* WLDQ ;“^Q?Q X?( “(H })Xs
?( ~) Q??N Q)X? Q)^B;? }LD;L X“K D(~?B;?H? 
D( ~L?DB ”?L“áY “~ Q^;L ~DX?Q* -?( }“(~ ~) 
”?áD?ú? ~L“~ ~L?K “B? ()~ (?;?QQ“BDáK “á}“KQ 
Q^”G?;~ ~) ;?B~“D( ?YY?;~Q }LD;L ~L?K X“K 
L“ú? D(Q~D~^~?H )B }LD;L X“K Y)áá)} YB)X 
(“~^B? “(H }LD;L X“K ()~ ”? ~) ~L?DB “Hs 
ú“(~“ñ?* WL?K á))N “(H ’B“K Y)B “ Q~“KD(ñ 
L“(H D( ~DX?Q )Y “Hú?BQD~K* WL?K }“(~ ;)Xs 
’“QQD)(a “ QKX’“~L?~D; ”?D(ñ )B ’)}?B ~) 
D(~?B;?H?a ?ú?( }L?( B?“Q)( XDñL~ ~?áá ~L?X 
~L“~ () ?';?’~D)( D( ~L?DB ”?L“áY ;“( ”? 
?'’?;~?H* WL?B? DQ “( “~~D~^H? )Y L?á’á?QQ(?QQ 
D(H^;?H D( L^X“(Q ”K ~L? N()}á?Hñ? ~L“~ 
~L?K Q~“(H )B Y“áá D( áDY? ”K ~L? ?'?B;DQ? )Y 
~L?DB )}( G^HñX?(~ “(H ;)(H^;~a “(H ~L? 
;)(ñ?BD?Q )Y ”)~L ’B)’D~D)^Q “(H “Hú?BQ? 
?ú?(~Q* -“( }“(~Q Q)X?)(? )B Q)X?~LD(ñ 
)X(D’)~?(~ “á}“KQ “~ LDQ QDH?a ~) ñDú? LDX 
;)(YDH?(;? “(H ;)^B“ñ?* -DB“;á?Q Q??X ~) 
Q^”Q~“(~D“~? ~L? ”?áD?Ya }LD;L L? }DQL?Q ~) 
;áD(ñ ~)a ~L“~ (“~^B“á á“}Q “(H ’LKQD;“á

;“^Q“~D)( “B? ()~ ~L? ?';á^QDú? Y“;~)BQ D( LDQ 
áDY?*

WL?B? “B? () XDB“;á?Q* WL?B? “B? ”^~ 
) Né&AIxAéÑ ~L“~ DQa ’L?()X?(“ }LD;L “~ ~L? 
X)X?(~ “B? ”?K)(H ~L? ;)X’B?L?(QD)( )Y 
X“(* g?D~L?B “ 7)H 5)B g“~^B? Q??NQ ~) 
H?;?Dú? )B ~) XKQ~DYK X“(* b(áK ~L? áDXDs 
~“~D)(Q )Y ~L? L^X“( XD(H H) ~L“~* íQ LDQs 
~)BK L“Q B?ú?“á?Ha X)Q~ )Y K?Q~?BH“K♦Q XDBs
“;á?Q L“ú? ”?;)X? ~)H“K♦Q ?X’DBD;“á Y“;~Q 
“(H ;)X’B?L?(QD”á? ;“^Q?Q* -“(K ~B“HD~D)(s 
“á XDB“;á?Qa “Q B?á“~?H D( ~L? Q“;B?H }BD~D(ñQ 
)Y ~L? ú“BD)^Q B?áDñD)(Qa B?X“D( ^(?'’á“D(?H* 
WL? Y“;~ ~L“~ ~L?K H) X^Q~ ()~ ”? ;)(Q~B^?H 
“Q “( D(HD;“~D)( ~L“~ ~L?K }?B? “;~^“ááK 
?';?’~D)(Q ~) (“~^B“á )B .)QXD; á“}Q* y“~L?Ba 
~L? XKQ~?BK Q^BB)^(HD(ñ ~L?X DQ ’?BL“’Q 
H^? ~) ~L? Y“;~ ~L“~ ~L? “;;)^(~ )Y ~L?X 
L“Q ”??( HDQ~)B~?Ha “Q ~L? Y“(~“Q~D; ”DB~L ~“á?Q 
)Y U^HHL“a B?á“~?H ”K )ú?B6?“á)^Q B?áDñD)(s 
DQ~Q, )B ’?BL“’Q ~L? ?ú?(~ L“Q ()~ B?;^BB?H 
D( X)H?B( ~DX?Q Q) “Q ~) ”? ;“B?Y^ááK ?'s 
“XD(?H D( ~L? áDñL~ )Y ’B?Q?(~sH“K N()}ás
?Hñ?* í ’L?()X?()( ;“( ”? D( “;;)BH }D~L 
’LKQD;“á ;“^Q?Q “(H K?~ );;^B )(áK )(;? D( 
“ ;?(~^BK )B ’?BL“’Q )(;? D( ~?( ~L)^Q“(H 
K?“BQa “Q }? N()} YB)X “Q~B)()XD;“á L“’s 
’?(D(ñQ* WL? Y“;~ ~L“~ D~ X“K (?ú?B B?;^B 
D( ~L? ?'’?BD?(;? )Y X“( DQ Q~Dáá () ?úDs 
H?(;? ~L“~ D~ }“Q )BDñD(“ááK “ XDB“;á?*

-)Q~ ;?B~“D(áKa “ y)QD;B^;D“( ;“(()~ “;s 
;?’~ ~L? DH?“ )Y XDB“;á?Q* í y)QD;B^;D“( 
H)?Q ()~ ;)(;?Dú? )Y “ ’?BQ)(“á ñ)Ha “( 
“(~LB)’)X)B’LD; ”?D(ña }L) }Dáá “B”D~B“BDáKa 
Y)B Q)X? L^X“(áDN? ’^B’)Q?a Q^Q’?(H ~L? 
á“}Q )Y (“~^B? )B ;“^Q? ’L?()X?(“ }LD;L 
“B? “( ?';?’~D)( ~) ~L?X* 9^B~L?Ba ~) ~L? 
y)QD;B^;D“( ~L?B? DQ ()~ “ Q^’?X“~^B“á Y)B;< 
)B ’)}?B ~L“~ ;)^áH )BH“D( )B X“(DY?Q~ “ 
XDB“;á?* íáá ’L?()X?(“a “áá Y)B;?Q “B? ’“B~ 
)Y ~L? yQé)xB CANLQóI—Ñ~L? ñB?“~ Q;“á? 
)Y B?“áD~K* -“~?BD“á B?“áD~K DQ ”^~ “ X)B? 
ñB)QQ X“(DY?Q~“~D)( )Y ~L“~ }LD;L ~B“(Q;?(HQ 
)^B ’LKQD;“á Q?(Q?Q* WL?B? DQ () “;~^“á 
—9ó<xé)F ?ú?( ~L)^ñL }? B?Y?B ~) D~ YB?‘^?(~s 
áK D( )^B y)QD;B^;D“( ~?“;LD(ñQ* y“~L?Ba 
~L?B? “’’?“B ~) ”? ?'~B?X?Q D( X“(DY?Q~“s
~D)( }LD;L ;B?“~? ~L? DH?“ )Y H^“áD~K* WL? 
HDYY?B?(~ ’)á“BD~D?Q “B? B?“ááK ^(D~?H* w~ DQ 
}L?( X“( ;“(()~ ’?B;?Dú? )B ^(H?BQ~“(H ~L? 
B?á“~D)(QLD’ ”?~}??( ~LD(ñQ )B ?ú?(~Q ~L“~ 
L? DQ D(;áD(?H ~) DX“ñD(? “ Q^’?B(“~^B“á 
;“^Q?* >? H)?Q ~LDQ Q) “Q ~) YB?? LDQ XD(H 
)Y }L“~ })^áH )~L?B}DQ? B?X“D( “Q “ ’?Bs 
’á?'D(ñ XKQ~?BK*Ñ z
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y)QD;B^;D“( ()}á?Hñ?

WL? ‘^?Q~D)( “Q ~) }L“~ ;)(Q~D~^~?Q y)QDs
;B^;D“( N()}á?Hñ? DQ “ ;)X’á?' )(? ”?;“^Q? 
“(K QKQ~?X )Y ~L)^ñL~a “Q }? XDñL~ B?Y?B 
~) “ ;)^BQ? )Y Q~^HKa DQ )”úD)^QáK )(? H?áúD(ñ 
D(~) ú“BD)^Q Q^”G?;~Q* y)QD;B^;D“( N()}á?Hñ? 
DQ ;)X”D(?H D( “( ?(~DB? ’LDá)Q)’LK* WLDQ DQ 
Q)X?~DX?Q B?Y?BB?H ~) D( ú“BD)^Q ~?BXQa Q^;L 
“Q ~L? y)QD;B^;D“( ~?“;LD(ñQa ~L? y)QD;B^;D“( 
’LDá)Q)’LKa )B QDX’áK “Q y)QD;B^;D“(DQX* 
kLDá)Q)’LK L“Q ()~ “á}“KQ ”??( B?Q~BD;~?H ~) 
“(K Q’?;DYD; Q^”G?;~ X“~~?Ba QD(;? ~L? })BH 
X?“(Q ó <QWA Q á ; xé—Q) * WL? ’LDá)Q)’L?B 
L“Q ”??( ~L? D(HDúDH^“á }L) “~~?X’~?H ~) ?'s
“XD(? “áá N()}á?Hñ? “(H á?“B(D(ñ D( “( ?Ys 
Y)B~ ~) ”? “”á? ~) HB“} }DQ? ;)(;á^QD)(Q “Q 
~L? B?Q^á~ )Y LDQ ?'“XD(“~D)( “(H ;)(~?Xs 
’á“~D)(*

v)X? ’LDá)Q)’L?BQ L“ú? ”?áD?ú?H ~L“~ “ 
H?QDB? Y)B N()}á?Hñ? DQ D(Q~D(;~Dú? )( ~L? 
’“B~ )Y X“(* WL?K ”“Q? ~LDQ ;)(;á^QD!( ^’)( 
~L? “’’“B?(~áK )”úD)^Q ~B^~L ~L“~ “áá X?( 
Q??N N()}á?Hñ? D( )(? }“K )B “()~L?B* WL? 
N()}á?Hñ? ~L“~ )(? D(HDúDH^“á Q??NQ X“K ”? 
;)(QDH?B“”áK HDYY?B?(~ YB)X }L“~ “()~L?B 
X“K Q??Na ”^~ X“( D( “áá LDQ “;~DúD~D?Q D(HDs 
;“~?Q ~L“~ L? DQ ;)(Q;D)^QáK )B ^(;)(Q;D)^QáK 
HDB?;~D(ñ LDQ ?YY)B~Q ~)}“BH á?“B(D(ñ Q)X?s 
~LD(ñ* WL? á?“B(D(ñ ~L“~ Q)X? X“K “;;)Xs 
’áDQL X“K ”? () X)B? ~L“( ~L? Q“~DQYKD(ñ )Y 
;^BD)QD~K )B ~L? “(Q}?BD(ñ )Y “ ;)X’“B“~Dú?s 
áK ^(DX’)B~“(~ ‘^?Q~D)(a ”^~ Q~Dáá ~L? D(HDs
úDH^“á }D~L “ ()BX“á ;^BD)QD~K “(H ~L? B?s 
Q^á~“(~ ‘^?Q~D)(Q ~L“~ “BDQ? D( LDQ XD(H DQ 
“~~?X’~D(ñ ~) ñ“D( N()}á?Hñ? D( ~L? “(Q}?BQ* 
Í)B~Ls}LDá? N()}á?Hñ? ;“( ”?;)X? ^Q?Y^á 
?'’?BD?(;?* WLDQ DQ ^Q^“ááK ~L? N()}á?Hñ? 
~L“~ X“( ñ“D(Q }LD;L L? ;“( ’á“;? ~) ?YY?;s 
~Dú? ^Q?*

ÍL?~L?B )B ()~ “ X“( YD(HQ N()}á?Hñ? 
^Q?Y^á H?’?(HQ “ ñB?“~ H?“á ^’)( LDQ ’)D(~Q 
)Y úD?} “(H LDQ “DX D( áDY?* wY }? “;;?’~ 
“Q “ ”“QDQ )Y ^(H?BQ~“(HD(ñ ~L“~ ~L? )(? ’^Bs
’)Q? )Y X“(♦Q áDY? )( ?“B~L DQ LDQ “HG^Q~X?(~ 
~) ~L? ?(úDB)(X?(~ D( }LD;L L? YD(HQ LDXs
Q?áY áDúD(ña ~L?( D~ })^áH Q??X ~L“~ ~L? )”s
úD)^Q ;)(;á^QD!( YB)X ~LDQ ’B?XDQ? })^áH ”? 
~L“~ X“( ;“( “HG^Q~ LDXQ?áY ”?~~?B “Q L? 
“;‘^DB?Q “(H ^~DáD6?Q X)B? N()}á?Hñ?*

WL? ;)(;?’~ )Y ~L? y)QD;B^;D“( ’LDá)Q)’LK 
Q~“~?Q ~L“~ X“( DQ ()~ )(áK “ ;D~D6?( )Y ~L? 
’LKQD;“á })BáHa ”^~ ~L“~ L? DQ “( ?'DQ~?(~ 
?(~D~K D( ~L? .)QXD;, ~L“~ DQa L? DQ “ Q)^á 
?'’B?QQD(ñ D( ~L? X“(DY?Q~“~D)( )Y “áá ?'s

DQ~?(;?* WL?B?Y)B?a ~L? y)QD;B^;D“( Q??NQ 
N()}á?Hñ? Y)B ~L? Q“X? Y^(H“X?(~“á ’^Bs
’)Q? “Q “(K)(? ?áQ?a }LD;L DQ ~) ”?~~?B B?á“~? 
LDXQ?áY ~) LDQ ?(úDB)(X?(~a “(H ~L?B?Y)B?a 
~) YD(H “( ?'’á“(“~D)( Y)B ~L? ’^B’)Q? )Y áDY? 
“(H LDQ ’á“;? D( ~L? ’B);?QQ* í~ ~L? Q“X? 
~DX?a ~LDQ ;)(;?’~ }DH?(Q ~L? L)BD6)( )Y 
?(úDB)(X?(~* 3(úDB)(X?(~ Y)B ~L? y)QD;B^s
;D“( ;)^áH ”? ;)(QDH?B?H ~) ”? ?ú?BK~LD(ñ 
~L“~ DQa “(H ~L? ñB?“~?B N()}á?Hñ? }? “~~“D( 
“(H )^B “”DáD~K ~) ^~DáD6? D~a ~L? (?“B?B }? 
}Dáá ;)X? ~) ~L? ^(H?BQ~“(HD(ñ )Y “áá ~L? 
Y)B;?Q ~L“~ ?'DQ~ D( ~L? ^(Dú?BQ? “”)^~ ^Q*

y)QD;B^;D“(DQXa ~L?B?Y)B?a )YY?BQ “( ?'s 
~?(QDú? N()}á?Hñ? ~LB)^ñL “ QK(~L?QDQ )Y 
XKQ~D;DQXa v;D?(;?a “(H “B~* WL?Q? ~LB?? 
YD?áHQ “B? ‘^D~? D(;á^QDú? )Y “áá ~L“~ X“( 
Q??NQ ~) “~~“D( D( LDQ ’QK;LD;a LDQ ’LKQD;“áa 
“(H LDQ “?Q~L?~D; ”“QDQ )Y áDúD(ñ* WL?Q? ~LB?? 
YD?áHQ B?’B?Q?(~ ~L? ;)X’)QD~? N()}á?Hñ? )Y 
X“(* WL?K Q~“(H D(;)X’á?~? ”?;“^Q? X“( 
DQ Q~Dáá H?ú?á)’D(ñ, L? DQ Q~Dáá ñB)}D(ña ?ú)áús
D(ñ ’LKQD;“ááK “(H X?(~“ááK* WL?B?Y)B?a ?“;L 
’“QQD(ñ ñ?(?B“~D)( L“Q ~L? )”áDñ“~D)( )Y “HHs 
D(ñ ~) ~L? N()}á?Hñ? “Q B?’B?Q?(~?H D( ~L?Q? 
YD?áHQa “(H ~L? ’B?Q?(~ ñ?(?B“~D)( ”?(?YD~Q 
”K ~L? L?BD~“ñ? ~L“~ L“Q ;)X? YB)X ~L? ’“Q~* 
3“;L D(HDúDH^“á }L) Y“DáQ ~) ;)(~BD”^~? ~) 
~L?Q? YD?áHQ )Y N()}á?Hñ?a ?ú?( DY D~ ”? D( 
“ QX“áá }“Ka L“Q Y“Dá?H ~) ~L“~ H?ñB?? D( áDY?* 
í;;)BHD(ñ ~) ~L? á“} )Y “BX“a áDY? ”?;)X?Q 
“ B?’?~D~D)( )Y QDXDá“B ;DB;^XQ~“(;?Q “(H 
?ú?(~Q ^(~Dá X“( ñB“Q’Q LDQ )”áDñ“~D)( ~) 
á?“B( “(H ~L?B?”K ’^QL (?“B?B ;)X’á?~? .)Qs
XD; ^(H?BQ~“(HD(ñ*

w~ DQ DX’)B~“(~ ~) B?“áD6? ~L“~ X?B? B?s 
Q~“~?X?(~ )Y N()}á?Hñ? “áB?“HK “~~“D(?H DQ 
()~ ~L? .B?“~Dú? ñB)}~L ~L“~ DQ DX’)B~“(~ ~) 
X“(* wY w })^áH ’B)’)Q? }L“~ w ;á“DX ~) ”? 
“ (?} Q;D?(;? )B “ ’LDá)Q)’LK “(H ^’)( ?'s
“XD(“~D)( D~ }“Q Y)^(H ~L“~ ~L? )(áK ~LD(ñ 
(?} }“Q ~L? ~?BXD()á)ñK ;)((?;~?H }D~L D~a 
~L?( D~ DQ )”úD)^Q ~L“~ w L“ú? )(áK X“H? “ 
B?Q~“~?X?(~ )Y “áB?“HK ?'DQ~?(~ Y“;~Q* vD(;? 
X“( ;)(Q~“(~áK Q?“B;L?Q “(H Q~BDú?Q Y)B 
N()}á?Hñ?a ~L?B? “B? “á}“KQ ~L)Q? }L)a D( 
“( “~~?X’~ ~) ”?(?YD~ ”K ~LDQ ^Bñ? )( ~L? 
’“B~ )Y ~L?DB Y?áá)} X?(a }Dáá ;)(Q~“(~áK 
L)áH )^~ Q)s;“áá?H (?} DH?“Q )B QKQ~?XQ 
}LD;La D( ~L? YD(“á “(“áKQDQa ~^B( )^~ ~) ”? 
)(áK )2H Y“;~Q D( (?}áK ;)D(?H ~?BXQ* Í? 
L“ú? ~L? BDñL~ “(H ~L? ’BDúDá?ñ? ~) ^Q? ~L? 
N()}á?Hñ? “;;^X^á“~?H ~LB)^ñL LDQ~)BKa ”^~ 
}? “B? “áQ) ñDú?( ~L? “”DáD~K ~) B?“Q)( “(H 
~) ;B?“~Dú?áK B?“BB“(ñ? ~L?Q? Y“;~Q Y)B X)B?
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^Q?Y^á(?QQ* Í ? “B? “áQ) ñDú?( ~L? ;^BD)QD~K 
“(H °X’?~^Q ~) HDQ;)ú?B (?} Y“;~Qa “(H ~L?Q? 
“B? ~L? ;L“áá?(ñ? )Y X“(♦Q ñB)}~L ~)H“K* 
WL?B?Y)B?a á))N ^’)( “áá N()}á?Hñ? “Q “ 
;L“áá?(ñ? ~) .B?“~Dú? ~L)^ñL~* A) ()~ Y“áá 
D(~) ~L? ;“~?ñ)BK )Y X?B?áK B?’?“~D(ñ ?Qs
~“”áDQL?H Y“;~Q*Ñ í

W L? g “~^B? )Y w(~^D~Dú? ()}á?Hñ?

p^D~? YB?‘^?(~áK }? B?;?Dú? ‘^?Q~D)(Q YB)X 
g?)’LK~?Q B?ñ“BHD(ñ D(~^D~D)( ”?;“^Q? )Y D~Q 
(?}(?QQ D( ~L? ?'’?BD?(;? )Y ~L? (?} X?Xs
”?Ba “(H QD(;? D~ DQ )(? )Y ~L? ?“BáD?Q~ Q^”s
G?;~Q ’B?Q?(~?H D( ~L? y)QD;B^;D“( ~?“;LD(ñQ* 
p^?Q~D)(Q B?ñ“BHD(ñ D(~^D~D)( “B? ()~ (?;?Qs 
;?Q“BDáK áDXD~?H ~) á)}?B H?ñB?? X?X”?BQ, 
Y)Ba “Q ~L? DX’)B~“(;? )Y D(~^D~D)( D(;B?“Q?Q 
D( ~L? XD(H )Y ~L? “Hú“(;D(ñ X?X”?Ba D~ DQ 
(“~^B“á ~L“~ “( “(“áKQDQ )Y ~L? Q^”G?;~ ~“N?Q 
’á“;? “(H Y^B~L?B ‘^?Q~D)(Q H?ú?á)’*

UBD?YáKa }? X“K B?D~?B“~? L?B? ~L“~ D(~^Ds
~D)( DQ “ Q)^B;? )Y N()}á?Hñ? G^Q~ “Q ~L? 
’LKQD;“á Q?(Q?Q “B? “ Q)^B;? )Y ~L? ”“QD; 
;)X’)(?(~Q )Y N()}á?Hñ? ~) ~L? )”G?;~Dú?a 
XD(H* w(~^D~D)( DQ YB?‘^?(~áK ;)(Y^Q?H }D~L 
B?“Q)(a “(H ?ú?( Y)B ~L? X)Q~ “;;)X’áDQL?H 
D(HDúDH^“á D~ DQ ()~ “á}“KQ ’)QQD”á? ~) H?s
~?BXD(? L)} X^;L N()}á?Hñ? X“K ;)X? ~) 
^Q ~LB)^ñL D(~^D~Dú? ;L“((?áQ “(H L)} X^;L 
X“K ;)X? YB)X ~L? ’B);?QQ )Y B?“Q)( }D~LD( 
~L? XD(H D~Q?áY* ÍL?( }? B?á“~? ’?B;?’~Dú? 
Y“;~Qa ~L? B?Q^á~Q X“K “’’?“B ~) ”? (?} )B 
“~ á?“Q~ HDYY?B?(~ YB)X ~L? D(HDúDH^“á YB“ñs 
X?(~Q )Y }LD;L ~L? N()}á?Hñ? DQ ;)X’)Q?H* 
WLDQ B?Q^á~ )Y ~L? B?“Q)(D(ñ ’B);?QQ X“K YB?s
‘^?(~áK X“N? D~ “’’?“B ~L“~ D(Y)BX“~D)( }? 
L“ú? )”~“D(?H DQ ?(~DB?áK (?}a “(H ~L?B?Y)B?a 
XDñL~ ”? ;)(QDH?B?H ~) ”? D(~^D~Dú?*

í;~^“ááKa ~L? ^Q? )Y D(~^D~D)( DQ “( “B~* w~ 
DQ ()~ Q)X?~LD(ñ ~L“~ ;“( ”? H?ú?á)’?H )ú?Bs 
(DñL~, D~ DQ ()~ Q)X?~LD(ñ ~L“~ ;“( ”? X“Qs 
~?B?H ”K B?“HD(ñ “”)^~ D~ )B Y)áá)}D(ñ “ Q?~ 
)Y D(Q~B^;~D)(Qa ~L“~ DQa ~) ~L? ?'~?(~ )Y ”?D(ñ 
“”á? ~) ’?BY)BX ~L? ’B);?QQ “Y~?B B?“HD(ñ ~L? 
D(Q~B^;~D)(Q )(;?* w~ DQ “ ;)(HD~D)( ~L“~ X^Q~ 
ñB)}* w~ H?ú?á)’Q G^Q~ “Q ~L? X?(~“á Y“;^á~D?Q 
H?ú?á)’ D( ~?BXQ )Y “ñ?* w(~^D~D)( DQ Q)X?s 
~DX?Q HDYYD;^á~ ~) H?ú?á)’ ~) “ LDñL H?ñB?? 
)Y ?Y2D;D?(;K ”?;“^Q? Y?} )Y ^Q B?;?Dú? “(K 
?(;)^B“ñ?X?(~ )B ~B“D(D(ñ ~)}“BH ~L? ^Q? 
)Y D~ ^(~Dá }? “B? “H^á~Q* íQ “ B?Q^á~a “ 
X?(~“á Y“;^á~K L“Q á“D( H)BX“(~ “(H ^(s 
^Q?H Y)B K?“BQa “(H D~ ;“(()~ ”? ?'’?;~?H 
~) B?“;L Y^áYDááX?(D “(H ’?BY?;~D)( ”K X?B?

N()}á?Hñ? )Y ~L? Y“;~ ~L“~ D~ H)?Q ?'DQ~* 
WL?B?Y)B?a )(? })BH )Y ?(;)^B“ñ?X?(~ XDñL~ 
”? ñDú?( L?B? ~) “áá Q~^H?(~QÑ ~L“~ D(~^D~D)( 
DQ “ ’B);?QQ }LD;L ñB)}Q ñB“H^“ááK “(H )ú?B 
“ ’?BD)H )Y ~DX?* WL? ~B“(QD~D)( YB)X Y“Dá^B? 
~) ^Q? ~L? D(~^D~Dú? ’B);?QQ ~) ~L? ’)D(~ }L?B? 
}? ”?ñD( ~) YD(H D~ Q)X?}L“~ ?YY?;~Dú? DQ Q) 
ñB“H^“á ~L“~ “~ () )(? ’)D(~ ;“( }? Q“K 
~L“~ D~ DQ ()} D( ?'DQ~?(;? }L?B? ’BD)B ~) 
~L“~ X)X?(~ D~ L“H ”??( ;)X’á?~?áK H)BX“(~*

WL? ;)(Q;D?(~D)^Q Q~^H?(~ }L) H)?Q X)B? 
~L“( X?B?áK B?“H LDQ }??NáK X)()ñB“’LQa 
}L) “’’áD?Q ~L? D(Q~B^;~D)(Q “(H ?'?B;DQ?Q 
’B)úDH?H D( ~L?Q? ~?“;LD(ñQ “Q QKQ~?X“~D;“ááK 
“(H “Q ;)(Q;D?(~D)^QáK “Q ’)QQD”á?a }Dáá ñB“Hs
^“ááK H?ú?á)’ ~LDQ “”DáD~K* >? X^Q~ á?“B(a 
L)}?ú?Ba ~L“~ ~L? (“~^B? )Y D(~^D~Dú? N()}ás
?Hñ? DQ ()~ ?'“;~áK DH?(~D;“á ~) ~L? (“~^B? 
)Y )”G?;~Dú? N()}á?Hñ?* WL? Q)^B;? )Y D(s
~^D~D)( DQ YB)X ~L? 7)QXD;* w~ DQ ~L? áD(N 
~L“~ ;)(Q;D)^Q(?QQ L“Q }D~L ~L? v^’B?X? w(s 
~?ááDñ?(;?* WL? ú?BK (“~^B? )Y D(~^D~Dú? 
N()}á?Hñ?a ~L?B?Y)B?a X“N?Q ^Q “}“B? )Y ~L? 
Y“;~ ~L“~ D~Q X“(DY?Q~“~D)( }Dáá ”? HDYY?B?(~ 
YB)X ~L“~ )Y )”G?;~Dú? N()}á?Hñ?* 9)B ?'s
“X’á?a ~L?B? DQ () ’B))Y ~L“~ D(~^D~D)( ;“( ”? 
^Q?H B?áD“”áK “(H “~ “áá ~DX?Q ~) ’B?HD;~ ~L? 
Y^~^B?* b(? ;“(()~a Y)B ?'“X’á?a H?’?(H 
^’)( D(~^D~D)( ~) ~?áá }L“~ L)BQ? }Dáá }D( 
D( ~L? (?'~ B“;?a )B }L“~ (^X”?B ~) ”?~ )( 
D( “(K Y)BX )Y ñ“X”áD(ñ ~L“~ D(ú)áú?Q 
(^X”?BQ*

WL?B? “B? ~}) B?“Q)(Q }LK ~L? (“~^B? )Y 
D(~^D~Dú? N()}á?Hñ? DQ Q^;L ~L“~ D~ ;“(()~ 
“á}“KQ ”? B?áD?H ^’)( Y)B Y^~^B? ’B?HD;~D)(Q* 
WL? YDBQ~ DQ ~L“~ ~L? “”)ú? Dáá^Q~B“~D)(Q áD? 
)^~QDH? ~L? Q;)’? )Y ~L? .)QXD; D( ~L? ”B)“Hs 
?Q~ X?“(D(ñ )Y ~L?Q? ~?BXQ* 7“X”áD(ñ D( 
“(K Y)BX DQ “ X“(sX“H? “(H X“(sH?úDQ?H 
D(Q~D~^~D)(* .?B~“D(áKÑ “(H ~LDQ DQ DBB?Q’?;s 
~Dú? )Y ~L? X)B“á ú“á]?Q )Y ~L? Q^”G?;~ ^(s
H?B ;)(QDH?B“~D)(Ñ~L? .B?“~Dú? XD(H )Y ~L? 
^(Dú?BQ? DQ )Y X)B? ;)(Q?‘^?(;? “(H L“Q 
X)B? Q;)’? ~L“( ~) L“ú? B?“HDáK “ú“Dá“”á? ~) 
?“;L L^X“( ”?D(ñ “( “(Q}?B “Q ~) }LD;L 
L)BQ? }Dáá }D( ~L? (?'~ B“;?* WLDQ H)?Q ()~ 
áDXD~ .)QXD; N()}á?Hñ?* w~ X?B?áK H?YD(?Q 
D~* ÍL?( K)^ }“áN H)}( ~L? v~B??~ )( K)^B 
}“K ~) })BN )B Y)B “(K )~L?B ’^B’)Q?a K)^ 
’“QQ ”K áD~?B“ááK ~L)^Q“(HQ )Y X“(DY?Q~“~D)(Q 
)Y áDY? )Y }LD;L K)^ “B? ()~ “}“B?* -D(^~? 
)”G?;~Q Q~Dáá }D~LD( ~L? B“(ñ? )Y ^(“DH?H 
úDQD!( ?'DQ~ “B)^(H K)^, “( “(~ X“K ;B)QQ 
K)^B ’“~L ^()”Q?Bú?H “(H X“(K )~L?B Y)BXQ 
)Y áDY? ñ) ^(()~D;?H* T)£ “B? ^Q^“ááK ^(s
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“}“B? )Y ~L?Q? ~LD(ñQa ()~ ”?;“^Q? K)^ á“;N 
~L? ;“’“”DáD~K ~) Q??a ”^~ ”?;“^Q? “~ ~L? 
X)X?(~ ~L?K “B? ?(~DB?áK )^~QDH? K)^B ?'s
’?BD?(;?* w( )~L?B })BHQa ”)~L D( ~L? Q?(Q? 
)Y ’LKQD;“á QD6? “(H X?(~“á ;)(;?’~a K)^ “B? 
Q) X^;L ”Dññ?B ~L“( ~L?Q? X“(DY?Q~“~D)(Q 
~L“~ ~L?K H) ()~ B?“HDáK DX’B?QQ ~L?XQ?áú?Q 
^’)( K)^*

WLDQ DQ “ Q)X?}L“~ ’“B“áá?á Dáá^Q~B“~D)( 
B?ñ“BHD(ñ ~L? .)QXD; L“úD(ñ N()}á?Hñ? )Y 
“ X“(sX“H? QD~^“~D)(* WL? .)QXD; “Q “( 
?'DQ~?(~ DQ Q) X^;L ”Dññ?B ~L“( “áá ~L? B?s
Q^á~Q )Y ñ“X”áD(ñ D( ~L? })BáH ’^~ ~)ñ?~L?B 
~L“~ D~ G^Q~ H)?Q ()~ YD(H D~Q?áY “~ ~L? X)X?(~a 
DY ;)X’“B?H ~) “ L^X“( ”?D(ña “Q L“úD(ñ 
~L? ñ“X”áD(ñ B?Q^á~Q D( “ ;)(Q;D)^Q Q~“~?* 
WL? Q“X? ’BD(;D’D? “’’áD?Q ~) “(K )~L?B Y“;s
~)B }LD;L DQ Q~BD;~áK }D~LD( ~L? B?“áX )Y 
L^X“( ?'DQ~?(;?* 7“X”áD(ñ DQ ^Q?H “Q “( 
Dáá^Q~B“~D)( ”?;“^Q? Q)X? ’?)’á? ~LD(N ~L“~ 
D(~^D~D)( })^áH ”? “ ú?BK ñ))H ~LD(ñ ~) 
X“Q~?B DY ~L?K ;)^áH ^Q? D~ ~) ’B)X)~? ~L? 
“;‘^DQD~D)( )Y }?“á~L }D~L)^~ ?YY)B~* wY  “( 
D(HDúDH^“á ”?áD?ú?Q L? L“Q “ L^(;L “Q ~) ~L? 
}D((?B )Y ~L? (?'~ B“;? )B }L“~ ~L? Q~);N 
X“BN?~ }Dáá H) ~)X)BB)}a D~ DQ D( X)Q~ ;“Q?Q 
~L? B?Q^á~ )Y ^(;)(Q;D)^Q B?“Q)(D(ñ B“~L?B 
~L“( )Y D(~^D~D)(* w~ DQ ~L? “”DáD~K )Y ~L? 
XD(H ~) “QQ?X”á? Y“;~Q ~L“~ X“K ()~ “áá ”? 
;á?“BáK DH?(~DYD?Ha D(Q)Y“B “Q ~L?DB D(HDúDH^“á 
’“B~Q “B? ;)(;?B(?Ha ~L“~ X“K X“N? D~ “’s
’?“B “Q ~L)^ñL ~L? ;)BB?;~ L^(;L }?B? “ 
X“(DY?Q~“~D)( )Y D(~^D~Dú? N()}á?Hñ?*

WL? Q?;)(H B?“Q)( “Q ~) }LK D(~^D~D)( DQ 
()~ ’B)H^;~Dú? )Y ’B?HD;~D(ñ ~L? Y^~^B?a D(Q)s
Y“B “Q X“(sX“H? ?ú?(~Q “B? ;)(;?B(?Ha DQ 
~L“~ D(~^D~D)( ;“( B?ñDQ~?B ^’)( )^B ;)(s
Q;D)^Q(?QQ )(áK D( ~?BXQ )Y )^B )}( ?'’?BDs
?(;?* Í ? H) ()~ N()}a “QDH? YB)X ’)QQD”áK 
“ Y?} ñ?(?B“áD~D?Qa }L“~ DQ ñ)D(ñ ~) L“’’?( 
~)X)BB)} )B ?ú?( “( L)^B YB)X ()}* .)(s 
HD~D)(Q YB)X }LD;L }? ñ“D( ?'’?BD?(;? ~“N?

’á“;? H“K ”K H“K* .)(Q?‘^?(~áKa X“(K ’?)s
’á? L“ú? Q“DHÑDY w L“H )(áK N()}( w })^áH 
L“ú? H)(? ~LDQ )B })^áH L“ú? H)(? ~L“~O wY 
}? “áá L“H N()}( “ K?“B “ñ) }L“~ }“Q ñ)s
D(ñ ~) ~“N? ’á“;? D( ~L? K?“B G^Q~ ’“Q~a ’)Qs
QD”áK }? ;)^áH L“ú? X“~?BD“ááK ”?(?YD~?H ”K 
~L“~ N()}á?Hñ?* b(? B?“Q)( }? HDH ()~ N()} 
}“Q ~L“~ ~L? ?'’?BD?(;? )Y ~L? QD~^“~D)(Q á“K 
D( ~L? Y^~^B?a “(H }? ;“(()~ ~B“(Q2“~? D( 
)^B )}( XD(HQ ~L? Y^áá X?“(D(ñ “(H QDñ(DYDs 
;“(;? )Y ~L)Q? Y“;~)BQ }LD;L áD? )^~QDH? ~L? 
Q;)’? )Y )^B DXX?HD“~? ?'’?BD?(;?*

w(~^D~Dú? “”DáD~K ’?BXD~Q ^Q ~) ”? ñ^DH?H 
D( ~L? ;))BHD(“~D)( )Y ~L? N()}á?Hñ? “(H 
~L? ?'’?BD?(;?Q }LD;L }? L“ú? “áB?“HK “~s 
~“D(?H* w~ }Dáá HDB?;~ ^Q D( “’’áKD(ñ }L“~ }? 
“áB?“HK N()}* w( )~L?B })BHQa D( ~LDQ Q?(Q?a 
D(~^D~D)( DQ áDXD~?H ~) ~L? ?'’?BD?(;? “(H 
N()}á?Hñ? ~L“~ DQ “ ’“B~ )Y ~L? D(HDúDH^“á* 
WL?B?Y)B?a ~L? D(HDúDH^“á }L) }DQL?Q ~) ’?Bs
Y?;~ LDQ D(~^D~Dú? “”DáD~K }Dáá (?ú?B ;?“Q? ~) 
”? H?QDB)^Q )Y ;)(~D(^?H Q~^HKa á?“B(D(ña “(H 
?'’?BD?(;?* >? }Dáá ;)(Q~“(~áK ”? “}“B? 
~L“~ ”K ’B)’?B “’’áD;“~D)( )Y LDQ X?(~“á 
’B);?QQ?Qa “(H ”K “~~^(?X?(~ }D~L ~L? LDñLs 
?B Y)B;?Q )Y ~L? ^(Dú?BQ?a “(H }D~L ~L? ”B)“Hs 
?(D(ñ )Y LDQ ;)(Q;D)^Q “(H ’QK;LD; L)BD6)(a 
L? }Dáá ”? “;‘^DBD(ñ ~L? ’)QD~D)( )Y ”?D(ñ 
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WL?B? “B? ~}) ’B)’?B }“KQ ~) “’’B)“;L 
“áá (?} N()}á?Hñ?a }L?~L?B D~ DQ ~L? B?Q^á~ 
)Y ’?BQ)(“á ?'’?BD?(;? )B ~L“~ }LD;L DQ B?s
á“~?H ~) ^Q ”K )~L?BQ* WL? YDBQ~ X?~L)H DQ 
~) Q^”G?;~ N()}á?Hñ? ~) ?X’DBD;“á ’B))Y* 
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D(HD;“~?Q ~L? ’B)”“”DáD~K ~L“~ D~ X“K ”? Y“áQ?* 
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()~ H?X)(Q~B“”á? “~ ~L? ’B?Q?(~a ?D~L?B ”K 
)^BQ?áú?Q )B ~L)Q? ?'’)^(HD(ñ ~L?X* WL?Q? 
“B?a Y)B ?'“X’á?a ’)Q~^á“~D)(Q “(H ’LDá)Qs 
)’LD?Q }LD;La Y)B ~L? ~DX?a “B? D(;“’“”á? 
)Y ”?D(ñ ’B) ú?H ~) )^B Q?(Q?Q* WL?K “B? ()~ 
;)(G?;~^B?Qa L)}?ú?Ba ”^~ B“~D)(“á ;)(;á^s 
QD)(Q }LD;L ;“(()~ ”? B?á“~?H ~) Y“;~Q* -“(K 
Q^;L “”Q~B“;~D)(Q X“K ”?;)X? ~)X)BB)}♦Q 
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K?~ L“H () Y“;~^“á Y)^(H“~D)(* WL?B?Y)B?a 
}L“~ ~L? ’B?’)(H?B“(;? )Y ?'’?BD?(;? ;“(s
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DQ ~L? ND(H )Y ?'’?BD?(;? }LD;L X^Q~ ”? 
D(~DX“~?áK L“Ha B“~L?B ~L“( ”? ~“^ñL~ ~) ^Q 
”K “()~L?B* v?(Q? ?'’?BD?(;?Q “B? ú?BK ’?Bs
Q)(“á “(H ?X’L“~D;* w( ;)(~B“Q~ ~) }L“~ 
“()~L?B X“K B?á“~? ~) ^Q “”)^~ ;DB;^Xs
Q~“(;?Qa ~L“~ }LD;L }? ’?BQ)(“ááK )”Q?Bú? 
Q??XQ X)B? H?’?(H“”á?* w~ DQ )(áK }L?( }? 
“B? HDQDáá^QD)(?H “(H HDQ;)ú?B ~L“~ ?'’?BDs
?(;?Q X“K ”? )~L?B ~L“( ~L?K Q??X ~) ”? 
~L“~ }? “á~?B )^B D(~?áá?;~^“á “’’B)“;L ~) 
áDY?* w~ DQ ~L?( ~L“~ ~L? éBAq&xB DQ ”)B(O

W}) Y“;~)BQ “B? ;L“B“;~?BDQ~D; )Y ~L? ~B^? 
Q;?’~D;* >? DQ YDBQ~ “ éQq”xé&xBó&As >? X^Q~ 
L“ú? ”?;)X? Y“XDáD“B }D~L ~L? úD;DQQD~^H?Q )Y 
áDY?* >? X^Q~ L“ú? “ N()}á?Hñ? )Y ú“BD)^Q 
L^X“( ’?BQ)(“áD~D?Q “(H ~L? HDú?BQD~D?Q )Y 
L^X“( ;L“B“;~?B* íQ “ Q)’LDQ~D;“~?a L? DQ “Q 
}?áá “ B?“áDQ~* WLDQ H)?Q ()~ X?“( ~L“~ L? 
DQ H?ú)DH )Y DH?“áDQX “(H “Q’DB“~D)(* >)}s
?ú?Ba L? L“Q “BBDú?H “~ “ ’)D(~ D( LDQ ’?Bs
Q)(“á H?ú?á)’X?(~ }L?B? ~L?B? DQ “ Y“DB 
H?ñB?? )Y ”“á“(;? ”?~}??( DX“ñD(“~D)(a úDQs 
^“áD6“~D)(a ?X)~D)(“áDQXa “(H B?“Q)(* >? 
N()}Q ~L“~ “áá ~L“~ X“( ;)(;?Dú?Q DQ ()~ 
“á}“KQ ’)QQD”á? )Y X“~?BD“áD6“~D)( D( ~LDQ áDY?* 
ÍL“~ DQ DX“ñD(?H )B úDQ^“áD6?H L? ^(H?Bs 
Q~“(HQ X^Q~ YDBQ~ ”? B?á“~?H ~) X“~?BD“á B?“áDs
~K DY D~ DQ ~) ”?;)X? X)B? ~L“( “ Q^”G?;~Dú? 
?'’?BD?(;?* 3ú?( “ XKQ~D;“á )B B?áDñD)^Q 
?'’?BD?(;?a DY D~ DQ ~) ?ú?(~^“ááK ?(áDñL~?( 
)~L?B X?(a ~) ‘^D;N?( ~L?DB D((?B ;)(Q;D)^Qs
(?QQa X^Q~ ”? X“H? B“~D)(“á, “~ á?“Q~a D~ X^Q~ 
“’’?“B ~) Q?Bú? Q)X? “Q’?;~ )Y LDQ (“~^B?* 
í( D(~?áá?;~^“á Q)’LDQ~D;“~? DQ )(? }L) L“Q 
}“áN?Ha ~“áN?Ha “(H áDú?H }D~L ú“BD)^Q á?ú?áQ 
)Y Q);D?~K*
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WL? )~L?B ;L“B“;~?BDQ~D; )Y ~L? Q;?’~D; DQ 
LDQ ?X’L“QDQ )( qI9—AjBAs WL? ;“^~D)( DQ 
?'LD”D~?H D( ~L? X“((?B )Y “ Q^Bú?K )Y 
?ú?BK QD~^“~D)( )B ’B)’)Q“á* WL? Q;?’~D; 
(?ú?B “;;?’~Q “(K~LD(ñ )( D~Q ’BDX“sY“;D? 
ú“á^<, D( )~L?B })BHQa L? DQ ()~ ñDú?( ~) 
DX’?~^)QD~K* WLDQ Q^Bú?K “áá)}Q LDX ~DX? 
Y)B “ B?úD?} )Y }L“~ X“K L“ú? ”??( ’B?s 
;)(;?Dú?H DH?“Q )B L“Q~DáK Y)BX?H G^HñX?(~Q* 
v^;L ’B^H?(;? )( ~L? ’“B~ )Y ~L? Q;?’~D; 
X“K “;;)BHD(ñáK á)Q? LDX “( )’’)B~^(D~K 
}LD;L Q(“’ G^HñX?(~ XDñL~ )~L?B}DQ? L“ú? 
“YY)BH?H LDX, Q^;L “ HDQ“Hú“(~“ñ? }Dáá ”? 
Y“B )YYQ?~ ”K ~L? H?;DH?H “Hú“(~“ñ? )Y “ú)DHs 
D(ñ “ Q?BD)^Q XDQ~“N?*

í éBAq&xBa )B )(? ñ?(?B“ááK L“úD(ñ ~LDQ 
’)’^á“B “’’?áá“~D)(a DQ X)B? )Y~?( jQ& Q) D( 
Y“;~* b(? }L) HDQ’á“KQ “( ?úDH?(~ L)Q~DáD~K 
~)}“BH “áá ;L“(ñ?a )B }L) B?Q?(~Q ~L? (?} 
)B ^(Y“XDáD“B G^Q~ ”?;“^Q? D~ DQ Q^;La xé jQ& 
“ Q;?’~D;* v^;L ’?BQ)(Q “B? ’BD(;D’“ááK Y?“Bs 
Q)X? )Y ~L? (??H ~) “”“(H)( ;)(úD;~D)(Q 
}LD;L ~L?K L“ú?a )B }LD;L ~L?K ’B?Y?BÑ 
BDñL~ )B }B)(ñ* WL?K B?Q?(~ ;)(~B“BK DH?“Q 
}LD;L ;L“áá?(ñ? ~L?DB G^HñX?(~* bY~?(a Q^;L 
’)’^á“BáK ;“áá?H Q;?’~D;Q “B? ”^~ ’?BQ)(Q 
“YYáD;~?H }D~L “ Q?ú?B? xjáAIxQIx&N BQ)q<AKs 
WL? )(áK }“K D( }LD;L ~L?K ;“( B?Q’?;~ 
~L?DB )}( )’D(D)(Q DQ ~) HDQ;B?HD~ “áá )~L?BQO 
w~ DQ ;L“B“;~?BDQ~D; )Y ~L? Q)s;“áá?H Q;?’~D; 
~L“~ L? }Dáá ()~ D(‘^DB? D(~) “ (?} ’B)’)Q“á 
)B Q^”G?;~a ”^~ }Dáá DXX?HD“~?áK “Hú“(;? “ 
;BD~D;DQX }LD;L B?X“D(Q ^(Q^’’)B~?H ?D~L?B 
”K Y“;~ )B á)ñD;* WL?Q? ’?BQ)(Q “B?a D( B?“ás
D~Ka ”Dñ)~Qa “(H “B? D(~)á?B“(~Ñ()~ Q;?’~D;“á*

v)X? )Y ~L? ’Q?^H)sQ;?’~D;Q “B? ”^~ ’?Bs
Q)(Q }L) “B? X?(~“ááK D(H)á?(~* w(‘^DBK 
D(~) (?} YD?áHQ )Y ~L)^ñL~ )B Q?áYs“(“áKQDQ 
)Y ^(Y“XDáD“B QD~^“~D)(Q B?‘^DB?Q X?(~“á ?Ys 
Y)B~* WL?K ’B?Y?B ~) Q“;BDYD;? (?} N()}á?Hñ? 
“(H ~L? ”?(?YD~ ~L“~ XDñL~ “;;B^? YB)X D~a 
B“~L?B ~L“( ~) HDQ’?á ’B?H?~?BXD(?H DH?“Qa 
() X“~~?B L)} ?BB)(?)^Qa “(H ”?ñD( ~) á?“B( 
“(?}*

WL? qAééx)xé& DQ )Y~?( ;)(Y^Q?H }D~L ~L? 
~B^? Q;?’~D;a “ Y“;~ }LD;L H)?Q ~L? á“~~?B “ 
B?“á D(G^Q~D;?* WL? ’?QQDXDQ~ DQ )(? }L) 
L“”D~^“ááK “QQ^X?Q ~L? (?ñ“~Dú? ’)D(~ )Y 
úD?} )Y ?ú?BK DH?“ )B QD~^“~D)( “Hú“(;?H ~) 
LDX* >DQ )’D(D)( DQ ()~ ~L? B?Q^á~ )Y “( )’?( 
XD(Ha )B )Y D(‘^DBK, D~ DQa B“~L?Ba “ HDQ~B^Q~ 
D( ~L? ^á~DX“~? Q^;;?QQ )Y “(K ú?( ~^B?* WL? 
;)(QDQ~?(~ ’?QQDXDQ~ DQ )(? }L)Q? X)B“á? 
L“Q ”??( QL“~~?B?H* >? DQ “ úD;~DX )Y Q)X? 
’QK;L)á)ñD;“á ;)(HD~D)( “(Ha “Q “ B?Q^á~a

á“;NQ éA<átBQj áx—AjBAs >? DQ “YB“DH )Y ~L? 
(?}a ~L? HDYY?B?(~a )B ~L? ^(^Q^“á* >? Y??áQ 
D(;“’“”á? )Y ;)’D(ñ }D~L ~L“~ }LD;L X“K 
~?Q~ LDQ ’?BQ)(“á ’)}?BQ* WLDQ “~~D~^H? X“K 
L“ú? ;“^Q?H LDX ~) ?'’?BD?(;? “ Q?BD?Q )Y 
Y“Dá^B?Qa }LD;La D( ~^B(a D(;áD(?H LDX ~) 
Y??á D(;)X’?~?(~ ~) ;)(~BD”^~? ~) ~L? 
Q“~DQY“;~)BK ;^áXD(“~D)( )Y “ (?} ?(~?B’BDQ?* 
3ú?( DY ~L? ’?QQDXDQ~ DQ ()~ ;“áá?H ~) ’?Bs 
Q)(“ááK ’“B~D;D’“~?a L? DQ ’QK;L)á)ñD;“ááK 
;)(HD~D)(?H ~) ”?áD?ú? ~L“~ Q^;;?QQ )B 
“;LD?ú?X?(~ DQ }L)ááK “( ?á?X?(~ )Y 
;L“(;? “(H ~L? )HHQ ^(Y“ú)B“”á?*

v;?’~D;DQX “Q “ QKQ~?X )Y ’LDá)Q)’LD;“á 
~L)^ñL~ H“~?Q ”“;N ~) kKBBL) )Y 3áDQ D( ~L? 
~LDBH ;?(~^BK ”?Y)B? .LBDQ~* kKBBL) Y)^(H 
~L“~ X^;L ~L“~ X?( L?áH “Q ’)QD~Dú? N()}ás
?Hñ? }“Q ()~LD(ñ X)B? ~L“( Y“áQ? )’D(D)( 
“(H ?BB)(?)^Q ’B?;)(;?’~D)(* WL? ñB)}D(ñ 
Q’DBD~ )Y D(‘^DBK “(H )Y B“~D)(“áDQX )Y ~L“~ 
~DX? ;“^Q?H “ Q?BD)^Qa ?X’DBD;“á D(ú?Q~Dñ“s 
~D)( )Y X^;L ~L“~ L“H ”??( “;;?’~?H ^’)( 
Y“D~L* w~ }“Q Q))( HDQ;) ú?B?H ~L“~ Q?(Q)B K 
?'’?BD?(;?Q )Y~?( H?;?Dú? X?(* WL?B? }“Q 
~L?( ~L? Y^B~L?B B?“áD6“~D)( ~L“~ “áá )Y ~L? 
N()}á?Hñ? )Y ~L? Q?(Q?Q DQ )(áK B?á“~Dú?a ()~ 
“”Q)á^~?* W) QL)} LDQ HDQ~B^Q~ Y)B N()}á?Hñ? 
)Y ~L? Q?(Q?Q “(H ^~~?B ^(B?áD“(;? ^’)( 
~L?Xa kKBBL) }“Q B?á“~?H ()~ ~) L“ú? ~^B(?H 
)^~ ?ú?( Y)B “( “’’B)“;LD(ñ }“ñ!( )B Y)B 
“ ’B?;D’D;? D( LDQ ’“~L* >? B?Y^Q?H ~) ”?s
áD?ú? ~L? H“(ñ?B ~L“~ L? ’?B;?Dú?Ha “(H D~ DQ 
B?á“~?H ~L“~ LDQ YBD?(HQ })^áH L“ú? ~) B?Q;^? 
LDX D( Q^;L ;DB;^XQ~“(;?Q*

í~ “ á“~?B ’?BD)Ha .“B(?“H?Qa “ Q^;;?QQ)B 
)Y kKBBL)a ”?;“X? ~L? ’BD(;D’“á ?'’)(?(~ 
)Y Q;?’~D;DQX* >? ’)D(~?H )^~ “Q }?áá ~L? 
;)(~B“HD;~D)(Q )Y ~L? N()}á?Hñ? )Y ~L? 
Q?(Q?Q* >“}NQ L“ú? N??(?B ?K?QDñL~ ~L“( 
X?(, H)ñQ L“ú? X)B? “;^~? Q;?(~* W) ?“;L 
)Y ~L?X }D~LD( ~L? B“(ñ? )Y ~L?DB ’“B~D;^á“B 
Q^’?BD)B Q?(Q?a ~L? })BáH DQ X)B? ?'s 
’“(QDú? ~L“( D~ DQ ~) X“(* .“B(?“H?Q ~L?( 
“QN?Ha }LD;L DQ ~L? B?“á })BáHa ~L? )(? ~L? 
H)ñ ?'’?BD?(;?Qa )B ~L“~ )Y ~L? L“}Na )B ~L? 
)(? )Y X“($ 3“;L Q?(Q? L“Q “áQ) “( ?';?ás 
á?(;? )Y D~Q ’“B~D;^á“B ‘^“áD~K* í( “’’á? 
DQ K?áá)}, D~ DQ áDN?}DQ? Q}??~ “(H YB“ñB“(~* 
W) ?“;L Q?(Q?a Q?’“B“~?áKa ~L? “’’á? L“Q “( 
)^~Q~“(HD(ñ “’’?“áD(ñ ‘^“áD~K* U^~ “ñ“D(a 
.“B(?“H?Q “QN?Ha }L“~ DQ ~L? ~B^? (“~^B? )Y 
~L? “’’á?$ ÍL“~ ;BD~?BD)( L“ú? }? ~) B?áK 
^’)($

.“B(?“H?Q “áQ) }“Q “;BDX)(D)^Q D( LDQ 
;BD~D;DQX )Y B?áD“(;? ^’)( B?“Q)( “Q ;)(s
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;á^QDú? N()}á?Hñ?* w~ DQ B?á“~?H ~L“~ }LDá? 
Q?BúD(ñ D( ~L? Q?BúD;? )Y ~L? ?X”“QQK D( 
y)X? L? )(? H“K })^áH ?á)‘^?(~áK “Bñ£? 
)( “ ’)D(~ )Y ?~LD;Q, ~L? (?'~ H“K L? })^áH 
“Bñ£? G^Q~ “Q Y)B;?Y^ááKa ”^~ D( “ ;)(~B“HD;s 
~)BK ú?D(* WLDQ }“Q H)(? “Q ’B))Y )Y LDQ 
)’D(D)( )Y ~L? B?á“~DúD~K )Y N()}á?Hñ?*

9B)X Q^;L ?'~B?X? ”?ñD((D(ñQa ~L?B? H?s 
ú?á)’?H Q)^(H Q;?’~D;DQX ~?X’?B?H ”K ~DX?* 
WL? QD(;?B? Q;?’~D; DQ )(? }L) Y)áá)}Q “ 
&Ixq<A óqqIQóB”  ~) “áá (?} N()}á?Hñ?* WL? 
YDBQ~ Q~?’ DQ AW'<9ó&xQjs WLDQ ;)(QDQ~Q )Y H?s 
~?BXD(D(ñ ~L? B?á“~D)( )Y “(K (?} ’B)’)Q“á 
)B QD~^“~D)( ~) )(?♦Q DXX?HD“~? )B D(HDB?;~ 
D(~?B?Q~Q* Í ? ;“(()~ ”? ?'’?;~?H ~) H?ú)~? 
)^B ~DX? ~)a )B ~) L“ú? ?‘^“á D(~?B?Q~ D(a “áá 
Q^”G?;~Q )B X“~~?BQ* WL^Qa ”?Y)B? }? ñDú? D~ 
Y^B~L?B ;)(QDH?B“~D)(a }? X^Q~ YD(H L)} 
;D!Q? ~L? ’B)’)Q?H X“~~?B DQ ~) )^B ?'’?BDs
?(;?a )^B ~“á?(~Qa ~L? H?X“(HQ )Y )^B áDY?a 
“(H )^B X)B“á “(H Q);D“á )”áDñ“~D)(Q* Í? 
“B? ()~ D(~?áá?;~^“ááK ;“’“”á?a 5)B “B? }? 
~?X’?B“X?(~“ááK Q^D~?H ~) L“ú? “ Q?BD)^Q 
D(~?B?Q~ D( ó<< X“~~?BQ ~L“~ “B? ”B)^ñL~ ~) 
)^B “~~?(~D)(* WL^Qa Q^;L “ Q^Bú?K )B ?ú“á^s 
“~D)( DQ X)Q~ DX’)B~“(~*

WL? Q?;)(H Q~?’ DQ ójó<Néxés íQ Q~“~?Ha 
~LDQ ;)(QDQ~Q )Y ñ)D(ñ ”?LD(H “’’?“B“(;?Qa 
()~ ”?D(ñ “YY?;~?H ”K ’L?()X?(“áDQXa )B ~L? 
?X)~D)(“á “’’?“áa “á)(?a D( ?'“XD(D(ñ “(K 
(?} ?'’?BD?(;?* w~ B?‘^DB?Q )(? ~) ‘^?Q~D)( 
DX’áD?H “^~L)BD~K )B ’^B’)B~?H Y“;~Q* w~ DQ 
(?;?QQ“BK ~) HDQ~D(ñ^DQL ”?~}??( Q’?;^á“~D)( 
“(H ?X’DBD;“á ’B))Y* wY ’B))Y DQ ()~ ’)QQD”á?a 
~L?( H?~?BXD(? ~L? B“~D)(“á ñB)^(HQ )Y ~L? 
~L?)BK )B ’)Q~^á“~D)( ’B?Q?(~?H*

WL? ~LDBH “(H YD(“á “’’B)“;L )Y ~L? Q;?’~D; 
DQ )(? )Y óBBAq&ójBA  )B IAzAB&xQjs wY “ N()}ás
?Hñ? X??~Q Q“~DQY“;~)BDáK ~L? YDBQ~ ~}) ~?Q~Qa 
~L?( K)^ X^Q~ ñDú? D~ “áá ~L? ?(~L^QD“QX ~L“~ 
K)^B ?X)~D)(Q ;“( ?(ñ?(H?B ~) Y^B~L?B Q~DXs 
^á“~? K)^B D(~?B?Q~* w( ~LDQ }“K K)^ }Dáá ñ?~ 
~L? ^~X)Q~ “Hú“(~“ñ? “(H ?(G)KX?(~ )^~ 
)Y ~L? (?} ?'’?BD?(;?* T)^ “B? ~L?( )( 
Q“Y? ñB)^(H “(H ~L? ’B)”“”DáD~K )Y Q^”Q?s 
‘^?(~ HDQ“’’)D(~X?(~ )B HDQDáá^QD)(X?(~ DQ 
B?X!~?* .)(ú?BQ?áKa DY ~L? YDBQ~ ~}) ~?Q~Q 
á?“ ú? H)^”~ D( K)^B XD(H “Q ~) ~L? ú“á^< 
)Y ~L? (?} N()}á?Hñ? )B )Y D~Q ú?B“;D~Ka 
~L?( B?G?;~ D~ “~ )(;?*

v^;L Q;?’~D;DQX “Q ~LDQ DQ B?;)XX?(H?H 
~) ?ú?BK vQéxBI9Bxójs w~ DQ (?ú?B “ ”á);N 
)B “ LD(HB“(;? ~) ~L? á?“B(D(ñ )Y ~B^~L*

9B“~?B(“ááKa
yímk> -* m3Í wva wX’?B“~)B*

m’Ü0” dUO0ÜUé YOí ?YÜ:Y
í YB“~?B D( v)^~L íYBD;“ Q~“~?Qé &w( AB* 

>* v’?(;?B m?}DQ♦Q ”))Na bójéxQjé Q á &”A 
HQ9<a .L“’~?B z wz a ~L? Y)áá)}D(ñ );;^BQé 
_WL? }DááY^á D(~?BY?B?(;? }D~L “(K )Y (“s 
~^B?♦Q á“}Q ;B?“~?Q “ N“BXD; ;)(HD~D)( }LD;L 
~L? ’?BQ)(“áD~K )Y ~L? D(HDúDH^“á X^Q~ “Hs 
G^Q~ ~LB)^ñL ;)X’?(Q“~D)(*♦ UDB~L ;)(~B)á 
X?~L)HQ “B? ;?B~“D(áK }DááY^á D(~?BY?B?(;? 
}D~L (“~^B?♦Q á“}Q “(Ha ~L?B?Y)B?a ;B?“~? “ 
N“BXD; ;)(HD~D)(* v^B?áK ~LDQ ’B“;~D;? )Y 
;)(~B)á X?~L)HQ DQ ()~ Q^;L “ QD( “Q L“úD(ñ 
“ á“Bñ? (^X”?B )Y ;LDáHB?( Y)B }L)X )(? 
;“(()~ “H?‘^“~?áK ’B)úDH? “(H }L) ;“(()~a 
”?;“^Q? )Y ~L? X?“(Q “ú“Dá“”á? ~) ~L? ’“B?(~Qa 
”? ñDú?( “ Y“DB ;L“(;? D( áDY?*¡

-)Q~ X?X”?BQ )Y ~L? 9)B^X “B? ’?BL“’Q 
‘^D~? “}“B? )Y ~L? B?áDñD)^Q )”G?;~D)(Q ~) 
;)(~B“;?’~Dú? X?“Q^B?Qa D( ’“B~D;^á“B ~L? ’B)s 
LD”D~D)(Q )Y ~L? y)X8( .L^B;L* WL? á“~~?B 
”“Q?Q D~Q )”G?;~D)(Q ’BD(;D’“ááK )( D~Q ~L?)ás 
)ñKa ”^~ ~L?B? DQ “ Q~B)(ñ Q^Q’D;D)( ~L“~ ~L?B? 
“B?a “Q }?ááa ~?X’)B“á “(H ’)áD~D;“á B?“Q)(Q 
Y)B D~Q Q~“(H*

v?'^“á B?á“~D)(Q “B? X)~Dú“~?H ”K ”D)á)ñDs 
;“á ^Bñ?Q* w( ~LDQ ;)((?;~D)(a ~L? ?(H )Y ~L? 
Q?' H?QDB? DQ B?’B)H^;~D)(* wY )(? Q~)’Q “~ 
~LDQ ’)D(~ D( LDQ B?“Q)(D(ña ~L?( “áá Q?'^“á 
B?á“~D)(Q }LD;L H) ()~ B?Q^á~ D( B?’B)H^;s
~D)( })^áH “’’?“B ~) ”? ;)(~B“BK ~) (“~^B“á 
á“}* >)}?ú?Ba ~L?B? “B? )~L?B ”D)á)ñD;“á “(H 
’QK;L)á)ñD;“á Y“;~)BQ }LD;L X^Q~ ”? ;)(s 
QDH?B?H ”?Y)B? ;)(~B“;?’~D)( )B ”DB~L ;)(~B)á 
;“( ”? ;)(H?X(?H “Q DXX)B“á*

9B)X “ Q~BD;~áK ”D)á)ñD;“á ’)D(~ )Y úD?}a 
~L? Y^(;~D)( )Y “ áDúD(ñ )Bñ“(DQX DQ Y^áYDáá?H 
}L?( D~ L“Q ’B)’“ñ“~?H D~Q ND(H* WL?B?“Y~?Ba 
D( ~L? ”D)á)ñD;“á Q;L?X?a ~L? )Bñ“(DQX DQ )Y 
() Y^B~L?B ;)(Q?‘^?(;?* w( ~L? ) QIó< “(H 
éQBxó< B?“áXQa L)}?ú?Ba “ L^X“( áDY? DQ ()~ 
;)(QDH?B?H ;)(Q^XX“~?H }L?( D~ L“Q ”)B(? 
“( )YYQ’BD(ñ* y?áDñD!( “(H ’LDá)Q)’LKa X)B“á 
“(H Q);D“áa ?Q~“”áDQL )~L?B DH?8DQ Y)B ~L? ’^Bs
’)Q? )Y áDY? }LD;L X?( “(H })X?( X“K “~s
~“D( ?ú?( “Y~?B ~L?DB B?’B)H^;~Dú? Y^(;~D)(Q 
L“ú? ;?“Q?H* -)Q~ ;?B~“D(áKa }? H) ()~ ;?(s
Q^B? “()~L?B “Q ”?D(ñ DXX)B“á )B “Q )’’)Qs 
D(ñ (“~^B?♦Q á“}Q ”?;“^Q? L? ’?BQDQ~Q D( áDúD(ñ 
”?K)(H ~L? ’?BD)H )Y LDQ Y?;^(HD~K* wY )(? 
~))N LDQ áDY? “~ ~L? ?(H )Y ~L? ’?BD)H )Y LDQ 
”D)á)ñD;“á Y^(;~D)(Qa }? })^áH H?;á“B? ~L“~ 
L? }“Q Y“B X)B? ñ^Dá~K )Y ~L? úD)á“~D)( )Y 
N“BXD; á“} ~L“( DY L? L“H ()~*

WL)^ñL (“~^B? L“Q D( Q?'^“á “~~B“;~D)(
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~L? YD(“á ñ)“á )Y B?’B)H^;~D)(a ~L?B? “B? )~Ls
?B ?(HQ “QQ);D“~?H }D~L D~ }LD;L “B? (?;?Qs
Q“BK Y)B ()BX“á;K* í”Q)á^~? ;?áD”“;K )B “”s 
Q~D(?(;? YB)X Q?'^“á B?á“~D)(Q X“K B?Q^á~ 
D( ’QK;L)á)ñD;“á X“á“HG^Q~X?(~* .?B~“D( 
ñá“(H^á“B Y^(;~D)(Qa D( )~L?B}DQ? L?“á~LK L^s
X“( ”?D(ñQa “B? Q^”G?;~ ~) ;)(HD~D)(Q )Y 
^(”“á“(;?* WLDQa D( ~^B(a X“K “YY?;~ ~L? 
(?Bú)^Q QKQ~?X “(H ~L? ?X)~D)(“á Y^(;~D)(Q 
}LD;L ;“( HDQ~)B~ ~L? ’?BQ)(“áD~K* -“(K 
X?(~“á HDQ)BH?BQ L“ú? ”??( ~B“;?H ~) “ XDQs 
;)(;?Dú?H ’B“;~D;? )Y B?’B?QQD)(*

WL? Q~“^(;L “(H )Y~?( ~L)^ñL~á?QQ X)B“áDQ~ 
X“K D(QDQ~ ~L“~a DY Q?'^“á B?á“~D)(Q “B? )”s 
Q?Bú?H Y)B B?“Q)( )Y B?’B)H^;~D)( )(áKa ’QKs
;L)á)ñD;“á (??HQ }Dáá áDN?}DQ? ”? X?~* WLDQ 
Q“X? X)B“áDQ~a L)}?ú?Ba })^áH B?“HDáK “Hs 
XD~ ~L“~ X“( X^Q~ ()~ ”? ’á“;?H D( ~L? 
Q“X? ;“~?ñ)BK “Q )~L?B “(DX“áQ* WL? X)B“ás
DQ~ }Dáá ;)(~?(H ~L“~ X“( L“Q “ Q)^áa ~L“~ 
L? ;“( “Q’DB? ~) “( )BH?B )B }“K )Y áDY? ~L“~ 
Q^B’“QQ?Q ~L? X?B? ”D)á)ñD;“á Y^(;~D)(Q )Y 
)~L?B X“XX“áQ* >? }Dáá Q~“~? ~L“~ X“( 
X^Q~ B?;)ñ(D6? “(H ?'’B?QQ ~L? úDB~^?Q }LD;L 
“B? D(Q’DB?H ”K ~L? HDúD(? ;)(Q;D)^Q(?QQ )Y 
LDQ ”?D(ñ* U^~a }? “QN ~L? X)B“áDQ~a “B? “áá 
úDB~^?Q ;)(YD(?H ~) X“~~?BQ )Y Q?'$ íB? ()~ 
z9é&xBA “(H B”óIx&N F Y)B ?'“X’á?a “áQ) )Y 
X)B“á ;)(~?(~$ wQ D~ ()~ D(;^X”?(~ ^’)( 
X“( ~) Y)BX “ Q);D?~K )Y L?“á~LK ()BX“á 
L^X“( ”?D(ñQ ~L“~ “B? ;“’“”á? )Y ?'’B?QQD(ñ 
~L? DX’^áQ?Q )Y ~L? HDúD(? ;)(Q;D)^Q(?QQ “Q 
?'“á~?H DH?“Q )B úDB~^?Q$ w~ DQ áDN?}DQ? (?;?Qs
Q“BK ~L“~ X“( ~BK ~) ”? YB?? YB)X ’)ú?B~Ka 
HDQ?“Q?a “(H Dñ()B“(;?* WLDQ )”áDñ“ ~D)( ?'s 
~?(HQ ~) LDQ ;LDáHB?( “Q }?áá* w~ DQ ”?~~?B 
~) B“DQ? ;LDáHB?( D( á)ú? “(H }D~L Q^;L ’B?’s
“B“ ~D)( Y)B ~L? BDñL~?)^Q áDY? “Q )(?♦Q ?;)()Xs 
D; X?“(Q ;“( ’B)úDH?*

k?)’á? }L)a ”?;“^Q? )Y Dñ()B“(;? )B B?s
áDñD)^Q H)ñX“a ”B??H ;LDáHB?( ~L“~ ~L?K X^Q~ 
(?ñá?;~a “B? ;)XXD~~D(ñ “ ;BDX? “ñ“D(Q~ ~L?DB 
HDúD(? ~B^Q~ “(H “ñ“D(Q~ Q);D?~K “Q }?áá* 
.LDáHB?( B“DQ?H D( ’)ú?B~Ka DY ~L?K Q^BúDú? 
“~ “ááa “B? ()~ ’B)’?BáK Q^’?BúDQ?H “(H “B? 
?'’)Q?H ~) “;~Q )Y DXX)B“áD~K ñB?“~?B ~L“( 
~L“~ )Y ”DB~L ;)(~B)á* 9B)X ~L? .)QXD; )B 
“( D(~?ááDñ?(~ X)B“á úD?}’)D(~a QD(;? X“( DQ 
;“’“”á? )Y )Bñ“(D6D(ñ Q);D?~Ka L? L“Q “( 
)”áDñ“~D)( ~) D~* í( D(~?ááDñ?(~ X)B“á Q);D?~K 
;“( ?'“á~ X“(* w~ ;“( ”BD(ñ LDX ;á)Q?B ~) 
~L? 7)H L? ;)(;?Dú?Q “(H )Y }LD;L L? Y??áQ 
“ ’“B~* í(K “;~Q ~L“~ H?ñ?(?B“~? Q);D?~Ka 
~L“~ B?H^;? ~L? ’LKQD;“á “(H X)B“á Q~“~^B? )Y 
X“(a “B? .)QXD;“ááK }B)(ñ* WL? ;)(~D(^)^Q

”BD(ñD(ñ )Y ;LDáHB?( D(~) ~L? })BáHa X“ND(ñ 
“ HB^Hñ? )Y ~L? X)~L?B “(H ;)(Q~D~^~D(ñ “ 
B?ú?B~D(ñ ”“;N ~) ~L? ’BDXD~Dú? ”D)á)ñD;“á 
Y^(;~D)( )Y B?’B)H^;~D)( )(áKa á“;NQ ~L? LDñLs 
?B ’^B’)Q? }LD;L áDY? QL)^áH L“ú? Y)B X“(*

WL? “Hú);“~D(ñ )Y ”DB~L ;)(~B)á DQ ()~ ~) 
”? ;)(Y^Q?H }D~L ;)(;^’DQ;?(;?a )B á^Q~* 
WL?B? “B? XDááD)(Q )Y Y“XDáD?Q ’B“;~D;D(ñ ;)(s 
~B“;?’~D)( }L) “B? B“DQD(ñ ;LDáHB?( “;;)BHs
D(ñ ~) DH?“áDQ~D; Q~“(H“BHQ* WL?K H) Q) ()~ 
”?;“^Q? )Y ’“QQD)(a ”^~ ”?;“^Q? )Y BQ)qóét 
éxQjs w~ H)?Q ()~ áD? }D~LD( ~L?DB ?;)()XD; 
X?“(Q ~) ”BD(ñ X)B? ;LDáHB?( D(~) ~L? })BáH 
“(H ñDú? ~L?X “( “H?‘^“~? ;^á~^B“á “(H 
X)B“á ~B“D(D(ñ* W) B?Q)B~ ~) B?’B?QQDú? X?“Qs 
^B?Q })^áH ’?BL“’Q HDQB^’~ Y“XDáK B?á“~D)(Q 
“(H ?'’)Q? ~L? ;LDáHB?( ~) ~L? DááQ )Y H)X?Qs 
~D; ;L“)Q* WL?Q? XDááD)(Q )Y Y“XDáD?Q QL)^áH 
B?;?Dú? “( “;;)á“H?a )B “’’B)ú“áa YB)X ~L? 
X)B“áDQ~a “Q ~L?K H) YB)X ~L? Q);D)á)ñDQ~a Y)B 
~L?DB D(Q’DB?H úD?}Q*

WL)Q? }L) IAá9éA  ~) L“ú? “(K ;LDáHB?(a 
}L?( ~L?K “B? ’LKQD;“ááK “(H )~L?B}DQ? ;“s
’“”á?a “B? ~L? )(?Q }L) “B? ñ^Dá~K )Y ~L? 
úD)á“~D)( )Y .)QXD; “(H (“~^B“á á“}Q* WL?K 
“B? ~L? )(?Q }L) “B? D(ú)ND(ñ ~L? .)QXD; 
á“} )Y ;)X’?(Q“~D)(a )B N“BX“a Y)B }LD;L 
~L?K X^Q~ X“N? “HG^Q~X?(~* 9)B ~L?DB X)s
~Dú? DQ ?D~L?B ’“QQD)( )B Q?áYsD(~?B?Q~* vD(;? 
X“( DQ “ B“~D)(“á ”?D(ña ;“’“”á? )Y ~LD(ND(ñ 
“(H ;)(;?DúD(ñ ?(HQ }LD;L “B? D( “;;)BH 
}D~L ~L? DX’^áQ?Q )Y LDQ LDñL?B Q?áYa L? DQ 
~) ”? G^Hñ?H ()~ “á)(? ”K LDQ “;~Qa ”^~ ”K 
LDQ )Q&xWAés 9B)X ~L? y)QD;B^;D“( ’)D(~ )Y 
úD?}a “(H w ;“( “QQ^B? K)^ D~ }“Q AB* m?}DQ♦Q 
^(H?BQ~“(HD(ñ “Q }?ááa ”DB~L ;)(~B)á DQ ()~ 
D( D~Q?áY “ X)B“á ;BDX? )B .)QXD; úD)á“~D)(* 
w~ DQ ~L? X)~Dú? ”?LD(H D~Q ’B“;~D;?a }? B?s 
’?“~a }LD;L D( ?“;L D(Q~“(;? X^Q~ ”? G^Hñ?H*
} z

I”Y0 Y dUO—PO0’UO fPYO$
Í? }DQL D~ }?B? ’)QQD”á? Y)B ?ú?BK y)QDs

;B^;D“(a )(;? D( LDQ áDY?~DX? “~ á?“Q~a ~) 
“~~?(H “ ;)(ú?(~D)( “~ y)QD;B^;D“( k“BN* w~ 
DQ ?'~B?X?áK HDYYD;^á~ ~) ;)(ú?K ”K ’BD(~?H 
})BH ~L? Y^áá DX’)B~ )Y }L“~ y)QD;B^;D“( 
X?X”?BQLD’ X?“(Q* w~ DQ ()~ “á}“KQ ’)Qs
QD”á? ~) X“N? “Q ;á?“B “Q }? })^áH áDN? ~) 
?ú?BK ’BD(;D’D? )Y )^B ~?“;LD(ñQ* 3“;L )Y 
^Q N()}Q ~L“~ ~L? X)()ñB“’LQ “B? B?’á?~? 
}D~L ú“BD)^Q H?X)(Q~B“~D)(Q “(H ?'?B;DQ?Q* 
WL?Q? “B? ()~ ñDú?( Y)B ~L? ’^B’)Q? )Y G^Q~ 
);;^’KD(ñ ~L? ~DX? )Y ~L? X?X”?B* y“~L?Ba 
D~ DQ )^B D(~?(~D)( ~) ~“N? ~L? H);~BD(?Q )^~ 
)Y ~L? B?“áX )Y Q’?;^á“~D)(a X?B? ’)Q~^á“s
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~D)(a “(H X“N? ~L?X H?X)(Q~B“”á? Y“;~Q* 
WL? )YYD;?BQ “(H ~L)^Q“(HQ )Y X?X”?BQ N()} 
~L“~ ~L? ~?“;LD(ñQ “B? ()~ ~L?)BD?Q* WL?K 
L“ú? ’B)ú?H ~L?X D( ~L?DB )}( áDú?Q* >)}s
?ú?Ba ~L?B? “B? X“(K ~L)^Q“(HQ }L) “B? 
Q~Dáá Q~B^ññáD(ñ )( ~L? }“K ^’}“BH* v)X?s 
~LD(ñ Q~“~?H D( ~L? ~?“;LD(ñQ Q??XQ ’á“^QD”á?* 
WL? Q~^H?(~ }“(~Q ~) L“ú? Y“D~L D( D~a ”^~ 
~L?B? DQ ()~LD(ñ ~L“~ DQ ‘^D~? “Q ;)(úD(;D(ñ 
“Q ”?D(ñ “”á? ~) ’B) ú? Q)X?~LD(ñ ~) K)^Bs 
Q?áYa ~) L“ú? )(? ?'“X’á? )Y “ á“}* WL“~ DQ 
}LK ~L? áD~~á? ?'?B;DQ?Q “(H H?X)(Q~B“~D)(Q 
“B? ñDú?(*

v)X?~DX?Q ~L? ;)(~?(~ )Y ~L? H?X)(Q~B“s 
~D)(a ~L“~ DQa ~L? ’B);?H^B? D~Q?áYa X“K Q??X 
Q) ;LDáHDQL “(H ?á?X?(~“BK ~L“~ ~) ~L? Q~^s
H?(~a “( D(~?ááDñ?(~ ’?BQ)(a D~ Q??XQ BDHD;^s 
á)^Q ?ú?( ~) ~BK D~* ÍL“~ L? Y“DáQ ~) B?“áD6? 
DQ ~L“~a DY Q^;L H?X)(Q~B“~D)(a () X“~~?B 
L)} QDX’á?a ’B)ú?Q “ ’B)Y)^(H á“}a ~L?( L? 
X“K ~“N? ~L“~ á“} “(H ^Q? D~ D( ~L? X)B? 
Q?BD)^Q “(H ;)X’á?' “YY“DBQ )Y LDQ áDY?*

>?B? “~ y)QD;B^;D“( k“BN “~ )^B BQjWAjt 
&xQjéa }? ~BK ~) H?X!(Q~B“~? “(H Dáá^Q~B“~?a 
Y)B ~L? X?X”?BQ }L) “~~?(Ha “Q X“(K )Y 
~L? ’BD(;D’D?Q “Q }? ’)QQD”áK ;“( D( “ }“K 
~L“~ }? ;“(()~ H) D( ~L? X)()ñB“’LQ* WL?B? 
“B? y)QD;B^;D“(Q }L) L“ú? “~~?(H?H “ ;)(s 
ú?(~D)( )(áK )(;?Ñ ~L?K L“ú? YB“(NáK 
Q~“~?H ~L“~ ~L?K ;)^áH ()~ ;)X? “ñ“D( ”?s 
;“^Q? )Y ~L? ñB?“~ HDQ~“(;? ~L?K áDú? YB)X 
v“( R)Q<Ñ ”^~ }L) Q~“~?H ~L“~ }L“~ ~L?K 
Q“}a }L“~ ~L?K ?'’?BD?(;?Ha L“H ñDú?( ~L?X 
“( ?(~DB?áK HDYY?B?(~ D(QDñL~ D(~) ~L? ~?“;Ls
D(ñQ* WL?DB úDQD~ L“H B?“ááK B?)BD?(~?H ~L?X* 
WL? ~?“;LD(ñQ }?B? () á)(ñ?B “( D(~?áá?;~^“á 
’B?Q?(~“~D)( ”^~ ~L?DB XKQ~D;“á ú“á^< }“Q 
()} B?“áD6?H*

k?BL“’Q ’B?úD)^QáK ~L?Q? X?X”?BQ ;)^áH(♦~ 
‘^D~? ;)X’B?L?(H ~L? D(~“(ñD”á? XKQ~D;“á 
^(D~Ka ~L? “~~^(?X?(~ )Y XD(HQa )Y }LD;L 
)^B X)()ñB“’LQ Q’?“N* WL?K X“K L“ú? 
(?ú?B ?'’?BD?(;?H ~L? L^X“( “^B“* k?Bs
L“’Q D~ }“Q ”?;“^Q? ~L?K áDú?H }L?B? ~L?K 
HDH(♦~ L“ú? ~DX? ~) X??~ }D~L )~L?BQa “(H 
Q) ~L? ú“á^< )Y ;?B~“D( ?'’?BD?(;?Q }“Q á)Q~ 
~) ~L?X* U^~ L?B?a D( ~L? vQéxBI9Bxój H9t 
qIA) A P A) q<A a D( ~L? Q^”áDXD~K )Y XKQ~D;“á 
Q^BB)^(HD(ñQa X??~D(ñ }D~L ?“ñ?B XD(HQ “(H 
D( “( “~X)Q’L?B? ;B?“~?H Y)B ~L? ’^B’)Q?a 
~L?DB ’QK;LD; Q?áú?Q L“H ?'’?BD?(;?Q }LD;L 
~L?K (?ú?B ’B?úD)^QáK ”?áD?ú?H ’)QQD”á?*

>?B? K)^ }Dáá ?'’?BD?(;? ~L? Y^áá X?“(s
D(ñ )Y D(D~D“~D)(* bY ;)^BQ?a ~L)^Q“(HQ )Y 
y)QD;B^;D“(Q D( ~L?DB )}( L)X? Q“(;~^XQ

H) ;B?“~? “( “~X)Q’L?B? ~L“~ DQ ?‘^Dú“á?(~ 
~) ~L“~ )Y “(K ~?X’á? )B ;“~L?HB“á* >)}s
?ú?Ba )~L?BQ L“ú? (?ú?B L“H “ XKQ~D;“á ?'s
’?BD?(;? “(H )(áK L“áYL?“B~?HáK Y)áá)} ~L? 
D(D~D“~D)( D(Q~B^;~D)(Q* WL^Q ~L?K Y“Dá ~) 
L“ú? “ .)QXD; ?'’?BD?(;?* >?B? D( y)QDs
;B^;D“( k“BN ~L?K “B? ’B?;D’D~“~?H D(~) “( 
DH?“á ?(úDB)(X?(~ Y)B ~L? ’^B’)Q?* w~ )ú?Bs 
}L?áXQ ~L?X “Q “ ;)(H^;Dú? “~X)Q’L?B? 
“(H ~L?K ~L?( N()} }L“~ D(D~D“~D)( X?“(Q*

WL? y)QD;B^;D“( ;)(ú?(~D)( H)?Q ()~ G^Q~ 
;)(QDQ~ )Y XKQ~D;“á H?X)(Q~B“~D)(Qa á?;~^B?Qa 
“(H ~?“;LD(ñQ )Y ~L? ’BD(;D’D?Q* w~ “áQ) ;)(s 
QDQ~Q )Y ~L? qIóB&xBó< óqq<xBó&xBj  )Y y)QD;B^s
;D“(DQX ~) ~L? “YY“DBQ “(H <xWAé )Y ~L? X?Xs
”?BQ* T)^ }Dáá Q?? ~L? y)QD;B^;D“( L?“áD(ñ 
~?;L(D‘^? “’’áD?H* T)^ }Dáá Q?? ~L? á“}Q 
)Y (“~^B?a }LD;L }? “B? Q~^HKD(ña H?X)(s 
Q~B“~?H ”K y)QD;B^;D“( Q;D?(~DQ~Qa Q^;L “Q 
’LKQD;DQ~Qa ;L?XDQ~Qa ’LKQD;D“(Qa “(H )~L?BQ* 
T)^ }Dáá ~“N? ’“B~ D( ’B)úD(ñ ~L?Q? á“}Q ~) 
K)^BQ?áY*

w~ DQ ~B^? ~L“~ D~ B?‘^DB?Q Q“;BDYD;? )Y ~DX? 
“(H )Y X)(?K ~) “~~?(H “ ;)(ú?(~D)(* 3ú?BK 
’?BQ)(a L)}?ú?Ba )}?Q D~ ~) LDXQ?áY )(;?a 
~}D;?a )B ’?BD)HD;“ááK D( LDQ áDY? ~) YD(H ~L“~ 
D(Q’DB“~D)( }LD;L }Dáá ;“BBK LDX ~LB)^ñL 
~L? ()BX“á B)^~D(? )Y áDúD(ñ* b^B ?X)~D)(Qa 
)^B ’QK;LD; Q?áú?Qa L“ú? ~) ”? Q~DX^á“~?H “~ 
~DX?Q* b~L?B}DQ?a }? á)Q? úDQD!( “(H DX“ñDs 
(“~D)(* .?B~“D(áKa D( ~L?Q? ~B)^”á?H ~DX?Q 
}? (??H ~L? ;)^B“ñ? “(H úDQD!( ~) ;“BBK )(* 
w ~LD(N ~L“~ K)^ }Dáá YD(H ~L“~ Q~DX^á^Qa ~L“~ 
D(Q’DB“~D)(a ”K “~~?(HD(ñ “ y)QD;B^;D“( ;)(s
ú?(~D)(*

í y)QD;B^;D“( ;)(ú?(~D)( DQ “( ?';?áá?(~ 
?'“X’á? )Y L)} ’?)’á? ;“( ̂ (D~? D( ”óI) QjN  
B?ñ“BHá?QQ )Y ;B??Ha (“~D)(“áD~K )B B“;?a ’B)s 
úDH?H ~L?K L“ú? Q)X? )(? DH?“á }LD;L }Dáá 
”D(H ~L?X ~)ñ?~L?B* í~~?(HD(ñ “ y)QD;B^s
;D“( ;)(ú?(~D)( “B? L^(HB?HQ )Y ’?BQ)(Qa 
B?’B?Q?(~D(ñ X“(K á“(HQa ;)XD(ñ YB)X HDYs
Y?B?(~ ;)(~D(?(~Q )Y ~L? })BáH* WL?K “B? 
)Y ?ú?BK ;B??H “(H “áX)Q~ )Y ?ú?BK B“;?* 
WL?Q? HDYY?B?(;?Q “B? ’^~ “QDH? D( ~L?DB 
QD(;?B? D(~?B?Q~ D( ’^BQ^D(ñ )(? ñ)“áa ~L? 
?(áDñL~?(X?(~ )Y Q?áY* >?B? K)^ }Dáá YD(H 
~L? YB“(N ?';L“(ñ? )Y DH?“Q ”?~}??( ’?)’á?a 
B?ñ“BHá?QQ )Y Q);D“á ;“Q~? )B ?H^;“~D)(“á ”“;Ns 
ñB)^(H*

wY K)^ L“ú? ()~ “áB?“HK ’á“((?H ~) “~s
~?(H ~L? y)QD;B^;D“( ;)(ú?(~D)(a “(Ha DY K)^ 
’)QQD”áK ;“(a H) Q) ~LDQ K ?“B* T)^ )}? D~ 
~) K)^BQ?áY* y?X?X”?B ~L?Q? H“~?Qa R^áK 
i ~) ola D(;á^QDú?*Ñ z
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í YB“~?B )Y íBD6)(“ BDQ?Q “(H “HHB?QQ?Q 
)^B 9)B^X* &w~ DQ úDB~^“ááK DX’)QQD”á? Y)B 
“ g?)’LK~?a “(H ’?BL“’Q ?ú?( “ X)B? “Hs
ú“(;?H Q~^H?(~a ~) L)áH ;)(Q~B^;~Dú? ~L)^ñL~Q 
D( ~L? XD(H H^BD(ñ ó<< )”G?;~Dú? ;)(Q;D)^Qs
(?QQ* wQa ~L?B?Y)B?a “ X?(~“á B?~B“;~D)( )B 
H?(D“á Q^YYD;D?(~ ~) (?^~B“áD6? X“áD;D)^Q 
~L)^ñL~Q ~L“~ ;)X? ~) ~L? XD(H }L?( )~L?BQ 
H?áD”?B“~?áK }B)(ñ ^Q$¡

.L“B“;~?Ba }L?( )(;? ?Q~“”áDQL?Ha ”?;)X?Q 
L“”D~^“á* .L“B“;~?B DQ Y)BX?H ”K ~L? ú)á^(s 
~“BK “;;?’~“(;? )Y ;?B~“D( ’“~~?B(Q )Y ”?s
L“úD)B }LD;L ~L? D(HDúDH^“á ;)(;?Dú?Q “Q ”?s
D(ñ X)Q~ ;)(H^;Dú? ~) LDQ }?áY“B?* w~ X^Q~ 
”? ^(H?BQ~))H ~L“~ }L“~ Q);D?~K ;)(H?X(Q 
“Q &DXX)B“á )B DX’B)’?B ;L“B“;~?B¡ DQ ()~ 
Q^;L ~) ~L? D(HDúDH^“á* .L“B“;~?B DQ “ HDQs 
’á“K )Y X?(~“á “(H ’LKQD;“á L“”D~Q }LD;L 
~L? D(HDúDH^“á YD(HQ ()~ )YY?(QDú?a )B L? 
})^áH ()~ D(H^áñ? D( ~L?X* .L“B“;~?B DQ 
;L“(ñ?H )(áK }D~L ~L? ?á?ú“~D)( )Y ~L? 
’?BQ)(“á ;)(Q;D)^Q(?QQ*

WL? (“~^B? )Y )(?♦Q ~L)^ñL~Q )”úD)^QáK DQ 
“ Y^(H“X?(~“á ?á?X?(~ )Y ;L“B“;~?B* ÍL“~ 
}? ”?áD?ú? DQ BDñL~a }L“~ }? }“(~ ~) H)a 
X“(DY?Q~Q D~Q?áY )”G?;~Dú?áK D( ~L“~ ’“~~?B( 
)Y )^B ”?L“úD)B }LD;L ;)(Q~D~^~?Q )^B ;L“Bs
“;~?B* WL? H?;DQD)(Q }? X“N?a ~L? ;)(;á^s 
QD)(Q )Y )^B B?“Q)(a ~L? H?~?BXD(“~D)(Q )Y 
~L? ;)(Q;D)^Q XD(Ha “B? ’“QQ?H )( ~) ~L? 
Q^”G?;~Dú? XD(H }L?B? ~L?K ”?;)X? ”óLx&s 
Í? “B? ~)áH D( ~L? W?X’á? A?ñB??Q )Y ~L? 
y)QD;B^;D“( Q~^HD?Q ~L“~ ~L? Q^”G?;~Dú? XD(H 
Y^(;~D)(Q H?H^;~Dú?áK* w~ })BNQ HDB?;~áK }D~L 
~L? ’“B~D;^á“BQ }LD;L “B? ’“QQ?H )( ~) D~* 
WL^Q ~L? H?;DQD)(Q )Y ~L? )”G?;~Dú? XD(H ”?s 
;)X? <ó;é }D~LD( ~L? Q^”G?;~Dú? XD(Ha 
}LD;L “B? ()~ ‘^?Q~D)(?H ”K D~* wYa Y)B ?'s
“X’á?a K)^ L“ú? H?~?BXD(?H ~L“~ K)^ }Dáá 
()~ L)áH ~L)^ñL~Q )Y X“áD;? )B B?~“áD“~D)( 
“ñ“D(Q~ ~L)Q? }L) “B? K)^B ?(?XD?Qa D~ DQ 
()~ (?;?QQ“BK ~) ;)(~D(^“ááK N??’ Q^;L 
~L)^ñL~Q D( ~L? )”G?;~Dú? XD(H* wY ~L? 
~L)^ñL~ DQ “ QD(;?B? ;)(úD;~D)( “(H K)^ L“ú? 
;)(Q;D)^QáK ;)(Y)BX?H ~) D~a D~ L“Q ~L?( ”?s 
;)X? “ ) QIó< ”óLx& }D~L K)^* WL? ~L)^ñL~ 
”?;)X?Q “( D(~?ñB“á ’“B~ )Y K)^B D((?B Q?áYa 
“( DXX^~“”á? á“} }LD;L DQ ?(Y)B;?H ”K 
K)^B Q^”G?;~Dú? XD(H*

A^BD(ñ ~L? ;)^BQ? )Y “ H“K }L?( )(? DQ 
;)(Q;D)^QáK );;^’D?H }D~L LDQ ?'~?B(“á “Ys 
Y“DBQa D~ DQ ()~ (?;?QQ“BK ~L“~ L? B?;D~? ~) 
LDXQ?áY LDQ ?~LD;“á )B X)B“á ;B??H* v^;L

X)B“á L“”D~Qa ?á?X?(~Q )Y ;L“B“;~?Ba “á}“KQ 
Q~“(H “Q ñ^“BHD“(Q )( ~L? ~LB?QL)áH )Y )(?♦Q 
)”G?;~Dú? XD(H* WL?K }Dáá ()~ ’?BXD~ ~L? 
D(HDúDH^“á ~) L“B”)B L“~B?H )B ~) ?X“(“~? 
~L)^ñL~Q )Y X“áD;? ~)}“BH )~L?BQ*

wY Q)X?)(? }?B? ~) H) ^Q “ Q^HH?( Q?BD)^Q 
D(G^Q~D;? )B D(~?(~D)(“á L^B~a Y)B ?'“X’á?a 
“(H }? }?B? “}“B? )Y D~a ~L?B? })^áH ’?Bs
L“’Q ”? “ (“~^B“á ?X)~D)(“á B?Q’)(Q? ^’)( 
)^B ’“B~* Í ? XDñL~ ?'’?BD?(;? “(ñ?B “~ ~L? 
~DX? “(H ~L? D(Q~D(;~Dú? ’B);áDúD~K ~) Q~BDN? 
”“;Na ~) B?~“áD“~? D( ND(H* Í? })^áH YD(H 
~L“~ “Y~?B ~L? X)X?(~“BK ?X)~D)(“á )^~s 
”^BQ~ ~L? ;L“B“;~?B ’“~~?B( ~) }LD;L }? 
L“ú? ”?;)X? ’QK;L)á)ñD;“ááK ;)(HD~D)(?H 
})^áH “QQ?B~ D~Q?áY* WL? á“} )Y ~L? Q^”G?;s
~Dú? XD(Ha ~L? L“”D~^“á ;)(úD;~D)( ~L“~ ~) 
L“B”)B X“áD;? DQ }B)(ña })^áH ;)X? ~) ~L? 
Y)B?* Í? })^áH B?G?;~ Q^;L ;)(H^;~a }? 
})^áH Y??á ;)(~BD~?a DY ()~ “QL“X?H “~ )^B 
X)X?(~“BK á)QQ )Y Q?áYs;)(~B)á*

Í ? ;“(()~ )’’)Q? L“”D~Q )Y ;L“B“;~?B ^(s
á?QQ }? H?~?BXD(? “(?} ”K ?X’L“~D; H?s
;DQD!( ~) ”B?“N ~L? L“”D~* Í ? Bój ;)(Q;D)^Qs
áK ;L“(ñ? “ á“} }LD;L }? )^BQ?áú?Q L“ú? 
?Q~“”áDQL?H D( ~L? Q^”G?;~Dú? XD(H* WL? H?s
;DQD!( ~) ;L“(ñ?a L)}?ú?Ba L“Q ~) ”? “Q D(s
~?(Q? “ Q~DX^á^Q “Q }“Q ~L? D(D~D“á )(?a )B 
D~ DQ D(?YY?;~^“á* Í ? (??H )(áK B?;“áá L)} 
HDYYD;^á~ D~ DQ ~) B?X)ú? “ L“”D~ )Y á)(ñ 
Q~“(HD(ñ*

-)B“á “(H ?~LD;“á ;)(H^;~ H)?Q ()~ B?s 
‘^DB? )(? ~) Q^YY?B D(HDñ(D~D?Q )B L^B~Q ”K 
?(?XD?Q* WL? ?'~B?X? ’“QQDú? Q~“~? }L?B?D( 
)(? D(H^áñ?Q ~L? “”^Q? )Y )~L?BQ DQ “( ?Bs 
B)(?)^Q ;)(;?’~D)( )Y L^XDáD~K* R^Q~D;? “(H 
BDñL~?)^Q(?QQ (??H ’)QD~Dú? “;~D)( D( ~L?DB 
Q^’’)B~a G^Q~ “Q ?úDásH)D(ñ B?‘^DB?Q D~* 
WL)^ñL ~L? ?úDáH)?Ba DY L? úD)á“~?Q .)QXD; 
á“}Q )B (“~^B“á )(?Qa Q^YY?BQ ~L? ;)(Q?s
‘^?(;?Q )Y LDQ “;~Qa Q^;L “á)(? DQ ()~ Q^YYDs
;D?(~* í XDáD~“(~ Q~“(H X^Q~ ”? ~“N?( ”K 
~L? X)H?B( XKQ~D; ~) ’B?ú?(~ “(H ~) )”Q~B^;~ 
X“á?ú)á?(~ “;~Q YB)X }LD;L ñB?“~ L“BX X“K 
“;;B^?* WL? “~~D~^H? }LD;L ~L?( X^Q~ ”? 
HDQ’á“K?H X^Q~ ()~ ”? )(? )Y B?~BD”^~D)(a )Y 
?(H?“ú)BD(ñ ~) ?'“;~ ’^(DQLX?(~ YB)X ~L? 
}B)(ñH)?B* íY~?B “ááa }? “B? ()~ ~L? )(?Q 
~) G^Hñ? )~L?BQ “(H ~) ?(Y)B;? X“(sX“H? 
á“}Q ^(á?QQ Q) “’’)D(~?Ha 5)B “B? }? ~L? 
“B”D~?BQ )Y .)QXD; á“}Q* Í ? ;“( “(H }? 
QL)^áH G^Q~ IAqA< }L“~ }? N()} ~) ”? DXs
X)B“á )B ^(?~LD;“á “;~Q*

wQ Y)B;< ’?BXDQQD”á? DY ~L“~ “á)(? }Dáá ’B?s
ú?(~ Q?BD)^Q }B)(ñQ YB)X ”?D(ñ ;)XXD~~?H$
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WL? “(Q}?B DQ NAéF DY ~L? Y)B;< DQ ^~DáD6?H 
)(áK ~) ~L? ?'~?(~ )Y ~L}“B~D(ñ ~L? }B)(ñ* 
w~ DQ á)ñD;“á ~L“~ BDñL~ X^Q~ L“ú? “Q 
X^;L ’)}?B “(H X)~Dú“~D)( ~) ?(Y)B;? D~Q?áY 
“Q L“Q ?úDá* WLDQ Y)B;< DQ ()~ “á}“KQ )Y “ 
’LKQD;“á ND(H* w~ X“K ”? ~L? ?'?B;DQ? )Y 
}Dáá ’)}?B )B ’B)’?BáK HDB?;~?H ~L)^ñL~* 
>)}?ú?Ba “Q D( ’LKQD;Qa ~L? ’B)’?B “’’áD;“s
~D)( )Y ~L? X<HD^X X^Q~ ”? ;)(QDH?B?H DY 
Q“~DQY“;~)BK B?Q^á~Q “B? ~) ”? L“H*

ÍL?B? ~L)Q? }L) })^áH ;)XXD~ “ }B)(ñ 
“B? D( Q^;L Q~“~? )Y ;)(Q;D)^Q(?QQ )B X)B“á 
;)X’B?L?(QD)( ~L“~ “( “’’?“á ~) B?“Q)( “(H 
’BD(;D’D? })^áH ”? D(?YY?;~^“á D( Q~)’’D(ñ 
~L?DB “;~Qa ~L?( “ X?~L)H X^Q~ ”? ?X’á)K?H 
Q^D~“”á? ~) ~L? );;“QD)(* WL?B? DQ X^;L 
’B?;?H?(;? Y)B ~LDQ ’BD(;D’D?* Í? (??H )(áK 
B?;“áá ~L“~ R?Q]Q HB)ú? ~L? X)(?K ;L“(ñ?BQ 
YB)X ~L? W?X’á? ”K q”NéxBó< X?“(Q* 9^Bs 
~L?Ba “;;)BHD(ñ ~) ~L? b2H W?Q~“X?(~ “;s 
;)^(~Qa B?áDñD)^Q á?“H?BQ Q^;L “Q -)Q?Q }?B? 
ñDú?( ~L? ’)}?B ~) D(ú)N? (“~^B?♦Q Y)B;?Q 
”K }LD;L ~L?DB ?(?XD?Q }?B? ’LKQD;“ááK 
H?Y?“~?H*

wY }? L??H ~L? HD;~“~?Q )Y ;)(Q;D?(;?a ~L? 
?HD;~Q )Y ~L? D(~?ááDñ?(;? )Y nD? Q)^áa “(H 
D(~?B’B?~ ~L?X D( ~?BXQ )Y “ ;B??H )Y BDñL~s 
?)^Q(?QQ “(H Q?áYs;)(~B)á }LD;L }? L“”D~^“ás 
áK Y)áá)}a }? }Dáá (?ú?B Q?BD)^QáK “;~ ;)^(~?B 
~) )^B LDñL?Q~ X)~Dú?Q*Ñ z

T$ñq”UéUHñ UD l3YHHPÜY0’UO
Í LK H) ’?)’á? ?'“ññ?B“~?$ WLDQ ‘^?Qs

~D)( L“Q ;)X? ~) XK “~~?(~D)( D( ;)BB?Q’)(s 
H?(;? ~LB?? )B Y)^B ~DX?Q }D~LD( ~L? ’“Q~ 
~}) X)(~LQ* w~ DQ )HH ~L“~ ~L? Q“X? ‘^?Qs
~D)( }Dáá ;)X? D( ñB)^’Q B“~L?B ~L“( QD(ñáK* 
I?BK )Y~?( “ ‘^?Q~D)( ^’)( “ ;?B~“D( Q^”G?;~ 
}Dáá ”? B?’?“~?H (^B(?B)^Q ~DX?Qa }D~LD( “ 
áDXD~?H á?(ñ~L )Y ~DX?a “(H ~L?( ()~ B?’?“~?H 
“ñ“D(* WLDQ ?'’á“D(Q }LK Q)X? )Y~?(sB?’?“~s 
?H ‘^?Q~D)(Q “B? “(Q}?B?H ”K Q’?;D“ááK ’B?s
’“B?H á?~~?BQ ~L“~ “;;)X’“(K ~L? y)QD;B^s
;D“( X)()ñB“’LQ*

W) B?~^B( ~) ~L? ’)D(~ )Y ~L? ‘^?Q~D)(a 
?'“ññ?B“~D)( DQ “ ~B“D~ )Y ”?L“úD)B ~L“~ DQ 
’B?Q?(~ D( ’B)”“”áK ?ú?BK áDúD(ñ ~LD(ñ* WLDQ 
X?“(Q ~L“~a D( “áá ’B)”“”DáD~Ka D~ DQ ()~ ;)(s 
YD(?H )(áK ~) ~L? L^X“( B“;?* Í ? Q?? ~B“;?Q 
)Y ?'“ññ?B“~?H ”?L“úD)B D( )~L?B Y)BXQ )Y 
“(DX“á áDY?a “(Ha DY D~ }?B? ’)QQD”á? ~) )”s
Q?Bú? ~LDQ ~B“D~a }? })^áH ’B)”“”áK YD(H D~ 
D( “áá áDY?* WLDQ ’B?XDQ? })^áH L“ú? á?H 
’QK;L)á)ñDQ~Q )Y YDY~K )B Q?ú?BD~KsYDú? K?“BQ 
“ñ) ~) ”?áD?ú? ~L“~ ?'“ññ?B“~D)( }“Q 
D(Q~D(;~Dú?*

í( ?“BáK ;)(;á^QD!( )Y Q)X? ’QK;L)á)ñD;“á 
Q;L))áQ D( ~L? ”?ñD((D(ñ )Y ~LDQ ;?(~^BK }“Q 
~L“~ }L?( “(K ~B“D~ }“Q )”Q?Bú?H “Q );;^Bs 
BD(ñu }D~L B?“Q)(“”á? YB?‘^?(;Ka D~ }“Q ;)(s 
;á^H?H ~L“~ ~L? D(HDúDH^“á }“Q ”)B( }D~L “ 
’B)’?(QD~K )B ~?(H?(;K ~) H) “ ’“B~D;^á“B 
~LD(ñ )B X“(DY?Q~ “ Q’?;DYD; Y)BX )Y ”?s
L“úD)B* -)B? B?;?(~ ;)(;á^QD)(Q )Y ’QK;L)s
á)ñD;“á B?Q?“B;L Q??X ~) D(HD;“~? ~L“~ Q)X? 
)Y ~L?X }?B? B?“;L?H }D~L)^~ ’B)’?B Q~^HK 
“(H D(ú?Q~Dñ“ ~D)(* w( )~L?B })BHQa D~ }“Q 
Q)X?}L“~ “( ?'“X’á? )Y ?'“ññ?B“~D)( Y)B 
^Q ~) G^X’ ~) ~L? ;)(;á^QD!( ~L“~ ;?B~“D( 
~B“D~Q }?B? D(Q~D(;~Dú? X?B?áK ”?;“^Q? “~s
~?(~D)(a YB)X ~L? Q~“(H’)D(~ )Y ’QK;L)á)ñKa 
L“H ”??( HDB?;~?H ~) ~L? ’“B~D;^á“B ’L?s
()X?()(a }L?B?“Q ~L? ’L?()X?()( L“H 
’B)”“”áK X“(DY?Q~?H D~Q?áY D( )(? }“K )B 
“()~L?B H^BD(ñ ~L)^Q“(HQ )Y K?“BQ D( X“(♦Q 
LDQ~)BK*

WLDQ XDñL~ á?“H ^Q ~) ~L? YDBQ~ “(Q}?B ~) 
)^B ‘^?Q~D)(* 3'“ññ?B“~D)( DQ ;“^Q?H ”K D(s 
Q^YYD;D?(~ ?úDH?(;?* wY }? )”Q?Bú? ú“BD)^Q 
L“’’?(D(ñQ ^(H?B ;?B~“D( ;)(HD~D)(Qa ~L? 
~?(H?(;K DQ ~) ?'“ññ?B“~? ~L?DB DX’)B~“(;?* 
wY “ ;?B~“D( }?“~L?B ;)(HD~D)( Y)áá)}Q “ 
;L“(ñ? )Y ~L? X))( )B Q)X? )~L?B ;?á?Q~D“á 
?ú?(~a D~ DQ ’B?Q^X?H ”K ~L? D(HDúDH^“á X“Ns 
D(ñ ~L? )”Q?Bú“~D)( ~L“~ D~ ;“( “á}“KQ ”? 
H?’?(H?H ^’)( ~L“~ ~L? Q“X? ND(H )Y }?“~Ls
?B }Dáá Y)áá)} ~L? DH?(~D;“á ’L?()X?()(* 
WLDQ DQ ()~ ~) ”? D(~?B’B?~?H ~L“~ ;?B~“D( 
;?á?Q~D“á ’L?()X?(“ L“ú? () ”?“BD(ñ ^’)( 
~L? }?“~L?Ba ”^~ ~L“~ ~L?B? DQ () L“BH “(H 
Y“Q~ B^á? )Y ;“^Q? “(H ?YY?;~ D( ~LDQ ’“B~D;^á“B 
B?á“~D)(QLD’* 3'“ññ?B“~D)( )Y ~LDQ ~K’? á?“HQ 
~) Q^’?BQ~D~D)( )B ~L? ”^DáHD(ñ ^’ )Y ~L?)BD?Q 
()~ ;)(;á^QDú?áK ’B)ú?H D( Y“;~*

kB)”“”áK ~L? ”“QD; B?“Q)( Y)B ~L? L^X“( 
”?D(ñ♦Q ?'“ññ?B“~D)( DQ ~) ”? Y)^(H D( ;?B~“D( 
Q“~DQY“;~D)(Q ~) ~L? ?ñ)* w~ Q??XQ X)B? )B 
á?QQ “ Y“;~ ~L“~ ?“;L )Y ^Q ?(G)KQ ~L? ()ú?á~K 
)Y ”BD(ñD(ñ Q)X?~LD(ñ ~L“~ L“Q DX’B?QQ?H ^Q 
~) ~L? “~~?(~D)( )Y Q)X?)(? ?áQ?* k)QQD”áKa 
X“( L“Q “ (“~^B“á D(Q~D(;~Dú? Q?(Q? )Y ;^BDs 
)QD~Ka “(H }L?( ~L“~ ;^BD)QD~K DQ Q“~DQYD?H 
)B Q~DX^á“~?H ~L?B? DQ “ ~?(H?(;K ~) ’“QQ 
)( ~L? D(Y)BX“~D)( L? ”?áD?ú?Q L? X“K L“ú? 
ñ“D(?H D( ~L? ’“B~D;^á“B HDQ;)ú?BK* W) ’á“;? 
~)) X^;L ?X’L“QDQ ^’)( Q^;L “ ”“QDQ DQ ~) 
?'“ññ?B“~? ~L? DX’)B~“(;? )Y ?ú?BK ~BDúD“á 
D(;DH?(~ “(H ~) ”BD(ñ D~ ~) ~L? Y);^Q )Y “~s
~?(~D)(, “Y~?B “ ;?B~“D( á“’Q? )Y ~DX? D~ ”?s 
;)X?Q ?'~B?X?áK HDYYD;^á~ ~) HDQ~D(ñ^DQL ”?s
~}??( Y“;~ “(H Y“(;K* w( )~L?B })BHQa )(?
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)Y ~L? ’?;^áD“B Y“;~)BQ ~) ;)(QDH?B D( ~L? 
Q~^HK )Y ~L? ’QK;L)á)ñK )Y ?'“ññ?B“~D)( DQ 
~L“~ ~L? D(HDúDH^“á }L) ?'“ññ?B“~?Q DQ ^(s 
“”á? ~) HDQ~D(ñ^DQL ”?~}??( ~L? ?á?X?(~“BK 
Y“;~ “(H LDQ ?'“ññ?B“~D)( )Y ~L? Y“;~, “(H 
L?B? }? ?(~?B D(~) ~L? ’LDá)Q)’LK )Y }L“~ 
DQ ~L? ~B^~L*

v)X?)(? XDñL~ Q“K ~L“~ ~LDQ ;)(;á^QD!( 
;“^Q?Q “(K ~L)^ñL~Y^á ’?BQ)( ~) “QN ~L? 
‘^?Q~D)( “Q ~) }L?~L?B )B ()~ ?ú?BK ’?BQ)( 
}L) ?'“ññ?B“~?Q “áQ) ’B?ú“BD;“~?Q* wY }? “B? 
;)X’á?~?áK L)(?Q~ “(H )”G?;~Dú? D( )^B ;)(s 
QDH?B“~D)( )Y ~L?Q? ’)D(~Qa w ”?áD?ú? ~L“~ D~ DQ 
’)QQD”á? Y)B ^Q ~) ;)(;á^H? ~L“~ “(K H?ñB?? 
)Y ?'“ññ?B“~D)( DQ ~) “ ;?B~“D( ?'~?(~ “ ’B?s 
ú“BD;“~D)(* ÍL?( }? ~“N? QDX’á? Y“;~Qa ?'s 
’“(H “(H ”^DáH ~L?X ^’ ’^B?áK ~LB)^ñL )^B 
B?“Q)(D(ñ ’B);?QQa }? L“ú? “HH?H Y“;~)BQ ~) 
Y“;~Q ~L“~ )(áK ?'DQ~ D( )^B )}( XD(HQ* b(? 
)Y ~L? X)Q~ Y“X)^Q ?'“X’á?Q )Y ?'“ññ?B“s
~D)( DQ D( ~L? Q~)BK “”)^~ ~L? QD6? )Y ~L? YDQL 
~L“~ ñ)~ “ }“K YB)X ~L? YDQL?BX“(* WL? YDQL 
ñ?~Q á“Bñ?B ?ú?BK ~DX? ~L? Q~)BK DQ ~)áH ^(~Dá 
~L? DH?“ ”?;)X?Q Q) YD'?H D( ~L? XD(H )Y ~L? 
’?BQ)( B?á“~D(ñ ~L? ;DB;^XQ~“(;?Q ~L“~ L? 
~B^áK ”?áD?ú?Q ~L“~ ~L? YDQLa }LD;L á^;NDáK 
?Q;“’?Ha }“Q “;~^“ááK X^;L ”Dññ?B ~L“( D~ 
})^áH L“ú? ’B)ú?H ~) ”? D( B?“áD~K DY D~ L“H 
”??( ;“^ñL~a X?“Q^B?Ha “(H }?DñL?H*

v)X? ’?)’á? ?'“ññ?B“~? X^;L X)B? ~L“( 
)~L?BQ* v)X? “B? ú?BK áD~?B“áÑ Q) áD~?B“á ~L“~ 
?ú?BK~LD(ñ ~L?K H) L“Q ~) ”? }?DñL?Ha Q~^Hs 
D?Ha “(“áK6?Ha “(H B?’B)H^;?H D( ;)(ú?BQ“s
B)( )B D( }BD~D(ñ ~) Q^;L “( ?'“;~ H?ñB?? 
~L“~ D~ ”?;)X?Q X)()~)()^Q* >)}?ú?Ba ~LDQ 
~K’? )Y D(HDúDH^“á ”?;)X?Q “ X)Q~ ?YYD;D?(~ 
Q;D?(~DQ~a Q~“~DQ~D;D“(a )B N??’?B )Y B?;)BHQ 
)Y “(K ND(H* >? DQ ~L? D(HDúDH^“á }L) ;“( 
”? ~B^Q~?H ~) ~B^áK ;)(ú?K ~L? Y“;~Q B?ñ“BHs 
D(ñ “(K )”G?;~Dú? ’L?()X?(“ ~L“~ L? L“Q 
)”Q?Bú?H* jQ^“ááKa ?'’?BD?(;? }Dáá QL)} ^Q 
~L“~ Q^;L “ ’?BQ)( á“;NQ DX“ñD(“~D)(* wY 
~L?B? DQ “(K~LD(ñ ñ))H }? ;“( Q“K Y)B ~L? 
D(HDúDH^“á }L) L“Q “ ~?(H?(;K ~) ?'“ññ?B“~? 
~)) X^;La D~ DQ ~L“~ L? L“Q “ úDúDH 
DX“ñD(“~D)(*

k?)’á? }L) H) ?'“ññ?B“~? ;)(QDH?B“”áK D( 
Q’??;L “(H “;~D)( )Y~?( “B? ?X’á)K?H D( 
LDñLa B?Q’?;~?Ha “(H B?Q’)(QD”á? ’)QD~D)(Q* w~ 
DQ ~L?DB ñDY~ ~) ”? “”á? ~) ~“N? ;)X’“B“~Dú?áK 
QDX’á? ~LD(ñQa B“~D)(“áD6? ~L?X D(~) ñB?“~?B 
~LD(ñQa “(H ~LB)^ñL DX“ñD(“~D)( ’B)H^;? 
Q)X?~LD(ñ )Y ~B^? D(~?B?Q~ )^~ )Y }L“~ ~) ~L? 
ú?BK áD~?B“á ’?BQ)( })^áH L“ú? ”??( )(áK

“( ?ú?(~ )B );;^BB?(;? )Y XD()B ;)(Q?s 
‘^?(;?* v^B?áK }D~L)^~ “(K ?'“ññ?B“~D)( 
“(H }D~L)^~ ~L? ?'?B;DQ? )Y DX“ñD(“~D)( ~L? 
áDú?Q )Y X)Q~ )Y ^Q })^áH ”? ú?BK H^áá* Í? 
“B? “”á? ~) ”BD(ñ D(~?B?Q~ ~) )~L?B}DQ? ^(s 
D(~?B?Q~D(ñ ~LD(ñQa “(H ’)QQD”áK ?ú?( ~) H^áá 
’B);?QQ?Qa ”K ?(;)^B“ñD(ñ ~L? ^Q? )Y DXs
“ñD(“~D)(*

íáá ~L?Q? )”Q?Bú“~D)(Q “B? ()~ ~) ”? D(~?Bs 
’B?~?H “Q Q?~~D(ñ ^’ ~L? ’BD(;D’D? ~L“~ ?'“ñs
ñ?B“~D)( “(H DX“ñD(“~D)( “B? DH?(~D;“á* wXs
“ñD(“~D)( ;“( ”?a “(Ha }L?( ’B)’?BáK ^Q?Ha 
DQ “ ú?BK ;)(Q~B^;~Dú? Y“;^á~K* w~ X“N?Q ’)Qs
QD”á? Y)B X“( ~) ”? ;L“áá?(ñ?H ~) ñB?“~?B 
“;;)X’áDQLX?(~Q “(H ~) LDñL?B ’^B’)Q?Q* w~ 
“HHQ úD~“áD~K ~) X)B? )B á?QQ )BHD(“BK ~LD(ñQa 
X“ND(ñ D~ ’)QQD”á? Y)B X“( ~) Q?? ”?K)(H ~L? 
áDXD~D(ñ ;DB;^XQ~“(;?Q )Y LDQ DXX?HD“~? ?(s
úDB)(X?(~a “(H ~) “Q’DB?a D( XD(H “~ á?“Q~a 
~)}“BH LDñL?B “DXQ*

y?áDñD!( DQ “á}“KQ ;á)Q?áK ~D?H ^’ }D~L 
DX“ñD(“~D)(* w~ DQ ~) ~L? DX“ñD(“~D)( ~L“~ 
~L? ~?“;L?B )Y B?áDñD!( “’’?“áQ D( H?Q;BD”D(ñ 
~L? ú“BD)^Q Y)BXQ )Y B?áDñD)^Q ”?L“úD)B “(H 
~L? ”?(?YD~Q ~) ”? )”~“D(?H ”K ;)(Y)BX“(;? 
~) ;B??HQ* 3'“ññ?B“~D)( HDYY?BQ YB)X DX“ñDs
(“~D)( D( ~L? Q“X? }“K ~L“~ H“KHB?“XD(ñ 
HDYY?BQ YB)X DX“ñD(“~D)(* 3'“ññ?B“~D)( DQ 
Q)X?~DX?Q X?B?áK ~L? ^()Bñ“(D6?H “(H 
Q’)(~“(?)^Q ?'’B?QQD)( )Y “( D(HDúDH^“á 
}DQLD(ñ ~) ;“áD “~~?(~D)( ~) LDXQ?áY* w( )~Ls
?B })BHQa D~ X“K ”? ()~LD(ñ X)B? ~L“( ’^B< 
?ñ)~DQX* v^;L ”?L“úD)B DQ )Y () ;)(Q?‘^?(;? 
D(Q)Y“B “Q “(K ;)(Q~B^;~Dú? ’^B’)Q? DQ ;)(s 
;?B(?Ha “(Ha D( Y“;~a ;“( ”? H?YD(D~?áK H?~BDs 
X?(~“áa ’“B~D;^á“BáK “Q D~ X“K “YY?;~ )~L?B 
D(HDúDH^8DQ }L) “;;?’~ áD~?B“ááK Q^;L ?'“ñs 
ñ?B“~?H Q~“~?X?(~Q )B )’D(D)(Q*

3'“ññ?B“~D)( DQ ()~ áDXD~?H ~) ~L? X^(s 
H“(? YD?áH ?';á^QDú?áK* w~ DQ ()~ ^(^Q^“á ~) 
YD(H D~ B“X’“(~ “X)(ñ ~L)Q? D(HDúDH^8DQ }L) 
“B? á?H Y)B ~L? YDBQ~ ~DX? D(~) ~L? Q~^HK )Y 
’QK;L)á)ñD;“áa X?~“’LKQD;“áa “(H XKQ~D;“á 
’BD(;D’D?Q* jQ^“ááKa ?'“ññ?B“~D)( )Y ~LDQ 
~K’? DQ ()~ D(QD(;?B?a ”^~ B“~L?B DQ H^? ~) 
~L? ()ú?á~K )Y (?} úDQ~“Q )’?(D(ñ ”?Y)B? 
Q^;L “( D(HDúDH^“á* 3ú?( D( ;)((?;~D)( }D~L 
~L? y)QD;B^;D“( ~?“;LD(ñQ ?'“X’á?Q )Y D(HDs
úDH^8DQ L“ú? ”??( Y)^(H }L) L“ú? ?'“ñs 
ñ?B“~?H ~L? B?Q^á~Q )Y ~L?DB )}( ;)(;?(~B“s 
~D)( “(H X?HD~“ ~D)(* WL?K L“ú? D( ~L?DB 
?(~L^QD“QX “HH?H ~LB)^ñL ~L?DB )}( B?“Q)(s
D(ñ X“(K ~LD(ñQ ~L“~ }?B? ()~ “;~^“ááK ?'s
DQ~?(~a Q)X?~DX?Q D( ~L? L)’? ~L“~ ~L?Q?
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~LD(ñQ }LD;L ~L?K ?'“ññ?B“~? XDñL~ “;~^“ááK 
L“ú? ?'DQ~?(;?*

W) “ ;?B~“D( ?'~?(~a ~L?B? DQ ()~LD(ñ }B)(ñ 
)B L“BXY^á D( ~L?Q? ’B“;~D;?Q* w( “( L)(?Q~ 
“(“áKQDQ )Y ~LDQ Q^”G?;~a }? QL)^áH (?ú?B 
Y)Bñ?~ ~L“~ }? “áá ?'“ññ?B“~? ~) Q)X? ?'~?(~* 
k?BQ)(“á ~B“D~Q HDYY?Ba ”^~ ~L? ’?BQ)( }L) 
Q’?“NQ Q’)(~“(?)^QáK ^’)( “ Q^”G?;~ ~L“~ 
D(~?B?Q~Q LDXa “(H }D~L)^~ H^? ;)(QDH?B“~D)(a 
DQ ’B)(? ~) ?'“ññ?B“~?* -“(K )Y ^Q N()} 
YB)X ’?BQ)(“á ?'’?BD?(;? L)} ‘^D;NáK ~L? 
L“”D~ H?ú?á)’Qa “(H }D~L)^~ D(~?(~ )Y H?;?D~ 
)B “ H?QDB? ~) ’B)X)~? )^B )}( }DQL?Q )B 
’)D(~Q )Y úD?} ~) ~L? ?';á^QD!( )Y )~L?BQa }? 
Y“áá D(~) ~L? L“”D~ )Y ?X”?ááDQLD(ñ }L“~ 
XDñL~ )~L?B}DQ? ”? QDX’á? ~LD(ñQ*

mDN? X“(K )~L?B ~LD(ñQ D( áDY? }D~L }LD;L 
~L? L^X“( ”?D(ñ X^Q~ ;)’?a ?'“ññ?B“~D)( D( 
X)H?B“~D)( DQ L“BXá?QQa ”^~ D( D~Q ?'~B?X? 
D~ ;“( á?“H ~) “ ñB?“~ H?“á )Y L“BX* wY “( 
D(HDúDH^“á ?'“ññ?B“~?Q ;)(Q;D)^QáKÑ ~L“~ DQa 
DY “ ’?BQ)( H?ú?á)’Q “ L“”D~ )Y ~“ND(ñ ?ú?BK 
Y“;~ “(H ’BD(;D’D?a ~L? B?Q^á~ )Y ?ú?BK )”s 
Q?Bú“~D)(a “Q ~L? ”“QDQ ~) ”^DáH ^’ “( ?'“ñs 
ñ?B“~?H Q~)BK “Q ~) ~L? ;“^Q?Qa “;~^“á 
X“(DY?Q~“~D)(Q “(H Y^~^B? ’)QQD”DáD~D?Q )Y ~L? 
?ú?(~ )B ’L?()X?()(Ñ~L?( Q^;L “( D(HDs
úDH^“á DQ D(úD~D(ñ ~B)^”á?* >? DQ ’?BY)BXD(ñ 
“( D(G^Q~D;? ()~ )(áK ~) ~L)Q? }L) L?“B ~L? 
?'“ññ?B“~?H Q~“~?X?(~Q “(H “;;?’~ ~L?X “Q 
Y“;~Qa “(H ?ú?(~^“ááK “B? HDQDáá^QD)(?Ha ”^~ 
“áQ) ~) LDXQ?áY Y)B L? Q^YY?BQ ~L? ñB?“~?Q~ 
L“BX*

9B)X “ ’QK;L)á)ñD;“á Q~“(H’)D(~ D~ ;“( 
”? Q^XX“BD6?H D(~) ~LDQ ’BD(;D’D?é DY K)^ 
;)(Q;D)^QáK ?'“ññ?B“~? D( Q’?“ND(ña K)^ }Dáá 
?'“ññ?B“~? D( ~LD(ND(ñ* íQ “ B?Q^á~a K)^ 
}Dáá ”^DáH ^’ L“”D~Q ~L“~ }Dáá á?“H K)^ ~) 
?X”?ááDQL ?ú?BK ~LD(ñ “(H ?ú?(~ ~L“~ );;^BQ 
D( áDY?* WL? B?Q^á~ }Dáá ”? “ áDY? )Y ?'~B?X?Q* 
v^;L “( D(HDúDH^“á }Dáá ?ú?(~^“ááK YD(H LDXs
Q?áY D( “ ’)QD~D)( )Y ()~ ”?D(ñ “”á? ~) B“~D)(s 
“ááKa “(H }D~L ~L? ?'?B;DQ? )Y ñ))H ;)XX)( 
Q?(Q?a ;)(QDH?B “(K ’“B~D;^á“B ~LD(ñ ^’)( 
}LD;L L? X^Q~ ’“QQ G^HñX?(~* >? }Dáá Yá^;s 
~^“~? ”?~}??( ~L? ?'~B?X?Q )Y ’?QQDXDQX 
“(H )’~DXDQX, L? DQ áDN?áK ~) H}?áá ?D~L?B 
D( ~L? L?DñL~Q )Y G)K )B D( ~L? H?’~LQ )Y 
ñá))X*

W) Q^XX“BD6? “ñ“D( D( X)B? Y)BX“á ’QKs
;L)á)ñD;“á ~?BXD()á)ñKa ?'~B?X? ?'“ññ?B“s
~D)( á?“HQ ~) ?X)~D)(“á ^(”“á“(;?* WL? ?X)s
~D)(Q ;“( ”? ~)^;L?H )YY ~) Q^;L ?'~B?X? ”K 
~L? ?á“”)B“~D)(Q )Y “ QDX’á? Y“;~ )B ;)XX)(s 
’á“;? Q~)BK ~L“~ ~L?K }Dáá “á}“KQ B?“;~ úD)s

á?(~áK D(Q~?“H )Y ()BX“ááK* wY D( B?á“~D(ñ “ 
QDX’á? ?'’?BD?(;? “( D(HDúDH^“á L“Q L“”D~s 
^“ááK ;)X? ~) ~L? ’)D(~ }L?B? L? ?X”?ááDQL?Q 
D~ }D~L X“(K “HHD~D)(“á L“’’?(D(ñQ “(H 
X“(*ó ?'’?BD?(;?Q ~) “’’?“á ~) Q)X?)(? 
?áQ?♦Q DX“ñD(“~D)(a ~L? ?X)~D)(Q “B? )Y~?( 
”B)^ñL~ D(~) Y^áá “(H ?'~B?X? X“(DY?Q~“s
~D)( D( ~L? H?ú?á)’X?(~ )Y Q^;L Q~)BD?Q* íQ 
“ B?Q^á~a “áX)Q~ “(K~LD(ña ?ú?( ”?Y)B? D~ DQ 
?'“ññ?B“~?Ha }Dáá ”BD(ñ “( ^(H^? ?X)~D)(“á 
B?Q’)(Q? ~L“~ }Dáá á?“H ~) “ á?~H)}(a “(Ha 
D( ~^B(a ~) HDQ“’’)D(~X?(~*

Í? ’B)”“”áK L“ú? ()~ L“H “ ;)X’á?~? 
“(Q}?B ~) )^B ‘^?Q~D)(* w~ DQ ()~ ?'“;~áK 
N()}( }LK ’?)’á? ?'“ññ?B“~?a ”^~ D~ DQ 
N()}( ~L“~ ?'“ññ?B“~D)( DQ ’B?ú“á?(~* wY 
}? “B? ~) “’’B)“;L L^X”áK ~L? XKQ~?BD?Q 
)Y ~L? ^(Dú?BQ? “(H ”BD(ñ ~L?X D(~) })B~Ls 
}LDá? ^Q? D( )^B áDú?Qa }? X^Q~ á?“B( ~) 
)”Q?Bú? Y“;~Q “(H ~L? })BáH “”)^~ ^Q }D~L 
“ Q~?“HKD(ñ úD?}’)D(~* Í? X^Q~ B?“áD6? ~L“~ 
~L? ’)}?B )Y DX“ñD(“~D)( DQ ~) L?á’ YD~ ^Q D(~) 
~L? ;)X’áD;“~D)(Q )Y )^B ?(úDB)(X?(~a “(H 
DQ ()~ Y)B ~L? ’^B’)Q? )Y ?'“ññ?B“~D(ñ )^B 
?X)~D)(“á B?“;~D)(Q ~) ~L? ’)D(~ )Y ;“^QD(ñ 
)^BQ?áú?Q XDQ?BK )B HDYYD;^á~D?Q ”?K)(H }L“~ 
}? )BHD(“BDáK X^Q~ ?(H^B?*Ñ í

zñ:jUé’$: UD mYK0’$:
í Q)B)B D( 3(ñá“(Ha “HHB?QQD(ñ )^B 9)B^X 

Y)B ~L? YDBQ~ ~DX?a Q“KQé &3ú?BK ()} “(H 
“ñ“D( ~L? ‘^?Q~D)( )Y ”“’~DQX “BDQ?Q “(H w 
})^áH áDN? ~) L“ú? ~L? y)QD;B^;D“( 9)B^X♦Q 
úD?} )( ~L? Q^”G?;~* wQ ”“’~DQX (?;?QQ“BK$ 
.“( “ ’?BQ)( ”? “ .LBDQ~D“( }D~L)^~ “ ;LDDQ~s 
?(D(ñ )B ”“’~DQX$ WL? BD~? )Y ”“’~DQX DQ Q) 
QKX”)áD;a }L“~ DQ D~Q )BDñD( “(H B?“á ú“á^<$¡

íáX)Q~ ?ú?BK B“;? “(H B?áDñD!( L“Q L“H 
“ BD~^“á }LD;La Y^(;~D)(“ááK “~ á?“Q~a DQ QDXs
Dá“B ~) ”“’~DQX* íQ “ ’B“;~D;?a D~ ;“( ”? 
~B“;?H ~) “(~D‘^D~K “(H }“Q D(H^áñ?H D(a “Q 
D~ Q~Dáá DQa ”K ’BDXD~Dú? “Q }?áá “Q “Hú“(;?H 
B?áDñD)(Q* WL? ’B“;~D;? )Y ^QD(ñ }“~?B D( 
;)((?;~D)( }D~L Q)á?X( B?áDñD)^Q )B Q);D“á 
“;~Q “BDQ?Q YB)X “ ’BDXD~Dú? ;)X’“BDQ)( )Y 
’LKQD;“á ;)(HD~D)(Q }D~L X)B“á “(H ?~LD;“á 
)(?Q* g) X“~~?B L)} “Hú“(;?H “ ’?)’á? 
X“K ”?a ~L?K “B? )”áDñ?H ~) HB“} ^’)( ?'s
’?BD?(;? ~) X??~ “ (?} X)B“á )B Q);D“á 
’B)”á?X* ÍL?(a Y)B ?'“X’á?a )(? ~LD(NQ 
)Y ñB)}~La L? DQ D(;áD(?H ~) ;)(;?Dú? )Y D~ D( 
~L? Y)BX D( }LD;L L? L“Q X)Q~ ;)XX)(áK 
?'’?BD?(;?H D~* WL^Qa Q’DBD~^“á “(H X?(~“á 
ñB)}~L X“K ”? QKX”)áD6?H D( ~?BXQ )Y ñB?“~s
?B ’B)’)B~D)(a ?'’“(QD!(a “(H ~L? áDN?* mDN?s
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}DQ?a }L?( X“( ”?ñ“( ~) ;)(;?Dú? ~L? (?s 
;?QQD~K )Y ~L? ’^BDYD;“~D)( )Y ;?B~“D( D(~“(ñDs
”á?Q )Y LDQ (“~^B?a D~ }“Q á)ñD;“á ~L“~ L? 
QL)^áH ~LD(N )Y ~L? X<HD^X ~L“~ ;á?“(Q?H 
LDQ ”)HK*

9)B ~L? B?X)ú“á )Y Y)B?Dñ( ”)HD?Qa ^(s 
}“(~?H Q^”Q~“(;?Qa }“~?B }“Q ~L? ;)XX)(s 
?Q~ “(H X)Q~ Q“~DQY“;~)BK X?“(Q )Y ;á?“(QD(ñ* 
WL? ;)(~“;~ }D~L }“~?B B?ú?“á?H L)} B?á“s 
~Dú?áK ?“QDáK D~ B?X)ú?H ”á?XDQL?Q )Y HDB~ 
“(H B?Q~)B?H X“( “(H )”G?;~Q ~) “ Q~“~? )Y 
;á?“(áD(?QQ* Í“~?Ba Y)B ^(~)áH ;?(~^BD?Qa }“Q 
~) ’BDXD~Dú? X“( ~L? ’BD(;D’“á ?á?X?(~ Y)B 
;á?“(QD(ñ ~L? ”)HK* v^”Q?‘^?(~áKa }L?( 
X“( ;)(;?Dú?H )~L?B ND(HQ )Y ;)(~“XD(“~D)(a 
Q^;L “Q X)B“á ~“D(~ “(H QD(a D~ }“Q ’á“^QD”á? 
~L“~ }“~?B QL)^áH ”? B?Q)B~?H ~) “Q ~L? 
;á?“(QD(ñ “ñ?(~* WL?B? DQ ?ú?BK D(HD;“~D)(a 
YB)X “ Q~^HK )Y ;)(~?X’)B“BK ’BDXD~Dú? 
’?)’á?Qa ~L“~ }“~?B L“Q ”??( ~L)^ñL~ ~) ”? 
;“’“”á?a “Q “( “;~Dú? X<HD^X “(H ()~ X?B?s
áK “Q “ QKX”)áa )Y ’^BDYKD(ñ ~L? Q)^á )Y ?úDá 
“(H )Y )~L?B D(~“(ñD”á? ;)(~“XD(“~D)(Q* v) 
Y)B;?Y^ááK L“Q ’BDXD~Dú? X“( ”??( DX’B?QQ?H 
}D~L ~L? ^~DáD~K )Y }“~?B D( ;á?“(QD(ñ ’LKQDs
;“á )”G?;~Qa ~L“~ L? ~L)^ñL~ D~ ‘^D~? “H?‘^“~? 
}L?(?ú?B ’^BDYD;“~D)( }“Q B?‘^DB?H*

íQDH? YB)X ’LKQD;“á HDB~a “Q Y)B?Dñ( X“~s
~?B ;áD(ñD(ñ ~) ~L? ”)HKa ~L? ’BDXD~Dú? XD(H 
B?“Q)(?H ~L“~ ~L? ’?BQ)( ;)^áH ”? ;)(~“Xs 
D(“~?H ”K )~L?B Y“;~)BQ* w( Y“;~a “(K~LD(ñ 
L“H ~) ”? B?X)ú?H }LD;L XDñL~ ;)BB^’~ )B 
HDQ~^B” }L“~ }“Q ’B?Q^X?H ~) ”? ~L? DH?“á 
Q~“~? )Y ~L? D(HDúDH^“á* WL? D(HDúDH^“á L“H 
~) ”? B?Q~)B?H ~) LDQ Y)BX?B Q~“~? ”K ”?D(ñ 
;á?“(Q?H )B ’^BDYD?H* kBDXD~Dú? B?“Q)(D(ñ 
“QQ^X?Q ~L“~ ~L?B? DQ “ ;)(~“ñD)( )B D(Y?;s 
~D)( “QQ);D“~?H }D~L ^(H?QDB“”á? ~LD(ñQ* WL? 
^(}“(~?H ‘^“áD~K )Y “( )”G?;~ )B ;)(HD ~D)(a 
D~ DQ DX“ñD(?Ha ;“( ”? ~B“(QXD~~?H ”K ;)(~“;~ 
~) “ ’?BQ)(* í~ ~LDQ ’)D(~ }? ~)^;L ^’)( ~L? 
’QK;L)á)ñD;“á ”“QDQ )Y X“ñD;* WL?Q? D(s
úDQD”á? ?QQ?(;?Q ;)^áH ?(~?B ’?BQ)(Q )B B?s
X“D( }D~L ~L?X ^(H?B ;?B~“D( ;DB;^XQ~“(;?Q 
^(~Dá ~L?K }?B? ’^BDYD?H*

W) ~L? ’BDXD~Dú? XD(H ~L? ^(H?QDB“”á? DQ 
“ &óL» * W“”] DQ ~L“~ }LD;L DQ Y)B”DHH?( ”?s 
;“^Q? )Y D~Q “;~^“á )B DX“ñD(?H Dáá ?YY?;~Q* 
W“”^Q “B? “Q (^X?B)^Q “Q ~L? ú“BD)^Q ;^Qs 
~)XQ )Y Q);D?~K* b^B X)Q~ X)H?B( Q);D?~K 
~)H“K L“Q D~Q Q);D“á “(H D~Q B?áDñD)^Q “(H 
X)B“á ~“”^Q* í ~“”] ~) )(? ’?)’á? XDñL~ 
()~ ”? Q) ~) “()~L?B* W) X)Q~ ’BDXD~Dú? 
’?)’á?Qa ”)~L X)~L?B “(H ;LDáH }?B? ~“”] 
DXX?HD“~?áK “Y~?B ~L? ”DB~L* mDN?}DQ?a “Q

}D~L ~L? g“ú“G)a ~L? ~)^;LD(ñ )Y “ H?“H 
”)HK )B HDQ?“Q?H ’?BQ)( DQ “ ~“”]* WL)Q? 
}L) úD)á“~?H ~L?Q? ’B)LD”D~D)(Q }?B? ~L)^ñL~ 
~) ”? “YY?;~?H “(H ~L?K }?B? DX’^B?* WL?K 
~L?( L“H ~) ”? ;á?“(Q?H ”?Y)B? ~L?K ;)^áH 
”? “;;?’~?H “ñ“D( D(~) ()BX“á Q);D?~K* WL? 
’^BDYD;“~D)( )B ;á?“(QD(ñ ;)(QDQ~?H )Y “ ;?B?s
X)(K D( }LD;L ~L? ’?BQ)( }“Q }“QL?H }D~L 
}“~?Ba DXX?BQ?H D( D~ )B “Q’?Bñ?H rQ’BD(Ná?Hd 
}D~L D~* bY~?( ~L? á^Q~B“ ~D)( r’^BDYD;“~D)(d 
;)(QDQ~?H )Y Q;B“’D(ñ ~L? ”)HKa )B “ ’)B~D)( 
)Y D~a )B ?ú?( ”^B(D(ñ* WL? ?')B;DQD(ñ BD~?Q 
})^áH ;“^Q? ~L? D(úDQD”á? ^(H?QDB“”á? ?Qs
Q?(;? ~) ;)X? )^~ )Y ~L? ’)B?Q )Y ~L? Yá?QL* 
WL?Q? BD~?Q ;)(QDQ~?H )Y ;L“(~D(ña ñ?Q~^B?Qa 
“(H ~L? áDN?* WL?(a ~L? Q^”Q~“(;? ;)^áH ”? 
Q;B“’?H )YY )B }“QL?H “}“K }D~L }“~?B*

WL? R?}Qa )( ~L? );;“QD)( )Y ?“;L (?} 
K?“Ba })^áH HDQ;“BH “áá ;))ND(ñ ^~?(QDáQ “Q 
”?D(ñ ^(;á?“(* WLDQ DQ )(? )Y ~L? )2H -)Q“D; 
á“}Q “(H D~ }“Q ’B)”“”áK )BDñD(“~?H Y)B 
LKñD?(D; B?“Q)(Q* w~ “QQ^B?H ~L“~ ~L? L)^Q?s 
L)áH })^áH ”?ñD( }D~L ;á?“( ^~?(QDáQ Y)B ~L? 
(?} K?“B* w~ }“Q ?(Y)B;?H ”K ”?D(ñ X“H? 
“ B?áDñD)^Q ;^Q~)X*

Í“~?Ba “Q )(? )Y ~L? ’BDX“BK Y)B;?Q )Y 
(“~^B?a L“Q á)(ñ ’á“K?H “ ’“B“X)^(~ ’“B~ 
D( X“(♦Q B?áDñD!( “(H ’LDá)Q)’LK* WL? X)s
~D)( “(H Q)^(H )Y }“~?B ;“^Q? D~ ~) “’’?“B 
~) ”? “áDú?* vD(;? X)Q~ ’BDXD~Dú? B?áDñD)(Q 
”?ñD( }D~L “ ”?áD?Y D( “(DXDQX r“áá ~LD(ñQ 
”?D(ñ DX”^?H }D~L áDY? da }“~?B Q??X?H X)Q~ 
B?’B?Q?(~“~Dú? )Y ~LDQ DH?“* Í? ~)H“K N()} 
~L“~a ”D)á)ñD;“ááKa “áX)Q~ “áá áDY? ”?ñD(Q D( 
}“~?B* vDX’á? ’BDXD~Dú? X“( ;)^áH ()~ 
N()} ~L“~a ”^~ LDQ H?’?(H?(;? ^’)( }“~?B 
“(H D~Q “’’“B?(~ ;L“(ñD(ñ X))HQ ;“^Q?H 
LDX ~) “BBDú? “~ “ Q)X?}L“~ QDXDá“B DH?“* 
WL? “(;D?(~ >?”B?}Q L“H “ ’LB“Q?a &áDúD(ñ 
}“~?B*¡ WLDQ ;)(;?’~D)( )Y áDúD(ñ }“~?B }“Q 
^Q?H D( “( “áá?ñ)BD;“á Q?(Q? ”K ~L? “(;D?(~ 
“á;L?XDQ~Q “(H XKQ~D;Q* Í“~?B B?’B?Q?(~?H 
~) ~L?X ~L? ’)}?B )Y áDY?a D~Q ;)(Q~“(~ Yá)} 
“(H úD;DQQD~^H?Q* W) ~L? “á;L?XDQ~a }“~?B 
}“Q “áQ) QKX”)áD; )Y ~L? 9jxWAIéó< éQ<WAj&a 
”K }LD;L “áá ~LD(ñQa Q))(?B )B á“~?Ba }?(~ 
~LB)^ñL “ ~B“(QY)BX“~D)( )Y ~L?DB (“~^B?*

W) WL“á?Qa “(;D?(~ 7B??N ’LDá)Q)’L?Ba 
}“~?B }“Q ~L? ’BDX“BK ;“^Q? )Y “áá ?'DQ~?(;?a 
~L? YDBQ~ Q^”Q~“(;? YB)X }LD;L “áá )~L?B 
?á?X?(~Q ;“B(?* 3“BáK X“( HDQ;)ú?B?Ha “Q 
}?ááa ~L? X?HD;D(“á ú“á^< )Y X“(K Q’BD(ñQ* 
WL^Q ~L? ;^B“~Dú? )B &L?“áD(ñ ’)}?BQ¡ )Y 
}“~?B Q’B?“H “Q “ H);~BD(?*

ÍD~L ~L? H?ú?á)’X?(~ )Y B?áDñD)^Q “(H
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Q);D“á BD~^“áQa }“~?B ;!(~D(^?H ~) ’á“K “ 
’B)XD(?(~ ’“B~ D( ~L?X* w( X“(K Q^;L 
;?B?X)(D?Q ~L? QDXDá“BD~K ~) ”“’~DQX DQ Q) 
’B)()^(;?H ~L“~ ~L?B? DQ ?ú?BK D(HD;“~D)( 
~L“~ ~L? á“~~?B DQ “( ?;á?;~D; BD~?* WL? x^5DQa 
“( íX?BD;“( w(HD“( ~BD”?a ”B?“~L? )( “ 
}“(H D( ~L?DB ;?B?X)(K Y)B D(D~D“~D(ñ “ 
;LDáH D(~) ~L? ~BD”?* WL? }“(H DQ ~L?( }“ú?H 
D( YB)(~ )Y ~L? ;LDáH♦Q X)^~L “(Ha “Q “ 
;áDX“'a }“~?B DQ “Q’?Bñ?H ^’)( ~L? K)^(ñ 
;“(HDH“ ~?* w( WD”?~a ~L? ;?B?X)(K )Y (“X?s 
ñDúD(ñ ~) ;LDáHB?( DQ “ Q“;B?H ?ú?(~* WLDQ 
;?B?X)(K DQ ^Q^“ááK ;)(H^;~?H YB)X ~LB?? 
~) ~?( H“KQ “Y~?B ”DB~L* &.“(Há?Q “B? áD~ )( 
L)X? “á~“BQ*¡ WL? á“X“ Q~“(HQ )ú?B “ ú?QQ?á 
)Y }“~?Ba B?;D~?Q ~L? ;)(Q?;B“~D)( YB)X “ 
Q;B)áá “(H ~L?( &~L? ;LDáH DQ DXX?BQ?H ~LB?? 
~DX?Q D( ~L? }“~?B¡ “(H ;“áá?H ”K D~Q 5“X?* 
WL? ’“B“áá?á ”?~}??( ~LDQ “(H ;LBDQ~?(D(ñ DQ 
;?B~“D(áK X)B? ~L“( ;)D(;DH?(~“á*

íX)(ñ ~L? UB“LX“(Qa ~L? D(~?áá?;~^“á 
;“Q~? )Y ~L? >D(H^Qa }L?( &“ ”)K B?“;L?Q 
~L? “ñ? )Y HDQ;B?~D)(a¡ L? DQ ~) ”? D(Q~“áá?H 
D( ~L? UB“LX“( Y“D~L* í ñ^B^ rB?áDñD)^Q 
~?“;L?Bd “QNQ ~L? ”)K LDQ 5“X? “(H ~L?(a 
~“ND(ñ }“~?Ba L? Q’BD(Ná?Q ~L? ”)K♦Q L?“H 
}D~L D~ ~LB?? ~DX?Q* >? (?'~ B?“HQ YB)X ~L? 
Q“;B?H I?H“Q* WL? ”)K DQ ()} Q“DH ~) ”? 
&~}D;? ”)B(*¡ WLDQ BD~? )Y k“áD(ñD(?QD“a )B 
”?D(ñ ”)B( “ñ“D(a DQa }? Q??a “áQ) )(? ~L“~ 
Y“B “(~?H“~?Q ~L? .LBDQ~D“( H);~BD(?Q )Y B?s 
”DB~L ~LB)^ñL Q“áú“~D)(* WL? “(;D?(~ 3ñK’s 
~D“(Qa “Q ?“BáK “Q ~L? b2H D(ñH)Xa L“H 
;?B?X)(D?Q )Y IALxI&”  D( ~L?DB XKQ~?BK 
D(D~D“~D)(Q*

íá)(ñ ~L? ”“~LD(ñ ñL“~Q )Y ~L? Q“;B?H 
7“(ñ?Q yDú?B )( “ L)áK H“Ka w L“ú? Q??( 
~L)^Q“(HQ )Y >D(H] ’DáñBDXQ ’“B~D;D’“~D(ñ 
D( ~L? BD~? )Y á^Q~B“ ~D)(* WL?K }?B? ’^BDYKs 
D(ñ ~L?XQ?áú?Qa ’^BñD(ñ ~L?DB ”?D(ñQ )Y H?s 
QDB?Q “(H )Y X)B“á ~“D(~a ”K DXX?BQD(ñ D( 
~L? }“~?B* v)X?~DX?Q ~L?K “B? Q??( ~) ’á“;? 
~L?DB L?“HQ ~LB?? ~DX?Q ”?(?“~L ~L? }“~?B, 
“~ )~L?B ~DX?Q ~L?K G^Q~ HD’ ~LBD;? ~) ;LD( 
á?ú?á* w L“ú? “áQ) )”Q?Bú?H ~L?X HD’’D(ñ 
~L?DB YD(ñ?BQ D( ~L? QáDXK }“~?B }LD;L á“’Q 
~L? L^ñ? Q~)(? Q~?’Q á?“HD(ñ ~) ~L? BDú?B♦Q 
?Hñ?* WL?(a “Q “ ”?(?HD;~D)( “(H QDXDá“B ~) 
“ ”“’~DQX“á BD~?a ~L?K })^áH ~)^;L ~L? YD(s
ñ?BQ ~) ~L?DB Y)B?L?“HQ* vD(;? ~L? }“~?BQ 
“B? ~L)^ñL~ ~) L“ú? ?';?áá?(~ ~L?B“’?^~D; 
ú“á^< “Q }?ááa ~L?Q? ’?)’á? })^áH “áQ) }“QL 
}D~L D~ ~L?DB Q)B?Q )B “YYáD;~?H ’“B~Q )Y ~L? 
”)HK*

WL? Q“;B?H }“~?B )Y ~L? 7“(ñ?Q DQ ;“BBD?H

“ }“K ”K ~L? ’DáñBDXQ D( QX“áá ”B“QQ ^B(Q* 
WL? ^B(Q “B? )Y “ QDXDá“B H?QDñ(a D(HD;“~D(ñ 
“ ~B“HD~D)(“á ^Q? )Y ~L?X* WLDQ }“~?B DQ 
^Q?H D( L)X? BD~^“áQ* 9)B ~L? X)B? ?(áDñL~s 
?(?Ha D~ DQ QKX”)áD; )Y ~L? .B?“~Dú? ?QQ?(;? 
)Y ~L? 7“(ñ?Q yDú?Ba N()}( “Q &-)~L?B 
w(HD“*¡ w~ B?’B?Q?(~Q “áá ~L“~ DQ L)áK “(H 
”?(?YD;D“á* w( ~LDQ Q?(Q?a D~ L“Q “ X?“(D(ñ 
~) ~L? >D(H^Q áDN? ~L“~ )Y ~L? L)áK }“~?B 
)Y ~L? y)X8( .“~L)áD;*

w( ~L? g?} W?Q~“X?(~a ~L? })BH Lóq&xé)  
“’’?“BQ Y“B á?QQ YB?‘^?(~áK ~L“( H)?Q &HD’s
’D(ñ¡ )B &DXX?BQD(ñ*¡ W) R)L(a B?“á ”“’s
~DQX X?“(~ ()~ X?B?áK DXX?BQD(ñ )B “Qs 
’?BñD(ñ }D~L }“~?B ”^~ &~L? ?(~B“(;? )Y ~L? 
>)áK v’DBD~*¡ U“’~DQX }“Q X?B?áK “( )”G?;s
~Dú? Y)BXa QKX”)áD; )Y “ ~B“(QD~D)( D( ~L? 
;)(Q;D)^Q(?QQ )Y ~L? D(HDúDH^“á* WL? BD~? 
’QK;L)á)ñD;“ááK DX’B?QQ?H ~L? D(HDúDH^“á 
}D~L ~L? Y“;~ ~L“~a “Q }“~?B ;á?“(Q?H LDQ 
”)HKa Q)a ~))a ~L? Q?áY “(H ~L? XD(H X^Q~ 
”? ’^Bñ?H )Y ^(H?QDB“”á? ?á?X?(~Q* WL?K 
X^Q~ ”? B?“HK ~) “;;?’~ ~L? (?}a ~L? ?'“á~?H 
Q’DBD~* W) ~L? XKQ~D;a ~LDQ ”“’~DQX )B B?”DB~L 
X?“(Q ~L? “~~“D(D(ñ )Y “ LDñL?B Q~“~? )Y 
;)(Q;D)^Q(?QQ* WL? >)áK v’DBD~a }LD;L DQ 
Q“DH ~) H?Q;?(Ha X?“(~ ~) LDX ~L? “~~“D(D(ñ 
)Y “ Q~“ñ? )Y .)QXD; ;)(Q;D)^Q(?QQa ”?D(ñ 
DX”^?H }D~L Q’DBD~^“á ?(áDñL~?(X?(~* íQ 
)(? BDHQ LDXQ?áYa ”K ”“~LD(ña )Y ~L? ?(;^Xs 
”B“(;?Q )Y Y)B?Dñ( X“~~?Ba Q)a ”K ~L? BD~? 
)Y ”“’~DQXa )(? ;“Q~Q “QDH? ~L? )áH?Ba ~L? )”s 
Q)á?~?a ~L? ?BB)(?)^Q }“KQ )Y ~LD(ND(ñ “(H 
áDúD(ña “(H ?X”B“;?Q ~L? ADúD(?*

w~ X^Q~ ”? )”úD)^Q ~L“~ ~L? X?B? ;?B?s
X)(K )Y ”“’~DQXa )B “(K BD~? )Y á^Q~B“~D)(a DQ 
)(áK “( ?'~?B(“á Y)BX* w~ DQ ú“á^?á?QQ ^(á?QQ 
~L?B? DQ “ ;)BB?Q’)(HD(ñ ;L“(ñ? D( ~L? ;)(s
Q;D)^Q(?QQ )Y ~L? D(HDúDH^“á* j(á?QQ Q?áYa )Y 
D~Q )}( ú)áD~D)(a DQ QD(;?B?áK B“DQ?H ~) “ á?ú?á 
)Y L“BX)(K }D~L ~L? D(YD(D~?a ~L? BD~? DQ 
Y“áá)}* .)^áH “~~^(?X?(~ }D~L ~L? .)QXD;a 
Q^;L “Q Dáá^XD(“~D)(a ~L? H?Q;?(~ )Y ~L? >)áK 
v’DBD~ )Ba DY K)^ }Dááa .)QXD; ;)(Q;D)^Q(?QQa 
);;^B }D~L)^~ ”“’~DQX )B “ QDXDá“B BD~^“á$ 
-)Q~ “QQ^B?HáKa NAés w( Y“;~a X“(K XKQ~D;Q 
L“ú? ”??( Dáá^XD(?H }D~L)^~ “(K ?'~?B(“áDs 
~K* WL? B?“á ’B?’“B“~D)( }“Q D( ~L?DB )A—xt 
&ó&xQjs WLDQ ;)(QDQ~Q )Y “( “(“áKQDQ )Y áDY?♦Q 
ú“á]?Qa ~L? “;;?’~“(;? )B B?G?;~D)( )Y ;?B~“D( 
~L)^ñL~Qa “(H YD(“ááK ~L? ^(D!( )Y Q?áY }D~L 
~L? ^á~DX“~? B?“áD~Ka ~L? .)QXD;* w~ DQa L)}s
?ú?Ba )Y~?( HDYYD;^á~ ~) “~~“D( ~L? ?;Q~“QK )Y 
.)QXD; “~~^(?X?(~* Í? X^Q~ “~ ~DX?Q ”? 
’QK;L)á)ñD;“ááK ;)(HD~D)(?H ~) HDYY?B?(~D“~?
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”?~}??( ~L? Q?(Q^“á })BáH “(H ~L? ?;Q~“QK )Y 
“~~^(?X?(~ }D~L ~L? D((?B Q?áY* WL? ’QK;LD; 
?á?X?(~Q )Y )^B ”?D(ñ X^Q~ ”? “B)^Q?H* 
yD~^“áQ “(H ;?B?X)(D?Qa }D~L ~L?DB X^QD;a 
;)á)Ba ~L? YB“ñB“(;? )Y D(;?(Q?a ’?B“X”^á“s 
~D)(a “(H ~L? “~X)Q’L?B? )Y Q“;B?H ~B“HD~D)(a 
“DH D( D(H^;D(ñ ~L? ’B)’?B Q’DBD~^“á Q~“~?* 
Í“~?B D( ”“’~DQX DQa ~L?(a ”^~ “( )^~?B 
QKX”)á )Y “( xjjAI Q~“~? )Y ’^BDYD;“~D)( “(H 
?'“á~?H ;)(Q;D)^Q(?QQÑ }LD;L QL)^áH “;;)Xs 
’“(K D~*

íQ ~) }L?~L?B )(? X^Q~ ”? ”“’~D6?H ~) ”? 
“ .LBDQ~D“(a ~LDQ DQ “ ;)(~B)ú?BQD“á Q^”G?;~* 
y“’~DQX DQ “ ~L?)á)ñD;“á (?;?QQD~K )(áK* w~ 
DQ “ B^á? )Y ~L? .L^B;La ()~ )Y 7)H* b(? 
X^Q~ “QN LDXQ?áY }L“~ .LBDQ~D“(D~K X?“(Q 
~) LDX* wY L? ;)(;?Dú?Q D~ “Q ~L? H);~BD(?Q 
}LD;L “B? “~~BD”^~?H ~) .LBDQ~ “(H }LD;L 
B?’B?Q?(~ “ Q’DBD~^“á }“K )Y áDY?a ~L?( ~L? 
BD~? )Y ”“’~DQX DQ ()~ (?;?QQ“BK* b(? X“K áDú? 
D( “;;)BH“(;? }D~L .LBDQ~D“( ’B?;?’~Qa ”? 
“;;?’~“”á? ~) ~L? 7)H )Y .LBDQ~D“(D~K “(H 
K?~ ~L? .L^B;L X“K B?G?;~ LDX*

WL? .L^B;L B?‘^DB?Q ~L“~ X“( ;)(Y)BX 
~) ~L? ?'~?B(“áD~K )Y D~Q BD~^“áQ* -“(K }L) 
H) “B? jB& .LBDQ~D“(Q D( ~L? D((?B “(H ’?Bs
Q)(“á Q?(Q?* WL? D(HDúDH^“á }L) DQ QD(;?B? 
}Dááa DY L? ;“(a Q^”Q;BD”? ~) ~L? BD~^“áQ )Y 
~L? .L^B;La ”^~ L? }Dáá ()~ H) Q) ^(á?QQ LDQ 
Q~“~? )Y ;)(Q;D)^Q(?QQa LDQ ;)(úD;~D)(Qa “(H 
LDQ áDY? “B? ;)X’“~D”á? }D~L ~L?X* 9)B ~) 
H) )~L?B}DQ? DQ ()~LD(ñ X)B? ~L“( LK’);BDQK* 
WL)Q? }L) H) ()~ Q^”Q;BD”? ~) ~L? BD~^“áQ 
)Y ~L? .L^B;L ”^~ }L) ñDú? “áá?ñD“(;? ~) 
.LBDQ~D“(D~K “(H D~Q ’B?;?’~Q “B?a D( ~L? 
.)QXD; Q?(Q?a ?‘^“ááK Q’DBD~^“á D( ~L?DB (“s
~^B?* WL? )^~?B BD~^“á DQ ”^~ “ ú?Q~D”^á? 
á?“HD(ñ ~) ~L? ~?X’á?* wY )(? “áB?“HK H}?ááQ 
}D~LD(a L? (??H ()~ ’“QQ “ñ“D( ~LB)^ñL D~Q 
’)B~8DQ*Ñ z

k$ lYq” kOqYÜOY0’UO Y TÜUHÜP$$’UOc
í(H ()} )(? X)B? y)QD;B^;D“( D( 3(ñs

á“(H Q??NQ D(Y)BX“~D)( )Y )^B 9)B^X* &ÍL?( 
“ Q)^á B?D(;“B(“~?Qa “(H D( “ ’B?úD)^Q áDY? 
D~ L“Q ”??( ?ú)áúD(ñ ~) ~L? ñ))Ha DQ D~ ’)QQD”á? 
Y)B D~ ~) áDú? D( ~L? ”)HK )Y )(? }L) DQ 
Q?áYDQL )B ?úDá$ A)?Q ~L? ?“B~LáK X“(DY?Q~“s
~D)( )Y ~L? Q)^áa )(;? L“úD(ñ ;)XX?(;?H D~Q 
kB)ñB?QQDú? ;áDX”a ;)(~D(^< ~) ñ) Y)B}“BH 
}D~L ~L“~ ’B)ñB?QQ D( ?“;L D(;“B(“~D)($ wY 
~L? Y)BX?B ’)QQD”DáD~K ?'DQ~Qa ~L“~ DQa ~L“~ “ 
kB)ñB?QQDú? Q)^ás’?BQ)(“áD~K DQ ;)(YD(?H ~) “ 
Q?áYDQL )B ?úDá ?“B~LáK ?'DQ~?(;?a DQ ~L“~ “( 
D(HD;“~D)( ~L“~ D~ DQ ”?D(ñ ’^(DQL?Ha )B

QL)^áH ~L? Q)^á L“ú? ~L? (?;?QQ“BK D(Yá^?(;? 
~) N??’ D~Q ?“B~LáK ?'DQ~?(;? )( ~L? ’B)ñB?Qs 
QDú? ’“~L$¡

íQ )^B X)()ñB“’LQ B?á“~?a ~L? ?ú)á^~D)( 
)B ^(Y)áHX?(~ )Y ~L? Q)^ás’?BQ)(“áD~K );;^BQ 
)( ~L? ?“B~L ’á“5?* w~ DQ ”AIA  }L?B? }? “B? 
~?X’~?H* w~ DQ ”AIA  }L?B? ~L“~ B?YD(?X?(~ 
)Y ~L? )”G?;~Dú? ;)(Q;D)^Q(?QQ );;^BQa ”K 
}LD;L }? ;)X? ~) B?“áD6? ~L)Q? ‘^“áD~D?Q )Y 
~L? ADúD(? }D~LD( ^Q ~L“~ ?ú)áú? ~L? ’?Bs
Q)(“áD~K* Í? H) ()~a H^BD(ñ ~L“~ D(~?Bú“á )Y 
~L? .)QXD; ;K;á? }L?( ~L? Q)^ás’?BQ)(“áD~K 
DQ ()~ D(;“B(“~?H D( ~L? ”)HKa X“N? “HHDs 
~D)(“á ’B)ñB?QQ* wY )(? L“Q “Hú“(;?H H^BD(ñ 
“ X)B~“á ?'DQ~?(;?a QL“áá }? Q“Ka YB)X k)D(~ 
í ~) ya L? H)?Q ()~a }LDá? ~L? Q)^ás’?BQ)(“áDs
~K DQ áD”?B“~?H YB)X ~L? ”)HK “~ ~B“(QD~D)(a 
’B)ñB?QQ Y)B}“BH ~) k)D(~ .* ÍL?( ~L? 
Q)^ás’?BQ)(“áD~K DQ B?D(;“B(“~?Ha x á  ’B)ñB?QQ 
DQ ~) ”? X“H?a D~ }Dáá “Hú“(;? ~) k)D(~ . 
)B ”?K)(H*

.)(Q?‘^?(~áKa ~L?B? DQ GGI Q^;L ~LD(ñ “Q 
B?~B)ñB?QQD)( )Y ~L? Q)^ás’?BQ)(“áD~K* w~ 
?D~L?B ’B)ñB?QQ?Q H^BD(ñ D~Q ?“B~LáK Q’“( )B 
X)ú?Q “á)(ñ “ ’á“~?“^ )Y ~L? Q“X? á?ú?á )Y 
“~~“D(X?(~ “Q D( ~L? ’B?úD)^Q D(;“B(“~D)(* 
m?~ ^Q B?X?X”?B ~LDQé 9B)X ~L? .)QXD; 
úD?}a ’B)ñB?QQD)( DQ ()~ áDXD~?H ~) ~DX?* Í? 
“B? ()~ ;)X’?áá?H ~) “Hú“(;? D( ^(Y)áHX?(~ 
H^BD(ñ ?“;L ?“B~LáK Q’“(* Í? ;“(()~ ?'s 
’?;~ “ ’B)ñB?QQD)( }LD;L ;)BB?Q’)(HQ ’B)s 
’)B~D)(“~?áK ~) ~L? (^X”?B )Y ~DX?Q ~L? 
Q)^ás’?BQ)(“áD~K L“Q B?D(;“B(“~?H* WL?B? “B? 
~L)Q? }L) ?BB)(?)^QáK ”?áD?ú? ~L“~a DY ~L?K 
L“ú? ’“QQ?H ~LB)^ñL Y)^B ?“B~LáK Q’“(Q )Y 
áDY?a ~L?K X^Q~a )Y (?;?QQD~Ka L“ú? “Hú“(;?H 
Y)^B ~DX?Q ”?K)(H ~L? ’)D(~ “~~“D(?H D( ~L? 
YDBQ~ D(;“B(“~D)(* -KQ~D;“á ^(Y)áHX?(~ H)?Q 
()~ ;)(Y)BX ~) X“~L?X“~D;“á ?'’“(QD!(*

WL? ?“B~LáK Q’“( DQ ~L? ’?BD)H )Y (?;?Qs
Q“BK ?'’?BD?(;? }LD;L ~L? Q)^ás’?BQ)(“áD~K 
X^Q~ “;‘^DB?* b(? DQ )”áDñ?H ~) ?ú“á]“~? “(H 
;)X’B?L?(H ?“;L ?“B~LáK ?'’?BD?(;? D( B?á“s 
~D)( ~) .)QXD; ’BD(;D’D?Q “(H (“~^B“á á“}* 
w~ X“K ~“N? )(? áDY? )B )(? L^(HB?H ~) á?“B( 
}L“~ DQ (?;?QQ“BK, ~L? ~DX? Y“;~)B DQ DXX“s
~?BD“á D( ~L? .)QXD; Q;L?X?* WL?B? “B?a 
~L?B?Y)B?a ~L)Q? }L)Q? ^(H?BQ~“(HD(ña }L)Q? 
“;;B?~D)( )Y XKQ~D;“á N()}á?Hñ? )B .)QXD; 
’BD(;D’D?Qa D( )(? áDY? X“K ”? ‘^D~? (?ñáDñDs 
”á?* WL?K X“K ”? )”áDñ?H ~) B?D(;“B(“~? 
éAWAIó< &x)Aé ~) á?“B( ;)X’“QQD)(a Q?áYsHDQs 
;D’áD(?a “(H ~L? DX’?BQ)(“á áDY?*

ÍL?B? )(? X“(DY?Q~Q D( LDQ X)B“á ”?s
L“úD)B “ }DááY^á HDQB?ñ“BH )Y Q’DBD~^“á )B
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.)QXD; ’BD(;D’D?Q Q) “Q ~) ”? H?QDñ(“~?H ”K 
Q);D?~K “Q ?úDáa L? L“Q ()~ B?~B)ñB?QQ?H YB)X 
“ Y)BX?B Q~“~?* Í? ;“( ”? “QQ^B?Ha ;)(~B“BK 
~) )B~L)H)' ~L?)á)ñD;“á ;)(;?’~D)(Qa ~L“~ L? 
L“Q ()~ Y“áá?( YB)X “ LDñL?B ?Q~8~?* b(? 
X“K X“N? XDQ~“N?Q )B ;)XXD~ H??HQ Y)B 
}LD;La N“BXD;“ááKa L? X^Q~ X“N? ;)X’?(Q“s 
~D)(a ?D~L?B D( ~LDQ áDY? )B “()~L?B* v^;L “;~Q 
X“K H?á“K )B B?~“BH LDQ ’B)ñB?QQa ”^~ ~L?K 
H) ()~ ;“^Q? LDX ~) H?Q;?(H D( ~L? .)QXD; 
Q;“á?*

-)B“ááK Q’?“ND(ña ~L? ;B^H? ’?BQ)( DQ )(? 
}L) L“Q ()~ K?~ ”??( Q^YYD;D?(~áK ?(áDñL~?(?H 
”K ~L? }DQH)X )Y ~L? HDúD(? D(~?ááDñ?(;? 
}D~LD( LDX ~) B?“áD6? ~L? ?BB)B )Y LDQ }“KQ* 
w~ DQ ~B^? ~L“~ )(? X“K ;)XXD~a D( ~LDQ D(s 
;“B(“~D)(a “;~Q )Y “ X)B? Q?BD)^Q ;)(Q?‘^?(;? 
~L“( L? L“H ?ú?B ”??( ñ^Dá~K )Y ’B?úD)^QáK* 
3ú?( ~LDQ X^Q~ ()~ ”? ~“N?( “Q “ QDñ( )Y 
~L? H?;áD(? )Y ~L? Q)^ás’?BQ)(“áD~K* w~ X?B?s
áK ’B)ú?Q ~L“~ ~L? D(HDúDH^“áa ”?;“^Q? )Y LDQ 
á“;N )Y XKQ~D;“á ^(H?BQ~“(HD(ña L“Q “á}“KQ 
”??( ;“’“”á? )Y Q^;L “;~Q* w~ ~))N Q)X? 
’“B~D;^á“B ;)X”D(“~D)( )Y ;DB;^XQ~“(;?Q D( 
~LDQ áDY? ~) X“N? ~L? ’)~?(~D“á }B)(ñ D(~) 
“ B?“áD~K* b(? }L) DQ }?“N D( ) QIó< ;x<< 
X“K Q??X ~) ?'LD”D~ “( D(();^)^Q ;)(H^;~* 
WLDQ DQ ’)QQD”áK H^? ~) () )~L?B B?“Q)( ~L“( 
~L“~ L? L“Q ()~ ”??( ?'’)Q?H ~) ~?X’~“~D)(*

íHú“(;?X?(~ D( ~L? XKQ~D;“á Q?(Q? D( 
?“;L D(;“B(“~D)( DQ ()~ “ ’“QQDú? Q~“~?* b(? 
}L)Q? ;)(H^;~Ñ~L)^ñL~Q “(H H??HQÑ DQ ”^~ 
D(();^)^Q “(Ha ~L?B?Y)B?a ;“(()~ ”? ;BD~Ds 
;D6?Ha X“K ()~ ”? ?'LD”D~D(ñ QDñ(Q )Y ’^Bs 
Q^D(ñ ~L? XKQ~D;“á áDY?* WL? XKQ~D; DQ óB&xWA 
D( ~L? ’^BQ^D~ )Y LDQ ?'“á~?H DH?8DQ* w( LDQ 
X^(H“(? “YY“DBQa L? X“K ”? “ ;“B’?(~?Ba “ 
”“(N?Ba )B “ ’LKQD;DQ~ ”^~a “QDH? YB)X ~L? 
H“DáK H?X“(HQ ^’)( LDXa L? }Dáá D( LDQ áDY? 
?'’B?QQ “(H H?X!(Q~B“~? LDQ ;)(úD;~D)(Q “(H 
LDQ ^(H?BQ~“(HD(ñ )Y ~L? LDñL?B ’BD(;D’D?Q* 
T)^ }Dáá ñjQ; a }L?( K)^ X??~ Q^;L “ ’?Bs 
Q)(a ~L“~ L? DQ Q~B^ññáD(ña Q??ND(ña Q~BDúD(ña 
“(H ~L“~ ~L? Q)^ás’?BQ)(“áD~K DQ K?“B(D(ñ 
~) X)ú? ^’}“BH*

w~ })^áH ”? DX’)QQD”á? Y)B )(?a }L) L“Q 
“Hú“(;?H ~) “ ;?B~“D( ’á“5? )Y ’QK;LD; ^(s 
Y)áHX?(~a ~) ;)XXD~ “;~Q }LD;L })^áH ”? 
B?’^ñ(“(~ ~) ~L? ’B?úD)^QáK “~~“D(?H }DQH)X 
)Y ~L? Q)^ás’?BQ)(“áD~K* í(K ?(úDB)(X?(~“á 
)B )~L?B QD~^“~D)(a D( }LD;L Q^;L “( D(HDs
úDH^“á XDñL~ ”? ’B?;D’D~“~?Ha })^áH YD(H LDX 
B?“;~D(ñ “(H ;)(Y)BXD(ñ ~) ~L? ’QK;LD; 
“(H D(~^D~Dú? DX’^áQ?Q )Y LDQ ”?D(ñ* v^;L “ 
HDQ’á“K })^áH ’B)”“”áK ”? ;“áá?H óLx—xj? LN

BQjéBxAjBAs Í? ;“( “áá “’’B“DQ? ;)(HD~D)(Q 
“(H N()}a }D~LD( )^BQ?áú?Qa }L?~L?B )^B 
’“B~D;D’“~D)( D( ~L?X DQ BDñL~ )B }B)(ñ* wY 
)(? L“Q L“H Dáá^XD(“~D)( D( “ ’B?úD)^Q D(s
;“B(“~D)( “(H D~ D(Y)BXQ LDX ~L“~ ;?B~“D( 
’B)’)Q“áQ “B? ;)(~B“BK ~) .)QXD; ’BD(;D’D?Qa 
L? }Dáá )’’)Q? ~L?X* >? ;“(()~ ?Q;“’?* w~ 
})^áH ”? DBBD~“~D(ñ “(H “(()KD(ñ ~) LDX ()~ 
~) H) Q)* >DQ }L)á? ”?D(ñ }Dáá B?”?áa “(H L? 
}Dáá (?ú?B ’B);??H “ñ“D(Q~ ~L? HD;~“~?Q )Y 
}L“~ L? L“Q )(;? á?“B(?H .)QXD;“ááK* b( 
~L? )~L?B L“(Ha DY L? ”^~ ú“ñ^?áK B?“áD6?Q 
~L“~ ~L“~ ^’)( }LD;L L? ú?(~^B?Q DQ .)Qs
XD;“ááK )B X)B“ááK }B)(ñ “(H L? ;)(~D(]?Q 
~) H) }L“~ DQ DX’B)’?Ba D~ )(áK ’B)ú?Q ~L“~ 
L? L“Q ()~ K?~ B?“;L?H ~L? á?ú?á }L?B? L? 
;“( HDQ;D’áD(? LDXQ?áY ;)(;?B(D(ñ ~L“~ }LD;L 
L? N()}Q DQ .)QXD;“ááK }B)(ñ*

WB^? XKQ~D;“á ^(Y)áHX?(~ DQ ()~ X?B?áK 
“ á)ñD;“á ;)X’B?L?(QD)( )Y ~L? ;)(~?(2 )Y 
;)(H^;~ )B ?ú?( )Y N()}D(ñ }L“~ ;)(Q~D~^~?Q 
;?B~“D( ”“QD; .)QXD; ’BD(;D’D?Q* w~ ;)(QDQ~Qa 
~))a )Y ~L? qQ; AI Q á ) óé&AIN a ~L“~ DQa )Y DXs 
’)QD(ñ }L“~ ~L? D((?B Q?áY HD;~“~?Q* .?B~“D(s 
áKa ~) N()} ~L? HDYY?B?(;? ”?~}??( BDñL~ “(H 
}B)(ñ DQ ()~ Q^YYD;D?(~* b(? X^Q~ B”QQéA “(H 
óB& D( “;;)BH“(;? }D~L B?;~D~^H?* WL? ’?BQ)( 
}L) Q“KQa &w N(?} ”?~~?B “(H K?~ w ;)^áH 
()~ L?á’ XKQ?áYa¡ DQ ()~ )(? }L) L“Q B?~B)s
ñB?QQ?H YB)X “ LDñL?B ’á“5? “~~“D(?H D( “(s
)~L?B D(;“B(“~D)(* y“~L?Ba D~ Y^B~L?B ’B) ú?Q 
L? L“Q (?ú?B B?“;L?H ~L“~ ’á“5?a Y)B D( ~L“~ 
;“Q? L? })^áH L“ú? L“H ~L? Q~B?(ñ~L ~) 
;)X”“~ ~L? ~?X’~“~D)(*Ñ z

dU$:’q dUO$q’Ux$OP$$ YOí v’:P
í Q)B)B YB)X 3(ñá“(H ()} BDQ?Q “(H “Hs 

HB?QQ?Q )^B 9)B^X* &w( .)QXD; ;)(Q;D)^Qs
(?QQ D~ Q??XQ ~L“~ }? X)B? ?“QDáK ’“QQ ”?s
K)(H Q’“;? ~L“( }? H) ”?K)(H ~DX?ÑL?(?? 
~L? ú“BD)^Q ~DX? ~“”á?Q Y)B ;)(~?X’á“~D)( 
’?BD)HQ DQQ^?H ”K í-by.* U^~ “B? ~L?Q? 
B?“ááK (?;?QQ“BKa )B “B? ~L?K G^Q~ “DHQ ~) 
L^X“( ;)(Q;D)^Q(?QQ$ v^B?áKa DY w B?“ááK 
”?;)X? ^(D~?H ~) ~L? .)QXD;a w “X ~)^;LD(ñ 
}L“~ DQ ?~?B(“áa “Q }?áá “Q }L“~ DQ D(YD(D~?* 
WL?B?Y)B?a w “X ()~ áDXD~?H ”K ~DX? “(H 
Q’“;? D(Q)Y“B “Q XK ;)(Q;D)^Q áDY? DQ ;)(s
;?B(?H* WL? }L)á? X“~~?B DQa L)}?ú?Ba B?s
á“~?H ~) LDQ~)BK “(H .)QXD; ’^B’)Q? D( 
?ú)á^~D)(* 3ú?(~Q D( ~DX? Q??X ~) ”? ú?BK 
DX’)B~“(~* wQ ~DX? X)B? Y^(H“X?(~“á ~L“( 
Q’“;?$¡

w~ DQ ~B^? ~L“~ ~L?B? Q??XQ ~) ”? “( D(;)(s
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QDQ~?(;K D( ~L? D(Q~B^;~D)(Q )Y ~L? ~?“;LD(ñQ* 
Í? B?á“~? ~L“~ .)QXD; ;)(Q;D)^Q(?QQ DQ “ 
Q~“~? ~L“~ ~B“(Q;?(HQ “áá Q^;L H?~?BXD(“(~ 
‘^“áD~D?Q “Q éqóBA “(H &x)As .)(ú?BQ?áKa }? 
DQQ^? Q;L?H^á?Q ~) ~L? X?X”?BQ Y)B ’?BD)HQ 
)Y ^(D~?H “~~^(X?(~ “~ “ ñDú?( ~DX? ~) “Qs
QDQ~ ~L?X D( “~~“D(D(ñ .)QXD; ;)(Q;D)^Q(?QQ* 
í;~^“ááKa }? QL“áá Q?? ~L“~ Q^;L DQ ()~ ~L? 
D(;)(QDQ~?(;K ~L“~ D~ “’’?“BQ ~) ”?*

Í? L“ú? D( )^B ~?“;LD(ñQa D( ~L? ?“BáK 
X)()ñB“’LQ )Y ~L? g?)’LK~? A?ñB??Q “(H 
Q^”Q?‘^?(~áK D( ~L? W?X’á? A?ñB??Qa HDQs 
;)^BQ?H “~ á?(ñ~L )( ~L? Q^”G?;~ )Y ~DX? “(H 
Q’“;?* Í ? L“ú? ~“N?( ~L? ’)QD~D)( ~L“~ 
“”Q)á^~? Q’“;? “(H ~DX? H) ()~ ?'DQ~* U)~L 
“B? ”^~ “’’“B?(~ B?“áD~D?Qa ~L? B?Q^á~ )Y ~L? 
L^X“( Y“;^á~D?Q )Y ’?B;?’~D)(a “Q QDñL~ “(H 
~)^;L “(H )^B )”G?;~Dú? ;)(Q;D)^Q(?QQ* v;Ds
?(;?a “Q }?ááa ~)H“K H?(D?Q ~L? ?'DQ~?(;? )Y 
“(K ’LKQD;“á “(H “”Q)á^~? ~DX? “(H Q’“;?* 
w( Y“;~a D~ ~“N?Q ~L? ’)QD~D)( ~L“~ (?D~L?B DQ 
D(H?’?(H?(~a ”^~ ~L“~ ~L?K ;)(Q~D~^~? “ QD(ñá?a 
^(D~?H BQjBAq&xQj a “Q ~L? Q’“;?s~DX? Y“;~)B* 
I“BKD(ñ )^B ’)QD~D)( D( Q)s;“áá?H Q’“;? 
;L“(ñ?Q ~L? ;)(;?’~D)( )Y ~DX? }LD;L }? 
X“K L“ú?* ÍL?B? }? “B? D( ~L? ^(Dú?BQ? D( 
“QQ);D“~D)( }D~L “ ’“B~D;^á“B ?ú?(~ H?~?Bs
XD(?Q ~) ^Q }L?~L?B D~ L“’’?(?H D( ~L? ’“Q~a 
’B?Q?(~a )B Y^~^B?*

w~ DQa L)}?ú?Ba ~L? qAIBAq&9ó< ;L“B“;~?BDQs 
~D;Q )Y Q’“;? “(H ~DX? ~L“~ “B? X)Q~ H?s 
;?DúD(ñ* w~ DQ HDYYD;^á~ Y)B ~L? “ú?B“ñ? ’?Bs 
Q)( ~) ”?áD?ú? ~L“~ }L“~ L? Y??áQ )B Q??Q 
“Q Q’“;? DQ ()~ Q^;L* 9^B~L?Ba ”?;“^Q? )Y ~L? 
LD“~^Q D( ;)(Q;D)^Q(?QQ rD(~?Bú“áQ )B ñ“’Q 
”?~}??( Q?(Q“~D)(Qda }? YD(H D~ HDYYD;^á~ ~) 
H?(K ~L? ~DX? Dáá^QD)(Q )Y ’“Q~a ’B?Q?(~a 
“(H Y^~^B?* WL“~ ~L?K “B? X?B?áK ~L? ;)(Q?s 
‘^?(;? )Y )^B )Bñ“(D; Q~B^;~^B? “(H X?(~“á 
’B);?QQ?Q “(H }L)ááK B?á“~?H ~) )^B )”G?;s
~Dú? ?'’?BD?(;?Qa ;“( ”? “(H L“Q ”??( ’B)ú?H 
”K (^X?B)^Q ?'“X’á?Q D( )^B y)QD;B^;D“( 
~?“;LD(ñQ*

í QDX’á? Y)BX^á“ Y)B “( D(~?ááDñ?(~ “’s 
’B)“;L ~) ~L? X?“(D(ñ )Y yQé)xB BQjéBxQ9ét
jAéé DQ ~) B?ú?BQ? ~L? )BH?B )Y ~L? ~}) })BHQ* 
WLD(N )Y ~L? ~?BX “Q ;)(Q;D)^Q(?QQ )Y ~L? 
.)QXD;* WL? .)QXD;a ~) “ y)QD;B^;D“(a ;)(s 
Q~D~^~?Q ^á~DX“~? B?“áD~KÑ ~L“~ DQa ~L? Q~“~? 
)Y ;)X’á?~? ”?D(ñ* w~ DQ ~L? L“BX)(K )Y 
~L? D(D~D“á ;“^Q? }D~L)^~ “(K )Y ~L? ’“Bs 
~D;^á“BQ )B Y)BXQ }LD;L D~ “QQ^X?Q ~) )^B 
)”G?;~Dú? Q?(Q?Q* W) ^Q? “( “(“á)ñKa D~ DQ 
áDN? ’?B;?DúD(ñ ’^B< Q^(áDñL~ }D~L)^~ D~Q B?s 
YB“;~D)( D(~) ~L? ’“B~D;^á“B }“ú? ”“(HQ )Y

;)á)BQ* WL^Q “ ;)(Q;D)^Q(?QQ )Y ~L? .)QXD; 
X?“(Q ~L“~ }? á)Q? ;)(Q;D)^Q(?QQ )Y X“s
~?BD“á ~LD(ñQa ~L? ?'’B?QQD)(Q )Y }L“~ }? 
“áá^H? ~) “Q X“~~?Ba “(H )Y Q^;L Q~“~?Q “Q 
~DX? “(H Q’“;? “(H ?ú?( )Y )^B )}( D(HDs
úDH^“á X)B~“á Q?áú?Q*

W) ^Q? “()~L?B QDX’á? ”^~ ;B^H? “(“á)ñKa 
D~ DQ áDN? ~L? B?“áD6“~D)( )Y “ X“ñ(DYD;?(~ 
Q’BD(ñ X)B(D(ñ }D~L)^~ “ ;)(Q;D)^Q(?QQ )Y 
~L? Q?’“B“~? ?á?X?(~Qa “Q Q^(QLD(?a }“BX~La 
ñB)}D(ñ ~LD(ñQa YB“ñB“(;?a “(H ~L? áDN?a 
}LD;L ;)(~BD”^~? ~) D~Q ”?D(ñ Q’BD(ñáDN?*

w( DQQ^D(ñ “ &x) A Q;L?H^á? Y)B )^B X?Xs
”?BQ ~) ^(D~? }D~L )~L?BQ Y)B ’?BD)HQ )Y .)Qs
XD; “~~^(?X?(~a }? “B? ”^~ Q??ND(ñ ~) )Bs 
ñ“(D6? ~L?DB )”G?;~Dú? XD(HQ* w~ DQ (?;?QQ“BKa 
DY ~L?B? DQ ~) ”? “ ^(D~K )Y Y^(;~D)( “X)(ñ 
~L?Xa ~L“~ ~L?B? ”? “( “ñB??H ’)D(~ )Y ”?s 
ñD((D(ñ )Y ~L? XKQ~D;“á ’B);?H^B?* WDX? DQ 
~L^Q ~L? óILx&IóIN  Q~“(H“BH Y)B ~L? X?“Q^B? 
)Y ~L? X)B~“á ;)(Q;D)^Q(?QQ )Y ?ú?(~Q* Í? 
^Q? ~DX? “(H }? ^Q? Q’“;? D( )^B )”G?;~Dú? 
áDúD(ña G^Q~ “Q }? ^Q? X“~~?B ~) Q?Bú? ^Q* 
Í ? X^Q~a L)}?ú?Ba ()~ ”? ”)^(H ”K ~L?Xa 
5)B X^Q~ }? ”?áD?ú? ~L?X ~) ”? B?“áD~D?Q 
}LD;L L“ú? “( ?'DQ~?(;? D( ~L? .)QXD; “(H 
“( DX’)B~“(;? D( )^B ’QK;LD; Q~“~?Q* 9)B 
Y^B~L?B “(“á)ñKa }? ^Q? D(;L?Qa Y??~a “(H 
K“BHQ “Q “ Y)BX )Y X?“Q^B?X?(~a K?~ ~L?K 
H) ()~ ?'DQ~ “Q B?“áD~D?Q* w( Y“;~a “áá X?( H) 
()~ ^Q? ~L?X* v;D?(;?a Y)B ?'“X’á?a ?';á^s 
QDú?áK ^Q?Q ~L? X?~BD; QKQ~?X )Y X?“Q^B?s
X?(~ “(H Q) H) X“(K (“~D)(Q )Y ~L? })BáHa 
’B)úD(ñ ~L“~ Q^;L X?“(Q “B? ”^~ B?á“~Dú? 
~) )^B )”G?;~Dú? (??HQ*

b(;?a L)}?ú?Ba ~L? )”G?;~Dú? ;)(Q;D)^Qs
(?QQ )Y ~L? X?X”?BQ }L) “B? ~) “~~^(? DQ 
”B)^ñL~ D(~) ^(DQ!( “(H ~L?B? DQ “( D(~B)s
ú?BQD!( )Y ;)(Q;D)^Q(?QQa “ ~^B(D(ñ D(}“BH 
~) ~L? ’QK;LD; Q?áY “(H ~L? .)QXD;a ~L?( 
~DX? DQ HDQ;“BH?H* w( Y“;~a }L?( ’QK;LD; 
;)(Q;D)^Q(?QQ DQ D( ?YY?;~a ~DX? Y“ááQ “}“Ka 
G^Q~ “Q H) “áá X)B~“á HDQ~D(;~D)(Q* WLDQ DQ 
?“QDáK ()~D;?Ha ”?;“^Q? }L?( B?~^B(D(ñ ~) 
X)B~“á )”G?;~Dú? ;)(Q;D)^Q(?QQ }? “B? )Y~?( 
^(“}“B? L)} á)(ñ ~L? Q~“~? )Y “~~^(?X?(~ 
}D~L ~L? .)QXD; á“Q~?H* Í ? X“K B?;“áá 
ú“ñ^?áK )B H?YD(D~?áK ‘^D~? ^(^Q^“á DX’B?Qs 
QD)(Q L“H H^BD(ñ ~L? ?'’?BD?(;?* Í ? X“K 
~LD(N ~L“~ ~L? ?'’?BD?(;? á“Q~?H “ L“áYsL)^B 
)B G^Q~ “ Y?} Q?;)(HQ* Í? ;“(()~ ”? “(K X)B? 
;?B~“D( )Y ~L“~ ~L“( D( B?;“ááD(ñ ~L? ?'’?BD?(;? 
)Y “ HB?“X* w( á))ND(ñ “~ “ ;á);N }? X“K Q?? 
~L“~ ~L? D(~?Bú“áa YB)X ~L? BLzAB&xWA ’)D(~ 
)Y X?“Q^B?X?(~a ~L? ’“QQD(ñ )Y ~L? ?ú?(~a
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}“Q ‘^D~? HDYY?B?(~ YB)X }L“~ }? DX“ñD(?H 
D~ ~) ”?*

Í? })^áH ()~ (??H ~) ^Q? ~DX? “Q ~L? ”?s
ñD((D(ñ )Y “ ’?BD)H Y)B .)QXD; “~~^(?X?(~ 
DY “áá X?X”?BQ ;)^áH “QQ?X”á? D( )(? ’á“;? 
}L?B? ~L?K ;)^áH úDQ^“ááK )B “^HD”áK ’?Bs
;?Dú? ?“;L )~L?B “~ “ ñDú?( QDñ(“ o* 9)B ?'s
“X’á?a DY }? }?B? ~) L“ú? Q^;L .)QXD; “~s
~^(?X?(~ ’?BD)HQ D( “ á“Bñ? “^HD~)BD^Xa }? 
XDñL~ Q~BDN? “ ñ)(ñ ~) “(()^(;? ~L? ”?ñD(s
(D(ñ )Y ~L? Q?QQD)(* WL?( “ñ“D(a }? XDñL~ 
Yá“QL “ áDñL~ “Q “ QDñ(“áa )B ~L? })BH jQ;s 
WL?Q? })^áH Q?Bú? ~L? Q“X? ’^B’)Q? “Q ~L“~ 
)Y DQQ^D(ñ “ ~DX? Q;L?H^á?* WL? ~DX? }LD;L 
}? DQQ^? Y)B Q^;L ’?BD)HQ )Y “~~^(?X?(~ DQ 
G^Q~ “ X?“(Q )Y ;))BHD(“~D(ñ ~L? )”G?;~Dú? 
XD(HQ )Y ~L? X?X”?BQ* ÍL“~?ú?B X<HD^X 
})^áH ”? ^Q?H Y)B Q^;L “ ’^B’)Q? })^áH ”? 
?“Q~ “QDH? ”K ~L? D((?B ;)(Q;D)^Q(?QQ “Q Q))( 
“Q ~L? Q~“~? )Y “~~^(?X?(~ ”?ñ“(a G^Q~ “Q DQ 
~L? }L)á? )”G?;~Dú? })BáH*

WDX?a Q’“;?a “(H X“~~?B “B? ?';?áá?(~ ?'s 
“X’á?Q )Y ~L? —9ó< á9jB&xQj  )Y ~L“~ Q?áY }LD;L 
DQ X“(* 3“;L “Q’?;~ )Y )^B ;)(Q;D)^Q ”?D(ña 
?“;L )Y )^B Q?á ú?Qa DY K)^ }Dááa L“Q D~Q X))HQa 
D~Q ND(H )Y ’?B;?’~D)( “(H ~L“~ }LD;L Q?Bú?Q 
D~ “Q “ X<HD^X Y)B ~L? ’“B~D;^á“B ’á“5? ^’)( 
}LD;L D~ Y^(;~D)(Q* 9)B ~L? L^X“( ~) ”?s 
;)X? H)ñX“~D;Ñ ~L“~ DQa Y)B LDX ~) D(QDQ~ ~L“~ 
~L? B?“áD~K )Y )(? Q~“~? )Y ;)(Q;D)^Q(?QQ “Qa 
Y)B ?'“X’á?a ~L? ;)(;?’~Q )Y LDQ X)B~“á XD(H 
X^Q~ ”? DX’)Q?H )( “áá )Y LDQ )~L?B Q?á ú?QÑ 
DQ BDHD;^á)^Q*

WL?B? DQ ()~LD(ñ B?“á ?';?’~ “Q D~ DQ ~) 
~L“~ Q~“~? )Y ;)(Q;D)^Q(?QQ ”K }LD;L D~ DQ 
’?B;?Dú?H “~ ~L? ~DX?* w~ DQ )(áK ~L? )(? 
}L) L“Q ?'’?BD?(;?H ~L? ú“BD)^Q Q~“ñ?Q )Y 
;)(Q;D)^Q(?QQa “(H }L) L“Q ;)X? ~) N()} 
~L? ;“~?ñ)BD?Q )Y ~L? HDYY?B?(~ “Q’??~Q )Y 
Q?áYa }L) DQ “”á? ~) B?“áD6? ~L“~ ~L? ~LD(ñQ 
)Y ~L? X)B~“á ;)(Q;D)^Q(?QQa “Q Q’“;? “(H 
~DX?a L“ú? () ?'DQ~?(;? D( ~L? ?~?B(D~K “(H 
~L? D(YD(D~K )Y ~L? .)QXD;*Ñz

)U$$ UD fP:UÜñ
-?X)BK DQ “ Y^(;~D)( )Y ~L? XD(H ^’)( 

}LD;L }? HB“} Q) D(ú)á^(~“BDáK ~L“~ ~L? 
“;~^“á X?;L“(D;Q )Y D~Q )’?B“~D)( DQ Q?áH)X 
;)(QDH?B?H ”K ^Q* j’)( );;“QD)(Q }L?( “ 
á)QQ )Y X?X)BK DQ Q^YY?B?H ”K “( D(HDúDH^“áa 
~L? ‘^?Q~D)( B?ñ“BHD(ñ X?X)BK♦Q Y^(;~D)( 
DQ (“~^B“ááK ”B)^ñL~ ~) ~L? Y)B?~L)^ñL~ )Y 
“(K)(? L“úD(ñ ;)(~“;~ }D~L Q^;L “( ^(s 
Y)B~^(“~? ;DB;^XQ~“(;?* w( ~L? ?“BáK W?X’á? 
H?ñB??Q ~L? Q^”G?;~ )Y X?X)BK DQ “(“áK6?H

D( ú“BD)^Q X)()ñB“’LQ* í X?X”?B }L) L“Q 
B?;?(~áK Q~^HD?H ~L?Q? X)()ñB“’LQ “QNQ 
}L?~L?B )B ()~ á)QQ )Y X?X)BK DQ H^? ~) 
~L? ”B?“ND(ñ H)}( )Y ~L? ’LKQD;“á Q~B^;~^B? 
)Y ~L? ”B“D( )B ~) ~L? Y“Dá^B? ~) Y^(;~D)( )Y 
Q)X? Y“;^á~K )Y ?D~L?B ~L? )”G?;~Dú? )B Q^”s
G?;~Dú? XD(H*

W) “(Q}?B ~LDQ ‘^?Q~D)( }? X^Q~ ”? “}“B? 
~L“~ )BHD(“BDáK }? H) ()~ HDQ~D(ñ^DQL ”?s
~}??( B?;)áá?;~D)( “(H X?X)BK* ADúDHD(ñ 
~L? Q^”G?;~ D(~) ~L)Q? ~}) ’L“Q?Q )Y ~?BXDs
()á)ñK DQ )(áK “ X“~~?B )Y ;)(ú?(D?(;?* w( 
~L? y)QD;B^;D“( X)()ñB“’LQ }? X“N? ~LDQ 
HDúDQD!( ~) D(HD;“~? “~~BD”^~?Q )Y ~L? )”G?;s
~Dú? “(H Q^”G?;~Dú? XD(HQ* y?;)áá?;~D)( DQ “ 
Y^(;~D)( )Y X?X)BK D(Q)Y“B “Q ~L? )”G?;~Dú? 
XD(H DQ ;)(;?B(?H* yK ~LDQ }? X?“( }? 
HB“} ^’)( X?X)BK ~LB)^ñL ~L? ’B);?QQ )Y 
B?;)áá?;~D)(* jQ^“ááKa “QQ);D“~D)( )Y DH?“Q )B 
Q^”G?;~Q ;“^Q?Q ^Q ~) ”BD(ñ B?á“~?H Q^”G?;~Q 
D(~) ;)(Q;D)^Q(?QQ* WLDQ DQ Q) “^~)X“~D; ~L“~ 
}? ;“( ()BX“ááK ~LD(N )Y “ (^X”?B )Y D(;Ds 
H?(~Q )B Y“;~Q ’B?úD)^QáK á?“B(?H )B ?'’?BDs
?(;?Ha }L?( “(K QD~^“~D)( )B )”G?;~ ;“^Q?Q 
^Q ~) “QQ);D“~? “( ?'DQ~D(ñ Y“;~ }D~L Q)X?s
~LD(ñ }? L“ú? ?'’?BD?(;?H ”?Y)B?*

.)X’á?~? X?X)BK DQ “ Y^(;~D)( )Y ~L? 
Q^”G?;~Dú? XD(H* Í ? ;)^áH ()~ ’)QQD”áK 
;“BBK D( ;)(Q;D)^Q(?QQ ?ú?BK~LD(ñ }? L“ú? 
?ú?B á?“B(?H )B ?'’?BD?(;?Ha Q) }? ()BX“ááK 
B?Y?B ~) “ ~LD(ñ }LD;L }? ;“(()~ DXX?HD“~?s
áK B?;)áá?;~ )B B?X?X”?B “Q &”?D(ñ Y)Bñ)~s 
~?(*¡ í;~^“ááKa ()~LD(ñ DQ ?ú?B ;)X’á?~?áK 
Y)Bñ)~~?(* 3'’?BD?(;?Q “(H ~LD(ñQ }? L“ú? 
á?“B(?H D( ~L? ’“Q~ X“Ka ~LB)^ñL á“;N )Y 
^Q?a ()~ ”? DXX?HD“~?áK “ú“Dá“”á? Y)B B?;)ás
á?;~D)(a ”^~ ~L?K H) ?'DQ~* íáá ?'’?BD?(;? 
“(H N()}á?Hñ? Y^Q?Q }D~LD( ~L? Q^”G?;~Dú? 
XD(H “(H ”?;)X?Q “ ’?BX“(?(~ ’“B~ )Y )^B 
D(HDúDH^“áD~K )B D((?B ”?D(ñ* WL? DQ)á“~?H 
?ú?(~Q X“K ”?;)X? D(HDQ~D(;~a ”^~ “Q “ }L)á? 
)^B )”G?;~Dú? ’?BQ)(“áD~Ka “Q D~ ?'DQ~Q ~)H“Ka 
“(H )^B D((?B D(HDúDH^“áD~Ka “Q D~ ?'DQ~Q “Q “ 
’“B~ )Y Q)^á ;)(Q;D)^Q(?QQa B?X“D( D(~“;~*

-)Q~ )Y }L“~ }? ;“( B?X?X”?B DQ D( 
~?BXQ )Y )^B ú);“”^á“BK ”?;“^Q? }? L“ú? 
“QQ);D“~?H H?Q;BD’~D)( “(H )~L?B ^Q? )Y })BHQ 
}D~L X)Q~ )Y )^B N()}á?Hñ? “(H ?'’?BD?(;?* 
WL“~ DQ }LK DY }? B?X?X”?B “ ’á“;? }L?B? 
}? áDú?H )B “( ?ú?(~ ~L“~ ~))N ’á“;? ”?Y)B? 
}? }?B? )2H ?()^ñL ~) ~“áNa D~ DQ D( ~L? Y)BX 
)Y “ B“~L?B Yá??~D(ña D(HDQ~D(;~ úDQ^“á X“(Ds
Y?Q~“~D)(* 9)B ?'“X’á?a w ;“( B?X?X”?B 
ú?BK D(HDQ~D(;~áK ~L? “’’?“B“(;? )Y ~L? 
L)^Q? }L?B? w }“Q ”)B(* w X^Q~ L“ú? áDú?H
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~L?B? ~) ~L? “ñ? )Y ~}) )B ~}) “(H )(?sL“áY 
K?“BQ “(Ha ~L?B?Y)B?a ;)^áH ()~ L“ú? L“H 
ú?BK X^;L N()}á?Hñ? )Y á“(ñ^“ñ?* >)}s
?ú?Ba ~L? úDQ^“á DX’B?QQD)( B?ñDQ~?B?H )( XK 
;)(Q;D)^Q(?QQ “(H DQ Q~Dáá ~L?B? “Q ’á“D( “Q 
}L?( ~L? DX’B?QQD)( }“Q YDBQ~ X“H?a ?';?’~ 
~L“~ w ;“(()~ B?;“áá D~ B?“HDáK “Q w L“ú? L“H 
áD~~á? );;“QD)( ~) ?ú?B B?;“áá D~ )B ?ú?B }DQL 
~)*

-?X)BK DQ “( DX’)B~“(~ ~))á D( )^B ”?s
L“úD)Ba ”^~ “~ ~L? Q“X? ~DX? D~ ;“( ”? “ 
ú?BK Dáá^QDú? ~LD(ñ* bHHáK ?()^ñLa ~L? ?'s 
?B~D)( )Y }Dáá ’)}?B H)?Q ()~ “á}“KQ Y)B;< 
~L? Y^(;~D)( )Y X?X)BK* w( X“(K ;“Q?Q D~ 
“;~^“ááK H?Y?“~Q D~* WL? L“BH?B }? ~BK ~) 
B?X?X”?B “ ~LD(ña ~L? X)B? ~L“~ ~LD(ñ X“K 
?ú“H? ^Q* WL“~ DQ }LK ~L? y)QD;B^;D“( X?~Ls
)H )Y ;)(;?(~B“~D)( DQ ~L? )(áK N?K ~) ~L? 
Q)s;“áá?H Y)Bñ)~~?( Y“;~Q )Y ’B?úD)^Q ?'’?BDs
?(;? “(H á?“B(D(ñ* w( ~LDQ ’B);?QQ }? ñDú? 
“ Q^ññ?Q~D)( ~) ~L? Q^”G?;~Dú? XD(H )Y }L“~ 
}? }DQL ~) N()} )B B?X?X”?Ba “(H ~L?( “~ 
“ ~DX? }L?( }? “B? ()~ HDB?;~áK ?'?B~D(ñ 
)^B }Dáá ~) ”BD(ñ “”)^~ ~LDQ X?X)BKa D~ DQ 
“”á? ~) D(ú“H? )”G?;~Dú? ;)(Q;D)^Q(?QQ “(H 
”?;)X? N()}( ~) ^Q* bY~?( “ ’B)”á?X ^(s 
Q)áú“”á? ~)H“K X“K ”? Q)áú?Ha )B “~ á?“Q~ ”? 
X)B? ;á?“B ~)X)BB)} X)B(D(ñ* WL“~ DQ }LK 
~L? ?'’B?QQD)( )Y &Qá??’D(ñ )( “( DH?“¡ L“Q 
”?;)X? “;;?’~?H “(H X“H? ;)XX)( D( ’B“;s
~D;? ”K X“(K ’?)’á?*

WL?Q? ;)XX?(~Q L“ú? ”??( )( ~L? ’)QDs 
~Dú? QDH? )Y X?X)BK* WL? á)QQ )Y X?X)BK DQ 
“ (?ñ“~Dú? X“(DY?Q~“~D)( “(H DQ ~L?B?Y)B? “( 
“”()BX“á )B ^(L?“á~LK X“(DY?Q~“~D)(* U?s
Y)B? }? ;“( ;)(QDH?B ~L? X?;L“(D;Q )Y ~L? 
á)QQ )Y X?X)BKa }? X^Q~ ”?“B D( XD(H ~L“~ 
“áá X?(~“á Y^(;~D)( )Y “ L^X“( ”?D(ñ DQ 
;á)Q?áK B?á“~?H ~) LDQ ’LKQD;“á (?Bú)^Q QKQs
~?X* WL? ”B“D( “(H ~L? ”“á“(;? )Y ~L? (?Bs
ú)^Q QKQ~?X )Y ~L? L^X“( ”)HK “B? áDN? ~L? 
}DB?Q “(H ñ?(?B“~)BQ )Y ~L? X?;L“(D;“á ’“B~Q 
)Y “( ?á?;~BD;“á QKQ~?X* ÍD~L)^~ ~L? X?s
;L“(D;“á ’“B~Q )Y ~L? QKQ~?Xa ~L? ?á?;~BD;D~K 
DQ (?D~L?B L“B(?QQ?H 5)B ;)(~B)áá?H “(H L“Q 
() ’B“;~D;“á Y^(;~D)( )B ^Q?* v) D~ DQ ~L“~ 
“Q }? áDú? “Q L^X“( ?(~D~D?Qa “áá X“(DY?Q~“s 
~D)(Q )Y ;)(Q;D)^Q(?QQ X^Q~ Y^(;~D)( ~LB)^ñL 
~L? “’’“B“~^Q }LD;L DQ ~L? ?(~DB? ”B“D( “(H 
(?Bú)^Q QKQ~?Xa ”?;“^Q? D~ DQ ~L? )(áK X<HDs
^X ”K }LD;L X?(~“á Y^(;~D)( DQ ;)(ú?K?H 
“(H ”K }LD;L ;)(Q;D)^Q(?QQ?Q )Y ~L?Q? Y^(;s
~D)(Q ?'DQ~Q*

í( D(G^BK ~) ~L? (?Bú)^Q QKQ~?X ^Q^“ááK

“YY?;~Q ~L? ;)(Q;D)^Q(?QQa “(H )Y ;)^BQ? “ 
Q?ú?B? D(G^BK ~) ~L? ”B“D(a Q^;L “Q “ Q?BD)^Q 
;)(;^QQD)( )B )~L?B L?“H D(G^BKa ”á)~Q )^~ 
;)(Q;D)^Q(?QQ ;)X’á?~?áK* g)(? )Y ~L? “~s 
~BD”^~?Q B?á“~?H ~) )^B ()BX“á “}“B?(?QQ )Y 
X?(~“á Y^(;~D)(D(ñ ?'DQ~a D(Q)Y“B “Q }? “B? 
;)(;?B(?Ha Y)B ~L? ~DX? ~L“~ ~L? D(G^BK DQ 
?YY?;~Dú?* WL“~ DQ }LK }? ^Q? ~L? ’LB“Q? 
)Y &”?D(ñ ^(;)(Q;D)^Q¡Ñ “ X?B? Q~“~?X?(~ 
~L“~ ;)(Q;D)^Q(?QQ DQ ()~ Y^(;~D)(D(ñ* íáá 
’L“Q?Q )Y ;)(Q;D)^Q(?QQa ~L?B?Y)D?a “B? Q^”s
G?;~ ~) ~L? L?“á~L )Y ~L? ”)HK* í ”)HK D( 
’?BY?;~ L?“á~La )Ba “Q }? XDñL~ Q~“~? D~a D( 
“ Q~“~? )Y ’?BY?;~ L“BX)(D^Xa }Dáá ”? X)B? 
;)(H^;Dú? ~) ~L? “á?B~ Y^(;~D)(D(ñ )Y )^B 
X?(~“á “(H ;)(Q;D)^Q Y“;^á~D?Q ~L“( }Dáá “ 
”)HK ~L“~ DQ “YY?;~?H ”K D(G^BK )B ’))B 
L?“á~L* -?X)BK ”?D(ñ )(? )Y ~L? ’L“Q?Q )Y 
;)(Q;D)^Q(?QQ DQ () ?';?’~D)( ~) ~LDQ B^á?a 
“(Ha ;)(Q?‘^?(~áKa á)QQ )Y X?X)BK DQ ^Q^“ááK 
H^? ~) Q)X? DX’“DBX?(~ )Y ~L? Y^(;~D)( )Y 
~L? ”)HK*

Í? YD(H ~L“~ X?X)BK DQ á)Q~ )B ;?“Q?Q ~) 
Y^(;~D)( H^? ~) “ñ?a Dáá(?QQa D(G^BKa )B ~L? 
^Q? )Y HB^ñQ* WL?Q? “B? ;)XX)( ;“^Q?Q* 
WL?B? “B? )Y ;)^BQ? )~L?BQ “(H ~L? ú“BD“~D)(Q 
)Y ?“;L* Í D~L ~L? “Hú“(;? )Y “ñ? ~L?B? 
;)X?Q “ ~DX? }L?( “áá Y^(;~D)(Q )Y ~L? ”)HK 
ñB“H^“ááK Qá)} H)}(* Í? N()} ~L“~ ~B“(QDs 
~D)( DQ D(?úD~“”á?a ~L“~ ~L? ’LKQD;“á ”)HK 
;“(()~ á“Q~ Y)B?ú?B* w~Q ^Q?Y^á(?QQ “Q “ 
L?“á~LK Y^(;~D)(D(ñ ”)HK ú“B2?Q }D~L D(HDs
úDH^8DQ “(H ~L?DB ?'’?BD?(;?Qa ”^~ D(?úD~“”áK 
~L? ~DX? H)?Q ;)X? ~) X)Q~ L^X“( ”?D(ñQ 
}L?( ~L?B? DQ “ ñB“H^“á Qá)}D(ñ H)}( )Y “áá 
’B);?QQ?Q )Y ~L? ’LKQD;“á ”)HKa “(H ~L? ;)(s
Q;D)^Q(?QQ ”?;)X?Q “YY?;~?H ~) “ ;?B~“D( H?s
ñB??* íñ“D(a ~L? H?ñB?? ~) }LD;L ;)(Q;D)^Qs
(?QQ }Dáá ”? “YY?;~?H HDYY?BQ }D~L ?ú?BK D(HDs
úDH^“á* k)QQD”áK “áá )Y ^Q L“ú? N()}( ?áH?Bs 
áK ’?)’á? }L)Q? ;)(Q;D)^Q(?QQ “(H D~Q “~s 
~BD”^~?Q B?X“D( QL“B’ “(H ;á?“B*

bY~?( X?X)BK B?X“D(Q ?';?áá?(~a ?ú?( D( 
~L? ;“Q? )Y ’?)’á? )Y ú?BK ñB?“~ “ñ?* jQ^“ááKa 
L)}?ú?Ba X?X)BK DQ D( ~L? YDBQ~ D(HD;“~D)( 
)Y ~L? Y“;~ ~L“~ ;)(Q;D)^Q(?QQ DQ ()~ “Q QL“B’ 
“Q D~ )(;? }“Q* -“(K ?áH?BáK ’?BQ)(Q ;“( 
HDQ~D(;~áK B?X?X”?B ?ú?(~Q ~L“~ ~))N ’á“;? 
}L?( ~L?K }?B? D( ~L?DB ~}?(~D?Q )B ~LDB~D?Qa 
”^~ Y)Bñ?~ }L?B? ~L?K L“H ’^~ ~L?DB L“~Q 
)B ;)“~Q YDú? XD(^~?Q ”?Y)B?* WLDQ Dáá^Q~B“~?Q 
~L? Y“;~ ~L“~ X?X)BK DQ “ ’?BX“(?(~ ~LD(ña 
~L“~ }L?( ~L?Q? ’?BQ)(Q }?B? K)^(ñ “(H 
L“H ~L? Y^áá “(H ?YY?;~Dú? ^Q? )Y ~L?DB Y“;^ás
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~D?Qa X?X)BK ”?;“X? ?Q~“”áDQL?H* WL?K 
}?B? ;)(;?(~B“~D(ñ ^’)( ~L? ~LD(ñQ ~L“~ 
}?B? DX’B?QQ?H ^’)( ~L?DB ;)(Q;D)^Q(?QQa 
“(H ?ú?( D( ú?BK )2H “ñ? YD(H ~L?Q? ~LD(ñQ 
?“QK ~) B?;“áá* WL?K “B?a ~) “ H?ñB??a áDúD(ñ 
D( ~L? ’“Q~a “(H X)Q~ ~LD(ñQ “B? DX’)B~“(~ 
D( ~?BXQ )Y ~L? ’“Q~ B“~L?B ~L“( )Y ~L? ’B?Qs
?(~* .)(Q?‘^?(~áKa ;)(~?X’)B“BK ?ú?(~Q á)Q? 
~L?DB QDñ(DYD;“(;? “(H ’?BQ’?;~Dú?a “(H “ 
’?BQ)( Y)Bñ?~Q Q)X?~LD(ñ ~L“~ L“’’?(?H “( 
L)^B )B “ H“K “ñ) QDX’áK ”?;“^Q? L? H)?Q 
()~ ñDú? ~L? ’“QQD(ñ ?ú?(~Q )Y ~L? X)X?(~ 
“Q X^;L “~~?(~D)(*

wáá(?QQ “~ “(K “ñ? ;“( “YY?;~ X?X)BK* 
W?X’)B“BK ’?BD)HQ )Y á)QQ )Y X?X)BK “B? 
;“^Q?H ”K ~L? ’LKQD;“á Y)B;?Q )Y ~L? ”)HK 
})BND(ñ ~) B?Q~)B? L“BX)(K “(H “Q “ B?Q^á~ 
“áá ~L? ”)HDáK ’B);?QQ?Q “B? ~L?( HDB?;~?H ~)s
}“BH ~L“~ )(? ’^B’)Q?* 3ú?BK~LD(ñ ?áQ? 
X^Q~ ~?X’)B“BDáK Q^YY?B }LDá? ~L? ”)HK DQ 
”B)^ñL~ ”“;N ~) ~L? L“BX)(D)^Q ;)(HD~D)( 
YB)X }LD;L D~ á“’Q?H* v^;L ?)(HD~D)(Q “B? 
~?X’)B“BK* ÍL?( L?“á~L DQ B?Q~)B?Ha ^Q^“ás
áK ~L? Y^áá Y“;^á~D?Q ~L“~ ?'DQ~?H ’BD)B ~) ~L? 
Dáá(?QQ “B? B?s?Q~“”áDQL?H* WL?B? “B? );;“s 
QD)(Qa )Y ;)^BQ?a }L?( Dáá(?QQ X“K ”? Q) 
Q?ú?B? ~L“~ ’?BX“(?(~ D(G^BK );;^BQ D( Q)X? 
Y^(;~D)(a “(H QL)^áH ~LDQ Y^(;~D)( ”? ~L“~ 
)Y X?X)BKa ~L? D(HDúDH^“á XDñL~ ”? ’?BX“s 
(?(~áK L“(HD;“’’?H ”K LDQ á)QQ )Y X?X)BK* 
WLDQ ;)(HD~D)( DQ ^Q^“ááK N()}( “Q “X(?QD“ 
Ñ“( D(HDúDH^“á Q??XQ ~) ”? ’?BY?;~áK ()Bs
X“á ?';?’~ ~L“~ X?X)BK H)?Q ()~ Y^(;~D)(* 
kB)’?B ~L?B“’?^~D;“á ~B?“~X?(~ )Y ~L? ;“^Q? 
)Y ~L? á)QQ )Y ~LDQ Y“;^á~K ^Q^“ááK B?Q~)B?Q 
D~a “á~L)^ñL Q)X?~DX?Q “ X“~~?B )Y ~DX? DQ 
“( ?á?X?(~ D( ~L? ~B?“~X?(~* w(G^BK H)?Q 
()~ HDYY?B X^;L YB)X Dáá(?QQ* w~ DQ “( DXs 
’“DBX?(~ )Y ~L? ’LKQD;“á ”)HK Q) ~L“~ Q)X? 
Y^(;~D)( X“K ~?X’)B“BDáK ”? L?áH D( “”?Ks 
“(;?*

w( ~L? ;“Q? )Y HB^ñQa D(;á^HD(ñ “á;)L)áa 
DX’“DBX?(~ ~) ~L? (?Bú)^Q QKQ~?X DQ H^? ~) 
“ Q?H“~Dú? ?YY?;~ ^’)( ~L? LDñL?B (?Bú)^Q 
;?(~?BQ* íá;)L)áa Y)B ?'“X’á?a “YY??~Q ~L? 
LDñL?Q~ ;?(~?BQ )Y ~L? ”B“D( Q) ~L“~ ~L?K 
áD~?B“ááK ”?;)X? (^X” “(H ~L? YD(?B ‘^“áDs
~D?Q )Y ;L“B“;~?B “(H ”?~~?B L“”D~Q )Y áDúD(ñ 
“B? ~?X’)B“BDáK (^X”?H D( ;)(Q;D)^Q(?QQ* 
WL“~ DQ }LK “( ?'~B?X?áK HB^(N?( ’?BQ)(a 
)B )(? ^(H?B ~L? D(Yá^?(;? )Y ;?B~“D( HB^ñQa 
B?ú?B~Q “áX)Q~ ~) ~L? Q~“~^Q )Y “( “(DX“áa 
D(Q)Y“B “Q LDQ ”?L“úD)B DQ ;)(;?B(?H* WL? 
LDñL?B ;?(~?BQ )Y ~L? ”B“D( L“ú? ”??( ~?Xs

’)B“BDáK Q^Q’?(H?H D( ~L?DB Y^(;~D)(, “(H 
X?X)BKa “~~?(~D)(a ;))BHD(“~D)(a “(H )~L?B 
Y“;^á~D?Q ~L“~ HDQ~D(ñ^DQL ~L? D(HDúDH^“á “Q 
”?D(ñ “( D(~?ááDñ?(~ L^X“( ”?D(ñ “B? QDXs
’áK ()~ Y^(;~D)(D(ñ H^? ~) ~L? Q?H“~Dú? ?Ys
Y?;~ )Y ~L? HB^ñ* íY~?B ~L? ?YY?;~ )Y ~L? HB^ñ 
}?“BQ )YYa ~L? Y“;^á~K ^Q^“ááK B?~^B(Q* wY 
;)(~D(^?H ^Q? )Y ~L? HB^ñ DQ D(H^áñ?Ha ~L?( 
)~L?B ’“B~Q )Y ~L? ”)HK ”?;)X? “YY?;~?H ^(s
~Dá ~L? ”)HK DQ ;)X’á?~?áK ’)DQ)(?H “(H ”?s
K)(H ~L? B?;)ú?BK )Y ;)X’á?~? L?“á~L*

w( ~L?Q? Dáá^Q~B“~D)(Q }? L“ú? ”??( ^QD(ñ 
~L? ~?BX ) A) QIN a B?’?“~?HáK B?Y?BBD(ñ ~) 
á)QQ )Y X?X)BK “(H ~L? B?;^BB?(;? )Y ~L? 
Y^(;~D)( )Y X?X)BK* í;~^“ááKa “Q “(K)(? 
}L) N()}Q ~L? y)QD;B^;D“( ~?BX }Dáá ^(H?Bs
Q~“(Ha }? “B? ^QD(ñ ~L? })BH ) A) QIN a D( ~L? 
’)’^á“B Q?(Q?a }L?B? }? QL)^áH ”? ^QD(ñ 
~L? ~?BX IABQ<<AB&xQjs wY  ”?;“^Q? )Y Dáá(?QQa 
D(G^BKa )2H “ñ?a )B ~)) X^;L “á;)L)á )B )~L?B 
HB^ña “( D(HDúDH^“á ~?X’)B“BDáK á)Q?Q LDQ 
X?X)BK D( ~L? Q?(Q? ~L“~ }? L“ú? ^Q?H ~L? 
~?BXa ~L? B?“Q)( DQ ~L“~ ~L? D(HDúDH^“á L“Q 
á)Q~ LDQ “”DáD~K ~) B?;)áá?;~* WL? ~)~“á Y^(;s
~D)(D(ñ )Y ~L? XD(H L“Q ”?;)X? HDQ)Bñ“(D6?H 
“(H ^(;))BHD(“~?H* -?X)BK Q~Dáá ?'DQ~Q 
;)X’á?~? D( ~L? Q^”G?;~Dú? XD(H* -?X)BKa 
“Q }? L“ú? Q“DHa DQ (?ú?B á)Q~* w~ DQ “ ’?BX“s
(?(~ ’“B~ )Y )^B D(HDúDH^“áD~K “(H ;“( Y^(;s
~D)( }L?( ñDú?( ~L? )’’)B~^(D~K*

W) ~L? ”?Q~ )Y )^B N()}á?Hñ?a ~L?B? “B? 
)(áK ~}) )’’)B~^(D~D?Q )B ~}) X?“(Q ”K 
}LD;L X?X)BK ;“( Y^(;~D)(* WL? YDBQ~a “Q 
L“Q “áB?“HK ”??( Q?~ Y)B~L L?B?a DQ ~LB)^ñL 
“ L?“á~LK ’LKQD;“á ”)HK “(H D~Q (?Bú)^Q QKQs
~?X* WL? Q?;)(Ha ()~ ;á?“BáK ^(H?BQ~))H ”K 
^Qa );;^BQ }L?( ~L? ”)HK “(H ~L? Q)^á “B? 
() á)(ñ?B ;)((?;~?H* w~ DQ ”?áD?ú?H ”K ~L)Q? 
}L) “;;?’~ ~L? H);~BD(? )Y DXX)B~“áD~K ~L“~ 
~L? N()}á?Hñ? “(H ?'’?BD?(;? “;;^X^á“~?H 
“(H “;;?’~?H ”K ~L? Q^”G?;~Dú? XD(Ha ~L? 
XD(H )Y ~L? Q)^áa }Dáá ;)(~D(^< ~) Y^(;~D)( 
)( “()~L?B á?ú?á )B ’á“5?* WL?B?Y)B?a }? 
X^Q~ Q“K ~L“~ X?X)BK “(H “áá )~L?B Y^(;s
~D)(Q )Y ~L? XD(H “(H ;)(Q;D)^Q(?QQ “B? Y)B 
^Q D( ~L? ’LKQD;“á })BáH “( “~~BD”^~? )Y ~L? 
(?Bú)^Q QKQ~?Xa “(H ~L“~ D( ~L? Q’DBD~^“á )B 
’QK;LD; })BáHa ~L?K “B? “( “~~BD”^~? )Y ~L? 
Q)^á*

>)} “(H }L?( ~LDQ á“~~?B Y^(;~D)( }Dáá 
~“N? ’á“;? ()(? )Y ^Q ;“( H?Q;BD”? )B ;)Xs
’á?~?áK ^(H?BQ~“(H* >)}?ú?Ba H^? ~) ~L? 
X“(K Dáá^Q~B“~D)(Q “(H ’B))YQ }? L“ú? )Y ~L? 
?'DQ~?(;? )Y X?X)BK “(H )~L?B X?(~“á Y^(;s
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~D)(Q D( ~L? ”)HKa }? “B? )Y ~L? YDBX ;)(s
úD;~D)( ~L“~ ?ú?(~^“ááKa }L?( ~L? ’^B’)Q? 
)Y ~L? ’B?Q?(~ D(;“B(“~D)( DQ ;)X’á?~?H “(H 
~L? Q)^á DQ )( “ ’á“5? }L?B? D~ X“K Y^(;~D)( 
”K D~Q?áY ^(?(;^X”?B?H ”K ’LKQD;“á ?'’B?Qs 
QD)(a “áá ~L“~ L“Q ”??( “~~“D(?H ~LB)^ñL “ 
’?BD)H )Y )(? áDY? }Dáá ”? ;))BHD(“~?H }D~L 
)~L?B áDú?Q “(H ;)(Q;D)^Q(?QQ* WL? }L)á? 
”?D(ñ }Dáá ~L?( Y^(;~D)( D( “ }“K }LD;L 
}Dáá X“N? ;á?“B ~) ~L? D(HDúDH^“áa ~) ~L? 
Q)^á ?(~D~Ka ~L? ’^B’)Q? “(H X?“(D(ñ )Y 
}L“~ L“Q ”??( “;;^X^á“~?H D( ~L? áDú?Q 
~L“~ L“ú? ~B“(Q’DB?H*Ñí

TÜPí’q0’UO
.)(YDH?(;? DQ ”)B( )Y N()}á?Hñ?* ÍL?( 

)(? ñjQ;éa L? DQ Y)B?“BX?Ha “~ á?“Q~ ~) ~L? 
?'~?(~ )Y ~L“~ ~) }LD;L LDQ N()}á?Hñ? DQ 
B?á“~?H* R^Q~ “Q )(? L?QD~“~?Q D( ~L? H“BN 
}L?( }“áND(ñ D( “( ^(Y“XDáD“B “B?“a Q)a 
~))a ~L? XD(H DQ B?á^;~“(~ ~) ^(H?B~“N? “(K 
ú?(~^B?Q }D~L)^~ Q)X? “QQ^B“(;?Q* -?( “B? 
“Hú?(~^B)^Q, ~L?K á)ú? ~) ’D)(??B* U^~ ?ú?BK 
D(~?ááDñ?(~ ’D)(??B L“Q D( “Hú“(;? ;?B~“D( 
;)(úD;~D)(Q “”)^~ ~L? ^(N()}(* >? HB“}Q 
^’)( ?'’?BD?(;?Q )Y ~L? ’“Q~ ~) “QQDQ~ LDX 
D( H?~?BXD(D(ñ ~L? Y^~^B?*

W) X)Q~ X?( ~L? Y^~^B? “’’?“BQ “Q ’B?s 
H?~?BXD(?H ?ú?(~Q* w~ Q??XQ ~) ~L?X áDN? “ 
Q~“ñ?a “áá ’B?’“B?H “(H “}“D~D(ñ ~L? BDñL~ 
X)X?(~ Y)B ~L? ;^B~“D( ~) BDQ? “(H B?ú?“á 
~L? Q?~~D(ñ* ÍL?~L?B }L“~ DQ ?'’)Q?H }Dáá 
”? ”?(?YD;D“á )B “á“BXD(ña DQ “ ‘^?Q~D)( ~L“~ 
L“Q á)(ñ ’B)ú?H HDQ~B?QQD(ñ* wY  ~L?B? }?B? 
)(áK Q)X? }“K D( }LD;L ~L?KÑX“(ND(HÑ 
;)^áH )”~“D( “ ’B?úD?} )Y Y^~^B? ?ú?(~Qa 
~L?K ”?áD?ú? ~L?DB áDú?Q XDñL~ ”? Q?;^B?* wY 
?ú?(~Q }?B? ?Q~“”áDQL?H D( “Hú“(;? Q) ~L“~ 
X“( ;)^áH ’?B;?Dú? ~L?X ”?Y)B? ~L?K );;^B 
D( LDQ áDY?a L? ;)^áH ’?BL“’Q B?~B?“~ YB)X 
HDQ“Q~?B “(Ha “Q }?ááa ?X”B“;? )’’)B~^(D~D?Q* 
íáá Y“;~)BQ )Y ;L“(;? })^áH ~L?( Q??X ~) 
”? B?X)ú?H*

w~ DQ Y)B ~L?Q? B?“Q)(Q ’B?;DQ?áK ~L“~ X)Q~ 
X?( L“ú? á)(ñ Q)^ñL~ ~) ~?“B “QDH? ~L? ú?Dá 
)Y ~L? Y^~^B? “(H á))N ^’)( }L“~ ~L?K ’B?s
Q^X? ~) ”? ?'’)Q?H ?ú?(~Q* kB)ñ()Q~D;“~D)(a 
’B?HD;~D)(a “(H Y)B~^(?~?ááD(ñ L“ú? á)(ñ ”??( 
’Q?^H) “B~Q “(H Q;D?(;?Q* Í D~L X)Q~ X?~Ls
)HQ D~ }“Q ()~ “ X“~~?B )Y Q~^HKD(ñ .)QXD; 
)B (“~^B“á ;“^Q?Q “Q ~B?(HQ )B ;K;á?Q ~) á?“B( 
}L“~ ;)^áH )B ’B)”“”áK })^áH Y)áá)} YB)X 
~L?X* v^;L “ úD?} })^áH ’B?Q^’’)Q? ~L“~ 
~L? Y^~^B? DQ D( ~L? X“ND(ñ “(H ()~ “áB?“HK

H?~?BXD(?H* -)Q~ )Y ~L)Q? D(~?B?Q~?H D( ’B?s 
HD;~D)(Q L“ú? ()~ B?“áD6?H ~L“~ ~L? Y^~^B? 
X)X?(~ DQ ”^~ “( )^áñB)}~L )Y “ Q^;;?QQD)( 
)Y ’“Q~ )(?Q “(H ~L)Q? )Y ~L? ’B?Q?(~* WL?B? 
;“( ”? () ’)QD~Dú? ’“~~?B( )Y ~L? Y^~^B? ;)(s 
QDQ~D(ñ )Y H?YD(D~? ’“B~D;^á“BQa ^(á?QQ ~L?B? DQ 
“ B?;^BB?(;? )Y ’B?úD)^Q ;“^Q?Q “Q ~L)^ñL~Qa 
“;~D)(Qa “(H ’L?()X?(“*

WL? “ú?B“ñ? H?ú)~?? )Y ’B?HD;~D)( DQ “ 
—A&AI)xjxé&s >? DQ ;?B~“D( ~L“~ ~L?B? DQ “ 
;)X’á?~? ’D;~^B? )Y LDQ áDY? G^Q~ ”?LD(H ~L? 
Q;B??( )Y ~L? Y^~^B?* .)(Q?‘^?(~áKa ~L?B? DQ 
?ú?B ~L? H?QDB? ~) ’^á2 “QDH? ~L“~ ú?Dá “(H 
á))N ^’)( ~LDQ }?áás?Q~“”áDQL?H ’B?H?~?Bs 
XD(?H ?'DQ~?(;?* WL?Q? ’?)’á? }Dáá ()~ B“s 
~D)(“áD6?, ~L?K L“ú? “ ”áD(H Y“D~L D( ~L? 
X?~L)H )Y ’B?HD;~D)( ~) }LD;L ~L?K “B? “Hs 
HD;~?H* WL?K N()} áD~~á? “”)^~a 5)B “B? 
~L?K ;)(;?B(?H }D~La ~L? á“} )Y ’B)”“”DáD~Ka 
}LD;L HDQ;á)Q?Q ~L“~ ~L?B? }Dáá “á}“KQ ”? 
Q)X? H?ñB?? )Y “;;^B“;K D( “(K ñDú?( (^Xs 
”?B )Y ?9AééAés v^;L “;;^B“;D?Q ~L?K ~L?( 
?'“ññ?B“~? Y“B )^~ )Y ’B)’)B~D)( ~) ~L? ñB?“~s
?B (^X”?B )Y Y“Dá^B?Q D( ~L? Q“X? X?~L)H*

R^Q~DYD“”á? ’B?HD;~D)( DQ ”“Q?H )( “( ?(s 
~DB?áK HDYY?B?(~ ’BD(;D’D?* WL? ’B?XDQ? DQ ()~ 
~L“~ ~L? Y^~^B? DQ ?Q~“”áDQL?Ha ”^~ B“~L?B ~L“~ 
D~ DQ D( ~L? X“ND(ñ* WL? ?ú“á^“~D)( )Y ~L“~ 
Y^~^B? DQ H?’?(H?(~ ^’)( D(;L)“~? ;“^Q?Q 
}LD;L áD? D( ~L? ’“Q~ “(H D( ~L? ’B?Q?(~* 
WL?Q? ;“^Q?Q “B? .)QXD; ’BD(;D’D?Qa (“~^B“á 
á“}Qa “(H ~L? L^X“( }Dáá “(H “;~D)(* w( 
~L? ^(Dú?BQ? ~L?B? “B? ;K;áD; ’L?()X?(“a 
~L“~ DQa Y)B;?Q “(H ?(?BñD?Q }LD;L B?;^B* 
WL?K }Dáá ’B)H^;? QDXDá“B ?YY?;~Q )B B?Q^á~Qa 
^(á?QQ )’’)Q?H ”K )~L?B ?‘^“ááK ?YYD;“;D)^Q 
á“}Q* W) N()} ~L?Q? ;K;á?Q “(H á“}Q B?ú?8DQ 
~L? qQ&Aj&xó<x&N  )Y ;?B~“D( ñ?(?B“á ?ú?(~Q* wY 
X“( “áá)}Q LDXQ?áY ~) ”? “YY?;~?H D( “ ;?Bs
~“D( X“((?B ”K ~L?Q? ’?BD)HD; ’L?()X?(“a 
D~ X“K ”? ’B?HD;~?H ~L“~ ~L?DB D(Yá^?(;? ^’s
)( LDQ áDY? }Dáá Y)áá)} “ Q’?;DYD; ’“~~?B(*

v^;L DQ Q;D?(~DYD; ’B?HD;~D)(* w~ DQ ~L? ND(H 
)Y ’B?HD;~D)( ~L“~ ~L? ;L?XDQ~ X“N?Q }L?( 
L? ”BD(ñQ ~)ñ?~L?B ~}) )B X)B? ?á?X?(~Q 
^(H?B ñDú?( ;)(HD~D)(Q D( LDQ ~?Q~ ~^”?Q* w~ 
DQ ~L? ND(H )Y ’B?HD;~D)( ~L“~ ~L? “Q~B)’LKQDs 
;DQ~ X“N?Q D( “( “(“áKQDQ )Y ~L? Q’?;~B“ )Y 
HDQ~“(~ Q~“BQ* w~ DQ ~L? ND(H )Y ’B?HD;~D)( “ 
)Né&xB X“N?Q }L?( L? )”Q?Bú?Q “ ’?BQ)( 
úD)á“~D(ñ “ .)QXD; ’BD(;D’D?* WL?B? DQ () 
ñ^?QQ})BN “”)^~ ~L?Q? X?~L)HQ ”?;“^Q? ;?Bs
~“D( ?á?X?(~Q “B? “á}“KQ N()}( “(H —A)Qjt 
é&IóL<As w~ DQ ~L? ?‘^Dú“á?(~ )Y ~L? X“~L?s
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X“~D;D“(♦Q ’B)úD(ñ ”K “”Q~B“;~ B?“Q)(D(ñ 
~L“~ ~}) ’á^Q ~}) ?‘^“áQ Y)^B*

()}D(ñ ~L“~ ;?B~“D( á“}Q }Dááa ”K (?;?Qs 
QD~Ka L“ú? “Q ~L?DB ;)(Q?‘^?(;? Q’?;DYD; ?Ys
Y?;~Qa DQ ()~ “( ?'“X’á? )Y H?~?BXD(DQX Y)Ba 
”K N()}D(ñ Q^;L ’B)”“”DáD~D?Qa X“( ;“( 
“H“’~ LDXQ?áY ~) ~L?X* Í ? N()}a Y)B “(“ás
)ñKa ~L“~ ñB“úD~K ?'DQ~Q “Q “ ’L?()X?()(* 
WL“~ H)?Q ()~ X?“( ~L“~ }? ;“(()~ “ú)DH 
”?D(ñ Q~B^;N )( ~L? L?“H ”K “áá ~LD(ñQ }LD;L 
ñB“úD~K HB“}Q )B ’^QL?Qa ~)}“BH ~L? ?“B~L♦Q 
Q^BY“;?* Í ? á?“B( ~) HDB?;~ “(H ?ú?(a ”K 
~L? ^Q? )Y )~L?B (“~^B“á Y)B;?Qa ~) XD~2ñ“~? 
ñB“úD~K “(H D~Q ?YY?;~Q*

v^;L “ Q;D?(~DYD; QKQ~?X )Y ’B?HD;~D)(a 
”“Q?H ^’)( (“~^B“á “(H .)QXD; ;K;á?Qa }“Q 
D(~B)H^;?Ha X“(K K?“BQ “ñ)a ”K AB* >* 
v’?(;?B m?}DQ D( LDQ ”))Na H A<á b óé&AIN ój—  
hó&A ;x&” &”A yNB<Aé Q á p xáAs WLDQ ”))N L“Q 
L“H X“(K ?HD~D)(Q D( Q?ú?B“á á“(ñ^“ñ?Q* 
WL)^Q“(HQ )Y ;)’D?Q L“ú? ”??( Q)áH ~LB)^ñLs
)^~ ~L? })BáH* w~Q Q)^(H(?QQ DQ ?Q~“”áDQL?H ”K 
~L? ~?Q~DX)(K )Y X“(K }L) L“ú? ^Q?H D~Q 
D(~?ááDñ?(~áK ’B?Q?( ~?H ’BD(;D’D?Q*

W) ”?ñD( }D~La )( ~L? YDBQ~ ’“ñ? )Y ~L? 
YDBQ~ ;L“’~?Ba AB* m?}DQ Q~“~?Qé &WL? QKQ~?X 
Q?~ Y)B~L D( ~LDQ ”))N Y)B ~L? “~~“D(X?(~ “(H 
“’’áD;“~D)( )Y Q?áYsX“Q~?BKa )B X“Q~?BQLD’ 
)ú?B Q)s;“áá?H Y“~“áDQ~D; ;)(HD~D)(Qa DQ ”“Q?H 
^’)( ~L? ’B?XDQ? ~L“~ X“( DQ ?QQ?(~D“ááK “ 
;B?“~)B )Y LDQ ?(úDB)(X?(~ “(H LDQ ;DB;^Xs
Q~“(;?Q “(H ()~ ~L? B?Q^á~ )Y ~L?Q? ~LD(ñQ* 
jQ^“ááK “ ’B?XDQ? DQ “( “QQ^X’~D)( )B “ Q^’s 
’)QD~D)(a ”^~ w ~B^Q~ ~L“~ XK B?“H?BQ }Dáá 
Q??a ”?Y)B? ~L?K L“ú? ;)X’á?~?H ~L? B?“HD(ñ 
)Y ~LDQ ”))Na ~L“~ ~L? ’B?XDQ? D( ~LDQ ;“Q? DQ 
“ Y“;~ “(H ~L“~ ~L? )~L?B Y“;~Q D( ~L? QKQ~?X 
”^Dá~ ^’)( ~LDQ ’B?XDQ? Q^”Q~“(~D“ááK H?Xs
!(Q~B“~? ~L“~ Y^(H“X?(~“á Y“;~*¡

WL?(a “ñ“D(a AB* m?}DQ B?á“~?Qé &WL?B?s
Y)B?a DY K)^ “B? )(? )Y ~L? X“(K }L) L“ú? 
”??( á?H ~) ”?áD?ú? ~L“~ ?(úDB)(X?(~ L“Q 
ñB“H^“ááK X)^áH?H ;DúDáD6“~D)( “(H L“Q Q’?s 
;DYD;“ááK X“H? )Y X“( }L“~ L? DQ “(H Q~Dáá 
.)(~B)áQ LDXa w  DX’á)B? K)^a Y)B K)^B )}( 
Q“N? “(H K)^B )}( ”?Q~ D(~?B?Q~Qa ~) á“K “QDH? 
~L“~ ”?áD?Y Y)B ~L? ~DX? )Y ~L? B?“HD(ñ )Y 
~LDQ ”))N “(H ~L? ~?Q~D(ñ )Y D~Q ’BD(;D’D?Q*¡

AB* m?}DQ ’)D(~Q )^~ ~L? Y“áá“;K )Y Q^’?Bs 
Q~D~D)^Q QKQ~?XQ )Y ’B?HD;~D)(a }L?( L? Q“KQé 
&w~ DQ ~L? ’^B’)Q? )Y ~L? QKQ~?X Q?~ Y)B~L 
D( ~LDQ ”))N ~) ?(“”á? ?ú?BK X“(a })X“(a 
“(H ;LDáH ~) ~“N? “Hú“(~“ñ? )Y ;?B~“D( (“~s
^B“á á“}Q “(H })BN D( L“BX)(K }D~L ~L?X

~) ~L? ?(H ~L“~ ?“;L X“K ”? X“Q~?B )Y LDQ 
Y“~? “(Ha ~LB)^ñL L“BX)(D)^Q ;)s)’?B“~D)( 
}D~L ~L? ;K;á?Q )Y áDY?a B?“’ ~L? BD;L?Q~ B?s 
}“BH )YY?B?H ”K ~L? ”)^(~DY^á HDQ’)QD~D)( )Y 
~L? .)QXD; ’á“(*

&ÍD~L)^~ B?Q)B~a ~L?B?Y)B?a ~) Q^’?BQ~D~D)^Q 
”?áD?YQ )B ’B“;~D;?Q “(H }D~L)^~ D(ú)ND(ñ ~L? 
‘^?Q~D)(“”á? D(Yá^?(;?Q )Y LK’)~L?~D;“á “(H 
~L?)B?~D;“á ’)}?BQ )Y “( D(úDQD”á? (“~^B? * * * 
’B“;~D;“q X?( “(H })X?( )Y ~LDQ X)H?B( 
~DX? * * * X“K ”BD(ñ á“Bñ? “(H DX’)B~“(~ 
;L“(ñ?Q D( ~L?DB áDú?Q “(H B?HDB?;~ ~L? 
;)^BQ?Q )Y ~L?DB .“B??BQ*¡

w( Q’D~? )Y AB* m?}DQ♦Q Q~“~?X?(~ ~L“~ ~L? 
”))N ;)(~“D(Q ;K;á?Q )Y (“~^B“á á“}Q ~L“~ ~L? 
D(HDúDH^“á X“K ^Q? ~) ’?BQ)(“ááK &B?HDB?;~¡ 
“(H ~) ”BD(ñ “”)^~ &;L“(ñ?Q¡ D( LDQ áDY?a 
~L?B? “B? ~L)Q? }L) “QQ^X? “ ’“QQDú? “~~Ds 
~^H?* WL?K ;)(QDH?B ~L“~ ~L? ~B?(HQa }LD;L 
~L? ”))N B?ú?8DQa ;“( “YY?;~ ~L?DB áDú?Qa “(H 
”BD(ñ “”)^~ ;L“(ñ?Q }LD;L ~L?K }DQLa }D~Ls
)^~ “(K ?YY)B~ )( ~L?DB )}( ’“B~* WL?K ”?s
áD?ú? ~L“~a }D~L)^~ “(K B?HDB?;~D)( )Y ~L?DB 
~L)^ñL~Q “(H ~L?DB ;)^BQ? )Y áDY? D( “;;)BHs
“(;? }D~L Q^;L á“}Qa ~L? ?ú?(~Q }LD;L ~L?K 
L)’? Y)B }Dáá (?ú?B~L?á?QQ X“~?BD“áD6?* WL?K 
H) ()~ &~“N? “Hú“(~“ñ? )Y ;?B~“D( á“}Q¡ “Q 
AB* m?}DQ “HúDQ?Q* y“~L?Ba ~L?K ?'’?;~ ~) 
”? ’B?;D’D~“~?H D(~) ;DB;^XQ~“(;?Q }D~L)^~ 
B?“áD6D(ñ ~L“~ ~L?K “B? )(? )Y ~L? ’BDX? 
X)ú?BQ D( ~L? B?á“~D)(QLD’* WL?K “áá)} 
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;?QQD~K )Y ;“^Q“ ~D)(a ;?B~“D( ?YY?;~Q )B B?Q^á~Q* 
3“;L “;~ )B ?“;L ~L)^ñL~ DQ “ ’)}?B YB)X 
}LD;L “ ~B“D( )Y )~L?B “;~Q )B ?ú?(~Q H?ú?á)’Q*

WL?B? DQ () ?Q;“’? YB)X “BX“a ?';?’~ 
~) D(Q~D~^~? ;)^(~?B ;“^Q?Q* Í? X“K YD(Ha 
~) ^Q? “ L)X?áK “(“á)ñKa ~L“~ ”K ;“B?á?QQs 
(?QQ }LDá? ;áDX”D(ñ “ X)^(~“D( }? L“ú? 
;“^Q?H “ ”)^áH?B LDñL )( )(? QDH? ~) ”?;)X? 
HDQá)Hñ?H* WL? B?Q^á~Q )Y D~Q H)}(}“BH ’“~L 
}Dáá ;“^Q? ;)(QDH?B“”á? H?Q~B^;~D)(* WL? ?Ys
Y?;~a ~L? H?Q~B^;~D)( }LD;L }Dáá Y)áá)}a DQ 
~L? (“~^B“á B?Q^á~ )Y ~L? ;“^Q? }LD;L }? 
D(Q~D~^~?H* Í? X“Ka L)}?ú?Ba D(~B)H^;? 
)~L?B ;“^Q?Q ~) XD~Dñ“~? D~* 9)B ?'“X’á?a }? 
XDñL~ ~BK Q?~~D(ñ ^’ Q)X? ND(H )Y ”^á}“BNÑ  
DY }? L“ú? ~DX?Ñ ~) HDú?B~ ~L? ”)^áH?B YB)X 
D~Q ’“~L* v)a ~))a D( áDY?* wY }? YD(H }? L“ú? 
;B?“~?H “Hú?BQ? “BX“a }? X“K ”K )^B 
~LD(ND(ñ “(H Q^”Q?‘^?(~ ”?L“úD)B D(Q~D~^~? 
;“^Q?Qa X)B“á )B )~L?B}DQ?a }LD;L }Dáá áDñL~s 
?( ~L? DX’“;~*

9B)X ~LDQ }? ;“( Q?? ~L“~ }? ;“(()~ 
?Q;“’? “BX“ ^(á?QQ }? ~BK ~) X“N? ;)Xs
’?(Q“B)(* WLDQa D( ~^B(a X“K ;)(QDQ~ )Y “ 
QD(;?B? “~~?X’~ ~) D(~B)H^;? (?} ;“^Q?Qa ~L? 
?YY?;~Q )Y }LD;L X“K )YYQ?~ ~L? ^(H?QDB“”á? 
)(?Q* wY “Hú?BQ? “BX“ }“Q “ X“~~?B )Y 
B?~BD”^~D)(a )Y DX’)QD(ñ ’^(DQLX?(~ ^’)( 
^Q r}LD;L D~ DQ ()~da ~L?( ()~LD(ñ ~L“~ 
;)^áH ”? H)(? XDñL~ Q“ú? ^Q YB)X ~L? ?YY?;~Q* 
w~ DQ ‘^D~? ~B^? ~L“~a D( ~L? X“G)BD~K )Y D(s 
Q~“(;?Qa ~L? D(HDúDH^“á DQ ()~ “}“B? )Y ~L? 
“BX“Ñ ~L“~ DQa D~Q ;“^Q?QÑ ?D~L?B “Hú?BQ? 
)B ”?(?YD;D“áa ^(~Dá L? ?'’?BD?(;?Q ~L? ?YY?;~Q* 
w~ DQ ~L?( Q)X?~DX?Q ~)) á“~? ~) á?QQ?(a ~) 
“(K H?ñB??a ~L? Q^YY?BD(ñ }L?( ~L? “BX“ 
DQ “Hú?BQ?* ÍL?B? ~L? ?YY?;~ })^áH ()BX“ááK 
”? ‘^D~? ’B)á)(ñ?Ha “ ;L“(ñ? D( “~~D~^H? )( 
~L? ’“B~ )Y ~L? D(HDúDH^“áa “ B?“áD6“~D)( )Y 
LDQ ’B?úD)^Q }B)(ñH)D(ña X“K ”BD(ñ “”)^~ 
DX’B)ú?X?(~ D( LDQ ;DB;^XQ~“(;?Q* WL? D(s
HDúDH^“á X“K ~L?( ”?ñD( ~) ’B)H^;?a ”K LDQ 
“Hú“(;?H “(H ?(áDñL~?(?H ~LD(ND(ña ?YY?;~Q 
}LD;L }Dáá “;;B^? ~) LDQ ”?(?YD~* WLDQ }Dáá 
”? ?'’?BD?(;?H “Q “ áDñL~?(D(ñ )Y ~L? á)“H 
}LD;L L? L“Q ~) ”?“B*

ÍL?( Q)X?)(? DQ Q^YY?BD(ña D~ X“K ”? 
”?;“^Q? )Y LDQ )B L?B D(HDúDH^“á “BX“ )B “Q 
“ B?Q^á~ )Y BQ<<AB&xWA “BX“* íQ “ X?X”?B 
)Y Q);D?~Ka }? “B? B?Q’)(QD”á?a }L?~L?B }? 
“HXD~ D~ )B ()~a Y)B ~L? ;)áá?;~Dú? “;~Q )Y Q)s
;D?~K* Í ? ~L^Q ’“K Y)B }B)(ñ ~LD(ND(ña Y)B 
D(HDYY?B?(;?a Y)B G?“á)^QKa L“~B?Ha “(H ~L? 
áDN?a D( }“BY“B?a D( ?;)()XD; H?’B?QQD)(Qa

Q);D“á ;L“)Qa “(H “áá ~L? ?YY?;~Q )Y ;BDX?* 
WL?Q? “B? ;“^Q?Q }LD;L Q);D?~K D(Q~D~^~?Q 
“(H }LD;L D(HDúDH^8DQa “Q ’“B~ )Y Q);D?~Ka 
X^Q~ ?'’?BD?(;? “Q HDQ“Q~B)^Q ?YY?;~Q*

W) L?á’ “()~L?B }L) DQ Q^YY?BD(ñ DQ )”úDs
)^QáK ~L? ’B)’?Ba ~L? L^X“(D~“BD“(a ~LD(ñ 
~) H)* >)}?ú?Ba Q^;L “QQDQ~“(;? X^Q~ ñ) ”?s
K)(H “( DXX?HD“~? B?áD?Y )Y HDQ~B?QQ* b(? 
X^Q~ ~BK ~) L?á’ ~L? D(HDúDH^“á YD(H )^~ ~L? 
;“^Q?Q ~L“~ áD? ”?LD(H LDQ )B L?B ’B?Q?(~ 
;)(HD~D)(ÑDY ~L“~ DQ ’)QQD”á?* wY ~L? HDQ~B?QQ 
DQ ”?;“^Q? )Y “( D(~?áá?;~^“áa X)B“áa )B “ 
Q);D“á “;~ )Y ~L? D(HDúDH^“áÑ ~L“~ DQa DXs 
’B)’?B ”?L“úD)B }LD;L DQ “ úD)á“~D)( )Y 
.)QXD; )B (“~^B“á á“}QÑ~L?( L? X^Q~ ”? 
X“H? ~) B?“áD6? ~LDQ “Q Q))( “Q ’)QQD”á?* wY L? 
H)?Q ()~a ~L? D(HDúDH^“á }Dáá )(áK ’?B’?~]“~? 
LDQ XDQ~“N?Q )B LDQ }DááY^á “;~Q* >? }Dáá ~L?( 
;)(~D(^< ~) ?'’?BD?(;? ~L? Q“X? Dáá ?YY?;~Qa 
X“K”? ~) ?ú?( “ ñB?“~?B ?'~?(~*

w( L?á’D(ñ “()~L?Ba ?Q’?;D“ááK DY K)^ ~BK 
~) L“ú? ~L? ^(Y)B~^(“~? ’?BQ)( B?“áD6? L)} 
L? X“K ”? ;)(~BD”^~D(ñ ~) LDQ )}( ;DB;^Xs 
Q~“(;?a K)^ “B? ()~ D(~?BY?BD(ñ }D~L “BX“* 
UK ~L“~ ~DX? ~L? á“} )Y ;)X’?(Q“~D)( DQ 
“( ?Q~“”áDQL?H Y“;~a “(H ~L? á?QQ)( QL)^áH ”? 
á?“B(?H ”K ~L? D(HDúDH^“á, “~ á?“Q~ L? }Dáá 
L“ú? ~L? )’’)B~^(D~K ~) á?“B( Q)X?~LD(ñ 
“”)^~ ~L? ;“^Q?*

WL?B? DQ “()~L?B DX’)B~“(~ ’)D(~ ~) ”? 
;)(QDH?B?H* w( ñ)D(ñ ~) ~L? “QQDQ~“(;? )Y 
)~L?BQa Q“;BDYD;D(ñ ~DX? )B B?Q)^B;?Q ~) L?á’ 
~L)Q? D( (??Ha K)^ “B? ?Q~“”áDQLD(ñ ;“^Q?Q 
“Q “BX“ ~L“~ }Dáá B?H)^(H ~) K)^B ”?(?YD~* 
w~ DQ ú?BK ()~D;?“”á? ~) ~L? )YYD;?BQ )Y ~L? 
y)QD;B^;D“( bBH?Ba í-by.a ~L“~ X)Q~ ’?Bs
Q)(Q Q??X ~) ~LD(N )Y “BX“ )(áK D( ~?BXQ 
)Y “Hú?BQD~K* WL? á“} )Y ;)X’?(Q“~D)( )B 
;“^Q“áD~K X“K L“ú? ójN  ?YY?;~Q Y)áá)} YB)X 
D~Q ;“^Q?Q* WL? (“~^B? )Y ~L? ;“^Q? H?~?Bs
XD(?Q ~L? ?YY?;~* íQ }? L“ú? );;“QD)( ~) 
()~?a X)Q~ ’?BQ)(Q “B? })(~ ~) ;B?HD~ “áá 
ñ))H Y)B~^(? ~) ~L?DB )}( “;~Q* WL?K ’BDH? 
~L?XQ?áú?Q ~L“~ ~LDQ )B ~L“~ ”?(?YD;D“á ;DBs 
;^XQ~“(;? Y)áá)}Q YB)X Q)X? D(~?ááDñ?(~ “;~ 
)( ~L?DB ’“B~a Q)X? ;á?ú?B ~“á?(~ }LD;L 
~L?K L“ú? H?ú?á)’?H* >)}?ú?Ba }L?( XDQs 
Y)B~^(? Q~BDN?Qa ~L?K ”?X)“( Y“~?a ~L?K B?á“~? 
~L“~ D~ DQ “BX“ )B Q)X? D(~“(ñD”á? ”?D(ñ 
)B Y)B;< ~L“~ DQ ’?BQ?;^~D(ñ ~L?X* “BX“ DQ 
()~ “( ?(~D~K )B “ XD(H* w~ DQ ”^~ “ 5“X? 
Y)B “ Q?BD?Q )Y “;~Q “(H ;“^Q?Q ~L“~ NQ9  L“ú? 
DX’?áá?H* WL?B? DQ ()~LD(ñ XKQ~?BD)^Q “”)^~ 
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WL? ?'’)(?(~Q )Y ~L? ú“BD)^Q ’)áD~D;“á 

DH?)á)ñD?Q Q??N ~) G^Q~DYK ~L?DB H);~BD(?Q )( 
X“(K ñB)^(HQ* WL? ’BD(;D’“á )(? DQ ~L? 
DX’B)ú?X?(~ )Y ~L? Q~“(H“BH )Y áDúD(ñ )Y ~L? 
D(HDúDH^8DQ }L) })^áH “H)’~ Q^;L DH?“Qa 
WL? ~?BX é&ój—óI— Q á <xWxj? DQ Y“B ~)) ñ?(?B“á 
~) ”?;)X? “ ”“QDQ Y)B ~L? X??~D(ñ )Y XD(HQ 
)Y “áá ’?)’á?Q* í Q?;~D)( )Y Q);D?~K X“K L“ú? 
“ ;)(;?’~ )Y Q)X? Q~“(H“BHa ~L? B?Q^á~ )Y 
Y“XDáK ~B“HD~D)(Q )B ?(úDB)(X?(~“á D(Yá^?(;?Q 
}LD;La DY ?(Y)B;?H “ñ“D(Q~ “áá )~L?B ’?)’á?Qa 
XDñL~ })BN ~) ~L? á“~~?B♦Q H?~BDX?(~* .?Bs 
~“D(áKa DY ~L? ~?BX L“Q ”?;)X? “QQ);D“~?H 
}D~L ~L? )”G?;~Dú? )Y )^B ’)áD~D;“á QKQ~?XQ 
D~ (?;?QQD~“~?Q “( “(“áKQDQ “Q ~) D~Q X?“(D(ñ*

WL? Q~“(H“BH )Y áDúD(ñ X^Q~ YDBQ~ ”? ;)(s
QDH?B?H D( B?á“~D)( ~) ~L? ?á?X?(~ )Y ~DX?* 
vL“áá }? ~“N? ~L? X?“( r~L“~ DQa ~L? “ú?Bs 
“ñ?d )Y Q)X? ’“Q~ áDúD(ñ L“”D~Qa )B ’B?úD)^Q 
;)(;?’~D)(Q )Y Q?;^BD~Ka YB??H)Xa X)B8DQa 
?~LD;Qa “(H ;)XY)B~ “Q “ ”“QDQ$ bB QL“áá }? 
H?~?BXD(? ~L? X?“( )Y ;^BB?(~ áDúD(ñ )Y “ 
’?)’á? “Q “ Q~“(H“BH$ 9D(“ááKa L“úD(ñ “Bs 
BDú?H “~ Q)X? “ú?B“ñ?a H) }? ~L?( ’B)G?;~ 
D~ D(~) ~L? á9&9IA “Q ~L? ?Q~“”áDQL?H ’“~~?B( 
)Y ~)X)BB)}♦Q áDúD(ñ$ w~ DQ “áQ) )”úD)^Q ~L“~ 
D( ;)(QDH?BD(ñ Q^;L “ Q~“(H“BH “ H?;DQD!( 
L“Q ~) ”? X“H? ”?~}??( X“~?BD“áDQX “(H 
DH?“áDQX* vL“áá )^B Y^~^B? ñ^DH“(;? ”? “Bs 
B?Q~?H ”K ;“^QD(ñ D~ ~) ;)(Y)BX ~) ~L)Q? 
~LD(ñQ }LD;L }? ()} ?'’?BD?(;? “Q ~L? 
ñ))H$ Í)^áH D~ ()~ ”? X)B? G^Q~ ~) “BBDú? 
“~ “ ;)H? )Y ñ)ú?B(D(ñ ’BD(;D’D?Q Y)B ~L? 
Y^~^B? Q~“(H“BH )Y áDúD(ñ$ 9B)X Q^;L “ ;)H? 
~L? D(HDúDH^“á XDñL~ H?;DH? }LD;L ~LD(ñQ )B 
;)(HD~D)(Q })^áH ;)(Y)BX ~) D~ “(H }LD;L 
})^áH “~ ~L? Q“X? ~DX? “YY)BH LDX ’?BQ)(“á 
L“’’D(?QQ*

w( ~L? XD(HQ )Y X)Q~ ’?BQ)(Qa “( ?á?X?(~ 
}LD;L DQ ;)XX)(áK “QQ);D“~?H }D~L “( 
?ú)áú?H Q~“(H“BH )Y áDúD(ñ DQ ~L“~ )Y ?IAó&AI 
<Axé9IAs WLDQ ?á?X?(~ DQ Q~B?QQ?H ”K ’)áD~Ds 
;D“(Q “(H ~L)Q? }L) ?'’)^(H ’)’^á“B Q);D“á 
’LDá)Q)’LK* w~ DQ X“H? ~) “’’?“B ~) ”? ~L? 
“;X< )Y L^X“( “~~“D(X?(~* v^;La L)}?ú?Ba 
DQ “ (?ñ“~Dú? Q~“~? “;;)X’áDQLD(ñ ()~LD(ñ*

9^B~L?BX)B?a á?DQ^B? H)?Q ()~ ?ú?( ’B)úDH? 
~L? ’?BQ)(“á L“’’D(?QQ Q) )Y~?( ”?áD?ú?H )Y D~, 
Y)Ba “Y~?B “ááa D~ DQ “ ’?BD)H )Y ú)á^(~“BK xjóBt 
&xWx&Ns ÍD~L)^~ ?YY)B~ ~L?B? ;“( ”? () ?(G)Ks 
X?(~a Y)B ’á?“Q^B? ?D~L?B )Y ~L? ”)HK )B )Y ~L? 
XD(H (?;?QQD~“~?Q ’?BQ)(“á “;~DúD~K* WL? 
)(áK ’á?“Q^B? “BDQD(ñ YB)X á?DQ^B? DQ “ ~?Xs 
’)B“BK B?á?“Q? YB)X ~L? Q~B?QQ )Y ^(}“(~?H 
á“”)B “(H Y“~Dñ^?* 9)B “(“á)ñKa ~L? “;~Dú? 
á“H }Dáá Q~B?~;L ’B)(? ^’)( ~L? ñB)^(Ha 
’“(~D(ña ?(G)KD(ñ ~L? á?DQ^B? “(H ;)XY)B~ 
D~ “YY)BHQ D( B?ñ“D(D(ñ LDQ ”B?“~L “Y~?B Q~B?(s 
^)^Q ?'?B~D)(* >)}?ú?Ba “Q Q))( “Q LDQ ()Bs
X“á ”B?“~LD(ñ DQ B?Q^X?H “(H Y“~Dñ^? 
HDQ“’’?“BQa ~L?B? DQ ~L? ^Bñ? ~) B?Q^X? “;s
~DúD~Ka ~) ’^BQ^? ~L? Q’)B~ D( }LD;L L? }“Q 
D(H^áñD(ñ* W) B?X“D( D(“;~Dú? D( “ Q~“~? )Y 
’“QQDú? á?DQ^B? })^áH ”?;)X? DBNQ)X?* .)(s 
Q?‘^?(~áKa á?DQ^B? Y)B )~L?B ~L“( ~?X’)B“BK 
?Q;“’? YB)X B)^~D(? )B ^(’á?“Q“(~ ~“QNQ DQ 
“ Y^~Dá? )”G?;~Dú?* w~ DQ ;?B~“D(áK ()~ )(? 
~) ”? D(;)B’)B“~?H D( “(K ’B)Q’?;~^Q )Y “ 
LDñL?B Q~“(H“BH )Y áDúD(ñ*

>)} X^;L X)B? á)ñD;“á D~ })^áH ”? ~) 
?Q~“”áDQL “ ’BD(;D’D? )Y ~L? AV9x&óL<A —xWxéxUj 
Qá AááQI&s WLDQ })^áH ;)(QDQ~ )Y “ Y“DB HDúDs
QD!( )Y )(?♦Q ?YY)B~Q D( ”?L“áY )Y LDQ Y“XDáK 
“(H Q);D?~K )( ~L? )(? L“(Ha “(H ~L? ’^BQ^D~ 
)Y ’á?“Q^B“”á? ?(HQ )( ~L? )~L?B* w( )~L?B 
})BHQa ~L? HDúDQD!( })^áH ”? ”?~}??( }L“~ 
)(? L“Q ~) H) “(H }L“~ )(? }“(~Q ~) H)* 
w~ DQ (?;?QQ“BK ~) D(;]á;“~? ~L? DH?“ ~L“~ 
á?DQ^B? DQ ()~ “( ?(H D( D~Q?áYa ”^~ )(áK “ 
X?“(Q ~) “( ?(H* v^’’)Q? ~L? D(HDúDH^“á 
;)^áH B?H^;? LDQ })BND(ñ ~DX? ”K X?;L“(D;“á 
H?úD;?Q ~) “ ’)D(~ }L?B? ~LB?? L)^BQ♦ á“”)B 
})^áH Q^YYD;? Y)B LDQ )}( ?;)()XK “(H ~L“~ 
)Y ~L? Q~“~?* ÍL“~a ~L?(a QL)^áH L? H) }D~L 
~L? ?'~B“ L)^BQ )Y ~L? H“K$ WL“~ ND(H )Y 
á?DQ^B? }D~L)^~ “ ’?BQ)(“á ’á“( XDñL~ ”?s 
;)X? ?((^D }LD;L })^áH X“N? áDY? “ 
~)BX?(~*

WL? “ú?B“ñ? ’?BQ)( L“Q D( XD(H ;?B~“D( 
Y^(;~D)(Q }LD;L L? })^áH ’?BY)BX “(H );s 
;^’K LDXQ?áY }D~L DY L? L“H ~L? á?DQ^B?* 
w( X“(K D(Q~“(;?Q ~L? ñB“~DYD;“~D)( YB)X 
Q^;L ’^BQ^D~Q })^áH ”? Q“~D“~?H D( “ Y?}
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H“KQa )B “ Y?} }??NQ “~ ~L? X)Q~a DY ~L?K 
;)^áH ”? D(H^áñ?H D( Y^ááK* WL? áDXD~?H 
~DX? ()} “YY)BH?H ~L?X DQ ()~ Q^YYD;D?(~ ~) 
?'L“^Q~ ~L?DB “’’?“áa “(H ~L“~ DQ }LK D(s
~?B?Q~ D( ~L?X DQ N?’~ “áDú? )ú?B “ á)(ñ?B 
’?BD)H* íQ “ B?Q^á~a ~L? D(HDúDH^“á ;)(;?(s 
~B“~?Q ^’)( ~L?X “Q DY ~L?K }?B? LDQ ’BD(s
;D’“á )”G?;~Dú? D( áDY? “QDH? YB)X ~L? H?s 
X“(HQ )Y (?;?QQD~K* >? )Y~?( B?Y^Q?Q ~) 
;)(QDH?B ~L? ’)QQD”DáD~D?Q )Y )~L?B D(~?B?Q~Q* 
w~ DQ Q^;L ’?BQ)(Q }L) }L?( “YY)BH?H B?~DB?s 
X?(~ “(H ^(B?Q~BD;~?H D(H^áñ?(;? )Y ~L?DB 
L)””Ka )B ’á?“Q^B? DH?“áa ”?;)X? ?'“Q’?B“~?H 
}D~L ~L?DB á?DQ^B? L)^BQa “(H D( )BH?B ~) 
?Q;“’? QL??B X)()~)(K B?~^B( ~) Q)X? Y)BX 
)Y })BN*

í Q~“~? }LD;L Q??NQ ~) X“N? X)B? ~DX? 
“ú“Dá“”á? ~) ~L? D(HDúDH^“áa ~DX? ~) HDQ’)Q? 
)Y “Q L? }DQL?Qa L“Q “áQ) ~L? B?Q’)(QD”DáD~K 
)Y ~?“;LD(ñ ~L? D(HDúDH^“á X“(K }“KQ )Y 
Q?áYs?'’B?QQD)(* WL? )2H HD;~^X ~L“~ DHá? 
L“(HQ X“N? Y)B XDQ;LD?Y Q~Dáá “’’áD?Q* í( 
“;~Dú? XD(H “(H “ L?“á~LK ”)HK X^Q~ L“ú? 
“( )^~á?~ Y)B ~L?DB ?(?BñK* WL? ;)(Q;D)^Qs
(?QQ Q??NQ “ Q~DX^á^Q D( ?';D~“~D)( )Y Q)X? 
Q)B~* WL? X?(~“á “(H ’LKQD;“á “Hú?(~^B? 
;“( ”? ?D~L?B ;)(Q~B^;~Dú? )B —Aé&I9B&xWAF H?s 
’?(HD(ñ ^’)( ~L? ;L“((?á D( }LD;L D~ X“(Ds 
Y?Q~Q* -“QQ?Q )Y ’?)’á? }D~L á?DQ^B?a ~L“~ 
DQa ^(^Q?H ~DX?a ;“( ?(~?B D(~) Q);D“á “(H 
X)B“á H?;“K* 9)B ?'“X’á?a ”)KQ }L) ~LB)} 
B);NQ “~ }D(H)}Q “B? )(áK Q??ND(ñ “( )^~á?~ 
Y)B ?'^”?B“(;? D( }“(~ )Y Q)X? )~L?B ;L“(s
(?á Y)B ~L?DB ?(?BñK* mDN?}DQ?a X?( }L) QD~ 
“B)^(H ”?D(ñ ;K(D;“áa )B }L) B?Q)B~ ~) ~“Ns
D(ñ )’’)QD~D)( ~) ?ú?BK ;)áá?;~Dú? ?YY)B~ )Y 
Q);D?~Ka “B? )Y~?( X?B?áK Q??ND(ñ “ Q~DX^á^Q 
Y)B }“(~ )Y Q)X?~LD(ñ ”?~~?B ~) H)* WL?B? 
DQ —ój?AI D( á?DQ^B? “Q “ B?‘^DB?X?(~ )Y “ 
LDñL?B Q~“(H“BH )Y áDúD(ñ ^(á?QQ D~ DQ B?á“~?H 
~) “ ;^á~Dú“~?H “;~DúD~K*

í()~L?B )Y~sL?“BH ’B)XDQ? Y)B “( “Hs 
ú“(;?H Q~“(H“BH )Y áDúD(ñ )Y ~)X)BB)} DQ 
óL9j—ójBA áQI AWAINQjAs w~ DQ ’“~?(~a )Y 
;)^BQ?a ~L“~ DY }?a ~LB)^ñL )^B ú“BD?H QKQs 
~?XQ )Y ~L?B“’?^~D;Qa “B? ñ)D(ñ ~) ’B)á)(ñ 
L^X“( áDY?a }? X^Q~a “Q }?ááa Q?? ~L“~ D~ DQ 
’B)úDH?H Y)B ?;)()XD;“ááK* U^~ &“”^(H“(;?¡ 
DQ “áQ) “ })BH ~)) ñ?(?B“á D( D~Q X?“(D(ñ* 
WL? ‘^“(~D~“~Dú? D(;áD(“~D)(Q )Y ’?)’á? “B? 
()~ ~L? Q“X?* W) Q)X? D(HDúDH^8DQa “”^(s
H“(;? X?“(Q ~L? Q“~DQYKD(ñ )Y ?ú?BK }LDX 
“(H Y“(;K* W) ”? H?(D?H “(K~LD(ña ~) L“ú? 
á?QQ D( “X)^(~ )B D( ‘^“áD~K ~L“( Q)X?)(? 
?áQ?a })^áHa ~) Q^;L ’?BQ)(Qa ”? D(HD;“~Dú?

)Y Q“;BDYD;?* WL?B? “B? ~L)Q? }L) “B? ?(s 
H)}?H }D~L “ Q’DBD~ )Y ;^’DHD~K, ~L?DB ñB?“~s 
?Q~ ?(G)KX?(~ DQ D( ~L? “;‘^DQD~D)( )Y ~LD(ñQ* 
í H“Ka “ X)(~La )B “ K?“B á“~?Ba “(H }L“~ 
)(;? }“Q ~L? )”G?;~ )Y ~L? ñB?“~?Q~ H?QDB? 
Y“DáQ ~) “’’?“á “(K á)(ñ?B* w~ DQ )”úD)^Q ~L“~ 
Q^;L ~K’?Q })^áH (??H XKBD“H B?Q)^B;?Q Y)B 
~L?DB ;)(;?’~D)( )Y “ Q~“(H“BH )Y áDúD(ñ ~L“~ 
})^áH ”? óL9j—ój&s

WL?B?Y)B?a D(Q~?“H )Y óL9j—ójBA “Q “ ’B?s 
;?’~ )Y “ Q~“(H“BH )Y áDúD(ña á?~ ^Q Q^”Q~D~^~? 
~L? ~?BX QqqQI&9jx&N áQI á9<áx<) Aj&s m?~ 
?“;L X“( ”? ñDú?( ~L? “QQ^B“(;? ”K ~L? 
Q~“~? )Y }LD;L L? DQ “ ’“B~a “(H }LD;L L? 
X“N?Q ’)QQD”á?a ~L“~ ”K ^(D~?H ?YY)B~ L? “(H 
)~L?BQ X“K “;‘^DB? }L“~ DQ (?;?QQ“BK “(H 
”?(?YD;D“á Y)B ~L?X* WL?B? DQ () jó&9Ió< 
“”^(H“(;? Y)B X“(* >? X^Q~ YDBQ~ ;)(;?Dú? 
D~a YD(H D~a “(H ?'’á)D~ D~* g“~^B? DQ )Y~?( 
BD;L D( }L“~ X“( (??HQ )B }“(~Q, “~ )~L?B 
~DX?Qa (“~^B? DQ ’))B D( }L“~ X“( ~LD(NQ L? 
(??HQ* WL?B? “B? ;?B~“D( “B?“Q )Y ~L? ?“B~L♦Q 
Q^BY“;? ~L“~ X“( L“Q ;“áá?H —AéQúó&A “(H 
x) qQWAIxé”A—  D( ’“Q~ ~DX?Qa )(áK ~) YD(H 
á“~?Ba }D~L ~L? ;L“(ñ? )Y áDúD(ñ ?)(HD~D)(Qa 
~L“~ ~L? “B?“ }LD;L X“( )(;? Dñ()B?H DQ 
BD;L D( XD(?B“áQ* WL? “”^(H“(;?a }? B?’?“~a 
}“Q D( X“(♦Q XD(H* WL? ?á?X?(~Q )B ;)(HDs 
~D)(Q }LD;L L? á“~?B ?ú“á^“~?H “Q ”?D(ñ Q) 
DX’)B~“(~ ~) LDX ’?BL“’Q ó<;óNé ?'DQ~?H 
D( ~L“~ B?ñD!(a )Ba “~ á?“Q~ Y)B “?)(Q )Y ~DX?*

vD(;? Q^Q~?(“(;? DQ ?QQ?(~D“á ~) L^X“( 
?'DQ~?(;?a Q);D?~K })^áH (??H D~Q Q~“(H“BH 
)Y áDúD(ñ ~) “QQ^B? “ ’á?(D~^H? )Y }L“~ DQ 
(?;?QQ“BK Y)B ()^BDQLX?(~ “(H ’LKQD;“á 
}?áás”?D(ñ* b”úD)^QáKa ~L?B? })^áH ”? ú“BDs 
“~D)(Q D( ND(H H?’?(HD(ñ ^’)( ;áDX“~? “(H 
ñ?)ñB“’LD;“á á!;“á?, ”?K)(H ~L“~a “ kB)ñB?Qs
QDú? Q);D?~K })^áH L“ú? () Y^B~L?B )”áDñ“s
~D)( ~L“( ~) Q?? ~L“~ ~L? D(D~D“~Dú? )Y ~L? 
D(HDúDH^“á ;)^áH ”? YB??áK ?'?B;DQ?H* >? 
})^áH ”? ñDú?( ~L? )’’)B~^(D~K Y)B Y^áYDás
X?(~* WLDQ })^áH ;)(QDQ~ )Y ?H^;“ ~D)(a ~B“D(s 
D(ñ Y)B “ ~B“H? )B ’B)Y?QQD)(a “(H ~L? BDñL~ 
~) “Hú“(;? D( “;;)BH“(;? }D~L LDQ H?ñB?? 
)Y D(~?ááDñ?(;? “(H ~L? ?YY)B~ ’^~ Y)B~L*

w( ;)(QDH?B“~D)( )Y ?YY)B~a “ Q^D~“”á? ;)Xs 
’?(Q“~D)( })^áH (??H ~) ”? ’B)úDH?H “Q “ 
’“B~ )Y ~L? ?;)()XD; Q~B^;~^B?* UK X?“(Q 
)Y ~LDQa ~L? D(HDúDH^“á XDñL~ ;B?“~? “(H “;s
‘^DB? ~L)Q? ~LD(ñQa )B ’“B~D;D’“~? D( ~L)Q? 
Q~“~?Q )Y áDúD(ña }LD;L })^áH Q“~DQYK LDQ 
}L)á? Q?áY* WLDQ })^áH X“N? ’)QQD”á? “áQ) 
~L? Q“~DQY“;~D)( )Y X)B“á “(H “?Q~L?~D; ~“Q~?Q* 
WL? )(áK “”^(H“(;? }LD;L ~L? Q~“~? })^áH
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ñ^“B“(~?? “(H }LD;L ~L? D(HDúDH^“á })^áH 
L“ú? “ BDñL~ ~) ?'’?;~ })^áH ”? ~L? Y^áá 
;^á~Dú“~D)( )Y ~L? B?Q)^B;?Q )Y (“~^B? “(H 
)Y Q);D?~K ~) LDQ )}( “Hú“(~“ñ?* m)ñD;“ááKa 
Q^;L ?(~?B’BDQ?a D( D~Q ?'~?(QD!(a ;)^áH ()~ 
”? ’?BXD~~?H ~) ’B?ú?(~ )~L?BQ YB)X L“úD(ñ 
~L? Q“X? )’’)B~^(D~K*

í HDQ~D(;~D)( X^Q~ ”? X“H? ”?~}??( á^'s 
^BK “(H ?QQ?(~D“áQ* w~ DQa L)}?ú?Ba “ HDQs
~D(;~D)( }LD;L ~L? Q~“~? X^Q~ ()~ DX’áK D( 
“(K )Y D~Q ’B)’“ñ“(H“Ñ “Q D~ ()} H)?Q* R^Q~ 
}L?B? )(? ñ)?Q ”?K)(H ~L? (“~^B? )Y ?QQ?(s
~D“áQ “(H ?(~?BQ ~L? B?“áX )Y á^'^BKa DQ “ 
;DB;^XQ~“(;? }LD;L ~L? D(HDúDH^“á X^Q~ H?s
~?BXD(?* W) X“N? ~LDQ )~L?B ~L“( “ ’?Bs
Q)(“á ;)(QDH?B“ ~D)( })^áH Y“áQDY K ~L? Q~“(H“BH 
)Y áDúD(ñ Y)B X“(K* w~ })^áH Q?~ ^’ “Q (?s 
;?QQD~D?Q ~L)Q? )”G?;~Q “(H }“KQ )Y áDY? ~L“~ 
XDñL~ ?'~?(H ”?K)(H ~L? ;“’“”DáD~D?Q )Y 
X“(K ’?BQ)(Q ~) “;‘^DB?* WL? ’)’^á“;? DQ 
)Y~?( á?H ~) ”?áD?ú? ”K ’)áD~D;“á Q’)N?QX?( 
~L“~ D~ DQ ~L?DB BDñL~a ^(H?B ~L? ?'DQ~D(ñ 
’)áD~D;“á QKQ~?Xa )B ~L? )(? ”?D(ñ ’B)X^ás 
ñ“~?Ha ~) L“ú? “(H ~) H?X“(H “ X?“(Q )Y 
“;‘^DBD(ñ ~L? ~LD(ñQ }LD;L ~L?K “Hú!;“~?* 
WLDQ “~~D~^H? D(;^á;“~?Q HDQQ“~DQY“;~D)( }D~L 
}L“~ )~L?B}DQ? XDñL~ ”? “ L“’’K áDY? Y)B 
~L? D(HDúDH^“á*

W) X)Q~ ’?BQ)(Qa ~L? &YD(?B ~LD(ñQ )Y áDY?¡ 
QDñ(DYK “ ~B“(Q;?(HD(ñ )Y G^Q~ ~L? ”“QD; ?Qs
Q?(~D“áQ )Y áDúD(ñÑ “Q ”?K)(H Q^YYD;D?(~ Y))Ha 
;á)~LD(ña Q?;^BD~Ka “(H ;)XY)B~“”á? QL?á~?B* 
w( )~L?B })BHQa Q)X? ;)(QDH?B ~L?DB Q~“(H“BH 
)Y áDúD(ñ “Hú“(;?H }L?( ~L?Q? ?QQ?(~D“áQ “B? 
?á“”)B“~?H ^’)(, “Q Q~“~?Ha ~) Q^;L “ ’?Bs 
Q)(a “ LDñL?B Q~“(H“BH X?“(Q ”^~ ) QIA Q á 
&”A éó)As W) )~L?BQa L)}?ú?Ba ~L? “Hú“(;?s 
X?(~ “”)ú? ?QQ?(~D“áQ })^áH X?“( ~L? )’s
’)B~^(D~K Y)B ~L)Q? ’?BQ)(Q ~) B?“áD6? ~L?DB 
“?Q~L?~D; ~“Q~?Qa ~) ñB“~DYK ~L?X* WL?K ;)^áH 
~L?( ;^á~2ú“~? ~L?DB ~“á?(~Q Y)B X^QD;a Y)B ~L? 
“B~Qa “(H Y)B áD~?B“~^B?* WL?K ;)^áH ~L?( 
L“ú? ~L?DB L)X?Q ?'’B?QQ ~L?DB á)ú? )Y ~L? 
”?“^~DY^á “Q ~L?K “B? ;)(Q;D)^Q )Y D~* >)}s
?ú?Ba }L?B? ~L? Q~“~?QX?( DX’áK ~L“~ ;?Bs
~“D( H?úD;?Q “(H “;;?QQ)BD?Q )Y áDúD(ñ ;)(s 
Q~D~^~? ~L? LDñL?B Q~“(H“BHQa ~L?B? DQ “( D(s 
~?BY?B?(;? }D~L ~L?Q? (“~^B“á DH?8DQ )Y ~L? 
D(HDúDH^“á* >? DQa ”K “ Q?(Q? )Y ’BDH?a B?s 
‘^DB?H ~) )BD?(~ LDQ ?YY)B~Q D( ~L? HDB?;~D)( 
)Y ~L)Q? ~LD(ñQ }LD;L ~L? Q~“~? ’B)’“ñ“(H“ 
L“Q X“H? “’’?“B “ )9é&s íQ “ ;)(Q?‘^?(;?a 
L? DQ D(;áD(?H ~) Q^’’B?QQ ~L)Q? DH?8DQ Y)B ~L? 
YD(?B ~LD(ñQ )Y áDúD(ñ “Q L? D(}“BHáK Q?(Q?Q 
~L?X ~) ”?a () X“~~?B L)} QDX’á? ~L?K “B?*

w~ DQ “( ?BB)(?)^Q “~~D~^H? ?(;)^B“ñ?H ”K 
~L? ’B)’“ñ“(H“ )Y )^B ~DX? ~) ?ú“á]“~? “(s
)~L?B Q~“~? )B (“~D)( }L)ááK ”K ~L? X“~?BD“á 
?á?X?(~Q )Y D~Q Q~“(H“BH )Y áDúD(ñ* b(? (“s
~D)( L“Q ()~ (?;?QQ“BDáK “ LDñL?B Q~“(H“BH 
)Y áDúD(ñ ”?;“^Q? D~Q X“QQ?Q “B? ~L? ’)Qs 
Q?QQ)BQ )Y ~?á?úDQD!( Q?~Qa B“HD)Qa ~?á?’L)(?Qa 
Q?}D(ñ X“;LD(?Qa }LDá? ~L? )~L?BQ “B? ()~* 
WL? ‘^?Q~D)( D( H?~?BXD(D(ñ “ LDñL?B Q~“(Hs
“BH )Y áDúD(ñ DQ }L?~L?B ~L? ’?)’á? )Y “ 
(“~D)( })^áH qIAáAI  ~L?Q? ~LD(ñQ ~) )~L?B 
Q“~DQYKD(ñ ;)(HD~D)(Q* wY ~L? Q~“(H“BH )Y áDús
D(ñ )Y “ (“~D)( ’B)úDH?Q ~L? ’BD(;D’D?Q }? 
L“ú? HDQ;^QQ?Ha (“X?áKa “( AV9x&óL<A —xWxéxUj 
Q á AááBI&  “(H “( QqqQI&9jx&N áQ I  á9 <áx<) Aj&a 
D~ DQ ~L?( ?‘^“á ~) “(K ~LB)^ñL)^~ ~L? })BáH 
Ñ ñ?)ñB“’LD;“á “(H ;áDX“~D; ;)(HD~D)(Q ”?s
D(ñ ;)X’“B“”á?* WL?B? “B? ’?)’á? }L) H) 
()~ ;)(QDH?B ~L? ;á^~~?BD(ñ )Y ~L?DB áDú?Q 
}D~L ~LD(ñQ )B ;)X’á?' áDúD(ñ “Q D(HD;“~Dú? 
)Y “ LDñL?B Q~“(H“BH* vDX’áD;D~K )Y áDúD(ñ 
“(H ~L? YD(HD(ñ )Y ?(G)KX?(~ D( }L“~ ~L?K 
}“(~ ~) ~LD(N “(H ~) ?'’B?QQ DQ )Y~?( ~L? 
ñB?“~?B áDY? Y)B ~L?X* UK () X?“(Qa ~L?(a 
X^Q~ Q^;L ’?)’á? ”? “HG^Hñ?H Q^”Q~“(H“BH 
”K ;)X’“BDQ)( }D~L íX?BD;“♦Q ñ“Hñ?~ “ñ?*

9B“~?B(“ááKa
yímk> -* m3Í wva 

wX’?B“~)B*

g??H Y)B kB)’“ñ“(H“

ÍLK QL)^áH í-by. “Hú?B~DQ?$ ÍLK 
QL)^áH }? ’á“;? “Hú?B~DQD(ñ D( ’)’^á“B G)^Bs 
(“áQa )B ?ú?( D( ~L? H“DáK (?}Q’“’?BQ$ wQ ()~ 
~L“~ ND(H )Y “;~DúD~Ka ?ú?( ~L? “Hú?B~DQ?s 
X?(~Q ~L?XQ?áú?Qa ”?(?“~L ~L? HDñ(D~K )Y “( 
)Bñ“(D6“~D)( Q^;L “Q )^BQ$ .“(()~ D~ ”? 
Q“DH ~L“~ “áá ~L)Q? }L) “B? D( Q?“B;L )Y 
N()}á?Hñ?a ~L)Q? }L) }DQL “ Q)á^~D)( ~) 
~L? XKQ~?BD?Q )Y áDY?a }Dáá YD(H ~L? ~B^~L$ 
w~ DQ ~B^? ~L“~ ~L? Q~^H?(~a ~L? ~LD(N?Ba DQ 
DX’?áá?H ~) “ Q?“B;L “(H }Dáá ”? ú?BK “á?B~ 
~) YD(H ~L“~ N()}á?Hñ? “(H ~L“~ }“K )Y áDús
D(ñ }LD;L }Dáá Q“~DQYK LDX* w( Y“;~a ~L?B? 
DQ “( )2H “'D)X ~) ~L? ?YY?;~ ~L“~ D~ DQ D(;^Xs 
”?(~ ^’)( “áá ~L)Q? }L) }DQL ~) ?'’?BD?(;? 
~L? ñB?“~?B áDY? ~L“~ ~L?K X^Q~ X“N? ~L? 
?YY)B~ ~) YD(H D~, ~L?B? DQ ó<éQ “( )”áDñ“~D)( 
D(;^X”?(~ ^’)( ~L)Q? }L) L“ú? ”??( ?(s 
~B^Q~?H }D~L ~L? ~B^~La ~L)Q? }L) L“ú? L“H 
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”B)^ñL~ LDñL “;;á“DX YB)X X?X”?BQ D( Q)X? 
)Y ~L?Q? ;)(Q?Bú“~Dú? á“(HQ* WL?K ?(H)BQ?H 
D~ “Q ~L? ~K’? )Y áD~?B“~^B? ~L?K })^áH ?(s 
G)K^L9& ~L?K HDH ()~ ?'~?(QDú?áK HDQ~BD”^~? 
D~* WL?K “’’“B?(~áK G^Q~ áDN?H ~) B?“H D~Ñ  
“(H ’^~ D~ “QDH?* WL? Y“;~ B?X“D(Qa ~))a ~L“~ 
X)Q~ )Y ~L)Q? X?X”?BQ HDH ()~ ~L?XQ?áú?Q 
“YYDáD“~? ~LB)^ñL Q^;L ;)(Q?Bú“~Dú? áD~?B“~^B?O

w ~LD(N ~L“~ ?ú?BK y)QD;B^;D“( }Dáá “ñB?? 
~L“~a D( ~L? ’B?Q?(~“~D)( )Y )^B ~?“;LD(ñQÑ  
D( )^B X)()ñB“’LQa ;L“B~Qa HD“ñB“XQa “(H 
D( X)Q~ )Y )^B áD~?B“~^B? DQQ^?H ?';á^QDú?áK 
~) ~L? X?X”?BQÑ ~L?B? xé ~L“~ HDñ(D~K }LD;L 
’B?Q?Bú?Q ~L? Q’DBD~ )Y ~L? bBH?B* >)}?ú?Ba 
}L?B? }? “B? ~) “~~B“;~ ~L? “~~?(~D)( )Y ~L? 
’^”áD;a }? ;“(()~ Q’?“N Q)Y~áK* Í ? X^Q~ 
Q’?“N á)^HáKa )B )^B ú)D;? }Dáá ”? HB)}(?H 
)^~a “(H ’?BL“’Q ”K ~L)Q? }L) H) ()~ Q?Bú? 
L^X“(D~K “Q }?áá “Q }? ;“(* ÍL?( ~L?B? 
“B? “”)^~ ^Q D( ~L? })BáH ~)H“K “áá Q)B~Q )Y 
“’’?“áQ ~) ~L? á)}?B ?á?X?(~Q )Y L^X“( 
(“~^B?a QL)^áH ~L“~ }LD;L ;“( L?á’ X“( B?s
X“D( QDá?(~a )B “(K á?QQ ú);“~Dú?$

Í? ;)(;á^H? }D~L “( ^Bñ?(~ “’’?“á á) 
X“N? “ Q?BD)^Q ?YY)B~ ~) Y^B~L?B ~L? })BN 
)Y ~L? y)QD;B^;D“( bBH?B* v’?“N ~) ?ú?BK 
YBD?(Ha ~) ?ú?BK)(? }L)X K)^ ~LD(N K)^ 
XDñL~ D(~?B?Q~* 7Dú? ~L?X “ áD~~á? á?“Yá?~a 
’á“;? “ ”))Ná?~ D( ~L?DB L“(HQ* ká“;? áD~?B“s 
~^B? }L?B? D~ X“K ”? ’D;N?H ^’ ”K ~L? 
’“QQD(ñ ~LB)(ñ* g“~^B“ááKa D~ QL)^áH ()~ ”? 
~LB)}( “”)^~a ”^~ QL)^áH ”? ’á“;?H D( áDs
”B“Bá?Qa }“D~D(ñ B))XQa “(H ~L? áDN?* Í? 
L“ú? “ áD~~á? ”))Ná?~ }? ;“( Q?(H K)^ ~L“~ 
B?;)XX?(HQ ”Q;  “(H ; ”AIA  K)^ QL)^áH 
HDQ~BD”^~? áD~?B“~^B?* WL? )(? }L) H)?Q ()~ 
X“N? “( ?YY)B~ D( Q)X? }“K ~) D(~?B?Q~ 
)~L?BQa }L) DQ G^Q~ ;)(~?(~ ~) ”? “ X?X”?B

“(H ~) Q~^HKa DQ ()~ Y^áYDááD(ñ LDQ )”áDñ“~D)( 
~) L^X“(D~K* WL? y)QD;B^;D“( bBH?B DQ “( 
DX’á?X?(~ ”K }LD;L K)^ ;“( ()~ )(áK B?s 
YD(? K)^BQ?áYa ”^~ ;“( “áQ) Q?Bú? L^X“(D~K* 
wY K)^ H) ()~ L“ú? “ Q^’’áK )Y áD~?B“~^B?a 
DY K)^ L“ú? ()~ ñDú?( Q?BD)^Q ~L)^ñL~ ~) 
~LDQ )”áDñ“~D)(a }BD~? ~)H“K Y)B “ ó V l l  ’“;N?~ 
)Y áD~?B“~^B?* w~ }Dáá ”? Q?(~ ~) K)^ ’)Q~’“DH*
} z

WL? kB)”á?X )Y íñ?

í ñB?“~ H?“á )Y ’^”áD;D~K L“Q ”??( ñDú?( 
D( ~L? á“Q~ ~?( )B YDY~??( K?“BQ ~) G^ú?(Dá? 
H?áD(‘^?(;K “(H ~L? ’B)”á?XQ )Y K)^~L* m?QQ 
“~~?(~D)( L“Q ”??( ñDú?( ~) ~L? ’B)”á?X )Y 
“ñ? }LD;L DQ (?ú?B~L?á?QQ “( ?‘^“ááK HDYYD;^á~ 
“(H ’?B~D(?(~ ’B)”á?X* í á?~~?B YB)X “ X?Xs
”?B B?Y?BBD(ñ ~) L?B ?áH?BáK X)~L?B ”BD(ñQ 
^’ ~LDQ ’B)”á?X N()}( ~) X“(K D(HDúDH^8DQ* 
w( ~LDQ Q)B)B♦Q á?~~?B QL? Q“KQa D( ’“B~é &-K 
X)~L?B DQ “áX)Q~ ”áD(H “(H B?X?X”?BQ ú?BK 
áD~~á? ~L“~ QL? DQ ~)áH )B }L“~ QL? ?'’?BD?(;?Qa 
)~L?B ~L“( ?ú?(~Q ~L“~ ~B“(Q’DB?H “~ “ ú?BK 
?“BáK “ñ?* vL? ?(G)KQ ñ))H L?“á~L “(H L“Q 
“ ñB?“~ H?“á )Y ?(?BñK* vL? DQ ;)(Q~“(~áK 
H?QDB)^Q )Y })BND(ñ “(H ”?D(ñ ^Q?Y^á* jQ^“ás
áKa L)}?ú?Ba }D~L HDB? B?Q^á~Q* Í? Y??á ~L“~ 
áD~~á? ;“( ”? H)(? ~) “áá?úD“~? L?B X?(~“á 
;)(Y^QD)(a QD(;? }D~L)^~ X?X)BK QL? ;“(s
()~ B?“Q)(a “(H }D~L)^~ B?“Q)( QL? ;“(()~ 
L“ú? á)ñD;“á G^HñX?(~* vL? L“Q “( )”Q?QQD)( 
“”)^~ L?B H^~K “Q “ L)^Q?N??’?B ”^~ ;“(()~ 
;“BBK )^~ L?B H?QDB?Q* vL? DQ ;)(Q;D)^Q )Y 
L?B L)X?a DQ );;“QD)(“ááK D(~?B?Q~?H D( }L“~ 
ñ)?Q )( “”)^~ L?Ba “(H á)ú?Q ~) Y??á ~L“~ L?B 
Y“XDáK DQ ;D!Q? ~) L?B* WL?B?Y)B?a }? ;“(()~ 
’)QQD”áK ”BD(ñ )^BQ?áú?Q ~) L“ú? L?B ’á“;?H 
D( “( D(Q~D~^~D)( }L?B? QL? XDñL~ L“ú? ”?~s 
~?B ;“B? “(H ?ú?( ”? X)B? ;)XY)B~“”á?* >?B 
;)(HD~D)( ~L?B?Y)B? ^(Y)B~^(“~?áK ;“^Q?Q 
X^;L D(L“BX)(K “(H ;)(Y^QD)(a }LD;L }? 
~BK H?Q’?B“~?áK ~) ’B?ú?(~ ”K ’“~D?(;? “(H 
ND(H(?QQ*¡

W) “(K)(? }L) L“Q áDú?H }D~L “( ?áH?BáK 
’?BQ)(a ~LDQ á?~~?B B?“;L?Q D(~) ~L? ;)(Q;D)^Qs
(?QQ “(H B?(?}Q “áá ~L? ’B)”á?XQ “(H ~L? 
?X)~D)(Q ~L“~ “;;)X’“(K ~L? )”Q?Bú“~D)( )Y 
~L?Q? ’B)”á?XQ D( “ ’?BQ)( }L) DQ á)ú?H “(H 
B?Q’?;~?H* w~ DQ ’D~DY^á ~) Q?? “( D(HDúDH^“á 
Q^YY?B ’LKQD;“ááKa ~L?B? ;)^áH ”? () ‘^?Q~D)( 
“”)^~ ~L“~a ”^~ D~ DQ ?‘^“ááK ’D~DY^á ~) Q?? 
“( D(HDúDH^“á Q^YY?B X?(~“ááKa )Ba H^? ~) 
;)(HD~D)(Q ”?K)(H LDQ “’’“B?(~ ;)(~B)áa ~) ”? 
^(“”á? ~) “HG^Q~ LDXQ?áY ~) ~L? DXX?HD“~? 
H?X“(HQ )Y LDQ ?(úDB)(X?(~* w H) ()~ N()}
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Q~“~DQ~D;“ááK L)} X“(K ’?)’á? ~L?B? “B? )ú?B 
?DñL~K )B ?DñL~KsYDú? K?“BQ )2H }L) X“K ”? 
D( “ ;)(HD~D)( “Q H?Q;BD”?H D( ~LDQ á?~~?B* 
íáá )Y ^Q N()} ~L“~ D~ DQ “ Q?BD)^Q Q);D“á 
’B)”á?X* .)(QDH?B“”á? D(~?B?Q~ “(H ~DX? 
L“ú? ”??( H?ú)~?H ~) D~Q Q~^HKa ”^~ ;?B~“D(áK 
()~ ?()^ñL* k“B~ )Y ~LDQ DQ H^? ~) )^B ?;)s
()XD; QKQ~?X* WLDQ DQ ()~ “ ;)(H?X(“~D)( 
)Y ~L? QKQ~?Xa ”^~ DQ X?B?áK “ Q~“~?X?(~ )Y 
~L? Y“;~ ~L“~ ~L? “ú?B“ñ? D(HDúDH^“áa H^BD(ñ 
LDQ X)B? Y)BX“~Dú? “(H “H^á~ K?“BQa L“Q ~) 
H?ú)~? LDXQ?áY Q) ?';á^QDú?áK ~) ~L? “~~“D(s
X?(~ )Y Q)X? H?ñB?? )Y YB??H)X “(H Q?;^BD~K 
~L“~ L? H)?Q ()~ L“ú? ~DX? ~) ’á“( ”?K)(H 
~L? DXX?HD“~? H?X“(HQ )Y LDQ H“DáK áDúD(ñ*

-“(K D(HDúDH^8DQ ~)H“Ka D( ~L?DB Y)B~D?Qa 
YDY~D?Qa QD'~D?Qa “(H ?ú?( Q?ú?(~D?Qa ñDú? ú?BK 
áD~~á? Q?BD)^Q ;)(QDH?B“~D)( ~) }L“~ }Dáá L“’s 
’?( ~) ~L?X DY ~L?K áDú? ”?K)(H ~L? ^Q^“á 
Q’“( )Y K?“BQa )~L?B ~L“( ~) ;)(QDH?B ~L? 
?;)()XD; ’)QQD”DáD~D?Q* w( ~L? ’“Q~ ~?( K?“BQ 
~L?B? L“ú? ”??( ’?(QD!( Q;L?X?Qa Q);D“á Q?s
;^BD~Ka (?} D(Q^B“(;? ;)(~B“;~Qa Q“úD(ñQ QKQs 
~?XQa “(H X“(K )~L?B X“~~?BQ L“úD(ñ ~) H?“á 
}D~L )2H “ñ?a ”^~ “áá ”“Q?H )( “( ?;)()XD; 
’BD(;D’D?* WLDQ DQ “ Q?BD)^Q XDQ~“N? ”?;“^Q? 
~L?B? “B? “ (^X”?B )Y )2H ’?)’á? áDúD(ñ ~)s
H“K }L) “B? ?;)()XD;“ááK Q?;^B?a “(H X“(K 
)Y ~L?X “B? X)B? ^(L“’’K “(H X)B? XDQ?Bs
“”á? ~L“( ’?)’á? }L) áDú? )( QX“áá ’?(QD)(Q 
)B L?á’ YB)X B?2“ ~D ú?Q* bHHáK ?()^ñLa L“’s
’D(?QQ “(H ?;)()XD; Q?;^BD~K H) ()~ “á}“KQ 
ñ) L“(H D( L“(H*

w~ DQ ()~ )^B ’^B’)Q? L?B? ~) HDQ;^QQ D( H?s 
~“Dá ~L? Q);D“á “(H ?;)()XD; DX’áD;“~D)(Q )Y 
)2H “ñ?a ”^~ B“~L?Ba D~ DQ “( )”áDñ“~D)( )Y 
~LDQ )Bñ“(D6“~D)( ~) B“DQ? ~L? ‘^?Q~D)(a &>)} 
;“( ?ú?BK D(HDúDH^“á ”? ’B?’“B?H Y)B )2H 
“ñ?$¡ wY )^B ?;)()XD; QKQ~?X }Dáá ()~ ñDú? 
~L? “(Q}?Ba ’)QQD”áK ~L? “(Q}?B áD?Q D( “ 
()(X“~?BD“á YD?áHÑ D( ~L? ’QK;LD; )B Q’DBDás 
^“á áD(? )Y ~L)^ñL~*

WL? D(HDúDH^“á }L) ’B?’“B?Q LDXQ?áY ~) 
X??~ ~L? XKQ~?BD?Q “(H ’B)Y)^(H ‘^?Q~D)(Q 
)Y áDY? YB)X “( ?“BáK “ñ?a )B “~ á?“Q~ XDHHá? 
“ñ?a QL)^áH ”? ~L?)B?~D;“ááK ”?~~?B ’B?’“B?H 
~) ;)’? }D~L ~L? ’B)”á?XQ )Y )2H “ñ?* WLDQ 
Q~“~?X?(~ DQ ”“Q?H ^’)( ~L? YDBX ;)(úD;~D)( 
~L“~ y)QD;B^;D“(DQXa “á~L)^ñL Y^(H“X?(~“ás
áK “ ’B“;~D;“á “(H ^Q“”á? ’LDá)Q)’LK ~) ”? 
“’’áD?H ~) ~L? ’B?Q?(~a DQ “áQ) ú“á^“”á? D( 
“’’áD;“~D)( ~)}“BH ~L? Y^~^B?* í( D(HDúDH^“á 
}L) ñ“D(Q ~L? )^~á))N “(H ’LDá)Q)’LK )Y áDY? 
}LD;L B?Q^á~Q YB)X “( “(“áKQDQa Q~^HKa “(H 
“’’áD;“~D)( )Y )^B ~?“;LD(ñQa DQ ”?~~?B ’B?s

’“B?H D( ?ú?BK }“K ~) X??~ ~L? ;L“(ñ?Qa 
’LKQD;“ááK “(H X?(~“ááKa ~L“~ “;;)X’“(K 
)2H “ñ?* >? }Dáá L“ú? D(~?B?Q~Q )^~QDH? LDXs
Q?áYa “Q () )(? DQ X)B? á)(?áK ~L“( “( ?áH?Bs 
áK ’?BQ)( }L) L“Q ()~LD(ñ ~) D(~?B?Q~ LDX* 
í L)””K )Y “(K ND(H DQ ”?~~?B ~L“( ()~LD(ña 
”^~ ;?B~“D(áK “ L)””K ~L“~ })^áH ?úDH?(;? 
“( D(~?B?Q~ D( ~L? X?“(D(ñ )Y áDY? })^áH ”? 
~L? X)Q~ DH?“áa “(H Q^;LDQ ~L? ”“QDQ )Y y)QDs
;B^;D“(DQX*

WLDQ DQa ~L?B?Y)B?a “ Q?BD)^Q “’’?“á Y)B 
?ú?BK y)QD;B^;D“( ~) ~LD(N )Y L)} LDQ Q~^HD?Q 
“(H “Hú“(;?X?(~a B?ñ“BHá?QQ )Y L)} Q??Xs 
D(ñáK D(;)(Q?‘^?(~D“á “~ ~L? X)X?(~a X“K 
;)(~BD”^~? ~) Y^~^B? L“’’D(?QQ “(H ’?“;? )Y 
XD(H* W) N()} ~L? XKQ~?BD?Q )Y áDY?a ?ú?( 
D( ’“B~a “(H ~) L“ú? “ ’LDá)Q)’LK )Y áDY? 
”“Q?H ^’)( YDBX ”?áD?YQ “(H ;)(úD;~D)(Q DQ 
~L? YDBQ~ N?K ~)}“BH L“’’D(?QQ D( )2H “ñ?* 
WL?B?Y)B?a “ ;)(Q~B^;~Dú? ’B);?QQ ~L“~ X“K 
á?“H ~) ~L“~ ?(H (??HQ Q?BD)^Q ;)(QDH?B“~D)( 
“(H ;^á~Dú“~D)( “(H “ H?QDB? ~) ?(;)^B“ñ? 
)~L?B ’?)’á? ~) ’B?’“B? ~LB)^ñL ~L? Q“X? 
;L“((?áQ* v);D“á Q?;^BD~Ka á?ñDQá“~D)( ’?(QD!( 
’á“(Qa “(H Q“úD(ñQ “;;)^(~Q }Dáá (?ú?B D(s 
Q^B? L“’’D(?QQ D( )^B B?~DBD(ñ K?“BQ* WL?K 
;?B~“D(áK }Dáá L?á’a ~L?B? DQ () H?(KD(ñ ~L“~a 
”^~ ~L?K “á)(? “B? ()~ ?()^ñL* íQ ~L? 
’LKQD;“á Y^(;~D)(Q )Y ~L? ”)HK ”?;)X? B?s 
~“BH?Ha ~L? ’QK;LD; “(H Q’DBD~^“á “~~BD”^~?Q 
”?;)X? QL“B’?(?Ha D( X“(♦Q “’’B)“;L ~) 
~L“~ ~B“(QD~D)( ’?BD)H ~)}“BH }LD;L }? “B? 
“áá ?ú?(~^“ááK ñ)D(ñ* kB)’?B ;)(QDH?B“~D)( 
~) ~L?Q? X)B? ’B)Y)^(H ‘^?Q~D)(Q }Dáá ”?~~?B 
’B?’“B? ^Q Y)B ~L? ~B“(QD~D)( “(H Y)B ~L? 
’?BD)H )Y )2H “ñ? ~L“~ X“K ’B?;?H?a “(Ha w 
“X “áQ) ;)(úD(;?Ha Y)B ~L? ’?BD)H ~L“~ }Dáá 
DXX?HD“~?áK Y)áá)}*Ñ í

zUxé YOí 0”P kOOPÜ zPéD

í YB“~?B YB)X A?(ú?B “QNQ ~L? y)QD;B^;D“( 
9)B^X ~) HDQ;^QQ ~L? ‘^?Q~D)(é &A)?Q ~L? 
D((?B Q?áYa “Q ;)XX)(áK B?Y?BB?H ~) D( )^B 
áD~?B“~^B?a ?'DQ~ D(H?’?(H?(~áK )Y ~L? Q)^áa 
)B DQ D~ X?B?áK “()~L?B ~?BX “’’áD?H ~) ~L? 
Q)^á$¡

w( “(K ’B);?QQ )B “;~DúD~K D( }LD;L D(~?ás
áDñ?(~ D(HDúDH^8DQ })BN ~)ñ?~L?Ba ~L?B? DQ 
YDBQ~ )Y “áá “ (?;?QQD~K Y)B ;á“BDYD;“~D)( )Y 
~L? ‘^?Q~D)( )Y ~?BXD()á)ñK* wY ~}) ’?)’á? 
Q’?“N ~L? Q“X? á“(ñ^“ñ?a ~L?( ”K ;)XX)( 
;)(Q?(~ ~L? X?“(D(ñQ )Y })BHQ B?ñ^á“BáK 
^Q?H “B? ^Q^“ááK ’B)’?BáK D(~?B’B?~?H* >)}s
?ú?Ba ?ú?( }D~LD( Q^;L ;DB;^XQ~“(;?Qa ~L?B?
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“B? ;“Q?Q B?’?“~?HáK ~“ND(ñ ’á“;? D( )^B 
áDú?Q }L?( Q)X?~LD(ñ }? L“ú? Q“DH L“Q ”??( 
XDQD(~?B’B?~?H* Í? X“K N()} ~L“~ ~L? 
XDQD(~?B’B?~“~D)( L“Q ()~ ”??( }DááY^á )( 
~L? ’“B~ )Y ~L? ’?BQ)( }L) ~))N “ HDYY?B?(~ 
DH?“ YB)X ~L? )(? }? ?'’B?QQ?Ha ”^~ ~L“~ 
~L?B? L“Q ”??( “ á“;N )Y ^(H?BQ~“(HD(ñ )Y 
~L? })BHQ }LD;L }? ^Q?H* WL?B?Y)B?a ~L?B? 
“B? ~}) ND(HQ )Y XDQD(~?B’B?~“~D)(Q* b(? DQ 
}DááY^á* WLDQ DQ “ HDB?;~ H?QDB? ”K ~L? D(s
HDúDH^“á ~) XDQ‘^)~?a )B ~) ;)(Q~B^? X?“(s
D(ñQ )^~ )Y })BHQ ~L“~ }?B? ()~ )BDñD(“ááK 
D(~?(H?H* WL? )~L?B DQ QDX’áK “ Y“Dá^B? ~) 
^(H?BQ~“(H ?'“;~áK ~L? ~L)^ñL~ ~L“~ }“Q D(s
~?(H?H ~) ”? ;)(ú?K?H*

w( í-by. }? YD(H B?’?“~?H Dáá^Q~B“~D)(Q 
)Y ~LDQ á“~~?B ~K’? )Y XDQD(Y)BX“~D)(* Í? 
H?’?(H ^’)( ~L? })BH )Y X)^~L “(H ~L? 
’BD(~?H })BHQ ~) ;)(ú?K D(Q~B^;~D)(* ÍL“~ 
)^B Q~^H?(~Q “(H X?X”?BQ á?“B( DQ }L“~ ~L? 
)Bñ“(D6“~D)( DQ “”á? ~) ;)(ú?K ~) ~L?X D( ~L? 
Y)BX )Y })BHQ* w~ DQ ()~ D(YB?‘^?(~ ~L“~ }? 
YD(H “ XDQ^(H?BQ~“(HD(ñ ?'DQ~D(ñ ^’)( ~L? 
’“B~ )Y )(? )B X)B? X?X”?BQ ”?;“^Q? )^B 
})BHQ }?B? XDQD(~?B’B?~?H* -DQD(~?B’B?~“s
~D)( ;“( ”? ~L? Y“^á~ )Y ~L? Q’?“N?B )B 
}BD~?B “Q }?áá “Q ~L“~ )Y ~L? L?“B?B )B 
B?“H?B, ~L?B?Y)B?a D~ ”?;)X?Q ~L? B?Q’)(QDs
”DáD~K )Y ?ú?BK)(? }L) ’^~Q ~L)^ñL~Q D(~) 
})BHQ ~) ~BK ~) ^Q? ’LB“Q?Q ~L“~ }Dáá ()~ 
á?“ú? B))X Y)B XDQD(~?B’B?~“~D)(* w~ DQ ?‘^“ás 
áK ~L? B?Q’)(QD”DáD~K )Y ~L? )(? }L) B?“HQ 
)B áDQ~?(Q ~) X“N? Q^B? ~L“~ L? L?“BQ )B B?“HQ 
~L? ?(~DB? Q?BD?Q )Y })BHQ ’B?Q?(~?H Q) ~L“~ 
LDQ D(~?B’B?~“~D)( }Dáá ”? ;)BB?;~* b”úD)^QáKa 
QD(;? }? “B? “áá L^X“(Qa }? X“N? XDQ~“N?Qa 
”)~L “Q Q’?“N?BQ “(H áDQ~?(?BQ )B “Q }BD~?BQ 
“(H B?“H?BQ* g?ú?B~L?á?QQa “Q “ }L)á?a 
~LB)^ñL ’B)’?B “~~?(~D)( “(H ;)(;?(~B“~D)(a 
;)X’“B“~Dú?áK Y?} Q?BD)^Q XDQ^(H?BQ~“(Hs 
D(ñQ ;“( H?ú?á)’ )^~ )Y )^B }BD~D(ñ “(H 
B?“HD(ñ*

-“(K ?BB)BQ D( ~L)^ñL~ ;)X? YB)X ~?Bs
XD()á)ñK }LD;L L“Q ú?BK áDXD~?H “(H Q’?s 
;DYD; X?“(D(ñ* wY  K)^ Y)^(H D~ (?;?QQ“BK 
~) ñ“D( ;?B~“D( D(Y)BX“~D)( D( “ YD?áH D( 
}LD;L K)^ L“H ()~ ”??( ~B“D(?Ha ~L? ’B)”s
á?X )Y ^(H?BQ~“(HD(ñ })^áH ”?;)X? D(;B?“Qs 
D(ñáK HDYYD;^á~ “Q ~L? D(HDúDH^“á ñDúD(ñ ~L? 
?'’á“(“~D)( })^áH YD(H D~ (?;?QQ“BK ~) B?Q)B~ 
~) ~?BXD()á)ñK }D~L }LD;L L? }“Q ;)X’á?~?s
áK Y“XDáD“B* WL“~ DQ }LK D( “(K Q^”G?;~a 
~?BXD()á)ñK X^Q~ ”? “ñB??H ^’)(* WL? 
X“~L?X“~D;D“( X^Q~ N()} }L“~ DQ X?“(~ 
D( “áá X“~L?X“~D;Q ”K ~L? X^á~D’áD;“~D)(

’B);?QQ* >? X^Q~ N()} ?'“;~áK }L“~ DQ 
X?“(~ ”K “ Q‘^“B? B))~* WL? ”D)á)ñDQ~ 
X^Q~ N()} }L“~ DQ X?“(~ ”K Q^;L })BHQ 
“Q ’B)~)’á“QXa ñ“X?~?a “(H )~L?B ~?BXQ )Y 
~L? Q^”G?;~*

WLDQ DQ ?‘^“ááK ~B^? )Y ~?BXD()á)ñK D( 
~L? y)QD;B^;D“( ’LDá)Q)’LK* >?B?a ’B)”“”áK 
X)B? ~L“( D( ~L? ’LKQD;“á Q;D?(;?Qa Q’?;D“á 
~?BXQ ”?;)X? LDñLáK DX’)B~“(~* 9^B~L?Bs
X)B?a QD(;? Q) X“(K ’?)’á? L“ú? ~L)^ñL~ 
~L?XQ?áú?Q “^~L)BD~D?Q D( ~L? YD?áHQ )Y DH?“ás
DQXa ’)’^á“B ’QK;L)á)ñKa X?~“’LKQD;Qa “(H 
XKQ~D;DQXa ~L?B? ?'DQ~Q “ ñB?“~ ;)(Y^QD)( 
)Y ~?BXD()á)ñK D( ”))NQ “(H Q?XD’)’^á“B 
áD~?B“~^B?* WL? })BH éQ9<a Y)B ?'“X’á?a ’B)”s
“”áK L“Q X“(K X?“(D(ñQ* 9DBQ~a D~ L“Q “ 
B?áDñD)^Q D(~?B’B?~“~D)( }LD;L DQ X)HDYD?H ”K 
?ú?BK Q?;~a ;B??Ha “(H H?()XD(“~D)(* w~ L“Q 
“ ’LDá)Q)’LD;“á X?“(D(ñ “(H D~ L“Q )(? ;)(s
QDQ~?(~ }D~L ~L? y)QD;B^;D“( ’LDá)Q)’LK* 
y?“áD6D(ñ ~L“~ Q^;L “ })BH “Q éQ9< “(H X“(K 
)~L?B })BHQ }LD;L ;)^áH ”? ^Q?H “Q “( Dáá^Qs 
~B“~D)( L“ú? X“(K X?“(D(ñQa Q)X? D(HDúDHs
^8DQ L“ú? Q)^ñL~ ~) ;)BB?;~ ~L? QD~^“~D)( ”K 
;)D(D(ñ (?} })BHQ* WLDQ “áQ) á?“HQ ~) ;)(s
Y^QD)(a ”?;“^Q? “( DH?“ )B “ ’BD(;D’D? ?'DQ~Q 
}D~L)^~ })BHQ “(H ~) ~BK ~) ;)(YD(? D~ ~) “ 
;)D(?H ~?BX YB?‘^?(~áK B)”Q ~L? DH?“ )Y X^;L 
)Y ~L? X?“(D(ñ }LD;L QL)^áH ”? ;)(ú?K?H*

vD(;? y)QD;B^;D“(DQX DQ ()~ “ QKQ~?X )Y 
~L)^ñL~ ”K )(? ~?“;L?B )B )(? D(HDúDH^“áa 
D~Q ’LDá)Q)’LK L“Q ;)(QDQ~?(~áK ”??( ’B?s
Q?(~?H D( ~L? y)QD;B^;D“( ~?“;LD(ñQ D( ~?Bs
XD()á)ñK X)B? )B á?QQ ñ?(?B“ááK N()}( ~) 
~L? “ú?B“ñ? ’?BQ)(* w( H)D(ñ ~LDQa ~L? H?YDs 
(D~D)(Q )Y ~L? ~?BXQ L“ú? ”??( ‘^“áDYD?H 
}L?B? (?;?QQ“BK ~) X“N? ~L?X ;)(Y)BX ~) 
~L? DH?“ }LD;L y)QD;B^;D“(DQX DQ ~BKD(ñ ~) 
’B?Q?(~* WLDQ X?~L)H DQ ;)(QDQ~?(~áK ”?~~?B 
~L“( ;)D(D(ñ (?} })BHQ “(H “( ?(~DB? (?} 
ú);“”^á“BK*

.)(Y^QD)( ?'DQ~Q ”?~}??( ~?BXQ ~L“~ “B? 
QDXDá“B ”?;“^Q? D~ DQ Q)X?~DX?Q HDYYD;^á~ ~) 
;)X’á?~?áK Q?’“B“~? ~L? DH?“Q ~L“~ “B? ?'s
’B?QQ?H )B “QQ);D“~?H D( ú“BD)^Q }“KQ* y?Ys
?B?(;? L“Q ”??( X“H? D( ~LDQ ’^”áD;“~D)(a D( 
)^B X)()ñB“’LQa “(H D( ~L? vQéxBI9Bxój 
cx?Aé& ~) ~L? Q)^á “(H ~L? D((?B Q?áY* 9B?s
‘^?(~áK ~L?Q? ~?BXQ L“ú? ”??( ^Q?H “Q QK(s 
)(KX)^Q* í~ )~L?B ~DX?Qa QL“H?Q )Y X?“(s
D(ñQ L“ú? ”??( “~~“;L?H ~) ~L? })BHQ, ~LDQ 
X“N?Q D~ (?;?QQ“BK ~) H?~?BXD(? ~L? Y^áá 
X?“(D(ñ )Y ~L? ~?BX YB)X ~L? ;)(~?'~ )Y 
~L? X“~?BD“á }LD;L DQ ”?D(ñ ’B?Q?(~?H* U“QD;s 
“ááKa Q)^á DQ ~L? ’?BX“(?(~ )B ?~?B(“á ?(~D~K
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}LD;L DQ ~L? X“(DY?Q~“~D)( )Y áDY? ~L“~ }? 
N()}* UK ~L? y)QD;B^;D“(Qa Q)^á DQ áD~?B“ááK 
;)(QDH?B?H ~) ”? “( ?(~D~K* w~ DQ X)B? áDN? 
“ Y)B;< ~L“( “ ~LD(ñ* w~ ñ“D(Q ’?BQ)(“áD~K 
‘^“áD~D?Q D( D~Q ?'’B?QQD)( ~LB)^ñL ?“;L )”s
G?;~Dú? D(HDúDH^“áD~K* w~ DQ ~L“~ ’“B~ )Y ^Q 
}LD;L DQ “áQ) “ ’“B~ )Y )^B .B?“~)B* w~ DQ 
~L? ;L“((?á ”?~}??( )^B D(HDúDH^“áD~K “(H 
7)Ha “(H D~ DQ ~L? )(áK ~LD(ñ )Y }LD;L }? 
“B? “}“B? ~L“~ L“Q DXX)B~“áD~K, D( )~L?B 
})BHQa ~L“~ }LD;L ?'DQ~Q ”?Y)B? “(H ”?K)(H 
~L? ;)(Q;D)^Q(?QQ )Y “ ’LKQD;“á áDY? Q’“(*

v)^áa D( ~LDQ Q?(Q?a DQ ~L? ?QQ?(;? )Y áDY?a 
”)~L ’LKQD;“á “(H Q’DBD~^“á* w~ DQ ~L? ’)D(~ 
)Y áDY?♦Q ’?B’?~^“~D)(a ~L? D((?B ”?D(ña ~L? 
B?“á ’?BQ)(“áD~Ka ~L? ;)(Q?Bú?B )Y X?X)BK 
“(H ?'’?BD?(;?* WL? ~?BX xjjAI éA<á DQ ^Q^“ás
áK D(~?(H?H ~) X?“( ~L? Q)^á “Q ?'’B?QQD(ñ 
D~Q?áY D( “ ”)HK* w( ~LDQ }“K }? XDñL~ Q“K 
~L“~ ~L? D((?B Q?áY “(H ~L? D(HDúDH^“áD~K “B? 
;á)Q?áK B?á“~?H* WL? D(HDúDH^“áD~K DQ ~L? ~)~“á 
)Y )^B )”G?;~Dú? ?'’B?QQD)(a “(H ~L? D((?B 
Q?áY DQ ~L“~ ’L“Q? )Y ~L? D(HDúDH^“áD~K }LD;L 
}? N()} D(~DX“~?áK D( ;)(Q;D)^Q(?QQ* w( ~LDQ 
Q?(Q? D~ DQ ()~ “( ?(~D~K Q^;L “Q ~L? Q)^á* 
w~ DQ X?B?áK “( ?'’B?QQD)(a )B }? XDñL~ Q“K 
D~ DQ “ X??~D(ñ ’á“;? ”?~}??( )^B ;)(Q;D)^Q 
Q?áY “(H )^B Q)^á* bY~?( ~L? ~?BX xjjAI éA<á 
DQ ^Q?H ~) HDQ~D(ñ^2QL ”?~}??( )^B )”G?;~Dú? 
”?L“úD)B “(H }L“~ }? “B? ~LD(ND(ñ }D~LD( 
)^B )}( XD(H* wY }? ^Q? &D((?B Q?áY¡ á) 
B?Y?B ~) ;)(Q;D?(;? “(H D(~^D~D)(a }? “B? 
X“ND(ñ ~L? ~?BX ’B“;~D;“ááK QK()(KX)^Q 
}D~L Q)^á*Ñ í

bBD?(~“á ()}á?Hñ?
WL?B? DQ “ Y“Q;D(“~D)( “(H “( “DB )Y XKQs

~?BK “”)^~ ~L? áDú?Q “(H ~?“;LD(ñQ )Y ’?)’á?Q 
~L“~ “B? )^~QDH? ~L? Q’L?B? )Y )^B DXX?HD“~? 
?(úDB)(X?(~* Í“ú? “Y~?B }“ú? )Y ?(~L^QDs 
“QX L“Q ’“QQ?H )ú?B ~L? Í?Q~?B( })BáH D( 
~L? ’“Q~ L^(HB?H K?“BQa ’“B~D;^á“BáK ~L? 
j(D~?H v~“~?Qa ”?;“^Q? )Y ~L? ;á“DXQa ’á^Q 
~L? “’’?“B“(;?a )Y Q)X? D(HDúDH^“á }L) ”K 
)(? ’B);?QQ )B “()~L?B ñ“D(Q ~L? áDX?áDñL~* 
í (^X”?B )Y K?“BQ “ñ) ~L?B? }“Q X^;L 
D(~?B?Q~ D( ~L? YD?áH )Y K)ñ“* WLDQ Q~“~?X?(~ 
DQ ()~ X?“(~ ~) ”? ?D~L?B “ ;BD~D;DQX )B “( 
“(“áKQDQ )Y ~L? Q^”G?;~ )Y K)ñ“a ”^~ X?B?áK 
“ B?Y?B?(;? ~) “ B“~L?B D(~?B?Q~D(ñ Y“;~* .?Bs
~“D( D(HDúDH^8DQ }L) “;‘^DB?H “ Q)X?}L“~ 
bBD?(~“á “’’?“B“(;?a (“~^B“ááK )B ”K Q)X? 
)~L?B X?“(Qa “(H ;)X”D(?H }D~L D~ “ ~^B”“( 
“(H Q^D~“”á? B)”?Qa }?B? “”á? ~) ;)(úD(;? 
X“(K ñ^ááD”á? ’?)’á? )Y ~L?DB ^(^Q^“á N()}ás
?Hñ? “(H ’)}?BQ*

WL?Q? D(HDúDH^8DQa “Q “ B^á?a ~B“ú?á?H “”)^~ 
~L? ;)^(~BK ñDúD(ñ á?;~^B?Q “(H ’B2ú“~? 
;á“QQ?Q “(H ?'~B“;~D(ñ ?ú?BK ;?(~ ’)QQD”á? 
YB)X ~L)Q? }L) })^áH áDQ~?( ~) ~L?DB Q~)BD?Q* 
-“(K )Y ~L?X }?B? ?'~B?X?áK ;á?ú?B* WL?K 
}?B? ñ))H “;~)BQa ñ))H Q’?“N?BQa “(H L“H “ 
ñáD” ’LB“QD(ñ )Y ~L? ~L)^ñL~Q }LD;L ~L?K 
’B?Q?(~?H* -^;L )Y }L“~ ~L?K Q“DH }“Q 
”“QD;“ááK ñ))Ha ”^~ X)Q~ )Y D~a ^’)( “(“áKQDQa 
~^B(?H )^~ ~) ”? X?B? ’á“~D~^H?Q* WL?B? 
}“Q ()~ ~L? Y)B;< ”“;N )Y ~L? ~L)^ñL~Q Q^;L 
“Q Yá)}?H YB)X ~L? X)^~L )Y ~L? Q)s;“áá?H 
&bBD?(~“á X“Q~?B*¡

WLDQ ’L?()X?()( DQ ()~ “Q ;)XX)( ~)H“K 
“Q D~ }“Q “ (^X”?B )Y K?“BQ “ñ)a ”^~ H^? 
~) X“(♦Q H?QDB? ~) “á}“KQ á?“B( )Y ~L? ^(s 
N()}(a D~ DQ ’B“;~DQ?H D( ú“BD)^Q Y)BXQ* 
v)X?)(? ;“( ;á“DX “ ’L?()X?(“á );;^BB?(;? 
“~ “ HDQ~“(~ ’)D(~a ^Q^“ááK D( w(HD“a WD”?~a 
)B Q)X? )~L?B bBD?(~“á ’“B~ )Y ~L? })BáHa 
“(H D(HDúDH^8DQ áDúD(ñ D( ~L? Í?Q~?B( })BáHa 
)~L?B}DQ? ()BX“á “(H Q“(?a }Dáá ”?;)X? 
)ú?BáK ?(~L^QD“Q~D;Ñ “(H Q^’’)B~?BQ )Y ~L? 
D(HDúDH^“á X“ND(ñ Q^;L ;á“DXQ*

WLB)^ñL)^~ ~L? LDQ~)BK )Y ~L? y)QD;B^;D“( 
bBH?B D( D~Q ’B?Q?(~ ;K;á?a D~ L“Q ”??( B?s 
’?“~?HáK QáB?QQ?H ~L“á ~L? Q)^B;? )Y y)QD;B^s
;D“(DQX DQ ()~ ~L? )’D(D)( )Y “(K )(? D(HD 
úDH^“á* w~ DQ ()~LD(ñ (?} á) B?’?“~ L?B? 
~L“~ y)QD;B^;D“(DQX DQ “ ;)X’)QD~? N()}ás
?Hñ? )Y ~L? ’“Q~ “(H ~L? ’B?Q?(~ ~L“~ L“Q 
”??( ñ“~L?B?H D(~) ~L? Y)BX )Y ~L? ~?“;LD(ñQ 
“Q ~L?K ?'DQ~ ~)H“K* WL?B?Y)B?a B?“Q)( }Dáá 
~?áá “(K ;)(Q;D?(~D)^Q D(ú?Q~Dñ“~D(ñ ’?BQ)( 
~L“~ ”?(?YD;D“á N()}á?Hñ? D( ~L? YD?áH )Y 
’LDá)Q)’LKa XKQ~D;DQXa “(H X?~“’LKQD;Q DQ 
‘^D~? “X’áK ;)ú?B?H D( ~L? y)QD;B^;D“( 
~?“;LD(ñQ* WL?B? })^áH ”? () B?“Q)( Y)B 
~LDQ )Bñ“(D6“~D)( ~) }D~LL)áH D(Y)BX“~D)( ~) 
}LD;L D~ L“Q “;;?QQa “(H D~ DQ Y^B~L?B “ 
BDHD;^á)^Q ;)(;á^QD!( ~L“~ “(K )(? D(HDúDHs
^“á ;)^áH L“ú? Q)^B;?Q )Y N()}á?Hñ? ~L“~ “( 
)Bñ“(D6“~D)( }D~L B“XDYD;“~D)(Q ~LB)^ñL)^~ 
~L? })BáH ;)^áH ()~ L“ú?* WLDQ DQ YB?‘^?(~áK 
“~~?Q~?H ~) ”K X?X”?BQ }L) L“ú? ~B“ú?á?H 
?'~?(QDú?áK “(H L“H X^;L ;)(~“;~ }D~L )~L?B 
’“B~Q )Y ~L? })BáH* í YB“~?B }L) L“Q ~B“ú?á?H 
?'~?(QDú?áK “Q “( ?á?;~BD;“á ?(ñD(??B “(H 
}L) ()} B?QDH?Q D( I?(?6^?á“a L“Q }BD~~?( 
“( D(~?B?Q~D(ñ úD?}’)D(~ ;)(;?B(D(ñ ~LDQ 
X“~~?B* >? L“H B?;?(~áK Q~^HD?H ~L? X)()s 
ñB“’LQ B?Y?BBD(ñ ~) ~L? Y“;~ ~L“~ );;“QD)(“ááK 
’?)’á? ”?;)X? Y“Q;D(“~?H ”K Q)X?)(? D( “( 
bBD?(~“á ñ“B” “(H }D~L “( D(~?B?Q~D(ñ Q~)BK 
~) ~?áá* >?B? DQ }L“~ ~LDQ YB“~?B Q“KQé
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&w~ Q??XQ BDHD;^á)^Q ~) X? ~L“~ “ ’?BQ)( 
}L) HB?QQ?Q D( bBD?(~“á B)”?Q ;)^áH “~~B“;~ 
“~~?(~D)( “(H ;“^Q? D(HDúDH^8DQ ~) ’“K X)(s 
?K Y)B Q)X?~LD(ñ ~L“~ DQ “;~^“ááK ?D~L?B “ 
XDQB?’B?Q?(~“~D)( )B “ G)N?* w L“ú? ()} ”??( 
“ X?X”?B )Y í-by. Y)B X)B? ~L“( “ K?“Ba 
“(H ”?Y)B? ”?;)XD(ñ “ X?X”?B )Y ~LDQ )Bs 
ñ“(D6“~D)( w áDú?H “X)(ñ ~L? á“X“Q )Y -)(s 
ñ)áD“ Y)B “ (^X”?B )Y K?“BQ* g)} }L?( w 
;)X’“B? }L“~ ~L? y)QD;B^;D“(Q ~?“;L }D~L 
}L“~ ~L?Q? ú?(?B“”á? á“X“Q )Y -)(ñ)áD“ ^(s 
H?BQ~))H “(H ~“^ñL~a w YD(H ~L“~ ~L?B? }“Q 
()~LD(ñ D( ~L?DB D(Q~B^;~D)(Q “(H ~?“;LD(ñQa 
“Q w B?;?Dú?H ~L?Xa ~L“~ ;“(()~ ”? Y)^(H 
D( ~L? g?)’LK~? ñB“H?Q )Y ~L? y)QD;B^;D“( 
bBH?B* WL? )(áK HDYY?B?(;? ~L“~ w L“ú? Q) 
Y“B ”??( “”á? ~) )”Q?Bú? DQ ~L“~ ~L? y)QDs
;B^;D“(Q ?'’á“D( X)B? ~L)B)^ñLáK ~L? ~LD(ñQ 
Y)B }LD;L }? Q??Na “(H ñDú? “ ”?~~?B “(Q}?B 
~) ~L? ?~?B(“á ‘^?Q~D)(a _}LK$♦ ¡

v^B?áK ~LDQ YB“~?B L“Q L“H ~L? ?'’?BD?(;? 
“(H ~L? ”“;NñB)^(H ^’)( }LD;L ~) ”“Q? 
~L?Q? ;)(;á^QD)(Q* WL?B?Y)B?a ”?Y)B? K)^ “B? 
“~~B“;~?H ~) “(K ;á“DXQ )Y “( D(HDúDH^“áa ”?“B 
D( XD(H ~L“~ ~L?B? ?'DQ~Q ~LDQ B?;)BH )Y )(? 
X?X”?B )Y ~L? )Bñ“(D6“~D)( }L)a }LDá? L“ús 
ü(ñ ~L? ñB?“~?Q~ B?Q’?;~ Y)B ~L? ~?“;L?BQ ~L“á 
L? ;)(~“;~?H D( ~L? bBD?(~a YB“(NáK Q~“~?Q 
~L“~ L? B?;?Dú?H ()~LD(ñ YB)X ~L?X ~L“á }“Q 
”?K)(H }L“~ L?a D( “ K?“B “Q “ y)QD;B^;D“( 
X?X”?Ba á?“B(?H ~LB)^ñL ~L? y)QD;B^;D“( 
~?“;LD(ñQ*Ñí

z”Uxéí IP fY5P d”YOHP$c

í YB“~?B D( .^”“a “HHB?QQD(ñ )^B 9)B^Xa 
Q“KQé &j’ ~) }L“~ ?'~?( ~ DQ D~ ’B)’?B ~L“~ 
“ ’?BQ)( ;L“(ñ? LDQ H}?ááD(ñ ~) “ Q~B“(ñ? 
;)^(~BKa Q?“B;LD(ñ Y)B )~L?B ?)(HD~D)(Q }LD;L 
L? ~LD(NQ “B? ”?~~?B ~L“( LDQ )}($ -^Q~ L? 
~“N? D(~) “;;)^(~ ~L? á“}Q “(H B^á?Q ñ)ú?B(s 
D(ñ ~L? ;)XD(ñ )Y “ Q)^ás’?BQ)(“áD~K D(~) “ 
(?} ”)HK, ~L“~ DQa ~L? ?)(HD~D)(Q )Y LDQ )}( 
;)^(~BK X“K ”? ~L)Q? }LD;L “B? (??H?H Y)B 
LDQ ?ú)á^~D)(*¡

í()~L?B y)QD;B^;D“( “QNQ “ QDXDá“B ‘^?Qs
~D)(é &v)X?~DX?Q D~ DQ HDYYD;^á~ ~) N()} }L?( 
~) X“N? “ ;L“(ñ?* 9)B ?'“X’á?a )(? X“K 
Y??á )”áDñ“~?H ~) B?X“D( D( “ ;?B~“D( ND(H )Y 
})BN }LD;L L? ~L)B)^ñLáK H?~?Q~Q )B }LD;L 
;B?“~?Q D(L“BX)(D)^Q ?)(HD~D)(Q H“K “(H 
(DñL~ * * * ~LB)^ñL “ ”?áD?Y ~L“~ 7)H L“Q Q) 
’á“;?H )(? “(Ha ~L?B?Y)B?a ~L? ;DB;^XQ~“(;?Q 
X^Q~ ”? ?(H^B?H ~) ~L? ’)D(~ )Y Q?áYsQ“;BDYD;?* 
>)} ;“( )(? N()} }L?( ~) ^(H?B~“N? Q^;L

“ Y?“~ )Y ?(H^B“(;? Y)B ~L? _ñ))H )Y )(?♦Q 
Q)^á♦ “(H }L?( D~ DQ H^? ~DX? ~) X“N? “( 
“Hú“(~“ñ?)^Q ;L“(ñ? D( )(?♦Q })BN$ ÍL?( 
H)?Q ’“~D?(;? ”?;)X? Y))áDQL(?QQ$¡

íáá ~L?Q? ‘^?Q~D)(Q ;?(~?B “B)^(H ~L? H);s
~BD(? )Y —A&AI)xjxé)s íB? }? “Q L^X“(Q 
’B?H?Q~D(?H ~) ^(H?Bñ) ’“B~D;^á“B ;DB;^Xs
Q~“(;?Q$ A) Q^;L ?)(HD~D)(Q “Q }? ?'’?BDs
?(;? ;)(Q~D~^~? “ ’á“( ~) }LD;L }? X^Q~ 
Q^”XD~ )B “B? }? YB?? ~) ?'?B;DQ? )^B )}( 
}Dáá ~) X“N? “ ;L“(ñ?$ y)QD;B^;D“(Q H) ()~ 
“Hú!;“~? “( “”Q)á^~? H?~?BXD(DQXa X)B? 
;)XX)(áK B?Y?BB?H ~) “Q Y“~“áDQX* v^;L “ 
H);~BD(? ’B?Q^’’)Q?Q “ ~L?DQ~D; ”?D(ña “ ñ)H 
~L“~ “B”D~B“BDáK H?QDñ(Q ~L? ;)^BQ? )Y áDY? )Y 
?“;L D(HDúDH^“áa LDQ Y“XDáK B?á“~D)(Qa LDQ 
Q);D“á )”áDñ“~D)(Qa LDQ ;“B??BÑ}L?B? L? QL“áá 
áDú? “(H ?ú?( L)} L? QL“áá ~LD(N* v^;L “ 
;)(;?’~D)( )”úD“~?Q “(K (??H Y)B ~L? ?'?B;DQ? 
)Y ’?BQ)(“á }Dáá )B ?ú?( “ B“~D)(“á “’’B)“;L 
~)}“BH áDY?* -“( XDñL~ “Q }?áá ”? “( “^~)Xs 
“~)(*

WL? Y“;^á~K )Y B?“Q)( B?‘^DB?Q G^HñX?(~a 
“ QK(~L?QDQ )Y DH?“Q ñ“D(?H YB)X ?'’?BD?(;?* 
w~ ’?BXD~Q X“( ~) H?~?BXD(? ~L? ú“á^< )Y 
;?B~“D( “;~Q )B ?)(HD~D)(Qa ~L? “”DáD~K ~) “Q;?Bs 
á“D( }L“~ ~) LDX “’’?“BQ “Q ~L? ”?Q~* ÍDáá 
DQ ~L? XD(H♦Q ;B?“~D)( )Y “ H?QDB?a “ X?(~“á 
^Bñ? }LD;L X)~Dú“~?Q )(? ~) “;~ D( “;;)BHs 
“(;? }D~L D~* Í Dáá DQ ()~ YB??a “Q X)Q~ X?( 
~LD(N* Í? ;“(()~ ?Q;“’? ~L? (?;?QQD~K )Y 
X“ND(ñ Q)X? ;L)D;?* Í ? “B? Q) ;)(Q~D~^2?H 
~L“~ ; A )9é& X)ú? X?(~“ááK D( ~L? HDB?;~D)( 
)Y )(? H?QDB? )B “()~L?B* í~ á?“Q~a L)}?ú?Ba 
}? L“ú? ~L? )’’)B~^(D~K )Y “ ;L)D;? )Y “á~?Bs
(“ ~D ú?Q* í( “”Q)á^~? H?~?BXD(DQX })^áH 
(?ñ“~? ~L? Y^(;~D)(Q “(H (??H )Y ”)~L B?“Q)( 
“(H }Dáá*

í y)QD;B^;D“( X“K }?áá “QNa WL)^ñL }? 
H?(K “ Y“~“áDQX ~L“~ ’B?“BB“(ñ?Q )^B }L)á? 
H?Q~D(Ka “B? }? ()~ (?ú?B~L?á?QQ Q^”G?;~ ~) 
?(;)^(~?B Q’?;DYD; ?)(HD~D)(Q Y)B ~L? (?;?Qs
Q“BK ?ú)á^~D)( )Y )^B Q)^ás’?BQ)(“áD~K$ ÍL“~ 
~L?( DQ ~L? HDYY?B?(;? ”?~}??( ”?D(ñ ;)(s 
Q~B“D(?H ”K Y“~? “(H ”?D(ñ DX’?áá?H ”K “ 
.)QXD; á“} )Y Q)^ás’?BQ)(“áD~K ?ú)á^~D)($ 
w( ~L? YDBQ~ ’á“;?a }? “B? ()~ DX’?áá?H ”K ~L? 
.)QXD; ~) ^(H?Bñ) “(K ’“B~D;^á“B ?'’?BDs
?(;?, }? “B? X?B?áK D(;áD(?H ~LB)^ñL ~L? 
L?B?HD~“BK “(H ’QK;L)á)ñD;“á ~?(H?(;D?Q ~) 
}LD;L }? “B? ?'’)Q?H* WL? áDY? }? L“ú? 
áDú?H D( ~L? ’“Q~ X“(DY?Q~Q }D~LD( ^Q “Q ;?Bs
~“D( D(;áD(“~D)(Q* w~ ;“^Q?Q ^Q ~) ”? “~~B“;~?H 
~) “;~DúD~D?Q “(H “Hú?(~^B?Q YB)X }LD;L }? 
X“K ñ“~L?B N()}á?Hñ? “(H YB)X }LD;L }?
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X“K “;;)BHD(ñáK ”?(?YD~* Í? “B? ~L^Qa ”K 
~L? áDN?Qa HDQáDN?Qa ~L? ~“á?(~Q “(H ^Bñ?Q )Y 
)^B ”?D(ña HB“}( ~) D(ú?Q~2ñ“~? ;DB;^Xs
Q~“(;?Q )Y “ ’“B~D;^á“B ND(H* 9B)X }L“~ }? 
~L?( ’?B;?Dú?a }? X“K ?'?B;DQ? )^B Y“;^á~K 
)Y G^HñX?(~* Í? X“K Q?? D( ~L?Q? ?á?X?(~Q 
)Y )^B ?(úDB)(X?(~ ~L“~ }LD;L DQ }B)(ñ* 
Í? ~L?( L“ú? ~L? ;L)D;? ”K }Dáá )Y ;)(~D(^s 
D(ñ ~L? áDY? ~) }LD;L }? L“ú? ”??( ?'’)Q?H 
)B )Y B?G?;~D(ñ D~* wY }? B?Y^Q? ~) X“N? ~L? 
;L)D;? }LD;L DQ ”?Q~ Y)B )^B }?áY“B?a }? X“K 
Q^YY?B “(H á?“B( ~LB)^ñL ”D~~?B ?'’?BD?(;?*

WL? Q)^ás’?BQ)(“áD~Ka YB)X “ XKQ~D;“á 
’)D(~ )Y úD?}a DQ ?X”)HD?H D( “ ’“B~D;^á“B 
L^X“( Y)BX }D~L ;?B~“D( Y“XDáK B?á“~D)(Q 
“(Ha “Q }?ááa D( “ ;á“QQ )Y Q);D?~K }L?B? D~ 
;“( ?á?ú“~? D~Q?áY* 3ú?( ~L? )(? }L) L“Q 
”??( ”)B( D( ’)ú?B~K “(H ^(H?B ~L? X)Q~ 
H?’B?QQD(ñ áDúD(ñ ;)(HD~D)(Q L“Q ”??( ñDú?( 
~LDQ )’’)B~^(D~K ”K }LD;L L? ;“( ’?B;?Dú? 
;?B~“D( .)QXD; ’BD(;D’D?Q “~ })BN* WLDQ H)?Q 
()~ )”áDñ“~? ~L? ’?BQ)( ~) B?X“D( D( Q^;L 
“( ?(úDB)(X?(~* w( “áX)Q~ “áá D(Q~“(;?Q 
}L?B? ~L? D(HDúDH^“á “Q’DB?Q ~) }L“~ L? ;)(s 
;?Dú?Q ~) ”? “ Q~“~? )Y áDúD(ñ ~B“(Q;?(HD(ñ 
LDQ ’B?Q?(~ )(?a X)B“ááK “Q }?áá “Q X“~?BD“ás 
áKa L? L“Q ”?ñ^( LDQ Q)^ás’?BQ)(“áD~K H?ú?á)’s
X?(~*

m?~ ^Q Q^’’)Q? ~L“~ )(?a ”K ;DB;^XQ~“(;?Q 
)Y ”DB~La L“Q ”??( ~LB^Q~ D(~) “ X)B“ááK H?s
ñ?(?B“ ~? ?(úDB)(X?(~* íáá “”)^~ LDX YB)X 
;LDáHL))Ha ;BDX?a úD;?a “(H L“~B?H L“ú? 
Yá)^BDQL?H* wYa “Q “ K)^(ñ X“(a L? L“Q ”??( 
“”á? ~) ’?B;?Dú?a ”?K)(H ~L? X)B“á H“BN(?QQ 
)Y LDQ L“”D~“~a ~L? H“}( )Y “ Q’DBD~^“á “(H 
YD(?B áDY? ?áQ?}L?B?a L“Q L? ()~ “Hú“(;?H$ 
Í)^áH K)^ ()~ Q“K ~L“~ Q^;L “ Q)^ás’?BQ)(s 
“áD~K L“Q ”??( B?YD(?H ”K D~Q ?(úDB)(X?(~$ 
.?B~“D(áKa )(? “Q’DBD(ñ ~) ;L“(ñ? LDQ ’á“;? 
)Y “”)H? ~) ~L“~ X)B? D( N??’D(ñ }D~L LDQ 
“Hú“(;?H Q~“~? )Y ;)(Q;D)^Q(?QQ QL)^áH L“ú? 
() ’“(ñ )Y ;)(Q;D?(;? ”?;“^Q? )Y Q^;L H?QDB?*

WL?(a “ñ“D(a ;)(QDH?B )(? }L) X“K ”? 
B?“B?H D( “ ;)XX^(D~K }L?B? B?áDñD)^Q D(s 
~)á?B“(;? “(H “ á“;N )Y áD”?B“áDQX ’B?ú“Dá* 
>? Q??Q D( LDQ (?DñL”)BQ♦ úD?}Q ~L? ”B??HD(ñ 
’á“;? )Y L“~B?Ha ~L“~ }LD;L ’D~Q ”B)~L?B 
“ñ“D(Q~ ”B)~L?B* WL? Q?(Q^“á áDúD(ñ “”)^~ 
LDXa L? ;“( Q??a Q^’’B?QQ?Q “áá á)ú? )Y “?Qs 
~L?~D; “(H B?“á Q’DBD~^“á ú“á]?Q* .)“BQ?(?QQ 
“(H Dñ()B“(;? ”á);N N()}á?Hñ? “(H ’?BQ)(“á 
?(áDñL~?(X?(~* >? ;“( Q?? Q)^ás’?BQ)(“áD~D?Q 
YDñ^B“~Dú?áK QLBD(ND(ñ ”?Y)B? LDQ ?K?Q D( 
~L?DB ”Dñ)~BK “(H D( ~L?DB H“X(“~D)( )Y “áá 
~L“~ DQ (?} “(H “Hú“(;?H* ÍL“~ “ ~B?X?(s

H)^Q á?QQ)( Q^;L “ ’?BQ)( L“Q á?“B(?HO b(;? 
~L? ;“^Q? )Y “áá Q^;L ^(L“’’D(?QQ “(H Q~BDY? 
D( LDQ Q^BB)^(HD(ñQ DQ B?“áD6?H ”K LDXa L? 
L“Q X“H? “ ñB?“~ ’?BQ)(“á Q~BDH? D( LDQ )}( 
^(Y)áHX?(~* ÍL?B?ú?B L? X“K ñ) D( ~L? 
Y^~^B? “(H }L?B?ú?B L? X“K áDú?a L? }Dáá 
(?ú?B á?(H LDXQ?áY ~) D(Yá^?(;?Q Q^;L “Q L? 
L“Q ’B?úD)^QáK ?'’?BD?(;?H* >? }Dáá N()} 
~L? ?úDáQ )Y H?’B“ú?H ;L“B“;~?B “(H }Dáá 
“ú)DH Q^;L “QQ);D“~D)(Q* -)B?)ú?Ba L? }Dáá 
Q~B?(^)^QáK á?(H LDQ Q^’’)B~ ~) ?'~DB’“~D(ñ 
Dñ()B“(;? “(H ’B?G^HD;?* WL? ú?BK Y“;~ )Y 
LDQ ”?D(ñ “”á? ~) X“N? “ ;)X’“BDQ)( ”?~}??( 
“ Y)BX?B ?(úDB)(X?(~ “(H ~L? )(? ~) }LD;L 
L? L“Q ;L“(ñ?H }Dáá X“N? )Y LDX “ ”?(?Y“;s
~)B ~) L^X“(D~K* wY Q^;L “( D(HDúDH^“á 
QL)^áH ()~ Q^”XD~ ~) ~L? ^Bñ? ~) ;L“(ñ?a ~) 
DX’B)ú? LDQ Q~“~^Qa )Y }L“~ “Hú“(~“ñ? })^áH 
D~ ”? ~) LDX )B L^X“(D~K ~) B?X“D( }L?B? 
L? DQ$

v)X? ’?BQ)(Q X“K ;)X? ~) Y^ááK B?“áD6? 
~L? Y“^á~Q )Y ~L?DB ;)XX^(D~K “(H D~Q Q~“~? 
)Y ()(’B)ñB?QQD)( “(H K?~ X“K ()~ }DQL 
~) ;L“(ñ?* w( Q^;L D(Q~“(;?Q D~ }Dáá ^Q^“ááK 
”? Y)^(H ~L“~ ~L?Q? D(HDúDH^8DQ “B? D(Q’DB?H 
”K ~L? ~L)^ñL~ ~L“~ ~L?DB XDQQD)( D( áDY? 
DQ ~) ”BD(ñ “”)^~ “( DX’B)ú?X?(~ )Y ~L? ^(s 
Y“ú)B“”á? ;)(HD~D)(Q* R^Q~ ~) B?X“D( D( “ 
X)B“ááKa D(~?áá?;~^“ááKa “(H ?;)()XD;“ááK 
Q~“Bú?H )B B?’B?QQ?H ;)XX^(D~K ”?;“^Q? )(? 
}“Q ”)X ~L?B?a DQ (?D~L?B ;)(QDQ~?(~ }D~L 
.)QXD; á“} 5)B DQ D~ ñ))H ;)XX)( Q?(Q?*

.L“(ñ? DQ ~L? á“} )Y áDY? ”?;“^Q? D~ ;)(Ds 
’BDQ?Q X)~D)(* w~ DQ X)~D)( ~L“~ DQ “ ”“QD; 
Y“;~)B )Y “áá H?ú?á)’X?(~ D( ~L? ^(Dú?BQ?* 
w(?B~D“ DQ Q~“ñ(“~D)( “(H H?“~L* í ;L“(ñ? 
”BD(ñQ “”)^~ “ HDYY?B?(;? D( ~L? ;L“B“;~?BDQ~D;Q 
)Y }L“~?ú?B DQ ;L“(ñ?H* í ~LD(ñ ;“(()~ 
;L“(ñ? “(H K?~ B?X“D( ~L? Q“X?* wY Q)X?s
~LD(ñ DQ ~L? Q“X?a D~ L“Q ()~ ;L“(ñ?H* w( 
(“~^B?a ;L“(ñ? DQ ()~ ñ)ú?B(?H ”K D(~?(~ 
”^~ ”K X)~Dú“~D(ñ Y)B;?Q }LD;L ”BD(ñ “”)^~ 
}L“~ “’’?“BQ ~) ”? “ ’B)ñB?QQD)( )Y H?ú?á)’s
X?(~* WLDQ ’B)ñB?QQD)( DQ “ Q?‘^?(;? )Y HDYs
Y?B?(~ Y)BXQ }LD;La ~) X“( “~ á?“Q~a Q??X 
~) X)ú? Y)B}“BH ~)}“BH “ LDñL?B ?(H* -“(a 
L)}?ú?Ba DQ ~L? )(? }L) ;)(;?Dú?Q ?(HQ )B 
ñ)“áQ “(H Q~“~?Q )Y ’?BY?;~D)(* WL?B?Y)B?a D( 
X“ND(ñ “ ;L“(ñ? “(H ~) ”? ;)(QDQ~?(~ }D~L 
)^B (“~^B? “Q L^X“(Qa }? QL)^áH “Q;?B~“D( 
~L“~ ~L? ~B“(QD~D)( }? “B? X“ND(ñ DQ “ kB)s
ñB?QQDú? )(?* Í ? X^Q~ ()~ ”? ;)(;?B(?H }D~L 
;L“(ñ? “á)(? ”^~ }D~L “ X)ú?X?(~ ~)}“BH 
“( DH?“á* W) ;L“(ñ? )~L?B}DQ? XDñL~ B?Q^á~
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D( B?~B)ñB?QQD)(a ~L“~ DQa “ á)}?B Q~“~? ~L“( 
}L“~ }? ()} ?'’?BD?(;?*

WL?B? “B? ~L)Q? }L) ;L“(ñ? ~L?DB áDúD(ñ 
)(áK ”?;“^Q? )Y B?Q~á?QQ(?QQ* WL?K L“ú? () 
^á~DX“~? ?(H D( úD?}* WL?K H) ()~ X“N? 
~L? ’B?Q?(~ Q?Bú? ~L? Y^~^B?* v^;L “ ’?BQ)( 
DQ DBN?H ”K ~L? X)()~)(K )Y LDQ ?'DQ~?(;? “(H 
Q??NQ ~) Yá?? YB)X D~* WLDQ YáDñL~ DQ “ ;L“(ñ? 
”^~ )Y~?( ()~ “( D(~?ááDñ?(~ )(?* w~ )(áK 
;)X’áD;“~?Q ~L? áDú?Q )Y ~L)Q? Q) DX’?~^)^QáK 
D(;áD(?H*Ñ z

wX’BDQ)(?H v)^áQ

í Q)B)Ba BDQD(ñ ”?Y)B? )^B 9)B^Xa Q~“~?Qé 
&>“úD(ñ ~L? ;“B? )Y “ X?(~“ááK B?~“BH?H 
Y?X“á? r()~ “ B?á“~Dú?da YDY~KsQ?ú?( K?“BQ )Y 
“ñ?a w “X )Y~?( ;)(;?B(?H “Q ~) L?B á“;N 
)Y “”DáD~K Y)B Q)^á ?'’B?QQD)(* WL? B?”DB~L 
)Y L?B Q)^á D( ~L? ’LKQD;“á ”)HK )Y “ ;B?~D( 
“áá)}Q Y)B () ;L“(;? )Y ’?BQ)(“áD~K ?ú)áú?s 
X?(~* vD(;? ~L? ’LKQD;“á ”)HK DQ ~L? Q)^á♦Q 
X<HD^X )Y ?'’B?QQD)(a “(H }D~L ~L? N()}ás
?Hñ? Q;D?(;? L“Q )Y ?(H);BD()á)ñKa })^áH ()~ 
Q^;L “( DX’BDQ)(?H Q)^á ”? “”á? ~) L“ú? 
Q)X? ;L“(;? Y)B ?ú)áúD(ñ ~LB)^ñL ’B)’?B 
L)BX)(? ~B?“~X?(~$¡

WL?( “()~L?B Q)B)B Q~“~?Qé &b^B áD~~á? ñDBá 
DQ ()} ?DñL~ K?“BQ )2H “(H L“Q ”??( D( “ 
’BDú“ ~? Q;L))á Y)B )ú?B “ K?“B* vL? DQ “ á)ú?s 
áKa ”?“^~DY^á ;LDáHa ’?BY?;~ D( ?ú?BK }“Ka ?'s 
;?’~ ~L“~ L?B ”B“D( H?ú?á)’X?(~ DQ ~L“~ )Y “ 
~LB??sK?“Bs)áH “(H ’B)”“”áK “á}“KQ }Dáá ”?* 
>?B Y“~L?B DQ “ Q^Bñ?)(, “áQ)a }? L“ú? L“H 
~L? )’D(D)( )Y }?áás‘^“áDYD?H Q’?;D“áDQ~Q “(H 
L“ú? () B?“Q)( ~) H)^”~ ~L?DB ú?BHD;~* Í? 
L“ú? ~}) ”)KQa “ñ?H ~?( “(H ~}?áú?a ~L? 
)áH?B )Y }LD;L DQ ^(^Q^“ááK ”BDááD“(~ “(H ~L? 
K)^(ñ?B ’?BY?;~áK ()BX“á* * * * W) ~L? 9)B^X 
w ”BD(ñ ~LDQ ‘^?Q~D)( * * * ÍLKa “~ ~L? X)s
X?(~ )Y ”DB~La QL)^áH ~L? Q)^áa “(H ?Q’?;D“ááK 
~L? ?ú)áú?H Q)^áa ”? “~~B“;~?H ~) “ ”)HKa 
L)}?ú?B ’?BY?;~ D( )~L?B }“KQa ~LB)^ñL 
}LD;L D~ ;“( (?;?QQ“BDáK X“(DY?Q~ )(áK DXs 
’?BY?;~áK ”?;“^Q? )Y ~L? DX’“DB?H ”B“D(* * * * 
wY ~L? DX’“DBX?(~ DQ ’B?Q?(~ “~ ”DB~La }LK 
DQ ~L? Q)^á “~~B“;~?H ~) ~L? ”)HK$¡

v~Dáá “()~L?B y)QD;B^;D“( “QNQé &Í L“~ ’^Bs
’)Q? DQ Q?Bú?H ”K “ Q)^ás’?BQ)(“áD~K ?(~?BD(ñ 
~L? ”)HK )Y “( DX”?;Dá?$ w( }L“~ }“K ;“( 
~L? Q)^ás’?BQ)(“áD~K ?ú)áú?a )B L)} ;“( “( 
DX”?;DáD; XD(H ?ú?( ”? “}“B? )Y ~L? Q)^ás 
’?BQ)(“áD~K$¡

w( “(Q}?BD(ñ ~L?Q? ;)X’á?' “(H úD~“á 
‘^?Q~D)(Qa }? ;“(()~ “YY)BH ~) ”? H)ñX“~D;*

Í? “B? ()~ )X(DQ;D?(~* Í? H) ()~ ’B?Q^X? 
~) N()} ~L? .)QXD; á“} )B Y^(;~D)( ”?s 
LD(H ?ú?BK ’L?()X?()(* Í? ;“( ”^~ D(s 
~?B’B?~ N()}( XKQ~D;“á ’BD(;D’D?Q “(H ?'s 
’?BD?(;?H .)QXD; á“}Q D( ~L? áDñL~ )Y ~L? 
‘^?Q~D)(Q “QN?H*

b(? )Y ~L? ~L)^ñL~Q X)Q~ B?’^ñ(“(~ ~) 
~L)Q? }L) L“ú? ;)(QDH?B?H ~LDQ Q^”G?;~ DQ 
~L“~ Q^;L “YYáD;~?H ’?BQ)(Q “B? ”?D(ñ X“H? 
úD;~DXQ )Y N“BX“* WL?K “áX)Q~ D(HDñ(“(~áK 
“QNa >)} ;“( “ Q^”()BX“á ;LDáHÑ )(?a Y)B 
?'“X’á?a }L)Q? X?(~“áD~K }Dáá (?ú?B ?';??H 
~L“~ )Y “ YDú?sK?“Bs)áHÑ ”? X“H? B?Q’)(QD”á? 
Y)B ~L? úD)á“~D)( )Y “ .)QXD; á“} ~L“~ X“K 
L“ú? );;^BB?H D( “ ’“Q~ áDY?$ W) ~L?Xa Q^;L 
“ ~L)^ñL~ DQ ;)^(~?B ~) }L“~ ~L?K ;)(;?Dú? 
“Q .)QXD; G^Q~D;?* 9B)X ~L? XKQ~D;“á ’)D(~ 
)Y úD?}a ~L? Q)^ás’?BQ)(“áD~K )Y Q^;L “ Q^”s
()BX“á ;LDáH xé jQ& ”?D(ñ Q^”G?;~ ~) ’?BQ)(“á 
N“BX“* w~ DQ (?;?QQ“BK Y)B )(? ~) AKqAIxAjBA 
~L? m“} )Y .)X’?(Q“~D)(a }LD;L DQ })BND(ñ 
?D~L?B ~) LDQ ”?(?YD~ )B )~L?B}DQ?a Q) ~L“~ L? 
X“K L“ú? “ B?“áD6“~D)( )Y LDQ “;~Q* >? X^Q~ 
L“ú? ~L? Y“;^á~K ~) ;)X’B?L?(H ~L? ;DB;^Xs
Q~“(;?Q* wY )(? DQ D(;“’“”á? )Y ()BX“á ?ú“á^s 
“~D)(a ~L“~ DQa ;“(()~ B?;)ñ(D6? ~L? ;“^Q?Q 
)Y ?YY?;~Qa L? ;“(()~ ~L?( á?“B( ~LB)^ñL 
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r~L? ñB??( ’DñX?(~ Q^”Q~“(;?d DQ ’á“;?H D( 
~L? ’“~L )Y “ ”?“X )Y }LD~? áDñL~a ”?Y)B? ~L? 
á“~~?B Y“ááQ ^’)( ~L? ’BDQXa ~L? Q’?;~B^X 
}Dáá á))N HDYY?B?(~* w(Q~?“H )Y ~L? Q’?;s 
~B^X♦Q QL)}D(ñ ~L? ^Q^“á )BH?BáK “BB“(ñ?s
X?(~ )Y ~L? ;)á)B ”“(HQ YB)X ~L? B?H ~) ~L? 
úD)á?~a D~ }Dáá ”? ()~D;?H ~L“~ ~L?B? }Dáá ”?
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“ L?“úK H“BN “B?“ &”?(~ )ú?B “ ;)(QDH?B“”á? 
’)B~D)( )Y ~L? B?H áDñL~*¡ í()~L?B H“BN ”á)~ 
}Dáá B?X)ú? “ &}DH? “B?“ )Y ~L? áDñL~ D( ~L? 
”á^? “(H úD)á?~ B?ñD)(Q )Y ~L? Q’?;~B^X*¡ 
WLDQ ’B)ú?Q ~L“~ ~L? ;Lá)B)’LKáá D( ’á“(~Q 
“”Q)B”Q ’)B~D)(Q )Y B?HsáDñL~ }“ú? á?(ñ~LQ 
“(H X)Q~ )Y ~L? ”á^? “(H úD)á?~* w~ D(HD;“~?Q 
~L? ’á“(~♦Q —AqAj—AjBA  ^’)( ~L? ?(?BñK 
;)XD(ñ YB)X ~L“~ ’)B~D)( )Y úDQD”á? áDñL~*

WL?B? DQ Q~Dáá “()~L?B D(~?B?Q~D(ñ ?'’?BDs
X?(~ }LD;L ;“( ”? ;)(H^;~?H }D~L)^~ X^;L 
HDYYD;^á~Ka ~) ()~? ñB??( ’á“(~Q♦ “”Q)B’~D)( 
)Y ;?B~“D( }“ú? á?(ñ~LQ )Y áDñL~* W“N? “ 
á?“Y ~L“~ L“Q ”??( N?’~ D( ~L? H“BN “(H ?'s
’)Q? D~ ~) ~L? ú“BD)^Q ;)á)BQ )Y ~L? Q’?;~B^X, 
~L“~ DQa ’“QQ “ ”?“X )Y Q^(áDñL~ ~LB)^ñL “ 
’BDQX Q) ~L“~ ~L? Q?’“B“~? ;)á)BQ )Y ~L? Q’?;s
~B^X Y“áá ^’)( HDYY?B?(~ ’)B~D)(Q )Y ~L? á?“Y* 
g)~? ;“B?Y^ááK }LD;L “B?“Q )Y ~L? á?“Y “B? 
?'’)Q?H ~) ~L? Q?’“B“~? ;)á)BQ* g?'~a ”á?“;L 
~L? á?“Y D( “á;)L)á “(H ~L?( Q~“D( D~ }D~L 
D)HD(?* WL? ’)B~D)(Q )Y ~L? á?“Y }LD;L }?B? 
?'’)Q?H ~) ~L? IA— a L<9AF “(H WxQ<A& áDñL~ }Dáá 
”? Q~“D(?H L<9A  )B L<óBñs WLDQ D(HD;“~?Q ~L“~ 
~L? }“ú? á?(ñ~LQ ;)BB?Q’)(HD(ñ ~) B?Ha ”á^?a 
“(H úD)á?~ áDñL~ “B? X)B? ?YY?;~Dú? D( ’L)~)s 
QK(~L?QDQa D( ~L? ’B)H^;~D)( )Y ~L? ?QQ?(~D“á 
;“B”)LKHB“~?Q* WLDQ B?Q’)(Q? )Y ~L? ’á“(~ 
~) áDñL~ DQ D( ~L? B“(ñ? )Y }“ú? á?(ñ~LQ c*PMc 
~) c*Pic XD;B)( D( ~L? B?H ’)B~D)( )Y ~L? 
Q’?;~B^Xa “(H YB)X c*Mfh XD;B)( D( ~L? ”á^? 
~) ~L? ?(H )Y ~L? úDQD”á? }“ú? ”“(HQ*

WL? ‘^?Q~D)( ()} “áDQ?Qa -“K ()~ ~L? 
’á“(~ “áQ) B?“;~ ~) }“ú? á?(ñ~LQ }LD;L “B? 
“”)ú? )B ”?á)} ~L? úDQD”á? Q’?;~B^X$ w~ DQ 
‘^D~? ’)QQD”á? ~L“~ ’á“(~ áDY? DQ “YY?;~?H ”K 
)~L?B B“HD“~D)(Q )Y ~L? ñB?“~ ?á?;~B)X“ñs 
(?~D; Q’?;~B^X )Y }LD;L úDQD”á? áDñL~ DQ G^Q~ 
“ ’“B~* ká“(~Q ;)(~“D( áDúD(ñ ;?ááQ L“úD(ñ 
~L? BQjéBxQ9éjAéé )Y ~L? úD~“á áDY? Y)B;<a G^Q~ 
“Q ~L? ;?ááQ )Y L^X“(Q H)* >)} X^;L ~L? 
Y^(;~D)(Q )Y ~L?Q? ’á“(~ ;?ááQ H?’?(H ^’)( 
B“HD“~D)(Q ”?á)} ~L? ^á~B“úD)á?~ “(H “”)ú? 
~L? D(YB“B?Ha Q;D?(;? DQ G^Q~ ”?ñD((D(ñ ~) 
á?“X ”K ?'’?BDX?(~“ ~D)(* wY ’á“(~Qa ”K ~L? 
’B);?QQ )Y ’L)~)QK(~L?QDQa ;“( X“(^Y“;~^B? 
;“B”)LKHB“~?Qa }LD;L “B? ?QQ?(~D“á ~) ~L?DB 
ñB)}~La B?’B)H^;~D)(a “(H Q) Y)B~La Q) )~L?B 
B“HD“(~ ?(?BñK X“K áDN?}DQ? “YY?;~ ~L?X 
”?(?YD;D“ááK )B H?~BDX?(~“ááK* Í ? N()} 
~L“~ ^á~B“úD)á?~ áDñL~ Y“ááD(ñ ^’)( ~L? ?’DH?Bs
XDQ r)^~?B QND(d )Y L^X“(Qa D( }LD;L ~L?B? 
DQ “( D(ñB?HD?(~ N()}( “Q ?Bñ)Q~?B)áa ’B)s
H^;?Q }D~LD( ~L? ”)HK r“Q “ B?Q^á~ )Y ~LDQ 
B?“;~D)(d ~L? ?‘^Dú“á?(~ )Y ID~“XD( A*

w( ?'’?BDX?(~Q }D~L B)Q?Q ^’)( XK Q“(;s 
~^X “á~“Ba w L“ú? ;“^Q?H ~L?X ~) “;;?á?B“~? 
~L?DB ^(Y)áHD(ñ ”K ’á“;D(ñ XK L“(HQÑ ~L“~ 
DQa ~L? ’“áXQÑ )( ?D~L?B QDH? )Y ~L? Yá)}?B 
“~ “ HDQ~“(;? )Y “”)^~ QD' D(;L?Q YB)X D~* WL? 
L)áHD(ñ )Y ~L? L“(HQ D( ~LDQ ’)QD~D)(a }LD;L 
^Q^“ááK Y)áá)}Q XK D(~)(“~D)( )Y ;?B~“D( )Y 
)^B ú)}?á Q)^(HQa DQ “;;)X’“(D?H ”K ~L? 
L)áHD(ñ )Y ~L? ”B?“~L “Q á)(ñ “Q ;)XY)B~“”á? 
“(H ~L?( Qá)}áK ?'’?ááD(ñ D~* w~ })^áH “’s
’?“B YB)X XK )”Q?Bú“~D)( ~L“~ ~L? ?(?BñK 
H?ú?á)’?H }D~LD( ~L? ’QK;LD; ;?(~?BQ “(H 
~B“(QXD~~?H H)}( ~L? B“HD“á (?Bú? )Y ?“;L 
L“(H B“HD“~?H ~) ~L? ’á“(~ “(H Q~DX^á“~?H 
D~Q ;?ááQ D( Q)X? X“((?B* .“B? }“Q ?'?Bs 
;DQ?H ~) Q?? ~L“~ ~L? L“(HQ }?B? ()~ L)~a Q) 
~L“~ L?“~ B“HD“~D)(Q )Y ~L? ”)HK })^áH ()~ 
”? ~L? ?'’á“(“~D)( Y)B ~L? ^(Y)áHX?(~ )Y ~L? 
Yá)}?B*

9^B~L?B ?'’?BDX?(~“ ~D)(a ;)(QDQ~D(ñ )Y ?'s 
?B;DQ?Q }LD;L ;L“Bñ? ~L? “^B“a Y)^(H ~L? 
Yá)}?B )( ~L? Q“(;~^X “á~“B “áQ) B?“;~D(ñ 
”K X)B? ~L“( “ ()BX“á ^(Y)áHX?(~* w( 
~LDQ á“~~?B ?'’?BDX?(~ ~L? ”)HK }“Q () ;á)Q?B 
~L“( ?DñL~ Y??~ YB)X ~L? Yá)}?B* í~ “áá 
~DX?Q }L?( Q^;L ?'’?BDX?(~Q }?B? ;)(H^;~s
?Ha ~L? B))X ~?X’?B“~^B? “(H )~L?B ’LKQDs
;“á ;)(HD~D)(Q }?B? “Q ^Q^“á* w( Y“;~a “áX)Q~ 
“áá ~L? ?'’?BDX?(~Q }?B? ;)(H^;~?H “~ (DñL~ 
}L?( () (“~^B“á áDñL~ Y?áá ^’)( ~L? Yá)}?B* 
9B)X “( “;“H?XD; ’)D(~ )Y úD?}a Q^;L ?'s
’?BDX?(~Q }?B? “HXD~~?HáK ()~ “áásD(;á^QDú?* 
PQ ”? ?X’L“~D; D( )(?♦Q “QQ?B~D)(Q })^áH 
B?‘^DB?é YDBQ~a ~L“~ (^X?B)^Q )~L?B ?'’?BDs
X?(~Q ”? ;)(H^;~?H }D~L “ úD?} ~) “ú)DHD(ñ 
“(K Y“;~)BQ }LD;L XDñL~ )~L?B}DQ? ;)(~BD”s
^~? ~) ~L? B?Q^á~Q )”Q?Bú?H, Q?;)(Ha ~L“~ ~) 
“ú)DH ?(úDB)(X?(~“á Y“;~)BQ ?(~?BD(ñ D(~) 
~L? B?Q^á~a )Y }LD;L )(? X“K ()~ ”? ;)(s
Q;D)^Qa D~ })^áH ”? “HúDQ“”á? Y)B (^X?B)^Q 
’?BQ)(Qa D( ~L?DB )}( ?(úDB)(X?(~a ~) ;)(s
H^;~ QDXDá“B ?'’?BDX?(~Q* WL? HDYY?B?(;? 
)Y á!;“á? “(H ;)(HD~D)(Qa ^(H?B }LD;L ~L? 
?'’?BDX?(~Q })^áH ”? ;)(H^;~?Ha XDñL~ ’B)s
H^;? HDYY?B?(~ B?Q^á~Q* b( ~L? )~L?B L“(Ha 
DY ~L? B?Q^á~Q }?B? QDXDá“Ba ~L?( YB)X “ Q;Ds
?(~DYD; ’)D(~ )Y úD?} }? })^áH ”? “’’B)“;Ls 
D(ñ “ ’)QD~D)( }L?B? }? ;)^áH X“N? ú?BK 
H?YD(D~? Q~“~?X?(~Qa “(H ~“”]á“~? ~L? B?Q^á~Q 
“;;)BHD(ñáK*

WL? “YYD(D~K ~L“~ ?'DQ~Q ”?~}??( “áá áDúD(ñ 
~LD(ñQ DX’áD?Q ~L“~ B“HD“~D)(Q “YY?;~D(ñ L^s
X“( áDY? XDñL~ L“ú? QDXDá“B ?YY?;~Q ^’)( 
’á“(~Q* bY ;)^BQ?a D~ X^Q~ ”? ~“N?( D(~) ;)(s
QDH?B“B)( ~L“~ ~L? L^X“( )Bñ“(DQX DQ X)B?
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;)X’á?' ~L“( ~L“~ )Y ’á“(~Q* w~ DQ ’B)”“”á? 
~L“~ D(~?(Q? ~L)^ñL~ B“HD“~D)(a ~L?B?Y)B?a 
XDñL~ ()~ Q) ?“QDáK B?“;~ ^’)( ~L? )Bñ“(D; 
Q~B^;~^B? )Y “ ’á“(~ “Q ^’)( L^X“(Q* 9)B 
~L)Q? )Y K)^ }L) “B? ?'’?BDX?(~“ááK D(s 
;áD(?Ha }? Q^ññ?Q~ ~L“~ K)^ X“N? “ áD~~á? 
’á“(~ ;!B(?B D( K)^B L)X? ”?;)X? “ QDX’á? 
”^~ ?YY?;~Dú? á“”)B“~)BK Y)B ;)(H^;~D(ñ D(s 
~?B?Q~D(ñ B?Q?“B;L D( ~LDQ YD?áH* Í? })^áH 
”? ?“ñ?B ~) N()} ~L? B?Q^á~Q )Y K)^B YD(Hs 
D(ñQ* >)}?ú?Ba }? B?‘^?Q~ ~L“~ K)^ “QQ^X? 
“ Q;D?(~DYD; “~~D~^H?* U? Q’?;DYD; “(H “(“s 
áK~D;“á D( K)^B B?’)B~Q ?'’á“D(D(ñ K)^B ’B)s 
;?H^B?é }L“~ }“Q ^Q?Ha }L“~ }“Q H)(?a “(H 
}L“~ }“Q )”Q?Bú?H*Ñz

9?“B )Y .L“(ñ?

w~ DQ HDYYD;^á~ ~) “(“áK6? “(K ‘^?Q~D)( 
}LD;L D(ú)áú?Q “( ?X)~D)(“á B?Q’)(Q? Q^;L 
“Q Y?“B* WL? B?“Q)( Y)B Y?“B DQ H??’áK B))~s 
?H D( ~L? B“~D)(“á “(H ?X)~D)(“á áDú?Q )Y “áá 
D(HDúDH^8DQ* í á)(ñ áDQ~ ;)^áH ”? ;)X’Dá?H* 
jQ^“ááK ~L?Q? Y?“BQ B?ú)áú? “B)^(H ?;)()Xs 
D;a Q);D)á)ñD;“áa “(H ’LKQD)á)ñD;“á ’B)”á?XQ* 
w( )~L?B })BHQa X)(?Ka L^X“( B?á“~D)(Qa 
“(H L?“á~L L)áH ~L? N?K ~) ~L? ”“QDQ )Y X)Q~ 
Y?“BQ* ÍL?( }? ;)(QDH?B ~L?Q? ?)(HD~D)(Q 
~)ñ?~L?Ba ~L?K “B? “áá D(HD;“~Dú? )Y Y?“B )Y 
;L“(ñ?*

WLB)^ñL)^~ D~Q á)(ñ LDQ~)BKa X“(ND(H L“Q 
á?“X?H X)B? “”)^~ B?“Q)( ~L“( L? L“Q “”)^~ 
?X)~D)(* ÍL?( ^(HDQ~^B”?Ha D~ DQ ^Q^“ááK 
’)QQD”á? Y)B “( D(HDúDH^“á ~) “(“áK6? “( ?'s 
DQ~D(ñ ;)(HD~D)( ’^B?áK YB)X ~L? Q~“(H’)D(~ 
)Y B?“Q)(a “(Ha “Q “ B?Q^á~ )Y ~L? “(“áKQDQa ~) 
B?“;L ;?B~“D( H?;DQD)(Q* 3X)~D)(Qa L)}?ú?Ba 
“B? ()~ “á}“KQ “X?(“”á? ~) B?“Q)(, ~L?K “B? 
;á)Q?áK ;)((?;~?H }D~L ~L? D(Q~D(;~Dú? HBDú?Q 
B?á“~?H ~) Q^BúDú“áa “(Ha ;)(Q?‘^?(~áKa L“ú? 
“ ;?B~“D( ”D)á)ñD;“á ”“QDQ ~L“~ X“N?Q ~L?X 
B?“;~ }D~L “ H?ñB?? )Y Y)B;< ~L“~ DQ )^~QDH? 
~L? ;)(~B)á )Y B?“Q)(* wY  )(? DQ Q~“B~á?Ha “ 
B?“;~D)( )Y Y?“B ~“N?Q ’á“;? ”?Y)B? B?“Q)( ;“( 
D(~?BY?B?* WL? D(HDúDH^“á ;“(a “Y~?B “ X)s
X?(~ )Y ’“(D; )B D(~?(Q? Y?“Ba B?“Q)( ~L? 
;“^Q? “(H HDQXDQQ ~L? ?X)~D)(*

íQ )(? }“áNQ )( “ H“BN B)“H “~ (DñL~a DY 
“ Q^HH?( X)ú?X?(~ )Y “ }LD~? )”G?;~ ~“N?Q 
’á“;? DXX?HD“~?áK }D~LD( ~L? B“(ñ? )Y 
úDQD!(a ~L?B? DQ “áX)Q~ “ QDX^á~“(?)^Q B?s
Q’)(Q? )Y Y?“Ba “(H “á)(ñ }D~L ~L? ?X)~D)( 
)Y Y?“B' ;)X?Q “^~)X“~D;“ááK “ ;?B~“D( ”D)s
á)ñD;“á ’B);?QQ* WL? “HB?(“á ñá“(HQ Q?;B?~? 
“HB?(“áD( D(~) ~L? ”á))H Q~B?“Xa }LD;L “~

)(;? ’B)úDH?Q “HHD~D)(“á ’LKQD;“á ?(?BñK* 
-^ Q?á?Q ”?;)X? ~?(Q? ~) ’B?’“B? )(? Y)B 
YáDñL~a “(H )~L?B X?;L“(D;“á “(H H?Y?(QDú? 
“;~D)( ~“N?Q ’á“;? ^(H?B ~L? D(ú)á^(~“BK 
;)(~B)á )Y ~L? ”)HK* wY D~ }?B? ()~ Y)B ~L? 
’LKQD;“á B?Q’)(Q? ~) ~L? ?X)~D)( )Y Y?“Ba 
X“( })^áH (?ú?B ”? “”á? ~) ’B)~?;~ LDXQ?áY 
YB)X H“(ñ?B* w~ DQ ”?;“^Q? )Y ~L?Q? “^~)s 
X“~D; B?Q’)(Q?Q ~L“~ X“(ND(H “Q “ B“;? L“Q 
Q^BúDú?H*

9?“B ”?;)X?Q D(QDHD)^Q }L?( X)H?B( X“( 
^Q?Q B?“Q)( ~) ;B?“ ~? ~L? )”G??~Q )Y Y?“B* 
-^;L ~L“~ L? Y?“BQ DQ ()~ }L“~ ?'DQ~Q D( LDQ 
?(úDB)(X?(~a ”^~ B“~L?B }L“~ ~LB)^ñL LDQ 
B?“Q)(D(ñ L? Q^’’)Q?Q XDñL~ L“’’?(* W)s
H“Ka ’?)’á? Y?“B ~L? “~)XD; ”)X”, ~L?K Y?“B 
}“B, ~L?K Y?“B H?’B?QQD)( “(H ?;)()XD; D(s 
Q?;^BD~K* íáá ~L?Q? ~LD(ñQ X“K ()~ ?'DQ~ “~ 
~L? X)X?(~a D(Q)Y“B “Q ~L?K })^áH “YY?;~ ~L? 
D(HDúDH^“á }L) Y?“BQ ~L?Xa ”^~ DY “ ’?BQ)( 
“áá)}Q LDQ DX“ñD(“~D)( “(H B?“Q)( ~) ;B?“~? 
~L? ’)QQD”DáD~D?Q )Y ~L?Q? ~LD(ñQ }D~LD( ~L? 
DXX?HD“~? ?(úDB)(X?(~a Y?“BQ H?ú?á)’ “(H 
Q^;L Y?“BQ ”?;)X? áDN? ~?BXD~?Q D( }))Ha ^(s 
H?DXD(D(ñ “(H ”B?“ND(ñ H)}( ;)(Q;D)^Q(?QQa 
B?“Q)(a “(H G^HñX?(~* v^;L Y?“B DQ D(QDHDs
)^Q, D~ DQ H?Q~B^;~Dú? “(H ()~ .B?“~Dú?* 3X)s
~D)(“á B?Q’)(Q?Q )Y Y?“B }?B? ñDú?( X“( ~) 
’B)~?;~ LDXa ~) L?á’ LDX ñ?~ “}“K YB)X 
“;~^“á H“(ñ?Ba “(H ~) B?“áD6? ~L? ?'DQ~?(;? 
)Y H“(ñ?B D( LDQ ?(úDB)(X?(~*

WL? Y?“BQ ~L“~ X“( H?ú?á)’Q D( LDQ )}( 
~LD(ND(ñ “B? )Y~?( “B~DYD;D“á* WL? ~LD(ñQ 
~L“~ X“( Y?“BQ X)Q~a Q?áH)X L“’’?(* v^;L 
~K’?Q )Y Y?“B ”?L“úD)B ;“( ”? B?H^;?H ~) ~L? 
Y?“B )Y ;L“(ñ? “(H ~L“~ )Y ~L? ^(N()}(* Í? 
“B? “YB“DH ~L“~ }? X“K L“ú? ~) ñDú? ^’ )^B 
X“~?BD“á ’)QQ?QQD)(Q* Í? “B? “YB“DH ~L“~ }? 
X“K ?'’?BD?(;? ’LKQD;“á ’“D( “(H Q^YY?BD(ña 
“(H ~L“~ )^B Y“XDáD?Q “(H ~L)Q? Y)B }L)X 
}? ;“B? X“K L“ú? ?'’?BD?(;?Q QDXDá“B ~) 
~L)Q? }? DX“ñD(? Y)B )^BQ?áú?Q* wY }? ”^DáH 
^’ ~L?Q? ’)QQD”á? Y?“BQ D( )^B )}( XD(HQa 
}? “^~)X“~D;“ááK Q?~ )YY }D~LD( )^B ”)HD?Q 
~L? D(~?(Q? ?X)~D)(“á B?“;~D)(Q ~L“~ ;“^Q? 
)^B ”?~~?B G^HñX?(~ “(H B?“Q)( ~) ”?;)X? 
Q^”)BHD(“~?H ~) ~L? ’)}?B )Y ~L? Y?“B D~Q?áY* 
9?“B ~L^Q ”?;)X?Q “ X)(Q~?B ;B?“~?H ”K )^Bs
Q?áú?Q }LD;L Q~“(HQ ”?~}??( ^Q “(H ~L? B?Q~ 
)Y ~L? })BáH* w~ ”?;)X?Q “ 9B“(N?(Q~?D( 
X)(Q~?B D( ~L“~ D~ DQ ;)(Q~“(~áK D( )^B 
~L)^ñL~Qa ”?D(ñ ?ú?B ”?Y)B? ^Q “(H D(Yá^?(s 
;D(ñ ?ú?BK X)ú?X?(~a H?;DQD!(a “(H “;~D)(* 
wY Y?“B DQ “áá)}?H ~) ;)(~D(^<a B?“Q)( “(H 
ñ))H G^HñX?(~ L“ú? á?QQ “(H á?QQ ?YY?;~ ^’)(
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D~* w~ ”?;)X?Q ~L? X)Q~ ’)}?BY^á Y)B;< }D~Ls
D( )^B ”?D(ña ”?;“^Q? ?X)~D)(“á DXX“~^BD~K 
Ñ ~L“~ DQa ~L? “áá)}D(ñ )Y “(K ?X)~D)( ~) ”?s 
;)X? ~L? ’B?H)XD(“(~ ;)(~B)á )Y )^B ~LD(Ns
D(ñÑ ;B?“~?Q “ ;)(HD~D)( }LD;L DQ ”?K)(H 
()BX“á Q?áYs;)(~B)á* 3X)~D)(Q }?B? D(~?(Hs 
?H ~) ”? Q?BúD;?“”á? ~) X“(a G^Q~ “Q “B? “áá 
~L? )~L?B ”D)á)ñD;“á “(H ’QK;L)á)ñD;“á “~~BDs 
”^~?Q }D~L }LD;L ~L? “H^á~ DQ ?‘^D’’?H, ”^~ 
}L?( ’?BXD~~?H ~) H) Q)a ~L?Q? ?X)~D)(Q ”?s 
;)X? )^B ;)(~B)áá?B B“~L?B ~L“( Q)X?~LD(ñ 
~) ”? D(~?ááDñ?(~áK HDB?;~?H*

WL? ’B)”á?X )Y Y?“B DQ áDN? ;?B~“D( )~L?BQ 
?'DQ~D(ñ D( ~L? X“(K YD?áHQ )Y L^X“( ?(s 
H?“ú)B* w~Q ^á~DX“~? Q)á^~D)( X“K (?ú?B 
;)X? }D~LD( ~L? ’LKQD;“á áDY?~DX? )Y “( D(s
HDúDH^“áa ”^~ }? ;“( “’’B)“;La “(“áK6?a “(H 
~BK ~) HDB?;~ )^B B?“Q)( “(H ”?L“úD)B D( “ 
X“((?B Q) “Q ~) XD(DXD6? ~L? ;“^Q?* W) ”? 
“YB“DH )Y Q)X?~LD(ñ (?}a )Y “ ;L“(ñ?a )B )Y 
~L? ^(N()}(a DQ ~) Q?~ ^’ “( )”G?;~ )Y Y?“B 
}LD;L }? H) ()~ Y^ááK ^(H?BQ~“(H* wY “(Ks 
)(? }L) }“Q D(~?ááDñ?(~áK “}“B? )Y ~L? Q)s
;D“á “(H ?;)()XD; ;)(HD~D)(Q )Y oJCc L“H 
”??( ~)áH “~ ~L“~ ~DX? )Y ~L? ’B?Q?(~ ?;)s
()XD; “(H Q);D“á ;)(HD~D)(Qa LDQ “á“BX })^áH 
’B)”“”áK L“ú? ”??( ñB?“~* w~ })^áH L“ú? 
”??( D(;)(;?Dú“”á? ~L“~ X“(ND(H ;)^áH Q~Dáá 
áDú? L“’’DáK* T?~a }L?~L?B )B ()~ }? “ñB?? 
}D~L ~L? ’B?Q?(~ ?;)()XD; “(H Q);D“á Q~“~^Q 
)Y ~L? })BáHa ~L?B? Q~Dáá “B? X“(K L“’’K 
’?)’á?a “(H X“(K }L) L“ú? X“H? “ B?“Q)(s 
“”áK Q“~DQY“;~)BK “HG^Q~X?(~ “(H áDú? }D~Ls
)^~ ^(H^? Q“;BDYD;) “(H HDYYD;^á~K*

w~ L“Q ”??( ”?áD?ú?H }D~LD( ~L? áDY?~DX? 
)Y X“(K )Y ^Qa ~L“~ ;?B~“D( D(ú?(~D)(Q )Y ~L? 
~}?(~D?~L ;?(~^BK })^áH ;)X’á?~?áK }B?;N 
;DúDáD6“~D)(a “(H K?~ “á~L)^ñL ú“BD)^Q )Y 
~L?Q? D(ú?(~D)(Q L“ú? ”??( H?ú?á)’?H “(H 
L“ú? Q^;;??H?Ha }? Q~Dáá “B? ()~ Y“;?H }D~L 
^~~?B “((DLDá“~D)(* w( )~L?B })BHQa ;L“(ñ? 
“(H ~L? ^(N()}( DQ “ X“(DY?Q~“~D)( )Y ~L? 
~B?(H “(H ’^B’)Q? )Y ~L? ^(Dú?BQ?* WL? 
.B?“~Dú? Y)B;<a ~L? ’)}?B )Y ~L? v^’B?X? 
U?D(ña DQ ()~ “ Q~“~D; ;)(HD~D)(* WL? DH?“ )Y 
7)H QD~~D(ñ )( “ ~LB)(? “(H B^áD(ñ áDN? “ HD;s 
~“~)B DQ ()~ ~L? á)ñD;“á ?'’á“(“~D)( )Y ~L? 
’B);?QQ }LD;L ~L? ^(Dú?BQ? Y)áá)}Q D( “áá )Y 
D~Q B“XDYD;“~D)(Qa “;LD?ú?X?(~Qa “(H ñB)}~L* 
v^B?áK }? ;“(()~ Q“K ~L“~ X“( DQ ’?BY?;~ 
()}* Í? “B? ~)) “}“B? )Y LDQ DX’?BY?;s 
~D)(Q* WL?B?Y)B?a á)ñD;“ááKa ;L“(ñ?Q }Dáá 
;)X?a “(H ~) Y?“B ~L?Q? ;L“(ñ?Q DQ ~) H) 
()~LD(ñ ~) “ú)DH ~L?X, D( Y“;~a D~ X“N?Q ^Q 
á?QQ ’B“;~D;“á D( X??~D(ñ ~L? (?;?QQ“BK “H“’s

~“~D)(Q ~L“~ })^áH ”BD(ñ “HG^Q~X?(~ ~) ~L? 
;L“(ñ?*

WL? Q~^HK )Y XKQ~D;DQX DQ “ (?} YD?áH ~) 
X“(K }L) ”?;)X? X?X”?BQ )Y ~LDQ )Bñ“(Ds
6“~D)(* WL? ?'?B;DQ?Qa ?'’?BDX?(~Qa BD~^“áQa 
“(H D(D~D“~D)(Q “B? ()~ ;)X’á?~?áK ^(H?Ds 
Q~))H }L?( }? YDBQ~ “’’B)“;L ~L?Xa “(H ~L“~ 
^(N()}( ;)(HD~D)( X“K ”BD(ñ Y)D~L “ á?s 
Q’)(Q? )Y Y?“B* b;;“QD)(“ááK X?X”?BQ L“ú? 
D(HD;“~?H ~L“~ ~L?K L“ú? ?'’?BD?(;?H Y?“B D( 
~L? YDBQ~ H?ñB?? D(D~D“~D)(* v^;L Y?“B DQ ’^B?s 
áK Y?“B )Y ~L? ^(N()}(a ()~ Y?“B )Y “(K 
“;~^“á ?'DQ~?(~ QD~^“~D)(* WL? Q“(;~^X 
X?X”?Ba D( LDQ )}( L)X? }L?B? L? N()}Q 
~L? ;DB;^XQ~“(;?Q “(H ~L? )”G?;~Q “”)^~ LDXa 
’B);??HQ ~) ñ) ~LB)^ñL “ ;?B?X)(K ~L“~ }Dáá 
D(Q’DB? “(H L?á’ LDX DY L? H)?Q ()~ N??’ 
B“DQD(ñ ~L? ‘^?Q~D)( )Y ~L? ^(N()}( “(H 
’?BXD~ Y?“B ~) ?(~?B ~L? ’D;~^B?* m)ñD; }Dáá 
~?áá ^Q ~L“~ ~L?B? DQ ()~LD(ñ ~) Y?“Ba ~L“~ 
()~LD(ñ ”?K)(H )^B ’LKQD;“á ;)(~B)á DQ ñ)s
D(ñ ~) L“’’?(* kB)”“”áK “áá )Y ^Q L“ú? L“H 
~L? ?'’?BD?(;? )Y Y?“B )Y Q?áYa ~L“~ DQa Y?“B 
)Y “QQ^XD(ñ B?Q’)(QD”DáD~K Y)B )^BQ?áú?Q* A?s 
ñB“H?H Y)BXQ )Y B?áDñD!( L“ú? ’á“K?H ^’)( 
Y?“B “Q “ ~))á ~) N??’ X?( “(H })X?( D( 
áD(? }D~L ~L?DB )B~L)H)'K “(H H);~BD(?Q* íáá 
B?áDñD)(Q L“ú? ”??( ñ^Dá~K )Y ~LDQ ’B“;~D;? 
“~ Q)X? Q~“ñ? )Y ~L?DB LDQ~)BKa “(H ~L? Y?“B 
)Y ’^(DQLX?(~ Y)B Y“Dá^B? ~) ;)X’áK L“Q 
Y)B;?H X?(a ^(H?B ;?B~“D( ;DB;^XQ~“(;?Qa ~) 
“;~ “(H áDú? ()~ “;;)BHD(ñ ~) ;L)D;? ”^~ ~L? 
H)ñX“~D; HD;~“~)BQLD’ )Y Q)X?)(? ?áQ?*

v^;L “ ’LDá)Q)’LK DQ ()~ ;)(H^;Dú? ~) 
ñB)}~L “(H ?'’B?QQD)( )Y Q?áY* w~ DQ “ ;“Q? 
)Y X“ND(ñ ~L? D(HDúDH^“á Q?;)(H“BK ~) ~L? 
Q?áYDQL D(~?B?Q~Q )Y “ Y?}* g) )^~Q~“(HD(ñ 
B?áDñD)^Q ~?“;L?B L“Q H?X“(H?H Q^;L ’B“;s
~D;?* -)Q~ )Y )^B ñB?“~ B?áDñD)(Q }?B? ?Qs 
~“”áDQL?H ”K X?( }L) }?B? L^X”á? “(H )Y 
;)X’“B“~Dú?áK á)} B“(N D( ~L? Q);D“á Q;“á? 
“Q D~ }“Q G^Hñ?H “~ ~L? ~DX?* BWL?Q? X?( 
H?QDB?H Y)B L^X“(D~K ~) á?“X ~) N()} 7)H 
~LB)^ñL ~L?DB X?QQ“ñ?Q “(H ~) YD(H ~L? “(s
Q}?B ~) “áá ~L? ’B)”á?XQ )Y áDY? D( B?“áD6D(ñ 
~L“~ D(HDúDH^“á ñB)}~L }“Q ’)QQD”á? }L?( 
N()}á?Hñ? )Y ~L? ’^B’)Q? )Y 7)H }“Q 
“~~“D(?H*

W) YDñL~ Y?“BQ ~L?B? X^Q~ ”? “( “^~L)BD~K 
D( }LD;L ;)(YDH?(;? ;“( ”? ’á“;?H* í ;LDáH 
X“K ”? “YB“DH )Y ~L? H“BN “(H ~) ”? á?Y~ 
“á)(? D( ~L? H“BNa “(H B?ñ“BHá?QQ )Y }L“á 
“(K)(? XDñL~ ~?áá LDX D( B?“Q)(D(ñ ~L“á 
~L?B? DQ ()~LD(ñ ~) Y?“Ba ~L? ?X)~D)( DQ ()~ 
;)(~B)áá?H* >)}?ú?Ba DY ~L“á ;LDáH L“Q L“H
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~L? á)úD(ñ ;“B? )Y “ ’“B?(~a )(? D( }L)X L? 
L“Q ’á“;?H Y^áá ;)(YDH?(;? “(H B?Q’?;~a “(H 
~L? ’“B?(~ L“Q ”??( ;)(QDQ~?(~ D( ()~ H)D(ñ 
“(K~LD(ñ ~) ”B?“N H)}( ~L“~ ;)(YDH?(;?a 
~L?( ~L? “QQ^B“(;? )Y ~L“~ ’“B?(~ ;“( H?s 
Q~B)K ~L? Y?“B )Y H“BN(?QQ D( ~L? XD(H )Y ~L? 
;LDáH* WL? “”Q)á^~? “QQ^B“(;? YB)X Q)X?s
)(? D( }L)X ~L? ;LDáH L“Q Y^áá ;)(YDH?(;? 
}Dáá Q^’?BQ?H? LDQ )}( Y??áD(ñQa “(H L? }Dáá 
”? Q))~L?H “(H Q“~DQYD?H ”K ~L“~ “QQ^B“(;?*

-?( “(H })X?( “B? ;LDáHB?( D(Q)Y“B “Q 
~L?DB Y?“BQ “B? ;)(;?X?Ha “(H DY ~LB)^ñL 
~L?DB )}( ?YY)B~Q ~L?K ;“( ?Q~“”áDQL ;)(YDs
H?(;? D( “ v^’B?X? U?D(ña )(? D( }L)X 
~L?K ;“( ;)X? ~) B?“áD6?a ~LB)^ñL ;)(Q;D)^Q 
?YY)B~a YB)X ~L? XKQ~D;“á Q?(Q?a “( “’’B?;Ds 
“~D)( “(H ^(H?BQ~“(HD(ña ~L?( X“( ;“( ”“(s 
DQL LDQ Y?“BQ* >? ;“( “;‘^DB? “QQ^B“(;? ~L“~ 
?ú?( ~L)^ñL ~L? Y)B;?Q )Y ~L? ^(Dú?BQ? “B? 
?ú)áúD(ñ “(H ;L“(ñD(ña L? LDXQ?áY DQ “ ’“B~ 
)Y ~L?Q? ;L“(ñ?Q “(H ;“( B?áK ^’)( “ Y)B;< 
ñB?“~?B ~L“( LDQ )}( ~) HDB?;~ LDX D( “~s
~“D(D(ñ “( ^(H?BQ~“(HD(ñ )Y ~L? ^(Dú?BQ? )Y 
}LD;L L? ~)) DQ “ ’“B~* .)(YDH?(;? }Dáá ”“(s 
DQL Y?“Ba “(H B?“Q)( }Dáá ”? ^~DáD6?H DY ”“Q?H 
^’)( ~L? ?'’?BD?(;? )Y ;“Q~D(ñ “QDH? Y?“B*

W) ”?;)X? “ Qá“ú? ~) “(K ?X)~D)( DQ ~L? 
X)Q~ H?~BDX?(~“á ~LD(ñ Y)B X“( ~) H) D( LDQ 
’B)ñB?QQ )Y áDúD(ñ* b( ~L? )~L?B L“(Ha ~L? 
B?“áD6“~D)( ~L“~ ;)(Q;D)^Q(?QQ }D~LD( X“( DQ 
)(? }D~L ~L? ^(Dú?BQ“á ;)(Q;D)^Q(?QQ “(H 
~L“~ ~L?B?Y)B? ()~LD(ñ D( ~L? ^(Dú?BQ? ;“( 
Y^(;~D)( ;)(~B“BK )B D( )’’)QD~D)( ~) D~a }Dáá 
á?“H X“( ~) B?áK ^’)( ~L? ñB)}~L )Y LDQ )}( 
^(H?BQ~“(HD(ñ “(H “”DáD~K ~) “QQ);D“~? LDXs
Q?áY ;)(YDH?(~áK }D~L ^(Dú?BQ“á ’^B’)Q?Q* 
Í D~L ~LDQ ;)(;?’~a Y?“Ba L?QD~“(;Ka “(H X“(K 
‘^?Q~D)(Q “B? X“H? Q?;)(H“BK ~) ~L? ’^B’)Q? 
)Y ?ú)áúD(ñ* .BD~D;Q )Y ~LDQ ~L?)BK }Dáá Q“K 
~L“~ X“( H)?Q ()~ Q?? ~L? ^á~DX“~? ?(H )Y 
~LD(ñQ* WLDQ DQ ~B^?a “(H D~ }Dáá ?'’á“D( }LK 
~L? }L)á? XD(H ;“( (?ú?B ;)X’á?~?áK ”“(s 
DQL Y?“B YB)X “áá ~L)^ñL~Q* >)}?ú?Ba “Q 
X“( L“Q ?ú)áú?H ”“QD;“ááK )ú?B “ ’?BD)H )Y 
’B)”“”áK ~L)^Q“(HQ )Y K?“BQa Q) X“( ;“( 
;)(~D(^< ~) ?ú)áú? Q~?’ ”K Q~?’ X?(~“ááK “(H 
’QK;LD;“ááK* ÍD~L ?“;L Q~?’a L? “’’B)“;L?Q 
“ (?} L)BD6)( )Y ^(H?BQ~“(HD(ñ ~L“~ }Dáá 
X)HDYK ’B?úD)^Q ‘^?Q~D)(D(ñ )B H)^”~*Ñ í

?OUúéPíHP UD 0”P Sé0’:Y0P
í YB“~?B ()} Q’?“NQé &wYa “Q Q)X? ’LDá)Qs

)’L?BQ Q“Ka }? ;“( (?ú?B N()} ~L? ^á~DX“~?a 
}L“~ DQ ~L? )”G?;~ D( ’^BQ^D(ñ N()}á?Hñ? “~ 
“áá$¡

Í? ’B?Q^X?a D( ~LDQ ;)((?;~D)(a ~L“~ ~L? 
YB“~?Ba D( B?Y?BBD(ñ ~) N()}á?Hñ?a X?“(Q ^(s
H?BQ~“(HD(ñ* ADQ~D(;~D)(Q X^Q~ ”? X“H? D( 
B?ñ“BH ~) N()}á?Hñ?* v)X? ND(HQ “B? D(s 
?Q;“’“”á? “(H “B? L“BHáK ~) ”? ;)(QDH?B?H “Q 
?'“X’á?Q )Y D(~?ááDñ?(;? “(H ~L? “’’áD;“~D)( 
)Y B?“Q)(* k?B;?’~D)( DQ ?QQ?(~D“á ~) N()}ás
?Hñ?* w~ DQ ~L? Y^(;~D)( )Y ’?B;?DúD(ñ DXs
’B?QQD)(Q B?;?Dú?H ~LB)^ñL )^B )”G?;~Dú? 
Q?(Q? Y“;^á~D?Q* WL? N()}á?Hñ? )Y ’?B;?’s
~D)( DQ )(? )Y HDB?;~ ?'’?BD?(;?* w á))N )^~ 
)Y ~L? }D(H)} “(H Q?? “ ñB??( á“}(* ! ñjQ;  
~L?B? DQ “ á“}(, ~L“~ DQa w Y)BX DH?“Q ~L“~ “B? 
;)(QDQ~?(~ }D~L XK úDQ^“á ?'’?BD?(;?* w 
áDN?}DQ? ’?B;?Dú? “ Q)^(H* w B?;)ñ(D6? D~ “Q 
~L“~ “^HD”á? Y)BX }LD;L !  ñjQ;  ~) ”? “ 
QDB?(* ()}á?Hñ?a L)}?ú?Ba ñ)?Q Y“B ”?K)(H 
Q^;L HDB?;~ ?'’?BD?(;?Qa “Q }? X^Q~ ?“;L 
B?“áD6?* Í? ;“(()~ )ú?Bá))N ~L? DH?“Q )Y 
IAá<AB&xQj  }LD;L ;)X? YB)X ~L? B?;)X”D(D(ñ 
)Y QDX’á?B DH?“Q )Y ?'’?BD?(;?* WL?Q? X)B? 
;)X’á?' DH?“Q “B? “ ND(H )Y N()}á?Hñ? 
}LD;L DQ X)B? ~B^áK })B~LK )Y )^B X?(~“á 
’)}?BQ “Q L^X“( ”?D(ñQ*

wXX?HD“~? N()}á?Hñ? )B ~L“~ )Y HDB?;~ 
?'’?BD?(;? L“Q ñB?“~ B?“áD~K* w~ “’’?“BQ “Q 
Q?áYs?úDH?(~* -)Q~ )Y ^Q “B? ()~ D(;áD(?H ~) 
H)^”~ ~L? ?'DQ~?(;? )Y }L“~ }? Q??X ~) Q??a 
L?“Ba Y??áa “(H Q) Y)B~L* j(á?QQ }? “B? 
~L)B)^ñLáK Y“XDáD“B }D~L ~L? ’L?()X?(“ )Y 
áDñL~ “(H ;)á)Ba }? “B? ‘^D~? ;)(úD(;?H ~L“~ 
~L? á“}( DQ ñB??(a ~L? “’’á?a B?Ha “(H ~L? 
áDN?* w~ DQ )(áK “Y~?B Q)X? ~L)^ñL~Ñ “(H 
H?X)(Q~B“~D)(Ñ~L“~ }? }Dáá “HXD~ ~L“~ 
;)á)B H)?Q ()~ ?'DQ~ D( ~L? ;)á)B?H )”G?;~a ~L“~ 
D~ DQ )(áK B?Yá?;~?H ~) ^Q ”K ~L? )”G?;~* j’)( 
Y^B~L?B ;)(QDH?B“~D)(a }? }Dáá “ñB?? ~L“~ ~L? 
B?“áD~K )Y )^B Q?(Q?Q L“Q () D(H?’?(H?(~ 
?'DQ~?(;? “Q }? ’?B;?Dú? D~* b^B )Bñ“(DQX 
DQ “;~?H ^’)( ”K úD”B“~D)(Q )Y X“(K ND(HQ* 
WL?Q? úD”B“~D)(Q “B?a D( ~^B(a ;)(ú?B~?H D(~) 
(?Bú? DX’^áQ?Qa ~L?( ~B“(QXD~~?H ~) ~L? 
”B“D( }L?B? ~L?K ”?;)X? Q?(Q“~D)(Q* WL? 
Q?(Q“~D)(Q “B? ;)(;?Dú?H “Q DH?“Q* WL?B?s
Y)B?a }? “;~^“ááK L“ú? () HDB?;~ ;)(Q;D)^Qs
(?QQ )Y B?“áD~K )^~QDH? )^BQ?áú?Q* Í ? “B? 
()~ ;?B~“D( }L“~ ~L? })BáH DQ áDN? ”?K)(H 
~L? Q?(Q“~D)(Q }LD;L }? L“ú? )Y D~* Í ? “B? 
?'’?BD?(;D(ñ ”^~ QL“H)}Q )Y “ })BáH ~L“~ 
áD?Q ”?K)(H )^B ;)(Q;D)^Q(?QQ*

íáá ~L? DH?“Q }? L“ú? )Y ?'~?B(“á ?'DQ~?(;? 
“B? B?á“~?H ~) ~}) Q^”G?;~Dú? ()~D)(Qa (“X?s 
áKa éqóBA ój— &x)As w( )~L?B })BHQa }? ’?Bs
;?Dú? B?“áD~K “Q ?'DQ~D(ñ ^(H?B Q^;L ;)(HDs 
áD)(Q “Q }? ;“áD éqóBA  “(H &x)As w( Y“;~a
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L)}?ú?Ba ~L? ;)(;?’~Q )Y Q’“;? “(H ~DX? “B? 
D( ~L?XQ?áú?Q ”^~ Dáá^QD)(Q* WL?Ka ~))a “BDQ? 
)^~ )Y ~L? ;)(YDñ^B“~D)(Q )Y )^B )Bñ“(DQX 
“(H ~L? áDXD~“~D)(Q )Y )^B Q?(Q?Q* v’“;? 
“(H ~DX? “’’?“B “Q B?“áD~D?Qa ”^~ }L?( 
}? Q^”G?;~ ~L?X ~) B?“Q)(a }? }Dáá B?“HDáK 
“HXD~ ~L“~ ~L?K “B? X?B?áK XDQ;)(;?’~D)(Qa 
?ú?( ~L)^ñL ~L?K Q?Bú? ^Q D( “ ’B“;~D;“á 
}“K*

íá~L)^ñL D~ DQ )”úD)^Q ~L“~ á?“áD~K ~) ^Q 
DQ ^(N()}( D( D~Q “”Q)á^~? Q~“~?a }? H) ()~ 
(?;?QQ“BDáK L“ú? ~) “”“(H)( )^B ?'’?BD?(;?Q* 
Í? ;“( })BN )( &”A qIxjBxqxA Q á qIQLóLx<x&N F 
}LD;L DQ ~L“~ ~LD(ñQ “B? “Q ~L?K Q??X ~) ”?* 
Í? á?“X }L“~ ;“^Q?Q ^Qa Y)B ?'“X’á?a ~) 
Q?? ~L? ;)á)B IA—s Í? N()}a ~))a ~L“~ B?H 
DQ ”^~ “ Q’?;DYD; }“ú? á?(ñ~L )Y ~L? úDQD”á? 
Q’?;~B^X* Í ? N()} ~L“~ D( Q)X? }“K D~ 
?';D~?Q ~L? B?~D(“ )Y ~L? ?K? “(H ~L“~ ~L? 
”B“D( D( ~^X  ;“^Q?Q ^Q ~) L“ú? ~L? Q?(Q“~D)( 
)Y B?H* WLDQ ND(H )Y N()}á?Hñ? DQ ^Q?Y^á* 
w~ DQ B?“áDQ~D;a Y)B }? L“ú? H?X)(Q~B“~?H ~L? 
X?;L“(DQX )Y )^B ”?D(ñQa ”K }LD;L }? L“ú? 
“ ;)(Q;D)^Q(?QQ )Y ;)á)B* WL? Y“;~ ~L“~ ~L“~ 
“Q’?;~ )Y ^á~DX“~? B?“áD~K }LD;L }? ;“áD 
WxéxL<A <x?”& XDñL~ ”? ‘^D~? HDYY?B?(~ YB)X 
}L“~ )^B Q?(Q?Q HDQ;?Xa “(H }L“~ }? “B? 
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Page 2 THE ROSICRUCIAN FORUM

Greetings!
V V V 

UNIVERSAL ETHICS

Dear Fr aires and Sor ores:
The prevalent and widespread corruption 

in government and in society generally is 
reminiscent of similar conditians in past 
centuries. It has reached such alarming pro- 
portions that it has been suggested that a code 
of ethics be adopted for intragovemmental 
relations in the United States. The purpose 
of a code of ethics is to equalize the evalua- 
tion of certain human conduct. It does not 
intend to restrict initiative and the exercise 
of individual intelligence. It proposes to 
show that particular activities cannot be per- 
mitted when their effects, though advanta- 
geous to one man or a group of men, may be 
harmful to others.

There is a distinction between an ethical 
pro visión and a legal prohibition. The State 
may establish a law which declares it illegal 
for certain acts to be performed. It is, of 
course, assumed in a democracy that such a 
law was enacted for the benefit of society. 
However, in the stiictest sense many laws 
do not have a foundation on ethical princi
pies. They may, for example, be enacted for 
economic, political, or hygienic reasons. A 
primary principie of ethics is that the con
duct of an individual be such that he does 
not take unfair advantage of others. Philo- 
sophically, the effect of an ethical code is to 
so govern human conduct that individuáis 
are given equal opportunity to exercise and 
to preserve their rights and powers. Perhaps 
a simple summation of the practical aspects 
of ethics is to refer to it as an attempt at 
justice in human relations.

Commonly, ethics are thought of as being 
quite independent of moráis. The latter are 
the guiding principies by which a human 
being seeks to conform to a spiritual idealism. 
Moráis are either inherited as a religious 
doctrine or they arise from one’s personal 
interpretation of what is spiritually proper 
in his behavior. In morality, the individual 
holds his judge to be a god or a divine princi
pie. His whole moral structure is predicated 
on satisfying what he conceives to be the

divine principie as he experiences it. He has 
a sense of righteousness in so conforming, 
whether other men accept his conduct or not.

Generally speaking and as a distinction 
from moráis, in practice at least, men are in- 
clined to look upon ethics as a kind of work- 
ing agreement to their mutual advantage. 
They think of the fulfillment of an ethical 
code as being one of expediency rather than 
as an obligation to some superior or spiritual 
power. If one looks upon ethics from this 
point of view, he may be inclined to viólate 
its code, if he can do so without exposing 
himself to any religious censure or fear of 
any divine penalty. Conversely, however, 
one will avoid intentionally violating a per
sonal moral principie, even if it is to his 
material gain. The psychological reason for 
this is that a sense of guilt mitigates all satis- 
faction that we derive from the gain, pro- 
vided, of course, that the moral Ímpetus is 
strong enough. It must be apparent, then, that 
for a code of ethics to be successful, that is, 
voluntarily adhered to by an individual, it 
should have a relation to his moral standards.

It is a common complaint today that there 
is a decline of morality. This being so, how 
is a code of ethics to be established upon 
morality and yet be effective? It is first 
necessary to realize that there will always be 
a considerable portion of any society that 
will manifest a deficiency of the moral sense. 
There are many persons incapable of an 
abstract idealism which transcends personal 
objective gratification. The satisfactions of 
such persons are sensual. Good to them is 
only an appeasement of physical desires, a 
satisfaction of the appetites, love of posses- 
sions, and the like. The self of this type of 
person is very limited. There is no extensión 
of the emotions and sentiments to include 
compassion and the welfare of others. The 
morally deficient are unable to realize the 
satisfaction of an ideal which may be termed 
humanitarian. They do not set up ends 
which are related in any way to psychic and 
emotional feelings of a high order and which,
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when attained, bring a subjective pleasure. 
It is necessary, then, to determine the most 
general moral qualities of a society and to 
formúlate ethics from them.

What are the general moral qualities of a 
society? What society is to be taken as a 
standard for selection? When asked to ex- 
press his moral convictions, the average per- 
son is likely to quote exegetical references 
or the edicts of a religious creed with which 
he is familiar. Unless he has personally 
experienced the psychic and emotional feel- 
ing that accompanies the moral edicts, such 
are not part of his moral being. The true 
moral creed is one that has its counterpart 
in the immanent impulse of the individual 
to do good. The creed is but an objectifica- 
tion of the moral or spiritual inclination. It 
is a subjective urge which finds its ideal in 
some religious principié. These subjective 
urges, usually referred to as moral impulses, 
we may presume to be universally innate in 
man. It is obvious, however, that the moráis 
of society are not universal. This is evidence 
that the different moráis which men express 
or avow are but interpretations of their in
nate urges. The objectification of the moral 
impulse, its expression, is dependent upon 
(a) the intelligence and education of the 
individual and (b) the customs and conven- 
tions of society.

The needs and relations of a primitive so
ciety are quite different from those of a 
modern complex civilization. The relations 
between members of a primitive society are 
far simpler than those of a highly organized 
state. In the primitive society there would 
be fewer incidents or activities that would 
be offensive to the innate subjective moral 
impulse. Because of the needs of a simple 
society, men would be far more inclined to 
accept certain relationships as necessary and 
beneficial to their welfare and thus not con- 
strue them as immoral. When men are not 
able to conceive an alternative in human 
conduct and when such seems absolutely 
essential to them, its performance does not 
cause any sense of guilt. For example, polyg- 
amy and polyandry are not considered tabú 
in many primitive societies where there is 
a shortage of one sex or the other. The kill- 
ing of the aged and incurable has often in 
the past been consistent with the social moral 
sense where it had become a customary eco- 
nomic necessity. Therefore, the needs and

customs of society have always been an im- 
portant factor in the development of its 
moráis. The individual is likely to believe 
that his moral principies are solely and di- 
vinely conceived or inspired. "He does not 
realize that the slowly evolved conventions 
of his society have often formed a mould for 
those psychic and emotional urges to which 
he refers as his conscience and his moral self.

From the foregoing it is patent that, if we 
are to look to the moral codes of different 
societies and religious sects as the basis for 
the development of universal ethics, we will 
only be confused. It is necessary to resort 
directly to the cause of moráis, to their süb- 
jective ór psychic motivation.

All men recognize a transcendental power 
of some kind. They are conscious of their 
own human limitations and know that man 
is not self-sufficient. This transcendental or 
supreme power is conceived either as being 
natural, as the mechanistic forces of nature, 
or as supernatural, namely, a god or a Divine 
intelligence. In either instance it appears as 
neither expedient ñor proper for the indi
vidual to particípate in any activities which 
he considers offensive to the recognized su
preme power. Instinctively, man feels a 
dependence on a power which exceeds his 
own abilities. Not being thoroughly familiar 
with the nature of this power, he is disin- 
clined to offend it, partly because of fear of 
retribution and partly because of a respect 
for its majesty. As a result, there is an al- 
most unconscious proscription of any prac- 
tices which attack any generally accepted 
nonhuman authority.

Most men, therefore, would understand 
and appreciate the need of a basic rule of 
ethics which would prohibit conduct offensive 
to the conceived inanimate and exalted au
thority, whether it be God or nature.

The instinct of preservation which moti- 
vates the individual toward various kinds of 
personal security is likewise an excellent 
ground for the establishment of ethical pro- 
visions. Any conduct which would jeopar- 
dize the physical or mental well-being of 
another could readily be recognized as detri- 
mental. Even though the individual is not 
directly concerned, he will support the prin
cipie of personal security, for he realizes 
that he may need to invoke it sometime in 
his own behalf. It may seem that this princi
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pie has no moral connotations according to 
the way we defined moráis previously. The 
fact is that all men who, for example, recog- 
nize a divine omnipotence are of the belief 
that such a* power has conferred certain 
inalienable rights upon them. One such right 
is their personal security or well-being.*

This inalienable security is not limited to 
an attack on, or a violation of, the person. 
It is also extended to all that the enlarged 
self of the individual includes. Thus it in- 
cludes one’s family and one’s property, for 
these we feel as being part of our self-inter- 
ests. As a consequence, whenever conduct is 
potential with jeopardizing the security of 
another’s property or vested interest, it is 
construed as a violation of the inalienable 
right of security. Any rule of ethics which 
seeks to prevent such conduct is psychologi- 
cally satisfying. Thus, for example, a rule of 
ethics not permitting one to take unfair ad
vantage of another in a business transaction 
whereby a loss of property would be in- 
curred, is related to an underlying subjec
tive motive.

Misrepresentation, violation of promise, 
perfidy, intimidation—all of these are in 
substance unethical in human conduct be- 
cause they viólate moral precepts. Misrepre
sentation or untruth is unethical because it 
destroys necessary faith in human relations. 
For a meeting of minds and cooperation be- 
tween individuáis, a common ground must 
be established. An untruth is an unreality. 
One mind is thus laboring under an illusion. 
To permit untruth would obstruct all human 
relations until each person would be able to 
reduce all matters under consideration to 
their factual elements. Since such is not 
always possible, society, therefore, would be 
frustrated.

Intimidation strikes directly at the moral 
principie of the right of self-assertion or free- 
dom of expression, which men consider a 
divine prerogative. Experiencing the intimi
dation of others arouses the sense of justice 
within persons; this is the feeling which one 
has for his own immediate security and 
which is emotionally or sympathetically ex
tended to another under like circumstances.

Basic moral codes or the virtues have all 
been engendered by subjective impulses and 
that which men have found offensive to their 
sentiments and moral idealism. Men have 
made human relations, insofar as virtues are

concerned, conform to their instinctive de- 
sires. However, where any desire conflicts 
with the collective good of society, man’s 
better judgment tells him it is essential to 
subjugate it. Man realizes that society is 
necessary to individual welfare. Therefore, 
no primitive urge is condoned which will 
destroy this society. The Decalogue in the 
Oíd Testament and similar moral codes in 
other religious works are clearly fashioned 
from man’s realization of the need of self- 
discipline. It also constitutes an effort to 
regúlate his conduct in conformity with his 
inherent sympathetic feeling toward his 
group or kind. These inclinations of self-love 
he has to extend to others that man conceives 
as of divine or moral origin.

A system of ethics must fail, therefore, 
unless it is definitely related to these innate 
moral impulses. If only the basic subjective 
urges are considered in the formation of 
such a code, the ethics will not conflict with 
the different social customs. The uniformity 
of the code could be more easily established. 
As it is now, ethics is mainly an arbitrary 
system of conduct decided upon by various 
groups of individuáis. In other words, first, 
objectives are determined by the group. Then 
it is agreed that certain conduct is either 
wrong or right in attempting to realize such 
objectives. The right conduct of any code 
of ethics must be related to basic moral 
principies, or there is not that personal emo
tional response upon the part of the indi
viduáis pledged to support the ethics.

Ethics are rules. Behind the rule must be 
the motivating spirit of the moral or spiritual 
nature of man.

Fraternally,

RALPH M. LEWIS, 
Imperator.

Men and Gods

At the recent Rosicrucian International 
Convention, on the occasion of the banquet, 
there was the premiére showing of the film 
Men and Gods. This motion picture is an 
AMORC production in color and sound. It is 
unusual in that it presents some óf the sacred 
sites, places renowned in history, in India, 
Tibet, and Siam. For example, the spectator 
sees the great temple at Bodh Gaya where 
Buddha is said to have been enlightened
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under the Bo tree, and Sarnath where he 
gave his first great discourse. Magnificent 
Oriental pageantry is seen, with processionals 
of lamas, priests, musicians, and elephants, 
a galaxy of color and costumes. The specta- 
tor is taken to the lofty Himalayas to observe 
processions of lamas entering their sacred 
sanctuaries. The chanting and Oriental 
music add to the exotic splendor and attrac- 
tion of the film.

This film is not limited to showings at 
Rosicrucian lodges and chapters. In addition 
to being shown to groups of members 
throughout the world, it will be shown, as 
have our other films, to schools and colleges, 
civic groups and the like. Obviously, such 
films constitute excellent propaganda for the 
Order. Though the film is free from adver- 
tising and is classed as a highly educational, 
adventuresome travel film, it cannot fail to 
bring credit to the Order because of its 
uniqueness and because of the manner in 
which the subject is presented. These films 
dealing with travel in foreign lands have had 
the cooperation of the respective governments 
and departments of archaeology of the coun- 
tries in which the scenes were photographed.

If you are a member of a women’s club, 
or a service club, such as the Rotary, Ki- 
wanis, or Lions, or of any cultural group or 
fraternal lodge that has programs of an edu
cational nature, this film will be of interest 
to such a body. If you are occasionally asked 
to put on a program of entertainment or pre- 
sent something of interest to a group or so
ciety with which you are affiliated, this film 
would be an excellent opportunity to render 
a service to your group and to AMORC 
as well.

The film is 16 mm. in size and 1200 feet 
in length. The time of showing is about 
thirty minutes. AMORC would be happy to 
loan you a print of this excellent film with- 
out charge. The only requirements are as 
follows:

A. That AMORC be notified at least thirty 
days in advance so as to book you for 
the showing.

B. That you give a guarantee that there 
will be at least fifty persons in attend- 
ance at the showing.

C. That one skilled in the operation of mo- 
tion picture equipment show the film.

The reasons for our making these require
ments are obvious. We do not want to go 
to the trouble and expense of sending a film 
for just a handful of persons to see. That 
would be of little valué to AMORC. These 
films are expensive and any damage to them 
is costly. That is why we must be assured 
that one experienced in the operation of 
motion picture equipment, and who will be 
careful not to scratch or tear it, will project 
it. So, if you wish this service, please write 
at once to the Rosicrucian Technical Depart
ment, Rosicrucian Park, San José, California.

Let us remind you that a companion film 
to the one mentioned above is Egypt, the 
Eterna1. This film was also produced by 
AMORC and it is in color and sound. It 
takes the spectator on a journey up the Nile. 
He is given the opportunity to visually ex- 
perience the great temples, pyramids, and 
tombs of Egypt, and many other spectacular 
scenes made possible through the cooperation 
of the Rosicrucian Egyptian, Oriental Mu- 
seum and the Department of Antiquities of 
Egypt. This latter film has been enthusiasti- 
cally received by educators and college and 
school faculties. It has also been shown in 
various countries throughout the world. It 
is likewise available under the same condi- 
tions as the film Men and Gods.—X

Sex and Reincamation

A soror addressing our Forum asks: “Is 
there a progression of incamations by alter- 
nation of sex? Does a soul in one incarna- 
tion occupy a male body and thence a female 
one? Does one sex in the spiritual realm 
stand as more advanced than the other? 
In fact, why would there need to be the 
alternation of sex from one incarnation to 
another? Why not the continuous succes- 
sion of a soul-personality in bodies of the 
same sex?”

In most of the hagiographies of religions 
and mystical philosophies we find reference 
to their founders and to the illuminated ones 
as being men. There is the implication at 
least that the attainment of Cosmic con- 
sciousness and of great spiritual insight is 
possible only with the male sex. There are, 
of course, exceptions to this in history and 
in mythology. The Oracles at Delphi were
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women. There were, also, innumerable god- 
desses, as Isis, Ishtar, Venus, Persephone, 
Demeter, and Athena. The fact remains 
that the earthly exponents and founders of 
the great religious systems were principally 
men.

The eminence given to men in spiritual 
matters is more the result of social condi- 
tions, rather than that of a Cosmic edict. 
In most of the early societies women were 
obliged to hold a socially inferior position. 
They were not permitted to particípate in 
important affairs of state, and they were 
rarely allowed to hold authoritative or ex- 
ecutive positions in the prevailing religions. 
Though women did particípate in religious 
and esoteric ceremonies in the temples, the 
social prejudices of the secular world pre- 
vented them from holding high ecclesiastical 
office. The male being physically stronger 
and by nature more aggressive, as well, 
relegated to himself all of the elevated of
fices, even in spiritual matters.

As a consequence of these practices, those 
men inclined toward religious and philo- 
sophical matters were given an opportunity 
to embrace unusual knowledge. They were 
afforded special initiations in the different 
philosophical and religious sects. They were, 
also, permitted to counsel with sages and 
have access to sacred writings—all of which 
was usually denied to women.

It was to be expected, then, that men, 
because of such advantages, would display 
more of a profound comprehension of the 
spiritual and mystical precepts. Likewise, 
because of such advantages, they would more 
frequently have the theophanic or illumi- 
nating experiences of mysticism than would 
women. It is logical that the popular mind, 
not realizing these causes, would come to 
identify the result or the spiritual attain- 
ment of men exclusively with their sex.

It is to be realized that because of the 
social restrictions imposed upon women, and 
the idea of inferiority generally associated 
with the female sex in antiquity, they could 
not as freely promúlgate any enlightened 
or religious concepts with which they might 
be inspired. We may draw a parallel from 
our own times. Only a relatively few years 
ago, the same prejudiced attitude was dis- 
played in the United States toward any 
pclitical opinions or aspirations which a 
woman might have.

We must not overlook the misconception, 
entertained by peoples of the past, that im- 
morality was inherent within the female 
sex. A woman was considered the object of 
man’s passion. She was, as well, the bearer 
of children. She seemed to symbolize, to man 
at least, all the elements related to sex. 
Women were thought to be the principal 
element of temptation by which men could 
be caused to fall from a high estáte and a 
more noble course of life. Around women 
theré appeared to revolve a halo of necessary 
evil and temptation.

To the credit of the ancient Egyptians, 
we must say that among them this prejudice 
Was almost nonexistent. Women served as 
High Priestesses in the temples and in the 
various mystery schools. They also were 
permitted to be initiated in the esoteric rites 
and to enter equally the holy of holies with 
men. They were highly respected, and given 
social rights equal to those of men.

Fortunately, in the Cosmic scheme these 
appraisals of sex are of no consequence. 
There is no spiritual superiority of sex. The 
consciousness of self, the manifestation of 
soul, is without such distinctions as male 
or female. The only individual qualitative 
difference is the evolution or unfoldment of 
the soul-personality. One person may be 
more contiguous in consciousness to the Ab- 
solute, to the Divine mind, than may be 
another. In some instances this may be a 
woman, and in others it may be a man.

For soul-personality to evolve, it must 
have diversified experiences. If one is too 
materialistic, too objective, is lacking in psy
chic responsiveness, it is then necessary that 
the other aspect of his nature be given the 
opportunity to express itself. It may be that 
this can be accomplished only by truncating 
the continuation of the soul-personality in 
masculine form in future incarnations. The 
female disposition and temperament, in oth
er words, may be needed to incline the in
dividual toward those interests in life where- 
in he might particípate in practices and ac
tivities providing lessons to be leamed. If 
we are to assume that the male sex may be 
generally considered positive in contrast to 
the female, then periodically, for stability, 
the order of the sex would need to be 
reversed.

This reversal, however, would not be in 
accordance with any fixed pattern or sched-
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ule. There would not need to be a periodicity 
of the re versal of sex. The determining fac
tor would be the needs of the individual 
himself, the requirements of the soul-per
sonality. The particular environmental in- 
fluences would be an important factor also. 
Therefore, if a man could in his life resort 
to the development of the subjective aspects 
of his life, if he could pursue the study of 
philosophical and mystical interests, he 
would not need to experience the change of 
sex in another incarnation, or perhaps in 
several ó£ them.

We must not, from the foregoing state- 
ment, imply that women, are, because of 
their sex, more spiritually or mystically in- 
clined than men. In fact, the opposite is 
often true. Women are psychologically more 
emotional. They are more responsive to the 
psychic aspect of their beirigs. Therefore, if 
they are given the opportunity, they will 
have more success in personal unfoldment 
than a like number of men. Conversely, how
ever, women can and often do express their 
emotional nature in terms of sensual things 
only—jealousy, lust, and the like. Further, 
more women than men are inclined to rebel 
against the use of reason. This causes many 
to resort to superstitious beliefs in the inter
pretaron of their inner feelings and psychic 
impulses.

Just as some men would need in another 
incarnation the experience of an approach 
to life as a woman, so too some women 
could be benefited in another life by living 
as men. Some women become too intro- 
verted. They live only for the experiences 
of their psychic being. They refuse to meet 
the realities of life. They enjoy a highly 
emotional State. They refuse to struggle 
with objectivity. They disdain material ex- 
istence as some sort of earthly imprisonment. 
It is only by being compelled in another life 
to live as a man and to be aggressive in a 
highly competitive world, assuming the re- 
sponsibility for dependence, that they come 
to surmount their unilateral personality.

Sex, physiologically and psychically, im- 
pels men and women in different channels 
and interests in life, though they do share 
many alike. This attraction toward all the 
phases of human experiences is what the 
soul needs for the evolution of its personality. 
The kind of experience needed is the de
termining factor, then, as to whether in

one life it would manifest through the body 
of a male or a female. In either sex, the 
soul-personality may attain illumination.
—X

Temptations of Man

A frater from Australia states: “Are we 
tempted too much so that we cannot do the 
good? One hears and has experienced also, 
through doing work of a social nature, that 
tasks taken on willingly often become irk- 
some because of others’ not doing their share, 
or through the remarks of others. Someone 
may say, ‘Why do it?’ or ‘Don’t be foolish,’ 
and ‘What do you expect to get out of it?’ 
or again, ‘You will not get any thanks for 
it.’ Probably there is no thought on your 
part of doing the work for remuneration or 
thanks. Do such temptations help us in any 
way or are they a great obstruction?”

The course we follow in life is either one 
of personal conviction or it is the conse
quence of custom. If our activities are the 
result of conviction, it means that, preced- 
ing them, we have given some thought to 
what was in volved. We have analyzed the 
circumstances and have finally decided that 
that is what we want to do. A personal 
conviction is very positive. It carries the 
forcé of thought. At least our minds are at 
ease, that is, we have entertained no doubts. 
To be persuaded from the personal convic
tion requires that the persuasión be at least 
as convincing as the original decisión which 
we made our sel ves. Statements to be a 
temptation have to be as factual and as 
logical as are our personal convictions. You 
will find, therefore, that the person who does 
not allow himself to be motivated by custom 
—that is, just follow a crowd—is very sel- 
dom persuaded to do otherwise. He is not 
subject to temptation.

If we are one with the crowd and if our 
actions are a matter of puré custom, it means 
that we have never given much thought to 
what we are doing. We have never con
sidered the cause behind our deeds; we have 
never evaluated our actions. Then, when 
any circumstances arise which seem to throw 
doubt on what we are doing, we hesitate, 
we are confused, we are forced to make a 
decisión as to whether or not to continué. 
Persons who are not thinkers, who are in
clined to evade analysis, will abandon their
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course of action if the remarks of those who 
wish to dissuade them are emphatic and at 
all plausible.

Will, as we have often said, consists of 
an emphatic desire. It is that which the 
mind wishes to do and it has all the strength 
of that emotional appeal behind it. If you 
do not wish to be tempted, make a careful 
study of any important program in which 
you are to particípate. Consider whether it 
appeals to you. If it does, you will find it 
very easy to carry through because that 
pleasure will become the strength of your 
will.

Temptation does help us, however, when 
it causes us to inquire into some of our ways 
of thinking and our habits. It sets up a con
tra or opposing State, causing us to question 
what we have accepted. We are then given 
the opportunity of changing what we are 
doing in comparison to the appeal of the 
temptation. If we are easily tempted, we are 
weak in will. If we are weak in will, it 
means we have not thought clearly and 
deeply enough to come to a convincing con
clusión which gratifies us; for if we had, 
only something more appealing and more 
convincing could tempt us.

Temptation, as a form of influence, can 
be positive and constructive as well. We 
refer again to the individual who is merely 
a product of custom and is swept along by 
conventionality; his actions do not reflect 
personal decisions. Such an individual is 
not sure that he is doing the best or the 
right. If he were asked whether he is, he 
would probably reply: “Everyone else is do
ing so,” using the presumption that what- 
ever the majority does is right. Such is poor 
reasoning. That individual could improve 
his life in many ways by breaking away 
from the crowd, forming certain ideáis and 
shaping his life to realize them. But he sees 
no need to do so. Then, perhaps, he is thrown 
into association at his place of employment 
or elsewhere with an ambitious and thought- 
ful person. During the lunch hour the other 
person makes many sagacious remarks. He 
causes his associate to think along lines that 
are new to him. The ideas are appealing 
and stimulating. His imagination is chal- 
lenged and he inquires further. He begins 
to read about the subject. He is tempted, 
or influenced if you wish, to think and act 
along different channels. As a result, he

moves out of the oíd order of living into a 
higher and newer plañe.

Psychologically, temptations are merely 
influences or suggestions by which one is 
motivated to make a change in the direction 
in which his thoughts and actions are mov- 
ing. Normally, the word temptation is used 
in a negative sense but, as an influence or 
suggestion, it can be constructive as well. 
Temptation is a kind of appeal. The motive 
behind the appeal is the important thing. 
What does it lead to? That is the question 
we must ask when something arrests our 
attention, and inclines us to make a funda
mental change in our way of living.—X

Is Conscience Racial?
A frater from Cañada, addressing our For- 

um, says: “I recently listened to an address 
given by a Dr. W. H. Rogers of New York. 
He made a statement to the effect that con
science was racial and individual. He was 
discussing the seven ages or dispensations of 
the Bible, the second age in particular, com- 
mencing after the great flood when the peo- 
pie were not ruled by a king or govemment, 
but by their own consciences. His position 
was that, since conscience is racial and in
dividual, the result was a world full of sin 
and wickedness.

“To me this does not appear to be true, 
as, according to the teachings of our Order, 
Cosmic laws and the laws of nature operate 
everywhere alike. However, there have been 
times in the history of man, such as the 
Spanish Inquisition and the Crusades, when 
it was considered right to torture and kill the 
enemies of a particular religión. Did the 
men who instigated and perpetrated those 
deeds suffer qualms of conscience?”

Conscience is not an innate code of mor
áis implanted in man by a divine decree. If 
conscience were a specific course of beha- 
vior native to all mankind, all people who 
believe themselves motivated by conscience 
would behave alike. It is all too apparent 
that individuáis and groups of persons who 
sincerely consider themselves acting in ac- 
cordance with conscience will not agree on 
its dictates. Conscience is related to what is 
referred to as the moral law or moral will. 
This is an impulse on the part of the indi
vidual to resort to behavior which he ad- 
judges to be righteous. For analogy, we may 
believe that there is a universal sense of jus-
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tice had by all people. Admittedly, the 
sense of justice'is often more pronounced in 
some persons than in others. This justice 
is not a knowledge leamed. Rather, it is 
an instinctive evaluation of the difference in 
experiences insofar as they react upon the 
welfare of human beings. It is the faculty 
of being able to determine the mean, that 
is, the equilibrium, between extremes. Ob- 
viously, for its expression, this sense of jus
tice depends upon the observation of oppos- 
ing conditions and what may be considered 
as contributing to the hurt of an individual.

A member of society may be conditioned 
by his social environment to consider slander 
as being no hurt to another. Consequently, 
his sense of justice, his sympathetic feeling 
for another would not be aroused because of 
the derogatory remarks made. This same 
person might, however, show resentment if 
a stronger and larger man were to brutally 
beat a smaller one for what he could not ac- 
cept as a good reason. Instinctively his sym- 
pathy would then be engendered for the 
helpless victim. This sympathy could man- 
ifest as an interceding in behalf of the wreak- 
er man or what would be called an act of 
justice.

We thus can see that justice as a code or 
an effective practice is dependent upon one’s 
training, environment, and the prevailing 
customs. Justice, psychologically, consists 
of our instinctive concern for our own wel
fare sympathetically extended to others 
whose welfare we believe to be jeopardized. 
What to the individual constitutes a disrup- 
tion of social or other valúes, sufficient to 
invoke his sense of justice, is influenced 
greatly by the customs of the society of 
which he is a part.

We have dwelt on justice to this extent 
because it offers a plausible analogy for con
science. The moral will or impulse behind 
conscience we may metaphysically assert is 
innate. It is Cosmically endowed. To para- 
phrase Kant, the desire to do good is the 
only real good. Men thus, by the categories 
of their beings, have this nisus, this urge to 
do good. Where ver men are, in whatever 
period of history, this moral impulse is in
nate. However, this impulse is subject to 
intellection, that is, to individual interpreta- 
tion. As a feeling it must be framed in 
some ideation, in some thought form. We

want to do good. But what is the good? It 
is in determining the intent of the good that 
men fall into that disparity of conduct that 
causes righteous-minded people to move in 
different directions.

Race indubitably conditions or molds the 
interpretations of good upon which the prac
tice of conscience depends. The races differ 
in their emotionalism and, having also been 
subject to specific customs for centuries, 
their social valúes and moral codes are dif
ferent. As a result, the goods of conscience 
are not equal for all peoples. This differ
ence is overcome when you have an amal- 
gamation of the different races in one na- 
tion which has adopted a universal moral 
code over a period of time.

It is this impact of social custom and, of 
course, religión, upon the self-expression or 
the objectifying of conscience, that causes 
one people to abhor the conduct of others. 
In such instances as the Spanish Inquisition, 
and numerous other examples of Christian 
persecution of non-Christians, all the partici- 
pants were not devoid of conscience in the 
psychological sense. They were really im- 
bued with a sense of righteousness, the de
sire to do good. However, their acts were 
a result of ignorance. They displayed an 
extremely limited conception of the nature 
of good.

For analogy, one who is brought up in a 
sensual environment, where pleasure means 
gratification of the appetites and pain is con- 
strued as bodily suffering only, can be con- 
scious of merely a very low standard of what 
constitutes the good. He will know none 
of the joys of aspiration, the joys of har- 
mony of mind and body. He will never 
have thrilled to lofty beauty in the accord 
of sound, symmetry of form, or in poetic 
expression. The consciousness of such per- 
son may never have soared beyond the 
grosser impressions of his receptor senses. 
His imagination may be dulled by the force- 
fulness of immediate reality to which he 
gives himself. He is unable to visualize and 
find happiness in an idealism not yet ma- 
terialized. None of such transcendental 
states of mind, which are the acmé of living 
to the mystic, the philosopher, and the poet, 
could be conceived by such persons as good, 
for they are psychic and mental dullards. 
Yes, these unfortunate ones have conscience.
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They have the moral urge to do good, but 
it is clioked by a limited consciousness of 
self.

Until there is a more fully expressed con
sciousness of self, there will be all of the in- 
equalities of conscience which are so appar- 
ent today. The Cosmic impulse, the moti- 
vation of conscience is in every human be
ing. However, it is within the province of 
man to develop his own potentialities. If 
this were not so, there would be no need 
for such organizations as the Rosicrucian 
Order.

There are certain goods as moral precepts 
which manifest as conscience among almost 
all peoples. They are valúes which are so 
integrated with the human welfare that 
they cannot well be ignored by any society. 
The right of possession is one of these. Men 
will fight for personal, tribal, or family 
property, because it is like an extensión of 
their own being—it is part of them. Such 
property is realized to be essential to their 
welfare. Consequently, it is “taboo,” or pro- 
hibited, to take what belongs to another—at 
least within the same social circles, within 
the tribe, or the family. Theft becomes an 
evil, the respect of another’s property a 
virtue.

The same applies to rape and murder for 
the same obvious reasons. On the other 
hand, there is no offense to conscience, to 
the moral impulse, when the possessions of 
other tribes are taken as a prize of war. 
Along the same line of reasoning, men con
sider killing in war as a good, and, there
fore, it is considered compatible with con
science. On the other hand, the extended 
consciousness which conceives an ideal for 
mankind, that prohibits the taking of life, 
sets a higher standard for its particular con
science. Under no circumstances would it 
conceive killing as a good,

We will never equalize the practices of 
conscience until there is less disparity in the 
expansión of the consciousness of men.—X

Requesting Cosmic Help

Ever of interest to members is the tech- 
nique, namely, the mystical approach to the 
Cosmic for help in time of need. Each of us 
is all too aware of our own personal limita- 
tions. Regardless of the degree of confidence 
we have, or what success we may have at-

tained in the past, we eventually discover 
that there are things which are beyond our 
individual capabilities. We all are eventu
ally confronted by some situation to which 
our intelligence is not equal or for which our 
education is not adequate. As a result, we 
are faced with defeat when we have ex- 
hausted all our personal powers. There is 
only one solution in such a circumstance and 
that is to have recourse to something, some 
power, some being, some intelligence, which 
transcends ourselves.

Our limitations need not necessarily hold 
us back in life. Beyond our personal powers 
lies the source of all power, the great CGsmic. 
Our Creative abilities, our initiative, our per
sonal powers of attainment, are but a trickle 
from the great inner reservoir of our being. 
It is true, as has often been said by psycholo- 
gists, that we ordinarily use but ten percent 
of our mental potentialities. We must realize 
that we are not isolated beings. We are not 
separate from the source which has created 
us. We do have access to that which created 
us. In fact, we are a part of it. The mind 
or Cosmic intelligence which has ordained 
our being, and which preserves it in its vari- 
ous forms, can be appealed to. It can be 
directed.

Now, when we appeal to someone or to 
something, we are expressing a desire. We 
are indicating a want of some kind. We 
might say that our prayers are desires which 
are either made vocative, that is, spoken, or 
which remain silent within our own con
sciousness. In appealing to the Cosmic, in 
expressing a desire, the question of what is 
the right or the wrong desire is very impor
tant. Having in mind the wrong desire may 
result in an unanswered appeal in our peti- 
tion. For example, a purely selfish, a wholly 
mercenary desire, is very difficult to bring 
before the Cosmic. Most assuredly we can
not expect to have such a desire gratified.

First, however, let us realize that seeming- 
ly selfish desires are not al ways actually so. 
Suppose one appealed to the Cosmic for a 
much larger home—perhaps a home that is 
better in appearance, has superior arrange- 
ments or accommodations or is in a more 
favorable location. Now such an appeal may 
actually be free from any selfish motive. One 
may have a growing family and, as a result, 
the accommodations of the present home are 
not adequate. To rear the children com-
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fortably and properly one needs a larger 
home or improved living conditions for their 
health. Then, again, the environment or 
particular location of the home may not be 
best for the children. It may be too distant 
from school or the associations not advan- 
tageous to the development of their character. 
Consequently, then, an appeal incorporating 
these desires would not be Cosmically in- 
terpreted as a purely selfish or personal 
objective.

Is an appeal for the improvement of one’s 
health to be construed as a strictly personal 
motive? We shall begin our answer to that 
by saying that it depends on why we want 
good health. In appealing for good health, 
it is not sufficient to stress just one’s personal 
freedom from distraction, from pain, from 
discomfiture or even from concern about our 
health. On the other hand, if we want good 
health in order to pursue a course of service 
to our family, to our friends or to society, 
then such an appeal is in order. In other 
words, if we can benefit our family or 
friends, someone besides our immediate 
selves, by attaining goqd health, then we 
have a right to make that an object of our 
appeal to the Cosmic. We may further say 
that to want good health just to inspire 
others, to arouse them from despondency or 
show what can be obtained by vitality, is a 
proper motive, too.

What of money? Can we ask the Cosmic 
to improve our financial affairs, to help us 
obtain more money and yet sincerely say 
that such a desire is not mercenary? Let us 
be frank. It is necessary that we remove the 
imagined or hypocritical stigma which some 
people have come to associate with money. 
Money is not a necessary evil ñor is evil 
inherent in money. From the philosophical 
point of view, good and evil are but evalúa- 
tions which man places upon the qualities 
of his experiences. In other words, the man- 
ner in which an experience is related to our 
own personal interests or welfare determines 
whether we shall cali that experience good or 
evil. The same may be said of objects or 
things. They are good or evil depending 
upon their relation to the purposes we have 
in mind. A power of any kind can, therefore, 
be either good or evil, depending on man’s 
application of that power, the final use of it.

It must be obvious to everyone that money 
is a potential power. It can be used to ac-

complish innumerable things. Now, the way 
in which money is used becomes a moral 
responsibility of man. Whether the particu
lar employment of money is evil depends 
upon our conception of human relations. If 
it affects these human relations detrimen- 
tally, we are inclined to think of the power 
of money as evil. Simply put, the reason you 
want money determines whether your Cos
mic appeal is proper or not.

To use money to pay just debts is certainly 
a proper motive. It is also proper to ask for 
finances to edúcate ourselves, to improve our- 
selves for a better position or profession, 
provide for the future of our children, and 
even to acquire funds for the necessities of 
life. It is also not objectionable, from the 
Cosmic point of view, to appeal for money 
so as to acquire moderate luxuries, things 
that make living more comfortable and en- 
joyable. However, to seek money for ex- 
travagances which constitute a waste would 
be Cosmically improper. It is essential that 
we come to understand that the Cosmic does 
not have any code of moráis, or prohibitions, 
or regulations of any kind, corresponding to 
those which man conceives. Whatever man 
knows within himself, whatever his con
science tells him is right and proper with 
respect to his society and his relation to his 
fellows, that is Cosmically proper. It is im
material whether or not other persons accept 
the same view. Consequently, it is not the 
particular use of money, but rather the 
motive behind our use, which is the Cosmic 
factor and which determines whether our 
appeal will be granted.

The Rosicrucian monographs warn us that 
our constant appeal to the Cosmic for any- 
thing is out of order. The reason for this is 
that we are denying the powers, the faculties 
and judgment with which we have been 
Cosmically endowed and which we should 
exercise. To use an analogy, one cannot ig
nore the common-sense principies of econo- 
my and thrift and dissipate his funds or 
resources and then turn to the Cosmic, asking 
that his needs be met. Furthermore, if one’s 
appeal is accepted by the Cosmic, one must 
not expect that it will materialize in a literal 
pouring of money into one’s lap from some 
unknown source like manna from Heaven. 
It is Cosmically required that we have a 
plan in mind when we make our petition. 
That plan includes the proper motive. The
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nature of our petition to the Cosmic must be 
in the form of a request for illumination, for 
an influx of knowledge as an idea or ways 
and means by which, through our own ef- 
forts, initiative and intelligence, we can pro- 
vide what we need. The Cosmic does not 
give us directly the object of our appeal. It 
does not provide moneybags or a blank 
cashier’s check. Rather it always affords us 
the opportunities, the ways and means, by 
which to materialize, by our own efforts that 
which we want. In that way, then, we have 
a chance to use the powers and faculties 
which we have as Cosmic gifts.

It is essential, in petitioning the Cosmic 
for help, that we not think of that aid solely 
in terms of our immediate needs. There are 
those who do this and then, after these 
needs are met, revert to their usual way of 
life. In petitioning, we must think in terms 
of tomorrow; we must visualize, if we can, 
an extensión into the future of the help we 
want now. We must use what we get now 
in the proper way for the future as well. 
Let me reiterate that selfishness, in the Cos
mic sense, is that which is wholly personal 
and from which the petitioner alone will 
derive benefit. We must also remember, in 
petitioning, that we cannot deceive the inner 
self. We cannot ask for one thing and indi- 
cate a certain motive and yet, within our- 
selves, intend to use what we receive in an 
entirely different way. The inner self knows 
what we want to do with that for which we 
are asking, and we know that it knows. We 
must not appear before the Cosmic as a 
hypocrite.

Provided, then, that the desire and motive 
are proper, just how do we make the appeal to* 
the Cosmic, just what technique is employed? 
When we speak of attunement with the Cos
mic, we really mean our having a conscious
ness of the Cosmic Mind, bringing our own 
consciousness in harmony with the plañe of 
the Universal Cosmic Mind. To have a bet- 
ter understanding of Cosmic consciousness, 
which mystical attunement really is, I like to 
reverse the order of the two words, for I 
think it helps us. Let us say consciousness 
of the Cosmic, for that is what Cosmic con
sciousness is. It means háving a personal 
realization of the great Universal Mind.

We are often likely to think of this Cosmic 
or Universal Mind with which we are to 
attune as being external or apart from us.

There are some persons who even look 
into the sky as though God or the Cosmic 
were not only beyond this earth and the 
planets but even beyond our universe, far 
out in the reaches of space. The fact is that 
the Cosmic Mind, either as consciousness or 
order, is in all things. It is in every minute 
cell of our being. The ancient Stoics said 
that the Universal Consciousness, or the 
Great Mind of ultímate Reality, is as well 
the consciousness of all living things. They 
meant that the intelligence of a blade of 
grass or of a more complex organism like an 
animal is an extensión of the Great Mind. 
They also said that this universal conscious
ness is the very essence of inanimate things. 
The physical laws constituting the atomic 
structure of the elements is part of the same 
Universal Mind but on a lower scale of 
manifestation. This great Universal Mind 
or the Cosmic, then, is both the Vital L ife  
Fcrce which makes beings anímate and that 
spirit energy of which their material sub- 
stance is composed. With these thoughts in 
mind, we come to appreciate the fact that 
the Cosmic Mind is not remóte from us but 
its closest point is within our own selves.

Each of us forms a little niche in this 
Cosmic consciousness; that is, we are not 
separate but an integral part of the universal 
ene. It is like the little markers which we 
see on the edge of a ruler. Each little marker 
contributes to the dimensions of the ruler. 
Or we may think of ourselves as being the 
wave bands of color. These wave bands may 
seem separate; yet united they compose the 
whole spectrum of visible light. Red, green, 
and blue, the primary colors, when brought 
into harmony, produce the white light of 
the sun. And so our separate consciousnesses 
are really a part of the great Universal Con
sciousness.

When we are in attunement with the Cos
mic, we then for that moment realize our 
own niche, our relationship to all the other 
niches, to all the other manifestations of 
which the Absolute consists. It is then that 
we become one in personal consciousness 
with the Creative forces of the universe. We 
find ourselves literally floating in a great 
vibratory sea of Cosmic forces which we can 
realize and use and of which we were here- 
tofore not conscious. Contacting these Cos
mic forces, becoming a momentary channel 
for them, is a tremendous stimulus to us. It
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results in a rejuvenation of our psychic, our 
mental, and our physical being. We experi
ence a sort of ecstasy, a feeling of inspiration, 
of having risen above the fears, doubts, and 
distresses we experienced previously. There 
is acquired a confidence in personal attain- 
ment, accompanied by a flow of ideas, and 
the resultant self-mastery. It is after such 
attunement that we become conscious of 
those ways and means by which we can 
satisfy the desires of our petition to the 
Cosmic.—X

Absent Healing

Just how does absent healing affect the 
recipient? This question is more concerned 
with the philosophy of the procedure rather 
than with the technique. For the technique 
of absent healing, a booklet written by the 
late Dr. H. Spencer Lewis, entitled “The 
Art of Absent Healing,” is complete and 
thorough in itself. If that booklet is carefully 
studied and its instructions followed im- 
plicitly, any individual who has the proper 
point of view, that is, a sympathetic under- 
standing of the purposes of the process, can 
practice the technique with excellent results. 
We will here not attempt to analyze or dis- 
cuss these techniques. They need no further 
discussion; they need to be followed and 
mastered.

The principies that lie behind the tech
nique are generally the basic philosophy of 
the Rosicrucian teachings. The whole con- 
cept of the Rosicrucian art of absent healing 
is based upon our entire philosophy and its 
application of metaphysical principies and 
of mysticism. Specifically, absent healing is 
a process by which harmonium within the 
human body can be aided in its restoration. 
According to the principies of therapeutics 
as presented in various of the Rosicrucian 
monographs, a perfectly functioning body is 
in a State of health or harmony within itself, 
physically and mentally. Any external or 
internal condition that in any way upsets or 
disturbs this harmonious state is a form of 
illness—a lack of health.

From an application of other Rosicrucian 
principies, we can easily draw the conclu
sión that the healthy or harmonious state of 
the human body is positive. Anything that 
interferes with that condition or state is a 
negative condition. Please realize, however,

that this use of the terms positive and nega
tive is a different application from our usual 
reference to positive and negative treatments, 
as outlined in the Sixth Degree. What we 
mean here is that a healthy body is as near 
perfection as we can conceive of perfection 
within a body. It is therefore declared to be 
positive. Any interference with this perfect 
balance is a negative factor or a negative 
quality entering into and disturbing the per
fect functioning which previously existed.

A body which does not function harmoni- 
ously has come to a state where it is out of 
harmony or not in perfect health and balance 
because of the intrusión of some condition. 
In the case of an accident, this lack of bal
ance can be due to the infliction of some object 
upon a part of the body, or it can be due to 
an invasión into the body of microorganisms 
which temporarily take control. The body 
fights to rid itself of the irritating invasión. 
This is one point of view in regard to the 
so-called germ theory of disease. Micro
organisms exist throughout the whole earth. 
They enter our body constantly; we have 
them with us all the time, but if through 
wrong living, wrong eating, wrong breath- 
ing, or other behavior that is not conducive 
to the maintenance of the normal balance or 
state of harmony within the body, these 
organisms develop to a point where they 
become an irritant within the body, disease 
results. The forces of the body are then 
directed toward throwing off these organisms, 
and the results of this process may be pain, 
discomfort, fever, or other peripheral condi
tions that are the results of the action taking 
place within the body. Pain is not in itself 
a disease or a state of inharmony. It is a 
manifestation that the body is being forced 
to do something different from ordinary. The 
same can apply to fever and any other simi
lar accompaniment of disease.

The human system has a great deal of 
adaptability. Not only do we take into our 
systems every day many microorganisms, 
but we abuse the body. Usually this abuse 
is through forcing it to do things which it 
should not have to do—for example, to ex- 
pend energy without proper rest, to expend 
energy for long periods of time, to work 
under artificial stimulation through the over- 
use of simple drugs or through burdening the 
body with too much food or the wrong kinds 
of food. A certain amount of these devia-
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tions from proper health practices can be 
tolerat^d, but if temperance, moderation, and 
reason are not exercised, there comes the 
time when the body’s defenses will break 
down from constant adjustment to these 
strains put upon it by wrong living. Under 
such conditions, it is possible for the causes 
of disease to become fixed and flourish, with 
the resultant manifestations of illness.

It is therefore obvious to a rational indi
vidual that he should learn reasonable laws 
of living. There are of course many differ- 
ences of opinion as to what are the proper 
laws of health. Many of us would disagree 
in regard to such subjects as diet, exercise, 
sleep, and work, but there are certain basic 
things that seem to be self-evident—that we 
shouldn’t overeat, we shouldn’t overwork, 
overrest, or take into the body anything 
in excess.

When disease has actually established it
self and illness has resulted, then the body 
does the many things already mentioned, 
through the intelligence that directs the 
sympathetic nervous system, to rectify the 
wrongs, and objectively, the intelligent 
human being also tries to do those things 
which will help to re-establish the harmony 
that previously existed. The first thing to do 
is to make possible for the body to draw upon 
its natural reserves and upon the full appli
cation and use of the vital life forcé that per- 
vades the universe. An attempt is made to 
rebalance the body so that its contení of 
spirit and vital life forcé will again be in 
proper equilibrium. One step is to discon
tinué any excesses in which it may have 
been our habit to indulge. The second step 
is the application of chemistry, and also 
through manipulation to help restore the 
body structurally and functionally to its 
proper harmonious state.

Medication and proper manipulation of 
parts of the body are sometimes called for 
in this process. Normally, the body will 
respond to intelligent treatment, and gradu- 
ally harmony can be restored. The body 
will absorb the forcé of Nous—which is, after 
all, the essence of all being and all existence 
—if it has the chance. We therefore try to 
reharmonize the body not only within itself, 
but with these constructive forces that exist 
about it. All intelligent therapeutic treat
ment is toward this end, and absent healing 
is no exception. Through absent healing one

individual directs the vital forces to the indi
vidual who may be ill. These forces are of 
course already more or less available to the 
ill person. Just as a sponge will absorb more 
moisture when it is placed in an environ
ment that contains an excess of moisture, so 
a body which is working to re-establish 
balance by the absorption of those forces 
that contribute to harmony, when it is placed 
in an environment containing what we might 
cali a surplus of these forces, will absorb 
more of them. The technique of absent heal
ing is to direct those forces to that body, and 
if properly done, as experience has demon- 
strated to many Rosicrucians and individuáis 
who have used this technique, it actually 
works.

However, we must never lose sight of the 
fact that at some time the body reaches a 
state where it will not under any circum
stances 're-establish a harmonious condition. 
This may be the time of transition; it may 
be a manifestation of the law of Karma; it 
may be for the purpose of causing an indi
vidual to have an experience for a reason 
possibly not understood immediately. There
fore, absent healing or any other form of 
therapeutics is not always effective in the 
re-establishment of bodily harmony. How
ever, in the case of absent treatments, in con- 
trast to most other forms or application of 
therapeutic methods, it is one form that can
not be overdone. The absent treatment, re- 
gardless of how frequently or by how many 
people it is given, cannot possibly cause any 
harm; it is conducive only to making avail
able to the inharmonious body those things 
which it needs and upon which it can draw.

Absent healing is therefore a procedure 
which, when known to an individual, be- 
comes an obligation as well as a privilege. 
We are obliged to assist in the alleviation of 
human suffering if we can do so, fully realiz- 
ing that while we can so aid, the decisión as 
to how effective the treatment may be insofar 
as our judgment is concerned, lies in a higher 
category, or exists upon a plañe advanced 
beyond the scope of our own limited con
sciousness.—A

The Use of Idealism

Idealism is a part of our thinking that can 
be used for practical application. It is also a 
system of thought that must be considered
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intelligently. Idealism is something that we 
can carry around with us or it can carry us 
around. In the latter case there is a tendency 
for the extreme idealist to lose touch with 
reality and to forget the practical application 
of any ideal to the problem of living.

The study of metaphysics in any of its 
ramifications demands that a choice must be 
made between its two principal systems, 
materiáíism  and idealism. Although all 
metaphysical inquiry tends toward an at- 
tempt by man to understand and arrive at a 
basis for a fundamental reality in the uni
verse, the means or methods by which meta
physics attains this basic purpose are as 
different as are the opinions that individual 
writers have expressed upon the subject. 
The different phases of metaphysics can, in 
the final analysis, be summarized as modifi- 
cations of materialism or idealism, depend
ing upon the point of view with which the 
individual studying the subject or expound- 
ing upon the field of metaphysics arrives at 
his concept of the ultímate reality.

The field of philosophy provides the ex- 
planation of both materialism and idealism. 
We can here only touch upon the very fun
damental premise of each point of view. The 
main thesis of materialism is that matter and 
energy constitute the fundamental reality. 
From this main thesis it is conceded that 
everything existing or occurring in the 
physical world and in the mental processes 
of individuáis is either material in character 
or dependent upon matter in motion. Such 
a concept bases its whole existence upon a 
physical standard. It exeludes the existence 
of anything outside the phenomenal world. 
It exeludes freedom of the will, immortality, 
and even God. On the other hand, idealism 
is fundamentally the exact opposite of ma
terialism. Its principal thesis is that the real 
and underlying part of the universe is men
tal rather than material. Some forms of 
idealism go so far as to support the concept 
that the apparent materialistic aspect of the 
universe is only an illusion. Most forms of 
idealism, however, admit the existence of the 
external world and acknowledge that this 
world possesses objective validity. Idealism 
further identifies the essential characteristics 
of the universe with mind instead of with 
matter, energy, and forcé.

The machine age of the past few decades 
has looked to mechanism and organization to

bring peace and self-realization to the indi
viduáis composing its society. But as, when 
in the past, civilization has come to depend 
upon outer defenses instead of inner, it finds 
the whole structure it has ordered so care- 
fully faced with possible destruction. Man- 
kind is then forced by circumstances to re- 
consider its whole sitúation. Civilization can 
save itself, as in the past, only by turning 
anew to the inner resources of the spirit. 
Herein lie the opportunities of an idealistic 
system to furnish light and learning for the 
future as a living philosophy.

The concept of idealism, with all the 
meaning that can be attached to it, it must 
be realized, is not a perfect concept. In the 
field of metaphysics, both idealism and ma
terialism are human concepts, not divine 
concepts. Each is an honest attempt to pene- 
trate the unknown in order to arrive at an 
understanding of the underlying purposes 
and reality beyond the apparent. No philoso
phy can be greater than those who conceive 
or adopt it; therefore, we must be wary of 
permitting ourselves to become narrow in 
our viewpoints by supporting without 
thought of revisión an idealistic system that 
may, through experience and the future his- 
tory of man, pro ve to be inadequate. The 
extreme concepts of idealism wherein the 
material world has been denied—that is, 
those who by practicing their ideáis have 
denied themselves food, clothing, shelter, and 
comfort—have caused some idealistic phases 
of philosophy to appear ridiculous to anyone 
with reasonable common sense and judg- 
ment. Idealism can inspire and hold an 
appeal for all who will realize that its basic 
fundamentáis are worth while, but that its 
ultímate perfection has yet to be evolved.

All philosophy begins in wonder. If men 
did not wonder, they would be no different 
from animals. It is this concept of wonder 
on the part of man which causes him to 
speculate and which causes him to formú
late a philosophy, and at the end when philo- 
sophic thought has done its best, the wonder 
still remains. There has been added, how
ever, some grasp of the immensity of things, 
some purification of the emotions through 
understanding; yet, there may -be danger in 
such a process of thinking. An immediate 
good is likely to be thought of in a degenérate 
form o'f passive enjoyment. We must never
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lose sight of the fact that existence is activity 
ever merging into the future.

The aim at philosophic understanding is 
the aim at piercing the blindness of activity 
in respect to its transcendent functions. In 
the search for an ultimate reality, for a 
fundamental point out of which all else that 
man can conceive has grown, materialism 
has been satisfied with what it can objective- 
ly observe, while the idealist believes that 
these transcendent functions must exist as a 
forcé throughout the universe. The idealist 
further believes that the existence of a Su- 
preme Creative Intelligence is called for in 
the Creative process, since that process im- 
plies duration and a permanence of purpose- 
ful effort. Thus, the Supreme Intelligence or 
forcé must be not only immanent in atoms, 
cells, and processes, but it must also tran- 
scend its creation.

The question with which we are frequent- 
ly faced is: Can idealism exist in the material 
world in actual practice? In other words, is 
it possible for man to subscribe to an ideal
istic philosophy that builds its foundation 
upon the principie of a Supreme Being, a 
Creative Intelligence, or an Absolute Mind, 
and at the same time live a normal, socially 
acceptable existence in a world where ma
terialism dominates almost every thought 
and action? That it is possible to be an 
idealist in thought and practice can be illus- 
trated by the fact that there are many people 
who, without deviating from accepted social 
customs and practices, are able to subscribe 
and uphold those ideáis which exist beyond 
the valúes established by a material world, 
and in their practice are an inspiration to 
others who would also subscribe to such 
ideáis.

In the world today we are faced by the 
question of a standard for moral valúes. On 
the front page of almost every newspaper in 
this country we learn of deviations from 
moral standards by some individual or indi
viduáis. We find that this condition is no 
respecter of age—that juvenile delinquency 
ranks almost equal with adult crime.

Fifty years ago, moral standards and char- 
acter were built upon religious concepts. 
Religión was able to enforce moral ideáis and 
practices by the fear of hell or by some other 
form of punishment or retribution. Today, 
when a world steeped in materialism has 
held out to the youth, of the past two or 
three generations, that science can answer

all questions and that spiritual valué is only 
a superstition maintained in the ñame of 
religión, it is little wonder that moráis have 
degenerated and that there exists no high 
standard upon which moral valué may be 
based. It may be that the permanence of 
our civilization is at the point where its 
continued existence depends on whether or 
not character and moral valúes can be main
tained without fear. This is the challenge 
to modern metaphysics. Can the idealism of 
Rosicrucian metaphysics become the founda
tion upon which character and moráis can 
be based?

Sócrates in his time faced a period of 
skepticism which had been given wide circu- 
lation and seemed to promise the destruction 
of the moral order then in existence. People 
talked as we do now—that youth had de
generated, that few placed valué upon estab- 
lishing a high moral character unless forced 
to. The discovery and conviction upon the 
part of Sócrates was of the Cosmic and per
sonal nature of moral valué. It was Cosmic in 
the sense that the moral order was seen as a 
part of the nature of things and that it was 
witnessed by an inner light which illumi- 
nated every soul. Moral valué was personal 
in that it was the duty and privilege of every 
man to arrive directly at the truth through 
his own personality without the intervention 
of priest, potentate, or institution. The moral 
stimulus of the Socratic conviction saved the 
wreckage of Greek culture by enabling 
it to pass into the heritage of Rome, and 
through development and progress to other 
civilizations.

In spite of all our limitations of compre- 
hension, idealism, and particularly the 
idealism that constitutes the basic Rosicru
cian philosophy, furnishes a more reliable 
background for ethics than can any existent 
system of thought. Idealism, if not complete- 
ly directing the formation of character, 
widens the scope of our moral activities and 
makes it possible for man to find a niche not 
only in the physical world, but also in an 
infinite cosmos. Idealism demonstrates, as 
far as any man-made metaphysical theory 
can do so, that all individuáis are a part of 
the underlying reality, that is, mind and 
soul, and therefore are intimately related to 
the ultimate reality. Idealism urges each 
individual to assume proper dignity in all 
his relationships, and to express moral action
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not based upon prejudice but in a manner 
that may become universal and set the ex
ample for a more perfect world.

A common objection to an idealistic con
cept is based upon the principie that be- 
havior and thought are two distinctly differ
ent things. It will not be difficult to bring 
to mind illustrations in which individuáis 
have, on the surface, professed to be idealists. 
These individuáis have at least orally sub- 
scribed to those principies of the highest 
moral, ethical, and social valué which con
tribute to the well-being of mankind. These 
same individuáis have in actual practice 
conducted activities and lived in such man
ner that their lives were inconsistent with the 
ideáis to which they claimed to subscribe. 
We normally refer to such an individual as 
being a hypocrite. This individual claims to 
hold to a certain set of ideáis and at the 
same time practices whatever expediency 
demands. He may in the course of his life, 
lie, cheat, steal, or even commit other anti
moral acts completely inconsistent with the 
principies to which he gives oral obedience. 
Such individuáis, however, are not true ex- 
amples of idealistic behavior. These indi
viduáis are usually trying to compénsate for 
inferior abilities, lack of knowledge, or im- 
proper application of experience. These 
individuáis have missed the point. They do 
not grasp the concept that ideáis are as 
effective in practice as they are in theory, 
and that when practiced, they contribute 
more to peace of mind than can any ma
terial gain.

In the Rosicrucian philosophy we place a 
great deal of emphasis upon the faculties of 
the subjective mind. We acknowledge that 
man is dual, that his physical behavior is 
governed primarily by the objective mind, 
and that our objective behavior is our every- 
day manifestation of ourselves. Living as we 
do in a material world, our objective behavior 
is the process by which we live and by which 
we conduct our personal and prívate affairs, 
as well as our social contacts. Objectively, 
much of such behavior is based upon the de
mands of the moment. It is based upon the 
knowledge and experience which we have 
gained through our objective faculties and 
through reason, but we also know that deeper 
within the self, in the inner being that con
stitutes a segment of the ultimate reality, 
lies the power that is life itself and that

motivates all forms of behavior. We cannot 
possibly keep in our objective consciousness 
all the knowledge and experience which is 
ours. We therefore must relega te much of 
our experience to the subjective consciousness 
in which are stored all memories; therein 
reside all connections with the inner self and 
all the fundamentáis which are the realities 
of life.

In the subjective mind we find the con- 
necting link between our objective behavior 
and the ultimate purpose of the Cosmic 
scheme. If our behavior from day to day 
may seem to be inconsistent with some of 
the ideáis which are related to our concept 
of the Supreme Being, it is not necessarily an 
indication of hypocrisy, like that of the indi
vidual who intentionally denies his ideáis, 
but rather an indication of our human in- 
ability to grasp the whole meaning of 
existence. We emphasize those portions 
which we can immediately see and under- 
stand to a degree in our every day experience.

Man is dual; he is psychological and bio- 
logical. From the biological standpoint, he 
is of chemical composition—that is, he re- 
sponds to the same laws as do all other 
physical things. Psychologically, man is a 
mental entity. His behavior is founded with
in this mentality as expressed through the 
biological functions and structure with which 
he is physically equipped. If man is more 
than an animal, more than a biological unit, 
he grows through his mental powers and 
Creative ability to attain some insight into 
the purposes of his Creator. In relating him
self to these purposes, to the ideáis which 
they represent, he is approaching the mystic 
concept of being—that is, oneness of all life, 
of all creation, of all purpose—and á convic
tion of God as the final reality.—A

The Ordeal of the Soul

It is not uncommon for us to receive a 
letter from a Rosicrucian member which 
reads like this: “For some time I seemed to 
make great progress in my studies. I had an 
understanding of the teachings. I realized, 
as well, a satisfactory unfoldment, a broader 
visión and an appreciation of the mystical 
precepts of the teachings. Then, suddenly, 
my life seemed to be plunged into an abyss. 
All became despair. All my efforts, no mat
ter what I attempted to do, seemed to be
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thwarted as if by some invisible power. I 
could plan, but my plans never materialized. 
All that I could expect, in fact, was failure. 
As a result of such events, I was tempted to 
abandon all my ideáis, the very motives 
which brought me into the Order. I wanted 
to give up my studies, change my whole way 
of life which I had loved.” Then these same 
members will ask: “What have I done to 
bring such misfortunes upon myself?”

These Rosicrucians forget an oíd mystical 
lesson which is taught in the degrees of the 
Order. We are not going to say in what 
degrees, but we are going to cali it by its 
ñame. The lesson is known as the Obscure 
Night of the Soul. Just before one attains a 
quickening of the inner consciousness, a real 
psychic unfoldment, there is a period of great 
darkness for the soul. The ancient Essenes 
were the first to cali this period of darkness 
by the ñame of Obscure Night of the Soul. 
The early Christian theologians or church 
fathers referred to it as a mystical aridity. 
They meant that it was a period of desolation 
in one’s inner consciousness. The alchemists 
called the same experience the Black Night 
of Matter. In effect, it precedes the dawn of 
one’s personal inner initiation, just as the 
blackness of night precedes the early rays of 
the morning sun.

During this period of ordeal, the soul 
passes through a time that is a Hades or 
Hell of discouragement and misfortune. 
Such interval as the Obscure Night of the 
Soul may truly become the blackest time, so 
far as our personal affairs are concerned. It 
is different from the usual failures or turbu- 
lence that one ordinarily experiences in life. 
It is not just that we do not attain success or 
that we have obstructions confronting us. 
There is in addition a tremendous psycho- 
logical despondency accompanying each ad
verse experience. Such experience has a 
tendency to destroy our initiative, to break 
down our faith, and to prevent our seeking 
to rise abo ve the opposition. We develop an 
indifference to our future. Our virtues, those 
moral concepts we have gradually built up 
in life and which are the acmé of righteous- 
ness, are severely tried. Our idealism wanes. 
We do not care whether we attain that 
which we have set as our pinnacle of achieve- 
ment. We are submerged by moods of 
Cynicism or doubt which make it difficult 
for us to take the advice proffered by others.

During this Obscure Night the individual 
is stripped of all his vanities, his self-assur- 
ance, his pride in whatever achievement or 
talents he may have. In fact, he stands 
naked before his own inner visión. He sees 
his weaknesses and realizes himself as he is 
and he does not like what he sees. It amounts 
to a time of personal readjustment of one’s 
spiritual and mental selves, a reorganization 
of the whole being. Such an ordeal of the 
soul requires great fortitude, strength of 
character, and resolution to carry on. This 
trying time is the great crucible in which we 
are purged of our weaknesses in preparation 
for the Golden Dawn, the great initiation, 
which lies just ahead. The soul-personality 
is being refined. We are obliged to put aside 
the feeling of depression, to be defiant, if 
you will, even when there is nothing to in
spire us. At such a time we cannot allow 
our failures to arrest our powers. We must 
be resolute and carry on, though all is in 
darkness. The reward is this: If we persist, 
the Golden Dawn of spiritual illumination 
will come to us.

The ancient mystery schools dramatized 
very effectively for their candidates this Ob
scure Night of the Soul. The purpose was to 
make them fully conscious of its mystical 
principies. They had these candidates pass 
through dark initiatory chambers in which 
there were fearsome noises and other things 
to terrify them. These candidates were 
forced to have faith in their ideáis and the 
courage to carry on when confronted with 
such terrors. Even the blindfold which is 
put over the eyes of candidates in initiations 
today, in many fraternities and secret socie
ties, is an inheritance from the mystery 
schools. By thus blinding the candida te there 
is depicted that darkness when the inner 
visión or consciousness is obscured.

To be timid when confronted with the 
ordeal of the Obscure Night and not to ven- 
ture ahead, obliges one to remain in what is 
known as the alchemical garden. This al- 
chemical garden is a psychological state 
during which we must transmute fears and 
timidity into fortitude, the result of the 
knowledge we have gained in our studies. 
Now this transmutation may not be accom- 
plished by some in this incarnation. They 
may have to remain in the alchemical garden 
for another incarnation. As a result of their 
fears, their Golden Dawn, the great knowl-
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edge and light which will be theirs, is accord- 
ingly delayed.

Life on earth following the Golden Dawn 
has been called by the mystics the Path of 
lllumination. It is true illumination, the 
light of understanding, the light of the mind. 
Once this is attained, one is never fearful 
of the outcome of life. He will from time to 
time, as must every mortal, experience tribu- 
lation, but he will never again be completely 
confounded. He will, thereafter, be majes- 
tically independent in the sense that he will 
realize his Cosmic resources. He will know 
that he can recreate whatever the circum
stances of the moment may have destroyed. 
To use an analogy, one who is upon the Path 
of Illumination is like one meeting a boulder 
that obstructs him on the highway; he does 
not despair, because he is able to see beyond 
that boulder and to know how he can either 
remove it or by-pass it.

The illumination of the Golden Dawn 
gives the individual a profound insight into 
his real self, his emotional being, his psychic 
being, his unity with the great Cosmic mind. 
Therefore, potentialities which heretofore 
were unknown are revealed to him, and they 
cause him to realize that he is equal to what 
the future may demand. This Obscure Night 
may occur at almost any age but usually 
when one is either thirty-five or forty-seven 
years of age. Its duration varíes with the 
individual. It may last only a week for one, 
a month for another, and even several years 
in instances where fear overcomes resolute- 
ness. The Obscure Night is a mystical transi- 
tion in which we are brought face to face 
with our whole being. It occurs once in 
every incarnation.

The way of truly knowing when we are 
confronted with the Obscure Night and the 
exact steps to be taken to master it, as well as 
the great benefits of the Golden Dawn, can
not be revealed here. They must be left fór 
those degrees of the teachings in which they 
are fully explained.—X

Subjectivity

How is it possible for the subjective mind 
to learn? This question, asked at this year’s 
Rosicrucian Convention, may seem to be a 
simple one, but its answer becomes involved 
in the nature of the subjective mind.

It is an acceptable procedure for us to 
think of the objective and subjective minds

as being parallel to each other and having 
similar things in common, but to believe 
that the subjective mind is merely an un- 
conscious form of the objective mind is a 
serious mistake. The subjective mind serves 
two fundamental purposes: The first is to 
control the involuntary functions of the body, 
this phase being connected with the sympa- 
thetic nervous system; and the second is to 
serve as a storehouse of memory. In the 
latter case, all knowledge and experience is 
at one time or another transferred into the 
subjective mind.

The subjective mind is therefore primarily 
not a perceptive attribute of our being. Per- 
ception is an attribute of the objective mind, 
the primary forms of perception being 
through the sense faculties by which knowl
edge and information are carried into the 
mind. For example, we see, hear, or through 
other sense faculties grasp a concept, idea, 
fact, or experience through perceiving it. 
The subjective mind does not perceive—it 
accepts. We know, for example, that the 
subjective mind reasons deductively, accepts 
everything that comes to it from the objective 
mind, and works from that point. It is not 
analytical like the objective mind. It does 
not weigh the possibilities or probabilities or 
whether a thing is fact or fancy; it accepts 
anything that is transferred to it from the 
objective mind. In this sense all material, 
physical or objective, experience and knowl
edge eventually arrive at the point of subjec
tive consciousness through the channel of the 
objective mind.

The subjective mind, according to the 
Rosicrucian philosophy, is a phase of the 
vital life forcé and is therefore in contact 
with absolute knowledge or with God. In 
that sense, it has innately within it certain 
knowledge and experience that comes 
through that natural attunement existing 
between it and the Cosmic forces, plus memo- 
ríes that may go back to other incamations. 
It is through this faculty of the subjective 
consciousness that we may gain knowledge 
which cannot come through the five physi
cal senses; but, and this is the important fact 
to remember, we do not gain this knowledge 
until that information is translated or trans
ferred into the objective consciousness. We 
normally refer to all knowledge and informa
tion coming from the subjective as “intuitive 
knowledge,” but intuition functions only
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through the médium of the objective. The 
objective mind becomes conscious of fact and 
experience—or of knowledge from the sub
jective consciousness. In other words, the 
thought process takes place in the objective 
mind. The question as to what the subjective 
consciousness can learn, then, depends upon 
what is transferred to it by objective 
consciousness.

Normally, the subjective mind becomes a 
storehouse of memories originating in objec
tive consciousness. Even before we reach 
advanced childhood our consciousness would 
become utter confusion if everything that 
we had learned would be constantly kept at 
the focal point of objective consciousness. 
Knowledge not immediately necessary or 
activities not immediately to be called upon 
are stored in the subjective consciousness. 
Things that we cannot think of at the mo- 
ment are there and can be recalled through 
the function of memory. The subject of 
memory is a complete subject in itself and 
cannot be considered here in detail.

Concentration, meditation, and contem- 
plation are means by which things are 
transmitted to the subjective mind. Casual 
happenings are not impressed upon the sub
jective mind because it, too, would have its 
limitations insofar as the ability of the objec
tive mind to recall things from that state of 
consciousness is concemed. We cannot, for 
example, read a thing which we do not 
understand and expect it to become firmly 
fixed in the subjective consciousness. I once 
overheard an individual say that he read a 
thing hurriedly but that he was not con
cerned because (as this person believed) the 
knowledge was already in his subconscious. 
This is not quite true because only those 
things that impress themselves upon the 
objective consciousness can, in turn, impress 
themselves upon the subjective consciousness 
and thereby become available for use or for 
practical application.

In other words, the subjective mind will 
not do for us what we are not willing to do 
for ourselves. We cannot sean through a 
book, an article, or a process and think that 
the full intent and content of those things 
will thereby be available to our subconscious 
mind. We all know that the establishment 
is a habit and takes a lot of time.

A habit is a good illustration of how the 
subjective consciousness works. A thing is

established through repetition and is easily 
called upon and carried out almost auto- 
matically. Therefore, all that we thoroughly 
digest mentally, through what we experience 
and learn, will be firmly established in the 
subjective consciousness for future use. That 
which we look into only superficially will be 
no more available in the subjective conscious
ness than it is in the objective.—A

Why Attainment is Not Equal

It may seem strange to some of our mem- 
bers that Rosicrucians who have been in the 
Order more than twenty years may at times 
feel very disheartened. It would seem that, 
with such background of study in the Order 
and such long affiliation, they would be mas- 
ters of any circumstance which might arise. 
However, such persons will say during an 
interview or in a letter: “I am in the high 
degrees of the Order; yet I must frankly 
admit that my life is not just as I wish it.” 
Perhaps they further add: “I experience ill- 
health occasionally and my business is not 
satisfactory.” Then they frankly state: 
“Since I am exposed to these discouragements 
and know failure at times, of what avail has 
been my study and my long affiliation with 
the Order?”

First, we must answer by saying that be
ing in the high degrees of the Order is no 
absolute guarantee that the individual will 
be exempt from violation of a Cosmic or 
natural law. The high degree member must 
experience adverse Karma as well as any 
other individual if, because of indifference 
or negligence, he makes mistakes which in- 
voke the application of this law in his per
sonal life. It is incumbent upon each of us, 
especially those in the higher degrees, to use 
our Rosicrucian studies to learn our mistakes 
and to set about rectifying them. Once we 
realize that we have set into motion certain 
causes, we must be humble and seek to make 
adjustments according to our Rosicrucian 
knowledge so as to mitígate the effeets.

What advantage is there in being a mem
ber of the Order? As Rosicrucians, we have 
the opportunity to rise above adversity, 
which we may have brought upon ourselves 
—perhaps inadvertently—sooner than others. 
We are given the insight to determine the 
causes of such adversity. We have also been 
taught ways and means to establish other
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causes by which to correct mistakes, even 
faults in our own nature. If we disregard the 
principies that have been given us or accept 
them only as theories, then, of course, we 
must suffer the consequences. There is no 
Cosmic partiality or discrimination. We must 
always be aware that knowledge without 
works avails us nothing.

Success or advancement in one’s life can
not be the same for each of us. Though we 
may enter the Order together as members 
and may acquire knowledge alike as we pass 
through the degrees, nevertheless the attain- 
ment of each will be different. This seems 
very puzzling to many members, but there 
is nothing mysterious about it. The simple 
explana tion is just this: W e are separate 
personalities. We have separate soul-person- 
alities and the development of them is dif
ferent to some degree for each of us. When 
we enter the Order, the development of the 
soul-personality of each one is different. In 
the majority of instances when we lea ve this 
life at transition, the development of the 
soul-personality of each of us continúes to 
remain unlike. Each of us will make some 
advancement in the Order as we go through 
the degrees. We will add something to our 
understanding and to our perfection. Yet 
that addition to what we already were still 
leaves us unequal. The advancement con
tributes only to our differences. It in no 
way equalizes them. We must not think 
of membership in the Rosicrucian Order as 
being like raw materials going into a factory 
and coming out on the assembly line ex- 
actly alike.

Let us use an analogy to make this point 
clear. We shall assume that two men are 
entering an elevator in a large modern office 
building. They both enter at exactly the 
same moment. One of these men, we shall 
say, is twenty-five years of age and the other 
is forty-five. The elevator ascends to the top 
or twelfth floor of the building and its two 
passengers exit at the same time. Though 
they have left the elevator together, their 
respective ages, in relation to each other, 
remain unchanged. There is only the addi
tion to their respective ages of the few 
seconds it took to rise from the first to the 
twelfth floor. The point we are trying to 
make is that the ascent in the elevator did 
not alter the relative difference in ages of the 
two passengers. So, too, it is with Rosicru-

cianism. Some of us enter this incarnation 
having attained the first plañe of psychic 
consciousness; others, the second; and still 
others, the third. If we are conscientious in 
our studies, we may add to the development 
of our respective planes of consciousness. 
Those who had attained the first plañe may 
reach the second; those who had attained 
the second, may reach the third. The more 
advanced would, at the cióse of life, remain 
more advanced than those who carne in on a 
lower plañe of consciousness.

The Rosicrucian teachings do not equalize 
human experience. They add to it. This is 
also the reason why some members of the 
Order are much more successful with some 
of the mystical and psychic exercises than 
are others. It is because they have already, 
as a result of previous incamations, attained 
a higher plañe of consciousíiess whereby 
they can accomplish successfully some of the 
exercises which others cannot. We must, 
however, realize that each of us gains in pro- 
portion to what we were when we entered 
the Rosicrucian studies. It is rare for a mem- 
ber who enters the Order on a lower plañe 
of consciousness than another student to pass 
the latter in personal development through 
the degrees. The only way this could happen 
would be that the one in the higher plañe of 
consciousness gave little thought to his per
sonal studies or development while the one 
on the lower plañe was an excellent and 
conscientious student and caught up and 
passed the other. This would be rare because 
one having reached a high plañe of con
sciousness is not likely to be so negligent. 
He would realize the need of applying him
self and that would advance him still farther 
and cause him to maintain the gain which 
he had over others when he entered the 
Order.—X

Rational Mystics

There are those who in their pursuing the 
study of mysticism believe that such a course 
justifies participation in mediaeval and mod
ern superstitions. They immediately indulge 
in such practices as the planchette or ouija 
board, automatic writing, cryptic or strange 
and incomprehensible correspondence, and 
other equally fantastic antics. It is apparent 
that such individuáis have no proper con- 
ception of the nature of mysticism. They
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confuse mysticism with occult practices of 
the Middle Ages which, even then, were 
execrated by real occult philosophers and 
mystics alike.

It is hardly necessary to define mysticism 
here, but we shall offer a brief definition to 
show how far from its principies have devi- 
ated some of those who refer to themselves 
as mystics. Mysticism is the intimate experi
ence of the Divine through self, or a per
sonal unión with God. Consequently, mysti
cism is concerned only with the development 
of the consciousness of self or the realization 
of the psychic powers of one’s being, by which 
he is brought into attunement with the Abso- 
lute or the Cosmic. There are but three 
major steps for mystical attainment. These 
are prepararían, meditation, and illumina
tion. Each of these has been subdivided into 
other steps. The subdivisions are really ele- 
ments of the three major divisions.

The preparation for mystical attainment, 
after centuries of practice and as expounded 
by illumined individuáis, has been reduced 
to a few essential requirements. These con- 
sist principally of purgation. The aspirant 
must purge himself of all thoughts and prac
tices which are of a nature so as to prevent 
his consciousness from ascending to a higher 
plañe. It is really a psychological process 
wherein one conditions himself to be recep- 
tive to the finer and more exalted impres- 
sions of the Divine Mind within him. First, 
the purging consists of the rite of lustration, 
that is, the cleansing of the body externally 
and internally. One bathes thoroughly and 
puts clean and simple clothes on his person. 
Usually there is a period of fasting preceding 
the meditation. The clothes one puts on are 
not eccentric robes or costumes. They do not 
affect Oriental designs or the costumes of any 
particular región or people. These articles of 
dress may be your customary habiliments, 
those you would wear in any circumstances 
when you wished to be comfortable. No 
turbans, sandals, scarves, mantles, sashes, or 
any peculiarities of dress are necessary. Im- 
mediately, by this postula tion we remove one 
of the elements of fanaticism and eccentricity 
which some persons, ignorantly or wilfully, 
have associated with mystical preparation.

This cleansing, however, is more than 
physical. It is, as well, moral and mental. 
Prayers are offered in which one silently 
seeks to have guidance in accordance with

the most lofty aspiration of which he is 
capable. The aspirant likewise pleads that 
he may be strengthened in his moral evalua- 
tion; that he may know if his conduct is 
Cosmically proper so that he does not offend 
the very spiritual forcé with which he wishes 
attunement. Next there is the sincere effort 
to purge from one’s mind all thoughts which 
are related to the lower order of one’s being, 
such as envy, hatred, jealousy, and avarice. 
Successful purgation is experienced as an 
afflatus of the soul; that is, there is a sense 
of nobility, of righteousness and a feeling of 
freedom from the pangs of conscience, guilt, 
and self-condemnation.

During all this preparation there are no 
strange or mysterious rites. There is nothing 
said or done that anyone who has studied 
mystical philosophy from authentic sources 
would not thoroughly understand and ap- 
prove. If the aspirant uses words or sen- 
tences which are inscrutable, weird, and 
senseless, it means that he is involving some 
sort of mediaeval occult gibberish with mys
ticism. The one who explains his mystical 
preparation to another in half-sentences 
which are vague and cryptic or states very 
mysteriously, “You know what I mean,” is 
not a mystic, but he is absurd. When the 
assumed mystic uses such a sentence as the 
abo ve, he really intends to say: “What I say 
may be confusing to your reason and not 
comprehensible, but your inner self will 
thoroughly comprehend it.” Such, too, is 
absurd.

The mystic always strives for truth or 
enlightenment. This truth is whatever is 
conceived as real, that is, having existence. 
The mystic desires to reduce those Cosmic 
experiences which he has to realities which 
others can objectively understand. The mys
tic is a teacher at all times. He feels that it 
is his mission to reveal to others what has 
been disclosed to him, so that they may be 
helped and their personal attainment may be 
realized sooner. The greatest difficulty the 
mystic confronts is to transíate the profound 
elements of his Cosmic experience into com- 
municable ideas. He knows that all he has 
learned within is not capable of being framed 
into ideas. Nevertheless he seeks to accom- 
plish this end to the best of his abilities. 
Certainly the true mystic will not resort to 
insuperable unintelligible utterances. Fur- 
thermore, whatever is communicated in an
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objective audible manner, as the spoken 
word, is intended for the objective mind or 
reason to understand. If there is something 
which must be psychically realized by an
other individual, it will then be divulged to 
that individual symbolically in a psychic 
manner. It will not be presented in an unin- 
telligible jargón either written or spoken.

As for meditation, the art of meditation 
in Western mysticism and in almost all the 
Oriental religions and philosophies does not 
advócate extreme postures and self-mortifica- 
tion, that is, the abuse of body or mind. One 
of the ideáis of every master mystic has been 
to simplify the technique or art of medita
tion. I do not mean to imply by simplifica
ron that successful meditation can be accom- 
plished quickly. There is a difference 
between effcrt and time. Something may be 
a simple act, insofar as understanding it is 
concerned, and yet it may require long prac
tice before perfection is achieved. The more 
involved a procedure of meditation, the more 
difficult it is to discipline the consciousness 
and direct it into the channels necessary for 
illumination.

Noetic experience or illumination is the 
satisfactory conclusión of the mystical state. 
The noetic experience is a unique knowledge 
or superior understanding which comes as 
light to the darkened mind. The darkened 
mind is not necessarily one which is lacking 
either in intelligence or education. It is the 
mind that is aware of the need for further 
knowledge. There is a gap in its understand
ing, a darkness, where there should be light. 
It is the understanding and judgment of 
true valúes, the disabusing of the mind of 
false conceptions, which constitutes mystical 
illumination. With that light there also de- 
part from the consciousness fears and doubts. 
A confidence is bom out of the realization 
that one has unity with the Absolute.

From the foregoing, we can see that, if one 
professes to be illumined, having actually 
attained the state of consciousness of the 
Cosmic, he will not need to resort to volu- 
minous Communications, written in an ob
scure and mysterious manner. He most 
certainly will be able to present some portion 
of his experience in a logical way to another, 
so that the latter is inspired. In fact, the 
cogency of the communication will be evi- 
dence of the illumination had by the mystic. 
Sacred literature reveáis that all the great

avatars and founders of advanced religions 
have left messages for mankind which, by 
their simplicity and efficacy, have inspired 
millions, have raised their consciousness and 
led them forward and upward. The very 
conspicuity of these revealed truths indicates 
that they carne as Cosmic revelations. The 
minds which receive such truths perceive 
them with such clarity that they are able 
to pass them on in like manner.

Here at the Grand Lodge we sometimes 
receive ambiguous letters which purport to 
be Communications from some disembodied 
personality. It is stated that they have been 
transmitted via the médium of a ouija board 
or through automatic writing. They are usu- 
ally a jumble of unrelated random ideas, 
disorganized fleeting impressions, which the 
individual has released from his own sub
jective mind. The person sending the epistle 
to us then asks us to “resort to the psychic 
self for an explanation, if it is not under- 
standable.” Needless to say, such letters are 
not considered further. First, we do not 
recognize automatic writing as an authentic 
psychic function and, second, we do not have 
time to resort to our psychic selves for mat
ters which should be objectively presented.

If everything had to be analyzed and in- 
terpreted by the inner self for its real mean- 
ing, we would not need an objective self. 
In fact, the inner self would not need to 
have an organic vehicle such as the body, 
with its receptor senses, brain, and faculties 
of reasoning. Our inner self should only 
function as a court of last appeal. Only 
when it is otherwise impossible, after ex- 
hausting all our objective faculties and 
powers, should we turn to this inner self. 
This inner self may be likened to the su
preme court of a nation. One does not go 
directly to such a supreme judiciary body to 
seek redress. He first takes his litigation to 
the lower courts. In fact, the supreme court 
will not consider those aspects of litigation 
for which the lower body is organized and 
which it is capable of adjudicating. So, too, 
the psychic intelligence will not serve us 
when we refuse to use our reason and our 
peripheral senses.

If you do not approach the study of mysti
cism with reverence and rationality, you 
will achieve no results and, in addition, you 
defame the time-honored spiritual method 
devised for man’s unión with the Divine.—X



Faith Healing ?
l i n O E S  tbe pouring forth of the soul 

in silent prayer or anguished wail 
elicit the divine curative powers? W ill  
the act of throwing oneself in humble 
faith upon the mercy of the Omnipotent 
effect a cure or relieve an ailment? Is 
faith the means of placing man in attune
ment with the higher forces, and is it alí 
that is necessary to insure health, vitality, 
and Iongevity? Do you know how far 
man may go in exposing his body and 
mind to disease without suffering disaster 
by merely having FA IT H  in the good- 
ness of Divinity? Is faith in divine heal
ing a delusion, a state of self-deception 
that blinds the mind to the dangers of 
neglect? Millions today are followers of 

; faith healing. Are they misinformed or is 
it a subtle method of right living little 
understood?
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ARISE
Aríse (from sloth), sif (meditating); 
Whaf good are dreams to you?
What sleep ís there for th' afflicted, 
Píerced, wounded by a barb?
Arise (from sloth), sit (meditating),
Train swiftly for tranquility.
Let not death's king find you proud, 
Ñor dupe you to subjection.

© © ©
Slothfulness is dust. . . .
Being prone to it is dust:
By diligence, by knowledge,
Draw out the barb of self.

—Sutta Nipata 

From The Maha-Bodhi, Vol. 58, Dec. 1950
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Greetings!
V V V

INTOLERANCE AND FORBEARANCE

Dear Fratres and Sor ores:
We all presume to know the nature of 

intolerance. We generally conceive it to 
be the denial to others the expression 
of opinions and the participation in activities 
which differ from one’s own. Obviously, 
for the needs of society, each individual 
cannot give full expression to all his ideas, 
ñor engage in every activity which may 
appeal to him. There are, and must be, 
conceptions and behavior which are recog
nized as right, and others which are im- 
proper. The latter, thus, must be restrained. 
Such restraint, however, does not constitute 
intolerance.

To avoid falling into the category of in- 
tolerance, the determination of what is right 
and wrong thought and action often becomes 
a difficult task. History relates the story of 
many persons, intolerant in their attitudes 
toward others, who were perhaps motivated 
by a sense of righteousness. Ignorance is one 
of the principal factors that give rise to 
intolerance. One may really know a sub
ject, and as a result of such knowledge be 
convinced that it is conclusive. Not being 
as familiar with the contra-subject, it has 
the appearance of being wrong to him. In 
good faith, then, the individual opposes the 
view he mistakenly believes to be false.

Intolerance is manifest more frequently 
among religious sects. The cause is usually 
twofold. The first cause, again, is ignorance. 
The religious conception, the idealism and 
dogma of another sect, appears to be quite 
foreign. All that one may hear casually of 
another creed is far from being as intímate 
as one’s own. It, therefore, seems to lack 
the authority and competency of one’s per
sonal and better-known religious dogma. 
Each religionist wishes to believe that he 
has embraced the true faith. All else, then, 
must be false. To many devotees, to recog- 
nize, even to tolerate another belief is an 
in justice to their own faith. Thus, the sec
ond cause of religious intolerance is the 
blind devotion which many religionists show 
to their own faith.

Certain behaviors and the conceptions or 
thoughts associated with them must biolog- 
ically and hygienically, as well as socially, 
be observed. This is because experience has 
proved, or that reason makes it apparent, 
that to discredit them imposes disastrous 
effects upon men generally. For example, 
highly organized civilization at this time 
still believes it essential to outlaw bigamy; 
under its present conventions and customs 
it finds the existing state of marriage more 
beneficial to the home, the state, and the 
public moráis. Unless future circumstances 
can prove the present conception false, this 
view becomes a social right to be enforced 
against all individuáis. In suppressing all 
the members of society who might think 
differently and who might wish to act in 
accordance with their personal views, society 
must not be considered intolerant.

The theory may be established that no 
opposition to counterviews or counteractions 
constitutes intolerance if it is done for the 
welfare of the greatest number. Here, a 
critical factor enters of which there are a 
number of examples today: does the mere 
mass demand by a people conceming some 
doctrine, of which they do not approve, 
justify its suppression? To be more succinct, 
just because the people do not want some
thing, does that make it wrong? Unfortu- 
nately, in our democracies there is the pro- 
clivity to extírpate as false all that does not 
have public interest; this is equivalent to 
endorsing as right anything approved by 
public opinion. Important is the distinction 
between the interest of the masses and their 
true welfare.

There is no better example of an intoler
ance which a society may seek to justify as 
right than the religious dominance of a 
state. When a great number of a populace 
are of one religión and that sect gains con
trol of the state, it is legislated and enforced 
adversely against the minority. In such 
incidents, history has always shown that 
acts of aggressive intolerance occur. To 
further the particular “interests” of its ad-
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herents, a state thus controlled suppresses 
all other religions directly or indirectly. 
From an impartial point of view, such sup- 
pression cannot be shown to serve the wel
fare of the state as a whole. Rather, it 
caters to bigotry and the ignorance of a 
people collectively.

The welfare of a people upon which the 
determination of intolerance rests must not 
solely depend upon abstract ideas. Refore 
the conception or activities of another are 
to be banned upon the basis of public wel
fare, it must need be shown that such 
thoughts or acts produce tangible, detrimen- 
tal effects upon the people. A thought mere
ly different from that held by the majority 
of the people is not sufficient evidence of its 
adverse influence upon their lives. It must 
be shown that such ideas or ideáis held by 
an individual or a group of persons are mo
tives which cause them to act in ways which 
are to the physical, mental, and social dis- 
advantage of the public.

It is to be noted that no reference has 
been made here to moral principies. As in 
the past, there is a strong tendency to abol- 
ish specific moral doctrines which are said 
to be against the public interest. In most 
such instances, the prohibitions set up were 
examples of absolute intolerance. It could 
not be shown that such doctrines or ideáis 
actually were injurious to the public welfare, 
such as affecting the public health or liberty. 
Consequently, the abolition of teachings in 
which the question of moráis is involved 
must be related to any consequence resulting 
from them which has a tangible effect upon 
public welfare. Again we emphasize that a 
difference of opinion from that held by the 
masses of people is not sufficient justification 
for its suppression.

How can individuáis avoid an attitude of 
personal intolerance? In fact, why do so 
many persons oppose the different views and 
actions of others—even when their content 
is not harmful? The cause lies in the human 
ego and the instinctive urge of self to assert 
itself. We are disposed to give ourselves 
over entirely to our instincts and desires 
whenever the opportunity affords itself. We 
are a composite, not just of our thoughts, 
but our emotional responses and our desires. 
It becomes difficult for many persons to so 
detach desire from self as to impersonally 
analyze its worth in relation to the welfare 
of others. Consequently, we ordinarily de-

fend a personal interest, a belief or desire, 
as we would our physical person, against 
an attack. We seek to advance such beliefs 
and favor such intellectual desires just as 
vigorously as we seek out ways and means 
of gaining our sustenance.

In this instinctive aggression, this pro- 
moting of the desires of self, we trespass 
upon the rights and dignity of other human 
beings. We conflict with their hopes, as- 
pirations, and beliefs—-and they have an 
equal and inalienable right to express these. 
We cannot construe our personal welfare to 
mean that all counterthoughts and desires 
necessarily jeopardize our being, and must, 
therefore, be opposed. Such a conception 
would destroy society. It would set against 
his neighbor each individual who thought 
or acted differently from another. We find 
this behavior among many of the lower 
animals which are not gregarious. However, 
it is not worthy of man and defeats those 
elements of his nature which require unified 
effort and group living.

This intolerance can be rectified by an 
attitude of forbearance. Forbearance con- 
sists of some restraint of our animal instincts. 
It is nothing more than a form of personal 
discipline and sacrifice—that we restrain 
ourselves in some regard, that we be willing 
to forego some of the full enjoyment of our 
physical senses and of our personal powers 
in order to allow others to do the same.

If you examine every instance of intoler
ance, you will find that the individual did 
not necessarily want to injure someone or to 
deprive him of his rights, even though his 
actions amounted to that. It is really be- 
cause the individual was concerned only 
with his own interests and the satiating of 
his own desires that he violated the sanctity 
of the self of someone else.

We are not truly exercising all of our 
potentialities if we allow desire and instinct 
to solely motívate us in our relations with 
others. To attain the highest human rela
tions necessitates a rational understanding of 
the common human welfare. We can and 
we must discipline ourselves. We cannot 
live alone. We must forbear something of 
our own satisfaction for the collective good 
in which we want to participate.

Strange as it may seem, freedom  some- 
times becomes an obstacle to tolerance. 
Thoughtlessly insisting on a personal free
dom, or what we interpret it to be, interferes
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with the liberalism of tolerance. Freedom 
is the exercise of will; it is conforming to 
what we want to do or have the desire to do. 
If, however, we exercise our personal wills 
to their fullest extent as a display of free
dom, we cannot be tolerant! We must im
pose forbearance on will and the instinctive 
desire for freedom if individuáis and nations 
are to know tolerance and the peace which 
follows from it.

Fraternally,
RALPH M. LEWIS,

Imperator.

Application of Rosicrucianism

The real test of the valué of any worth- 
while thing is obviously in its application. 
In any subject we find two types of students: 
students who study only to accumulate facts 
and information, and those who study to 
gain techniques—this is popularly known as 
“practical application,” or a utilization of 
knowledge in the course of life. In the 
many letters received from members, there 
are numerous proofs that individuáis have 
been able to put into effect this practical 
application. They have utilized the teach
ings in their everyday life to change their 
point of view to contribute to happiness and 
peace of mind. A frater recently wrote our 
Instruction Department as follows:

“Just four months after becoming a mem- 
ber I was pleased to hear from a man whom 
I had practically forgotten. The message 
I received was a letter offering me a job 
representing a national company. It was a 
traveling job—my first big chance to lea ve 
my then destructive surroundings and really 
make something of myself. Relieve me, I 
worked hard. I began to feel an inner forcé 
helping me over the tough spots, and though 
I didn’t notice it at the time, a change was 
taking place in me for the better.

“I was traveling at the time on the East 
Coast and at times it was a struggle to 
maintain a semblance of routine study and 
digest the teachings. I will admit that at 
times I thought of giving up, but just at that 
moment I would always seem to receive a 
monograph with some note of encourage- 
ment in it. I was living in hotel rooms all 
over the Eastern part of the country, and at 
times it was impossible to set up a study 
place and a sanctum—or even be in such a

state of mind that I could absorb the thoughts 
from the monographs. These circumstances 
at times put me behind in my studies, but 
I would always continué. I was a stranger 
in the world again but this time I was on 
the path of greater learning, and my inner 
self, through the great teachings, gave me 
one thing my former life had denied me: 
the courage to face seemingly unsurmounta- 
ble personal and business problems. I began 
to feel that something other than my physi
cal body had reached out from me and 
picked a constructive goal for me, and 
through my studies I was able to keep di- 
rectional pace with this forcé.

“Today I am more at ease with the world. 
My physical carriage has changed, my voice 
control has improved. I have conquered an 
oíd fear of loneliness and darkness. I am 
now completely at ease in a darkened room. 
This fear I am sure was a hangover from 
the war, but I ask myself if the elimination 
of this fear was to come naturally, why 
didn’t it come in the four years previous to 
my joining the Order? To me the answer 
is obvious. Almost every day I take stock 
of myself and ask what more as a reward 
could I receive than the ability to be con- 
structing myself through the Rosicrucian 
teachings into a being that can live with 
self and people. God and the Rosicrucian 
teachings have helped me to all the things 
I have been able to accomplish in the past 
year. Last week I received another advance
ment and another chance to better myself. 
I am delighted in that it is a job dealing 
with many people, and it will give me a 
great opportunity to use those things of good 
the Order has taught me.”

While this is a good illustration of the 
utilization of the Rosicrucian teachings by 
one individual, it further illustrates a very 
important fact which, if not pointed out, 
might be lost by the casual reader. This 
fact is contained in one sentence near the 
beginning of the abo ve quotation: “Relieve 
me, I worked hard.” This is the essence of 
the application that the frater has gained 
from Rosicrucianism. If we expect to have 
given to us everything which we may seek 
in life and without exerting ourselves to ob- 
tain those things, failure is the only prospect 
ahead of us. It is a law of the universe 
that effort and energy will produce results. 
It is necessary in our own lives that we be
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the motivating forcé behind that energy— 
exerting every effort that lies within our 
power. To fail to do this is to be deprived 
of the benefits which we most seek.—A

Time and Tensión

This subject revolves about the questions 
that come almost automatically to the mind 
when one seriously considers the philosophy 
of time. In an early mandamus where this 
subject is presented, students frequently want 
clarification as to how the concept of time 
as presented in the Rosicrucian teachings can 
be practically utilized and applied in their 
own lives. The theory regarding time is 
treated in other articles which have been 
presented in The Rosicrucian Forum , as well 
as in the monographs, and we will not re- 
peat at this time the Rosicrucian viewpoint 
in regard to time except to reiterate, as has 
been done over and over again, that time 
is an objective phenomenon. In this sense, 
time is one of the many actualities in the 
universe of which we are aware. Without 
consciousness there would be no time, or as 
far as that is concerned, no physical phe- 
nomena, but in the process of intelligence 
fitting itself into the phenomenal world and 
the necessity of judging relationships be- 
tween objects that make up this physical 
world, time and space become very real inso- 
far as we deal with physical phenomena.

We cannot eliminate the concepts of time 
and space from our objective consciousness 
any more than we can eliminate the actuali- 
ty of our physical bodies or the buildings 
and the contents of buildings with which we 
have to deal in our every day experience. It 
is possible for us to realize that when we get 
into the field of ultimate realities and final 
valúes, time has no existence. In other 
words, in subjective experience, we are re- 
leased from the limitations of all physical 
phenomena. Since time and space are only 
conveniences for the realization and study 
of the relationships between these physical 
units, then as the physical units themselves 
lose valué or utility, time and space also do 
not bind our thoughts or actions. Obviously, 
if time and space had no hold over us or we 
were not in a sense subservient to these 
things, our lives would be more free. We 
would have more breadth of experience and 
expression and fewer limitations. As long 
as we are in a physical world confined to a

physical body, we have to take the conse- 
quences of the limitations that constitute 
this physical world, just as in the study of 
an exacting science, such as mathematics, 
we first have to experience the limitations of 
addition before we can experience the func
tion of multiplication; or, we must grasp 
arithmetic before algebra, and algebra be
fore geometry, and so forth.

The physical world is a school in which 
we learn and gain experience to fit us for 
a higher school and a more advanced set of 
experiences—experiences that may not be 
limited by the limitations that we find in 
the phenomenal world. It is therefore in this 
world that we find time as being one restric- 
tive forcé. Our entire lives are gauged by 
time. We work certain hours, have other 
hours for sleep, others for rest, relaxation, 
entertainment, eating, and the many other 
things that make up our lives. In order to 
accommodate ourselves to the physical re- 
quirements of our environment, we must 
heed these divisions of consciousness, the 
seasons of the year, the years themselves, or 
other elements of time that make up a part 
of the whole structure of life from birth to 
death. Time can therefore be a severe mas- 
ter, a severe restrictive forcé upon our ex
istence. However, like almost all other phys
ical things and natural laws, an understand
ing of its operation may help us to adjust 
our thoughts and actions to it and thereby to 
utilize it more constructively and release 
ourselves from oversubservience to it.

It is at this point that the Rosicrucian 
concept of time can enter into our physical 
experience. We say that in the ultimate 
reality or purpose of the universe time will 
have no significance, that we will come to 
realize that we are merely setting up time 
as a measurement standard for units of con- 
scious periods. How can we apply this ulti
mate or perfection concept of time to our 
present-day living? In the first place, this 
idea demands the utilization of a proper 
sense of valúes. If we place our greatest 
valué on physical things, it is difficult to 
release ourselves from the demands of any 
physical item, be it money, property, time 
or any thing else. On the other hand, if we 
realize that ultimate valúes—those that truly 
contribute to peace of mind, spiritual growth, 
and Creative purpose—lie outside the limita
tions of physical things, then our whole life 
philosophy is altered and the rest of our
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thinking is directed toward valúes which lie 
beyond any physical limitation. This is not 
a new idea. It is a restatement of idealistic 
philosophy that has been given to man 
through the ages by philosophers and re
ligious teachers. It is also something that is 
frequently repeated and not always applied.

Possibly a misunderstanding that may ex
ist upon the part of many people is the idea 
that one must go one way or the other. 
Human nature has a tendency toward ex
tremes. Balance and harmony, which are 
the fundamental laws of nature and with 
which man should attempt to cooperate, are 
sometimes the furthest removed from con- 
scious thought. Just because there are great- 
er valúes than physical things is a poor 
excuse for an individual to disclaim all 
physical things, to give up reasonable com
fort and shelter and even what wealth he 
may have accumulated. This idea of ex
treme idealism is based upon the premise 
that the physical thing is wrong, which is 
absolutely not true. Money, for example, is 
not wrong in itself. In fact, a certain amount 
of it is a very desirable possession. It is 
possible for man to possess reasonable ma
terial wealth without considering it to be the 
ultimate achievement of all time, life, and 
universal purpose. Man can have physical 
possessions without assigning ultimate valué 
to them. Therefore, if man realizes that 
ultimate valué and final purpose lie outside 
the field of physical phenomena, he can 
nevertheless utilize those physical things that 
are a part of his environment and to which 
he is entitled without assigning to them the 
ultimate purpose and valué.

Insofar as time is concemed, we again 
find that it is looked upon from one of two 
extremes. An individual may make time his 
master; he may become so fixed in his pro- 
cedures and habits that time ties him down 
to routine and then to drudgery, and as a 
result he experiences tensión and even ner- 
vous disorders. The individual who plans 
his life on such a routine, who believes that 
every step must follow a certain preceding 
step, and be followed by an already decided 
future step, is restricting himself so com- 
pletely in thought and action that he is un- 
able to grasp the significance of those things 
which are a part of his daily life and which 
should be contributing to experience. When 
individuáis place such high valué upon ma

terial possessions that all time is devoted to 
gaining more, they have missed the mark. 
They have unfortunately put their goal in 
terms of a physical thing which cannot sur- 
vive and which may be wiped out without 
waming within a moment.

The loss of the physical attainments is of 
less consequence than the tensión of obtain- 
ing them. Time becomes a driving factor. 
If an individual devotes his time to the ac- 
cumulation of enough money on which to 
retire at a certain age and makes it his prime 
purpose in life, by the time he reaches that 
age of retirement he will not know what to 
do. He will be unable to retire. The drive 
of many years will carry on, just like the 
movement of a vehicle which suddenly be- 
gins to coast. Relaxation will be impossible. 
Tensión will still be there, although, theoret- 
ically, purpose will have been achieved. It 
is then, and sometimes not until then, that 
the realization dawns upon a person that 
the physical achievement has been a hollow 
victory, that even if one possessed the world 
and all its riches, there would still be some
thing lacking. It is therefore prudent that 
the individual, while cultivating reasonable 
habits of thrift, not give his whole time to
ward the accumulation of a physical fortune 
or tie his daily life down to such a routine 
series of events that there is no time to ex
perience the unexpected or to enjoy the 
pleasures of life, oí* even to observe its 
lessons.

The other extreme is the individual with 
a total disregard for time. Such an individ
ual has no system or order in life. He is 
always late for appointments, is never on 
time for work or for social engagements. He 
lets time sift through his fingers, as it were, 
without taking any thought of the present 
or the future, merely existing and merely 
passing life by in all of its experience. Ob- 
viously the médium position is man’s true 
position. It is the position of nature and is 
frequently illustrated in many examples of 
the manifestations of life. First of all, time 
is a relationship between the manifestations 
of physical phenomena, which we must ac- 
knowledge. Second, time is an objective 
phenomenon and therefore secondary to ulti
mate valúes; and third, man can make time 
useful by realizing it is a measurement of 
his physical experience, his schooling in this 
plañe of existence which will prepare him
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for a plañe where ultimate valúes may be 
supreme and within the realization of that 
existence.—A

Well-Rounded Development

It is natural for any individual to want 
to know the aims of whatever effort he may 
be using. Frequently, members in various 
Degrees of our studies would like to have 
clarified exactly what constitutes well- 
rounded development as it is taught by the 
Rosicrucians.

A complete development of one’s abilities 
and potentialities is well described by the 
term harmonium. While this is usually ap- 
plied only to physical health, it means more 
than that. It carries the idea of complete 
and final balance of body, mind, and soul. 
If it were possible tp have a perfect body, 
a keen mind, and an awareness of our soul 
experience and its potentialities, then we 
would all be supermen, having attained ab- 
solute perfection. Since it is not probable 
that such perfection is obtainable, at least in 
one life, we can only direct ourselves toward 
a well-rounded development to the extent 
that it may be possible. The fact that perfect 
development may not be im m ediately 
achieváble is no reason why we should not 
reasonably exert ourselves toward as com
plete development as possible. In the process 
of doing this we should take into considera- 
tion and give careful thought to the steps 
or processes by which we can complete our 
development and perfect it as far as it is 
possible to do so.

Complete development of the human be
ing comes through knowledge, experience, 
and initiation. Little need be said concem- 
ing the necessity of knowledge and experi
ence. It is well known that anything that 
an individual needs or wants to do must be 
based upon a factual background—that is, 
knowledge, and the use of these facts—which 
constitutes experience. The whole course of 
Rosicrucianism, or as far as that is con
cerned, the whole scope of life, is a process 
of obtaining knowledge and applying it. In 
other words, knowledge and experience are 
the two most important things in life be- 
cause accomplishment can come only through 
these channels.

To analyze the psychological background 
and function of these steps, we start with 
knowledge. We realize upon analysis of that

which constitutes all we can know, that 
knowledge is confined to the brain and ob
jective mind. All that we learn in a life time 
rests upon the basis of what we objectively 
acquire. Through the physical senses, which 
are the channels between our ego, our inner 
self, and the world in which we live, come 
a multitude of sensations. These sensations, 
regardless of how we may perceive them, 
are assembled in the brain in the form of 
perception. It is, then, through the function 
of the mind that all the precepts resulting 
from the sensations of what we have been 
able to bring into consciousness are assem
bled and organized. Memory, attention, 
imagination are functions of consciousness 
that are built out of the sensations which we 
have perceived.

It is the ability to recall the information 
which has been so assembled that makes 
knowledge usable to us and makes it pos
sible to utilize tóday what we may have 
learned yesterday. Knowledge is therefore 
primarily associated with objective con
sciousness. We have innumerable facts im
mediately accessible in our thinking. Some 
may not often have our attention, and it 
may take some recollection to bring them 
to the surface of conscious thought, but they 
are there, and consciously or unconsciously, 
we use all elements of knowledge that have 
been attained as building blocks for present 
and future experience.

Experience, to distinguish it from knowl
edge, is what we ourselves do with knowl
edge. Experience, to this extent, is the 
utilization of knowledge. It does no good to 
have a coliection of facts in consciousness if 
we make no use of them, or, to use different 
terminology, if we do not experience them. 
The average person has little use for algebra, 
and for this reason, although most of us had 
at least a year of it in school, it would take 
some experimentation and thinking to bring 
back the ability to utilize some of its funda
mental principies. However, a certain basis 
of the knowledge is still there and if we 
were put in a situation where we had to 
use some algebraic function, we might be 
surprised at what little review would be re- 
quired in order to again have that knowledge 
accessible for application.

Knowledge which is used consistently and 
repeatedly is closely related to our habit 
systems. Therefore, while knowledge is pri
marily a function of the objective mind, ex-
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perience is primarily a function of the 
subjective mind. We learn a certain set of 
facts together with the knowledge of how 
to utilize those facts; then it is the repeated 
use that makes it possible for us to assemble 
the necessary habit systems by which they 
are put into effect. For example, we learn 
how to read music by understanding the 
meaning of the notes placed in their proper 
positions upon the musical staff. Then we 
learn where the equivalénts of those notes 
are on a musical instrument, such as the 
piano keyboard, but, to emphasize a fact 
which is often repeated in our work, that 
knowledge does not make one a musician. 
Repeated application of the knowledge 
through practice—that is, using the fingers 
to pick out the notes in proper sequence 
and executing the notes as written on the 
musical staff—will eventually develop a cer
tain degree of instrumental ability. The 
habit system of coordinating the fingers with 
the e j e  in reading the music and playing 
it upon the keyboard is the experience that 
is the difference between the knowledge of 
notes and of the piano keyboard and the 
producing of an actual melody.

All knowledge that is made effective for 
us is therefore a function under the direc- 
tion of the subjective mind, not a function 
of the automatic nervous system. Habits 
become fixed or established so that it does 
not require volition in order to bring them 
about. If we had to stop and apply knowl
edge specifically, we wmild never have time 
to gain enough knowledge to be properly 
equipped to meet even ordinary situations in 
life, and certainly we would not be able 
to meet specialized situations, such as that 
of an accomplished musician. Experience is 
a transition stage in the development process. 
The more useful and productive habits we 
gain, the more smoothly our lives run, the 
more effective becomes the application of 
knowledge, and the more satisfaction comes 
from both knowledge and experience.

The final step in development is initiation. 
In this sense the word initiation is used in its 
broadest sense; that is, the ability to look 
toward higher planes of thought and action, 
and to feel the awe and reverence that 
come from the realization that we are finite 
but have access to infinite forces. While 
knowledge concerns the brain, experience 
the subjective mind, initiation reaches the 
highest subtleties of the emotions. We may

gain a vast store of knowledge, and through 
experience, we may become highly special
ized in certain parts of its application; how
ever, such individuáis would be nothing 
more than automatons, mere physical or 
mechanically functioning  beings. It is 
through our desire to reach higher, to come 
into a closer relationship with the feeling 
of the situation, that makes us appreciate 
the music, for example, that knowledge and 
experience bring about. It is the emotional 
overtones of music or art that make these 
higher forms of man’s knowledge useful to 
him, and at the same time, make the hu
man individual appreciative of the arts.

Initiation, in the final sense, is man-made. 
It consists of processes, words, music, and 
action in a proper setting that tends to 
create the conditions for man to feel the 
immensity of all things and enter into a 
closer harmonious relationship with them. 
Man loves ceremony. The process of initia
tion is a ceremony, and it is commemorative 
of the transitions of life. The awareness of 
Divinity, the reverence which comes through 
the realization of the place in the universe 
and our ability to attune ourselves to higher 
forces, is brought about by initiation, wheth
er that initiation process be elabórate or 
simple. All religious, philosophic, and mys
tical rites are of an initiatory nature. They 
tend toward bringing knowledge and experi
ence into the realm of feeling, where aware
ness of time is impressed upon consciousness 
by means of that association with the 
Absolute.—A

Emotional Balance

One of the questions which many popular 
or semipopular books on psychology have 
encouraged and which we have been asked 
is “How can one achieve emotional balance?” 
This question involves more than might 
seem apparent on the surface. First of all, 
if one is a perfectionist and wants to know 
how absolute emotional balance may be 
achieved, the answer would be that it is 
probably impossible to achieve a perfec
tion of the governing of human emotions; 
in addition—and of more importance—it 
might not even be a desirable achievement.

For some reason or other that is vaguely 
hidden in social customs, particularly those 
of the latter part of the last century, it be- 
came almost popular to control emotions. I
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believe most persons over forty years of age 
can remember that as children every emo
tional outbreak was looked upon with con
siderable disapproval, and in many cases 
parents and teachers frowned upon any 
emotional expression. Such phrases were 
used as “Be a man and take your medicine.” 
One was supposed to endure pain without 
crying and not laugh uproariously at some
thing funny, and also to hide the tears of 
grief. Emotions carne to be in that social 
structure a purely prívate affair, and to a 
degree, a person’s character was judged by 
his ability to subordínate the evidence of 
emotion, at least iri public, or as far as that 
was concerned, before anyone else. Stories 
of courtship in the days of chaperones all 
indícate the same tendency.

It is perfectly obvious that in civilized 
society people cannot live entirely on their 
feelings and impulses, but at the same time, 
there is nothing that should constitute anti
social behavior in an individual exhibiting 
emotions within certain limitations. A bal- 
anced person, then, should develop an equi- 
librium in emotional attitude by not allowing 
his emotions to control him and yet not 
subordinating natural emotional expression. 
In observing animals and also small children 
we can see that emotions are a completely 
natural response. Notice how a dog will 
growl at what he believes to be something 
which should not interfere with him or the 
place where he lives, or how he wags his 
tail and obviously shows joy at the appear- 
ance of his master or anything that pleases 
him. This is an absolutely uncontrolled 
emotional response.

The child cries when restricted, laughs 
when entertained. He does not analyze the 
situation—it is purely a physical accompani- 
ment to the feeling of the moment. There 
is no sublimation, there is no forcing back 
of expression into the semiconscious parts of 
the mind.

It is interesting to notice that there are 
few cases of emotional disorders in animals 
and children. When such develop, they are 
usually due to quite specific circumstances 
of physical or functional origin that can be 
determined. While I may be wrong, I have 
never heard of a dog possessed by a family 
who appreciated him as having ulcers of the 
stomach. In human beings, the various forms 
of neurosis are seldom developed before 
adolescence.

Certain schools now generally known as 
“depth psychology” have gone so far as to 
state that almost all physical and mental 
problems of the human race are due to the 
suppression of our true feelings, that bot- 
tling up within us of our feelings may do 
damage to other parts of our mental and 
physical being. This is obviously true to a 
certain extent, although it may be exag- 
gerated by this school of psychological 
thought.

Actually, one can produce physical dis- 
turbances by not letting a degree of emo
tional expression come out. Suppression leads 
to tensión, and tensión leads to various actual 
physical disturbances, usually of the heart, 
respiratory, and digestive systems. Emo
tions are not something that man has been 
given merely to control. Primitively and in 
animal life, emotions are a very definite 
part of the laws of self-preservation and the 
preservation of the race. Without emotions 
there would be no fear and no attempt upon 
the part of the individual human being or 
animal to protect himself in the face of 
danger. There would be no reproduction, 
there would be little joy in life, and, since 
many of the finer relationships of man are 
expressed in love and respect, without our 
emotional equipment there would be no love 
or respect and no reason for the family unit 
and other larger social groups.

The extreme evidences of emotions are a 
natural reaction to a situation that inter- 
feres with our regularly established habit 
systems. If we see a situation that is very 
unusual and unanticipated to a certain ex
tent, it produces one of two emotional reac- 
tions—fear or amusement. Comedy is based 
upon surprise, and we laugh not because a 
thing is intrinsically funny, but because we 
are amused by a somewhat ridiculous analy- 
sis of a situation.

Henri Bergson, in writing upon the sub
ject of the philosophy of humor, made a 
point of the fact that human beings are 
amused when inanimate objects act human. 
John Burroughs, the naturalist, interested in 
this theory, once placed a half dozen apples 
in a barrel into which a stream of water 
was flowing through a pipe from a spring. 
The current of water was so made in the 
barrel that the six apples would, one after 
the other, come around to the point where 
the water entered, line up in single file, and 
slowly proceed like marching men around
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about three fourths of the circumference of 
the barrel. Any one to whom he showed 
the barrel with the six apples would im
mediately smile, and when asked why they 
were amused, they would invariably say 
that the apples acted like little men. This is 
an incident where an emotional reaction, 
this time in the form of humor, was brought 
about by inanimate objects apparently vio- 
lating the natural laws of being inanimate. 
In other words, they acted alive and there
fore out of place.

When such an event is witnessed, a laugh 
is a complete release of the physical tensión 
that is created by the perception. Theoret- 
ically, not to laugh shows that an individual 
either does not have a sense of humor or that 
he is keeping the reaction within him by 
forcé of will. This latter would not be im
portant in such an incident as just described, 
but in one of the most profound of all emo
tions, that of grief, it is sometimes disastrous. 
Grief and its accompanying emotional over- 
tones is one of the most difficult emotional 
adjustments that any human being has to 
make. It is not purely a human emotion; 
many reliable evidences of grief have been 
found in various levels of the animal world.

To analyze grief completely, we find that 
objectively its fundamental problem is no 
different from the illustration of humor. It 
is a drastic interference with our habit sys
tem. It not only interferes with the habits 
of the moment, but with the plans of the 
future. The loss of a loved one breaks up 
the whole pattem of our existence in a mo
ment, and furthermore has complications in 
that there are emotional relationships al
ready in existence between individuáis 
where love and respect exist.

If emotions are to be kept under control 
and not expressed, the individual is sup- 
posed to literally control the outward ex
pression of the feeling within. No doubt we 
have all seen an individual overcome by 
grief and yet completely stoic, the appear- 
ance of brute forcé in the form of will power 
being used to control that feeling, The late 
Dr. Liebman, in his popular book, Peace cf 
Mind, wrote one chapter on grief which is 
probably the finest in the English language. 
He points out that the emotional accom- 
paniments of grief, such as the various ex- 
pressions of sorrow, are a completely natural 
reaction to the emotional complexities that 
accompany this experience; that the individ

ual who is to remain sane and balanced 
should permit himself to give full vent to 
this expression and in no way attempt to 
control it. This is nature’s way to make 
possible a transition period between one 
complicating set of emotions and future 
rational and emotional adjustments that 
must inevitably follow the breaking of any 
habit pattem.

This rather general analysis of emotions 
shows us that there is no key to emotional 
control. There exists only emotional balance 
in the sense that we as human beings will 
control our emotions enough to live in a 
socially acceptable position with the society 
of which we are a part. We cannot, for 
example, run laughing hilariously into a 
serious situation because something strikes 
us as being funny, but we can, with reason
able application for the consideration of 
proper time and place, let our feelings be 
known and release the tensión that has built 
up within us. The emotions to the body and 
mind are like the surplus water that pours 
over the dam after it is full. When the 
máximum capacity to hold our experiences 
within ourselves reaches the breaking point, 
they bubble over in the form of emotions.

The seat of emotional experience is not 
purely a part of our physical nervous system. 
It is deeper, seated within the subjective 
mind and possibly within the soul itself. It 
is quite obvious that there must be a great 
many physical impressions and much ma
terial knowledge which cannot be carried 
into an immortal state. We are inclined to 
believe that the higher emotional experi
ences, those that give us the inspiration for 
lofty ideáis, for Creative purpose and achieve
ment, are those permanent impressions upon 
the inner self, the memory, or the soul that 
endure for all time.

“Love will find a way” is a quotation 
that we all have heard. The belief that 
love is more permanent than any physical 
phenomenon is a fundamental reason why 
man believes in immortality, and so the 
emotions that give us faith in a purposeful 
universe, a belief in God, a basis of mystical 
experience and a worthy purpose in dealing 
with other forms of life, can be a part of 
the foundation of the soul itself, expressed 
in our present incarnation through the bet
ter things we do, through the highest and 
most exalted thoughts we hold.
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In summary, our emotions are a part of 
our mental and physical being. They have 
to be regulated in human society, but they 
do not need to be suppressed to the point of 
their elimination. They are the basis, or we 
might say, the accompaniments of the great- 
est experiences in life. Emotions are the key 
by which even more profound experiences 
may be opened to us, and, to a certain ex
tent, they constitute transition periods of 
learning, just as there are degrees in the 
process of all learning. Finally, emotions are 
a part of our environment, those within our
selves and those within the people with 
whom we have to associate. They are a part 
of our total experience, something we have 
to learn to deal with, to learn to turn into 
usable, practical, and Creative channels.—A

Adventure and Entertainment

A soror, rising before our Forum, asks: 
“Can we abuse our mental health in one 
incarnation and not reap the effects of those 
causes in that and possibly the next incama- 
tion? Can we put into action causes of 
mental breakdown without offsetting that 
trend and not bé born at some time with 
an impaired objective vehicle for the soul 
consciousness?

“For example, consider the forms of en
tertainment prevalent today. They are 
mostly negative and destructive in their ef
fects on mental health, and we read of ever- 
increasing mental disorders. If anyone 
constantly chooses positive vibrations and re- 
fuses to listen to or accept thoughts of hate, 
anger, or any other unclean mental food, 
is it not fairly certain that his body and 
mind in the next incarnation will be healthy 
and sane?”

Rosicrucians have long taught, and it is 
now confirmed by modern psychiatry, that 
in humans there is a psychosomatic relation
ship. Our thoughts, emotions, and mental 
states in general have an effect upon our 
bodies and our physical health. Conversely, 
the abuse of the body, especially the nervous 
system, due to tensions and undue excite- 
ment, can and does effect the mind. Exces- 
sive stimulation of certain of the emotions 
can produce functional nervous disorders. 
This can result from continuous worry and 
anxiety-producing fears which, in turn, 
cause repressions and emotional conflicts.

Our mental habits are most important. 
For example, one sets for himself a partic
ular objective, something which he wishes 
to accomplish in life. To realize this and to 
be successful in it, he causes every interest 
and activity in which he participates to be- 
come in some way related to it. This major 
interest dominates his every conscious mo- 
ment. Even his play becomes not a true 
relaxation or enjoyjnent. Rather, it is made 
to contribute in part to this all-possessing 
idea. Eventually, the individual finds it 
almost impossible for him to divorce other 
interests, even temporarily, from this objec
tive. His mind becomes dominated by the 
thought that he is wasting time, if he isn’t 
doing something to help realize this end. 
The tempo of his personal drive is gradually 
stepped up until even rest, other than sleep, 
becomes impossible. In fact, sleep itself may 
not become possible without sedation.

The pattem of one’s existence under such 
circumstances is thus changed. Simple pleas- 
ures come to bore the individual. He can 
only find partial enjoyment in any activity 
which is, in some way, integrated with his 
principal objective. At the same time there 
is an increasing dissatisfaction with life. 
Not as yet realizing his objective, he pushes 
it farther beyond him all the time by elab- 
orating on it so that he never quite reaches 
it. As a result, his life is empty. He has 
caused himself to believe that all else in 
life is trivial and of no consequence. As well, 
he comes to hate the interests of others be- 
cause in such interests these other people 
find happiness and those things which he 
can no longer enjoy. He may even come to 
imagine that the normal pursuits of others 
are radically wrong and that those persons 
are beneath his intellectual status.

Such an unfortunate individual has cre
ated for himself a mental world into which 
he locks himself. Further, it becomes in- 
creasingly difficult for him to retum to 
objectivity, to a realization and true evalua- 
tion of anything but his own distorted con
ceptions. Many such persons have actually 
become successful in their specific enterprise 
because of the concentration of their whole 
being upon it. However, their mental health 
is seriously affected. They are burdened 
with emotional conflicts, making the re- 
mainder of their days, notwithstanding any 
success attained, a torment.
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The foregoing is not intended to disparage 
initiative of which there is a growing need 
in this world. To reach an end, one must 
strive for it. However, balance must be 
maintained; relaxation must be indulged 
in periodically, just as one is required by 
nature to eat and to sleep. Relaxation in 
the form of entertainment should not be 
related, except remotely, to the demands of 
one’s work, profession, or ideal. The fact 
that one may en joy some form of occupa- 
tion that corresponds to his ideal is no jus- 
tification to giving himself over to it con- 
tinuously. The only exception is when one’s 
work is quite different from his dominant 
objective. In such an instance, the pursuit 
of the preferred interest becomes a relaxation 
after work. It becomes the necessary play 
beneficial for physical and mental welfare.

Of what should one’s pleasure and enter
tainment consist? There are physical and 
mental pleasures. The former are of a nega
tive nature. We say negative because they 
merely result in the satisfying of an organic 
desire or appetite. A deficiency arouses our 
appetites—and appetites are irritation s. 
When we remove those irritations by satis
fying the appetites, the pleasure accordingly 
lea ves. No one wants to scratch when the 
itch is gone. Such pleasures, as the ancient 
philosophers stated, diminish in proportion 
to the satiation of the appetite. Consequent
ly, sensual pleasures, as eating, drinking 
intoxicants, sexual intercourse, or anything 
which titillates the appetites, is, at best, a 
temporary pleasure.

Most mental pleasures are intended to 
bring about drastic changes in the state of 
consciousness. They constitute the arousing 
of an emotional pattern different from that 
to which we are ordinarily accustomed. For 
example, one, whose work is drab and mo- 
notonous and does not arouse the imagina- 
tion, finds such constancy irksome. His play 
must excite unaroused emotions. He era ves 
thrills and excitement. He wants to experi
ence the stimulation of curiosity, love, hate, 
fear, and anger. It must seem strange to say 
that persons want to experience fear, anger, 
and hatred and to do so for entertainment. 
Psychologically, they want these stimula- 
tions combined with a sense of personal secur
ity. They en joy hating the villain of a play. 
They thrill to the anger of righteous indigna- 
tion aroused by some imaginary incident or

in watching a competitive sport as boxing or 
wrestling.

There is negative pleasure derived from 
the secondary fear induced by watching mo- 
tion-picture portrayals of murder, acts of 
cruelty, and war. It is not that the individ
ual viewing such performances is necessarily 
a sadist. The experience arouses primitive 
instincts in which satisfactions are derived 
from conflict, if only by observation. Danger 
engenders the instinct of self'preservation, 
and when there is accompanying it a reali
zation that the danger is not personal, the 
excitement is stimulating and pleasurable to 
the mind of the viewer. Many who thrill 
to murder stories and motion-picture plays 
dealing with this topic, and display avari- 
cious pleasure in them, would be cowards 
and mentally suffer if they were actually 
involved in any way directly in such cir
cumstances.

Adventure, directly and indirectly, as 
viewed on a motion-picture screen or in read- 
ing about it, arouses a mild fear. In ad
venture there are hazards involved. These 
potential dangers stimulate and excite the 
imagina tion. The senses are alerted; con
sciousness is quickened. All this activity is 
gratifying and pleasurable as compared to 
the monotony of a slowly changing and per
haps usually not intense state of conscious
ness.

It is regrettable, however, that most of 
the motion pictures have as a médium of 
stimulation for the emotions and imagina- 
tion the thrill of murder and mayhem. They 
are, of course, the most primitive and vio- 
lent appeals. Their impact upon the emo
tions and the thrill sensations they produce 
are quick and immediate. Further, it re- 
quires little play of imagination to foresee 
the danger in a shooting or stabbing or in a 
bombing of individuáis or groups. The pro- 
ducers are thus, at the expense of the aesthet- 
ic sense and intellectual qualities of their 
audience, taking the path of least resistance 
to thrill and to emotionally satisfy.

Such types of entertainment can be harm- 
ful to young minds. They stimulate the 
imagination in the wrong direction. They 
arouse emotions associated with ideas that 
are destructive and depressing to the moral 
sense. Although they are entertaining in 
the psychological sense, they add nothing 
cultural to one’s experience. In individual
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cases, where moral standards are low or 
any degree of abnormality exists, such en
tertainment may constitute a dangerous in- 
doctrination of ideas. All too often the moral 
conclusión of a crime picture, for example, 
is too hurriedly passed by at the end. This 
lea ves the whole “thrill” associated with the 
elements of the crime.

There are many thrills in entertainment 
which can be associated with expectancy and 
skill and which need not shock the sensi
bilices of the individual or his aesthetic 
sense. Stories on the screen concerning the 
adventure of exploration, founded on actual 
historical incidents or even the fantasies 
of interplanetary travel, can be replete with 
pleasure. Exploring the unknown has often 
been made into a most entertaining theme. 
It can so stimulate the imagination as to 
cause the spectator to subsequently pursue 
fields of investigation for further informa
tion. Instead of being degrading, such fields 
will be educational and continué the interest.

It is deplorable that most of the fiction 
concerning the possibility of life on other 
planets, which is so prevalent today, centers 
around the idea of these intelligences’ con- 
triving to destroy earth and mankind. It 
implies that such beings are as malevolent 
and destructive in their intent as is mankind, 
and that their only intercourse with earth 
would be invasión and war.

Your mind is you. You are the interpret- 
ing center of life and of this world. Your 
thoughts color, if not make, the whole of 
reality. Harmonious thoughts can result in 
harmony of mind and body and in the health 
of both. The opposite to these can only 
mean mental illness. To disregard mental 
health can result in the karmic experience 
of mental suffering in this incarnation—or 
in the next.—X

Rose-Croix Institute Dissolved

The late Imperator, Dr. H. Spencer Lewis, 
was a practical humanitarian. He was not 
alone an idealist in human relations, but 
in many expedient ways he sought to further 
human welfare and happiness. One of his 
dreams was to rid humanity of the scourge 
of cáncer. The fact that the established 
medical and drugless systems of therapeutics 
had not arrived at any solution to the great 
problem, and even despaired of ever suc- 
ceeding, did not deter him. It was his con

viction that the Rosicrucian teachings, those 
concerning the study of the human body and 
health, could be instrumental in finding a 
remedy for the dread disease.

Like every great thinker and scientist, Dr. 
Lewis had certain theories as to how his 
objective could be realized. However, he was 
not contení only to theorize, but wanted, as 
well, to try his hypotheses under actual con
ditions. To do this would require a modemly 
equipped, even though small, sanitarium 
where persons with malignant diseases could 
come for examination and treatment. Care- 
ful statistics were to be kept of all that was 
done. In addition, Dr. Lewis was anxious 
for practicing physicians of the different 
established health systems to become famil
iar with Rosicrucian methods of treatment 
as well. Thus patients were to be given, by 
licensed Rosicrucian physicians, treatments 
used by conventional systems, and Rosicru
cian treatments were to be accorded them 
also, the latter without any cost whatsoever. 
Comparison of treatments and suggestions 
for improvements were to be carefully noted 
in a scientific clinical manner.

The resources of AMORC did not make 
possible the necessary withdrawal from its 
reserve funds of the sum needed to establish 
such an institute. Thereupon, Dr. H. Spencer 
Lewis made an appeal to members in the 
higher degrees of the Order for contributions 
for such a purpose. The response was gen- 
erous and gratifying. Dr. Lewis, in addition 
to his other numerous duties and with the 
help of technical advisers, prepared the de- 
sign for the construction of the building 
which was to become the Rose-Croix Re
search Institute and Sanitarium. He also 
supervised the purchase of furnishings and 
equipment. Early in 1939, the Institute was 
opened to both Rosicrucians and the public 
at very nominal fees. In many ways the 
facilities were in advance of those of other 
institutions of like size. The Rose-Croix 
Research Institute and Sanitarium was sep- 
arately incorporated from the Rosicrucian 
Order, AMORC, and had its own Board of 
Directors.

During this whole period Dr. Lewis was 
in declining health, in no small way further 
induced by his zeal for his new work and 
the corresponding labors it imposed upon 
him. Eventually, as all members know, he 
was incapacitated in the spring of 1939. On 
August 2 of the same year, he experienced
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the Great Initiaticn and passed through 
transition.

Though several persons knew of his ideáis, 
his program had not yet been fully formu- 
lated; and his staff at the Rose-Croix Re
search Institute and Sanitarium were, there
fore, not qualified to pursue it as he would 
have wished. Had he lived but a year longer, 
he would have been able to fully acqüaint 
them with his ideas. His transition occurred 
relatively too suddenly to make this possible. 
While ill, he obviously could not be further 
burdened with questions as to details of the 
methods he had in mind.

In addition, one month following the 
transition of Dr. Lewis the European War 
began. This was followed by America’s en- 
trance into the conflict two years later. Sup- 
plies, equipment, and physicians who were 
also Rosicrucians were difficult to find. 
Though Dr. Lewis’s original plans had to be 
abandoned, Rosicrucian healing methods 
were continued, in connection with conven- 
tional systems of therapeutics. Many hun- 
dreds of patients will vouch for the excellent 
care and splendid results obtained at the 
Rose-Croix Research Institute and Sanitarium 
over the many years since 1939. Treatment 
was given for various kinds of ailments, 
though research in cáncer cure was neces
sarily abandoned.

It was hoped that the original plans of 
Dr. Lewis could again be put into practice. 
However, the growth of California cities 
during the postwar era caused San José to 
expand considerably. New regulations for 
buildings, especially hospitals and sanitari- 
ums, went into effect and were applied as 
well to the Rose-Croix Sanitarium. One of 
these regulations would have required the 
expending by it of many thousands of dol- 
lars to conform to the rule. As an expedient 
to attempt to meet the requirements, “in- 
patients” were no longer accepted. This 
meant that patients would no longer be 
permitted to reside on the premises but 
could come to the Institute for treatment.

As said, it was Dr. Lewis’s intention from 
the very beginning that the Institute be 
humanitarian. As such, it was incorporated 
as a nonprofit Corporation. Its fees and 
charges were kept at the very minimum. 
All directors and officers, who worked in 
its behalf, did so without salaries or remu- 
neration of any kind. Only those on the 
staff, as physicians, nurses, or those per-

forming clerical duties, received pay, and 
such was very nominal. Increasing costs in 
the postwar era resulted in the Institute’s 
facing financial difficulties. A point was 
finally reached when it would need to draw 
regularly upon its meagre reserve if it 
wished to continué to opera te.

Various methods were undertaken to try 
to overcome this situation. However, even- 
tually the Board of Directors, rather than 
risk a radical departure from the original 
spirit of the Institute as founded by Dr. 
Lewis, decided that the Corporation should 
be dissol ved. Its real properties have subse- 
quently been sold, as well as almost all the 
equipment and fumishings. It was decided 
by the Board of Directors that all moneys 
on hand and those derived from the sale of 
the property should be transferred to the 
Supreme Grand Lodge of AMORC, Incor- 
pcrated to be held in trust by the Supreme 
Grand Lodge of AMORC, Incorporated for 
a purpose that would best serve the majority 
of Rosicrucian members in a cultural man
ner. In this way the funds would still be 
used for the enlightenment of mankind and 
for the benefit of all Rosicrucians.

The exact wording of the wishes of the 
members of the Board of Directors, as it 
appears in the minutes of the Corporation, 
is as follows:

A. The funds would not be used by the 
Supreme Grand Lodge of AMORC 
for any administrative purpose or 
operational expenses; further that 
they would not be used for general 
propaganda and advertising of the 
Order. ,

B. The funds would not be used for any 
of the wholly local activities from 
which only a minority of the Rosi
crucian membership could derive 
benefit.

C. The funds should be used for any 
cultural or humanitarian program 
consistent with the purpose of the 
Order, and which, in the opinion 
of the Board of Directors of the 
Supreme Grand Lodge of AMORC, 
will bring cultural or humanitarian 
benefits to the greatest number of 
Rosicrucian members.

The Supreme Grand Lodge of AMORC 
consented to receive the moneys for these 
stipulated purposes and has entered them 
into a special account on its books, available
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for the inspection of any member. It shall 
decide when and how, in accordance with 
the spirit of the contributors, these moneys 
shall be used for the benefit of the Rosicru
cian members. In all probability in the near 
future a program of scientific research, con- 
sistent with Rosicrucian principies, will be 
announced and be supported by these funds. 
The results of such research, in simple lan- 
guage and in other ways, will be passed 
on to Rosicrucian members regardless of the 
degrees in which they are. In this way, 
though not exactly as Dr. Lewis had planned, 
humanitarian ideáis, in his ñame and that 
of the AMORC, will be carried on.—X

Help Your Lodge or Chapter

A Rosicrucian lodge or chapter consists of 
an assemblage of Rosicrucians within the im- 
mediate area of a certain city. The purpose 
of a lodge or chapter is to supplement the 
sanctum studies. In a lodge or chapter, the 
member has the opportunity, in an appro- 
priate atmosphere, to particípate in inspiring, 
enlightening rituals and ceremonies which 
he could not possibly perform within his own 
home sanctum. These rituals have a tradi- 
tional origin dating back many centuries in 
their symbols, wording, and gestures. These 
ceremonies and rituals are not performed 
just to impress the members or to awe- 
inspire them; they are a dramatization of 
mystical truths in symbolic form. The ap- 
propriate lighting, music, words, and action 
do much to reach deep into the psychic 
nature of the individual and to awaken 
and quicken the inner consciousness. We 
recognize, of course, that we are more than 
intellectual beings; we are also emotional 
and psychic in our nature. These rituals 
have been evolved and refined down through 
the past centuries with this fact in mind. 
They are especially designed to appeal to 
the inner man.

In addition to these rituals and ceremonies, 
many other features are of great interest to 
members. There is, of course, the important 
one of association with others of like mind. 
There is also the opportunity to exchange 
ideas, to obtain a fresh viewpoint. All of 
this is very stimulating. The members, as 
well, have the opportunity to hear special 
discourses and to witness unique demonstra- 
tions, both mystical and scientific, which 
could not be performed, we repeat, in their

own home sanctums. All of this supplemen- 
tary activity is extremely beneficial to the 
Rosicrucian.

We would like to make it plain that it is 
not obligatory that a Rosicrucian become a 
member of a lodge or a chapter. One can 
have a profound understanding of the teach
ings of the Order and derive much benefit 
from them without such association; how
ever, the majority of the members who are 
members of lodges and chapters know the 
distinct advantages that come from such 
affiliation.

From time to time, lodges and chapters 
request that we send them addresses pre- 
pared by the Supreme and Grand Lodge 
officers—special greetings and messages of 
importance. Of course, whenever these busy 
officers can personally visit the various lodges 
and chapters, usually on the occasion of 
rallies, or local conventions, they do so; but 
the pressure of duties here at the Supreme 
and the Grand Lodge makes it impossible 
for the officers to visit all of the lodges and 
chapters throughout the year. In the past, 
when they could not attend, the officers of 
thé Order have señt out printed messages, 
or discourses, representing their thoughts; 
such messages were read upon the occasion 
of the rally to the assembled members.

With modern technological development, 
this method has been greatly improved upon. 
In his study at Rosicrucian Park, the officer 
may now make an actual recording of his 
voice on tape. The recording carries with 
it much more of his personality than is 
possible through a printed message. It is a 
much more intímate and effectual way than 
to have his message read by someone else. 
The Rosicrucian members in lodges and 
chapters are very pleased with this new 
method of listening to discourses by their of
ficers as a substitute for the actual appear- 
ance of the officers.

A number of our lodges and chapters do 
not, as yet, have their own tape recorders. 
They are obliged to rent such recorders 
whenever such discourses arrive. Such rent
áis are inconvénient and add expense if used 
very often. The ideal method is for each 
lodge and each chapter, if possible, to have 
its own tape recorder. This would mean 
that more frequent addresses could be sched- 
uled for the lodge or the chapter. Further, 
the tap recorder could be used in numerous 
other ways to the advantage of the lodge
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or the chapter. Special music for use in 
connection with rituals could be recorded, as 
well as sound effects for allegories and plays. 
The machine could record special discourses 
to be played back on other occasions. There 
are numerous uses for such recordings.

Members who would like their lodge or 
chapter to have one of these machines from 
which many would derive benefit should 
make a contribution to the officers of their 
respective lodge or chapter, especially stating 
that their contribution is for such purpose. 
Tape recorders of excellent quality are much 
more reasonable now and more efficient be- 
cause of the competitive market. The cost 
is not prohibitive if members will make con- 
tributions for this purpose.

The Technical Department of the Grand 
Lodge will be very happy to recommend the 
necessary mechanical requirements to ac- 
commodate our recordings. The reason for 
such definite requirements is that We wish 
to be certain that the recorder which a lodge 
or a chapter will purchase will be suitable 
for all tapes which we send. Therefore, we 
urgently request that an officer of any lodge 
or chapter intending to make such a pur
chase correspond immediately with Frater 
Lester L. Libby, Director of the Technical 
Department.—X

Can We Know Reality?

A frater asks our Forum, “Can we know 
the noumenal world through studying the 
phenomenal world? Are they comparable?”

The frater has here touched upon one of 
the classical philosophical and metaphysical 
problems. By noumenal world is meant the 
world as it is—in other words, absolute 
reality, or “things in themselves.” The phe
nomenal world is the one of appearances. 
It is the world as perceived by our objective 
sense faculties. The crux of the question, 
then, is whether there is a correspondence 
between reality, or existence as it may be, 
and our experience of it. Obviously, if we 
can rely upon experience, then we could 
say that what we perceive as what is seen 
or heard is actually the world.

The reliability of the senses has too often 
been refuted to put any absolute dependence 
upon it. There are many commonly known 
examples of the deception of our faculties. 
What may seem as real to one may be 
experienced quite differently by another

whose faculties may be either impaired or 
more nearly perfect. Also, as each of us 
knows from intímate experience, a visual 
image may appear to change its nature in 
relation to our position to it. At a distance 
an object may seem to have one form, but, 
when we approach it, it assumes different 
dimensions and qualities. Did the object 
change because we changed our position in 
relation to it, or did the varying spatial 
factors, the distance from which we observed 
it, cause an illusion? Simple experimenta- 
tion pro ves that the object does not change 
its qualities, but distance causes us to ob
serve them differently.

We thus know that what we experience 
as reality, the objects seen, heard, or felt, 
for example, are to a great extent subjective 
experiences. The nature of our existence, 
the world of particulars, is dependent upon 
our consciousness of it. We experience real
ity through limited faculties. These senses 
confer even the qualities which we associate 
with objects of the world. Physics, for further 
example, has proved that a color, as red, is 
not inherent in a red image which we per
ceive. Such an object may just reflect those 
wave bands of light, or vibrations which 
engender in the consciousness the sensation 
of red.

Plato, in one of his Dialogues, gives the 
analogy of shadows flickering on the walls 
of a cave. These shadows are of objects 
which are outside the cave. To one seated 
in the cave and who cannot see outside, or 
beyond the shadows themselves, they appear 
real. However, such shadows may be quite 
unlike whatever exists beyond the cave and 
which causes them. Little children all have 
experienced or participated in the game of 
making silhouettes of animals and persons 
by the manipulating of their fingers so that 
they cast shadows on a wall. To one who 
did not see the fingers so being used, the 
shadow images would appear to be quite 
real. In his analogy, Plato was making the 
point of the deception of the senses and that 
they give one no true conception of the 
world of reality.

Other philosophers, as Locke, Berkeley, 
and Hume, have challenged the nature of 
reality. Locke took the position that there 
is no reality as we perceive it. The ideas (in 
fact all knowledge) stem not from what is, 
but rather from our perception of external 
impressions, and from the notions arising
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out of the qualities of our senses. Berkeley, 
too, took the position that perceptions, or the 
experiences of the senses, are the essence of 
reality. Hume, likewise, held that there 
is no material world which corresponds to our 
ideas, and that reality and knowledge are 
sensations only.

It is a corollary that there must be some 
reality, some being apart from the human 
mind itself. Certainly the human conscious
ness does not just float as an isolated reality 
in a state of nothingness. Kant expounded 
a unique relationship, in his time, between 
experience and reality. He took the position 
that a thing is only to the extent that it 
participates in our mental world. Our ideas 
are not images or counterparts of objects 
in the world outside of us as so often has 
been thought. The mind has an inherent 
faculty of synthesis—a combining of sensa
tions into ideas having a unity. This power 
of the mind is independent of the external 
world, and it is separate from those sensa
tions which arise from the world. Things 
have a reality only as they fit into this 
combining faculty of the mind. The mind or 
consciousness is what confers the particulars 
upon the world of reality. Things have no 
existence until we conceive them. However, 
these constructions of the mind do not deny 
a reality independent of the mind. It makes 
of this reality an abstract, formless, name- 
less something.

To be more explicit, a reality, or a nou
menal world, exists, but it is quite unlike 
any thing which we realize it to be. This 
external something reacts upon us in the 
way which it does only because we are so 
constituted as to perceive it in just that way. 
We are thus working with illusions at all 
times; these illusions are the phenomenal 
world, the one of appearances, the one of 
our senses. We cannot abandon our senses 
and at the same time have any media for 
experiencing the noumenal world, that is, 
the one which actually is. We must be 
content with our phenomenal world. We are 
obliged to understand ourselves as thorough
ly as possible and realize that as humans we 
will have only certain general experiences 
channeled through our receptive faculties. 
From such experiences we shall crea te a 
world of daily living, and this world will 
be a grand illusion.

To use a homely analogy, it is like our 
peering through eye glasses which are op-

tically imperfect. They may elongate every 
object perceived through them. However, we 
know that images as seen through the glasses 
are not true to the object. We could not see 
at all if we were to remove the glasses; and, 
further, since other glasses are not obtain- 
able, we are obliged to adjust our under
standing to what we do see. As a conse
quence, we should not disturb ourselves 
over what the noumenal world, or the thing 
in itself, may actually be like.—X

Sacrificing For Others

A soror, now addressing our Forum, says: 
“Should a person, who has what he thinks 
is more important work to do, lay aside 
his own interests to amuse other people? 
How much of a person’s life should be or 
need be given up for another? A person 
does not want to be selfish ñor live entirely 
to himself. However, when other people ask 
or expect one to give up what seems like 
too great an amount of time to amuse them 
because they are incapable of doing so them
selves, is not that an imposition? To help 
others sounds ideal but how do we know 
what the Cosmic may want us to do in the 
matter? Could we not be interfering with 
the Cosmic in our attempt to amuse idle 
minds?”

For centuries, spiritual leaders and philos- 
ophers alike have extolled the virtues of 
service and sacrifice for others. At first 
blush, both seem to be humanitarian ideáis. 
In fact, even the lower animals, as dogs, 
have been known to aid their own kind and 
to sacrifice their own lives or best interests 
for an animal friend. It is expected that 
man can do no less. There are, however, 
qualifying circumstances which apply against 
the general principie of sacrifices for others, 
and these must now be considered.

Man is capable of exercising individual 
intelligence and will. He can make sep
arate decisions regarding his affairs and 
employ will to enforce these decisions within 
the limits of his mental, physical, and social 
powers. When man fails to do this, he is 
forfeiting his individuality as a human be
ing. Each of us, because of heredity, envi
ronment, or social factors, excels another in 
some way. One may have greater strength, 
intelligence, education, wealth, or influence 
in society than someone else. Within the 
scope of his particular superior qualifications,
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he has the advantage over less fortúnate 
persons.

Where others exhaust their own means, 
whether strength, intelligence or experience, 
in trying to attain some end, humanitarian- 
ism dictates that the superior person come 
to their aid. It must be apparent, then, that 
the end which one seeks must be consistent 
with moral principies, the laws of nature 
and the welfare of society, if he is to receive 
help. It is this mutual co-operation that 
constitutes the underlying principie of 
society.

Whenever one stops employing his own 
resources, whether material or immaterial, 
in his own behalf so as to help another, that 
constitutes a kind of sacrifice. Whatever we 
give is that much less had for our own 
interests. The real spirit of sacrifice goes 
farther than that, however. It is to give 
until it hurts, that is, until we are conscious 
of a personal loss of materials, time or effort.

We must again emphasize that the re- 
cipient of the service or the one receiving 
the benefits of the sacrifice, should be 
worthy of them. One who has, through in- 
difference or negligence, placed himself in 
a state of affairs where he needs the sacri
fice and service of another, must first show 
his contriteness before he receives such 
service. He should be willing to admit his 
errors, if such they be, and, as well, indicate 
a desire to rectify his ways. One is not 
inclined, ñor is it Cosmically proper, to help 
another who is indolent or negligent in his 
concern for his own welfare. To sacrifice 
for such a person is to encourage his de- 
pendence upon others to the point where he 
conceives such assistance as his right. In re- 
fusing to aid such persons, it is often neces
sary to point out that in order to receive 
help, they must first reveal a willingness to 
act in their own behalf. “God—and man— 
helps those who help themselves.” There are 
persons who are actually thieves of senti- 
ment. They come to know those who have 
a generous spirit and they plan to rob them 
of a good portion of it by playing on their 
sentiments.

There are many extroverts who lack the 
ability to stimulate their own minds through 
their own mental powers. These persons, 
when left alone and to their own resources, 
become bored unless their senses are con- 
stantly titillated by some external activity. 
They are unable to arouse their minds

through their own mental efforts by means 
of abstraction, imagination, Creative effort, 
and the like. They are, in other words, 
mentally passive. Their minds must be ex- 
cited, that is, moved by external stimuli 
every second when they are not asleep or 
occupied with their duties. They are the 
type of persons who must listen by the 
hour to the radio or watch televisión. If 
these means of entertainment are not avail
able, then they must have people, neighbors 
or friends, come in to chitchat, that is, en- 
gage in small talk so as to occupy their 
minds.

Others of the same type, for want of 
knowing how to change the states of their 
own consciousness by means of internal 
stimulation, or for want of making the effort 
to do so, find that it is necessary to move 
their whole body to bring about entertain
ment. They have to bring changes of envi
ronment to their consciousness by racing 
along the highways in automobiles by the 
hour. The fleeting visual impressions which 
they see as they travel along the road take 
the place of marshaling their own ideas 
through their mental powers. Many of these 
persons just cannot understand how it is 
that others want to be alone with good 
books or activities which improve their 
minds. To them, such would constitute labor 
and be very irksome. When others kindly 
reject their continual invitations to while 
away an hour in some superficial amuse- 
ment with them, they are very often of- 
fended.

In conclusión, we would say that no one 
is obliged to sacrifice his personal time, 
which contributes to some worthy function, 
in order to amuse shallow minds. The best 
way to help such persons is to compel them 
to resort to ways of finding their own 
amusement. Eventually, their shallow in
terests become exhausted and, to avoid con
tinual ennui, in desperation they expend 
efforts by which they come to discover tal- 
ents which are worthy of them and which 
provide lasting means of entertainment.—X

Conscientious Objectors

A frater from London, England, addresses 
our Forum. “Along with the fear of war 
comes the question of the ‘conscientious ob- 
jector.’ Before the last war I gave much 
thought to this and discussed the matter with
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one who professed to be such. I understand 
that we are under oath to abide by the laws 
of the country in which we live, but does 
not this clash with the idea or demand that 
we be brothers to other members who quite 
possibly are fighting for the opposing coun
try? I would appreciate the Forum’s view 
on this matter.”

In answering this question, one treads 
upon delicate ground. In taking a positive 
stand, one may unintentionally offend those 
who think differently. It is best to say that, 
in this instance, the answer is not meant 
to be dogmatic but rather to be an expression 
of an opinion which should at least be con
sidered.

From the fundamental mystical and spir
itual point of view, man is not justified in 
taking the life of another human being in 
war or under any circumstances. The hagi- 
ographies of different religions expound that 
the power of life and death is reserved alone 
to Divinity. However, in these sacred writ- 
ings there are references to Divinity’s con- 
doning the slaying of human beings. In the 
Christian Bible, God is made to be an ally 
against certain peoples whom He aids in 
slaying because they oppose His fíats.

Let us go back to the matter of self- 
preservation. We either fight for sustenance 
and the safe-guarding of our lives and all 
that is associated with them, or we cease 
to be—that is the law o f life. Man may, if 
he chooses, conceive an ideal that transcends 
natural law, but he cannot enforce it suc- 
cessfully. When we are attacked by an 
assailant, we either repel him with like 
forcé or we forfeit our lives. In such self- 
defense it may be necessary to kill. It is a 
matter of our life or that of another. In 
either instance, death is being dealt. When 
we kill in order to live, we are at least 
consistent with the natural law of self- 
preservation.

Suppose an intruder enters our home and 
threatens the life of a small child or that 
of another loved one. Would our conscience 
forfeit their lives by refusing to permit us 
to defend them at the cost of taking the 
intruder’s life? No rational person would 
refuse to take life under such impelling 
circumstances. Can this analogy be applied 
to war? The answer is “Yes, under certain 
conditions.” Nations engage in war. Nations 
are organized society. Society includes our
selves. A society, in theory at least, repre-

sents what we want, respect, and wish to 
preserve. If our society is exposed to threat 
of invasión or to a forcé that will destroy 
it, we are obligated, even morally bound, 
to protect it. To attack our way of living 
is'the equivalent of attacking our person. 
Thus we must fight even if that means the 
sacrifice of an opposing life. As we have 
said, religious works, such as the Bible, have 
justified defense in war against “God’s 
enemies.”

We cannot particípate in society, share 
its privileges and benefits, even demand 
them, on the one hand, and on the other, 
refuse as conscientious objectors to protect 
that society. No rational person loves war. 
It should be abhorred and prevented. How
ever, when it comes, it is then too late to 
avoid responsibility as a citizen. If you 
feel that, as a member of society, circum
stances may arise, such as invasión and 
direct attack, which would oblígate you to 
enter into combat of which you do not ap- 
prove, then you should leave organized so
ciety now while there is a state of peace. 
Do not take what society offers you and 
then refuse to pay the price which society 
requires. As yet man has found no way 
of eliminating war—and there are no blood- 
less wars.

As Rosicrucians, we strive, in our way 
and through our teachings, to evolve the 
human consciousness so that man will not 
cause those conditions from which wars stem. 
When, however, misled men and the society 
they represent attack us, we must enter the 
combat in defense of the right just as we 
would in defense of our individual persons.

It may be contended that some of our 
wars are not justified, that society itself 
brings them on—and not for the noble de
fense of humanitarian ideáis but for purely 
mercenary ends. It is granted that many 
wars have a wholly political objective. If, 
however, we live in and are part of such a 
corrupt society and if we give tacit consent 
to it by sharing whatever advantages it may 
provide us, we cannot then become suddenly 
aloof and noble when that society is engaged 
in war. In other words, we cannot blow hot 
and coid on the same issue.

It is strange that many persons who in 
time of war claim to be conscientious objec
tors never exhibit during the period of peace 
the same spiritual concern for mankind. 
Many of these conscientious objectors in
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peacetime do not take part in charitable and 
other activities designed to further the wel
fare of mankind. They do nothing to ease 
the distress and suffering of those very lives 
which they disdain to take in time of war. 
The real conscientious objector is one who 
has aligned himself in time of peace with 
activities which help the poor, the ill, and 
sufferers in general. In other words, he has 
lived a life consistent with his professed 
ideáis. Such men and women are affiliated, 
as active and working members, with re
ligious bodies that have always been recog
nized by most governments as legitímate 
claimants to being conscientious objectors. 
Further, these religious groups, which are 
sincere in their claims, oblige their members 
to make considerable sacrifice in time, mon
ey, and service in the interests of humariity 
in peacetime.

The majority of the crop of conscientious 
objectors who come to the fore in wartime 
can never prove, by their previous conduct 
or their peacetime affiliation, that their lives 
in any way exemplify the love of humanity 
which they profess later.—X

Cosmic Marriage

A soror from New York now addresses 
our Forum: “Several Rosicrucians and I got 
into a discussion on the subject of marriage 
and fidelity. As a result of this discussion, 
there are questions I would like to ask. My 
first question is: Are all marriages Cos
mically planned?

“My second question is: If two people 
have a very good marriage, spiritually as 
well as physically, and both love each other 
to a very great extent and say as much to 
each other and to the world—and if one 
seeks an outsider for sexual relations without 
the knowledge of the marriage partner, 
would such a person be building up an un
ía vorable karmic condition? Would the fact 
that no one knows of such circumstances, 
and that no one is hurt by the clandestine 
relationship, have any bearing upon the 
karmic principie? Suppose further, that one 
learns of this infidelity and it cannot be 
remedied. Suppose the latter refuses to 
grant legal separation or divorce, does that 
person bring karma upon himself?”

The term Cosmic marriage is poetically 
and romantically very attractive, but it is 
not very realistic. Only in a remóte and

very exaggerated sense can it be said that 
marriages are “made in the Cosmic.” Every - 
thing that occurs, of course, is the conse
quence of Cosmic law, but all occurrences 
are not by intent. Things are not planned 
by the Cosmic in the life of the individual. 
We conform to law, but the circumstances 
of that law follow from natural order and 
are not an expression of the Cosmic mind. 
In other words, the time and place of a 
happening are not ordained, but the forces 
behind it are. For analogy, gravitation 
is a natural law, but there is no specific 
decree That a certain object shall fall and 
be drawn to the surface of the earth at a 
particular time. The forcé of gravitation and 
other natural powers are continuously at 
work. Whenever their combina tion is such 
that gravity, in particular, shall apply, we 
then have the experience of the falling 
object.

This analogy can readily be applied to 
marriage. From the Cosmic point of view 
the sexual or biological natures of men and 
women are as opposite poles which attract 
each other. This attraction is, in turn, modi- 
fied by social customs and intellectual ideal
ism. Men and women are not attracted to 
just any member of the opposite sex. They 
exercise will, and consequently make selec- 
tions; these choices are influenced by intel
lectual ideáis, also, which serve as desires. 
In effect, it amounts to one perceiving in the 
physical appearance, character, and men- 
tality of another, that which most conforms 
to his or her own ideal or mental image of 
the opposite sex. Each incarnation molds our 
soul-personalities to some extent. As a result, 
that which we seek in members of the op
posite sex varíes with our personal growth.

One person may be drawn to another of 
the opposite sex solely on the determinative 
of sex, or the physical appeal. It would 
indicate that the physical aspect of that in
dividual^ triune nature was stronger—the 
animal instinct was more dominant. Another 
person, considering that same individual of 
the opposite sex, might recognize the physi
cal attraction of the person, but his more 
sensitive nature would also note the char
acter and mentality of that individual. If 
the latter qualifications seemed to be lacking, 
he would find such a person unacceptable. 
In this way, the Cosmic merely provides a 
law to which marriages conform. It is a law 
that through the unfoldment of the soul-
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personality we will seek persons as marriage 
partners who are in harmony with our com- 
posite selves—as of this incarnation.

Why is it, it may be asked, that a person 
who is apparently highly evolved spiritually 
will often marry one whose consciousness is 
of a far lower plañe than his or her own? 
Here, again, a Cosmic law enters. Perhaps 
karma has made it necessary that the one 
of the more lofty plañe should learn some
thing of suffering and sacrifice. Perhaps 
that experience is needed for the progress 
of that individual. After all, most certainly, 
such mismated marriages will cause suffer
ing and hurt to both partners, or at least 
to one. No matter how compatible two 
persons may be sexually, if one is more 
spiritually enlightened and aesthetic in sensi
bilices, that one will suffer through such a 
marriage. A married life consists of more 
than sexual relations. There are other nec
essary mutual relations for connubial bliss. 
There must be interests which both share 
alike, for without such concerns and with 
only sex interests they would ultimately 
come to hate each other.

It is not true that sex interest is sufficient 
to dominate all other factors in marriage. 
The mental and spiritual elements of a 
marriage are also important if it is to endure. 
No specific individual has been, figuratively 
or otherwise, Cosmically earmarked for mar
riage with another. There are no Cosmic 
“matchmakers,” although that idea has long 
intrigued the imagination of unthinking and 
extremely romantic persons. Such idea has 
been associated with another one known as 
“soul mates.” This appealing but unsound 
theory is that each soul is incomplete, that 
is, as a man or as a woman, making it nec
essary that a polarity of the opposite sex 
be united with it for its completion. Further, 
a particular soul, like a part from a jigsaw 
puzzle, would have to match precisely one’s 
own. It was conceived that one must search 
for that one; all others would be ineffective. 
The amusing part of the soul mate theory 
is that when one found another whose per
sonality appealed to his own psychological 
condition, he, or she, would then conceive 
of that person as having been Cosmically 
created as the soul mate. It was the equiv- 
alent, to use an analogy, of one finding a 
perfume to which he was most responsive 
and then conceiving the idea that the manu-

facturer had him in mind when he had 
manufactured that particular fragrance.

As for the second question, we reply that 
if two persons “have a very good marriage, 
spiritually as well as physically, and both 
love each other to a great extent,” as the 
Soror relates, neither one would commit acts 
of infidelity. Such acts of inconstancy would 
not be possible. Where there is a great love 
between two married people and physical 
or sexual compatibility also exists, infidelity, 
such as extramarital relations, could not en
ter. In the first place, there would be no 
desire for these extramarital relations and, 
if there was any temptation, the great spirit
ual feeling, which the soror said existed, 
would prevent the infidelity. In such an in
stance as the soror relates in these questions, 
there must have been insinoerity and mis- 
representation on the part of the one guilty 
of the infidelity. That party must have mis- 
led the other into believing that there was a 
true physical, mental, and moral affinity 
between them, which in fact did not exist.

Does karma accrue from infidelity? Ex- 
traneous circumstances enter into the nature 
of this question. Mortals make mistakes. 
Often, they are not too careful in the ap- 
praisal of their own feelings. Physical or 
sensual appeals, being primitive and very 
strong impulses, persons are at times swept 
away by them into a marriage without con- 
sidering the mental and moral factors. Thus, 
some partners in marriage eventually find 
that they are not compatible. To continué 
such a marital life would mean the con- 
tinuation of mental torture for one or both. 
The practical answer, then, would be the 
obtaining of a divorce. Even Cosmically, 
there would be no marriage if there were 
no real unity of the soul-personalities. How
ever, some religious sects, because of custom 
and political advantage have created dogmas 
to prohibit divorce. These compel the con- 
tinuation of a wrong marriage at the ex
pense of Cosmic law and self-respect. Further, 
infidelity is encouraged on the part of one 
or both of the marriage partners. Though 
such individuáis regret their infidelity, they 
sincerely and mistakenly believe it a lesser 
evil than violating the church creed by di- 
vorcing the marriage partner. In such cases 
of infidelity, founded upon ignorance and a 
blind faith , Cosmic justice would temper any 
karma involved.
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Where, however, one can obtain a divorce 
and is justified in doing so, and yet continúes 
to indulge infidelity, that individual invites 
adverse karma. Further, where infidelity 
exists and the guilty person seeks for a 
divorce rather than continué a mock mar
riage, and the other party refuses to grant 
a divorce through a spirit of retaliation or 
hate, the latter person, because of such a 
motive, invites adverse karma.—X

The Psychology of Criticism

Most of us do not like criticism, especially 
if it is directed toward ourselves. This is 
quite comprehensible because it does one of 
two things. It either shakes faith in our 
own ability or it affects our ego, our pride, 
even if we realize that the criticism is justi
fied. However, criticism is essential and is 
quite in order, provided the motive behind 
it is proper. That motive should not be mere
ly an attempt to attack, but it should be a 
sincere and impersonal desire to present facts 
or truth. The criticism should be kind, not 
sardonic or bitter. The criticism should be 
from the point of view of enlightening one, 
not to ridicule the error, the mistakes, or 
the lack of knowledge that one may have 
had.

Unfortunately, much criticism is of just 
the opposite kind. It is intended to besmirch, 
belittle and to confuse; it is intended to 
bolster one’s own merits, activities, or ap- 
peals at the expense of another. Quite fre
quently there are publications issued by 
some small religious groups—or a large one 
—which devote most of their pages to a 
more or less scurrilous attack on all other 
religious sects and particularly attacks on 
mysticism, which includes the Rosicrucian 
Order.

In reading such articles, one is impressed 
(if familiar with the facts) with the obvious 
intent of such authors to deliberately distort 
the truth. They delete phrases, omit refer- 
ences, or couch their wording in such man
ner as to intentionally create the wrong 
impression on the part of the reader. There 
is a psychological principie behind this type 
of criticism: that which the publisher repre- 
sents is not strong enough in its own quali- 
fications to command the attention and re
spect of the public at large; thus, he pro- 
ceeds to eliminate, or try to do so, all that 
which he considers as being the publication’s

rival. The reasoning behind that type of 
criticism, if it is such, is to try to strip away 
all which holds the public’s attention in com- 
petitive interest. The assumption is that 
when everything else has been discredited, 
nothing remains with apparent virtue ex- 
cept that which the publication represents, 
and that, therefore, will then be accepted 
by necessity by the readers. Such authors 
sincerely believe that the public will accept 
what their periodical represents because 
everything else is made to be wanting.

All this is very poor logic because, as our 
late Imperátor, Dr. H. Spencer Lewis, has 
pointed out, if you are successful in attack- 
ing a particular field of thought, or subject, 
to such a degree that you convince the peo
ple that the majority of organizations or 
societies, or whatever they may be, repre- 
senting this particular thought, are false— 
you then have undermined their faith in 
that entire field. They become so disillu- 
sioned, so discouraged, that the majority will 
abandon all interest in it. As a result, what
ever you have to offer that is related to that 
field also remains not accepted because of 
your attack upon the entire field.

The best way to be successful in putting 
over anything, whether a product or an 
idea, is for one to devote all his efforts in a 
positive way toward the presenta tion of 
what he has to offer. If he does that he will 
outshine his competitors. He will not have 
to resort to insidious criticisms at all, some 
of which are slanderous and libelous. In 
fact, publications which try to build them
selves up by means of tearing down all op- 
position are really insulting the intelligence 
of their readers. The average intelligent 
reader senses very quickly the presence of 
hatred and bitterness in an article. He can 
tell when there is a note of “sour grapes” in 
it. The more he reads, the more he in- 
stinctively comes to the defense of that 
which is being criticized, and the less he 
is influenced by what the critic has to offer.

Today there is much of this type of nega
tive criticism: as criticism of people promi- 
nent in govemment who hold influential 
positions. It is often an attempt to belittle 
their character, to disparage them, to make 
them resign their post, or be forced out of 
it by an unthinking public. Behind most of 
these attacks are not the true principies of 
criticism, that is, to present the truth, but 
rather to remove someone from public office
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so that the vacancy created may be filled 
by the political appointee of the interests 
who are making the attack.

It behooves each person, then, if he wants 
to cali himself intelligent and fair-minded, to 
be very accurate in his analysis of any 
articles that are critical in order to see what 
the real motive is behind it.—X

Racial Intermarriage
A frater states that in one of the mono- 

graphs he has found the following: “We, as 
Rosicrucians, consider all races equal in their 
ultimate mental and spiritual status but, for 
biological reasons, we are obliged not to 
sanction promiscuous intermarriage.” The 
frater then asks our Forum: “Please explain 
this more fully.”

The Rosicrucians have always taken the 
position that, Cosmically, there are no su
perior races, that is, no race has been divine- 
ly ordained to be the superior vehicle for 
the soul-personality. All human beings have 
flowing through them the Vital Life Forcé 
of Nous with its Cosmic intelligence. Thus 
all are Cosmically endowed with the poten- 
tiality of becoming a highly evolved con- 
scious being. Beyond this the factors of en
vironment and heredity enter but they have 
no preferences in their influences. Any race, 
regardless of the pigment of its skin, can 
exhibit a high degree of intelligence and 
moral discipline, given the opportunity for 
such development.

If a people has become geographically 
confined in an area which is hostile to hu
man welfare such as a jungle región, then 
culture, the result of finer sensibilities, is 
slow to become manifest. In fact, intelli
gence itself is inhibited. Where men are not 
afforded the opportunity for leisure and re- 
flection, the reason develops slowly. When 
men, as is the case with the race that first 
occupied the Nile delta, are precipitated by 
circumstances into a favorable lócale, they 
will advance rapidly as a race and as a 
civilization. The rich, dark, alluvial soil of 
the Nile delta, the rainless climate and the 
plenitude of water provided by the great 
river and the natural safeguard against easy 
invasión provided by the desert bordering 
the delta, accelerated the culture of this an
cient people. They advanced much more 
rapidly than their contemporaries who were 
fighting climate and the teeming life in the 
great jungle of equatorial Africa. In fact.

they were far in advance of the Late Stone 
Age man of the great Swiss lakes to the 
north.

Though all men are equal in the potenti- 
ality of greatness, that does not warrant 
miscegenation on a grand scale. It is true 
that, in past history, the intermarriage of the 
races was permitted without restriction. It 
is occurring again now in many sections of 
the world. With a shrinking of the globe, so 
far as nations are concerned, and the grow- 
ing congestión of peoples, it will occur again 
on even a grander scale. It is contended 
that, until there is a complete merging of 
these races, or nearly so, there will be an 
admixture which will not be wholly satis- 
factory in a psychological sense. The emo
tional patterns of some races, as a result of 
long conditioning by social customs and en
vironment, are quite opposed to the nature 
of others. This, it is theorized, may make 
for some instability until such differences 
over generations of time have become ad- 
justed. Some races, as well, have certain 
physical advantages, the result of their long 
gradual adjustment to a particular environ
ment. Such advantages may be lost through 
intermarriage. Conversely, however, others 
may be gained which are highly beneficial.

There is no moral reason, from the Rosi
crucian point of view, that should cause any 
objection to the intermarriage of the races. 
Such an objection could only be based upon 
social or racial prejudice. On the other hand, 
it is not necessary for one to intentionally 
step out of his racial group to marry one 
from another race just to be spectacular or 
to demónstrate his liberalism.

Often those who have been called mem
bers of an inferior race are the ones most 
inclined toward miscegenation because of the 
social handicap imposed upon them. There 
is a psychological basis for their attitude. It 
constitutes a defense against the stigma of 
inferiority. By marrying a member of the 
alleged superior races, they feel they have 
altered their status and defied the social 
proscription. Actually they had no need to 
do this. They are Cosmically equal inher- 
ently to any race. It is just a question of 
their individually developing so that they 
are equal to anyone of their own race or 
another. The marrying of someone of an
other race is a psychological adjustment in 
most instances. It is by no means necessary.
— X
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A MESSAGE FOR YOU AT CHRISTMAS

Lovely the legends that have found 
their way 

To us from that far-off, first 
Christmas Day:

The air stirs with the beat 
of ángel wings;

Rich gifts are laid before 
the King of Kings;

And legend has it that a child 
brought to the stall 

A  Christmas Rose— the simplest 
gift of all:

The Christ-Child touched it, and 
of all the rest,

This lowliest gift was most 
supremely blessed.

Could all our hearts be haloed 
with this light,

Peace would be born on earth 
this Christmas night.

— Helen Reíd Chase, F.R.C
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Greetings!
V V V

PATRIOTISM  VERSUS PROPAGANDA

Dear Fratres and Sor ores:
Patriotism is an admixture of affection 

and moral obligation. The affectionate as- 
pect of patriotism consists of the same emo
tional attraction one exhibits toward any- 
thing which contributes directly to his per
sonal satisfaction. From the psychological 
point of view, the nation, as far as the indi
vidual is concerned, is a collection of environ- 
mental factors. First, the nation to him is 
his immediate surroundings, the climate, 
scenery, and associations in his community, 
the afforded conveniences or the lack of 
them. Second, it is the individual’s way of 
living, such as the opportunities provided by 
the government, freedom or restrictions im- 
posed, and the traditions he has inherited.

The moral aspect of patriotism is a natural 
consequence of any devotion the individual 
may have for those factors which he terms 
“my country.” It is a sense of duty that 
constitutes loyalty toward whatever makes 
possible his personal gratification. This duty 
is, in fact, an innate desire to secure what 
he conceives as a good, intimately related to 
himself. It is an enlargement of the con
sciousness of self to include those elements 
he understands to be of his nation. Certainly 
each individual feels an instinctive obligation 
to himself and to whatever he considers as 
his.

Patriotism does not stem from puré intel- 
lectualism, though it frequently employs 
reason to substantiate it. An emotional ne- 
cessity which may cause patriotism and 
which arouses the moral obligation presup- 
poses a sense of “ought to” in relation to it, 
as Kant says in his treatise on moráis. In 
other words, one who finds enjoyment in his 
physical surroundings, social relationships 
and national traditions, is conscious that he 
“ought to” do something to preserve them. 
He thereupon seeks to hypostatize his feel
ings; that is, he seeks to find logical grounds 
to support them. A strong emotional attrac
tion to any idea may often cause reason to 
build a fairly logical case in its behalf. The 
emotional stim ulus pro vides inspiration

which in turn gives a cogency to the patriot’s 
arguments that makes any inherent weak- 
ness in his claims seem inconsequential.

Is patriotism a social ill or a necessity in 
modern times? Unless man becomes again 
wholly savage in his culture, he cannot es
cape the need of society and the patriotism 
which may follow from it. Society is the 
outgrowth of man’s realization of the need 
for mutual dependence. The state is a form 
of organized society. If the society is repre- 
sentative of a mass ideal, that is, if it con- 
forms to what men want and what they 
believe furthers their interests, the feeling 
of patriotism is inescapable. It is a psy
chological consequence as previously stated. 
No society can stand for any time without 
the emotional support of its respective mem
bers, their affection for it and their moral 
duty to defend it, which is patriotism.

Since the basis of patriotism is an emo
tional attraction to organized society, which 
seeks to express itself on logical grounds, it 
must be spontaneous on the part of the in
dividual. It cannot be imposed by govern
ment compulsión, as enforced allegiance or 
fear. Such attempts produce a counter emo
tional reaction. One hates what one fears 
or that which causes pain, either mental or 
physical. The emotional stimulus of hate 
is equally as intense as that of love. By such 
stimuli the reason is incited, as in love or 
devotion, to postúlate grounds for the feel
ings—and in the instance of hate may result 
in the overthrow of society. The crusade 
against a cause has as much zeal or fanatical 
fervor as the crusader for a cause.

Every society is aware that it has enemies 
or, to put it more considerately, those who 
oppose its major political policies. The state 
realizes that it often institutes practices 
which will have a disagreeable effect upon 
the individual, even though it may consider 
such to be for his ultimate welfare. Since 
patriotism is an affection for the good that 
the individual conceives he is deriving from 
society, any such objectionable circum
stances arising from the same source are
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likely to change his emotions toward it. The 
reasoning of the opposition forces then be- 
comes more and more plausible to the in
dividual.

In desperation, society has to offset the 
exhortations of those who differ with its 
unpleasant policies. The government or 
state then resorts to propaganda. This con- 
sists of statements, oral or written, designed 
to induce the acceptance of certain proposi- 
tions. In effect, propaganda is intended to 
engender interest in certain subjects exclu- 
sively or rather to emphasize particular 
topics. Some people profess to abhor any 
type of propaganda; they take a violent dis- 
like to that which obviously attracts their 
attention. Such an attitude of mind is log- 
ically unsound. It is usually the result of 
social customs and prejudice. It is a psy
chological fact that we all respond to that 
which has certain appeals to our receptor 
senses. Curiosity is an instinct. We cannot 
avoid having it aroused. A certain stim
ulus, visual or auditory, will attract our at
tention, as a loud sound or a sudden bright 
light. One of the commonest means of ar- 
resting attention is to impart motion to 
something—a blinking electric sign or a 
swinging object. Propaganda is nothing more 
than resorting to psychological appeals de
signed to arouse interest and to cause people 
to act in accordance with them. Those who 
reject obvious propaganda are nevertheless 
found to respond to other forms not quite so 
apparent to them.

It is natural that we should want others 
to further our interests. The very basis of 
society, as said, is a mutual dependence. To 
get others to co-operate or to avail them
selves of what we offer, we must extol the 
merits of our propositions. The only danger, 
therefore, that lies in propaganda is misrep- 
resentation. It is, however, not a fault inher- 
ent in propaganda. Rather, it is the cor- 
ruption of its power. This misrepresentation 
may be deliberate, having as its purpose the 
deception of a people or it may be the exag- 
geration of enthusiasm. In either instance, 
it is most damaging not only to those who 
accept it, but eventually to the propagandists 
as well. Once you have lost the confidence 
of those to whom you must appeal, the goal 
you seek to attain is lost.

To stir up emotionalism and keep patriot
ism at a high pitch so that the individual 
may become impervious to those many dis-

tractions which the state may feel necessary 
to impose, the state conducts extensive prop
aganda campaigns. Its millions of words, 
issued in printed form or uttered by its rep- 
resentatives on the air or from the platform, 
do contain much factual matter. Unfortu- 
nately, however, the reality of such state
ments, the truth, is often colored by over- 
emphasis or by deliberately withholding 
other qualifying facts. What is the psy
chological effect, to use a crude analogy, of 
a continual stressing of the color blue in 
relation to certain objects which people need 
or think they do? It gives them the im- 
pression that blue, as a color, in relation to 
those certain things continually mentioned, 
is the ideal to be attained. Eventually, yel- 
low objects, which in every other way are 
equal to the blue ones, are considered in
ferior or lacking in a necessary quality. The 
y ello w objects are rejected by the people 
and perhaps even referred to in a derogatory 
sense.

Let us suppose, to continué with our analo
gy, that you were the manufacturer of a 
yellow product which in every way had the 
same excellent qualities as a blue one. We 
may further presume that you are not af
forded the same opportunity to propagandize 
your yellow product as are the makers of 
the blue one. As a result, you are put to a 
tremendous disadvantage and suffer loss of 
prestige as well as material resources. It is 
just this adverse effect that the governments 
of the world are having upon one another 
with propaganda. In endeavoring to intensi- 
fy their respective patriotism, misrepresent- 
ing propaganda is issued. Purely local cus
toms and preferences of a nation are com- 
monly lauded to the extreme. The implica- 
tion is that the extraneous practices of other 
peoples or nations are false or ludicrous by 
reason of their difference. The fact that 
other people do differently, by necessity or 
preference, is omitted as a qualifying ex- 
planation. The propaganda catering to the 
patriotic spirit appeals to the natural vanity 
of the individual. It extols the supremacy 
of his standard of living, his ideáis, beliefs 
and religious views, and his way of doing 
things. By comparison, it subordinates the 
achievements, ambitions and heritages of all 
other peoples.

These nationalistic campaigns of propa
ganda, which are now at their greatest 
height in history, even tolerate the expound-
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ing of racial prejudice and the vilification of 
a people on the part of individual enter- 
prises. Newspaper cartoonists and publish- 
ers, hoping to capitalize on the spirit of 
sectionalism and chauvinism, caricature races 
in a most abusive way, without any objec
tion from their governments. During World 
War II—and at present—the Asiatic people, 
for example, were drawn by cartoonists in 
such a way as to appear almost bestial. Their 
racial physical characteristics were empha- 
sized to a point of hideous distortion. All 
this idealizes one set of nationals at the ex
pense of another.

The sum total of this activity is an offense 
to a people that is not forgotten when the 
ink is dry on a peace treaty or on an armi- 
stice agreement. It is an insult to the race 
and to the customs of the people, of which 
they are an intímate part. We cannot ex- 
pect world peace and understanding when 
our patriotism and our love for self-interests 
become offensive to millions of other people. 
It is actually a weak form of patriotism that 
endures only by fraudulently representing 
the status of other peoples. There is little 
difference in moral substance between sup- 
pressing knowledge about another people 
and in presenting untruth about them which 
inculcates hatred.

Patriotism should thrive upon first-hand 
experience with one’s social and political 
conditions. It should not need the inflation 
of propaganda—at least not for its own 
people.

Fraternally,
RALPH M. LEWIS,

Imperator.

Finding Personal Peace

The problem of attaining personal peace, 
or inner harmony, is becoming increasingly 
difficult. Peoples of the world are exposed 
to an impact of distressing news and that 
which is potential with great danger. Many 
of the statements of commentators, news 
analysts, editors, and the like, are inten- 
tionally kept tense. It is their way of em- 
ploying the psychological principie of sus
pense—the sustaining of interest by dramati- 
zation and overexaggerating every incident 
of importance. These persons know how 
profoundly the populace is concerned with 
the world state of affairs, and they capitalize

upon it. They isolate and then augment to 
a high emotional degree some otherwise 
casual incident in the day’s news.

As a result of this tendency, mostly done 
for the purpose of increasing circulation 
rather than for public information, it be- 
comes difficult for people to find refuge from 
such influences. The usual channels to 
which persons are accustomed to escape from 
the turbulence of the day, such as radio, 
televisión, magazines, movies, and newspa- 
pers, are saturated with disquieting head- 
lines, comments, pictures, and editorials. It 
is not that the average intelligent man or 
woman does not want to be well informed. 
He also does not want to retreat from reality 
like an ostrich, putting his head in a hole 
in the sand, yet he does wish to realize his 
own self occasionally. He desires to medí
tate upon the impressions rushing in upon 
him so that he may put his mind in order. 
He does not feel that all life’s activities are 
trenchant and vile. He believes that there 
are some noble things that can and should 
be done, through which some of the world’s 
tensions can be lessened. He also knows 
that society is only as men think, believe, 
and act individually. It is this individuality 
of self that he wants to preserve.

If individuáis are despondent or abandon 
all hope for social improvement, then the 
agencies of society, its various activities, 
come to reflect this attitude. However, a 
certain amount of idealism  exists in every 
person. There is almost an instinctive in- 
sight had by each normal person as to the 
best procedure to follow if he is given the 
opportunity to medítate upon it without be
ing influenced adversely. Thousands of years 
ago in the market places of ancient Athens, 
Sócrates revealed that almost every man 
can come to a wise decisión upon the most 
important matters if the content of such 
matters was fairly presented to his better 
judgment.

The problem which confronts most per
sons is where to go to find that environment 
which will arouse one’s spiritual and finer 
sentiments. The present appeals tend too 
much to the passions and to materialism, 
to a stark preservation of our economic 
order at the cost of humanitarian idealism. 
It is regrettable to say that many churches 
and temples of the different sects do not 
afford that sanctuary for peace with one’s
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self. For political and propaganda motives, 
across the pulpits and altars of these holy 
places, there often comes a virtual barrage 
of words of hatred, enmity, and the con- 
doning of destruction of some people or 
nation to save their vested rights, prestige, 
or religious dominancé.

A strong people is a people who are not 
panicky, fearful, and jittery. They are a 
people who have arrived at a decisión from 
an unemotional point of view under the 
clear guidance of a well-disciplined mind, 
inspired by the highest dictation of self. 
Such pérsons can make mistakes in their 
decisions; however, not being terror-stricken, 
they can more readily and freely adjust 
their minds to each changing event and 
make corrections.

If Rosicrucians faithfully and conscien- 
tiously maintain a sanctum in their homes, 
consecrated to that which they hold to be 
sacred, they will find that it will become 
the sanctuary for their own rehabilitation. 
In devoting even a few minutes to being 
alone each day, the Rosicrucian can weigh 
the impressions of his spiritual motives as 
against all else that has crowded in upon 
him objectively during the day. In such 
brief periods of relaxation, he will be 
amazed to notice the new light in which the 
circumstances of the day will appear. The 
true from the false will be easily distin- 
guished, and the latter just as easily dis- 
pelled from one’s mind. That which we 
need most—in fact, what the world needs 
most—is the opportunity for personal thought 
and the free exercise of self. There is no 
greater need today than for the silence of 
self—the aloneness with one’s own triune 
nature.

Those who are so unfortunate as not to 
be able to establish such a sanctum in their 
homes, no matter how humble, must find a 
substitute for it outside. The great out-of- 
doors was man’s first temple; there is still 
none better. A walk down a forest trail, 
even if covered with snow, is inspiring; and 
so is a slow, meditative stroll across open 
fields with a pet dog trotting along; or an 
isolated perch upon a jutting rock under- 
neath a windswept sky overlooking sea or 
bay. All of these circumstances may pro- 
vide a suitable contact with the Cosmic, an 
occasion for that peace within.

Those who reside in large cities and who 
have no home sanctum, need not feel that 
they are deprived of this opportunity to be 
alone. If one will use the same initiative 
and thought to find a place in his city for 
such periods of meditation as he does to 
secure his worldly interests, he will suc- 
ceed! It is not too difficult to lócate a niche 
in a public park, a bench that is more or 
less secluded; one might even stroll to the 
end of a pier or wharf. Such places provide 
the atmosphere with the quieting effect of 
lapping waters.

I am reminded of a method employed by 
a frater in the Middle Western United 
States to find this peace within. He is a 
locomotive engineer (driver) on one of the 
crack, streamlined, transcontinental trains, 
known as the “City of San Francisco.” This 
train, with its many cars, travels at very 
high speed from Chicago to the Pacific 
Coast. This frater is the engineer of this 
train for a large portion of this joumey. 
Obviously, his responsibility is great, and 
the resulting tensión considerable. Increas- 
ing automobile traffic has added to the haz- 
ards which he encounters. When at home, 
he has found it difficult to relax and to find 
just that environment for attaining “peace 
within.” Recently, he became a member 
of a local flying club. He and his associates 
purchased a new, small cabin airplane. He 
has become a proficient pilot—and he is not 
a young man.

With elation, he told me how he has 
found peace and the opportunity for medita
tion for which he so long sought. When off 
duty he flies in the cabin plañe to an altitude 
of three or four thousand feet, in smooth 
weather. He then “trims the plañe,” that 
is, puts it in a state of balance where it 
virtually flies itself in the vault of the blue 
sky. While cruising along, he recollects pas- 
sages from his recently studied monographs 
and even practices some of his mystical ex
ercises. There, suspended between the heav- 
ens and the earth, and with a sense of free
dom, he acquires a new perspective of the 
affairs of his life. This new inner view forti- 
fies him for the events of the day. As the 
frater related these facts to me, there was 
a radiance about him, a confídence and 
happiness, by which I was strongly im- 
pressed.
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One, of course, does not need to learn 
to fly a plañe in order to find this sanctuary 
of self, but each can use his initiative to 
recapture his intimate feelings and thoughts, 
and the peace which follows from them.—X

What is Universal Love?

A soror now speaks before our Forum: 
“The phrase ‘Divine Love’ or ‘Universal 
Love’ is common in our studies and because 
each of the words, individually, is compre- 
hensible, it would seem that the phrase 
should also be completely understandable, 
but is it?

“What exactly do we mean by ‘Universal 
Love’? It must differ from love generally, 
as we know it, inasmuch as physical and 
mundane love, however impersonal, requires 
a personification to be realized and expressed. 
How may love of a supernal intelligence, 
which is not anthropomorphic, be personi- 
fied?”

In the theological sense, Divine or Uni
versal Love is made comparable to an ex- 
alted impersonal human love. If this con
ception were not associated with the phrase, 
it would in fact be incomprehensible to the 
average human being. Further, in using 
this conception of Universal Love, there is 
the direct implication of an anthropomorphic 
or personalized god. In most of the historie 
religions, as Judaism and Christianity, the 
relationship between man and his god is 
conceived as paternal. God is the “Father”; 
and humanity, the children. The affection 
and devotion, the compassion and emotional 
bond which parents usually exhibit toward 
their children, is believed to be displayed by 
the deity toward mortals.

Universal or Divine Love, though most 
often associated with an anthropomorphic 
god, is expected, of course, to transcend all 
the foibles of mortal love. It is not thought 
to be rooted in any physical appeal and 
to be self less; that is, it is not a desire for 
any emotional or somatic satisfaction. The 
theory is that God loves because love is of 
Him. This love is a kind of feeling of good- 
ness and grace extended toward all things 
which are consistent with His nature. To 
use a homely analogy, it is like the property 
of a magnet. It attracts without discrimina- 
tion all that has a natural affinity with its 
own nature.

The average religionist can, as has been 
said, think of love only in terms of his 
own mortal experience. From the real mys
tical point of view, this love of Divinity is 
far more abstract. In fact, the word love is 
really an inadequate substitute for a more 
appropriate word or phrase. These other ab
stract explanations the average religionist 
would reject since they would lack appeal 
to his imagination and they would, also, 
depersonalize his god. Love is desire. Thus 
there are many kinds of love. There is 
physical love which is the desire for those 
experiences and sensations that satisfy the 
appetites. There are, as well, loves of the 
mind or intellectual loves. They are a desire 
to attain ideáis. Then, there are the spiritual 
loves which are the desires to experience 
an afflatus of the soul or to experience cer
tain ecstatic states. In all these instances, 
psychologically love is centered in the self. 
We love something else, not just for the 
thing itself, even though we may imagine 
that, but rather for the satisfaction which 
that thing may provide us, spiritually, in- 
tellectually, or sensually.

From the mystical point of view, the 
Divine is self-sufficient and perfect. It de
sires nothing because there is no void in its 
nature. It has a state of concord, order or 
harmony, which is always inherent in it. 
All things are of this Divine harmony, this 
perfect order, because the laws which give 
them existence are of its very nature. In
animate things are never out of harmony 
with the Divine. Even that which seems to 
lose its form, its beauty or other qualities, 
is still in harmony with the Divine. It is 
because devolution and a breakdown of sub- 
stances is part of the change which is Cosmic 
law. Beauty and ugliness are not qualities 
inherent in things, but merely notions of 
man’s mind. They are but the way that 
man is affected by the appearance of things. 
Thus, the object which becomes repulsive to 
man is just as much a part of this Cosmic 
harm ony  as that which is beautiful.

The same principie applies to animate or 
living matter. No matter how vicious or how 
vile, as man experiences it, a living thing 
may be, it as itself is only conforming to its 
immanent nature which is always of the 
Cosmic harmony. In man, however, there 
is an important distinction. He has a high 
degree of intelligence and the will to enforce
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its decisions. He is capable of conceiving a 
Divine principie, a Cosmic cause, regardless 
of how he may interpret or express it. Thus, 
he can by choice oppose this Cosmic har
mony. It might be asked, Is not such rea- 
son and will, after all, also a part of man’s 
nature? Further, if it is a part of his nature, 
then can he really put himself out of the 
Cosmic harmony of which his nature con- 
sists?

The distinction with man is that he can go 
and often is quite conscious that he is going 
contrary to the Cosmic order, though he can 
never put himself completely out of it. In 
other words, he can have the intent to op
pose Cosmic harmony. It is this intent to 
counter it that is the only real negative state 
in all of existence. This kind of action brings 
as a result a spiritual suffering, which man 
can and should avoid. It tends to cause an 
intense inharmony within the higher con
sciousness of self or the soul-personality of 
man. The spiritually circumspect individual 
is the one who realizes the motivations of 
his higher self or the Cosmic impressions 
and abides by them. He then enjoys a peace 
of mind and an inner satisfaction which, if 
he is a religionist, he calis experiencing 
Universal Love.

We may look at the matter in this light. 
This Universal Love or Cosmic harmony is 
a constant state, the effects of which are 
materialized as mankind and all the other 
manifestations of nature. All things are of 
it. Man can, by willful disregard, endeavor 
to act in a way that causes discord for him. 
Conversely, if he is consistent with Cosmic 
harmony, he then becomes conscious of an 
ecstatic feeling which he may imagine is 
being particularly directed toward him as a 
Universal Love.

We can know only that which we ex
perience. An exalted feeling, which we may 
have, seems to be intended for us alone, that 
is, we think of it in that light. Those of us 
who think of the Divine as a parent, or as an 
anthropomorphic being, feel during such ex
periences that we are being especially en- 
folded in Universal Love.

The term universal is most appropriate 
because this harmony is, of course, both 
ubiquitous and all-inclusive. This mystical 
and abstract conception of Universal Love is 
wholly impersonal. It is far more so than 
the customary orthodox or religious concep

tion. The idea is a little shocking to the 
orthodox religionist who is not accustomed 
to the high planes of consciousness experi
enced by the mystic. It causes him to feel 
alone and abandoned, and precipitates a 
sense of despair. He has not learned that 
he never really is independent, that he 
never can be separated from the One and 
that, therefore, he does not have to command 
the attention of the One or expect that it 
will search for him or reach out to him.—X

Our Mind Body

A frater says: “In one of our monographs 
it states ‘every creature in existence has a 
body which is the shape of its mind body.’ 
What does this mean in relation to people 
who are borñ deformed or become de- 
formed?”

Each cell has in it an immanent intelli
gence which constitutes its mandate to per
fora! a specific function. Some cells are in
tended to build tissue, bone, or hair; some 
build blood and still others are to provide 
the substance for muscles and nerves. As 
Leibnitz said, this duty inherent in cells 
constitutes “a preconceived harmony.” The 
totality of these cells, the collective Divine 
Mind with which they are imbued, con
stitutes the psychic pattern or mind body of 
man. The physical body, insofar as its form 
and functions are concerned, is to a great 
extent the counterpart of this mind pattern.

Congenital deformity is, both biologically 
and physiologically, a result of the inhar
mony or imperfection of this mind pattern 
or mind body. Diseases of parents may 
cause a mutation of the transmitted genes 
so that the offspring becomes mentally or 
physically deformed. The effect upon the 
child may not exactly correspond to that of 
the parent but it will have a deformity, the 
result of the imperfection of its mind body. 
The transmitted cells are so affected that the 
intelligence which is latent within them is 
obstructed and cannot perform its function 
properly.

Where deformity occurs, due to accident 
or disease, the mind body is indirectly af
fected. The Cosmic intelligence, resident in 
each cell, is of course not altered but, due 
to the injury, its physical vehicle, the cell 
substance, comes to inhibit the intelligence. 
Thus for this intelligence is prevented an
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unrestrained function of its Cosmic power, 
and the mind pattern of the cells has this 
restriction imposed upon it to the extent that 
the pattern, too, is deformed. In the Rosi
crucian teachings, we are shown ways and 
means of causing the Cosmic intelligence in 
the cells to be revitalized so as to completely 
reconstruct or partly return to normalcy the 
cell structure. Severe deformity, however, 
cannot be overcome simply because the cell 
structure is too severely altered for the re- 
construction of the organism to occur.—X

The Light of Being

Among the simple words frequently used 
in mystical and occult literature, probably 
one that stands out with more significance 
than many others is the word light. Few 
questions are asked concerning the word in 
our literature because terms in ordinary use 
are less spectacular than special terminology. 
Often the basis of a so-called new movement 
of any kind is partially dependent upon a 
catch-word or coined term being used to at- 
tract attention. All of us, over a period of 
years, can think of words that have been 
coined by the writer of a book or pamphlet, 
giving the title a certain uniqueness or new- 
ness, which appealed to and attracted many 
people. Usually in such cases the real bene
fit or meaning hidden by a term or catch 
phrase is of little significance. This is a 
reflection upon the serious thinking of men 
and women today. The fact that catch 
phrases and catch terms have such great 
appeal does not signify systematic thought 
and the application of reason.

Language, whether written or oral, is no 
more than a symbol, and the symbol itself 
can mean nothing uiiless there is true sig
nificance exemplified or symbolized by the 
word or phrase adopted. Much of the pro- 
found thought, and particularly those phases 
of thought that are related to the feelings of 
human beings, are found in simple terms, 
usually terms of one syllable. These words 
that express valúes in human existence are 
significant in their simplicity and profound 
in their meaning. Light is such a word, and 
it is so easily applicable to so many phases 
of study and human application that it has 
come to be used with many implications, 
and synonymously with many more com- 
plicated concepts.

In the physical sense, light is one of the 
most important factors of our environment. 
Light makes possible the use and effective- 
ness of the most depended upon of our 
physical senses. Sight is responsible for 
more than half of the physical perceptions 
which we receive. However, we overem- 
phasize this one physical sense. What is 
commonly accepted as the truth, is that 
“Seeing is believing.” This of course can be 
proved as not being consistently true, but it 
does reflect the general concept that the 
average individual holds in regard to seeing. 
The person who is blind is shut off from his 
world and his environment by a barrier that 
is extremely difficult to overcome. That it 
can be overcome—and blind people have 
and can adapt themselves with a reasonable 
degree of adjustment to their environment— 
is proof that sight is not the essential sense 
that those who see attempt to make it. All 
the physical senses are important to proper 
environmental adjustment. Light, also, in 
the physical sense, adds beauty and makes 
possible the perception of space that is so 
advantageous in assisting us in our various 
adjustments. Our placing so much emphasis 
upon light and the physical sense of sight 
that accompanies it is a reason for this word 
to be applied to principies outside the physi
cal world.

Light, in the physical sense, is a physical 
phenomenon. We will not attempt to ex- 
plain the physics of light but to accept light 
as a material thing, a part of the material 
world into which we find ourselves constant- 
ly fitting our existence. Broadly speaking, 
light is used in the spiritual sense to refer 
to any form of illumination that may direct 
us. Just as physical light makes possible 
for us to direct our way along a path, spir
itual light makes it possible for us, mentally 
and spiritually, to find our way in the psychic 
or immaterial world. We even refer to knowl
edge as being an illuminating experience. 
It adds to the totality of being and develops 
in us the principies or potential tools that 
are ours to use for the benefit of our whole 
being.

In Rosicrucian literature, frequent refer- 
ence is made to the greater light and to the 
lesser light. Generally speaking, the lesser 
light is the physical light of the physical 
world. The greater light is the illumination 
of mind and soul. In the temples of the 
Order, the lesser light is sometimes sym-
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bolized by a burning candle, and the greater 
light by the cosmos of which not only we 
but our being and God are a part.

Light is therefore in any sense a means 
and an end. It is a means because it illu- 
minates our way whether that way be in 
the physical world, in the paths of knowl
edge, or for the achievements of the human 
soul. All that contributes to our progress is 
dependent upon or comes as a result of the 
light by which we find the way. Shut off 
a flashlight or a lantern on a dark night and 
the path becomes obscure. Cióse our minds 
to knowledge and inspiration and the whole 
path of life is obscure.

As an end or goal, the greater light is a 
personification of God, and the Supreme Be
ing, the Cosmic scheme. It is stated in 
various sacred writings in various ways that 
“God is the light of the heavens and of the 
earth.” In this sense, all that we can 
achieve is through the illumination which 
we choose to observe or utilize; and, by the 
light which it provides, we reach the mys
tical concept of association with God in the 
sense that a part returns to the whole.—A

Pleasure and Pain

“Is it true,” a member has asked, “that 
pleasure and pain are the Ímpetus and the 
detriment of life?” In other words, this 
member wishes to know if all incentive to
ward action and living is pleasurable, and if 
all that is a means of thwarting, stopping, or 
hindering is a form of pain. Broadly speak
ing, this is a brief statement of the pleasure- 
pain principie which was one time quite 
popular in psychological thought. The basis 
for this belief was that not only man, but 
all animal life tended to avoid pain and seek 
pleasure. This concept meant that in every
thing that we do as human beings, or that 
animals do, there is a tendency toward 
pleasure and to get away from pain. On 
this basis, early psychological experiments 
were conducted, particularly with animals. 
Animals were put in various types of ap- 
paratus or mazes, where, if they found their 
way and avoided electrical shocks and other 
means of stimulating pain at various points, 
they would eventually reach food and there
by find pleasure in the satisfaction of their 
appetites.

There is no doubt to some extent a great 
deal of truth in the pleasure-pain concept.

Every individual, to a certain degree, strives 
to find pleasure. We avoid all pain that is 
possible, only enduring pain as a rule when 
it is for the purpose of achieving an end 
which will be pleasurable. This is even true 
when that pain is vicarious, even though we 
might not so state the truth in this way.

To conclude that pleasure is a natural 
thing for the human being to seek and that 
it is natural to avoid pain, is a concept quite 
easy to prove within itself, but difficult to 
prove as being the final and ultimate moti- 
vation of all life. It was the great American 
psychologist and philosopher, William James, 
who in his classic Principies o f Psychology 
first gave serious contradiction to the concept 
that man behaved only as a means of achiev
ing pleasure and avoiding pain. In consid
erable detail he outlines other motivations 
that are not directly, or even indirectly, as
sociated with either pleasure or pain. The 
motivation for living lies deeper than the 
feelings that accompany the physiological 
system. Pleasure and pain, in the accepted 
use of the terms, apply purely to the reac
tion of the physical body. We experience 
pleasure and pain through our physical 
senses; therefore, it should be concluded that 
in the ordinary sense, or within the usually 
accepted definition of the terms, pleasure 
and pain are physical phenomena. It is there
fore logical that as far as the physical body 
is concerned, we will not cause pain if we 
can avoid it, and we will particípate in pleas
ure when the opportunity arises. Reason 
dominating human action will modify the 
extent to which we will participate in pleas
ure or avoid pain.

At any point in the universe, man has a 
choice of always going two ways. These 
ways are exempHfied by the swinging of a 
pendulum. There are two extremes, and in 
thought and action, we are always some- 
where between the two extremes. We bal
ance one way or the other, depending upon 
the circumstances, but extremes are always 
precarious. The pendulum pauses only on 
the extreme side of the swing long enough 
to move back. To artificially hold it there 
would only defy natural laws and cause the 
meaning of the movement to have no pur
pose. Extremes are to be avoided as a perma
nent condition. No one can find satisfaction 
in physical pleasure as a permanent thing, 
and of course no one would want to suffer 
continuous pain; and yet the extremes of
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some thinking have accentuated both of 
these. Certain ascetics have believed that 
the voluntary production of pain is the key 
to the spiritual growth, while those of the 
extreme pleasure-seeking school of thought 
have believed that pleasure is the solé end 
of existence. That neither of the proponents 
of these policies have found complete satis
faction in life is proof of their error.

We must, however, concede that insofar 
as the physical body is concerned, it is not 
wrong for man to share in certain types of 
pleasure. In other words, pleasure in itself 
is not a sin. It is only the misuse or the 
possible overemphasis of pleasure, particular- 
ly when it involves others who may be 
caused pain, that the pleasure-seeking proc
ess becomes a sinful act. Within the world 
of physical phenomena, the seeking of pleas
ure and the avoidance of pain becomes an 
endless spiral.

Pleasure, however, being on a physical 
level, does not have the permanence that we 
imagine exists. All of us have had the ex
perience of anticipating a pleasure which 
was not as pleasurable in actuality as it was 
in anticipa tion. We have looked forward to 
certain events, a meal at a favorite restau- 
rant, a trip, an evening at the theater, and 
many other things, but by basing our an- 
ticipation upon some pleasure that we have 
experienced or that we believe someone else 
has experienced, we have been disappointed. 
Pleasure, if sought entirely in the physical 
world, must be continually augmented until 
its true aim and purpose is lost in the com- 
plications of attaining it. The limitation of 
pleasure is therefore due to the wrong point 
of view in assigning valúes. If physical 
pleasure becomes so desirable that it be- 
comes the most important thing in life for 
an individual, then all effort directed toward 
its achievement loses sight of the forms of 
pleasure that may be at hand and are passed 
by.

Most of what has been said here has to 
do with pleasure derived through the phys
ical senses. Are there other pleasures? Log- 
ically there are, for we know that some 
of the happiest people in the world have 
been those who have been deprived of, or 
to whom there have not been available, 
most of the means with which we normally 
associate the concept of pleasure. People 
isolated, insofar as a place to live is con
cerned, or limited by lack of physical pos

sessions, have found great happiness and 
peace of mind in the pleasures which would 
ordinarily be considered comparatively sim
ple and almost unassociated with the luxuries 
normally related to pleasure. The simple 
and healthful expressions of the normal 
emotions of the human being are our most 
en joy able and satisfying physical pleasures. 
In the same sense, there are pleasures in a 
psychic or immaterial sense. The man or 
woman who finds true valué in intangible 
things, in ideáis, concepts, and principies 
having no relation to the changeability of the 
physical world, finds an enduring pleasure. 
Such pleasure underlies and sustains an 
individual in spite of the physical incon- 
veniences or even pain that may be a part 
of his daily living.

As has already been stated, physical pleas
ures diminish with use. We constantly 
have to buoy them up with the addition of 
gadgets or various actions that tend to sustain 
them. A part of such pleasure is lost in 
actuality after one’s anticipation is ended. 
Insofar as the psychic world is concerned, 
the exact opposite is true. Anticipation can 
only be a minor inkling of the true sensa
tions to come, and the pleasure that comes 
from the realization of ultimate valúes from 
the paths that lead through concentration, 
meditation, and proper use of reason to God 
and the absolute, are constantly evolving 
paths of pleasure producing effects that the 
mind of physical man cannot duplicate even 
in his wildest and most far-stretched imag
ination.

There is the injunction, written, I believe, 
in the New Testament, which states “Seek 
ye first the Kingdom of Heaven.” This in
junction is a guide to man implying that if 
he will seek first the ultimate realities of the 
universe, all other knowledge will be added 
to him. It is not wrong to try to understand 
our environment, but to place valué upon it 
is to leave a gap in life’s experience that 
can in no other way be filled. To seek first 
the meaning of the absolute, the personal 
realization of God, is the path leading not 
only toward true pleasure, but to the means 
of understanding everything else. In the 
broadest sense, then, the pleasure-pain prin
cipie does exist. Through both his spiritual 
and physical being, man strives to find peace, 
to find knowledge, and to enjoy his proper 
relationships in the Cosmic. If he places his 
valúes where real valué exists, the whole
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experience will be elevated; it will raise 
him to a level of such understanding and 
experience that will be a perpetual pleasure 
and that will endure because it is unen- 
cumbered by any physical limita tion.—A

Individual and Group Karma

Under the stress of present-day conditions, 
it is not unusual to receive questions from 
members concerned about what their attitude 
should be in work having to do with the 
manufacture of weapons and means of hu
man destruction that may possibly be used 
in war. One frater, after explaining that 
his present work is involved with important 
military research and design as well as 
manufacture of weapons, would like to have 
a statement as to what should be the indi
vidual Rosicrucian’s attitude toward such a 
position.

It is very difficult for any individual to 
arrive at a point of what is right and what 
is wrong in connection with this type of 
work. The reason for its weighing heavily 
upon the thinking of sincere and conscien
tious individuáis is the historical fact that no 
nation has ever devoted itself to the manu
facture of implements of war and the train- 
ing of men for war without using them. It 
would seem, if the future is governed by past 
history, that present-day activities make war 
inevitable. This is a pessimistic point of 
view and should not be accepted as a state
ment of fact. The thought of war is quali- 
fied by its basis upon past events. It is still 
within the realm of human possibility that 
the solutions of differences existing in the 
world may be settled without war. We can 
hope that this is true. Whether we believe 
it is true depends upon our own analysis of 
existent conditions.

There must be literally hundreds of mem
bers of AMORC working in a capacity either 
directly or indirectly connected with the 
war effort. The individual conscience is 
what makes one stop and analyze his posi
tion. A person who is opposed to war, who 
is hoping for and directing his own individual 
efforts toward peace, cannot help wondering 
if, contrary to his convictions, he is actually 
contributing to the existence of war by his 
efforts. The satisfactory answer to this ques
tion must eventually be found within the 
individual. No one can answer it for an
other person. The Rosicrucian Order cannot

take an arbitrary stand as to what its mem
bers should do. To do so would be complete
ly inconsistent with its purpose, as Rosi
crucianism teaches the philosophy of life 
whereby the individual adapts himself to his 
actual living experiences as best he can. 
Furthermore, it is important that we not lose 
sight of the fact that every citizen of a 
country has a responsibility and a duty to 
that country. The history of Rosicrucianism 
is dotted with example after example of in
dividuáis who have served their country 
well.

From the forma tion of the present active 
cycle of the Order, its policy has consistently 
been that the individual must do his best to 
be a good citizen, because it is only by 
working through the channels of citizenship 
within the country upon which he depends 
for the benefits coming from such citizenship 
that free thought and individual develop
ment can prosper. Applications for mem- 
bership in this organization require an 
affirmative statement of that viewpoint. In 
the oath of the Order, the member subscribes 
again to this point of view, and the organi
zation has never permitted any individual 
to use -its ñame as an excuse for the evasión 
of any obligation or duty to his country. 
The right to express oneself is the right of 
democracy, but the obligation to the coun
try which supplies that form of democracy 
is also necessary to be maintained in order 
that such ideáis can be retained within 
human society.

The average individual who has been a 
member of the Order for any length of time 
is quite familiar with the general concept 
of the Law of Karma. As individuáis, we 
experience what we are prepared to experi
ence. Our pleasures and triáis are the result 
of previous activity and conclusions. We 
are therefore in a constant state of growth; 
and if we draw upon the best knowledge 
and experience available to us, we are mini- 
mizing error and lessening future trial and 
tribulation.

Closely interlocked with the individual is 
also the Karma of the group and the nation. 
The greatest patriot is the first to acknowl- 
edge imperfections in his country. No coun
try is perfect any more than the human be
ings that individually compose it can be per
fect; therefore, the country as a whole is 
subject to Karma just as is the individual. 
If the errors of our country, or the country
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of which a member is a citizen, have brought 
about conditions that cause disagreeable 
events and circumstances, they can be solved 
only by the efforts of all individuáis com- 
posing the citizenship of the country, through 
accepting their due part in the responsibility 
and the meeting of the obligations face to 
face.

At the present time this country is faced 
with grave intemational problems and cir
cumstances. We all as individuáis will dis- 
agree as to whether or not these conditions 
should exist; and possibly we will disagree 
as to their causes, but the intelligent person 
cannot but agree that they do exist. The 
obvious conclusión from this trend of reason- 
ing is that every individual citizen is going 
to have to do his part to solve the problem, 
whether or not each part that is done by 
each individual is entirely in accord with his 
wishes.

During World War II almost everyone 
objected individually and personally to many 
regulations that had to do with the rationing 
of food and other products. In spite of our 
objections and our more or less good-natured 
complaining about them, the average citizen, 
or the great majority, complied with regula
tions. We, as individuáis, usually did not 
do so with the cheerfulness that would have 
been ideal. We would rather have had what 
we did without, but in complying we helped 
the country out of a difficult situation.

It is only reasonable, and, in fact, it is 
instinctive, that man should prepare to pre
serve himself, his loved ones, and his proper
ty. It is therefore only prudent that this 
nation, or any other nation, should be ready 
in the event of war to protect itself. There
fore, as much as we individually may dislike 
the idea of war and all the implications 
that go with war, we cannot relieve ourselves 
from the responsibility of doing our part to 
prepare for the protection of our country. 
If one finds his skills and abilities useful in 
a war plant or a manufacturing concern 
dealing in war materials, the responsibility 
of the moment is to carry out those activi
ties to the best of his ability.

At the same time, however, we need not 
take the attitude that we are only providing 
the means of destruction for someone else. 
We can work to the best of our ability for 
those influences and forces which will help 
produce peace. As individuáis, we can think,

speak, work, and hope peace. We can ap- 
ply, as Rosicrucians, the principies which 
we know that will be effective in the pro- 
motion of peace. We can take the time to 
transmit through correspondence our view- 
point to those responsible in government, 
and let our representatives in the legislative 
bodies of the country in which we live 
know of our support of those measures 
which we believe are conducive to peace 
and intemational good will. To question the 
advisability of working in connection with 
the production of war materials and then 
be unconcerned insofar as expressing our
selves to government authorities as to what 
our true point of view is, is a ridiculous 
situation when it is analyzed. To do our job 
well and to let it be known what our convic- 
tions are is a far more constructive pro- 
cedure.

Group policies are frequently in conflict 
with individual convictions. This is unfortu- 
nate but it is true. Mistakes that have been 
made by nations in the past are causes of 
effects that are yet to be felt. A person may 
be idealistic, may have the highest aspira- 
tions and aims in life; nevertheless, as an 
individual citizen of the social group to 
which he belongs, he is to some extent 
responsible for the errors of the past. He 
must therefore participate in those steps that 
may help to rectify such errors in the pres
ent. This may sound like fatalism. It may 
seem to some who read these remarks that 
all is hopeless, that regardless of the indi
vidual ideáis, the errors of the group, and 
particularly the errors of minorities, selfish 
groups will control future human destiny. 
This may be true but it is not fatalism. 
It is not beyond the scope of modification, 
provided people will honestly live and ex- 
press the ideáis which they believe.

In these comments, implications rather 
than definite rules have been discussed. The 
idealistic individual is constantly in the posi
tion of reconciling his thinking to the actu- 
alities of the material world in which he 
lives. It is only by sincere and conscientious 
study of one’s place in the universe, of one’s 
potentialities and abilities, and a growth in 
the feeling of the individual mystical ap- 
proach to the concept of God that we may 
find the full answer. The answer may differ 
with each of us because this final answer lies 
with the God of our Hearts.—A
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The Source of Incentive

“What is the ideal incentive for individual 
effort?” is the general implica tion of a ques
tion which should interest everyone under 
present-day living conditions. Incentive is 
technically that which tends to incite or 
stimulate thought or activity insofar as it 
applies to the human being. If there is no 
incentive to do anything, whether it is 
mental or physical, there is little effort and 
enthusiasm put into the act.

In the world today, incentive is primarily 
associated with money. The individual works 
for wages. These wages represent the neces- 
sities and, all individuáis hope, some of the 
pleasures of life. Without that incentive it 
would be difficult to secure the services of 
any individual for any purpose. In view 
of the fact that our physical needs must be 
met, it is little wonder that so much em- 
phasis is placed upon a material incentive. 
As a result, we find in every line of human 
endeavor today those individuáis who have 
built their incentive entirely upon the ma
terial gain possible from their efforts and 
so have lost sight of those valúes which are 
of more importance than any material 
thing.

There was a time, and probably still is 
in the case of some individuáis—but unfortu- 
nately they seem to be in a minority—when 
pride of accomplishment, skill, and work- 
manship, the producing of valué for valué, 
were also incentives for anything which 
was to be accomplished in a day’s work. A 
person took pride in what he could do and 
do well. However, if an individual^ out- 
look is so clouded by the material gain to 
come from effort that he fails to have any 
pride of accomplishment, the product or 
thing worked upon suffers due to this limited 
outlook of the individual. How many times 
have we all heard of inferior quality products 
and services. If we could investígate them, 
we would find that the individuáis providing 
these things were looking only to their 
selfish material gains as the result of their 
efforts, and not to any sense of accom
plishment.

It is not wrong to work for what one is 
worth or to demand valué received for valué 
given, but it is wrong to live a life where 
all incentive comes from the outside as mere
ly a stimulation of material things. True 
incentive comes from within, not from

without. The ideáis that produce the valúes 
that have real worth to human life lie within 
the individual. If these ideáis are cultivated 
and brought to the surface, the incentive is 
made greater and all human endeavor is 
completed with satisfaction as well as with 
material gain. The growth of human dignity 
is based upon the giving of valúes, not upon 
the accumulation of material wealth. If we 
lose sight of this fact, we have lost sight of 
those factors which link us with the highest 
purposes of life, and we, as individuáis, are 
the losers.—A

Commercial Use of Ideáis

The approaching Christmas Season re- 
minds us of how little is left of the real 
ideáis that the season represents. At this 
early date, and this is written about the 
middle of November, we are faced in our 
daily newspapers with one advertisement 
after another trying to entice from us the 
expenditure of money for Christmas. The 
giving and receiving of gifts at this season 
is older than the Christmas observance it
self, but the extreme steps that are taken 
to commercialize upon this tradition cause 
many people today to stop and wonder 
whether or not it might be a good idea to 
suspend all giving and try to give some at
tention and time to the ideáis that the 
season represents.

There are holidays, throughout the year, 
of religious and patriotic significance that 
have all been grasped for commercial gain 
by those who are engaged in commerce. 
Many people, at least the younger ones, 
could not elabórate too much upon the ideáis 
represented by Thanksgiving, except as they 
are reflected in the price of turkey, or those 
represented by Christmas except as one com
pares the gifts which have been given and 
received, and by a mathematical computation 
determines whether his has been a gain or a 
loss. Probably if we were all engaged in 
retail business we might have a different 
attitude. We, too, would commercialize upon 
any holiday season or ideal that would 
bring us profit. This is not a condemnation 
of commercialism where it serves a purpose 
or gains someone a living, but it is a con
demnation of the overemphasis of commer
cialism to the sacrifice of the ideal itself.

The ideal of Christmas should go beyond 
anyone’s religious belief. There are people
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of many religious beliefs who observe to a 
certain degree the Christmas holiday and 
the ideáis it represents. The concepts of 
peace on earth and good will among men 
are ideáis that the human race has aimed 
to attain since man became a rational being. 
Furthermore, these are ideáis worth obtain- 
ing whether or not we believe in the theo- 
logical doctrines surrounding the personality 
and the life of Jesús, and whether we are 
Christian, Moslem, Je wish, Buddhist, or not 
associated with any formal religión. To ex- 
emplify these ideáis in our actions and words 
at the Christmas Season, and by our expres
sion carry these ideáis to other people, is of 
far more importance than the exchange of 
gifts.

Man is a rational being and therefore 
should be able to reach a médium point of 
view. He need not deprive his children of 
toys ñor his friends of a Christmas card or 
a gift, but he should remember that the 
greatest gift he can give to anyone is by 
example and injunction to implant in the 
minds of other people the ideáis that this 
holiday season represents.—A

Our Incarnations

How many times does the soul-personality 
reincarnate? Is there a limit to the number 
of times that the soul-personality will occupy 
a physical body and reside on the earth 
plañe?

The incarnation of the soul-personality in 
mortal form is in accordance with a Cosmic 
cycle known mystically as the Cycle of In- 
carnation or popularly as the cycle of ex
istence. The period from birth to rebirth 
constitutes a cycle of 144 years. This num
ber of years in the cycle of existence is 
based upon the observations of mystics for 
centuries. These mystics and metaphysicians, 
in comparing the experiences of each other 
and those told them in conversations with 
numerous students who have been able to 
recall the events of past lives, concluded that 
this cycle approximates 144 years. It was 
not strange to them that the period after 
transition, or the time on the Cosmic plañe 
if you wish to express it thus, should be in 
accordance with cycles. After all, as our 
monographs state, throughout the whole 
manifestation of the Cosmic, of which we 
have knowledge, there is found to be a 
periodicity, a thread which ties all phenom

ena together. Such a Cosmic cycle of in
carnation has a relationship to the move- 
ments of the plañets, the comets, the sun 
and moon, the revolution of the earth and 
the periods of gestation for animals and 
plant life. Why should it appear amazing 
that there is a Cosmic cycle of existence, 
when our earthly cycle consists of a series 
of periods of seven years each, and which 
orthodox science has come to recognize?

As our monographs further relate, the 
ideal Cosmic cycle intended for man’s ex
istence consists of a full 144 years here on 
earth. After transition, the soul would then 
be rebom immediately into another body, 
the one best suited for the further evolve- 
ment of such soul-personality. The fact that 
we do not live this span of 144 years on 
earth and must spend the difference, be
tween that number of years and our age at 
transition, on the Cosmic plañe, is our own 
responsibility. With greater knowledge of 
Cosmic laws and that aspect of them which 
we cali nature, our earth span will increase 
and the Cosmic interlude will decrease.

When does this cycle of incarnations 
cease? Is there a specific number of lives 
which we must live? The number of lives 
one has lived or the chambers of the soul, 
as the incarnations are esoterically called, 
are not known. It is true that you may read 
occult and metaphysical literature outside of 
our Order that is quite emphatic in stating 
that the soul reincarnates two, seven, nine, 
or some other number of times. Such a state
ment, however, is wholly speculative and has 
no authoritative foundation. There are those 
who have had many ways of substantiating, 
to their own satisfaction, experiences which 
are of previous incarnations, and which 
have shown them that their incarnations ex- 
ceeded nine in number, or even more.

Even the teachings of the A.M.O.R.C. have 
speculated that there were perhaps but 
twelve chambers of the soul. This theory, 
and that is all it is at this time, was based 
upon the premise that the cycle of twelve 
would be in accord with the table of the 
chemical elements which the Rosicrucians 
state will prove to be 144. When the 
A.M.O.R.C., during the early days of the 
second cycle of its activities, stated that the 
chemical elements would reach a total of 
144 in number, it was considered an absurd 
statement. The elements were then barely in 
the nineties. Scientific speculation at the
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time postulated that perhaps two, three, or 
a few more would be all that would be 
known. Now we have advanced so rapidly 
in this field, have discovered so many new 
elements, that the A.M.O.R.C. postulation 
stands a chance to be proved empirically. 
However, the Rosicrucian Order has many 
times modified or completely altered an 
earlier postulation on the strength of later 
research and findings. Since Dr. H. Spencer 
Lewis wrote, many years ago: 4 4—the soul 
may have twelve such chambers,” he carne 
to believe, through his many resources, that 
the probability of there being many more 
incarnations than twelve was very great. In 
fact, subsequent articles in this very Forum 
and in other Rosicrucian literature bear out 
this transition of his thought on the subject.

It would appear from the opinion of those 
who are masters of these mystical and Cos
mic principies that, in the average case, the 
greatest number of incarnations or past per- 
sonalities that can be recalled is twelve in 
number. It would seem that the memory of 
the soul diminishes or rather the impressions 
we receive objectively become very vague 
beyond the twelve incarnations. There may 
be a Cosmic purpose in not having the aver
age person recall lives beyond the twelve 
cycles of incarnation. Most certainly we are 
now agreed that there is no definite number 
or limit for the incarnation of the soul- 
personality; at least we know of none.

It would seem more mystically consistent 
that an effect or result be attained by rein- 
carnation rather than that there be a cer
tain number of reincamations. Man may 
measure cycles of manifestation mathemat- 
ically, but Cosmically this number is of no 
importance because number is man-con- 
ceived. The mystical doctrine underlying 
the necessity of reincarnation is the ab- 
sorption of the soul-personality into the 
Universal Mind. This process is called a 
perfecting of the soul-personality. Life by 
life through varied experiences the person
ality unfolds as we become more and more 
conscious of the divine or Cosmic intelligence 
resident within us. Our lives, our behavior, 
our thoughts, all reflect the profound insight 
which we gradually acquire as the outer self 
becomes more in attunement with the exalted 
self or that higher consciousness within us. 
When eventually our soul-personality, that 
is, the reflection of the soul in its human 
expression, is equivalent to the soul forcé

within us, to its intelligence, to its spirituali- 
ty, then perfection is realized. We are then 
truly a manifestation of the Cosmic in the 
sense that we are one with its consciousness. 
At such a time, rebirth is no longer neces
sary. Life can no longer teach us lessons. 
The physical cycle of existence ceases. The 
soul-personality remains on the Cosmic plañe 
absorbed into the One of which it was but 
an extensión when in the body.

With some individuáis this perfection, this 
great cycle of the soul-personality, may be 
realized in twelve incarnations. It is what 
the Buddhists cali the stopping of the turn- 
ing of the wheel. For other persons it may 
require fifteen or twenty lives or even many 
more before the necessary experiences are 
had. It is for this very reason that a true 
mystic is not boastful of the number of his 
incarnations. Certainly, there is no honor, 
for example, in having had twenty incarna
tions if it were possible to attain perfection 
in a much smaller number of lives. It would 
be like a youth who might ignorantly boast 
that he spent seventeen years in the elemen- 
tary grades of school. Such would not eleva te 
his status in the opinion of his listeners.—X

Are Our Lives Decreed?

A frater, addressing our Forum, points 
out what to him appear as inconsistencies 
in the monographs with respect to the topic 
of fatalism. He says that in one of the 
monographs of one of the higher degrees it 
says: “There is an appointed and decreed 
time for transition in the earthly life of 
each individual and there is also a Cosmic 
reason and purpose in a seemingly untimely 
ending of an earthly existence.” Another 
monograph states: “Our own choice of voca- 
tion, manner of living and thinking will 
affect the probable date of transition.” In 
still another and higher degree, it says: “In 
nearly every case where disease of the flesh 
of the body has seemingly brought about 
transition, or so-called death, there was also 
disease or an abnormal condition of the 
psychic body that actually brought about 
the transition.” Finally there is the state
ment: “No true mystic can believe in fatal
ism, except the fate that we create our
selves. There is no mysterious hand that 
writes our life’s fate on a scroll before our 
birth ñor at the time of our birth except 
the mystic hand of our own acts.”
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There is a psychological inclination for 
every man to want to believe in fate. It is 
most disturbing for most men to feel that 
they are pitting their puny mental and 
physical powers against the magnitude of 
natural forces which surround them and of 
which they are aware. Man is fully con
scious of his inability, most of the time, to 
direct these Cosmic powers to his own ad
vantage. He realizes that this futility is 
principally the result of his ignorance. To 
believe that one must in some way direct 
his own destiny and yet not understand 
how, is frustrating. Consequently, fatalism, 
on the one hand, instils a sense of confidence 
and, on the other, a resignation to a power 
which it is presumed has predetermined the 
life of each individual.

The belief in fatalism frees some minds 
from any responsibility for their acts. They 
wish to believe that they can give them
selves over to abandon. They further believe 
that the consequences of their acts, which 
are enjoyable, would have been so whatever 
they thought or did, and the same for any 
ad ver sities they experience. This type of 
thinking transfers all causation or will en- 
tirely to some supernatural mind or deity. 
The individual prefers to be a puppet rather 
than to be troubled with the direction of his 
own life.

The most evident flaw in such a philo- 
sophical doctrine is the very apparent func
tion of human judgment. We cannot escape 
the evaluation of our own experiences as 
well as those of others. We can perceive 
and apperceive courses of action which will 
lead to our welfare and others which will 
lead to our detriment. Further, we can 
know  that, if we pursue one course, the re
sult will be quite the opposite from what it 
would be, if we followed another course. 
Then, too, we know that will, as desire, can 
precipítate us into a preferred direction. 
Why this human mechanism of mind, if all 
causation or what men assume to be causali- 
ty is alone possessed by a power that tran- 
scends man?

We mortals may not have absolute free 
will. It may be that we are obliged to fol
low either one inclination of our being or 
another. However, we do have these im
pulses to act, many of which are engendered 
by our own judgments and which would 
not be necessary if we were completely un
der the motivation of an external power.

How then do we reconcile what appears as 
inconsistencies in our monograph statements? 
Is there an appointed time for the transition 
of each individual? Or does one’s thinking 
and manner of living contribute to the prob
able date of transition, as another one of the 
monographs states?

Actually both of the above questions may 
be answered in the affirmative, with some 
qualifications. Potentially within us is the 
appointed time of our transition as a result 
of certain factors, some of which lie within 
our control and others do not. Biologically, 
our inheritance of health and mental and 
physical qualities and our intelligence, to a 
great extent, predetermine the course of our 
lives and our transition. Environmental con
ditions, as customs, opportunities for educa- 
tion, exposure to disease, and economic suf- 
ficiency, also shape the course of our lives 
and, to an extent, establish the time of our 
transition. For example, the mortality tables 
of the great insurance companies throughout 
the world can predict, with a great degree 
of accuracy, the average life span of people 
in different sections of the world. Such 
statistics are founded upon empirical condi
tions, the circumstances under which people 
live and the customs of living. Therefore, 
each of us, as we fit into the Cosmic order, 
has an appointed time for transition which, 
however, is influenced by what we are. This 
Cosmically appointed time is not absolute. 
It is flexible. W e can alter it, and extend our 
lives by a change in our thinking and in the 
manner of our living.

To understand this better, let us use a sim
ple analogy. We shall say that there is a 
large commercial building containing many 
floors of offices. To this building each day 
come many strangers to conduct business 
with those having offices on one or the other 
of its many floors. These visitors, upon en- 
tering for the first time, observe a door 
leading to an elevator which is cióse at 
hand. This elevator ascends only to the 
fourth floor of the building. A little farther 
down the corridor are doors leading to other 
elevators that go to higher floors, but are 
not so easily seen. As a result, most of the 
visitors to the building enter the nearest 
elevator because they do not trouble to look 
farther. These persons are obliged to leave 
the elevator at the fourth floor, even though 
they wish to go higher, and are thus dis- 
appointed.
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It would be easy, then, for a statistician to 
predict that a given number of persons 
entering the building each day would have 
their ascent cut short at the fourth floor 
because of their lack of observation. If they 
were more alert, these same visitors could, 
by looking and inquiring, ascend by means 
of one of the other elevators, to the higher 
and proper floor. By the exercise of their 
intelligence and natural faculties, they could 
change the statistical average so that a great
er majority would ascend properly.

The gradual advancement of the human 
race is not a predetermined destiny. It is 
not a fíat of fate that man shall be this or 
that he shall be that. Destiny is govemed 
by environmental factors, as stated, and pri- 
marily by the exercise of human intelligence. 
Certainly in a large proportion of the ill- 
nesses which prevail, man comes to realize 
that he is the main contributor to them. He 
will admit improper diet or the abuse of his 
health in some other way. Therefore, if 
illness contracted in süch a manner even
tually shortens his life, making it less than 
that of the average span, it is not fate but 
himself who is the cause.

Many fatalists refer to adventitious events, 
that is, sudden unexpected happenings which 
vitally affect their lives, as being examples 
of the intervention of fate. They are con- 
fusing fate with probability. Inasmuch as 
man cannot ascertain in advance all those 
causes that will have an effect on his life, it 
is most probable that the element of surprise 
will enter into his life. This probability, 
however, is not a series of ordained events. 
Further, probability can be reduced by pro- 
jecting our judgments of experience into the 
future, which permits man to avoid certain 
trends and what are called accidents.

As the monograph has stated, a mystic, 
a Rosicrucian, cannot accept fatalism. To do 
so would be to deny his Divine heritage, his 
natural faculties, and to abandon the ideal 
of personal evolvement and aspiration to 
perfection.—X

The Oneness

A frater rising and addressing our Forum 
says: “I would like to know something 
further about the Oriental philosophical con
ception that ‘All is One and One is all.’ 
Further, can Occidental mysticism accept 
this conception without modification?”

The one-ness of reality, or the monistic 
conception of being is treated by many re
ligions and philosophies which were Eastern 
in origin, or which had their roots in the 
Orient. Though their terminologies are dif
ferent, basically their concept is the same. 
Perhaps the highest ideal of the human mind 
and one of the most commendable has been 
the search for unity in diversity. In a world 
of such apparent separation, of so many de- 
terminatives, it is a splendid commentary on 
human thought that it should have conceived 
the possibility of a solé reality—that is, a 
oneness.

This speculation and belief in monism, or 
the one, goes back to the very beginnings of 
history. Today, as well, modern science is 
endeavoring to unify its various fields of in- 
quiry only because it has proved the con- 
tiguity of one phenomenon to another. Sci
ence does not profess that it has discovered 
the whole order of manifestation, but day 
after day it is confirming the doctrine of the 
Cosmic Keyboard, that is, the unity of all 
reality, which has been one of the principie 
Rosicrucian teachings.

Oneness of reality is a subject of puré 
metaphysics, known technically as ontology, 
or the science of being. The aspect of this 
topic upon which the frater wishes further 
enlightenment is just how the all can be one, 
and yet there be that separateness which 
is the human personality. First, let us touch 
briefly upon some of the Oriental conceptions 
of oneness. Perhaps, the oldest doctrine of 
monism is to be found in Indian philosophy, 
more specifically in that higher treatment 
known as Brahmanism. For example, we 
find in the Upanishads: “All this is Brah- 
man—He is myself in the interior of the 
heart, smaller than the germ of the smallest 
seed. He is also myself in the heart chamber, 
greater than the earth, than all these worlds.”

In this statement, we find that Brahman 
is the solé reality; it is without attributes, 
distinctions, or determinations. It is the 
Absolute, puré being, out of which all ex
pression or form appears—and in which they 
all remain a part. “The Brahman, the power 
which presents itself to us embodied in all 
beings, which brings into existence all 
worlds, supports and maintains them and 
again reabsorbs them into itself, this eternal, 
infinite, divine power, is identical with the 
Atman, with what, after stripping off all of 
this external, we find in ourselves as our
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inmost and true being, our real self, the 
Soul.”

In the aboye doctrine, the One is made 
to appear a universal, divine, and infinite 
power. It is the cause of all. It would ap
pear that as a forcé, its action or motion is 
to extend itself, and thus it assumes the 
form of the many worlds, of the universes, 
and the particulars of those worlds. This 
Cosmic motion of Brahman, it would seem, 
is both expansive and contractive, for we are 
told in the above reference that it reabsorbs 
what it creates back into itself. This does 
not mean to imply that there is ever any 
loss of its nexus, or connection. Whatever 
form is expressed, the bond is not destroyed; 
it is always part of the one.

It is also interesting to note that the atman, 
which is the Soul, is said to be identical with 
Brahman. This would make the Soul an 
extensión of the universal one into the hu
man form. Such a concept is quite con- 
sistent with Rosicrucian mysticism. In man, 
the divine forcé exhibits a dual manifesta
tion of its own nature; or, rather, in man 
we find a unity of the different phases of 
the oneness. This oneness, or unity of man 
is characterized by atman, Soul, or his high
er self. It is only this oneness of the nature 
of man that is capable of realizing the 
infinite oneness or the divinity of which 
man’s nature consists. In all being, it is only 
that which has the lesser oneness of self- 
consciousness, as man has, that can come 
to realize the existence of the greater one
ness—namely, the Cosmic.

In Ruddhism, which was influenced by 
Indian philosophy, we are told in the Jiji- 
muge Doctrine of the Kegon School of Jap- 
anese Buddhism: “All things are one and 
have no existence apart from it—the one is 
all things and is incomplete without the least 
of them. Yet the parts are parts within the 
whole, not merged into it; they are 
interfused with reality while retaining the 
full identity of the part, and the one is no 
less one for the fact that it is a million— 
million parts.”

We understand this to mean that, though 
all things are of the one, yet the sum of all 
things is not the whole of one. In other 
words, the one is potential with becoming 
far more than the number of things which 
appear separate. A particular thing is not 
a part of the One. It is, rather, one of the 
infinite ways in which the solé reality ap-

pears to us. Things, in relation to the One, 
are like the colors of the spectrum; colors 
are not independent creations of light; they 
are, rather, the way in which the nature of 
light, its wave bands, are perceived by us.

Buddhism makes plain that no thing—in- 
cluding man—is detached from the One, ex
cept as we are conscious of it, the way we 
perceive it. We are one, but we must know 
that we are one. We are not tmly con
scious; that is, we have not fully exercised 
our exalted consciousness until we realize 
our oneness with all else. This doctrine, then, 
is also consistent with Occidental mysticism 
and the Rosicrucian philosophy. The aspira- 
tion toward Cosmic Consciousness is nothing 
more than the human desire for man to have 
the experience of his unity with the One.

Aristotle, too, sought to expound unity 
between matter, form, and mind. He de- 
clared that the Divine was an unmoved 
movant. This meant that it was an absolute 
substance which, in itself, was the moving 
cause of all, yet remained unmoved by any
thing else. Within this divine substance there 
was the potential of all the states which we 
recognize as form. There is an entelechy, or 
series of ideáis progressing upward, prompted 
by this solé divine mind and power. Each 
time the ideal was reached in its progressive 
scale we have a particular expression, or a 
definite kind of matter. The acorn has po
tential within it—the final state being, of 
course—the tree. Thus, according to Aris
totle, starting with the laws expressed, this 
ideal inherent within the unmoved movant 
passes on and upward, through the soul of 
man and finally returns to itself, completing 
a cycle. The One has extended itself and 
then is reabsorbed into its own formless 
state. Aristotle makes the point that puré 
being, the One, is formless. What we per
ceive as form is an activity of the Divine.

With the later Stoics, God was considered 
immanent in everything in every part of 
the universe. The solé reality, the One, is 
God. The Logos, the rational principie or 
the mind of God, permeated the entire uni
verse. In the lower or material substances, 
the Logos constitutes what we know as the 
physical laws, or the very order of natural 
phenomena. In man, the rational principie, 
the Logos, is called pneuma and is the Soul.

Specifically, according to the Stoics, the 
One is the universal consciousness. Then, 
in the lower order of creation, this one be-
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comes the law of nature itself; in the higher 
expression, the One is again Mind or Intel- 
ligence. Every particular, then, no matter 
what its nature, is the consequence of the 
very mind substance of which the One is.

In the Neoplatonism of Plotinus, we see 
this doctrine of the One assuming the char
acter that later became infused in Occidental 
mysticism. In the Enneads, V. 12, of Plotinus, 
we find: “The One is not a being but the 
source of being which is its first offspring. 
The One is perfect—that is, it has nothing, 
seeks nothing, needs nothing—but we may 
say it overflows, and this overflowing is 
Creative.”

By stating that the One is not being is 
meant that it has no determinative qualities; 
we cannot describe it because being has no 
qualities by which it could be identified in 
the sense that we know matter. The con
cept of Absolute reality, or puré being, with
out qualities, is truly mystical, yet difficult 
to comprehend. The overflowing referred to, 
is what we may cali the expansive activity 
of the One, by which function we come to 
perceive it as having many attributes which, 
in fact, it does not.

After the intellectual denudation, that is, 
putting aside our objective side, the One 
finally appears to the Soul in this manner, 
we are told: “And, they are no longer two 
but one, and the Soul is no longer conscious 
of the body or of the mind, but knows that 
she has what she desired, that she is where 
no descriptions can come, and that she would 
not exchange her bliss for all the heavens 
of heaven.”

As previously stated, this means that we 
have attained oneness on the lesser plañe. 
Our self-consciousness has evolved to the 
point of experiencing the greater conscious
ness, the oneness of which it is composed.

The Sufis are the Islamic mystics. They 
put aside much of the external ritualism of 
Mohammedanism and sought the ultimate 
verities that could be attained through the 
doctrines of Mohammedanism. Actually, 
their meditations transcend, in beauty and 
profundity, the basic teachings of Moham
medanism. Their prose and poetry consti- 
tute a collection of some of the most inspired 
mystical precepts ever to illumine the mind 
of man. They derive their ñame Sufi from

“Suf,” the word for a rough, white wool 
clothing which they wore, and which con- 
trasted against the silken garments of the 
wealthier, sensual Mohammedans. One of 
these Sufi mystics, Awarif al Ma’arif, says: 
“Except God, Who is the real and absolute 
existence and operator, nothing else exists. 
All other existence, attributes and inde
pendent actions are unreal; thus, the reflec- 
tion of every existence is from the light of 
the absolute existence.”

In other words, we cannot confer upon 
the particulars of the world any substance, 
any reality, no matter what it appears to 
be, other than calling it a reflection of the 
one reality. The more we rationalize that 
something cannot be of the divine because 
it appears to be inconsistent with the godly 
nature, the more unreal we make it. A 
thing is either of the One, or it is not real; 
and therefore is nothing.—X

Datigers of Nationalism

The Rosicrucian Order has long been con- 
vinced that world security and freedom from 
war can only be attained by a thorough in- 
ternationalism. In fact, we are of the opinion 
that the ideal solution of many of the world 
problems now being experienced, social and 
economic, can never be eliminated until 
there is one world. Such a world would, of 
course, necessitate the abolition, by agree- 
ment and peaceful means, of the individu- 
alism of nations. The ideal of dispensing 
with nations, as political entities, does not 
infringe upon the rights and opportunities 
of the individual. In fact, those who have 
the humanitarian and expedient concept of 
one world think of it wholly in terms of the 
betterment of the lot of the individual.

Admittedly, thé ideal of one world, by 
peaceful and voluntary acceptance, is some 
time a way from realization. There are 
those who criticize the concept as being 
fantastic and too abstract. Though it cannot 
be accomplished in the immediate future, the 
first step toward it is the promotion of true 
Ínter nationalism. When peoples of various 
nations can and will work in closer unity 
and understanding, such condition will be 
apodictical of the obsolescence of nationalism 
with all its oíd ills.
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Certainly the Rosicrucian Order, AMORC, 
as an intemational organization, has had 
much opportunity to observe firsthand the 
advantages of internationalism, even at a 
time when nationalism has become more in
tense. One of the commonest reactions of a 
people precipitated into relationship with 
others who are thousands of miles distant is 
their surprise at the similarity of problems 
which they share. Of course, one people 
can imagine the common concerns of em- 
ployment, sustenance, and health of a peo
ple remóte from themselves. It is in the 
ordinary affairs of the day, in matters which 
they have been accustomed to associating 
with their own particular history and per
sonal lives, that they are the most surprised 
to learn that others have the same problems. 
To find that another people think more or 
less as you do, struggle with social factors 
as you do, notwithstanding differences of 
customs and traditions, creates a sympathetic 
understanding. This understanding in turn 
engenders tolerance.

Before Japan opened her doors to the West 
and before extensive trade with China, the 
peoples of the Occident or of “Christianity,” 
as they preferred to cali themselves with 
egoistic pride, actually looked upon the 
Orientáis as some kind of sub-human. Igno- 
rant as they were of the Orient, they never- 
theless ridiculed its peoples and despised them 
because of their non-Christian faith. Any 
endeavor to include such peoples of the 
Orient in an equal social status was objec- 
tionable to the mass mind of the West. Even 
today in the United States particularly, and 
in other Occidental nations as well, there is 
the oft-heard reference: “We are a Christian 
nation.” Whether admitted or not, that con
stitutes the implication that the non-Christian 
nations are inferior in idealism and in the 
propensity of spiritual attainment. It is such 
prejudice that keeps peoples, as nations, 
races, and creeds, separate from each other, 
suspicious and hateful.

What makes one religión superior to an
other? In the first place, such is a moot 
question. The superiority of a religión, from 
the point of expediency, cannot be said to 
be its intellectual standard, its doctrines and 
dogma. It cannot be judged like a philosophy 
entirely on its appeal to logic. Religión must 
be appraised on the character it develops in 
the individual and the adjustment it causes

him to make to life and to his fellows. In 
other words, “by their fruits shall they be 
known.” Strictly on analysis of their history, 
almost all of the self-affirmed Christian na
tions are hardly in a position to refer to 
themselves as virtuous or as paragons of 
Christian principies. If it is admitted, then, 
that the human equation and not religión 
alone accounts for the conduct of a people 
and a nation, then let us stop conferring 
superiority upon ourselves on the grounds 
of religión.

Each of the world’s great living religions 
has doctrines and dogma that represent the 
finest in human spiritual aspiration. Each 
also suffers by interpretation and the in
fluence of human self-centeredness. It is the 
blind faith of a religionist or a loyalty 
amounting to intolerance that causes the 
religious zealot to refuse to recognize those 
virtues of another faith that are equal in 
moral idealism and in practice to his own.

Nationalism, through centuries of time, 
has come to adúmbrate all other customs and 
beliefs but its own. It has tightly bound 
up in many states of the world its particular 
dominant religions and standards of living 
with the concept of supremacy. In the lead
ing democracies of the world there may be 
no prohibited thinking or speaking about 
that which is different from their domestic 
religious tradition and customs. However, 
public opinion makes such free thinking and 
speaking seem offensive. It makes it appear 
as a kind of national sacrilege to consider 
with favor that which is not of the national 
background. Consequently, with most peo
ples, it is easier to remain a member of 
society by moving with the current of na- 
tionalistic customs than by climbing out of 
the stream to look directly upon the rest of 
the world.

In endeavoring to conduct its intemation
al, philosophical but nonreligious and non- 
political activities, AMORC has encountered 
this rip tide of nationalism. Strange or dif
ferent phraseology in our literature, prac
tices which are. not common but which ap
peal to the human mind, often bring oppo- 
sition because they differ from the customs 
of a nation. The usual objections we experi
ence are, for example, to quote them: “This 
cannot be presented in our country; our peo
ple are not accustomed to such activities,” 
or “We do things differently here,” or again
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“The Rosicrucian Order must take into spe
cial account the feeling of a large group of 
our nationals.” In other words, the general 
theme is: “When you are in Rome, you must 
do as the Romans do.” Think and believe as 
they do.

Now, what is the basic fallacy of such an 
idea? A philosophical doctrine, which is dif
ferent from what people think or are ac
customed to, could never be introduced if it 
had to conform to the usual stream of 
thought. In other words, no matter how 
much a doctrine might later be proved to be 
to a people’s advantage, it would be barred 
for its being in conflict with their national- 
istic conventions and beliefs. The Rosi
crucian teachings are by no means new but 
to the minds that have never before been 
contacted, they, of course, seem to be. As a 
result, they may jar and challenge the com- 
placency of customary thought. We can
not, however, comply with the oíd doctrine 
of “When you are in Rome, etc.”

Further, the individual who is bound by 
nationalistic customs and refuses or resents 
that which differs from his usual methods 
or belief is not very progressive. He is hard- 
ly one who is ready for the doctrines of the 
Rosicrucian teachings. Moreover, if AMORC 
were to reconcile itself with the traditional 
concepts had by any given society, then 
such would no longer be AMORC teachings 
or methods. It would, in fact, be that of 
which it became a part. We have members 
who, as individuáis, are conscientious Rosi
crucians but who do not wish the Order 
to issue literature in which there is an ap
peal about mystical or occult principies. They 
say: “The people do not understand these 
matters in our country.” They further state 
that one must resort to self-improvement and 
applied sciences as his appeal. The fact is 
that the individual who may be only inter- 
ested in self-improvement will most likely 
not be interested in the Rosicrucian teach
ings. The reason for this is that to many 
persons self-improvement means a particular 
training for a vocation or a profession such 
as accountancy, law, music, or the like. 
Such training, is in no way conceived by 
them as being for the improvement of their 
psychic self, or to acquire a philosophical 
approach to the realities of living.

The same may be said of an interest in 
applied sciences. Though the AMORC

teachings include much of physical science, 
as every member knows, yet they do em
brace much that is not materialism. Gen
erally, those referring to applied science, as 
our inquiry has proved, do not interpret such 
to mean mystical or mental science but the 
physical ones only. Further, since our Order 
is mystical in the wholly philosophical sense 
of that word, why conceal this subject in 
our literature and in our approach to those 
whom we wish to interest?

We are often amused by the well-intended 
suggestion by members in distant countries 
who say “American ways of introducing the 
Order in my country are not appropriate. 
They are quite different from our national 
customs.” What amuses us is the members’ 
belief that our methods are wholly Ameri
can. They may be different to the general 
habits of a people or country, but they are 
not exclusively American just because the 
Grand and Supreme Grand Lodge of this 
jurisdiction are located in the United States. 
As an intemational organization, we incor
pórate elements of psychological appeal in 
our literature and in our practices which are 
not of any one country. The fact that such 
may appear different to some people does 
not necessarily mean that they have an en- 
tirely American flavor.

The fact remains that in all countries 
where it has been said by a few that “the 
AMORC cannot introduce its activities here 
by the modern methods it employs,” we 
nevertheless have done so and, in most in- 
stances, with success. Intemationalism is 
slowly overcoming the odds which it is work
ing against. In the very countries where it 
has been said that modem methods of intro
ducing mystical and philosophical teachings 
could not succeed, such activities have been 
going on. We have, on occasion, pointed out 
similar activities by cultural groups of which 
objectors to our modern methods were not 
aware.

We readily admit, however, that a study 
of the psychology of a people and of their 
customs is always necessary before launch- 
ing any intemational activities in their midst. 
For example, where a country is religiously 
dominated, where the Church rules the state 
and is consequently intolerant of all other 
religious, and also of philosophical or social 
ideas which are different from its own, cau- 
tion must be exercised. Such a religious
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state will persecute all members of fraternal 
orders such as the Rosicrucian, Freemasonry, 
and Theosophy. Likewise, the state, where 
a political ideology seeks to suppress all 
freedom of thought, as the church-dominated 
one, must be treated with exceptional con
sidera tion by AMORC so as not to jeopardize 
the welfare of its members who reside there.

Other than where such policies of sup
pression exist we, as an organization and as 
individuáis, must not let wholly nationalistic 
customs and traditions prevent the spread of 
intemational humanitarianism and enlight- 
enment for which the Rosicmcian teachings 
stand. Remember that there is nothing in 
the work of the Order, its teachings or prac
tices, that is immoral, socially degrading or 
seditious.

Periodically, from almost every country 
of this jurisdiction of AMORC, we receive 
requests to establish regional offices within 
the country. In each country of our juris
diction, there are lodges and chapters and 
regular times and places for conventions, 
convocations, and rallies of the members. 
The requests for regional offices do not mean 
a place for the congregation of members for 
that has already been established wherever 
possible. A regional office means an admin
istrativa office, a place where the adminis- 
trative work of the Order could be conducted. 
Such an office would be a duplícate of the 
administrative activities of the Grand Lodge 
at San José. Such requests are often founded 
upon a wholly nationalistic pride but at the 
expense of the efficiency of the whole Order. 
It is true, however, that many commercial 
organizations do have such duplicate admin
istrative systems in the countries in which 
they operate. Their offices are necessitated 
by the export and import laws of the par
ticular country in which they do business. 
They are not established by reason of ef
ficiency or economy.

Let us consider one factor alone in con- 
nection with the establishment of a regional 
administrative office. This factor is mailing 
or postage. Though there is some periodic 
delay to members in different parts of the 
world in the receiving of their mail, gen
erally after the first delay the mail comes 
with such regularity that members are not 
frequently deprived of their studies or mem- 
bership benefits. To duplicate the mailing

system and clerical help of the Grand Lodge 
in part for each country, where we have 
members, would be a very expensive under- 
taking. It is the large centralized activity 
of the Grand Lodge which makes possible the 
use of modern office machinery necessary 
which, in turn, reduces operational expense. 
Whenever we find it actually to the ad
vantage of the Order’s activities in a country 
to have a regional administrative office and 
it warrants the additional expense and in- 
vestment, we are glad to undertake it. How
ever, we cannot do so merely to cater to 
nationalistic pride. We cannot establish a 
series of administrative offices throughout 
the world when we already have lodges and 
chapters providing fraternal contact and 
ritualism. Rosicrucian members, wherever 
they are located, must think of the Grand 
Lodge administrative offices as being Inter
national and not localized. After all, if the 
Grand Lodge of this jurisdiction were not 
here in San José, it would have to be some 
other place, such as Toronto, Paris, Sydney, 
or Rio de Janeiro.

As a member of mankind, let us become 
internationally-minded.—X.

Go to School Again

Have you thought about attending this 
summer’s term of Rose-Croix University— 
or of reattending? We are never through 
studying and learning, unless we wish to 
cióse our minds. Experience begets experi
ence. The more we think, the more we 
observe—the more channels are opened to 
us. It is amazing how many persons who 
have academic degrees, or who are in pro- 
fessional life, find their interest further 
stimulated in higher education through the 
Rosicrucian teachings. The monographs 
challenge their imagination and cause them 
to think along lines unthought of before, or 
which had been forgotten. Their attendance 
at the Rose-Croix University provides them 
with the opportunity for a brief and thorough 
study of those fascinating subjects which 
later in life have come to appeal to them.

A great number of those who attend Rose- 
Croix University have never attended col- 
lege or university before; when they were 
younger they perhaps did not have the 
means ñor the opportunity to take up a
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higher form of education. Now, as Rosi- 
crucians, there is a particular subject that 
interests them—something that down through 
the years they have wanted to know more 
about. They have not been able to attend 
college or university for a four-year course 
because of having a family, business, or 
other obligations. The Rose-Croix University 
terms make it possible for them to start 
learning what they want and do so in a 
relatively short time—three weeks, of six 
days each; they find the courses are 
economical, as well.

If you can understand the monographs, if 
you can understand the Rosicrucian Digest 
and the contents of this Forum, then it will 
be equally as easy for you to obtain tremen- 
dous valué from the Rose-Croix University 
studies. The subject matter, though techr 
nically correct and thorough, is presented in 
the same easy-to-understand way as the 
teachings of your monographs.

We suggest that you write for a recent 
copy of the Story of Learning, which is a 
prospectus of the various courses of the col- 
leges of the Rose-Croix University. It is true 
that you may have had a copy of this book
let in the past, but new subjects are being 
continually added, and we suggest that you 
write for another copy and make your plans 
to come this summer.

The subjects taught are many. You have 
a very excellent choice: art, music; Rosi
crucian healing—which includes biology, 
physiology; physics—which includes the 
study of the structure of matter, various 
manifestations of vibrations, sound, light, 
and color; philosophy—the great thoughts of 
the thinkers of the past; metaphysical doc
trines; alchemy; psychology and parapsy- 
chology—the training of the mind, the func
tions of the mind; and many other subjects 
too numerous to mention here.

Remember, too, that at the Rose-Croix 
University you will receive personal instruc- 
tion. Each teacher, or professor, is a member 
of AMORC, in addition to being a fully 
qualified teacher in his subject. Most of 
our faculty members are teachers and pro- 
fessors in other colleges and universities. As 
Rosicrucians, they know how to present

their subjects so that they are related to the 
Rosicrucian teachings. In simple ways, they 
show the effectiveness of the topics in every- 
day living. In addition to your classroom 
instruction, there are many demonstra tions. 
We have fully-equipped laboratories neces
sary to prove the many laws and principies 
expounded. An extensive Research Library 
is at your disposal.

You will have much opportunity for self- 
expression. Not a year goes by without the 
current of life of some student having been 
changed by the fact that he or she has at- 
tended Rose-Croix University. Here is an 
opportunity to discover latent talents or to 
develop them. Many have become success
ful in new fields of endeavor because of the 
stimulus of a term at Rose-Croix University.

There is a balance in activity at the Rose- 
Croix University; all is not study. You have 
the opportunity to hear discourses by the 
Supreme and Grand Lodge officers. You 
have fraternal relationship with men and 
women who attend as students from various 
parts of the world: Europe, Africa, Austral- 
asia, and South America. The spacious 
campus with its shady nooks, flowers and 
lawns, gives excellent opportunity for medi
tation and relaxation between classes. Fur
ther, there is the splendid recreátional side 
of attending. The student body organizes 
various events for fun and frolic—dances, 
banquet, week-end trips to the nearby Pa
cific Ocean and to the Giant Redwood forests. 
The social and fraternal aspects are not 
forgotten.

In conclusión, we would like to add that 
nowhere will you find such thorough study 
facilities and all that goes with them, at 
such a reasonable tuition cost. To enroll 
in the Rose-Croix University, it is necessary 
that certain brief matriculation studies be 
obtained, first. These matriculation studies 
are to be doné at home so as to prepare you 
for attendance at the Rose-Croix University. 
So, make your plans now—learn about these 
courses through the special booklet. Write 
today for a complimentary copy of the 
Story of Learning, to: Rose-Croix University, 
Rosicrucian Park, San José, California, 
U. S. A.—X
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Is Your Advice As Good^ 
As They Deserve ♦

T H E R E  is no question of your 
J'L motive. You want to give the 

best advice*—but do you? If your 
cKild’s KealtK is in danger you con- 
sult a pKysician. If Kis eyes trouble 
Kim, you do not rely on family 
opinion ^  you visit an optometrist. 
It is also your duty to guide Kis 
imagination into tKe rigKt cKannels

to awaken natural latent talents^- 
to give Kim tKe start tKat perKaps 
you did not Kave. But are you pre- 
pared? Can you instill in tKe sus
ceptible mind of your boy or girL— 
those few words each Jay^—tKat can 
influence Kis or Ker Iater life for tKe 
better? You cannot pass tKis respon
sibility on to scKool and teacKer. 
TKe moúlding of tKeir cKaracters, 
tKe direction of tKeir mental visión, 
are your job.

TKe Júnior Order of TorcK Bear- 
ers (a nonreligious movement), de- 
voted to tKe cultural training of

cKildren, Kas prepared a series of 
intensely interesting, simple-to-read 
and easily understood, lesson-stories 
for parents to read to tKeir cKildren, 
or for cKildren to read for tKem- 
selves. WKetKer your cKild is five 
or fourteen, tKere is a lesson-story to 
fit Kis or Ker mind. TKey teacK ap- 
preciation of beauty, art, and music; 
tKey indicate tKe need of self- 
reliance, and tKe consideration of 
otKers tKey encourage initiative.

Send For These Free 
Partí culars

W itK out obligation you may Kave 
furtKer information on Kow you may 
receive tKese cKild guidance lesson- 
stories or Iecture-Iessons. Just write 
today to tKe address below and aslt 
for tKe "Keys to tKe CKest of 
Knowledge” (jo-LG-512), a guide to 
parents. It will be sent free.

The Júnior Order of Torch Bearers (AMORC), San José, Calif.




